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C H A P T E R  I

Motion of a projectile, neglecting the 
resistance of the air

§ 1. The resistance of the air will be neglected in our pre
liminary investigation. Let the origin 0  be taken as the centre of 
the muzzle of the gun and the velocity of the shell at the point 0 
be v0, and let its direction make an angle tf> with the horizon; <j> is 
called the “ angle of departure” ; the vertical plane through the 
initial tangent is called the “ plane of fire.”

This plane of fire through 0  is taken as the plane of the coordi
nate axes; and the axes of x  and y are the horizontal and vertical 
lines through 0  in this plane.

*y

Suppose the centre of gravity of the body after t seconds, reckoned 
from 0, to be at the point (xy), and to have a velocity v in the path 

c. 1
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Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. i

in a direction making an angle 0 with the horizontal. Then in the 
ascending branch of the trajectory, 0 is positive, and diminishes to 
zero. At the vertex 0 — 0, while in the descending branch of the 
trajectory, 0 is negative.

At the end of the trajectory, 0 =  0e =  360 — to, where co is the 
“ acute angle of descent ” ; and there y — 0,x  =  X , v = ve, t= T .

-r d?x .  , d2yNow -d-  =  0, and ^  =  --7,

and initially 

Therefore

dx , d y  . ,^  =  v0 cos (p, -jj =  To sin (p.

x =
y

=  «0 COS <j).t = Vit 1 , .  .

=  D0sin<f>.t — ^gt2 =  v2t — J ’ .....................'  '

whence we get y =  x tan <£ -  ^  ^ ............................ (2)

(
V • • •where h =  X -j ; this is the equation of a parabola with vertical axis.

The vertex, with coordinates xs, ys, is the point where the tangent 
of the flight path is horizontal, so that y' or tan 0 = 0.

SONow tan 0 =  tan d> — ------— ,2 h cos2 <p
so that xs =  2h cos <p sin <f> =  h sin 2<p; and thence from (2), ys =  h sin2 (f>.

. . . . 1 f TThe average height ym at which the shell is found is -= ydt,
. x Jo

1 fx  'or -= ydx. Both values are equal to \yt.X J o
The total range of the shell is given by (2) as X  — 2h sin 2<f>.
The greatest range, for given initial velocity v0 or given value of 

h, will then be obtained when sin 2cp is greatest, that is when <f> =  \ir; 
this fact was verified approximately by Tartaglia from experiment. 

The velocity v of the projectile after the time t is given by

- ( S M S ) '
=  v0- cos2 </> 4- (v0 sin <p — g tf  =  r02 + g-t2 — 2v^gt'

and since

therefore

Therefore

y = vJ -\ gV , and h = 

V2 = 2g
»2 =  2g ( h -  y).
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3§ 2] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

Thus the velocity of the body at the point (xy), or after the time 
t, is the same as if the body fell freely through the distance h — y.

The time of flight, that is, the time the body requires to reach the

point (xy) is, according to (1), t = -------- - .
Vq cos ©

In particular, the time required to describe the horizontal range 
OW of the trajectory is

OW  _  4h sin <f> _  2v0 sin $ _  j, 
v0 cos <f> v0 g '

Substitute the value v0 sin <f> =  \gT in the second equation of (1), 
and it follows that

y =  \ g t (T -t ) .
When t =  ^T, then on account of the symmetry of the parabola 

about the vertex ordinate, y  has the value ys of the vertex height, 
and

y„ = yT *  = 1-226T2 (g = 9’808 m/sec2).
This formula is frequently useful for motion in the air, and is 

called in Germany Haupt’s formula, in England Sladen’s formula; 
but it is nothing more than an approximation in actual practice.

Further relations can be obtained if we imagine a family of 
trajectories to be drawn, and study the common properties that con
nect the various trajectories.

§ 2. Family of trajectories for constant initial velocity.

An unlimited number of parabolic paths may lie in the same 
vertical plane, with the same point 0  as origin, and the same initial 
velocity. This series of curves is obtained when the angle of de
parture <f> is made to assume a series of values.

First, let two parabolas of the series be taken, so related that both 
shall pass through the same point (xy).

We had before
. x2 i „ , 1y =  x  tan <f> — -tt------r-j , and cos2 <p =  -̂--- -— — ;•y r  4/i cos2 <f> r  1 +  tan2 <f> ’

and with tan (f> = z, we have
4 hy +  a? — 4<hxz +  =  0, .

2h 1therefore z =  tan <£ =  -— + -  </(4/i2 — 4hy — x2)...................(3)

1— 2
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4 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch . i

The double sign shows that the same target can be hit in two 
ways, with the same initial velocity vt, and with the same value of
h— f - . The two angles of departure, (f>, and tf>2, are determined 

*9 . .
from (3 ); the one constitutes flat or direct fire, the other, curved or
indirect fire.

A  relation between and <p2 will be given later, but first we 
must consider more closely the two solutions of (3).

Obviously there are then two angles of fire <j>, when the radical 
in (3) is real, that is, when 4h? > 4>hy +  x2, hut when (xy) lies so that 
4A2 < 4hy +  x2, there is no real angle of departure <f> with which the 
point (xy) can be hit.

The complete plane thus splits into two parts; in the one part a 
point (xy) lies that can be hit in two ways; in the other part there 
is no point with this property. •

The two parts are separated by the curve which has the equation
4 h? =  4 hy -f x2,

and this determines the locus of points in the plane that can be hit 
in one way only, and for which the direct and indirect fire coincide.

0,

4h? =  4h(h — y') +  a?, or x'1 =  4hy,
and this proves that the curve is a parabola, with vertex at 0 1; focus 
at 0, and axis vertical in consequence.

Therefore this parabola
4h? =  4hy + af .................................... (4)

represents the envelope of all the parabolic paths of the given family. 
Take the equation of the parabola of flight (2) in the form

— r-r — 4<hx tan <f> +  4hy — 0, cos2 0 ~ a
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§ 2] neglecting the resistance o f  the air 5

and differentiate with respect to (f>; therefore

or

hence we obtain

_ 2 cos <f> sin <f> 4ha; n _
•j" ‘  "  " " ,  OCf “ • "  ' 7 —  V/ •cos4 </> cos3 <p

, A 2/ttan 9  =  — ;

„ 4A2\ .. 2A ..a7s 11 +  —  J — 4A — x  +  4Â / =  0,

or a? +  4/t2 — 8 A* +  4 hy =  0,

or 4/t3 =  4 hy +  a;2,
as before.

So far the treatment has been restricted to the movement in a 
vertical plane; but if we consider it in space with all possible angles 
of departure <f> with same initial velocity v0, then all the collective 
trajectories are enveloped by a paraboloid of revolution, with vertex 
at 0i and focus at 0.

Returning to the relations in one plane of fire, let us enquire as to 
what is the geometrical locus of the focus and vertex of all the para
bolas of the family.

The original equation (2) of the parabola of flight

y — x tan <f> — ------—J r  4h cos2 cf>

can be written in the form

(
_  2 ^  /  

9 t 9 V 2 g ) ’

where, as above, vx =  v0 cos <f>, =  v0 sin (j).
From this form of the equation, the locus of the directrix of the 

parabola can be determined immediately.
For, since the double parameter of the parabola is given in the

equation by 2 ^ and the directrix is at a distance from the vertex

equal to half the parameter, then the distance of the directrix from the 
axis of x  is

3/* + 29
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6 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. i

(where y8 is the ordinate of the vertex), or equal to
Vi vf _  vj_ _  , .
2g +  2g 2g ’

thus this distance is independent of <f>, and we have the law:
All parabolas of the given family have a common directrix; its 

height above the level range is equal to the height h, reached by a 
body thrown vertically upward with the initial velocity v0.

The velocity of the projectile at a given point {ary) of the flight 
path was found before to be equal to s/[2g{k-yj\. This velocity is

that which the body would 
possess, if it were allowed 
to fall freely from the 
directrix to any point of the 
path. (This can be seen 
to follow immediately from 
the law of vis viva or Kinetic 
Energy; because the kinetic 
energy of the shell of mass 
to at a given point of the 
path (xy) is \mv2, and the 

loss of kinetic energy \rnv<? — \mv2 is equal to the gain mg. y  in energy 
of position; and since va2 — 2gh, therefore v2 = 2 g(h — y).)

From this relation concerning the directrix, another follows con
cerning the locus of the focus of the parabolas of the family.

The directrix of every parabola is at a height h above the hori
zontal through 0 ; the vertex of the parabola corresponding to the 
departure angle <j> has the ordinate ys =  h sin2<£; thence, since the 
vertex of a parabola is equidistant from the focus on one side and 
the directrix on the other side, the ordinate of the focus F  is less 
than the vertex ordinate by h — h sin2(f>, or h cos2<f>.

It follows that the ordinate S,F  of the focus is equal to 
h sin2 <f> — h cos2 $ =  — h cos 2<f>;

the abscissa OS, of the vertex was OS, =  h sin 2<j>; therefore 
OF2 =  S,F2 +  OS,2 =  h2 cos2 2(f> +  h2 sin2 2(f) = h2. ,

The geometrical locus of the focus F  of all parabolas of the 
family is thus a circle round 0.

The point where this circle cuts the horizontal through 0  de
termines the focus corresponding to the parabola with the greatest 
range.
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§ 2] neglecting the resistance o f  the air 7

On the other hand, the geometrical locus of the vertex of all 
parabolas of the family is an ellipse, with the semi-axes h and J/t,

which touches the horizontal through 0  in 0 ; because it was found 
for the coordinates xt, y a, of the vertex that

= sin 2(f>, ĵr =  sin2 <f>, ~ = — cos ^

By squaring and adding we have

Moreover the geometrical locus of the points of intersection of 
the initial tangent of the different parabolas with the axis of the 
corresponding parabola is a circle, the centre of which lies on the 
common directrix of the parabolic family, and touches the axis of x 
at the origin 0. For such a point of intersection x —h sin 2 <f> and 
y =  x tan <f>, whence

a? +  (y  — h)2 — ft2.
We can also consider the question: What is the geometrical 

locus of all points arrived at in the same time, when projected with 
the same initial velocity i>„, with all possible departure angles <f> ?

We suppose then that several shells are fired from 0  simul
taneously, under all possible angles of departure, but with the same



8 ‘ Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. I

initial velocity. At a given instant, the shells will be found to lie 
on a certain surface; what is the nature of this surface ?

Since everything is symmetrical about the vertical line through 0, 
it is merely necessary here to consider the shells in the vertical plane 
of the figure.

After t seconds the coordinates of such a shell would be 
a? =  t'„cos<£ .t, y = v„ sin</>. t — \gV,

and this gives
a? + (y + i g t f  = (v0 ty.

On the plane of the figure, this is the equation of a circle; its 
radius (=v0t) is proportional to the time, and its centre drops down 
along the y-axis; at first, for t =  0, the centre of the circle is at 0, 
after t seconds it is below 0 ; apd so the centre of the circle 
descends vertically, as if it were a particle falling freely under gravity.

By rotation of the plane of the trajectory about the y-axis, we 
have as the required geometrical locus a sphere, with the radius v0t.

I f  we fire with constant v0 and an angle of elevation (f>l, which in 
shooting over sloping ground denotes the angle between the initial 
tangent and the line of slope, the locus of the point of intersection of 
the line of sight and the trajectory is the parabola

y =  x cot —2i>02 sin2 <£,'
This is a parabolic trajectory with initial velocity v0 and an angle 

of departure equal to the complement of <£j.
For different angles with equal v0, there is a family of such 

parabolas.
This complete family is obviously identical with the family of 

parabolas with constant v0, considered in this article. The application 
of these facts will be given in § 4.
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§ 3 ] neglecting the resistance o f  the air 9

§ 3. Family of trajectories with constant angle of departure.

A. Let us now consider a rifle or a gun clamped at a constant 
inclination, and fired with different initial velocities.

The geometrical locus of the vertex of all trajectories of this 
second family is a straight line.

For at the vertex S,

therefore

x = hsin2<f>, y =  h sin’  <j>;
y  _  sin2</> _ 
x  sin 2ip ’

y 1-  =  5 tan 6. x 2 T

This line bisects the vertical distances between the axis of x and 
the initial tangent.

The geometrical locus of the focus is a straight line.
The coordinates of the focus were

x = h sin 2$, y = —hcos2<f>,

and by elimination of h it follows that

^ =  — cot 2 <f> =  tan (|7T +  2 <f>), 

therefore the locus is a straight line.
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10 Motion o f  a projectile [ch. r

Now let us suppose that we always fire with the same departure- 
angle <j) but with different initial velocities v0 =  j(2gh); we can 
enquire, what is the locus of the projectiles after a given number o f  
seconds ?

The locus of these bodies after t seconds is determined through 
the coordinates

direction of departure 0A ; its point of intersection M  with the 
y-axis is at a distance ^gt2 below 0.

Therefore the geometrical locus in space of the shells is a conical 
surface, parallel to the surface described by OA: the vertex M  falls 
from 0  downwards, just like a heavy particle falling freely.

Finally, the following propositions may be proved:
Consider the straight line 0M1M2Af3. . cutting the separate para-

these points of the trajectories, and also to the corresponding initial 
velocity.

Draw another straight line O i^N jiT ,... through 0, meeting the 
parabolas in iV2, Ns, . . . ;  then the lines i/jiV ,, i / 2i\r2, ... are parallel 
to each other.

B. Family o f parabolic trajectories with invariable horizontal component o f  
the initial velocity; r0cos (j> =  const. =  k.

The locus of the vertex is the parabola y = 2.

( For the coordinates of the vertex were

x  =  va cos <j>.t, y =  »0 sin $ .  t — \g&, 
and then by elimination of v0,

y =  x tan <j> — \gt2.
This is the equation of a straight line parallel to the constant

2

bolas of the family 
in ilf,, M2, 
then the tangents, 
to the parabolas at 
Mlt M2, i f 3, ... will 
be parallel, and the 
times of flight to 
reach these points 
will be proportional 
to the velocity at
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11§ 3] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

and by elimination of 0 , it follows that

The locus of the focus is the same parabola, but parallel and displaced

Further, the locus of the points which will bo reached in the same time t, is 
represented by the vertical line x=vqt cos 0 =  k<.

Finally, the locus of the points where the slope of the tangent is the same is 
a parabola.

For according to the preceding

and this gives, by elimination of 0,
y = x tan d +

C. Family of parabolas with constant vertical component of the initial 
velocity, i>0 sin 0 = const.=m ; or, with constant time of flight T, or with con
stant vertex height y,.

711?The locus of the vertex is the horizontal line ?/.= —  .
9 2g

The locus of the focus is the parabola

Thence it follows by the elimination of cot 0.
Finally the geometrical locus of the points reached in the same time t is the 

straight line

Corresponding results can be deduced for the family of parabolas (with the 
same origin 0) which pass through the same target, and further for those para
bolas in the same plane of fiVe which touch a given straight line, and so forth. 
The proof depends on elementary or projective geometry. The work of Fr. Kiilp, 
to which we direct attention, provides examples of this kind.

The locus of the focus is the same parabola, but parallel 

vertically downward by — .

^For the coordinates o f the focus werewere

V 2g 2 ni?'

For
9 9

Vl=  - j| ( c o s 20 - s i n 20 )=  (cot2 0 - 1 ) .

y  =  mt—\gt2 ; since y  =  iv>t sin 0  — \gi2.
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12 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch . i

§ 4. Fire over sloping ground.

The preceding problems are now to be generalised: The surface 
of the ground (assumed horizontal before) may now be taken to make 
any angle of slope E  with the horizontal through the point of de
parture, and the angle of departure <f> is then to be calculated.

What is the length, measured on the sloping plane, of the range 
attained with given initial velocity? What is the corresponding time 
of flight ? Under what conditions will the greatest range be attained ?

The equation of the sloping plane being y =  x  tan E, we have in 
addition

x =  vrt, y = v2t — |gt2 =  x  tan E ;

from these three equations x and y are to be eliminated, if we wish 
to determine the time t, which elapses before the shot reaches the 
sloping plane.

We have v2t — \gP =  v,t tan E,

and 2^ _  E _ 2(vt - v l ten E ) . 
9 9 9 ’

now v, =  v0 cos <p, Wj =  v0 sin <£, and therefore

Further,

2v0 sin (cf) — E) 
g cos E '

x =  Vit = v„t cos <f> = 2 v0- cos (f> sin (<f> — E) 
g cosE

and thence the range OA over the plane of slope is

0A = x
cos E

2v03 cos <f> sin (<f> — E) 
g cos2 E

What is the value of the departure angle <j>, with given initial 
velocity v0, and given slope E  of the ground, for which the range OA 
is a maximum ?
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13§ 4] neglecting the resistance o f  the air •

The expression cos <j> sin (<f> — E) is to be differentiated with respect 
to <j>. This gives
' — sin <£ sin (<f> — E) +  cos <f> cos (<f> — E) «= 0,
! tan (<p — E) =  cot <f> =  tan (^ir — <j>),

knd on the other hand, the angle between the inclined plane and the 
vertical is — E : so that the direction of projection must bisect the
angle between the inclined plane and the vertical, if the range is to 
be a maximum, measured on the inclined plane.

If we fire with two angles of departure, of which one is smaller and 
the other is larger, by the same amount e, than the angle of maximum 
range of fire, then both shots will strike the inclined plane in the same 
point A.

The greater of the two departure angles is %ir +  \E  +  e ; the other

is^7r +  ̂ Z?— e; it follows from the above that in the first case the 
range is

_  2r02 cos (-J7r +  \E +  e) sin (^7r — \E +  e) 
g cos2 E ’

and in the second case the range is
_  2v02 cos (^7r +  $E — e) sin ({w  — £E — e) 

g cos2 E  ’
and the two expressions have the same value.
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5° 953 895 878 868-3 865 868-1 878 895 919 952 995 1050 1120 1210 1325 1473 1669 1928 2259 2519 0

10° 1937 1790 1743 1710 1690 1682 1687 1703 1732 1774 1830 1902 1992 2101 2231 2376 2516 2578 2259 0
15° 2920 2658 2568 2500 2451 2419 2402 2401 2414 2440 2479 2530 2588 2647 2691 2680 2516 1928 0
20° 3873 3473 3329 3214 3123 3054 3003 2967 2944 2931 2924 2914 2891 2831 2691 2376 1669 0
25° 4768 4209 4002 3830 3688 3570 3470 3384 3307 3232 3149 3044 2891 2646 2231 1473 0
30° 5576 4844 4566 4330 4127 3949 3789 3640 3492 3333 3149 2914 2588 2101 1325 0
35° 6274 5360 5005 4698 4427 4182 3952 3726 3492 3232 2924 2530 1992 1210 0
40° 6840 5740 5306 4924 4580 4260 3952 3640 3307 2931 2479 1902 1120 0
45° 7258 5972 5458 5000 4580 4182 3789 3384 2944 2440 1830 1050 0
50° 7513 6050 5458 4924 4427 3949 3470 2967 2414 1774 995 0
55° 7600 5972 5306 4698 4127 3570 3003 2401 1732 952 0
60° 7513 5740 5005 4330 3688 3054 2402 1703 919 0
65° 7258 5360 4566 3830 3123 2419 1687 895 0
70° 6840 4844 4002 3214 2451 1682 878 0
75° 6274 4209 3329 2500 1690 868-1 0
80° 5576 3473 2568 1710 865 0
85° 4768 2658 1743 868-3 0
90° 3873 1790 878 0
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15| 4] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

The geometrical locus of the point of impact A  on the sloping 
ground, for constant angle of elevation <j>y and the same initial velocity 
v0, but with variable angle of slope E, is the parabola

si rjfl (jnft
y  = #tan(A7r — —  ----rr;------ r ^  =  x  cot f a  —  „ . . .9 v* 2v0acos, (^7r — fa) r  2v0* sin2 <f)\

This follows forthwith, when we eliminate E  between x  =  OA cos E  
and y = x tan E.

These relations may be illustrated by means o f the foregoing Table. The range 
in it is given as

2v„2 sin fa cos (fa +  E) 
g  cos2 E  '

2on the assumption that ——=10,000 metres, or v#=221 m/sec, and that

E =  -2 0 , -1 0 , —5, 0, + 5 , + 1 0 ,.. .  up to 87 degrees, 
with angles of the tangent sight

fa =  3, 5, 10, 15, 20 ,... up to 90°.
We learn first from the actual numbers o f the Table that for the same slope 

E, the range is a maximum, when the initial tangent o f the path of flight bisects 
the angle between the slope of the ground and the vertical; for example, with 
the slope angle E =  — 20°, the maximum of 7600 m occurs when

= 4  (90+  20)=55°.
In the Table the vertical limits of the ranges, which are attained with the 

appropriate angle of elevation fa on horizontal ground (£ ’=0), are made prominent 
by thicker lines o f division.

These ranges may be called the sighting ranges. On the tangent scales of guns 
and rifles, besides the sighting angle fa  (in degrees), the corresponding sighting 
range in metres is often engraved.

Thus for example in an actual case the reading “  sighting 2500 ” is equivalent 
to “  sighting angle 15° ” : or the reading “  sighting 5000 ” is equivalent to “  sighting 
angle 45°.”

Now if there is a target at a distance of 5000 m from the gun, on ground at a 
slope E= 20°, and if the sight is set at 5000 m to hit the mark, that is with a 
tangent elevation fa — 45°, then this setting does not take into account the slope 
o f  the ground. ■

We might imagine the trajectory to turn about the muzzle of the gun, and 
through the angle of slope, for example 20°, as if the trajectory were a rigid curve.

A  reference to the figure on p. 4 will show that this is not actually the case. 
In this “  swinging of the trajectory ” there is in fact an error.

In the present examples, slope of ground E =  +20°, tangent elevation fa =  4b°; 
then the range will not be 5000 m, but 3384 m. With slope of ground E =  — 20°, 
and the same tangent elevation fa=45°, the range is 7258 m instead o f 5000 m ; 
so that the shell goes too far. •

In all elevations fa greater than a certain angle between 15° and 20° (viz., 
16° 43', as shown later) the “ swinging o f the trajectory” strikes short with positive
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16 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. i

ground slope, and strikes beyond with negative slope: and the error of range is 
greater for shooting downhill than for shooting uphill, other things being equal.

For tangent elevation less than 16° 43', the relations are somewhat more com
plicated. For example, take the sighting 522’6 m, on a tangent elevation 3°.

Let the ground slope increase from nothing to +87°. For E — 0 the sighting 
range will be 522-6 m ; for 0 = 8 7 °  (vertical fire) the range is zero.

Consequently the range diminishes a little at first, and then increases con
siderably, finally diminishing again very quickly to zero.

Since the fluctuation is a continuous one, there must be two ground slopes 
between the slope 0 =  0° and E =  87° in existence, for which the range 522-6m 
will be obtained. For these two values (0 i =  5° 57' and 0 2=  86° 51'), the “ swinging 
of the trajectory ” is quite right; at least there is no error in the range attained.

In this way a certain region is obtained of positive ground slope, in which no
short range lies, but, on the other 
hand, too long a range (framed in out
line in the Table).

The limits of this region are those 
angles of slope, for which the “  swinging 
of the trajectory ” gives the same range 
on the sloping ground as on the hori
zontal.

The question then arises: For 
what slope E  is the range OB on the 
incline the same as the range 0A  on 
horizontal ground, if the same tangent

2r02 cos ( 0 +  <£,) sin <fti . V  „ in o ,  . 
g  cos * E  g

or employing the principle of “ swinging the trajectory” (<£i =  <£)
2 cos ( 0 +  <f>) sin <£=cos2 E  sin 2 <£.

elevation is employed for the two cases? 
The condition requires

Therefore cos3 E — cos2 E +  cos E  tan2 <£+tan2 <£=0.
When positive angles of slope are considered, this equation is satisfied by

1. <*>=0,
2. <*> =  3°,
3. <£=6°,
4. <£=9°,

Ex= 0,
E, =  b° 57',
0i = 12° 12',
0! = 19°1',

.02=90°; 
.02=86° 51';
.0 2 =  83° 13';
0 2=  78° 54';

5. <£ =  12°, -01 =  26° 47', .02=73° 26';
6. <£ =  16°, i?i =  42° 26', 0 2 =  60° 42';
7. <£=16° 43', 01 =  02=51° 50'.

For example, if  the sight of 3° is employed, the range is short if  0  <  5° 57', 
or if  0  >  86° 51'; and long if 0  lies between 5° 57' and 86° 51'. This error 
diminishes as <£ increases from zero up to 16° 43'.

A. N. Obermayer in 1901 gave also a simple geometrical relation between the 
corresponding angles of ground slope E, and 0 2. The parabolic trajectory is 
drawn for the given r0 with the departure angle 90° -  <£ from the horizon, and this
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17§ 5] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

corresponds in the example above to 90 -  3 = 8 7 °; the circle is drawn with centre 0 
and radius equal to the corresponding range on the horizontal; and the two 
points are marked in the first quadrant where the parabola and the circle intersect, 
and the radii are drawn.

The inclination to the horizon of these two radii (5s5T and 86° 5T in the 
given example) are the ground slopes E\ and E% for which the swinging o f the 
trajectory holds good.

At the same time, as already pointed out above, this particular parabola is the 
geometrical locus of the extremity of all sloping ranges of equal initial velocity, 
and equal tangent elevation <£'=$, so that from the relative position of the circle 
and parabola we can determine for given slope E  whether the shell will range 
under or over.

The circle a?+yi =  X 2 and the parabola

y=xcot<f> — gx2
2i>02 sin2 (f>

intersect in two points in the first quadrant (as in the figure) which are either 
both real and distinct, or real and coincident, or else imaginary.

§5. Examples.

, 1. The following short table shows how with small initial velocity and
relatively great weight of shell the formulae give reasonable approximations to 
the real flight of the shell.

The French 22 cm mortar, pattern 1887, is chosen as an example ; the smallest 
charge 1-135 kg, v0= 90 m/sec ; the greatest charge 6-126 kg, v0=23O m /sec; 
weight of shell 118 kg.
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18 Motion o f  a projectile, [OH. I

The range X, time of flight T, height of vertex yt, angle of descent « , and 
final velocity ve are given in the Table, calculated from the formulae for a 
vacuum; the corresponding results in practice are given in brackets.

®0 0 X T y> W Ve

230
>»

66° 22' 
35° 0'

3961 (3200)’ 
5067(4300)

43-0 (40-7) 
26 9 (25-9)

2263 (2017) 
887 (820)

66° 22' (70° 2') 
35° 0' (39° 23')

230(206) 
230(195)

90 65° 15' 
34° 2'

628 (600) 
766 (750)

16-7 (16-6) 
10-3 (10-2)

340 (336) 
129 (127)

65° 15'(66° 31') 1 90 (88) 
34° 2' (35° 1') 90 (88).

2. Since the curvature in the actual trajectory at the point of departure 
(x = 0, y =  0) is the same as that of the parabolic trajectory of equal initial 
velocity v0 and equal angle of departure, where the curvature radius

Vo* ,
P°=—  sec<£,

it is often allowable in the immediate neighbourhood o f the muzzle to replace the 
actual trajectory with advantage by the parabola with the same v0 and (f>, or in the 
neighbourhood of the point of descent by the parabola with the same ve and a>.

(a) Suppose an armour plate is to be pierced at a distance of 100 m from 
the muzzle of a mortar. At what point of the plate must the axis of the piece be 
aimed, in order that the desired point of impact shall be struck? Assume there 
is no error in the angle o f departure. The point aimed at must be

above the desired point to be struck.

(b) Determination of the error of departure on the same principles, by a 
comparison of the actual and calculated points of impact, on a target at a given 
distance from the muzzle.

(c) I f  the total range is X, the danger zone for a target of height h is

f ( '
3. Is it possible to throw a stone from the top of the pyramid of Cheops 

beyond the base ?
The height of the pyramid is 137'2 m ; the length of a side of the square base 

is 227'5m ; so that the angle of slope ABC=  50° 20'.
To obtain the greatest range, the stone must be thrown from the top A in 

a direction A T  bisecting the angle BAD  between the inclined plane AB  and the 
upward vertical AD, so that

LDA T= \LDAB  =  |(90° +  50°20') =  70° 10': 

and the angle of projection <fi is thus =19° 50°.

A ___ 4a_ v
V  A  tan J
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19§ 5] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

Tho initial velocity v0 of a throw by hand is assumed as 24 m/sec (mean of 30 
experiments with different persons); the equation of the path is

y = *  t a n * —

The question is then, how great is y  when x  has the value £(227’5) m ? 
we shall have

y =  113-7 tanl9° 5 0 '- 113-72x9-81 
2 x 242 cos219° 50' — 83-4 m

Then

(with r0=22 m/sec, y  will be =  -  107'0m, and with t’0=2O m/sec, y =  -  138-lm ),
The answer is then that it is possible.

4. At what angle of projection </> with the horizon must a body be thrown, 
so that it may strike at right angles a plane inclined at an angle E  (perpendicular 
to the plane of the trajectory) i

Result:
tan (</> -  E ) = | cot E.

i 5. What is the difference between the times of flight to the same mark of two 
shells fired from the same point with initial velocities v and v\ and angles rf> 
and </>'?

The difference is
2 inf sin (</> — <f>') 
p '•» cos </> +  » 'cos </>'’

6. One shell strikes the "foot of a tower on a horizontal plane through the 
gun after t seconds. A  second shell with another charge and double elevation 
strikes the top o f the tower after if seconds. The distance of the tower is

f e - V S -
7. Ricochet Fire. Suppose a spherical shell is projected from 0  over a hori

zontal plane with velocity va and angle of departure a0. Let the elasticity be e 
(e= 0  for completely inelastic bodies, e =  l for perfectly elastic bodies).

The shell strikes the ground at A at the same angle ao, and with the same 
velocity v0; it starts afresh to describe a parabola (but with smaller departure

2—2
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20 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. I

angle n2 and smaller initial velocity i’2), strikes the ground again at D a second 
ime, and so on (see figure).

How great is the total range up to the Ath impact, and what is the corre
sponding time of flight ?

By Newton’s Law for the vortical impulse o f two elastic masses m and M, 
one of the masses M  (the Earth) being assumed as infinitely great compared with 
the other, it is easy to deduce the velocity %\ with which a ball springs up, if it 
falls vertically on the ground with velocity v,. It is found to be ev1, where e 
denotes the elasticity of the ball. If then such a ball is thrown aslant at an acute 
angle aj with the horizontal ground surface (as in the above figure), it is only 
necessary to resolve the striking velocity into two components at right angles; in 
the horizontal direction there is no impulse, and assuming that friction may'be 
neglected, then the horizontal component of the velocity remains unaltered, 
M A=AN , or -

cos a, =  v2 cos a2.

On the other hand there is direct impact in the vertical direction, so that 

A R —e.AQ, or v2sin a,=evl sin a,.
In this way we know the direction a2 and the magnitude v2 of the velocity 

with which the rebounding ball leaves the surface; for it follows from the two 
equations that tan a, : tana2=  1 : e; thence a2 is known, and then v2.

(These considerations are to be applied again as often as the ball rebounds, as 
at A, B, C.)

Denote by an the acute angle at which the ball is moving immediately before 
the nth rebound, and by vn the corresponding velocity. Further let Wn denote the 
range up to the nth rebound, measured from 0 ; tn the time elapsed. In the hori
zontal direction we have for the different impacts

n0cos «0= i;1 cos «j =  v2 cos a2=  ... =  vn cos an.

On the contrary, in the vertical direction .

i>2 sin a2=ei>i sin a!=en0 sin do (because a1 =  a0, and v, =  v0) ; 

so also «3 sin a3=  ev2 sin ai= e2v1 sin al =  e2vil sin a0 >

i it • kin onana generally vq cos a0= vn cos an, Vo sin oq =  en~r~ •

Therefore
tan an= e" ~ 1 tan ao, vn2= v 02 (e2™-2 sin2ao +  cos2a0)................... (I)

Then the velocity of the ball before the nth rebound is calculated from the 
initial condition a0,v 0, and the elasticity e.
■ What is the time elapsed up to the nth rebound ?
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21§ 5] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

Tho first arc OA will bo described in time

the second arc in time

, 2r0 .<1-— Binoo;

. . 2r3 . 2er0 sin a0 ,t2 ~ h = —* sin 02=  — ------- - =  et,
9 9

and so on. The time to the nth rebound will then be

..+e» -,)= ?MiEii°.i_i£:..........(ii)
U 9 *■— e

Tho ranges OA, AB, BC,... will be
2r0 •OA =  v,t1 cosa, =  i)0<icosn0, where ij =  -^ sin ao ,

A B =v2 (h — t,) cos a2, where U - =  sin 03, v2 cos no =  cos a0,

A B = ^2. e cos a0sin a0, and so forth.
9

The whole range IF„ from 0  up to the nth point of rebound is thus
Oot 2 oj 2 1 _  on

=  —— sin<i0cosa0(l +  « + e 2 +  . . .+ e " _1) = — sin2a0 y - — ......... ( I l l )
9 9 ^

This expression (III) is sufficient, either to calculate TF„, when ao, v0 and e 
are known, or else to determine the elasticity e from r0, oq, and TFn.

Theoretically the ball will keep on striking the ground, always describing 
smaller and smaller parabolas. But although the number of these arcs, described 
by the ball, is infinite, still the aggregate range is finite, and so also is the total 
time during which the ball is in movement.

In fact, for n =  00 (since e is a proper fraction and the limit of en=0), we have

2s;0 . 1f - y s i n a o . ^ , 1F=—  sin 2 a0. — a 1 -<
The difference from motion in a single arc, with the same initial velocity v0 

and same departure angle a0, is that in the ricochetting the range and time of 
flight are increased in the ratio 1 : 1 —e; where e is the elasticity of the ball.

[Ricochet Fire was known already in the 16th century; and this kind of fire 
was first introduced systematically by Vauban in 1688. This method was in 
use till about the middle of the 18th century: Lieutenant Paul Jacobi wrote in 
1756 an extensive work on ricochetting and the rules by which the best results 
would be obtained. The mathematical theory was developed by Bordoni, 1816, 
and Otto, 1841.]

Consult § 75 on ricochetting over water with partial penetration. In water 
a2 <  a,. On the contrary it often appears, according to the nature of the ground, 
that «2 >  a i; this was the case in the experiments carried out by F. Krupp on sandy 
ground according to the procedure of F. Neesen. In such cases other assump
tions must be made. The assumptions made in example 7 hold only for the case 
where the tangential friction on impact may be neglected (compare also for instance 
B. Keck, Lectures on Mechanics, Hannover 1901, Volume II, page 160).
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22 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. i

§ 6. Trajectory in a vacuum, taking into account the decrease of 
gravity with the height and the convergence of vertical lines 
from the curvature of the Earth.

Take the centre M of the Earth (as in the figure) as the pole in a 
system of polar coordinates; and let any 
arbitrary point P  have the polar co
ordinates MP  =  radius vector r, and 
Z. OMP =  polar angle a ; the direction 
OM of the polar axis from which the 
polar angle a is measured may be left 
undetermined at first.

At A, the point of departure of the 
shell, let r =  r„ =  radius of the Earth, 
6,370,300 m; let the initial velocity be 
v0, and the angle of departure <f>.

According to Newton’s Law of 
Gravitation, the acceleration of gravity

Moreover, r- d'x
dt is a constant, 0, along the whole path of

flight; the value of r ~ jj-  at the point A is given by C -  r0v„ cos <f>;
dssince here rda =  cos <pds (where ds is the element of arc), and ^  =  u0 

we have

r2 ̂  =  G = r„vo cos j>. •(1)

Further, in the motion of the shell along its path,
dv a dr dv il

°r Vdr ~ ~  7 ’̂
and integrating from A  to P,

v2 — v j = —2fil r~‘ldr =  + 2/j, ^ V
J ra \r vn/

v* = q + 2 fjb

/dr'' da\

•(2)
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23§ G]

and

neglecting the resistance o f  the air 

dr dr da drC .
3 i - 3 5 $ - * ? ' from (1)'

equation (2) may be written in the form

q + r ~ \da) r* r- ’
or,

da =

\/(? + &)Jj
This is the differential equation of the path of the shell, with r 

and a as the two variables. Integration gives

0  / j ,

r ~ Ca — 7 =  cos-

\ /(q + ft)

or r =  : P
1 +  e cos (a — 7) ’ ......*

where 7 denotes an integration constant, and where

.(3)

P

This equation (3) shows that the flight path is a conic section. 
To determine the integration constant 7, we know that

Vr — ------ 1-------1 +  e cos a

is the polaj* equation of a conic section, in which the parameter

b2 a2 — d? , „p =  — = --------- =  re — ere =  a — e2a =  a (1 — e2),

[re and b the two semi-axes, re the one that contains the focus, d the 
distance between centre and focus of the conic section, e =  the eccen
tricity].
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24 Motion o f  a projectile, [CH. i

One focus M is here the pole of the system of polar coordinates, 
and the polar angle a is measured from that vertex 0  
of the major axis that lies nearest to the focus M ; 
with e < 1 we have an ellipse; with e =  0, a circle; e =  1 
a parabola; e > 1 an hyperbola.

When the integration constant y  is zero, the polar 
axis OM of the polar coordinate system is the line 
joining the perihelion 0 to the centre of the earth. 
We have then

r = P
1 + e cos a (4)

where

and
q =  vj —  , fi =  grj, C =  r0v0 cos <p, r0= 6,370,300 m. 

r„
Since r0, (/>, v0, are known, and also G, g, q, e, p, we are in a 

position to determine for any value of a the corresponding distance r 
of the shell from the centre of the IJarth from (4), and from (5) the 
corresponding velocity v in the trajectory; the time of flight is ob
tained then from the integration of

,, r̂ da.

The trajectory is an ellipse when e < 1, that is when

1 + 2 p\ < 1, or v0 < . - f/■2p
V  r0 ■

Now =  V[2 . (9-81) 6,370,300] =  11,050 m/sec,
v r0

so that the path is an ellipse so long as v0 remains < 11,050 m/sec. 
This elliptic orbit is a circle in the special case when e =  0, or

I f  =  z, this equation becomes

z * - 2 z = -
COS2 (f> ’

z =  -W
P

r o /

1 + _ _ i _ y
COS2 (j>J ’ ■
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§ G] neglecting the resistance o f  the air 25

and this expression is real only when cos <}> =  ± 1, tf> =  0 or -k \ in that

case W  =  j

v0 =  . / — =  7900 m/sec.
v  n

Thus under the specified assumptions the trajectory with any 
ordinary initial velocity v0 is an ellipse; it is a parabola when 
r0 =  11,050 m/soc; with still greater initial velocity it would be an 
hyperbola.

The trajectory can be a circle only in the special case when the 
shell is fired horizontally, with an initial velocity of about 7900 m/sec.

To calculate the range A W and the vertex ordinate BS of an 
elliptic trajectory from A, we should proceed as follows: first calculate 
the polar angle a =  z. OMA, which corresponds to the point A, from the

relation r0 = ------ ------- , which holds if A  is to lie on the trajectory.1 +  e cos a„ j j
Twice the supplement of this angle is the angle AMW\ from

this and r0, the range A W can be calculated.
Further, the vertex ordinate BS of the trajectory =  MS — ru, in

which MS denotes the maximum value of r; this is when the
denominator in r == ^------  assumes its least value, that is when1 +  e cos a

7) 'Pcos a =  — 1: thus rmax =  (and rmin =  , =  MO, and thus the
1 — € 1 +  €

major axis of the ellipse is given by r mai +  rmin). Thus

B S - ^ — - n .1 — e
Numerical example: v0 =  820 m/sec, </> =  44°, r =  6,370,300 m. 

Then e =  0 99445, a0 =  179° 41' 23"'26;
A W  2 (1 8 0 -a ,)  0-31011
27rr0“  360° 180 '

Thence the range A W  — 68,958m; vertex height BS =  16,620m.
On the other hand, in the parabolic path with the same v0 and </>,

the range will be 68,500 m, and 
the vertex height 16,538 m.

Of the three influences con
sidered here, the curvature of 
the Earth’s surface is the most 
important, as it makes an alte
ration of range

68958 -  68500 =  458 m.

s

* j
M
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26 [CH. IMotion o f  a projectile,-

For if we draw the horizontal straight line ADE  through A  in 
the plane of the diagram perpendicular to r0, and ASD the parabolic 
trajectory with its corresponding range AD, in which a> =  <p denotes- 
the acute angle of descent, it is obvious at once from the figure that 
AD  is less than the range A W.

The difference of the two ranges can be calculated approximately 
from considerations similar to those which are usual in the cal- 1 
culations of a horizontal range: for A E 1 =  E W {E W  +  2r0), and, 1 
approximately, AD3 =  DE  tan a>. 2r0; DE  is nearly equal to the

A D 2 . . .  .difference in question A W  — =  —------- . This gives in the
J i V q tic tn  co

present case 387 m.
I f  similar calculations are carried out for ranges such as can occur 

in practice, it will always be found that the three influences, curvature 
of the Earth, convergence of the vertical, decrease of g with the height 
need not be considered.

It is interesting to discuss the trajectories if a shell is fired from
the same point 0, always in the same direction, but with increasing:
initial velocities v„. .

:
a. Horizontal Fire.
It is assumed in the figure that shells are fired horizontally from 1 

an elevation A  in the neighbourhood of the surface of the Earth. 1

A Direction o f fire

As the initial velocity v0 increases, so the ellipse broadens; the 
focus moves from A  towards M; with va =  7900 m/scc the shell 
describes a circular path round the Earth, in perpetual motion, and

<
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27§ 6] neglecting the resistance o f  the air

the movable focus comes into coincidence with the fixed focus M. 
In this case the shell flies round always at the same distance from the 
ground.

When the initial velocity increases still more, the shell at first goes 
further from the Earth’s surface, in an ellipse, but returns again to A 
the point of departure. At the opposite side of the Earth the shell 
recedes more and more from the Earth’s surface; the movable focus 
goes back beyond M, on the prolongation of the line AM.

With the velocity v0 =  11,050 m/sec the shell does not come back 
to A ; the ellipse is changed into a parabola; the movable focus has 
receded to infinity.

As soon as this initial velocity 11,050 m/sec is exceeded, the tra
jectory is an hyperbola, the branch of which through A  approximates 
more and more to the horizontal direction; the movable focus then 
approaches A on the line AM  produced backward.

b. Inclined Fire.
When the shots are made, with a given departure angle, with in

creasing velocities, the trajectory is again at first an ellipse. The point

of descent on the Earth’s surface lies further and further from A. One 
focus of the ellipses lies constantly at M, the Earth’s centre; the other 
focus moves along a straight line AF.
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28 Motion o f  a projectile, [ch. i

This holds, because if the line AN  is drawn through A  perpendi
cular to the line of fire, the angleN AF  is made equal to the angle MA N.

A circular trajectory is not possible in this case.
With an initial velocity of 11,050 m/sec the ellipse changes into 

a parabola; the shot never returns to Earth again; the movable focus 
F  has moved off to infinity in the direction AF.

To find the vertex of this parabola, draw through M, the centre 
of the Earth, a parallel to AF, and bisect at B the line AG between 
the initial point A  and the point 0  where the initial tangent meets 
this parallel, and draw the perpendicular BD on CM; the foot D of 
this perpendicular is the vertex of the parabola. (In other words, D 
is the mid-point of MO.)

7. Collection of the formulae for motion of a projectile in a 
vacuum, with constant acceleration of gravity g :

v„ — initial velocity;
ip =  initial angle of departure, or the angle between the initial 

tangent of the path and the horizontal;
g =  acceleration of gravity, given in Table 2 in Volume iv ; 
x ,y  =  coordinates of the shell after t seconds, referred to a rect

angular coordinate system through the point 0 ; 
v =  velocity of the shell at any given point (xy);
6 =  angle of slope with the horizon at the point (xy): 
co =  acute angle of descent;
X  =  horizontal range through the muzzle; xs, ys the coordinates 

of the vertex, vs the velocity at the vertex, ts the time of flight to 
reach the vertex;

E  =  angle of slope of the ground;
=  <f> — E the angle between the initial tangent and the slope 

of ground;
*1) ^h = f~ , for which refer to Table No. 1 a in Volume iv. •
%9

1. For any point of the trajectory. 
Horizontal distance

. , t»02cos2d) , ,x =  v„t cos <p ----- ——-  (tan <p — tan 6)

=  sin 2ip ± — cos <j> \/(v02 sin2 cj> — 2gy)
9 9

=  ^ s in  2<f> + — cos 
*9 9 vj COS2 cj) - 1

)=
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§ 7 ] neglecting the resistance o f  the air 29

Vertical height 
=  x tan <f> —

=  —— — =  cos3 <f> (tan8 <f> — tan3 6) =  x 1̂ — tan <f>;

y = x tan <£ — ^ -  «.* co| </> -  *0<3 =  (2' -  0

r.3 -  v2

*9
Slope of the tangent

tan 9 =  tan <£>------ — tan <f>-------------, =  + — —̂7 V( r 02 s i n3 <£ -  2yy);n0cos<f> v02cos2<p v0cos<j> v r
Time of flight 1

£  -< ' - 
t =  — =  — c o ( t a n  <f> — tan 0) =  — sin d> ± -  -v/(r03 sin3 d> — Igy)

Vqcos (j> g  T \ r  ' 9 9  T
Vo ■ , . V0 ! (  V2 \

9 Y ~ 9 V W cos3 <p )

v =

Velocity

V- =  V (V  -  2gy) =  v0 cos <j> / j"l +  ( tan <f>----- ^ ~ r )  ]cos0 V  L \ r0cos<£/J

= B#c o s ^ v / [ l  +  ( t a n ^ - —

2. Vertex.
Horizontal distance

t) ®xs =  -~-sm 2(j> = h sin 2<p;
20

Vertical height

ys =  | s in 3^ =  Asin3^ = ^ g ^ = i ^ t a n ^ ,

= W  =  toT ' = V2ZT*-,
Time of flight

te = — sin <t> =  — ——. =  -  \/(xK tan <£) =  i  T;9 Y v0cos <#> 0 VV *
Velocity ug =  cos <f>;
Average height of flight: ym =  §yg =  0-816T3;

Greatest height (with <f> =  90°) =  ^  =  h.

3. Point of fall.
Range

Z  =  |  sin 2</> =  2A sin 2 cf> =  ^ ^ / ( l  -  f j )

= i^ T 3 cot <j> =  2a:,,;
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30 Motion o f  a projectile, neglecting the resistance o f  the air [ch. i

Maximum X  (for <f> =  45°) =  -^ =  2h\

Time of flight
rp  2v0 . XI  — —- sin <j) =

9 V0 COS (f>

= -  CV(V + 9X ) ± -  9X )\;if
Velocity, ve = v0', acute angle of descent, a> =  <f>.
4. Angle of departure to hit a given mark (a, b) with given v0:

- I H n/
h (h - b )

(+  for high angle, — direct fire).
5. Initial velocity to reach the mark (a, b) with given departure 

angle <f>:
ga cos E , where tan E  =  - .a2 sin ( f  — E) cos <£

6. Range W  on sloping ground at angle of slope E:
w  2t>02 sin — E) cos </> _  2vj sin <£, cos ((j>, +  E) 

— g ' cos2 E g cos2 A  ’
Time of flight

T = 2?>o sin (<f) -  E) ^  2v„ sin <ft,
“ g ' cos E  g cos E  ’

7. Parabola enveloping all trajectories with given v„:
Va go?

y 2g 2t-„2'
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On air-resistance

I .  A i r - r e s i s t a n c e  t o  a n  e l o n g a t e d  s h e l l  o n  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n

TH A T ITS A X IS  LIES IN  THE DIRECTION OF MOTION OF TH E

CENTRE OF G R A V ITY.

§ 8. General considerations.

Consider a sphere ABCD at rest, in a current of air or fluid moving 
with given velocity, and assume that the air is frictionless.

The stream lines along which the separate air particles are moving 
will diverge at the front, and on the rear will 
converge again.

(This last can he shown through the familiar 
experiment of holding before the mouth a cylin
drical flask about 15 cm in diameter, and behind 
it a burning candle; the candle can be blown 
out.)

We arrive therefore at the following con
clusions :

On the front side A GB of the sphere a 
thrust will be exerted in the direction MN of 
the current; and an equal thrust on the rear 
side of the sphere, in the opposite direction.

The resultant total thrust on the sphere is zero; the sphere 
experiences no push.

The same will hold when the air is at rest, and the sphere is 
moving in the direction NM.

On the front side AGB of the sphere work is done, and the air 
particles alter their velocity and direction.

On the rear side ADB, the direction and velocity will be the same 
again; the work done is restored.

In a similar way, the pier or pile of a bridge standing in water, 
or a rudder moving through the water will feel no resistance.

This result of theoretical Hydromechanics for a frictionless fluid 
stands however in well-known contradiction to experience.
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32 On air-resistance [C H . II

In reality the nature of the air motion round the shell is not so 
simple.

In the first place there is friction of the air particles among them
selves and against the rigid body.

Friction acts so as to break up the air on the rear side of the body, 
and eddies are formed.

These are shown clearly behind a stick moved through water, or 
in air full of smoke through which a body is moving.

Secondly, wave-motion comes in. Mach showed by photography 
the waves and eddies following a flying bullet and made an important 
advance in the theory of air resistance to a bullet.

Take a long cylindrical tube, and suppose a plug to move in it 
with a velocity of 167 m/sec, and follow up this motion at small 
intervals of time.

A  condensation of the air is set up in front of the plug; and this 
condensation is propagated with the velocity of sound, viz., 334 m/sec. 
In rear of the plug a wave of rarefaction is propagated backward with 
the same velocity.

I f  the piston is supposed to move with uniform velocity, a con
densation and rarefaction is made anew in every small element of time.

The same happens when a shell moves in free air; only the air 
waves going forward and backward spread out in spherical form.

In the figure the shell is represented as a rod AB  moving in
the direction BA with velocity 
167 m/sec.
■ At the front end A  a spherical 
wave of condensation is started; 
its radius is zero.

A  moment ago the point of the 
shell was at G, and the condensa
tion air wave that started at this 
moment from the point has spread 

out with double the shell velocity, that is at 334 m/sec.
The radius CC2 =  CCi = GG3 of the wave-surface G3G2G3 is thus 

double as great as the advance GA.
Earlier still, the point of the shell was at D(DG = GA); and the 

condensation wave sent out is now the sphere A A A .  of radius 
_D_D2 = 2D A ; and so on. *

We see then that the condensation air waves must travel faster 
than the shell. .

B
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So also with the rarefaction waves that proceed from the rear end 
of the shell, and are propagated backward in a spherical form with 
double the shell velocity.

But if the shell velocity v is increased and at last becomes greater 
than the normal sound velocity s (for instance if v =  6G8 m/sec), the 
condensation air waves set up by the point of the shell cannot go faster 
than the shell but accompany it as conical \yaves.

Suppose again that the shell is regarded as an infinitely thin rod 
AB, and that the point of the shell is now at A.

A moment ago, the point was at G, and from G a condensation 
spherical wave is propagated with 
the sound velocity of 334 m/sec, and 
the wave-surface is now a sphere 
with radius GGt =  CC2 =  half the 
advance CA of the shell. Previously 
the point of the shell was at _D; and 
the spherical wave produced at this 
time is a sphere which has spread out 
to a radius DD] =  DD2; and so on.

The wave-surfaces of the group of elementary waves, proceeding 
from the*point of the shell at the different positions, will thus be en
veloped by the cone K K  (called the head wave), of which the angle 
of opening is 2a.

Similarly for the conical stem wave SS.
• sMach supposes that sin a =  - .

For in the same time as the head wave spreads out from D to J)l 
with the sound velocity s, the head of the shell advances from D to A.

Actually the head wave, in consequence of the finite cross-section, 
is flattened in front. At this point MN, a =  90°, and so v = s] the 
condensation of the air is propagated here with 
the velocity v, owing to the motion of the shell.

(The fact is that the velocity of sound is only in 
ordinary circumstances equal to about 334 m/sec; 
this is modified by the temperature of the air, 
and the velocity of sound s can assume a higher 
value according to the strength and nature o f 
the air waves; this has been proved by Mach by 
a series of experiments; compare § 87.) .

This region MN in which the surface of the head wave runs
c,' 3
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forward very nearly flat and perpendicular to the axis of the shell,
depends on the breadth and flatness of the head of the shell.

I f  then the velocity of the shell is to be determined by means of
s *the equation sin a =  - ,  from the angle a of the head wave, this must

be measured from the straight part of the boundary of the wave.

Out of 20 photographs bf a flying bullet, which' were produced in the 
ballistic laboratory, the velocity o f the bullet was given by the mean value 
of 893-0 rn/sec, with a probable deviation from the mean of 1-1 °/0, while with the 
Boulenge Chronograph a mean velocity was measured o f 888-3 m/sec.

The same result was found with 20 rounds o f the bullet M. 88, with a mean 
velocity of 655m/sec; against a simultaneous Boulenge record 640 m/sec.

So also 20 shots of the bullet of the Mauser pistol; mean 454 m /sec; measured 
by the Boulengd, 467 m/sec.

Evidently the head wave and also the tail wave must make closed 
surfaces.

The vertex MN of the head wave lies nearer the head of the 
bullet, as the velocity increases.

In the new infantry bullet, with sharp point and very great velocity, 
the head wave seems to begin somewhat behind the point, so that the 
point of the bullet pierces air at rest; only immediately ill front of 
the point there exists a strong condensation of the air.

At the rear end of the bullet, eddies of air are formed. These eddies 
can be seen by photography extending many metres behind the bullet.

All these effects are revealed in water also, with ships, the piles 
of a bridge, and so forth; only here the head wave is made up of a 
large number of parts of waves, which does not appear to be the case 

- with the air wave of the bullet, as given by microscopic examination.
The reason for this may well lie in the fact that in water no 

shock can arise with a single wave of elevation, while in the air there 
is a single wave of condensation.

For water the analogy to sound velocity is the velocity depending 
on the depth of water, with which the corresponding water waves 
propagate themselves.

We can observe that as a ship is moved through the water with 
increasing velocity, the crest of the head wave moves from the bow 
of the ship and retreats further towards the midship.

The analogy between a ship on water and a bullet goes further 
still: .

Denote the resistance, of a ship for any velocity v by W (v), and
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plot graphically the value of

On air-resistance 

W(v)

35

as a function of v determined by

observation; a curve is obtained which, according to Schlitte, Lang 
and Lorenz, assumes a shape similar to that of the analogous function 
for air resistance (see § 10).

The curve has an inflexion in the neighbourhood of the velocity 
of propagation of the water waves. .

The same holds for the resistance,W to a bullet for the different 
velocities v in the air: an inflexion lies in the corresponding curve in 
the neighbourhood of the normal sound-velocity s.

H. Lorenz supposes that a resonance phenomenon occurs here, such as is 
well known in other cases.

Consider the transference of energy between two swinging pendulums; or a 
otating motor, suspended as a pendulum; the sympathetic vibration o f tuning 

forks and strings or the resonance o f electric waves; the swinging of the body of 
a ship with the masses of machinery moving periodically in time with the ship- 
vibration ; and so forth.

The energy of the bullet would be transferred to the air chiefly at a velocity 
which coincides very nearly with the natural velocity of propagation of the air
waves.

N. Mayevski appears to have determined the fact empirically for bullets, that 
IF . . .the coefficient experiences a rapid increase in the neighbourhood of the

sound-velocity s.
A. Indra sought to elucidate these facts by supposing that the energy of the 

bullet was consumed in the progressive generation of new head-waves.
Nevertheless it is not clear why the coefficient K  diminishes again somewhat 

when the bullet velocity increases still further, although bullet-energy is expended 
through wave-making at all velocities. These explanations of the inflexion are 
not complete.

In the first place the inflexion, when it does exist, is not at v =  334, but more 
nearly j; =  480m/sec; and it will be found that especially with bullets of pure 
cylindrical shape there is no inflexion at all. The true reasons for the existence 
o f the inflexion will be given later. *■

The analogy between ship- and bullet-motion shows that the form 
of the rear end of the bullet should receive more attention than 
hitherto has been the case.

Moreover it is evident that the movement of the bullet in air is 
quite as complicated as that of a ship on water, and consequently 
these simple laws of measurement will not apply entirely: Assuming 
that the long axis of the bullet lies in the direction of motion of the 
centre of gravity, and that the bullet flies like an arrow, the air-

3— 2
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resistance W  to the bullet may be taken as being proportional to the 
following magnitudes:

(a) to the cross-section of the bullet, perpendicular to the axis,

R 2ir  (m 2),
*

(b) to the air-density S, that is, the weight of a cijbic metre of air, 
calculated from the temperature, pressure, and humidity of the air.

Generally the density S is taken relatively to an arbitrarily assumed 
normal air-density for example, S0 =  1-206, or S0=  T220, kg/m3,

(c) to a coefficient i depending on the shape of the bullet 
(100Of = n is commonly called the form-value),

(id) to a certain function of the velocity f(v ),  so that the air- 
resistance ;

F (k g )  =  .R V . f
°0

Assumptions (a), (b), (c) are merely conventional, and seem reason
able.

A priori it is not likely that the air-resistance, as depending on 
calibre ‘ 2ff, air-density 8, i and v, should involve these four variables 
as factors of a product. Assumption (a) asserts that the air-resistance 
on unit area of the cross-section of the shell is the same for the same 
shape and velocity of the shell, whether a large or small calibre of the 
shell is considered.

In his experiments of 1848, Didion had already discovered the 
fact that the air-resistance to a bullet of small cross-section is relatively 
greater than that to a bullet of large cross-section; and he has sought 
to take this fact into account numerically by multiplying U V  by the 
factor

(< m  +
0-047 \ 

0-05 +  2R ) ’

(On the other hand, later in 1860, he abandoned this assumption.)
Some suppose, from their experiments on air-resistance with bullets 

of very different calibres, that proportionality does exist between air- 
resistance W and cross-section R2ir, and apply the results obtained from 
artillery shell to infantry bullets.

In reality this simple relation does not exist closely enough.
The new theory brought out by H. Lorenz on ship-resistance,, 

which is a generalisation that was verified in its extension to the
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air-resistance of shells, leads equally to the same result, that a small 
cross-section experiences a relatively greater resistance than larger 
cross-section.

According to the experiments on the Tower Bridge (J. W. Barry) 
a large area of 100 m2 experiences only one-sixth part of the specific 
resistance of an area of 0T m5.

The experiments of the firm of Fr. Krupp in 1912 with shells of different form 
gave among other things the following results:

Tho resistance on the cross-section, estimated on the square metre, and with 
an air-density of l -22kg/m3, is 

(a) for cylindrical shell:

for u =  400 500 600 700 800 m/sec

o f  6 ‘5 cm  calibro 1-4 2 '58 3-8 5-1* 6-6 k g /m 5
1) 10 „ 1-2# 2-2 3 3 4-7 6-3  „

(6) for ogival shell, struck to 3 calibre radius:

1
j v = 550 650 750 850 m/sec

for 6 cm calibre  ̂ 1 
„  10 „  0-98 
„  28 ,. 0-62 
u 30 „  —

1-3
l-26
0'8x

l-58
l-52
1-0,
0 9

l-94
l'8fi
1-2*
i-o6

kg/m!
»
JJ

The air-resistance distributed over R2tt is thus in fact, as Didion found, less in 
the greater calibre than in the smaller calibre, and moreover independent of the 
velocity. This influence of the calibre comes consequently into consideration.

The ordinary assumption then does not hold, that the air-resist
ances to two equally large elements of surface of the head of the shell, 
equally inclined to the axis of the shell, at equal velocities are equal, 
whatever the distance of the surface element from the axis of the shell.

This appeared likely from the experiments of Mach. In his photo
graphic work he determined experimentally the deviation of light by 
the penetration of different strata of air in the immediate neighbour
hood of the bullet.

With rifle bullets of 11 mm calibre and 520 m/sec velocity (for 
which in Krupp’s experiments the air-resistance would be one extra 
atmosphere) Mach found the following: in the vertex of the head 
wave the density of the air corresponds to about 3 atmospheres; 
4'5 mm behind the vertex, 12 mm from the axis of the bullet, and
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3 mm distant from the edge of the head wave, about 1*7 atmo
spheres of density; 7'5 cm behind the vertex, 9 cm from the axis 
of the bullet and 7'5 cm distant from the edge of the wave, about 
1’6 atmospheres.

The fact that the air-resistance to the shell increases and decreases 
exactly in proportion to the air-density cannot be proved experiment
ally in a way free from objection.

Assumptions (c) and (d) contain in themselves the assertion that, 
with equal calibre and equal air-density, but different shape of the 
shell, the character of the air-resistance remains unaltered, and so in 
shells of different shape it is only the ordinate of the curve f (v )  that 
alters.

This hypothesis that the influence of the shape of the shell can 
be expressed by a single' factor i, has not been verified theoretically 
or experimentally.

In any case i is not constant, but is a function of other quantities, 
on which it really depends, although it alters only slowly with these 
quantities.

In general most of the difficulties over the research with respect 
to air-resistance relate to the dependence of this resistance W  on the 
velocity v of the centre of gravity of the shell for equal calibre, equal 
air density and the same shape of the shell.

§ 9. Theoretical considerations of the law of air-resistance.

Newton’s considerations seem to rest on the following ideas.
If the velocity of the shell v is increased, then not only is the 

acceleration of the air particles increased but also the mass of air set 
in motion: the resistance of the air is thus much greater.

Consider a cylindrical shell at rest, of the cross-section AB  =  F  m2 
against which the air flows in the direction of the axis with velocity
v m/sec.' • .

Let the velocity v be represented by the vector AG = BD. The 
air particles, which at first were to be found in the line CD, soon 
arrive at AB, and lose their velocity by impact against the shell.

The weight of a cubic metre of air being S kg, this mass of air isy o i
discharged against the shell in one second.

The alteration of velocity in one second is v and the retardation is 
v also. .
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The thrust experienced by the cross-section AB  from the im
pinging air is the product of the mass and the retardation of the 
colliding volume of air, and so is

FvS v — 0 FSva
' {F8T 1  9 * 1 '

Consequently the resistance in still air to a moving cylinder is 
proportional to the cross-section i^(in m5), the air-density 8 (in kg/m3) 
and the square of the velocity v (in m /sec):

FSv2 
9 * 1 '

(The formula used in practice for the wind. pressure W on a 
perpendicular plane surface F  by a wind velocity v m/sec is ,in 
fair agreement, in that

W = 0 ‘122Fv>.)
It must be added that the effects produced by the air flowing away from the 

stern of the body, friction, wave-making, and all that occurs on the rear of the 
body are left out of account.

The Newtonian theory may be studied in the light of the following experi
ments.

Place a plane circular plate AD (figure a), about 30cm in diameter, on one

scale of a balance. Superpose a fixed parallel plate CD, about 20 cm in diameter, 
having in the centre a circular hole which carries a tube R, through which air 
can be blown in the direction of the arrow.

If CD is 20 to 1 0 cm above AB, the movable plate AB  will be driven away 
by the blast of air.
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On the other hand if the distance between the plates AB and CD is about 

1 cm, the lateral outflow of the air between the plates creates a defect of pres
sure, and the plate AB  will be lifted. . .

When in the apparatus of figure b we blow downwards in the direction of the 
arrow, a ball on a small stick across the tube It will be drawn out, and fly in the 
direction of the curved arrow.

Figure c shows a tube ABCDAXBXCXDj ,  provided with an enlargement at 
BB,, and a contraction at CC\. A  stream of air is blown through it in the 
direction of the longer arrows. .

Inside the tube the air stream experiences at BB\ an increase of cross-section, 
and so a diminution of velocity; the consequence is an excess of pressure (re
presented by the smaller arrows). At CCX there is a decrease of cross-section 
and an increase of velocity; a drop of pressure ensues (a sucking action in the 
manometer tubes). '

The reverse is the case outside the tube.
The pure Newtonian impulse pressure theory cannot then suffice when, for 

example, we require to know the thrust experienced by the roof of a building 
in a horizontal gale of wind. '

On the lower part of the roof it is true there will be in general an increase of 
thrust due to the impulse pressure; but higher up a negative pressure can occur 
from the flowing of the air over the ridge of the roof, and so a tilting moment 
is possible. In fact a lifting of the roof has sometimes been observed in a 
storm.

In a similar way it is possible with shell in flight for this sucking action to be 
present, arising from the external shape of the fuse, the driving band, the base 
o f the shell, etc. ‘

Many investigators, more particularly O. Mata, in 1895, assumed 
that the transference of the shell-energy to the surrounding air was 
solely a thermodynamical effect, or an alteration of an isothermal 
condition. -

But that this is only one side of the explanation appears from 
what has been said already about wave and eddy making.

The first to consider the creation of air waves by the moving body 
was A. Schmidt, of Stuttgart. He assumed the resistance to become 
discontinuous when the velocity v of the moving body was made equal 
to the normal sound-velocity s of the medium.

P. Vieille and E. Okinghaus are others who have discussed the 
laws of air-resistance, based on B. Riemann’s theory of the propaga
tion of air-waves of finite amplitude, by considering special shells 
with a flat head-surface perpendicular to the axis, and assuming that 
the head wave accompanying the shell may be taken as flat.

The propagation-velocity of the change of density of the air must 
thus be assumed to be the same as the shell velocity. ;
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Vieillo’s relation between air pressure p  and the velocity of the shell is

where 8 is the weight in kg of 1 m3 of the surrounding air, pu the normal at
mospheric prossuro in kg/m2, p  the air pressure produced by the motion in 
kg/m2, k=  1 *41 the ratio of the two specific heats, <7=9'81. ‘

For example, for p0 =  10333,8 =  1 '206, andp  =  15-64 atmospheres= 15‘04 x 10333, 
we find v =  1200 m/sec.

In the following table the resistance W is given as calculated by him, and 
finally the temperature calculated by him for velocities above 1200.

Velocity v 
in m/sec

Resistance W in atmospheres Temperature
Centigradecalculated observed

400 1-58 1-25
800 6-85 6-23 ____

1200 15'64 15 01 680
2000 43-8 — 1741
4000 175-6 — 7751

10000 1098 — 48490

The corresponding formula of E. Okinghaus is
l

Here W  is the air-resistance for the velocity v, TF0 the special 
value of the air-resistance for v=  340 m/sec, k the ratio of the specific 
heats of air =  ] -41.

Since Riemann’s theory holds only for plane waves, these develop
ments apply mainly to shells with flat heads.

Nevertheless it seems as if a revision of the Riemann theory of air 
reaction 'might lead to results. •

The theory of peripheral motion, enunciated lately by W. Lan- 
chester for the motion of gliding flyers in the air, especially for 
surfaces like a bird’s-wing, cannot well be of use in ballistics. In this 
theory a uniform streaming motion of the air is supposed, together 
with a circular motion of proper direction and strength.

So too the comprehensive calculations carried out by Colonel P 
Haupt and based on the kinetic gas-theory, are not of great import
ance for ballistics. ■

The complicated air-resistance is not satisfactorily represented by
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his calculations, and they have led to results differing from the latest 
experimental records.

On the other hand a reference may be made to two important 
theoretical researches on air-resistance by H. Lorenz and A. Sommer- 
feld. H. Lorenz has sought to express mathematically the complicated 
motion about a shell in flight, and thereby he has been led to the 
following relation for the air-resistance. He denotes by v the shell- 
velocity, by U27r the greatest cross-section of the shell, s the velocity 
of sound, l the length of the shell; then '

W = Jc4 R îrv2 + k.2lv + lcsliiTrvi +  kilv3 ' 
*J[(s2-  i f f  + ksl-v2] ’

where klt Ic2, ks, k4, are constants, of which /c, and k3 depend only 
on the shape of the shell, the others on the shape and the nature o f 
the surface.

This expression for W, determined theoretically, against which 
many considerations may be urged, shows that W  is not proportional 
to the cross-section R2tt, but that the specific resistance, W : R2tt, is 
the greater, the smaller the cross-section becomes.

Further according to this law W  is not proportional to a single 
form-coefficient i, but five coefficients appear in the form of the expres
sion, in such a way that the whole air-resistance function f ( v )  depends 
on the shape and nature of the surface of the shell.

Finally the factor W : v* =  k, in a graphical representation has an 
inflexion in the neighbourhood of the sound-velocity, and otherwise 
agrees with Siacci’s results.

Consequently the law of Lorenz appears to be a suitable basis for 
considering questions relating to air-resistance.

H. Lorenz has shown lately how the coefficients arising in 
his formula can be calculated, based on the results of experi
ment.

It will be worth while then to determine if the Lorenz theory covers 
sufficiently the results of the latest experiments on air-resistance, and 
if it is capable of practical application.

A. Sommerfeld assumes the air-resistance W  to be composed of the 
frictional resistance W3 (in its extended sense), which he considers to 
be proportional to r2, and of the wave-resistance W2.

For this last he obtains an expression by employing the analogy 
of the electromagnetic field, as it exists when an electron moves in 
it with velocity exceeding the velocity of light.
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Denoting by s the velocity of sound, then for v <s, we have 
W =  IF, =  a3vs; but for v > s, we have

The curve W : v1 agrees with the latest empirical results.
The inflexion in the curve is explained because in the neighbour

hood of v = s, the wave-resistance W3 increases; but this resistance 
increases with v at a smaller rate than the frictional resistance IF,; 
and the ratio IF, +  1F2 : Wt diminishes again with increasing v.

The shape of the shell is not considered by Sommerfeld.
On the whole then it can be asserted that no completely satisfac

tory and universal law of air-resistance has been enunciated.
On this account we are compelled in ballistics to confine ourselves 

mainly to experimental results.
The expression for the air-resistance for any given calibre, any 

air-density and any form of shell must be a function of the velocity 
(and perhaps also of the acceleration), which represents the following 
elements.

1. Suction and eddy resistance.
With increasing velocity a region of attenuated air is formed behind 

the shell (similar to what is observed in water with a moving plate).
The corresponding energy is dissipated partly as heat and partly 

as energy of motion.
The resistance depends essentially on the shape of the shell. In the 

neighbourhood of the velocity of sound it is seen to increase rapidly; 
but further on, it. approximates more and more to a fixed limiting 
value, given by an absolute vacuum behind the shell.

2. Wave resistance. This arises at all projecting parts of the 
shell, especially at the head; yet this only starts when the velocity ex
ceeds the sound-velocity.

It increases with the velocity, and finally becomes proportional to 
the square of the velocity.

The energy absorbed in this part of the resistance disappears as 
wave energy in the form of sound.

3. Frictional resistance. This appears to be relatively small in the 
case of shell in use.

4. Finally a complete law of air-resistance must give information 
as to the manner in which air-resistance alters when the axis of the
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shell, assumed hitherto to lie in the direction of motion of the centre 
of gravity, makes a given angle with this direction.

From the preceding it follows among other things that the shape 
of the head of the shell is of importance, especially at high velocities 
(over 300 m/sec), further that the shape of the rear end of the shell is 
important at low velocities (under 300 m/sec), but that1 this influence 
approaches a limit with increasing velocity.

§ 10 .  Laws of air-resistance obtained experimentally, and 
_ the corresponding experiments.

(a) With very small velocity v of the moving body, as for instance in 
slow pendulum oscillations, the air-resistance according to M. Thiesen 
is proportional to the first power of v. This is of no importance for our 
purposes.

(b) For velocities up to about 30 m/sec the quadratic law of air- 
resistance is universally employed: the air-resistance W  against a 
cylindrical body at velocity v m/sec, with a plane end surface of

. . . . V2i?7r m2, in air of density S kg/m3 is W = kR?ir?> .

For the value of the numerical function k Poncelet and Didion 
took k =  0'081;

F. le Dantec 0'080;
Ch. Renard 0-0 8 o ;
J. Weissbach 0‘093;
F. v. Lossl 0T 06;
E. J. Marey 0T25 ;
G. Kirchhoff (from theoretical calculation) 0'055. 

For throwing a stone, the value would be about

P. C. Langley 0-085; 
Canovetti 0-090; 
J. Smeaton 0T22; 
O. Lilienthal 0T25;

F (k g) = 0 -08R var| 2 .

(c) The velocities of shell range from ?;=50 m to ^=1500 m/sec. 
Some 27 empirical laws have been proposed, of which the most part

take the form of W =  avn, or W = avm +  bvn +   _
Since Mayevski, the whole range of velocity is consequently divided 

into "zones” such that from one zone to the other either a or n or both 
would be altered in the law

W  =  avn.
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The calibre of the shell will be denoted by 2R metres; the weight 
of the shell by P (k g ); the air-density by 8(kg/m ’ ); the velocity of 
the shell by v (m/sec); the air-resistance by IF(kg); the retardation 

. . . . Wndue to air-resistance, that is the ratio -p - , by cf(v). Here f (v )  denotes

the factor depending on the velocity v in the expression for the retard
ation of the shell. .

1. Didion’s law, based on the experiments of the Metz Committee 
of 1839-40, using the ballistic pendulum, as well as the experiments 
of the Metz Committee of 185G-58, using the Navez apparatus; for 
spheres, with i =  1,

IF = 0‘027 . RrirSi a2
F208 — V435/ ’

and
0-027. IPirSgi.

1-208P ’

2. St Robert, in Italy; according to the Metz experiments o f 
1839-40; for spheres, holding good with i =  1,

3. N. Mayevski, in Russia, according to Russian and English 
experiments 1868-9;

(a) for spheres, with i =  1:

IF =  0-012. R 2tt& v2
1-206 for 0 < v < 376 m/sec,

IF = 0'061. R27r8t t-htw; » 1206 for 376 < v < 530 m/sec,

(6) with i =  1, for elongated shell with “ ogival” point, struck to 
a radius of 1 to 1"5 calibres (ogival point means a longitudinal section 
like the pointed window of a church):

IF =  0-012. R 2ttS

W =  0026. P 2ttS 

IF = 0-044. R2ttS

if
R206 ’ 

a2
1-206 ’

, 0 < v < 280 m/sec, 

280 < v < 360 m/sec, 

360 < v < 510 ra/sec.
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4. Hdlie gave the following values for spheres, based on the
French experiments:

W  = *(2
where

for v =  50 m/sec, k = 0-130 for v —300 m/sec, \ =  0-269
100 132 ' 320 293
120 135 340 316
140 139 360 337
160 146 380 353
180 154 400 367
200 166 420 376
220 181 440 382
240 200 460 386
260 221 500 389
280 244 v >  500 390

5. F. Bashforth (England) according to some experiments of 
1866-70: for elongated shells with 'ogival point rounded to a radius 
of about 1‘5 calibres, for i =  1,

where

W -m R ^ B  t r 2 ( ) 6 ,

m = 
for v =

0-000068 1 
600 to 550 |

0-000075 1 
550 to 500 |

0-000082 
500 to 460

I 0-000090 
| 460 to 419 m/sec

m =  0-000094 1 0-000084 1 0-000060
for i>=419 to 375 | 375 to 330 | 330 to 50 m/sec

To make the results hold good for the former Krupp normal shell, 
struck to a radius of 2 calibres, i must be taken =  0’896, according to 
Siacci.

6. Hojel (Holland), according to Dutch experiments of 1884, as 
well as Krupp’s experiments: with i =  1, for elongated shell with ogival 
head of a radius of 2 calibres,

W  =  ( 2R ) -

where
for v=140 to 300 m/scc,

300 „  350 

350 „  400 

400 „ 500 

' 500 „  700

1000 St „----------------- mvn9-81 x 1-206 ’

<fi)
0-084535, n =  2-5

(ii)
0-05423 5

(8)
0-051381 3-83

(4)
0-07483 1-77

(3)
0-05467 1-91
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7. Mayevski in 1881, and N. Sabudski (Russia); from r =  550 m/sec 
based on the experiments o f Krupp 1875-81, the English experiments 
o f Bashforth 18C6-70, and the Russian experiments of Mayevski 
1868-69. With i =  1, for ogival shell rounded to radius of 2 calibres,

where

W =  mRtirBi vn _ 
1-206 ’

for i>= (0) to 240 m/sec, hi = 0'0140, m =  2

240 „  295
0

005834 3

295 „  375
(0)

0-06709 5

375 „ 419
(0

0-09404 3
419 „  550 ■ 00394 2
550 „  800 0-2616 1-7
800 „  1000 0-7130 1-55

8. Laws of Chapel (1874), Vallier (1894), Scheve (1907); based 
especially on Krupp’s experiments and Dutch experiments with ogival 
shell of 2 calibre radius: for v > 330 m/sec,

for v between 330 and 300 m/sec,

W

9-81 • 1-206(v
rsec,

RK 10000 Bi
«D

0021692
9-81 '' 1-206 1

R1. 10000 Si
(5)

0-033814 .-------7----  1981 ’ 1-206

According to Vallier, the coefficient i should be unity for 2 calibre 
radius of the ogival head, or for the semi-ogival angle y = 41°-5. Other
wise i will be slightly variable if v > 330 m/sec; so that

. y[> —(180° +  2y)]
41-5 (v — 263) '

For v < 330 m/sec,

i =  0-67, 0-72, 0-78, 1-10
for values of 7 =  31°, 33°-6, 36°-9, 48° 2.

t .I . . .  irr RMOOOOSi f (v )In the notation W -  ^
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and = K(v), ^  =  K ' (v),V2 v V* v '
the values are as follows: ■

V 10" K  (v) 10 ™ K ’ (v) V 107 (i?) 1012 A " (v)

150 415 1844 390 1043 687
160 430 1680 4Q0 1070 669
170 441 1526 420 1108 628
180 452 1395 440 1143 590
100 466 1293 460 1165 550
200 478 1195 480 1178 511
210 491 1113 500 1185 474
220 502 1037 525 1187 431
230 515 974 550 1186 393
240 526 913 575 1180 357
250 535 856 600 1170 325
260 546 808 650 1145 272
270 558 765 700 1115 228
280 564 719 750 1082 192
290 578 687 800 1049 164
300 586 651 850 1016 140
310 645 667 900 983 121
320 708 671 950 952 106
330 769 706 1000 921 92
340 831 720 1050 892 81
350 888 724 1100 865 72
360 936 722 1150 838 64
370 977 714 1200 813 57
380 1013 702 1250 790 51

Therefore the function K (■«)=A p  has its maximum at 9 =  525 in/sec.

9. Law of Siacci 1896. This combines all the experimental 
researches carried out so far, and holds for velocities up to

v — 1200m/sec.
X J (2-R)21000t'S s

Retardation =  p   ̂1~2Q6

or W  =  338R?Sif (v),
where f ( v ) =  0-2002. v — 48*05 +  V[(0'1648. v — 47-95)2 +  9*6]

0'0442»(u — 300) ,

371+ ( m f  ’

The curve of the function lO6-̂ —  is given graphically in figure b

+ ■
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on page 53. The curve has an inflexion at t/=340 m/sec, and a point 
of maximum value at 500 m/sec.

With i —\ the law will hold for ogival shell with head of ogive 
from 0-9 to IT  calibre long.

I f  the law is to be applied to normal shell with 2 calibre for 
radius of rounding or T3 calibre for length of head, then according 
to Siacci i =  0'896 is to be taken; but 0-8G5 is better.

10. The Krupp tables hold for a 2 calibre radius of rounding, 
and an air-density of 1'206 kg/m3.

The numbers, according to W. Gross, can only be considered 
approximately correct up to v =  300 m/sec, because at low velocity 
the errors of measurement have important effects.

The most reliable are the numbers which lie between 350 and 
COO m/sec. Beyond these the vibration of the shell has a disturbing 
effect.

11. The latest and the most exact results of measurement are 
collected together in the following table of air-resistance given by 
the firm of Fr. Krupp (see pp. 51 and 52). This table is given:

(a) for the Krupp normal shell, that is, shell with 2 calibre 
radius of rounding of the ogival point, and with a flattening at the 
front to 0'36 calibre; here the air-resistance (kg) is

R2Tr&if(v)
1-22 ’

IP it is the cross-section in cm2 (not in m2), 8 the density of the air 
in kg/m3; i = l  for Krupp’s normal shape; for shell of 3 calibre 
rounding radius, and 0'36 calibre of flattening,

\ =  1-3206 -  — -0-0001024u;i v
for shell of 55  calibre rounding radius and 036 calibre flattening,

4 =  1-4362 -  —  -  0 0001128?;;i v
for shell of 3 calibre rounding radius and 0'26 calibre flattening,

4 =  1-1959 -  —  +  0-0001467?;; i v
for shell of 3 calibre rounding radius and a sharp point,

1 47-74 =  1-1311 -  —  +  00003166?;; i v
c. 4
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for bullets of the form of the $-bullet,
1 192-68i  =  1-410 -  +  0-0005915-y.% v

In Table A the numerical values of 106"^-^ are given as 106AT.

For example, with R V  =  1 cm2, with S =  T22 kg/m8, the air-resist
ance per 1 cm2 of the cross-section of an ogival shell of 2 calibre radius 
of rounding and 0-36 calibre of flattening of the point, at v =  500 m/sec 

=  (500)2 x 3-998 x 10“ “ =  0-999 (kg).

The experiments showed that the curve f (v )  :u2 has an inflexion 
at about v =  480 m/sec, and that at high velocity it appears to 
approach asymptotically a horizontal line; that is the quadratic law 
holds again at high velocity.

But the experiments showed further that the former assumption 
did not hold of an air-resistance W  proportional to a single factor of 
shape, independent of the velocity v.

Speaking more strictly, for every form of shell another form of 
the air-resistance function f ( v ) is required.

Ritter von Eberhard has now reached the point of splitting up 
with sufficient accuracy the air-resistance into two parts, of which 
one factor i depends on the velocity v and on the shape, and the other 
f  (v) depends on the velocity alone. • ,

These values of i, or rather of \ are given above for many shapes 

o f the shell, with the exception of the purely cylindrical shell.

(b) for cylindrical shell

1-22 ’

and the numbers for 106 , denoted by 106/ l  for brevity, for such

shell, are set down in Table B.
On p. 53, the results in figure a are for Krupp 10 cm normal shell 

and for cylindrical artillery shell: in figure b the results are for 
infantry bullets, and at the same time the results of Charbonnier 
and Siacci are given.

Figure c shows the variation of the resistance W  itself, for the 
values of 3 =  1-22 kg/m8, and R V  =  1 cm2.

The corresponding curve is seen among other things to be capable
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Table A. lO" K  for 10 cm Krupp normal shells.
V

m/sec 10" K V
m / sec 10" K V

m/sec 10" K V
m/sec 10* K V

m/sec 10* K

150 1-190 334 2-566 525 3-976 785 3-520 1045 3-292
155 1-190 336 2-654 530 3-970 790 3-514 1050 3-289
1G0 1-191 338 2-739 535 3-963 795 3-507 1055 3-287
1G5 1-191 340 2-822 540 3-956 800 3-502 1060 3-284
170 1-191 312 2-902 545 3-949 805 3-496 1065 3-282
175 1-191 344 2-979 550 3-941 810 3-491 1070 3-279
180 1192 346 3-051 555 3-933 815 3-485 1075 3-277
185 1-192 348 3115 560 3-925 820 3-480 1080 3-275
190 1193 350 3-174 565 3-916 825 3-474 1085 3-273
195 1194 352 3-231 570 3-907 830 3-469 1090 3-271
200 1195 354 3-286 575 3-899 835 3-463 1095 3-269
205 1-196 356 3-337 580 3-890 840 3-458 1100 3-267
210 1-198 358 3-384 585 3-881 845 3-453 1105 3-265
215 1-200 360 3-427 590 3-871 850 3-448 1110 3-263
220 1-203 362 3-468 595 3-862 855 3-443 1115. 3-262
225 1-207 364 3-506 600 3-852 860 3-438 1120 3-260
230 1-212 366 3-541 605 3-841 865 3-433 1125 3-259
235 1-218 368 3 574 610 3-830 870 3-428 1130 3-257
240 1-225 370 3-605 615 3-818 875 3-423 1135 3-256
215 1-233 372 3-633 620 3-807 880 3-418 1140 3-255
250 1-243 374 3-659 625 3-796 885 3-413 1145 3-253
255 1-255 376 3-682 630 3-784 890 3-409 1150 3-252
260 1-270 378 3-703 635 3-773 895 3-404 1155 3-251
265 1-288 380 3-722 640 3-761 900 3-400 1160 3-250
270 1-309 385 3-761 645 3-750 905 3-395 1165 3-249
275 1-334 390 3-792 650 3-740 910 3-391 1170 3-248
280 1-363 395 3-819 655 3-729 915 3-386 1175 3-247
282 1-376 400 3-843 660 • 3-719 920 3-382 1180 3-247
284 1-390 405 3-864 665 3709 925 3-378 1185 3-246
286 1-405 410 3-883 670 3-700 930 3-374 1190 3-245
288 1-421 415 3-900 675 3-690 935 3-369 1195 3-245
290 1-439 420 3-916 680 3-681 940 3-365 1200 3-244
292 1-458 425 3-931 685 3-672 945 3-361 1205 3-244
294 1-478 430 3-943 690 3-664 950 3-357 1210 3-243
296 1-500 435 3-955 695 3-655 955 3-353 1215 3-243
298 1-524 440 3-965 700 3-647 960 3-349 1220 3-243
300 1-551 445 3-973 705 3-638 965 3-345 1225 3-242
302 1-580 450 3-981 710 3630 970 3-341 1230 3-242
304 1-613 455 3-987 715 3-622 975 3-338 1235 3-242
306 1-648 460 3-992 720 3-614 980 3-334 1240 3-241
308 1-687 465 3-995 725 3606 985 3-330 1245 3-241
310 1-730 470 3-997 730 3-598 990 3-326 1250 3-241
312 1-779 475 3-999 735 3-590 995 3-323 1255 3-241
314 1-832 480 4-000 740 3-583 1000 3-320 1260 3-240
316 1-888 485 4-000 545 3-575 1005 3-316 1265 3-240

■ 318 1-947 490 4-000 750 3-568 1010 3-313 1270 3-240
320 2-010 495 3-999 755 3-561 1015 3-310 1275 3-240
322 2-079 500 3-998 760 3-553 1020 3-307 1280 3-240
324 2-152 505 3-996 765 3-547 1025 3-304 1285 3-240
326 2-229 510 3-992 770 3-540 1030 3-301 1290 3-240
328 2-308 515 3-987 775 3-533 1035 3-298 1295 3-240
330 2-391 520 3-982 780 3-527 1040 3-295 1300 3-240
332 2-478

4— 2

\
1
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Table B. 106 K  for 10 cm cylindrical shells.

vo
m /sec 10s K ^0

m/sec io 6 a: v0
m /sec 10 e K Vo

m /sec 106 K v0
m/sec io 8a:

100 4 T 60 285 5-652 440 8-381 630 9-318 940 10-117
110 4-173 290 5-780 450 8-448 640 9-356 960 10-144
120 4-190 295 5-919 460 8-512 650 9-393 980 10-168
130 4-209 300 6-071 470 8-573 660 9-430 1000 10-189
140 4-232 305 6-243 480 8-632 670 9-466 1020 10-207
150 4-260 310 6-430 490 8-689 680 9-501 1040 10-224
160 4-295 315 6-608 500 8-744 690 9-535 1060 10-238
170 4-337 320 6-779 510 8-796 700 9-568 1080 10-249
180 4-387 325 6-935 520 8-846 720 9-631 1100 10-258
190 4-443 330 7-074 530 8-895 740 9-692 1120 10-264
200 4-510 340 7-305 540 8-943 760 9-747 1140 10-268
210 4-589 350 7-495 550 8-989 780 9-800 1160 10-270
220 4-680 360 7-648 560 9-033 800 9-850 1180 10-270
230 4-783 370 7-777 570 9 0 7 6 820 9-897 1200 10-270
240 4 8 9 8 380 7-888 580 9-118 840 9-941 1220 10-270
250 5-025 390 7-987 590 9-159 860 9-982 1240 10-270
260 5-168 400 8-076 600 9-200 880 10-020 1260 10-270
270 5-335 410 8-161 610 9-240 900 10-055 1280 10-270
275 5-430 420 8-239 620 9-279 920 10-087 1300 10-270
280 5-536 430 8-312

of representation for a long distance by a straight line W — av — b : 
this justifies the laws of Chapel, Vallier, and Scheve.

Finally the figure d shows how the true K  curve would be re
placed by the lines (1), (2), (3), (4), when the assumption is made 
throughout of the quadratic law of air-resistance f ( v )  =  C{0- (Newton 
and others), the cubic law f ( v )  =  c2V* (Bashforth, England), or the 
biquadratic law f  (v) — csvl (B. Piton-Bressant, France), or the 
binomial law f (v )  =  (1 +  bv) (Didion, France).

Description o f experiments. ,
1. The most important of the experiments which were applied to the 

determination of the laws of air-resistance, were the following:
(a) Research of the Metz Committee, Didion-Morin-Piobert 1839-40, 

chiefly with round shell; velocity 200 to 600 m /sec: measuring apparatus, the 
ballistic pendulum. This research was repeated in 1856-58 in Metz, with the 
help of the electrical chronograph of Navez.

(b) English experiments of Bashforth in the years 1866-70 with shell o f 
various calibre (7-6 to 22-9 cm) with the height o f head 1T2 calibre, length o f  
shell 2'54, and with velocity v=230 to v=520 m/sec.
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(c) Russian experiments, of N. Mayevski at St Petersburg in the year 1869, 
with shells of different calibre, different height o f head (mostly 0 ‘9 calibre) 
and different length of shell (mostly 2'01 calibre); i> =  172 to j> =  409 rn/sec.

(d) F. Krupp’s experiments of 1879-96, on the Meppen shooting range, 
with shells of different calibre, different length (2'8 to 4 calibre), different height of 
head (1-31 and l'O calibre; mostly 1'3 calibre); » =  150 up to 910m/sec.

(«) Dutch experiments of W. C. Hojel 1884, with shell o f 8 to 40 cm 
calibre, length of shell from 2 5 to 4 calibre, with a head of 1-31 and l -33 calibre; 
the velocity from i>=138 to 660m/sec; individual experiments were made with 
high velocity (up to 1500m/sec).

( / )  Simultaneous experiments of the firm F. Krupp (0. von Eberhard) 
with artillery shell and of K. Becker and C. Cranz with infantry bullets, 1912.

The first research was carried out with the help of a spark chronograph, 
over many short ranges, o f about 50 m, at Essen; with large calibres by measure
ment of initial and final velocity on short ranges of 2 to 3 km. The other 
research was carried out in the ballistic laboratory with 8 mm bullets of various 
forms and by two methods; by means of a ballistic kinematograph and by 
means of a spark chronograph with photographic record; length of range 15 
to 20 m.

Consult the account published in No. 69 of the Artillerist-Honatshefte of the 
year 1912.

2. For small velocities (from 30m/sec upward) numerous measurements 
are in existence. They were carried out by means of falling bodies or with 
vertical guiding wires, or curved paths; by the measurement of wind pressure 
by manometers o f various sorts; by experiments with whirling apparatus, where 
a body of given shape is carried round in a circle; by experiments with the 
beam of a balance, where the body is fixed to one side of a balance, and the 
whole balance is drawn up in the air.

For details consult the account given by Finsterwalder.

§ 1 1 .  General remarks on the methods employed in carrying 
out the experiments on the laws of air-resistance. Critical 
remarks, and proposals. '

1. For the most part the horizontal components and v.2 of the 
velocity of a shell are measured at the beginning and end of a hori
zontal line of length a. .

The length a is chosen of such magnitude, that it is considered 
satisfactory to assume the path of flight as rectilinear, but unavoid
able errors in the measurement of and v2 make it desirable that a 
should not be too short.

The diminution of the energy of the shell is then taken as due to 
a definite mean value W  of the air-resistance.
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D * _ <y i
This magnitude W, calculated from P  1 ■ 2 =  TFa, is then said

to be the air-resistance corresponding to the velocity

« = £ ( » ! +  v,).
Thus W (v) is obtained, and on the assumption of a law W = cvn, 

the constants c and n are determined by the method of Least 
Squares.

This method becomes more free from objection, the smaller the 
length a is chosen. I f  we only desire to know the dependence of the 
air-resistance on the velocity v, then all the other quantities, viz., the 
weight of the shell, the shape of head, length of shell, riding, etc., 
must be kept constant.

The law so obtained of the function W (v) will hold, strictly 
speaking, only for shell, of which the calibre, shape of head, length 
of body, velocity of rotation, etc., differ little from the corresponding 
quantities in the shell employed; because the resistance is not exactly 
proportional to the cross-section and to a single coefficient de
pending on the shape of the head.

Suppose the effect of the shape of the point is only examined for 
a definite velocity v ; then all the other quantities must remain un
altered, and the shape of the point is varied.

As a matter of fact such a method of determining the air-resist
ance does not seem to have been used.

Vibration of the shell seems frequently to have taken place, of 
which the amplitude has not been measured closely. Moreover the 
length of the measurement line was formerly chosen of such a 
length (6000 m and more) that the straight-line path of flight and 
a constant average value of the resistance W over this line cannot 
be assumed.

In such cases it is supposed sometimes that the horizontal com
ponent of the air-resistance for a given velocity v is identical with the 
air-resistance for the horizontal component of v, or that 

f (v )  cos 6 = f(v  cos 6).
Finally sometimes in the calculation of the air-resistance, based 

on the measurement of the velocity of the shell at the ends of a 
trajectory very much curved, an approximate method of calculation 
is used.

Thus on the basis of an uncertain theory the path of flight and 
the air-resistance W would be calculated; then tables for calculation
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would be drawn u p ; and these tables would then be employed to 
calculate the path of flight in some other case.

Finally the calculated results would probably be compared with 
the results of actual fire. And so one uncertain theory is checked 
by another.

I f  the construction of the laws of air-resistance is to be rational, 
all theory must be excluded, and the research so directed, that the 
law of kinetic energy, or some other law of Mechanics equally appli
cable, may be employed in a pure form.

2. F. Bashforth employed the following systematic procedure.
. Near the muzzle of the gun several screens were set up at a small 
equal distance Ax behind each other. The first screen was at a dis
tance x from the muzzle; denote the velocity of the shell by v, and 
the air-resistance by W  (v).

A  shell is fired horizontally through the screens; and then by 
means of the Bashforth chronograph the time differences At, Atlt 
At2, ... are measured, during which the shell flies from the first screen 
to the second, from the second to the third, and so" on. It is re
quired to determine thence the resistance W, that is the product of

the mass — and the retardation — ~  of the shell. Now 
9 at

_ d x  1 _ d t  
d t’ v dx'

thence by differentiation with respect to x, we get
1 dv 
v'1 dx

dH
da?’

dvor -y =  — v2 dt

so that

, dx dH 
dt da? 

d?t

— — Vs dH 
da?’

iir  ’Pdv _  P
g dt g dx2'

In the series of the measured time intervals At, At,, AU, ..., At is 
the first term; in the corresponding 1, 2, 3, . . .  difference series, let 
A"t, A"'t, ... be the first term.

Thus by a fundamental theorem of Finite Differences

=  (Ax)2 ^  ~  +  -$$Alf')t(X-.3\X) ...].
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Thence W -------j -g at

-  A' "f + ...].
In this way Bashforth calculates from his measurements the air- 

resistance W  corresponding to the various velocities v.
However rational this method may be, a doubt must be expressed 

whether the apparatus, as constructed, can measure the time intervals 
with sufficient accuracy.

Moreover there is not enough known concerning the resistance 
which the separate screen wires experience, and this with a large 
number of wires might influence the measurements to a considerable 
extent.

3. Let us now consider a shell fired in such a way that the 
shell itself shall trace photographically the whole path.

For this purpose shells emitting smoke can be employed by day 
(compare, for instance, the patent of Semple and the corresponding 
memoir of H. Rohne).

The later research of F. Krupp shows practically a fairly clear 
visible continuous line on the plate, or if the smoke makes a close 
determination of the path impossible on this method, the shell may 
be bored at the side on Neesen’s method, and made visible by a light. 
In this case the firing must be done at night, and a sharp punctuated 
line will show the trajectory.

In this way the height y of flight of the shell is obtained for any 
horizontal distance x. Thence from the differentiations y , y", and 
y"' with respect to x, we can calculate for any distance x,

(a)

00

{d)

the velocity v by means of
„ / g ^ q + y 1)

^  V ( - jT )  ’
the angle 6 of slope of the tangent from 

v cos 0 = ^ - 2 - ^ ,  

the time of flight t by the equation 

dt =  d x^ / ^ jj- ,

the retardation due to the air-resistance
Y W a + y ' 1)

y
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Thus the retardation and the air-resistance can be obtained for a 
large number of different values of x  and consequently of v.

The advantage lies in the fact that the greater part of the table 
of air-resistance is obtained at once from fundamental principles- 
from a single experiment.

The procedure rests on similar considerations, lately employed in 
England by C. F. Close, and developed further in its mathematical 
aspect by G. Greenhill and C. E. Wolff.

Shots are made with the same weapon for numerous angles o f 
elevation cj> and range X. I f the principle of tilting the trajectory is 
applied to the individual paths of flight (compare § 5, example 6, 
and §§ 38 to 40), a number of points are obtained on the path of the 
longest trajectory; and these can be given by their polar coordinates. 
Thence, as shown already above, the retardation due to air-resistance 
can be calculated for each point, and with it the air-resistance as 
a function of the velocity.

Nevertheless in the employment of this method of calculation, an 
assumption has been introduced which contradicts more or less the 
actual flight of a rotating elongated shell. The calculation above 
holds strictly only when the long axis of the bullet lies exactly in the 
tangent of the path, that is, when the bullet flies like a well-delivered 
arrow.

But with rotating elongated bullets the oscillations of precession 
must occur, because the direction of the tangent of the path in the 
course of the flight makes a gradually increasing angle with the 
initial tangent of the path. In consequence of this, the long axis 
must lie askew to the tangent of the path, even when there is no 
oscillation of nutation present.

The actual air-resistance is thus exerted against a bullet placed 
askew, while the calculation employs the assumption of the normal 
position of the bullet.

This is an assumption that generally underlies methods of approxi
mation in the solution of special ballistic problems.

By this method, the air-resistance to a bullet cannot be obtained 
closely enough in the case where the axis remains continually in 
the tangent of the path, because the relation is not known between 
the resistance of a bullet askew and the resistance of a bullet placed 
normally, so long as the instantaneous angle of this position is not 
known.

Perhaps, however, this procedure might provide means of deter-
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mining this relation, by the employment of two lights in orifices, and 
thereby measuring the angle of this skew position.

It must be noticed specially in the method of Close, that the 
relation between <f> and X is represented by an approximate mathe
matical formula; and that the underlying errors are magnified by the 
threefold differentiation; further that the tilting of the trajectory is 
the cause of an error. The individual cases must then be examined 
to see if these errors are so small that they may be neglected.

On these grounds perhaps the following procedure is to be pre
ferred : the barrel of the rifle is clamped in a vertical position and 
shielded above. The bullet is again provided in Neesen’s method 
with a side light. The shots are made at night, and fired off by 
electricity. At a convenient distance from the rifle a photographic 
camera is set up, and in it a drum about 120 cm high in the field of 
view of the muzzle is rotated about a vertical axis with known 
velocity.

A  bromide-silver band is placed on the drum. In the vertical 
upward flight of the bullet a dotted spiral line is shown on the 
rotating band of the drum. The axis of ordinates is given by a cor
responding shot with the drum stationary, and the abscissa axis 
by artificial illumination of the muzzle of the rifle while the drum is 
rotating.

In this way the abscissae of the separate points of the curve give 
the corresponding time of flight t, and the ordinates the corresponding 
height y.

By differentiation, the velocity, y', and the acceleration, y", are 
given as functions of t ; and thence the air-resistance

W =  — P  — — P.
9

Thus by this method, in principle at least, and by appliances free 
from objection, the whole table of air-resistance can be obtained from 
the maximum initial velocity downwards.

It is evident that the error of the objective must be determined 
by alignment on a distant horizontal line.

In vertical fire there are no oscillations of precession. On the 
other hand care must be taken that rifle and bullet are chosen so 
that no oscillations of nutation are present.

In carrying out such work many difficulties in detail would be 
encountered, which must be overcome. Whether the procedure is 
feasible and would provide useful results, is not at all certain.
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II. O N  THE INFLUENCE OF THE SKEW  POSITION OF THE SH ELL ON 

THE DIRECTION OF MOTION OF THE CENTRE OF G R A V ITY.

§ 12. Let k denote the resistance that a plane surface of 1 sq cm 
experiences, moving with given velocity v m/sec, in a direction per
pendicular to itself in still air. ‘

Then let it be assumed that the resistance of a plane surface of 
f  sq cm is f  'k, under similar circumstances.

I f  the plane is placed askew to the direction of motion B, so 
that the normal N  of the plane makes an angle a with B the direction 
of motion, the resistance depends in some manner on a.

The resistance as a function of a is according to Newton =  tcf cos2a; 
according to F. v. Lossl =  « /co s  a; according to G. Kirchhoff and 
Lord Rayleigh

(4 +  7r) cos a 
4 + 7r cos a ’

and according to Duchemin
. 2 cos2 a 

J 1 +  cos2 a
As to the direction of the resistance to a surface placed askew, it 

is always assumed that the thrust which the slanting surface ex
periences is at right angles to the surface. ’

In the sequel it will also be assumed that when the normal to 
a surface o f / s q  cm makes an angle a with the wind direction B, the 
resistance is at right angles to the surface and has the magnitude 
a/ cosma where k denotes the resistance to 1 sq cm in perpendicular 
movement at the same velocity.
. Further it will be assumed that this law is equally true for an 

infinitesimal element of surface, and that the re
sistance against a finite part of the surface can 
be calculated by integration over the surface.

In the treatment of a shell, let a rectangular 
system of coordinates in space be taken as a , 
basis. Let the shell be a body of rotation with 
the axis of figure on the longitudinal axis of ' 
the shell along the z axis. Let the base of the *  
shell be .the xy plane. Let the direction of ' 
motion of the centre o f gravity on the tangent

I
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to the trajectory be parallel to the xz plane, and make the given 
angle a with the axis of the shell, on the z axis.

Everything is then symmetrical with respect to the xz plane; and 
we have to determine the components X  and Z  of the air-resistance 
in the a-and z directions, as well as the position of the point of appli
cation M of the resultant *J(X2 +  Z1) on the axis of the shell.

Let P  be a point on the surface of the shell with rectangular co
ordinates O E=x, E D = y , DP  =  z ; or with cylindrical coordinates, 
/  EOD — radius vector OD =  OP =  p, DP  =  z.

Take a meridian section at P  through the surface of the shell, 
along the z axis or the axis of the shell; also a section through 
P  at right angles to the axis of the shell.

In the first section let ds =  PR  be an infinitesimal element of the 
meridian curve of the surface of the shell. In the last section, which 
is circular, let PQ =  pd& be an infinitesimal element of the circle of 
the cross-section.

In this manner an infinitesimal element of surface PQSR is 
taken at P, with surface df=pd^tds. The resistance on this surface 
element (according to the first assumption) is directed along the 
normal A P N  and (according to the second and third assumptions) has 
the magnitude tcdf cosm6>, where a> denotes the angle between the 
normal to the surface and the direction OB of the tangent to the 
trajectory.

Let the normal to the surface AN  make angles fiu /S2) /?3 respec-
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tively with the x, y, z axes. Now the cosine of the angle between
dzA N  and the direction CP or OD is equal to -j- , and so

and

cos /3t =  

cos jS2 =

dz c,
-T- COS » ,as
dz . .  -r s m » ,

apF urther cos p 3 =  — ^ ,

(as in the figure where the meridian section through P  is indicated).
I f  the direction of the tangent to the trajectory makes angles 71, , y3
with the three axes, then

cos 7j =  sin a, cos =  0, cos y3 =  cos a,
thence cos a = cos &  cos +  cos cos + cos /?3 cos <ys

dz • dp=  cos sin a +  0 — -f- cos a. ds ds
Furthermore the components of the normal reaction /td/cosm® of 

the surface element d f along the axes x, y, z are

dX  =  ndf cosm «  ^  cos it, dY  =  icdf cosm co ^  sin it, 

dZ =  — tcdf cosm ta ^ ,

where m =  2 according to Newton's law, and d f=  pdSsds. These 
expressions for dX, dY, dZ are to be integrated over the part of 
the surface of the shell exposed to the stream of air; and in them 
F is zero by reason of the symmetry with respect to the plane xz.

To obtain the distance £ =  OM of the point of application M  of 
the resultant of the air-resistance from the base of the shell, the 
equation of the moment of the resistance components about 0  must 
be written down. Herein only the x component comes into con
sideration, because the z component has no moment and the y  com
ponent is nothing. The normal resistance on the surface element df 
has the x component

dz
k df cosm to ^  cos Si;

and this component cuts the axis of the shell, in A. The moment 
arm is

0A = 0 C + C A = z  + p ^ - ,. r dz
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so that the moment is

k df cos” ,(*+ f,s ) S cosa-
The integration of all these moments gives the moment %X of the 

resultant. If X  has been calculated, then f  is known.
The complete result is then laid down in the following formulae:

x  = K JJ cosm copdzcos'bcfo ..................... ......(1)

z = — k JJ cos”* wpdpd'ir ............................. ......(2)

A T = k jj^ z  +  p cosm(opdzcos'Std’̂  ...........(3)

COS 0} = . dz _ dpsin a -7- cos »  — cos a^f-..........................ds ds .......(4)

Here X  denotes the component of the air-resistance at right angles 
to the long axis of the shell, Z  that along the axis.

The resultant air-resistance \J{X2 +  Z2) cuts the axis of the 
shell in a point M, which is at a distance £ from the base of the 
shell.

The angle /S between the resultant and the axis is in general not 
identical with the angle a between shell axis and the tangent of the 
trajectory, but is given by tan ft =  X  : Z.

The factor k denotes the air-resistance against unit surface in a 
direction at right angles to it, with the corresponding velocity v 
of the centre of gravity of the shell, for which it is considered. On 
Newton’s law m =  2, and m =  1 when Lossl’s law is assumed as the 
basis of the calculation. The equation p =  f ( z )  of the meridian curve 
o f the shell is given by the shape. In the operation of the 
integration, this is carried out over the part of the shell struck 
directly by the air-resistance, or else over some part under considera
tion; so that for the whole shell the calculation can be carried out 
at once; with respect to z from the base of the shell to the point; 

f 'w ith respect to p from the inside to the outside of the surface of the 
shell, and finally with respect to S- from one to the other limit of the 
stream of air tangential to the surface; so that this is only from 0 to 
2w when the whole curved outer surface is struck by the stream of 
air; in other cases the limits are to be determined with regard to 
the form of the shell and the angle a.
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Kummer and St Robert have carried out calculations of this kind 
with the assumption m =  2 (Newton) for many shapes. So also 
W. Gross with the assumption m =  1' (Lossl); mention however must 
be made of the fact that the calculations of Gross are only approxi
mate.

Similar calculations of this sort have been made by de Sparre, v.
W uich, M ayevski, 
Siacci, Charbonnier.

Examples.
1. Resistance of the 

outer surface of a circular 
cylinder, open at the top, 
o f radius R and height a. 
Components and point 

* of resultant action to be 
calculated; on Newton’s 
assumption m =  2.

The equation of the meridian curve is p = R ;  so that 
dp =  0, ds=dz, cos 6) =  sin a cos 8 ;

thence
Ar=K7isin2a j  j  cos3 3 dSdz

Z =  0, (since dp—0, and the cylinder is open above)

•Xf=«f?sin2a j J  cos3 3 dSzdz.

Since half of the curved surface of the cylinder is exposed directly to the air- 
resistance, the integration is made only from S= to S =  +$n , and besides 
from 2 = 0  to z = a ; and so

X = % kRo<sin2a, X £ = $ kRo? suda, and thence 
that is the point of application lies at the middle of the cylinder height.

I f  the cylinder is closed at the top by the circular area rhr at right angles, 
then Z — kR?7t cos2 a (on Newton’s assumption) and

ta n /S = ^ = ;^ t a n 2a.

2. Cone, radius R, height h (see figure). Same assumption ; m = 2 .
The equation of the meridian curve, that is o f the straight generating line, is

R .p =  j { h - z )

and thence
- Rdp R ds «,/ (A2 +  R2) dp 

d i ^ ~ h ’ dz h > da^JiJP+Rt)'
h sin a cos S +  R cos a 

cos“ =  V(^2+ ^ 2) 5
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and so
y Kltk
* = lp+It:i

K IP
h?+K‘

^ / / ( * ln a cos 3 +  ̂  cos aj (A — z) dz cos 3 cM 

a cos 3 +  -  ̂cos aj (h-z)dzdH

A 'f=  jJ ̂«in a cos 3 +  ~  cos £2 -  ^  (h -  z) J  (A — :) dz cos 3 c/3.

Integrated with respect to z from 0 to A, 
<Rh3A‘ =

Z=

*C -

s ^ ^ / ( s i n a c o s S + f  co sa^ co sS ^

2 ( m s )  /  ( s i n  a  c o s 5 + f cos a) 2rf5
KRW(h*-2R?) [  / . - I t  V OJO------- 5 | sin a cos 3 +  t  cos a ) cos 3 a3.«') J \ h Jn(h2+K

Thence it follows, for every angle a, that
h2-2R?

c— 3A
Two cases are to be distinguished in regard to the integration with respect 

to 3 (compare figs, a and b); firstly the case where the whole curved surface of 
the cone is exposed to the air-resistance, and this occurs when the angle a is 
smaller than the angle which the axis of the cone makes with the side of it,

i.e., when tan a <  j - ; and secondly the case where only a part of the surface o f

the cone is exposed, that is when t a n a > ^ .

In the first case ^tan a < ^ j , the two limits of integration with respect to 3

are 3 =  — n- and 3 =  +  jt ; and since

J cos3SdS =  0, j  cos2 $dS= n, j  cos3rf3 =  0,

we have

A"= Kh?R?ir sin a cos a
h?+R2 ’

sin2 a +  cos2â j 

Z = ----------- A2 -t-/£2-----------------

In the second case ^tan a >  ^  only that part of the surface of the cone is

exposed, for which cos a  is positive (a = angle between normal and direction of 
motion of the air); the integration with respect to 3 has then the limits where 
a parallel to the direction of the air touches the surface of the cone; that is 
for cos <0 =  0, or

Rh sin a cos 3 + i?  cos a= 0 , cos 3 =  — cot a.

C. 5
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I f  y denotes the angle given by

I f we take

cot y =  ̂  cot a, or y=arc cos ^  cota^ ,

the limits of integration are
3 =  — w +  y and 3 =  +  tr — y ; 

and we require for the integration with respect to

| V cos35rf5 =  f  sin y (2 +  cos2 y), 
J -w+y
J cos2 3 d3

J cos 3 d.3 = 2 s in y .

[  y ( sin a cos3+^1 cos cos3d3=P,
J - i r + y  V  h J

J ̂ sin a cos $ +  jl cos aj d3 =  Q,

=  jr —y -  sm  y COS y,

then
2 B . R2P=%  sin2 a sin y (2+ cos2 y) +  - j -  sin a cos a(ir -  y -  sin y cosy) +  -p  cos2 a sin y,A2

„  . „ , . , 4 R . . , 2RT-. , 2V =  sm2 a (w - y  — sin y cosy) +  sm a cos a s in y + -^ -  (7r -  y) cos2a ;

and when the angle y is expressed by-the angle a,

P  =  | COS2a +  2 sin2a^ c°t2 a^4-“  sin a COS a j ĵr -  arc cos cot J  i

„  /2 IP .. . ,  \ f  / P  A M  3R . / / ,  P2 \ 'V = (  -jj-cos^a +  simaJ jr —arc cosier cot a J +  sin acosa I 1 — cot2aI ,\ A2

and thence for the case when tan a >  -=
A

A '= KtfRP Z = <h2R2Q
2 (A2+ P 2) ’ 2 (A2 +  P 2) ’

3. Combination of cylinder and cone (same assumption ; m =  2).

* ^
(a) For the case where tan a <  -j- ; by simple addition we have

J/c/fasin2a +

A
kA2P 27t sin a cos a

£■=

A2+ / i 2 

J <h2R?n ^sin2 a +  ̂ -jir cos2

A2 +  / i2 ’
ich2R2ir sin a cos a /  , A2 — 2I22\o D 9 * 9 , "oi' -*o o.±i w w o  a (  , A2 — 2-R2̂

X f =1s,cSffl2sm2a + --------------------------(,“  +  — 3A“ ) '
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and so

. . to toil wo
*aBllla+ ■"A»+yp

htltir cos a

(i6) For the case where tan a >~fl

rr
2 (A « + ^ * ) ’

KA3/P(g

a

and so

4. By approximate calculation on the basis of Lossl’s Law (m =  l )  W. Gross 
finds the following values for the resultant resistance W to a shell with ogival head: 
rounding radius, 2 calibres: JF=k./2 V (0 -3655 +  1-3606sin2a)) for angle a up to

„  „  2-5 „  : TF= k BPir (0'3312 + 1  '6344 sin2 a)] sin a =  0 3.
Here again k denotes the resistance of unit of surface moving at right angles 

with the same velocity; and so for a 2'5 calibre'rounded head */2V x 03312 is the 
resistance of this shell in the case where the axis of the shell lies in the tangent 
of the trajectory.

As for the distance f  o f the point o f application from the base o f the shell, 
the following values are obtained by W. Gross for a shell 3'5 calibre long over
all, and 1’5 calibre length of head of shell, 2R denoting the calibre:

The centre of gravity was distant 2'97 R from the base of the shell.
Thus even for a complete crosswise position (a=90°) the point of application 

lies ahead of the centre of gravity. For very small angle a, the point o f applica
tion would lie somewhere about the middle of the head of the shell.

Under the assumption of Newton’s value, m =  2, calculation shows that here 
also the point of application lies in general ahead of the centre of gravity, and 
near the point for small values o f the angle a ; so that f  depends on a. It is only 
for the right circular cylinder cut straight across, as well as for the combination 
o f cylinder and cone, for which the height of head A= 0 4 1 E, that £ is seen to be 
independent of a.

In this theory the velocity v o f the shell is involved only in the factor k.

sina=0T |O 2 0‘3 0-4 0-5 0 ’6 0 ’7 0-8I0-9I1-0 
f= 5 '31 4 '8  4-4 4-1 3‘9 37  3‘5 3‘4 | 3’3 13072.

5—2
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Remark on the uncertainty o f  all such calculations as 
these, and on the necessity fo r  experiment.

Against calculations of the previous kind the following must be 
said:

In the first place nothing certain is known of the three assumptions 
employed at the outset.

Secondly, even when these assumptions hold good, no one knows 
the most suitable value for m.

Thirdly, the flow of the air away from the shell, with waves and 
eddies, has not been considered, and cannot at present be taken into 
account mathematically in a satisfactory manner.

On the other hand no possibility exists at the present time of 
proceeding in a manner free from objection, though this would be very 
desirable, because the influences of the obliquity of the axis of the 
shell make themselves felt in deviation of the shell and diminution 
of the range.

On the dependence of the position of the point of application on 
the angle or, Kummer (1875) has made numerous and accurate experi
ments with bodies of shell-like shape, but with small velocities only, 
and with no rotation. He investigated the relation between £ and or, 
for a body of revolution. '

For this he chose several different values of f, and investigated 
the corresponding value of a, in the following manner:

The model of the shell (of cardboard, so as to increase the sensibility 
of the method) was suspended freely on a horizontal axis, so that the 
shell was moved in still air at a velocity of about 8 m/sec (by means, 
of a whirling apparatus); the model of the shell being on an arm 
over 2 m long, which was revolved about a vertical axis.

Rummer’s method was as follows : he determined the position o f 
equilibrium for a large number of positions of the transverse axis, 
assumed by the body under the action of the air-resistance alone. The 
distance of the transverse axis from the base of the shell was thus 
then the corresponding angle or was observed, at which the long axis 
stood.

All other forces of rotation must naturally be eliminated: above 
all, the force of gravity must be removed by making the centre o f 
gravity come into the transverse axis by means of an internal 
mechanism.
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Rummer carried out his observations for the plane, cylinder, 
combination of cylinder and cone, hemisphere, and semi-ellipsoid, 
and finally for a model of the Mauser bullet and the 4-pounder 
Prussian shell. Some details of the arrangement of the research 
were improved by Kummer in a second series of experiments.

The results of Rummer’s research may be given here for the 
model of the shell with a height a =  112'5ram of the cylindrical 
body, radius R  =  37'5 mm, and height h =  47'5 mm of the ogival 
head. He found

I 68 I 70 
a= 86 I 83

72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86
82 79 73 70 69 68 64 55

92 94 96 98 100 102 104
39 36 34 33 32 30 25

88 I 90 |
48 | 43 j

106 I 108 I 110 mm 
23 21 18°.

As the stream of air is directed at a continually decreasing angle 
with respect to the axis, so the point of application approaches more 
and more to the upper end of the cylindrical part (£ =  112'5).

For an angle smaller than a =  18° the research gave no longer a 
definite result. The Newtonian assumption gives for this case

| aRir +  as tan ̂  a /a  the height of the cylindrical part,' 
|R tt -f 2a tan £a \ 2 ii the calibre ,

Putting a =  0, we get £= a , in agreement with experiment: on 
the contrary, the rest of the calculated and observed values of f  for 
a are remarkably discordant.

Such experiments with a velocity of 8 m/sec cannot give the results 
required in ballistics; because at velocities up to 1000 m/sec much 
more is required, and this would naturally involve very serious ex
perimental difficulties.

For if it is attempted to make such a stream of air act for a long 
time on a stationary model of a shell, the stream lines of the air must 
possess a uniform parallel motion in front of the model, and in addition 
the velocity of the air must be the same against each square centi
metre of the cross-section. Considerable expenditure of power is 
then required, and special preparations for the measurement of the 
directions and velocity of the air at every point are required, without 
interfering with the flow of the air.

Probably the employment of Neesen’s method, described above, 
will lead to results. In any case a wide field is open for such work.
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70 On air-resistance [C H . II

III. C a l c u l a t i o n s  r e l a t i n g  t o  t h e  s h a p e  o f  t h e  s h e l l  h e a d .

§ 13. When a is =  0 in the formulae for X, Z, X£  of § 12, it is 
assumed that the axis of the shell lies in the tangent to the path. 
Integration with respect to ^  must then be carried out from 0 to 2tt,

and then Jcos^dS is zero, and so too X  and Xt, (but the value of f
approaches a finite limit, which is obtained by calculating the value of 
f  at first for a small finite angle a, and putting a =  0).

Then the resistance Z  in the direction of the z axis must be 
considered. But since

dpcos (o — — f - , ds
then writing x for p, in the case where the axis lies in the tangent 
to the path, we have

m
| xdx, where ds = >J(dx?->r dz2).r - 2™ / ( §

Here k (v) is the resistance to unit surface for motion at right 
angles, and for the velocity v corresponding to the motion of the 
centre of gravity of the shell.

Examples.
1. A  shell, consisting of a circular cylinder of calibre 2R, combined 

with a truncated cone of height h, and radius a of the uppermost 
section. Lossl’s and Gross’s assumptions, ra =  1.

The resistance TFj of the curved surface in the direction of the 
shell-axis is

TTi =  27TK

where x — a =  (h -  z) cot j8, cot /3 - —j — !

■fe —  co tO i,. ^ / { l  + ( £ ) ' } - ^ 5 ;
rR

so that W1 =  2ttk cos /3 I xdx = ktt (R1 — a1) cos /3.

To this must be added the resistance of the flat head
Wo - Kira2.
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The total resistance W — W2; compared with the resistance 
kRhr of the direct cross-section of the cylinder of calibre 2R, this is in 
the ratio of

c o ^ i - ^  +  g t o  1.

2. Ogival shell with a rounding radius =  n half calibres. Lossl’s 
assumption, m =  1.

Let AG be the generating circular arc of the ogive, with centre 0 „  
and P  any point (xz) of the circle. It is convenient to take the central 
angle AOjP =  <f> as the independent variable instead of x. Then

0XP  cos <f> =  0,D =  Oj.4 — AD,

or nR cos <f> =  nR — (R — x), x =  nR ^cos <f> — j  >

dx =  — nR sin (fxltfi, ds = nR d<f>,
so that

W =  2ttk j" ~  xdx

=  27tk J nR (cos )  nR sin <f)d<f>

=  2ir/cR2n2 J sin2 cf> (cos (f> — d<f>- .

W =  KR2irn2 (sin y —£ sin2 7 — y  cos 7),
in which 7 denotes the angle AOfi, which is given by

nR — R n — 1cos 7 = ----- = ------------- .' nR n
It may be mentioned in this connexion that in such ogival shells
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the semi-ogival angle 7, the height of the head OC — h, and the radius 
of rounding 72, =  0/J =  nR, are connected in the following manner:

n  — 1cos 7  = ------,n sm 7 =  p-» .2 Rl 272 * ’
as for example

R ou n d in g  radius 
in  c a lib re s :

Ri 
2 it 0-5 «1'0 1-5 2 3

H eigh t o f  head 
in ca lib re s :

h
2 R 0-5 0-866 1-118 1-323 1-658

S em i-og iv a l 
a n g le : cos  y — 0 § a

4 i

7 = 90° 60° 48° i r 41° 25' 33° 34'

Similar calculations for different forms of head have been carried 
out by W. Gross on the base of Lossl’s assumption, and by Ingalls 
with the help of Duchemin’s Law.

Helic (France) assumed that the coefficient i  of ogival shell increased 
and decreased as the sine of the semi-ogival angle 7 ; and this was 
established by numerous experiments.

A. Hamilton (North America) stated that it was proved that the 
value of i for a shell should be proportional to the mean value of the 
sine of the angle that the tangent to the ogive at the various points 
made with the axis of the shell.

This would make the i  values of two shells inversely proportional 
to the surface of the heads of the shells.

I f  we put 7 = 1  for an ogive of 2 calibre radius of rounding, then 
we should have

2 =  TOO, 0-82, 071, 0-64, 0‘58, 0-54, 
for n =  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 calibres.

But it will be shown later on, that these assumptions cannot be 
considered to be proved.

The following table gives the specific resistance of shells of equal 
calibre, as calculated on the basis of the laws of v. Lossl, Duchemin, 
and Newton.

As is seen, these values are very discrepant.
L aboratory  experim ents at sm all v e locity  h ave been  m ade in great num bers. 

F o r  exam ple, B orda, H u tton  and V in ce  have obta in ed  th e  follow ing resu lts :
T h e  resistance to  a  hem isphere is to  th at on  th e d iam etral cross-section  as 

0-407 :1  (B orda  0"405 : 1 ;  H u tton  0"413 : 1 ;  V in ce  0 ’403 :1 ). F u rther th e re
sistance on a circu lar con e w ith  angles 90°, 60°, 51° 24 ' bears to  that on the plane 
base th e ratio  0"691, 0"543, 0-433 to  1, respectively .
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By experiments with cylinders 10 cm high, moved axially, fitted with conical 
heads 1, 1-5, 2, 3, 4 half-calibres high, and with a hemisphere, Didion arrived at 
the result that the resistances in these six cases were to each other respectively 
as 73-26, 53'90, 47'74, 44-29, 40-69, and (for the hemisphere) 4303.

With spheres moving with velocity o f 9 m/sec ho found

W (kg) =  00275 8I&nv2;

6 the weight of air in kg/m3, R2n cross-section in m2, and v the velocity in m/sec.

Height 
of head 

in
calibres

Radius of 
rounding 

in
calibres

Ogival form of head Cone-shaped head
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0-5 0-5 0-666 0-858 0-500 0-707 0-943 0-500
0-866 1 0-504 0-752 0-292 0-500 0-800 0-250
1-118 1-5 0-419 0-675 0-204 0-409 0-663 0-167
1-323 2 0-366 0-617 0-156 0-353 0-628 0-125
1-5 2-5 0-331 0-571 0-127 0-317 0-575 0-100

A. Frank averaged the numerical values of the air-resistance at low velocity 
for bodies of very different forms on the basis o f experiments. Finally F. v. L6ssl 
was led by his research to the view that the resistance of a cone moving axially, 
with semi-vertical angle of opening a, bears to the resistance of the plane base 
area the ratio o f 0-83 sin a to 1.

Further, according to his experiments the resistance o f a sphere was one-third 
o f the resistance to the plane diametral section (according to Lossl’s law it would 
be§).

All this shows clearly that this law cannot hold exactly.

Based on the German experiments at the target, the relative 
values for ogival shell according to W. Heydenreich would be

0-5 0-7 1 1-5 2 3 4 6 8 calibres of 
rounding radius,

1350 1200 1100 1000 950 850 800 700 650

and these form values, other things being equal, can be “ immediately 
applied to all shells, independently of calibre.”

After further developments W. Heydenreich himself appears to 
infer the inapplicability of the above numbers as fixed form values,
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and to introduce a doubt as to the universal transference of the form 
value from one shell to another.

It will be shown in the sequel how the form values were obtained, 
and how a figure obtained in this way must at<best be a makeshift.

Critical remarks on experiments to determine the effect o f  
the shape o f  the shell head.

The initial velocity i>0, range X, angle of departure <j> and air density are 
observed. By means of approximations from the shell-calibre 2R and shell- 
weight P  the product j/9 is obtained. Here /S is a factor of adjustment to com
pensate for the errors caused in the integration of the differential equation of the 
problem. (See Chapter V.)

Division by /3 thus gives the i-value in comparison with a normal value i =  1, 
which must be defined in an agreed but arbitrary manner. *

(a) When the t-value for any given shell on the basis of the same value of 
v0, <f>, X, 2R, P, 8, is calculated by means of two different systems of solution, 
based on the same laws of air-resistance, the same value is not always obtained; 
discrepancies up to 13°/,, can be met with.

The reason of this is that the compensation for the errors of integration in the 
different systems of solution has been more or less successful (compare § 33).

Even in the same systems o f solution (see for example Siacci II) the errors, for  i 
different departure angles <f> and ranges X, of the corresponding (3 values are not ■ 
the same.

Suppose for example a calculation is made grounded on Siacci II, and |3 is- 
taken out of the /3 table, and i is thence determined; a part of the error in 0 is 
then transferred to the value of i.

(b) Moreover as stated the air-resistance is not exactly proportional to 
the cross-section of the shell. But in the calculation of i  this proportionality 
has been assumed; and so again an error ensues. This error too appears in the '' 
f-value in the calculation.

Now the more two shells of the same calibre differ from each other in shape 
of head, the more will the fact that the resistance and cross-section are not pro- ' 
portional to each other make itself evident in the calculated value of i.

(c) The air-density 8 is in fact variable, because it depends on the height 
of the flight of the shell. But in the calculation the air-density will have been 
assumed constant, and either equal to that on the ground, or to some mean value 
of air-density; here again an error arises, that also affects the coefficient i.

(d) As stated above, the resistance is not exactly proportional to a single
coefficient; the relationship is really a very complicated one, depending on th e j 
shape. .

But in the calculation of its value this proportionality is assumed.
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(e) I f  the angle of departure $  is measured corresponding to the same 
shell, tho same initial velocity va and the same air-density i, for many ranges X, 
the i values of the shell can be calculated from each separate range.

But it appears frequently that tho series of the values thus obtained is not 
constant.

If the solution of tho ballistic problem was exact and complete, and if the 
long axis of the shell remained steadily in the tangent of the trajectory, in 
accordance with one of the assumptions of Sections 3—5, the i values would 
necessarily be equal.

As a matter of fact tho calculated i values vary, and in some of the new 
infantry bullets to a very marked extent from one trajectory to another.

The fundamental cause o f this alteration in the form-coefficients arises firstly 
from tho fact that the reduction factor /S is different for tho different trajectories 
of tho same shell; and secondly in that the change of i with the shape and 
velocity has not been considered, or insufficiently; thirdly in the fact that the 
shell is to some extent performing violent oscillations in the air.

In this last case the calculation is inexact because the calculation of the tra
jectory should take into account the oscillation of the shell. As this is not the 
case, and as moreover approximate methods are employed here, the errors arising 
out of it must give a variation of the form-coefficient i.

Conversely however this variation may not be employed for the quantitative 
measure of the extent of the oscillation.

On these grounds no certainty can be expected that the values of i obtained 
in this manner can settle the true value of form ; and still less that the results 
are generally valid.

§14. Calculations concerning the most effective form of head of 
a shell. The August-head.

The problem is to determine that profile of the head of a shell 
which at given velocity shall give a minimum resistance. In the figure 
the long axis of the shell is taken as the axis of x, and the y-axis 
stands at right angles to it. The half-calibre R  =  BTil =  (7(7, is given 
and the height h =  AB =  x1 — x0, and the front surface is at a given 
distance x0 from the origin of coordinates 0. The question is to 
determine the meridian curve A 1Bl, such that by its rotation about 
the axis of x the surface generated shall have the least resistance, 
when the shell moves with given velocity v in the direction CA in still 
air, or when the air streams past with the same relative velocity in the 
direction AG against the head of the shell. Here k (v) may denote the 
resistance normal to the surface per unit area. The resistance to the 
complete head B1A 1AaBs is to be calculated and made a minimum.

This leads to a problem in the Calculus of Variations. The following
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result is stated without proof. When it is required to determine y as 
a function of x (curve A 1B1) for which the given definite integral

b .
F(x, y, y', y", ...)dx

is a maximum or minimum, the differential equation •*

_dJB_dL (dF\ <P_ (dF\ _  
dy dx \dy'J dx- \dy") ’ ' (1)

requires to he integrated. The constants of integration will then be 
calculated as follows.

Suppose first the ends («0y0), (xxyx) of the corresponding branch of 
the curve are given; and that then

x ~ x tt,y  = ya, and x - x 1>y =  y1.
Let the point (xxŷ ) be fixed at Bx; and on the other hand let the 

other point {x„y )̂ be capable of sliding along a parallel to the y-axis;

and if x =  x0, ^  =  0, from which the constant can be calculated.

that is, let the desired curve run from the fixed point (xxyj) to a line 
x =  xa parallel to the y-axis, and end there. Then if x — xx, y = yx) 

dF

. dy> . . .This last case is the one before us; for B, is fixed, and A, lies on
the vertical A XA2 produced as required, since the height h of the head
is given.

Let A 1B1 be part of the curve in question, P  any point on it; and 
ds the element of the curve at P. By rotation of the element ds 
about the axis of x an infinitesimal zone of surface 2vyd$ is made, 
which is the element df of the outer surface of the head of the shell. 

I f  a is the angle between the direction of motion (the #-axis) and
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the normal to the surface element, on the assumption of Newton’s law 
the resistance on the element of surface is

zed/"cos3a =  k . 27ryds (f~̂ J
directed along the normal to df.

The component resistance along the ar-axis is

K. 2 ^ d s ( ^  =  2 ^ y d y — L ^ - .

+ \dy)

Denote ^  or x  by q\ ^  or y\ or -  by p. Then the sum of the
y q

x components of the resistances against the curved surface of the 
head of the shell

' W .  = ..................(2)

Here y  is the independent variable, and the function under the

integral is (y, x )  =   ̂ ^  x>z=  \ s • ^  rule (1) of the Calculus

of Variations is to be employed, it must be noticed that here x  and y 
have exchanged their role; that is, the differential equation to be inte
grated is

0 - ^ t  _  A  +
dx dy \dx')  +

Since only y and x' occur in y]r, but not x, then =  0, and so

§ i ? - co,lstant-

_ difr _  — 2qy 
ckd~ dq~Q. + q*y '’

so that /t =  constant = — 2C, y —C ^   ̂  ̂ .(1 + ?5)2 9 q

Moreover dx =  qdy =  qC qi)~  (1 +  ^  dq,

The solution of the problem is thus given by the simultaneous 
equations

x = C(q2 + |q* -  log q +  G,), y = ^ ( l  + q2f ............(3)

Now
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Here is the equation of a curve in the form x = f t (g), y = f 2 (g), with 
parameter q.

When G and Gl are determined, the curve can be discussed and 
traced by points. It appears that in the general case the curve has 
a cusp Si and two asymptotes; the first parallel to the #-axis, the 
second parallel to the y-axis. The first and lower branch of the curve 
extends from p  =  V3 to p = 0: the second and upper branch from 
p =  \J8, that is from the cusp Su to p  =  oo .

It will be shown later that only the first branch Bx comes under
consideration here.

As to the determination of the 
constants G and Ĝ  it was worked out 
in the following manner by N. v. 
Wuich (1882) and later by August 
(1882).

The first condition requires in any 
case that when x =  x1 =  x0 +  h, y — R, 
since the head of the shell is to make 
a direct prolongation of the cylindrical 
part. Also the upper head surface, 

A.! A 2, should be as small as possible, and so the ordinate SŜ  of the 
cusp Si should be the radius A A j of the head surface at the forward 
flat end of the shell.

The condition =  0 shows that the curve ordinate y has its mining1

mum value for g =  - ^ ,  or p =  V>3, at the cusp Slt and the angle

between the tangent and <r-axis =  60°.
Thence the two conditions for the calculation of G and G, are the

following: for x =  x0 + h, y must = R', for x  =  x0, q = V3'
August has examined the corresponding solution in detail; 

Armanini and Lampe however have shown that his solution is incorrect. 
The latter proved numerically that with the same calibre 21? of the 
cylindrical part of the shell, and with the same height h of the head, 
a hyperboloidal rotation surface can be found, with plane front surface, 
giving a resistance somewhat smaller than the surface of August.

The error of August’s calculation lies in the fact that the part of 
the resistance due to the plane head surface A, A 2 has not been taken 
into account in the correct way.
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The total resistance against the curved surface of the head of the 
shell and against the plane head surface is to be made a minimum.

The variation of the end point -A, on the parallel to the y-axis 
influences not only the meridian curve A 1Bl, but also the head surface 
A A ? .ir or yfir.

The total resistance against the head of the shell is

along which q =  0, since the head surface is at right angles to the 
.tr-axis; the second part is the resistance to the curved surface.

Let the first integral be divided into two parts,

Here the first part denotes the resistance to the plane head surface,

This is equal to

The following is thus to be made a minimum

To make W in this expression a minimum, the integral
f Rm idy 
J vo1 + ? 2

must be a maximum, since kIPtt is constant.
The function under the integral is now

and the solution of the differential equation
q _  3<f> d /d6\

. 9 <t>gives =  constant, or yor 2g (1 +  g2) - 2g3_ o C 
OT V (1 +  qJ AL

y —~ ( i  +  g2)2;

+  92:
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and in addition, with dx =  qdy, we have, as above in (3)

x =  C(y2 + fy 4 - l o g  q+C J, y =  ^  (1 + q2)2.

The integration constants C and (7, are to be determined from the
. . dFconditions: y =  R for x =  x ;̂ =  0 for x — x„ (see the explanatory

remark above).
Since the integral to he treated is

[29*M. or [1
J 1 + f  J 1

yy’dx
+ y 2

therefore

F  =
yy dF 1 +  y'2 — 2y'2 1 — y'2

i T ? 5' ¥  =  y - ( i 4 - y '2)2 = 2 /( T T ? r
and this =  0; so that for x = x0, y' =  ± 1; as is easily seen, only the 
upper sign comes into consideration, when a real curve is to be 
employed.

Thus the slope of the tangent of the curve with the &-axis must 
not he 60°, but 45°, at the end point A  ̂of the part of the curve A^Bi.

That a maximum of the integral arises in fact under the assump
tions of the mathematical data, and with it a minimum of W, is seen

. . d*F . .from the second variation, ; this will be

. y.v'(y2~ 3)
(i + y'*? ■

Since that branch of the curve under consideration is drawn, for 
which the asymptote is parallel to the &-axis, and since the curve 
stretches from the point B1 to the point A 1 where the slope of the

. , . . d*F.tangent is 45°, y and y are positive, and y'2 < 3, and so j  is nega

tive, and the integral is a maximum. (Kneser has examined the 
conditions more fully.)

Remarks on the preceding solution o f the problem.

(а) It is unlikely that the Newtonian law can be applied to the 
high velocities which are here to be considered.

(б) The normal resistance on a surface element df is not merely 
dependent on icdf and a, and so not exactly equal to k d f cos2«, but
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is probably also a function of the distance y of the surface element 
from the long axis.-of the shell.

(c) The shape of the shell is involved in the air-resistance 
function k {v).

The influence of friction is parallel to the axis, and perpendicular 
also to the profile line of the shell, since the shell rotates; wave and 
eddy making are neglected completely.

The following will show where the above theory leads, when the 
outward flow of the air from the shell, and 
the wave and eddy making are not taken 
into account.

It might be tacitly assumed that the 
curve in question y =  f { x )  has always a 
finite differential coefficient, and yet with 
an arbitrary ordinate y0 of the initial

( point Ay, a curve might be imagined between Ay and By as pro
file of the curved surface of the shell, made up of a broken line 
AyDyBy.

Suppose this to consist of the two straight lines A xDy and B,By, 
making equal angles with the a>axis at any arbitrary angle ft (the 
point By can then easily be constructed geometrically from the 
assumed angle ft).

Then along AyDyBy the value of p  is equal to + tan ft, 
p2 =  +  tana ft, or rf=  +  cot3 ft.

Then will

W = kR3tt -  2ttk =  kJPjt -  2ttk —  ? £ -■ fydy;
JvJ + q2 1 + co t ' f tR

(since cot2 ft is constant) we have
W  =  kR3tt — kit cos2 ft (722 — y02).

!

The angle ft can be chosen as small as desired; and then in the 
limit

IF =  kR-tt — ktt . 1 . (72* — y02) =  tc-nyf.

And in particular if Ay is placed on the long axis (y0 =  0), the 
limit of air-resistance IF against it will be zero (Legendre and 
Weierstrass have remarked already on this solution).

No one however will suppose that the resistance to shells of the 
form I, or II, or III will be very small.

c. 6
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The reason for this apparent contradiction lies in the fact that the 
outflow of air from the shell has not been 
taken into account.

On these grounds such theoretical calcu
lations can have no practical importance. 
Experiment can alone decide the most suit
able form of the head of a shell.

Moreover in relation to this subject it 
may be mentioned that many things indicate 
the essential importance of the rear end of the 
shell.

The shapes in IV  and Y  were put forward by 
d’Alembert in 1744 and by Piobert in 1831; the egg 
shape by Robins; a truncated cone on the rear end 
oftheshellbyDreysein 1840 and Whitworth in 1860; 
as well as a sharp-pointed head by the latter and by 
Hebler.

The torpedo form is doubtless useful on purely 
hydrodynamical principles; but the need for the 
stability of the shell in the bore and in flight in the 
air, and other practical reasons are opposed to this 
form o f shell.

I Y .  C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  d e n s i t y  o f  t h e  a i r  8.

§ 15. The air-resistance, according to the preceding, depends 
above all on the density of the air surrounding the shell.

It is required then, from the temperature of the air t° C., the 
barometer height H„ mm, and the percentage of moisture in the air, 
to calculate the weight 8, of 1 m8 of air.

The weight of 1 cubic metre of perfectly dry air is T29303 kg, 
at sea level in latitude 45°; or 1‘29388 kg in Berlin, latitude 52° 30' 
and 40 m above the sea. At the same time the weight P  of 1 m3 of 
dry air at t° C. temperature, and at H0 mm barometer height, in ac
cordance with the laws of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac is given at 
Berlin by

P  =  1-2939 Ho '  1
760 ‘ 1 + 0-00367$; ( 1 )

But air contains moisture, and therefore 8 < P ; because the vapour 
of water, which the air holds, has only £ the weight of an equal volume
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o f dry air. The height of the barometer refers to the pressure of the 
moist air.

We have to imagine then that water vapour of tension e has 
penetrated into one cubic metre of dry air, and that in consequence 
a certain quantity of dry air has disappeared, so that the pressure is 
the same as before.

Let the dry air which remains behind in the cubic metre weigh 
Gi k g ; the pressure due to it is given by Hx mm. Let the water 
vapour which has flowed in weigh Gt kg, with a pressure e mm.

Then according to Dalton’s Law that the pressure of the mixture 
is the sum of the partial pressures, which each gas would have if it 
filled the space alone,

H0 =  +  e........................................ (2)
Introducing this assumption, we have to consider that at first 

the cube was filled with Gi kg of dry air, at a pressure 2/j. Then 
according to the Boyle-Hariotte law we have

•(3)
ff, J?, H o -e
P ~ H ~  H0 ...........................

Now, if only the G2 kg of water vapour was present in the m’, at 
a pressure e (weight per m3 § P), then practically

These values

G2 _  e
i p - J T 0'

.(4)

G1 =  P ^ - f ,  and G2 =  % P ~ ,H0
introduced into the equation 8 -  Gx +  G2, give

8 = jy (iTo ~  t  e)>
or, from (1)

, .. • 1-2939 /ZT
8 (kS/m ) 760 (1 +  0-00367«) ' ■ f  «)-

(5)

(I)

When the air is saturated with vapour then e =  E  (tension of 
water vapour at f  C.), and E  can be taken from the tables.

If however this is not the case, then e is a fraction of E ) let 
e = sE ; and 100 s will be given as the hygrometric percentage in the
table; then

1-2939 H„ 273 sE
760 ‘ 273 + t  U’174‘ 2 7 3 + « ‘ (II)

Thus t is the temperature of the air in degrees Centigrade 
(Celsius).

6—2
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s is the relative moisture, that is the ratio of the tension e of the 
water vapour actually in the air to the tension E  of water vapour in 
the case of saturation (for E  consult Table no. 4). 100s is given
directly by Koppe’s or Lamprecht’s hygrometer.

H0 the barometric height in mm, reduced to 0° C.
The height H  in mm will be read off on the mercury barometer. 

The readings of the barometer are reduced for purposes of comparison 
to one and the same temperature, viz., 0° C.

The coefficient of expansion of mercury being 1 :5550, the height 
read off on the barometer

H  = H„{\ +  > so that practically H0 = H ( l  — ;

and the correction amounts to
Ht

5550 =  0000181. Ht,

which is to be subtracted from H.
On the other hand the scale on the barometer changes by expansion. 

I f  the scale is made of brass (coefficient of expansion 0 000019), we 
have to subtract again from the last number, 0'000019 Ht.

The whole correction then to be subtracted from the reading H  
of the barometer is thus only 0D00162 Ht (compare Table no. 5).

Frequently the humidity of the air is not taken into account. In 
this case

~ 0'465. H0 
b~  273 + t (Hf> in mm),

and this is sufficient in most cases.
In this way the density of the air is obtained near the ground 

level.

Air-density Sy at height y.

When the alteration of air-density with the elevation y m above 
the place of observation is taken into account, it can be allowed for 
by the formula

Sj,= S (l -  0 00011 y),
where By denotes the density at height y  (the number O'OOOll, ac
cording to the calculations of Charbonnier, is more accurate than that 
of 0 00008 of St Robert).

It will often be sufficient, after the corresponding problem of the 
trajectory has been calculated with S equal to the air-density on the
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ground, and in this way the height y of the vertex has been deter
mined, to perform the operation again with an air-density 8y, which 
refers to the height F  at which the shell would be found in its flight 
on the average.

This average height F, in the case where it refers to a trajectory 
which comes down again to the horizontal plane through the muzzle, 
is given by Y =% y,.

The density Sy of the air at the average height F  is thus 
8y =  8(1 -  0-00011. § y,\

where 8 denotes the density at the ground, and y, the height of the 
' vertex. •

The calculation is then repeated with this value of the air- 
density.

In all such calculations it is nevertheless essential in the calculation of the 
air-density 8 on the ground, that the air-temperature is to be taken not at the 
moment of firing, but as a mean temperature based on a series of observations, 
because the air-temperature alters in general more slowly at a great height than 
near the ground. The quickly moving periodic oscillations in the temperature 
of the lower air-strata do not travel much upwards, and so must be ignored.

It is preferable then to measure the temperature of the air on the ground at 
6 in the morning, 2 in the afternoon, and 10 in the evening, and to take the mean 
of these three readings.

To obtain the mean diurnal temperature of the air, more simply and almost 
as exactly, a single measurement will serve, if  taken either in the morning between 
8 and 10 o’clock (in Winter a little before 10, in Summer a little after 8), or else 
in the evening at 8.

In the reduction of ranges to a normal air-density, as will be explained in 
§ 43 and § 45, it is a question of the percentage change with average height, or of 
AS„/S„. This relation is usually replaced by the equivalent at the ground level

AS
Sy “  8 •

But this is only correct when the relation between the air-density S„ at height 
y  and the air-density on the ground is a definite function f(y) of the height y 
(for example the linear function above), i.e., tiv = 8 .f(y ), and when moreover this 
function f (y )  does not alter when the air-density changes from 8y to 8y+A8y.

It is only then that A8y=A8 .fiy ).
The last relation includes the other, because the rapid variations o f tempera

ture, which can be observed near the ground and at a limited height, have been 
eliminated, when 8 has been assumed as the mean of the last 24 hours.

When the air-density 8y at a height y m is to be calculated more 
accurately than in the approximate formulae of St Robert or 
Charbonnier, the procedure is as follows:

The temperature f  O. is calculated by assuming (see note 15) the
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air-temperature to diminish on the average 0o,57 for every 100 m of 
height.

Thence, and from the barometer reading H0 mm on the ground, 
the barometer reading Hy at that height (tm the mean temperature 
between the upper and the lower height) is given by

and thus

log Hy log H0 184Q0 ^  V+  0.0()4 ^ ,

1'294 . Hv 273 0-174 . \E
v~  760 '273 +  t 273 + t

in which expression in most cases the second term may be neglected; 
and s is taken = £  at that height; E is given in terms of t in 
Volume iv, Table 4. Better still, the direct measurement of Sy by 
means of registering kites and pilot balloons might be carried out.

An empirical table obtained in this way is given in Vol. h i, 
§ 111, from which By for any height is to be taken; thence the calcu
lation is made according to the observed air-density on the ground.

Example on § 15.
1. Heading o f barometer on the ground 751-8 mm, air-temperature 15°, 

hygrometric state 5 0 % .
Then lT0=751-8 — l-8 =  750mm ; and according to Table 4, A = 12 '8m m , 

•s =  j ,  < =  15°; on the ground 8 =  1-206kg/m3.

2. Height o f barometer on the ground iT0=75Omm, mean temperature of 
the air 15°. How great is the air-density at a height y  =  2000 m?

Temperature at this height is <=3°-6, so that

log Hv=  log 750 — 2000
15+3-618400^1+0-004 2

, f f v =  578;

thence S„ =  0-93 kg/m3.
Charbonnier’s expression gives

8„=  1-206(1 -0 -0 0 0 1 1 .2000)=0-94;
St Robert’s gives

8„= 1-206 (1 -  0-00008. 2000)=1 -01.

§ 16. Critical remarks concerning air-resistance.

We thus see that the experimental results are not entirely in 
agreement with those obtained by a theoretical examination of the 

. question, and it is consequently evident that the matter has hitherto 
been insufficiently investigated in its theoretical aspect.

The attempts to arrive, through purely theoretical considerations, 
at a law of the resistance of the air to an elongated shell, moving axially
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and rotating, have so far led to no satisfactory results, because the 
phenomena cannot be properly examined.

The shell loses energy in its flight through the air by reason of 
the fact that the particles of the surrounding air are accelerated. 
These accelerations are associated with wave making, and eddy motion 
in consequence of friction. These complicated results of the air motion 
may be treated from one point of view as the results of impact, and 
from another as thermodynamic effects: in either case with only partial 
success.

Other laws, such as those of Lorenz and Vieille, giving at least 
the most important facts of the movement of the air round the shell in 
a mathematical form, are such that it is not yet known whether they 
are directly applicable to practical purposes.

It has been shown that the various quantities required in measure
ment of the air-resistance, namely the cross-section BHr, the form- 
coefficient i, the velocity v, etc., do not occur in the simple manner 
assumed formerly; that is, as separate factors of a product, in the true 
function of air-resistance; and that, strictly speaking, a single form- 
coefficient i does not exist, as characteristic of the influence of the 
shape of the shell.

In the case where the elongated shell does not move axially through 
the air, but where the long axis makes a finite; angle with the tangent 
to the path of the centre of gravity, the components of the air-resist
ance, parallel and perpendicular to the long axis, and also the point 
of application of the resultant air-resistance on the axis may be calcu
lated by help of some elementary law (Newton, Lossl, etc.), but these 
calculations are very uncertain; because nothing is definitely known 
as to what elementary law is to be adopted in calculations for the 
high velocity of the shell; and above all whether any law can be applied 
with sufficient accuracy to give any practical result.

The so-called August head-form cannot possibly be the final solution 
of the Newtonian problem as to the most suitable shape of surface.

Not only is there a fundamental discrepancy in the mere mathe
matical statement of the problem, but the assumptions are in contra
diction with the actual facts of the air movement round the shell.

We shall in future speak of the retardation of the shell as being 
=  cf(v), where c is proportional to the cross-section R2tt, the air-density 
8, a form-coefficient i, and inversely proportional to the weight P  of 
the shell. But this hypothesis is only adopted because there is nothing 
better to replace it. .
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Problems relating to the trajectory

§ 17. The general equations. The Principal Equation 
and its integrability.

The parabolic, as -well as the elliptic path of a shell, considered in 
Chapter I for a vacuum, is altered in general by the air resistance so 
that the range is shortened, the vertex height and final velocity are 
diminished, and the angle of descent is increased.

On the other hand it is not fundamentally impossible that the air 
resistance may not increase the range, as recorded by v. Minarelli from 
the observation of such cases: this is possible with elongated shell in 
cases where the front part of the axis of the shell lies always, or at 
least for the greater part of the trajectory, above the tangent of the 
path; and so the action of the air against the slanting shell is of the 
same kind as that on a sailing ship with the sails set on the slant.

(The same thing may happen with a spherical shell, when the 
shell has a rotation about a horizontal axis; compare § 51 and § 58.)

These cases rarely arise, and they are excluded here, on the as
sumption that the axis of the elongated shell lies continuously in the 
tangent of the .path (or that no rotation occurs in a spherical shell).

Moreover disturbing influences will be neglected, such as the rota
tion of the Earth, and the wind, and for the present the air density 
will be assumed as of its constant mean value.

Strictly speaking the ballistic coefficient c, occurring in the 
retardation cf(v) of a shell from air resistance, is a given function of 
the height y of flight, because the air density h is involved in c, and 
this, as in § 15, varies with the height y.

Further there might be special shells to be considered in which 
the weight included in c is a function of the time t (smoke-producing 
shells, or star shells come under this head), or others in which the 
cross-section varies with the time.
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In such cases c/(v) would be a function of the velocity v, height y, 
and time t, so that

c/(v) =  <f> (v, y, t).
Leaving out of sight all these considerations for the present, cf(v) 

will be considered merely as a function of v alone.
The problem then is to calculate the elements of the trajectory, 

under these limiting assumptions.
The trajectory is sometimes veiy different from that in a vacuum, 

as is shown in the following examples.
Examples, (a) French infantry bullet: v0=701 m/sec; 272=8 m m ; P =  12‘8g. 

A t $  =  4° 59', the range =  2400 m =  28 of that in a vacuum.
(b) French 22 cm mortar shell M. 87 ; P =  118 kg. With $= 45°, and i’0=78, 

146,193, 228 m/s, the range is respectively 97, 92, 87,83 °/, o f that in a vacuum.

The System o f Equations.
Denoting the retardation due to the air resistance by cf(v), and 

employing '
x, xe, X, y, yt, 0, <j>, co, v, v0, ve, v8, t, T, te, s 

with the same meaning as in Chapter I, the problem is formulated
by the two equations

d (v cos 0) =  — cf(v) cos 0 d t,.................................(1)
d(vsm 0) = — c f (v) sin 0dt— gdt, ................... (2)

. p
because the forces which act on the shell, of mass m — — , are the

9
weight mg, in the direction of the — y axis, and the resistance of the 
air mcf (v) in the direction of the tangent.

These two equations (1) and (2) can be transformed into the five 
following equations, (3) to (7)

gd (v cos 0) =  vcf(v) d0 ................................ (3)

or *  =  M / < / W  3ii, a  _  J l  ( & +q) ........(3a)
v cos 0 \ g j  1 -  q2 \ g V  v 7

where q =  sin 0; or
du
3?

=  th £+F(ti) .(3b)

cf(v ) .where u =  log v, and sin 0 =  th also F(u) is equal to -9—̂— ; or

dr _  1 -  t2
dw F(w) — r ’ (3c)
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' cf(v) •where v — ew, J ^ ' — F  (w ), sin 9 =  — t .

gdcc— — ifd 9 ,......................................... (4)

gdt =  — — I , ......................................... (5)y cos 6 ’ v 7 ■
gdy =  — v2 tan 9 d$,.................................(6)

gds = -------- -n, ......................................(7)y cos 9 ’ w
where ds is the element of arc. Also

dt dt 9........................................ (8>
in which ^  or tan 9 is replaced by p.

Proof o f tke equations (3) to (8).
The component acceleration in the direction of the normal on the one hand 

is g cos 8 at the point P  o f the trajectory considered, and on the other hand is

—, where p is the radius o f curvature at point P  (x, y).
P

ds
Now p= j-Q\ therefore (7) becomes

. add ‘gco&8‘=*—v‘ -^  ,

(the minus sign is required, because as s increases the angle 8 is diminishing, and . 
dd is negative).

The elimination of cos 8 between (7) and (1) gives
, ,  .. , cf(v) v^dddt <d (VC0a6)= + J±— -----,

ds • •
or, since y j  =  v, the equation (3) follows, which can be written in the form (3a).

dx ’The horizontal component o f the velocity -^- =  !;co s# ; substituting in this

equation the value of cos 8 from (7), we have equation (4), and then (6), since
dy=tan ddx and ds=vdt.

Equation (5) is merely another form of (7), since ds=vdt.
Finally, to obtain (8),
, ,  ... v2d8 dd „we have from (5) —---------s-^-r =  <7, .v 1 dt cos*8dt a •. r

and since — g ^ , and -—rrn—d tan8,dt * dt ’ cos2 8
„ dxd  tan 5therefore --------^ -----=  g.

The proof o f these equations can be given without the aid of the expression'
,  ^

for the centripetal acceleration — ; because in equations (1) and (2), when the
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left-hand side is expanded, and the retardation qf(v) o f the air resistance is 
eliminated by multiplying the equations respectively by sin 8 and cos 6, and 
subtracting, then equation (5) follows immediately; and also (7).

Among these equations (1) to (8), the one which involves only 
two elements of the trajectory is (3a) or (2b).

We have next to integrate the differential equation (3), and to 
determine the constant of integration so as to make 0 =  (f>, v = v„.

I f  v has been obtained as a function of 0, so that v =  F(0), then

dx = -  ^ (F(6)y d9, d y = ~ \  ( - W ) ’  tan 0 d0,

dt =  — ^F(0) sec 0d0, ds =  — ̂ (F (0 ))* sec 0 d0 ;

and we have only to integrate with respect to 0, or sum up dx, dy, dt, ds.
As for the different methods which can be used to carry out this 

plan, they are considered in Chapters IV  and V.

Integrability o f the Chief Equation.
It is only on a definite assumption of the form of the function 

cf(v), the retardation due to air resistance, that a first integral can 
exist in a finite form of this equation,

gd (v cos 0) =  vcf(v) d0,
or, of the equation

dv _  d0 
v cos 0

cf(v)
9

+ sin0)■
The integration was worked out in 1719 by John Bernoulli, on the 

assumption cf(v) =  cvn. Thence it is possible, as we have already seen 
for the quadratic law cf(v) =  ct>2, as well as for the cubic law cv3, the 
biquadratic law cv*, and so on, to solve the problem.

And when as in § 10, the empirical value of air resistance is given 
by tables in a series of zones, the trajectory in this more general case 
can be calculated with accuracy, by dividing it up into a number of 
successive parts. This is discussed in the later articles, §§ 20 to 22, 
32 to 34, and § 37.

Afterwards, in 1744, d’Alembert showed how the integration is 
possible for the more general law cf(v) — cvn + b, which includes the 
Bernoulli law as a special case.

He examined also the functions a log v + b, av” +  R  +  bv~n, 
a (log v)3 +  II log v+  b. But these three additional forms are not of 
any real importance for our present purpose.
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In 1901, Siacci resumed the work of investigating other forms 
of an integrable function, and published fourteen other forms, such 
as

Av V(2c +  v2) +  B (c +  v% where A, B, c are constants.
Putting V(2c +  v2) = vz (Be — sin O'), equation (3) becomes

__________zdz_________  dd
z2 (B V  — 1) +  2Acz + 1  cos 6 (Be — sin 6) ’

in which the variables are separated.
The form employed by Legendre, in 1782, is included in this, with 

.4 = 0 . Other functions of this kind have been examined by P. Appell, 
M. E. Ouivet, and T. Hayashi (Tokyo).

It need hardly be stated that there is an infinite number of such 
integrable functions; for it is only necessary to assume any relation 
between cos 8 and v, say, cos 8 = yjr (v), and to insert this, with

, into the equation (3), and then solve it for cf(v) ;
v l  — i]r2

d8 =

and such a function is then obtained.
Again, as in § 18, other integrable functions are obtained on the 

assumption of y — yjr(x) for the equation of the trajectory.
The equation, (3) or (3a), is the dynamical expression of the 

hodograph curve of the trajectory.
Consider the line drawn through the origin 0  of coordinates parallel 

to the tangent at any point P  of the path; on this parallel through 
0  let the magnitude v of the corresponding velocity of the moving 
point be measured to scale so as to form a radius vector from 0. 
When this construction is carried out for all points of the path, the 
ends of these vectors trace out a curve, which is called the hodograph 
of the corresponding path, and the variables v and 8 are the polar co
ordinates of the hodograph.

The hodograph in general is a curved line; but in the special case 
of a vacuum it is the perpendicular to the axis of a; at a distance v0 cos <j> 
from 0: for in this case cf(v) =  0, so that the equation (3) becomes 

d (v cos 8) =  0, v cos 8 =  constant =  v„ cos <£.
Recently C. Cranz and R. Rothe have shown that the equation (3) in the 

problem can be integrated graphically with satisfactory accuracy, in the case of 
an entirely arbitrary law of air resistance, without employing zonal laws.

The equation
dv
v

d6 
cos 6 {sfa*+ 8&>}
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is first simplified by the introduction of two new variables u and (  (instead 

of the former variables v and 8). We take &=log i>, so that du= — , and
V

ddsin d =  th t, and then d t—-----  ̂.*’ cos 6
cf { " ) duWriting F(u) for ~ ' y> the equation becomes ^ = t h  £ + / ’ («). Here the

cf(v) •value of Jg- or F(u) is given for v, and so for u, in the table of air resistance;

and th f  is given in terms of f  in a convenient form in a table o f hyperbolic 
functions (those for instance of W. Ligowski, Berlin 1890, published by Ernst 
and Korn, or in the Table of Functions of E. Jahnke and F. Emde, Leipzig 1909, 
published by Teubner).

Runge’s graphical method of integration may be employed for the solution of 
a differential equation of the first order j and he has shown that his method con
verges, that is, the solution always becomes more accurate with a repetition of 
the process.

In a system of u, f  coordinates, a number of isoclinals th £ + F  (« ) =  C are first 
drawn, and then starting from the origin (uq, f0) a polygon is constructed, o f which 
the successive sides cut the isoclinals at the angles given by the corresponding 
value of C. A  first approximation is thus obtained of u=<f> ( f) . Substitute this 
value of u in the differential equation, and we obtain

du = {th£+F[(j> (£)]}aTf.

As the variable f  above is contained in the right-hand side, we can inte
grate with respect to f, from f 0 to f ; and so a closer solution is obtained.

Moreover, Runge shows how to follow graphically the substitution and in
tegration, as well as the other details.

We can imagine then the construction of a special integraph contrived for 
the integration o f the equation, so as to carry out mechanically the remaining 
integrations.

An apparatus is described by E. Pascal in his book on Integrators which is 
specially devised to carry out the integration of the equation.

Filloux has proposed to use Prytz’s planimeter for the same purpose.

§ 18. An Inversion Problem.

I f  the actual path of the shell is known (either by the equation 
y =  i|r (x) between the coordinates x and y  of any point on it, or 
graphically in any other manner) then for any such point (x, y) of the 
trajectory the corresponding velocity of the c.G. of the shell, the in
clination 6 to the horizon of the tangent of the path, the time of flight 
t, and the air resistance IF =  mcf(v) are obtained in the following 
manner.
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We find the first three derivatives of y with respect to x\ denote 

them by y , y", y ' " ; then •

« /W  = - 9 S‘ ^

so th at the tim e  t is g iv e n  b y  an in tegra tion  o f  th is last equation . 

For if we differentiate tan 0=^— = /  with respect to 6, then

1 _  dy’ dx _  „ dx
cos2 B ~ dx d&~y ~d6 ’ 

dx v2 1 v2 ,, /  q
d 6 = -g ’ * 00B* * V = y B‘

And further,
cos 6=

so that

va+.y'2) ’

and along the trajectory y" is negative, so that -J(—y") is real.
The relation for t follows from

n dx . dx , /  - « "v cos 3= —y- , dt=  ----- -A= d x   ̂ / — ~ .dt v cos 6 \  g
Finally, in the equation (3)

r fM  9d (v cos 6) _ 
vdd ’

and here, since veos6=  /  ,
V  -y

d , ... d (v co s 6)d x  v2 ,, , ,  a v2tf"
re <’ 008*> = d—  r e -  “ 7  <*">

so that C/ W  = 5

9
gvy'" gy"\ !{l+ y '2)

2>J{-9fs) W* •

Examples.
1. The trajectory in many cases maybe replaced conveniently by an hyperbola 

with a vertical asym ptote; this has been stated by Newton, Indra, Okinghaus, and 
Stauber.

E. Okinghaus formerly stated that the trajectory was actually such an 
hyperbola; later he assumed the two asymptotes to be slanting, and discussed 
the hyperbolic solution of the problem as merely an approximate solution; see 
§ 19, theorem 6.

On the assumption that the trajectory should be an hyperbola
ax —ar2

y = i r r — tan <f>, a r
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then

. 1 | b (b -  a))tan 0 =  tan <6. — 1 — —----- r= > ,

‘2. Piton-Bressant assumes the trajectory to be a parabola of the 3rd order,
gx1y  = x  tan <f> — - (1 +mx),

2i'0a cos® (f>
where m is an empirical constant to be determined (compare also § 25). 

Then in this case, since
____ Z3m

"  »02COS2(/> ’

the law for the retardation due to air resistance will be as follows:
. 3nMi4cos3fl

C /W =- W ^ ’
also tan 0 =  tan <f>----- „ ^X.,-r ( l  +  §m.r),r v  cos2 <p -

v cos8 =  v0cos<p (1 +  3

2 { ( l  +  3m ic)* -l}
9wv0 cos <j> ‘

3. The following proposition was made by C. F. Close (see above, § 11). 
Assuming the principle of the tilting of the trajectory as satisfactory, and that 
a  range table has been constructed, the trajectory of the gun may be constructed 
for the extreme range by a tilting of the lesser trajectories. The points on the 
trajectory are then given in polar coordinates.

The relation between radius vector and polar angle is given by an equation, 
and thence on the above principle the values o f v, v cos 6, t, cf(v) for any point 
o f  the longest trajectory are found.

It is possible then with the aid of the range table to obtain the air resistance; 
and corresponding calculations have been made by G. Greenhill and C. E. Wolff. 
Consult § 11 and §§ 38 to 40 on the probability of these assumptions.

§ 19. General properties o f  every trajectory.

A knowledge of the differential equations established in § 17 is 
J sufficient to deduce a series of general values, independently of any 

assumption of a special law of air resistance, for any trajectory.
It is assumed, however, that the resultant air resistance acts along 

the tangent of the trajectory, and the retardation c/(v), due to air 
resistance, is a continuous function of the velocity alone.
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Those general properties of the trajectory are now to be discussed, 
which differ between the paths in air and in a vacuum.

1. The horizontal component v cos 6 of the velocity v in the flight 
of the shell diminishes along the trajectory.

Proof. In the equation
gd (v cos 6) — cf (v) v dd,

where cf(v) is positive, dd is always negative; because the angle of slope 8 
with the horizontal decreases from its original value <j>; thus the right-hand side 
of the equation is negative, and so d (v cos 6) is negative ; that is, v cos 6 diminishes- 
always.

Numerical example. A  shell from a field gun, r0=442 m/sec, </> =  1 5 ^  degrees, 
calibre 8‘8 cm, weight o f shell / '= 7 '5  kg.

For the horizontal distances
x = 0 , 3000, 5000 m, v cos 6 =  425, 223, 168 m/sec.

2. The angle of descent a> is greater than the angle of departure </>.

In general, at two points A and A 1 with equal ordinates y {A on 
the ascending branch, Ai on the descending) the angle of slope 6l at A t 
is greater than 6 at A.

Proof. The equation

gd y=  — v2 tan 8d8, or tan 8d8__ gdy
cos1* 8 (v cos 8'f

is to be integrated, first from the origin 0 up to the vertex S, or from 8 = <f> to 
d=0 , or also, from y = 0 to y=y,\  on the other hand, back from the point o f  
descent Oi to the vertex S ; so that

/Pff (
T~-

o (r<
gdy

’ cos 8f  ’

on the other side, + I ta n 2w = •’ 1 J o (v cos 8p
Since v cos 8 is always diminishing, the denominator in the second integral is 

always less than that in the first integral; or the fraction under the integral sign 
in the second integral is always greater than that in the first; the second integral 
is thus greater than the first; so that ’

tan o) >  tan </>, <» >  <p.
The same holds when the integration is taken from A or A .̂
Numerical example, as in No. 1.
We have co =  24° 53', </i= 15-}f degrees.
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3. The vertex height y, of the trajectory always lies between 
\X  tan 4> and ^A  tan &>, where X  is the range.

Captain Andr, o f the Swedish infantry, has worked out a rigorous proof of 
this law. In the parabolic flight in a vacuum

so that

y>
i>„2 s in2 <f> X= V 2

—  sin 2d>,
9

y » = i  Atan <f>.

N ext, 00i = X, and con sider first the parabolic pa th  0B0It w ith  angle <j> o f  
departure and descent, fo r  w hich  the vertex  h eight AB=%X tern <f>; next, the 
parabolic path  0C0t, w ith  departure and  descent angle &>, for w hich  th e vertex 
height A C= J X  tan u ; th ird ly , th e actu al tra jectory  0S0X, w ith  angle o f  departure 
<f>, and o f  descent a>, fo r  w hich  th e vertex  h eight is DS.

* Xtanqi

C

T h en  th e last, DS, is in  every  case sm aller than AC and greater th an  AB, 
because th e actual tra jectory  0S01 m u st lie betw een  the tw o  p arabolic paths OBO, 
and 0C0\; th u s DS lies betw een J .Y  tan <f> and  J X  tan a>.

Numerical example, as in  N o. 1 ;  A '= 4 5 0 1  m , vertex  h eigh t lies betw een  
320 m  and 520 m. T h e  m ost p robab le  value is  then  th e m ean, 420 m.

A  ca lcu lation  b y  S iacci (§  28) gave 416 m , and T ab le  12 o f  V o lu m e iv  gave 
425 m.

E ither th e arith m etic o r  geom etric m ean m a y  be taken  in  th e ca lcu lation  o f  
the vertex  height, or

y ,= \ X  (tan (f>+ tan <«), o r  A \ /(tan  <j> tan  a>).

4. If A and A 1 are two points on the trajectory at the same 
height y above the horizontal through the muzzle, the velocity v at 
the point A  in the ascending branch of the trajectory is greater than 
the velocity v1 at the point of the descending branch.

Proof. T h e equation  o f  m otion  o f  th e shell resolved along th e tangent, is

^t = -c f{v )-g a m  6,

o r  if  s denotes the arc o f  th e tra jectory  to  th e p o in t considered 

c? ( i?2) =  -c f (v )d s -g  sin 6ds= -cf(v )ds-gdy. 
c. . 7
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I f  th is  equation  is in tegrated from  A to  Alt th en  j dy = 0, and there rem ains

i ( V  - v 2) = - c  J** f(v ) ds;

th e  right-hand side is negative, and so Vi<v.
T h is  equation  can  b e  obta in ed  a t on ce b y  m eans o f  th e fa ct that th e a lteration  

^m(vi2 — v2) o f  the k in etic  energy o f  the shell, in  passing from  A to  Alt is th e  
sum  o f  the w ork  o f  a ir resistance and g r a v ity ; and as th e last part is  zero w hen 
A and Ai stand a t th e sam e height,

^m(v12 — v2)=  — jm cf(v)ds.

Numerical example, as in  N o. I : y = 0, i'0 =  442 m /sec, v ,=  197 m /sec.

5. The vertex point S of the trajectory is nearer, measured 
horizontally, to the point of fall 0, than to the point of departure 0.

Proof. L et th e  equation  h e in tegrated, first from  the orig in  0 u p  to

th e  vertex  S, o r  from  y= 0  to  y = y a, and le t  6 den ote  th e angle o f  slope  o f  th e 
tan gen t to  the horizontal. S econ d ly  let th e  equation  be in tegrated from  th e p o in t 
o f  fall Ox ba ck  to  th e vertex , w ith  0, the angle o f  slope. T h en

_  [vt dy _  fvt dy * J o tan  6 ’ J o tan  6y'

B u t here, accord in g  to  2, for  th e sam e y, 8, >  8, so that — ^n <  r-^-x ; th en ce 
’ °  a ta n # , ta n #

xgl <Z. xg.
Numerical example, as in  N o. 1. A  ca lcu lation  accord in g  to  S iacci gave 

Xg— OD — 2500 m, # ,, =  01 -0 = 2 0 0 1  m.

6. The descending branch of the trajectory has a vertical
. I f *  . . .asymptote, at a distance -  v2 dd from the origin; the velocity i

9 J -h*
the path increases there and approaches a limiting value vu to be 
calculated from the equation c/(Vx) = g.

v cos  8 d8_' W h en  th is equation  is in te

rn

Proof. W e  have dt = - -J g cos  8 g cos15
grated from  t= 0  to  t =  2, it  is allow able to  rep lace v cos  8 b y  a  m ean  value y, s ince  

v cos  6 is  a lw ays fin ite and continuous, and does n ot a lter in  sign. 

A ccord in g  to  th is

t = — -  f  ■ . =  -  -  (tan  8 — tan  <fi).
l g  j  4>cosi 6 g

T h e  prolongation  o f  th e  path  o f  th e shell past th e  horizontal through  the 
m uzzle, w ill converge to  a vertica l d irection  because w hen  t = oo, th e le ft-han d 
s ide  o f  the equation  becom es in fin ite, and con sequ en tly  th e righ t-h an d side a ls o :

s ince  y  and tan <p are finite, tan  8 m u st =  — oo , and 6 =  -  ^ .
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It is evident that this vertical, to which the descending branch approaches, 
is a line at a finite distance, because of the relation

Here v2 is always finite, because, starting from the initial value v0, the 
velocity diminishes at first, provided <f> is different from zero and is positive, in 
consequence of the effect of gravity and air resistance.

After v has reached a minimum, it increases again under the effect of gravity, 
till finally the air ‘ resistance becomes equal to the weight of the shell. Then 
when this limiting value f, is reached, which is theoretically only after an 
infinite time, the forces mcf(v) and mg balance one another, and the shell moves 
on with the constant velocity 1?!.

re
Thus the integral I  ̂vl d8 is always finite, whatever value 6 may assume 

between (/> and — ; and the limiting value of x  is thus

Numerical example. A  shell was fired at Meppen on April 28, 1892, \vith the 
following initial conditions: calibre 24 cm, weight of shell 215 kg, radius of 
ogival head 2 calibres, initial velocity 640 m/sec, angle of departure 44°, air 
density taken at 1‘22 kg/m3.

Calculation gave therefore the following results: horizontal range 19,066 m, 
time o f flight 68'8 seconds, final velocity 380‘4 m/sec, angle o f descent 58°21,-5, 
vertex abscissa 10,840 m, vertex ordinate 6,150 m. Moreover the limiting value 
r, to which the velocity was tending continually, was about 580 m/sec, and the 
distance of the vertical asymptote from the point of departure =  29,300m.

7. The minimum value vm is given by the equation

The point of the trajectory, where this value is reached, lies beyond 
the vertex, in the descending branch.

Proof. To obtain the slope of the tangent o f the path where v is a minimum, 
the derivative of v with respect to 6 must be made zero; but as, in general,

c / 0 m) =  -  g sin 6.

the first part of the theorem follows immediately.
7— 2
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Farther, the velocity v in the path at any point can be resolved into a hori
zontal component v cos 6, and a vertical component v sin 6.

From the starting-point up to the vertex, both these components diminish, 
as also their resultant v. ■

A t the vertex, the horizontal component is still decreasing; the vertical com
ponent on the other hand has reached its minimum; or, in other words, is 
constant for a moment; consequently the rate of change of the resultant v depends 
on v cos 6, and as this is diminishing, v is decreasing at the vertex.

But since v in any case increases again later, it follows that the minimum 
must lie on this side of the vertex.

The exact place is to be determined by means of the relation between v and 
6, and by the equation

, cf{v )+ gsm  6= 0.

Example, as in No. 6. By calculation it was found that if  6=  —15°, v became 
a minimum, at about 251 m/sec. The coordinates o f the corresponding point 
were x =  12,570 m, y=5880 m.

8. Curvature of the trajectory. The point K  of maximum cur
vature is given by means of the relation cf(v) =  — \g sin 6 ; it lies 
always on the descending branch, and between the vertex S, and the 
point M of least velocity.

Proof. The acceleration of the shell in the direction of the normal to the curve 

is on the one hand g  cos 6, and on the other —, where p is the radius of curvature; 
and so ■£j2

^  g  cos 6 ’

and this expression will reach a minimum, or the curvature a maximum when
dp= 0 . Butdd

and (§ 17, equation 3<z)

, 2«>^cos0 +  v2sinddp _  do _
dd g cos2 6 ’

dv . a , vcf(v) -j- =  y tan fl+  do geos 8

Therefore the condition for an extreme value is given by

0 =  2r cos 6 Jv tan 8+ V + r 2sin 6,{ g  cos 8j ’ -

or 3g sin 8 +  2cf(v) =  0, as above; and from this condition the point K  o f maximum 
curvature of the path can be obtained. ■

As to the position of this point and the nature o f the extreme value,

the change in p = geos 8 must be considered, first from the origin 0  to the
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vertex S, and then secondly from the point M  o f minimum velocity and 
beyond. •

Tho velocity v diminishes up to the vertex S ; 8 diminishes at the same time

or cos 8 increases, and —!-* diminishes: on both grounds the radius of curvature ’ cos 6 - °
p diminishes from 0  to S, that is the trajectory becomes more and more curved 
from tho origin to the vertex.

On the other hand, at the point M  o f smallest velocity v, the numerator v
■ jj2

in tho expression ^ coa'g 's constant for a moment, 8 has become negative, and 

cos 8 is diminishing, i.e., — ^  is increasing. Thus the alteration of p in the 

neighbourhood of the point M  depends on the alteration of ; that is, p is

also diminishing there. But the curvature is continuous, so that a minimum 
value of p must lie between S and M.

. v2 ■It may be remarked further that the expression p = ——   ̂ is completely

independent of any special law of air resistance, since f(v )  is not involved in it ; 
and so it follows that all trajectories with the same v and 8 have three con
secutive points in common with the parabolic path in a vacuum.

It follows also in consequence that tho actual trajectory may often be replaced 
with advantage for a short arc by the corresponding parabolic path in a vacuum; 
for instance in the neighbourhood of the origin 0  (see figure on p. 97) by the 
parabola 0B0\ with the same v0 and <f>, or near the point 0, by the parabola 
OCOi with tho same ve and <a.

This is convenient in the ballistics of small arms, in the measurement of the 
error of the angle of departure, for the determination of the drop y  of the bullet, 
or in the determination of the range.

Numerical example, as in No. 6. Calculation gave the coordinates of the point 
K  o f greatest curvature as r =  12,000 m, y =6000 m, and thence 8=  —10°.

9. The vertical component of the velocity increases throughout 
the whole descending branch. At two points A and A, with equal 
ordinate y  (figure, page 96) the vertical component is greater in 
the ascending branch at A than at A  j  in the descending branch.

Proof. Substitute in equation (2) on p, 89, that is, in 

d (vsin 6)=  — {y +  cf(v) sin 8} dt,

the value of dt from <~  =  vs,h\ 8 ; then

$d  (v sin 8)2=  — {ff +  cf(v) sin 6} dy.

This equation is to be integrated first in the ascending branch from A to S, 
from v sin 8 to v, sin 0, on the left-hand side, and on the right from y  to y , ; .  
secondly on the descending branch from tho vertex S down to Alt that is on the
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left from v, sin 0 to v sin 6, on the right from ys to y ; we have then
fya

(a) 0 —A(vsin f f f=  — {g +  <f(v) sin 8} dy,
J v

(ib) h (v sin 8f  -  0 =  -  \ {g +  cf{v) sin 8} dy 
J v>

=  +  f V“{ff+ cf(v )  sin 8) dy.J v
In this last equation (6), as in (a), we take 6 as the acute angle between the 

horizontal and the tangent of the path ; then in (b), sin 6 is negative, and so
fy9

(a) i  (v sin 0)2=  -f- I {g+ cf(v ) sin 8} dy, ascending branch ;
J v
fy»(b) \ (v sin 8)2— +  j {g — cf(v) sin 6} dy, descending branch.

J y ‘
In the integrals on the right-hand side, the values of (b) are less than those 

of (a), and so the integral in (6) is less than that in (a), and thus v sin 8 in (b) is 
less than v sin 6 in (a).

10. For a range on the horizontal through the muzzle, the time 
of flight in the descending branch is greater than the time in the 
ascending branch.

Proof. Let the time of flight in the ascending branch from 0  to S (figure on 
p. 96) be denoted by <j, and the time of flight in the descending branch from S 
to 0, by t2.

from  equation (5) o f the system in § 17,
, vd6 

~  g cos 6 '
This equation is to be integrated from 0  to S, i.e., on the left from < =  0 to 

t= f j ,  and on the right from 6 =  (p to 0 =  0 ; and next from 0\ to S, i.e., on the 
left from t =  0 to t =  t2, and on the right, where 8 must denote again the acute 
angle, from 8 =  a to 8 =  0.

. .  [»=0 vd8 (B=4> vd6
This gives (a) tx- -  --------z =  +  |e i / i  ) e= j,gcos8 J e=o i

( 6)

=$ g cos 8 n J e=o g  cos 8 ’ 
vdd ̂ [9=0 v d d ___/’*=“  vc

2~  }  e=*geos 6 ~ ' i'J o=o gccjc o s 8 '
Both integrals are finite, since v and cos 8 are finite, and therefore £, and t2 

are also finite.
We can also employ the equation

dydt= v sin 8 ’

and integrate it, in spite of the zero value in the denominator at the vertex; first 
in the ascending branch from 0  to S, that is, from y = 0 to y = y s, and secondly in 
the descending branch, backwards from 0\ to S, that is, from y —0 to y = y ,  (with 
6 again the acute angle).
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Then la) £■ =  ( V V . . ascending branch,' ' ‘ Jymo tfsmd’ ° ’

(b) <•>= ( V V‘ : , descending branch. 
w  J y ~ 0 V&1110’  °

Here, as was shown before in Law 0, v sin 6 in (6) for the same y  is less than 

v sin 3 in la), so that — I—  ̂ in lb) is greater than — 1—- in (a ) ; and so it follows 

that the integral in (6) is greater than the integral in (a) (term by term), or ty >

11. The arc of the ascending branch from the origin 0  to the 
vertex S is longer than the descending arc s3, from the vertex S to 
the point of fall 0, on the horizontal through the muzzle.

Proof. Take the result ds=  ar)d first integrate it from 0  to S, and so

from s= 0 to «= « , on the left; and on the right from i/= 0  to y = y , ; secondly 
from the point of fall backwards to S, where 3 again denotes the upward acute 
angle. We have thus

dy 
sin 3 , ascending branch;(o) 8l=fo

lb) $2 =  J V descending branch.

According to Law 2, for the same y the angle 3 in (b) is always greater than 

in (a), so that ^   ̂ in (6) is always less than in (a), and so «2 <  <!.

Consult the remarks in the notes in the appendix concerning the 
question of the angle of departure cf>, with given initial velocity v0, 
which corresponds to the greatest range in air.
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First group of calculations in the approximate 
solution of the ballistic problem. Approximate 

solution of the exact differential equations

§ 20. It was shown in § 17 that the procedure in a numerical 
solution must be such that the equation,

• gd (v cos 8) — cf(v)vd8,
must first be integrated, where cf(v) is the retardation due to the air 
resistance; and then its integral equation, in the form v = F(8), must 
be employed to carry out the integration or summation in

x = — J^d8, y — — j  ^  tan 8d8, t =  — J^ sec 8d8.

Strictly speaking, the problem cannot be solved analytically in a 
finite form except for a law of air resistance cf(v) = cv.

In other cases, as we shall see, only approximations are possible.
As a first group of approximate solutions, let those be examined 

for which the equation itself has been solved exactly; and let 
approximations be used for the summation of dx, dy, dt. This first 
group is the one with which this chapter is concerned.

Later a second group will be taken in which an approximate 
method is employed, for the equation itself, in that the equation is 
replaced by another approximation, for which all further integrations 
are made possible.

1. Solution of the equation on the assumption of a 
retardation =  a +  cv".

The equation now becomes
gd (v cos 8) = v (a + cvn) dd.

When the left-hand side of this equation is expanded, and the 
equation is divided by vn+1, and av~ndd brought to the left-hand
side, '

g cos 8 . f l - " - 1 dv — (a + g sin 8) v~n d8 =  cdd.......... (1)
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Put v~n =  u ; then — nv~"~1 dv =  du, so that we have an equation 
in Euler’s form

c fdu
Te +  uR (6) =  Q (0),

where 71CB _  +  cL± £ sm S n
cos 0 g 9 cos 8

The integral of this differential equation of the first order is 

u =  e -SHM [f(Qe+SRde) dd +  the constant of integration]. 

Consequently, in the preceding case, the required relation between
v and 6 is the following:

(v cos 0)n

n f  a

■ = e~ “
de

cos 6 ce M
ad$ 
coa 0

■dd(cos 8)n+l 
+  the constant of integration • - ( 2 )

2. In the special case a =  0, the law becomes cf(v) =  cvn for the 
retardation of the air resistance.

Then for any value of the angle 6, the velocity v of the shell is 
obtained from

1 nc f dO
(v cosd)n g J (cos 8)n+1 v ’

This constant can be obtained, in the foregoing special case of 
cf(v) =  cvn, from

gd (v cos 6) — cf(v) vdd.

Thus
ddgd (v cos 8) =  cvn. vdd =  c (v cos 0)n+1

d (v cos 8) _  c d8
(cos 8)iH + l ’

and integrating
(v cos 8)n+1 g (cos 8)n+1 ’

1 nc f d8------- wr, ---------17-------T̂-r-TT, +  a constantv cos 8)n g J (cos 8)n+l

is :

/(c o s  8)n+l ’

(vcos0)n g J (cos 0) 

For the calculation of this integral,
dd
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106 Approximate solution [ch. IV

we know that

/<
dx sin x

(cos x)n (n — 1) (cos x) 
Thus, for example,

dx sin x

_ n -  2 r 
~1 + n — 1 J

dx

/ (cos x f  2 (cos x f

(cos x )n~2 

+  }  log tan T +  i x ) ................(4>

■ \ sin x  (1 +  tan2 x )+ ^  log 1 + sin x
cos X

= \p V(1 +P*) +  i  log (V(l + P 2) + p),
where p  =  tan x.

This function, which may be denoted for short by £, is given in Vol. IV, 
Table 106, for values of

. .  , l / s i n #  , l-bsin#\ I s m #  , , . , ,
^ - 2  (c-3i^+1°s -5555") = i lostan (45+**}’

for angles x from 0° to 87°.

A  more extended Table is found in Otto’s Tables for bomb throwing, Berlin 1842.

dx
£ ^  =  tan* +  *(tan *)■

dx sin x  3 sin x
(cos x f  4 cos4 x 8 cos2 x 

dx

+ 1 log tan (Jw + %x).

.(5)

■ (6)

I* dec}------r- =  tan x +  | tan3 x + l  tan0 x, etc........................(7).1 (cos x f  a a > ' '

With n =  2, for example,
1 c /s in  0 1 +  sin 0\

(v cos 0 f  g \cos2 ® cos 0 J
or, writing tan 0=p ,

1^ T - =  -  ~ {/> V (i + p2) +  log [V(1 +  p") +  r f j  +  const.

When this expression for v, or rather for v'2, is substituted in the 
general equations

gdx= — v2d0, gdy=  — v- tan 0d0,
gdt = — v sec 0d0, gds =  — v2 sec 0d0,

then dx, dy, dt, ds are expressed entirely in 0, or in p, with tan 0 = p , 
or in z with tan {\ir +  \0) =  z ; so that it only remains to work out 
these integrations, that is, the problem is reduced to quadratures.
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§ 2 0 ] o f  the ballistic problem 1 0 7

3. In the special case of a =  0  and n =  1 ,  i.e., on the assumption 
cf{v) =  cv, the expressions for all the elements of the path can be 
obtained in a finite form, as stated already.

As functions of t, we have then
, 1 - e~ct

X = Vn COS <P --------------- , .........................................................c . . . ( 8 )

y -  9 t +  9  + cvt sm4,{l  e _ d)> .....................
c c . . . ( 9 )

v cos 6 — v„ cos <pe~ct, ............................................... , ( 1 0 )

• /i 9 9  +  cv„ sin d> ,v sm ff -------~ e~ct.........................................................c c . ( 1 1 )

But this law of air resistance, c f (v) — cv, does not generally come 
into consideration.

4. In the special case of a =  0 and n =  2, and the assumption 
cf(v) =  cv2, the quadratic law of air resistance is obtained. As above

1 2c . .
t------- = ----------£(#) +  a constant of integration.(v cos o f  g

The integration constant is determined from the condition that 
v =  v„ and 6 = <f> at the origin; and so

where

and

ir = 2c cos*0{£?- £ ( # ) } ’ 

° ~ ^ )  =  2c(fl0cos 4>y
„ , , .  , ( sin d> log tan (45° + j .

..(12)

..(13)

This constant is connected with the velocity vg. of the shell at the 
vertex of the path by a simple relation. Since 6 =  0 at the vertex, 
and there £ ($ )=  0, and v =  vs, therefore

rt 9
2 cv- .(14)

Introducing this value o f v2 or v in the system of equations 
gdx = — v-dd, gdy = — vi tan Odd,

vdd , v2dd

then 2 cdx =  — dd
cosa <?{(?-£(<?)}’ ' .(15)
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2 cdy = tan Odd
cos2 0 {G -Z {0 )y ........... ........... (16)

V(2 gc) dt = dd
cos2 0*/{C- £ (0 ) } .......... - ........ (17)

■ ■ 2 eds = dd
........... (18)cos t 0 [G -£ (0 ) } .............

This last equation (18) can be expressed in a finite form by 
another integration.

Since, as above,'  ̂ . . . , we can write
dd (cos O f

Mas C - £ ~ + G — % ’ 
and thence by integration •

2cs =  log {G — £(#)} 4- a constant.................... (19)
(a) I f  the arc s of the trajectory is measured from the origin 0, 

and s =  0 when 0=<$>,
91 ,  0 - £ ( 0 )  n 

S 2c °g (7 -£ (< £ )’ ^  °  2c (v0 cos <£)2e ■.

(6) I f  on the other hand, as below, the arc s is measured from 
the vertex, and s =  0 for 0 = 0, g (0) =  0, then

s = T c l0 g ^ T ^ ’ =  ............. (20)
The trajectory possesses two asymptotes.
The prolongation of the descending branch approaches a vertical line more 

and more, at a distance from the origin, according to § 19, 6,

-  f *  v*d6.
, 9 J - i *

■ At the vertex the variable of integration 6 changes sign ; £ {&) becomes zero 
.and then negative ; so that this distance is

1 f«=o d6 1 f«= i* ' dd
2c J (>=4, cos36 {$(6) - C }  +  2 c )e =o cos2 6 {£ (6) +  C} '

The prolongation backward of the ascending branch .(to t=  — oo, x =  — cc, 
y =  — co) approximates to a slanting line, inclined to the horizon at an angle /3 
given by C—1(|3) =  0 ; and the expression for its distance from the origin is easily 
determined.

This distance is given here, without proof, as
1 • f e=P (tan ji — tan 9) d6

2c cos /3 J e=4> cos2 6 {£ ( 0  — f  (6)} ’ 
where £  is supposed to be calculated from the relation £ (/3) =  C.

A  similar result holds in general for the law o f air resistance cf(y)=cvn.
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20] o f  the ballistic problem 109

Statement of Results.

1. Retardation due to air resistance =cyn +  a:
, 2 v2dzf f d x = - i ? c i e = - 1 + z i,

t nzi — 1 dzqdy = — v2 tan ddd =  — v1 ,— =—  ,

\g dt = — o sec 6 dd = — V— ,‘ z
i  „  ,  , n  v̂ dz

y z

and here v is expressed in terms of d or z through

(v cos t

1 ii ■
-  =  -  -  (1 +  z*)-n zvn g\ /

' n f add
n ce yJ coae
9> (cos d)n+1

f
c (1 +z‘‘)nz

dd +  constant! ’

no , ------n -  1
d z + C  ’

in which z denotes tan ( { tt +  %d), and the constant of integration C 
is to be calculated from the initial conditions

v =  v0 for d =  <£, or z0 =  tan (\tr +  \$).

2. Retardation due to air resistance of the form cf(v) =  cv": 
gdx = — v2dd, g dy =  — y2 tan d dd, 
gdt = — v sec d dd, gds =  — y2 sec d dd;

and then
1 _  nc r dd

(v cos d)n g J (cos d)n+1
When the constant of integration is determined from the condition 

v =  v„ for d =  <f>, then

■ +  constant.

or v = sec d

] C - njF ( d )
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110 Approximate solution [ch. iv

where we write for brevity

(cos d)n+1, and 0  = 1(v0 c o s  <£>)n g

and then dx = —  
9

sec2 QdO

[ ( 7 - ^ ( 0 ) ]
2 ’
n

, 1 sec2 6 tan Odddy = -----—
9 9 r ... ”i2

eft =  — -  
9

['O -™ F (0 )J

sec2 Odd

\ c - ^ F ( d ) ^

sec3 d ddds =  —

f f\ d - — F(0)
L 9 .

(a) n =  2, cf(v) =  cv2 (quadratic law):
0 1

2'
n

— :

with the notation
2c cos2 0 [C -£(<?)]

« e> -5 [o 1 ^ +loStan<*5■ + H■
« « - ? [ c ^  + 1»St a <45- + w ]

(for which consult Table 10, Vol. iv), and for brevity we put 

0 -  9 

and then we have
2c (v,) cos $ )2 or ^  2cvs2 ’

2c dx =  — 

2 cdy =  — 

V2yc dt =  — 

2 cds — —

dd
cos2 0 (0  — £ (# )]’ 

tan Odd
cos20 [ ( 7 - f ( 0 ) ] ’

dd
cos2d V [C -f(6 ')]  ’ 

dd
coB *0 [C -f(0 )] ’

5 = I w H M
2c g C - £(<£)’
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§ 20] o f  the ballistic problem

when s is measured from the origin;

and s =  2^ 1° g — C ’
when s is measured from the vertex.

(b) n *= 3 ; retardation cf(v) =  cv3 (cubic law):

1 1 1

dx = -----dd
9
v*dy = ---- tan Odd
9

, v dO dt =  — ~

\ where 

v =  —

ds = —

g cos 0

v1 dd 
g cos 0

1

cos 6 ^  (tan 6 +   ̂tan’

and
1 “ir

0  =  -------- jr ,  +  — (tan <j> +  £tans <j>),(v,, cos <j>f g s ~ 3 r

or C =  - 3.v.3
The integrations for x, y, t, s, lead to elliptic integrals, when a =  0, 

and n =  3 or 4.
Corresponding tables based on the tables of Legendre have been 

constructed by Greenhill for n =  3, and Sabudski for n =  4.

Remarks on similar trajectories. Rules fo r  comparison.
On the assumption of the law cf(v) =  cvn, and integrating with respect to 6 

from <ji to 6, we had
1 1 _  tic f e dO

(v con 0)n (i’o cos (p)n g J $ (cos(J)B+1 ’

______i>n cos (ft____________
whence v cosd =  ■ ■(1)

In the general case
gds=  — v2cos26 J cos3 6

, , „ M‘ and q d t= —v cos 0 — r,a cos2 6
so that, between limits 0\ and 6,

93 = .
(v0 cos rf>)2

9l

d6

v0 cos <p

e, [ i  - | c ( ,0cos 

■e dO

•(2)

.(3)
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112 Approximate solution [ c h . IV

Next, we consider two trajectories A and A' o f different projectiles, fired at 
tbe same angle of departure <p, but with different initial velocities, v0 and v0‘, and 
with corresponding coefficients, c and d. Let s denote the arc of the A tra
jectory between an initial inclination 6X and final inclination 6 ; and s' the 
corresponding arc of A' between the same inclinations.

The trajectories A and A' are called similar when the ratio s : s' of the arcs o f  
the trajectories is constant between the same initial and final inclinations.

It is assumed that the same zone of air resistance is under consideration, and 
also the same power law ; and so, with constant <p, 6, 6\ and n, that

gs _  9»'
(v0 cos <p)2 (t>0' cos <p)2 ’

that is, s : s' is constant and equal to v02 : i’o'2, provided that

c (v0 cos <p)n =  d (w0' cos <p)n, or cv0n=c'v0'n.
In this case then,

———- =  —, —— p, or t : t' is in the constant ratio of v„ : v„'. v0 cos <p v0 cos p

On the two trajectories, and at the points where the final slope 6 of the 
tangent is the same, let the velocities of the two shells be denoted by v and d .

It is obvious, as cv0n =  dv0'n, that from (1) we have the relation v : d = v 0 : v0'.
Thence also ctin= d d n, that is the retardation due to the air resistance is o f  

the same magnitude at homologous points of the two paths, with equal 6.
To sum up, we have then the following proposition. I f  the same power law 

holds for the two shells, and further, if  they are fired at the same departure 
angle <p, with velocities such that the initial retardation due to the air resistance 
is the same for the two shells, then the arcs s and s' o f the trajectories of equal 
curvature, contained between equal tangent inclinations, are in a constant ratio, 
and this ratio is that of the squares of the initial velocities, s : s' = r 02 : v<p.

So also the corresponding times of flight are in a constant ratio, viz., that o f  
the initial velocities; t : d =  v0 : v0'.

Finally, the retardation due to air resistance at homologous points of the 
two paths, that is between equal tangent inclinations, is the same for both the 
shells.

These laws of similar trajectories are due to St Robert and F. Siacci.
An application of these laws of similar trajectories has been made lately by 

E. Roggla. By means of the range table of a known gun, he obtains the elements- 
of the trajectory of a howitzer or a mortar.

With the same air density, and the same shape of the shell, the ballistic
P  . .coefficient c is inversely proportional to where P  is the weight of the shell, 

R2jr the cross-section.
Thence the statement can be enunciated in the following manner:
Denote by the initial velocity of a gun A, x  the horizontal distance, and v 

the velocity after t seconds; x, is the vertex abscissa, v„ the vertex velocity, 
t, the time o f flight to the vertex ; X  is the maximum range, at about 45“ 
elevation, T  the corresponding total time of flight, ve the final velocity, P  the 
weight o f the shell, P?tr the cross-section, q = P  : R2n the sectional density o f load.

1
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§ 2 1 ] o f  the ballistic problem 113

Denote the corresponding expressions for another gun B by v0’, af, if, t , x,', 
v,', t,', X', T', v,', q'. The values x1, {', rf for the gun B are to refer to a point on 
the trajectory at the same tangent slope as x, t, v for the gun A.

In both cases the angle of departure, the air density and shape of the shell are 
taken as being the same.

It follows then that, if v0* : v0'2= q  : 

then v02 :v0'i =  q :q '= x  :a f= x ,:  x , ' = X : X', nearly,

and »o2: »0',  =  ®3 : r '2 =  i>,2 : i),'2= i ’,2 : a,'2, nearly ;

and further t : t '= t , : t,'=v0 : v0'= v  : v‘ =  vt : v,', nearly,
where t, t' denote the times of flight of the two shells over the arcs *,

Example. In an American coast mortar, 2A =  25-4 cm., / '= 2 7 4  kg, sectional 
density of load q =  0-b4 kg/cm2, v0=352 m/sec, maximum range A '=  10,500 m, 
when ve=298 m/sec.

These numbers are to be applied to another gun with j '= 0 '3 4 3  kg/cm2 (with 
equal S and i). How great should be the initial velocity v0' ; what will be the 
maximum range X '; and what the final velocity ve' ?

A '': 10,500 =  0-343 : 0-54, v0' 2 : 3522 =  0-343 : 0-54, v ,': 298= a 0' :

Thence A" =  6670 m, a0' =  280 m/sec, r,' =  237 m/sec.

This rule stands in intimate connexion with the one given by Newton and 
Froude, and in its most general form by von Helmholtz (see notes to § 13).

An extract from these rules states :— I f  experiments with a model are to be 
carried out, so as to give results for another body moving in the same medium, 
such as air, and if  the linear dimensions are to be altered in the ratio of n, 
then the squares of the velocities and of the times must be altered in the same 
ratio n.

In the preceding case, with similar shape of shell and same material, the 
sectional density is nearly as the length of the shell, and this is proportional to 
the other corresponding lengths.

§ 2 1 .  Method of Euler-Otto.

In the year 1753, the well known mathematician L. Euler gave 
an approximate solution of the ballistic problem, which is still of 
importance for an initial velocity v0 < 240 m/sec, and at the same 
time, a guide to the calculation of corresponding tables.

His method depends on the summation of dx, dy, dt, ds. He 
treats the trajectory as a polygon of an infinite number of straight 
arcs As, and thence makes up the finite expression for the cor
responding projections, Ax and Ay, as well as for the corresponding 
time A t ; he then sums up the Ax, Ay, At to x, y, t. He assumes 
the quadratic law of air resistance.

c. 8
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114 . Approximate solution [ch . iv

The expressions which arise in the calculation are deduced as in 
§ 20, and it need only be shown here how Euler carried out the re
maining summations.

Consider two adjacent points, M and Mu of the same branch of 
the trajectory, and put SM =  s, SM, =  Si for the arcs measured from 
the vertex S.

According to the above,

SM 1 , . o u  1 , C - W i )
=  ,==23log — C ’ SMl = 8l =  Telog— £ - 'C

and so the small element of arc MM„ or

AS =  - l o g o - m )
g - H V

The inclination to the 
horizontal of the trajectory 
is 0 at the point M, and 0, 
at the point M„ and Euler 
now treats the element of 
arc as nearly straight, and 
having a mean inclination 
^ (0 + 0,) ; and therefore

, G -U 6x) 0 +  0,
2 ’

c - W i)
c - m sin 0 +  0! 

2 '

These projections, Ax and Ay, of the arc As are then to be 
summed; thus 2 Ax =  x, 2 Ay =  y.

In an example Euler took the difference of the inclinations 6 and 
0  ̂of the trajectory as being 5 degrees. The corresponding time of 
flight was given then from the relation

2c (v cos

and so
Ax 1 ,

“  v cos 0 “  2c g
C — g(0,) 0 + 0, */2c VG'-|(6>)

cos~ ^  ’
whence the time of flight follows by summation t =  2 At.

As it would be exceedingly wearisome to carry out the calculations 
in*every case, together with the summations 2 A®, 2A y, 2A t, we must II

I
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o f  the ballistic problem 115§ 21]

set to work to construct Tables which allow us, for any trajectory 
whatever, given by the values of c, <f>, v0, to obtain the elements of the 
trajectory, viz., range X, angle of descent to, final velocity v,, vertex 
abscissa xt, vertex ordinate y „  and so forth.

Euler set out on the following principle, so as to reduce to a mini
mum the trouble of constructing the Tables.

Let the formulae above, for 2Aa?, 2 Ay, £A t, be written in the form

2ex = 2ct&z =  2  log cos — ’

2cy- 2cSAy =  S l o g s i n ,

■JTot -  vssii -  s log £ 4 ^  cos 4 ^  w -m \
The right-hand sides of these equations involve only G (or the 

angle /9 of inclination of the asymptote) and 0, which vary along any 
trajectory, and from one trajectory to another.

We assume then c =  1 for the present, and consider first for any 
assumed value of G the series of Aar, Ay, At, calculated from degree 
to degree of 0, by the formulae above, for the ascending branch; and 
after this with C+% for the descending branch, the summation being 
made starting from the vertex where 0 =  0.

The different trajectories can then differ only in the different 
values of the angle <f> of departure.

But it is evident that all these trajectories are congruent to each 
other; for they are merely greater or smaller parts cut off the same 
curve, reckoned from the vertex.

We have obtained then, for any and every C, the elements x, y, t 
o f a complete series of trajectories, with different values of <f>.

Expressed otherwise, when c is not restricted to the value unity, 
we have, for any given value of G or /3, the elements 2cx, 2cy, f (2 c) t 
o f the various trajectories, which differ in the angle of departure <f>.

We suppose this to be carried out for another value of G or (3, 
and so the elements 2cx, 2cy, V(2c) t are known for a second series of 
trajectories, for various values of <f>; and so forth.

The Tables should then be calculated, grouped for the different 
values of C which can occur in practice; and they will show in each 
group, and for every single <f>, the values of cx, cy, V(2c) t, as well as

o f %,, which does not involve c.v
8—2
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1 1 6 Approximate solution [ c h . IV

Tables were calculated on these fundamental laws by H. Fr. von 
Jacobi (these tables are lost), by Fr. P. von Gravenitz, 1764, but 
notably by J. C. F. Otto, 1842.

They have been extended later by Mola, Scheve, Siacci, Lardillon, 
Braccialini, and others, and arranged differently for convenience of use.

Otto calculated his Tables, in 1842, for the various values of j3 
between 35° and 87°, mostly rising by 2 degrees at a tim e; and then 
between 30° and 75° rising by one degree at a time.

Since the value of G (or of /3) is given by cv02 and <j>, the Tables 
are arranged for practical use in groups for different values of <p, and 
in each group according to cv2.

Also the elements are given of cX, <u, ve, T : \JX of the point of 
fall on the muzzle horizon, and also ys: X.

This method can be illustrated by the following extract, where 
for instance <£> =  60°.

2 eX CV£
9

V
2gX

U?
Vo VI y»

X

1-30 1-633 1-256 72° 19' 0-584 2-135 0-573
1-35 1-759 1-303 72° 44' 0-570 2-146 0-580
1-40 1-894 1-353 73° 9' 0-556 2-157 0-586

Use of Otto’s Tables for the solution of a particular trajectory. 
(See also Yol. iv.)

The range in metres on the muzzle horizon is denoted by X, the 
angle of departure by </>, the initial velocity in m/sec by v0, the acute 
angle of descent by eo, the final velocity by ve in m/sec, the time o f 
flight by T seconds, height of vertex by ys m.

The retardation due to air resistance is cv2, and here

c = R V  .i .X .S .g  
P  x 1-206 ’

where R  is the half-calibre in metres, S is the air density in kg/m3,. 
g =  9'81 m/seca, i is the coefficient of shape of head (=  1 for Krupp’s 
normal shell of 2 calibres as radius of the ogival head, or 13 calibre 
as height of ogive, or 41°-5 half ogival angle at the point), P  the 
weight of the shell in k g ; X =  0-014 for a velocity less than 240 
m/sec (but if less accuracy is necessary, the tables can be taken'
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o f  the ballistic problem 117§ 21]

with X =  0 014 for all velocities less than normal sound velocity, and 
with X =  0'039 for velocities greater than sound velocity, up to about 
1000 m/sec).

1. Given c, Vo, <f>-
cv ^Let us start with which can be calculated from the given 

values of v0, 8, i, R, P.
Look out in the group of given angles of departure <j> and for the

(sU ^calculated —  along the horizontal line the corresponding value of 
9

• v •2cX, whence X  is found; as also the value of co, and of — whence vt is
.found. Interpolate where required.

2. Given c, X, <f>.
Starting with 2cX, look out in the <f> Tables the values, on the

horizontal line corresponding to 2cX, of ^ , — , — , ..., and so
6 Vo 9 2gX

obtain, with interpolation where required, the trajectory elements 
ve, v0, X, ....

3. Given c, <f>, a>.
A start is made from co.
4. Given v0, X, <£>.

The start is made from Vq-
2 gX '

•5. Given c, v0, X.
Start from 2cX and — and interpolate.

I f  the alteration of air density with the height is to be taken into 
account, a calculation is made with a first approximation of 8, and c, 
to find the vertex height yg; and the calculation is repeated with a 
closer value of c.

Example. Given the angle o f departure cj> =  60°, time o f flight 7’= 4 0 -65 seconds, 
range 3,520m. To find v0, i>„, <b, y t.

Here T  ̂ / ^ = 4 0 '6 5  =  2'1416; and thence from Otto’s Tables,

2ffA =  2x9-81x3520= 1 '303; thence v0=300 m/sec.

Further, 3^ o = 0'580. y .=2042 m ; |  =  ^ = 0 ‘570, i>a =  17l m/sec.

Lastly <o =  72° 44'. •
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118 Approximate solution [ c h . IV

Notes, (a) A. M. Legendre pointed out in 1782 that an error is contained in 
Euler’s procedure, where the Ax  and Ay are calculated as if  they were the projec
tions o f the ends of the arc elements As, treated as straight lines, as the projections 
Ax  and Ay are too great. Therefore he takes a circular element for As, instead of 
a straight line; and finds (consult Didion for the proof)

Ax- = (nuier .

2
Didion showed later, in 1848, that this procedure of Legendre leads to no closer 

result than that of Euler.
(b) A  method corresponding to that of Euler, for the quadratic law of air 

resistance cv2, was brought forward by Bashforth in 1873, based on the cubic law 
ciA

This theory is considered below.
(c) A. Bassani has carried out the integration on the assumption of the 

quadratic law of air resistance, on a method where the function
W (i+*»)+iiog[V(i + f ) + p \

which occurs in Euler’s solution, is replaced by the approximate value
p (  l + 0 ’2523p2) 

l + 0 ’091p2 '

§ 22. Method of F. Bashforth.

As mentioned briefly already, F. Bashforth assumed the cubic 
law of air resistance, and retardation c /(«) =  cv3, where c varied in 
different zones of the velocity, as the basis of a method of solution; 
and corresponding Tables were constructed on the same principles 
as were employed by Euler and Otto for the quadratic law cv2 and 
by Sabudski for the biquadratic law.

The relation between the velocity v of the shell in its path, and the 
corresponding angle 8 of slope of the tangent of the path to the 
horizon, is given, as proved in § 20, in the form

1 3c . ..------- = ----------(tan 8 +  i  tan3 8) +  the integration constant A.(vcos 8 f g 6
Let us put

v cos 8 =  vx, \Ĵ ~C =  K’ 3 tan 8 +  tan3 8 =  B {8),

and determine the integration constant A  from the relation at the 
vertex, when 8 = 0 , v = vs ; then the equation can be written
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§22] o f  the ballistic problem 119

The general expressions for dt, dx, dy, namely

dt =

lead then to

vx dd , _  vx-dd , _  Vx1 tan Odd 
g cos'2 6 ’ X g cos2 8'  ̂ g cos2 6 ’

9 4“S’V 1 -

tan Odd

COS'

We see that these integrals depend only on 6 and the value of 

—, because B{8) involves 6 only.

These integrals are denoted for brevity by T, X, Y ; and F. Bash- 
forth has calculated Tables for them, corresponding to values of

— and 8.K
Values of the integrals are required between the limits <f> and 8 ; 

for instance,
Te* =  Te° + T0* =  -  T«.

It is sufficient then to have the integrals reckoned from the 
vertex (8 =  0).

The formulae are therefore

* =  .......... ........... (1)

y =  + ^ F , * = + ^ ( y . * - F . « ) ..........
%J \J

........... (2)

t =  + — Te* =  +  -  (To* -  Tte) ..........
9 9 ........... (3)

........... W
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120 Approximate solution ' [ c h . IV

vs- __________ V„ COS <f)_________

s j  1 + 7 3-b (<W cosS<£

B(0) =  3 tan 0 +  tan3 0

K =

(5)

(6) 

(7 )

The calculation proceeds then with the aid of the Tables for values 

of j  and 0, for X, Y, T, and a Table of B (0) for values of 0.

For instance, if the calibre is 2R, weight of shell P, air density <5, 
initial velocity v0, and angle of departure <£, we calculate from (7) the 
value of k, take out from the Table of B (0) the value of B(<f>), and cal
culate from (5) the vertex velocity vs.

. V ®For any selected value of 0, and the value of the fraction we

have the tabular values of X ,Y ,T ; and from (1), (2), (3), the trajectory 
elements x, y, t, which correspond to 0, the angle of slope chosen.

In the special case of 0 = 0, we have the vertex coordinates xs, ys, 
and also the time t, of reaching the vertex.

Numerical example. Given 2#=0 '2286 m, / '=  110'9 kg, ?0 =  315-5 m/sec, 
<j> =  43°-5, §=1'206 kg/m3, i = l ,  to determine the height y, o f the vertex.

C

110*9
c ?  =  0-000060 x (0-1143)2 x 3-1416 =  45’033>°°0> 

B($) =  3 tan 43°-5 +  tan3 43°-5 =  3-7015,

315-5 cos 43°-5
3/ r  (315-5 cos 43°-5)3x 3-7

V  L +  45,033,000

v,3 _  (182-1)3

7015 J =  182-1,

=  0-1341.
k3 45,033,000

The Y  table gives, for =0T341, and 8 =  0, .the value Ir043'5 =  0-58195 ; 

that the vertex ordinate

„  (18-2-1)= 
■% g 0 9-81 x  0-58195 =  1966 m.

In the approximation methods of the First Group, the “ Method of 
Velocities” can be included, which E. Vallier employed for the integra
tion of the exact differential equations.
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121§ 22 a\ o f  the ballistic problem

An extension of the Simpson Rule is used which can be employed 
for the calculation of any long trajectory, in which the air density is 
variable to a marked extent.

See also the notes on this chapter.
The methods of series-expansion can also be included in the First 

Group, of which an account is given in § 22 a.

§ 22 a. Method o f  Development in Series.

Where a function F(x), in the interval 0 to x, is finite and con
tinuous, together with its first n + 1  derivatives, assumed also to 
exist, F'(x), F"(x) , ..., F in+1)(x), then, according to Maclaurin,

<r>2 /jift
F(x) =  F(0) +  xF'(0) +  g-j F"(0) + . . .  H— F {n> (0) +- a remainder term R,A ] 71 i
where, according to Lagrange,

11 = xn+1
(»  +  ! ) !

/<"+» (ex),

e being an unknown fraction between 0 and 1. Or otherwise, in an 
integral form,

R = -  f ‘ ~X(X-  t)n (t) dt.
n U t=o

So that if F(x) is calculated by this expansion in powers of x,
. . . . xnand if in the calculation the series breaks off at the term — F ln)(0),n\ '  '

an error R  will exist, the limits of which can be determined, but this 
can only be employed when it has been proved that for n =  oc , R =  0 ; 
in other words, that the series converges.

In the preceding case we may calculate the trajectory ordinate y 
in terms of the corresponding trajectory abscissa x, by an expansion 
in a series. Then

F(x) = y, F ( 0) =  3/z_0 

F' (*) tan 6, F' (0) = tan cf>,

F"(x) =  (see § 17), ^ '(O ) =  -  ,dx (v- cos2 6) * (vc cos <fif

F'"(x) = - g ~ . ( v cos0)~- = + g 2v cos 8 d(v cos 8) dt 
(v cos 8)*' dt dx
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122 Approximate solution ' [ch. IV

or, since
d(vcos0)' ' . Q , dx Q=  —c/(v) cos 6, and —  =  r cos 0,dt

it follows that
2gcf(v)cos0  /m 2 gcf(vn)

* (v cos 6y “  *  c o s ^ ’
Proceeding in the same manner, we find 

_  2ffc/(r0) r M c /(% )) ' 2
* ,iV) <°) =  ^  [*  { ^ f  -  1J sin ^ + ,0 ( C / w  -  W  

and so on.
So long as the shell is above the muzzle horizon, y and its deriva

tives with respect to x remain finite and continuous. Therefore we 
obtain the expansion of y in terms of x  by substitution of the calcu
lated values F(0), F'{0),... in the series above.

The slope 0 of the tangent will be obtained thence from tan 0 =  ^ , 

through a single differentiation, and v cos 0 the horizontal component 

of the velocity from v cos 0 =  ^  (see §18) through a second 
differentiation.

• • dxFinally the time of flight t is calculated from dt — VCQSg > by means
of an integration, while t =  0 for x  =  0. ,

In this way we obtain
, . qx- q cf(v0) / x \3 ■

y  =  «tan <f> —  ----- 7 —  ( ------------------- -. )° T 2(?;0cos <pf \r0 cos <pj

-I [^F-si^F (s^)‘
or y = x  tan d>

+  ... +  a remainder R

g&ot aw T1 + 1 *+ ••• !+  a remainderR2 (v0 cos <pf |_ 3 V  cos cf> J
........................( 1)

tan 0 - tan 0  — gx i  +  ^ ! a L » +
( V „  COS 0)2 [_ l ' o  COS 0 ■■■]

+  a remainder R

t=  — 1 + c/ Q q)
v0 cos 0  |_ 2r02 cos 0

................(2
x +  ... I +  a remainderR  ........... (3,

V  COS 0 = V O COS 0 1 - c/Oo)
V q COS 0 '

■■■■]

: +  . . . ]  +  a remainder R ..........(4)
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o f  the ballistic problem 123§ 22 rt]

Here, for instance, if the biquadratic law of air resistance, 
c f (v) =  cv\ is taken as the basis,

c / M ^ c v f  (c/.(r0)y =  (cw’X .̂o =  4ci'03, =  3a ’«5, and so on.

The expansion in a series can be constructed in this way for any 
law of air resistance.

Expansions of this kind have been worked out in different ways 
since the end of the 18th century, with either x, or t, or 8, or s, as 
the independent variable (Lambert, Borda, Tempelhof, Otto, Heim, 
Fran<;ais, Pfister, Denecke, Ligowski, Netimann).

The convergence of the series was either assumed as evident, or 
briefly discussed.

Even the later work of P. Haupt (see Note) is not rigorous. 
C. Veithen was the first to give a rigorous proof that the ballistic 
expansion in a series of powers of x and y, as a function of t, con
verges for all finite values of t, in all cases where a certain assumption 
is made with regard to the air resistance function.

The following abstract may be given o f the method of C. Veithen (see Note). 
A  system of real ordinary differential equations of the First Order may be 
considered:

and the functions (ft and \f/ may be supposed to be expanded in a power series of 
t — t0, £ -£ o , v-Vot which converges for all values of these differences.

In this case, £ and rj represent definite uniform functions o f t, which satisfy 
the differential equations, and assume the values £ =  £0, V =  rlot f°r t =  tQ.

These functions can be expanded in power series of t —10,
£=£o+£i(<-*o) + .........
rl= r)o+rh(.t-t(i) + .........

which converge for all values of t — t0.
Now the fundamental equations can be written in the form (compare § 17, 

equations (1 ) and (2 )),

i - * ’<•><■ '
wherein we find

,  dx . • dyZ =  --( = v c°Se, ,  =  ̂ = r s . n 0,

* - nK?+V2), F (v )= - Ĉ p - .
For the finite region of v which comes into consideration, we can approximate 

with sufficient accuracy to the empirical function F(v), so long as it is every
where continuous, by means of a finite polynomial in »*,

F  (v) =  ajV2 +  a./D* +  a3v8 + ...........+  a,®2* ;
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Approximate solution '124 [ c h . IV

that is, we can express, with the required accuracy, the right-hand side of the 
differential equation by polynomials in £, t/.

On these assumptions of the air resistance, the above laws hold ; and we 
see that £ and ij are capable of being expressed in a power series of t,

w hich  con verge fo r  all va lues o f  i, and £0= « j0 c o s<£, jj0 =  i'0 sin  <f).
I t  follow s then , th at th e expansion  o f  x  and y, in  term s o f  t, con verges also for 

all values o f  t, w here

Supposing that only the first 3 or 4 terms of the series in (1) are employed, 
we know then that the trajectory can be regarded as a parabola of the 3rd or 
4th order.

This is the procedure, for example, of B. Prehn, Dolliak, Piton- 
Bressant, Helie, Mieg (the last calculating with arithmetic series 
of the 3rd or 4th order).

1. M ethod  o f  P iton -B ressant, and o f  H elie  ; form u lae o f  the G avre C om m ittee.

When x = X ,y = 0 , 6=  —a ; so that if we put 1 +  K X  =  Z, then

and Z  den otes th e ra tio  betw een  th e range in  a vacuum , and th e actu al range X  
in  air, fo r  th e sam e <f> and v0. t

A t  the end o f  the path,

^=lo+lif+ l^2+ 
V = to + ,7d + ’/2i2 +

o

S O M E  A P P L IC A T IO N S .

2 cflvit)Series ( 1 ) was taken, breaking off at the 3rd term. The factor -  ■ - was' ' ’ ° •• r.ns

and thence

tan ( -< » )—tan $  — - (2 + 3 ALT) — tan <£------[2 + 3  { Z - 1)]
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we have
and, at the end point,

o f  the ballistic problem 

. v0coa<f>
VC0*e = 7c + 3  ti'*y

125

1
VqCos 4> +3KX)  J(3Z -  2) •

Finally, the time of flight is given by integration of

dt = dx . /  —— = — -—-  v/(l + 3Kx) d.v, V g v0 cos 0 v' ' ’

t =  - . r  2— , [(l +  3 A a ;)*-l]; 9At>0cos (j> ' J
Z -  1and this, with K = —^ ~ , can easily be calculated for the end point o f the path.

The abscissa of the vertex x, follows from the relation 6=0.
The following system of formulae is thus obtained :

(a) For any trajectory,

y  =  x  tan <j>

where K  is determined from

gx
2  (i>0 cos <f>)2 

9A

(1 + Kx) •(5)

.(6)

tan d=tan  <f> — gx
2 (i>0 cos <$)'■(2+ZKx) ................................(7)

v cos 6

t =

t’0 cos <f> s '(l +  3A'x) ‘ 

2  (1 +3K x)$ -\
9i>0 cos <p

-(8)

.(9)

(6) For the vertex,
X/[1+3A ’A '(1+ A \ Y )]-1  

= 3 A"

I

f

.1 + 2AAT 
y ,=  Atantf> — E X '

.(10)

.(11)

(c) For the end point in the horizontal plane through the muzzle,

'““ " .s - i . / . t z ,  ............................tan <j> 

ct cos to

Z~

1

V
And here

.......................................(1 2 )

M Z )  .................................... (13)

X  9 Z - l  “ /»<*>............................. <14>

Z = l + K X = - —̂ ^ >.................................... (15)

e0cos <f> s/(3Z-2)

7V0 cos <p 2 (3 Z -2 )S - l
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126 Approximate solution - [c h . IV

It is often found that, for the same shell and the same initial velocity, K  is 
independent of <£, and so can be treated as a constant in the corresponding Range 
Table. As a matter of fact, K  depends on <£, as is seen immediately from the 
expansion in (1). It is somewhat better to work in equations (5) to (9) with A", as 
constant, where K1= K  cos <f>.

A  table is given for (Z), / 2 (Z), / 3 (Z ) on the next page.
Example. Given A = 3 300 m , with <£ =  10°, and r0 =  354 m/sec. To find 

<£, ve, a), and T  for X =  4000 m.
We find K  from

1+3300A'= 3542 sin (2x10°) 
9'81 x 3300 ’

„  0-32
l —3300 ‘

For the range X  =  4000, the corresponding angle of departure <£ is calculated 

from 3542 x sin 2<£ , 0-32 x 4000 , ODD iU J—1H------—  =  1-388, then <£ =  12 53.9-81x4000 3300

Then for this range, since Z= l"388, and thence from the Table, / , (Z) =  1-279, 
/* (Z) =  0-680, / 3 (Z) =  1-250,

tan o> 
tan 12° 53, =  1-279; m =  16° 18 ';

ve cos 16°55' 
354 cos 12°53‘-, =  0-680; ve =  244 m/sec ;

T x  354 cos 12°53' 
4000 =  1-250; r=14-5 .

The values of <£, <o, ve, T, calculated in this way, are in fairly good agreement 
with the truth. But if  we should proceed, for instance, from the data for the 
range o f 3300, and the corresponding value of K, to determine the elements of 
the path for a range of 6000, the error might be serious.

2 . Method of Duchgne (French).
The equation of the trajectory is to be assumed to be of the form

y = xtan<f> — 9a?
2 (i’0 cos <£)2 1 +

A x Bx? \ 
cos rp - r cos2<£/ (16)

in which A and B are to be considered as dependent on v0 for the same shell, but 
as independent of <f>, that is, as constant in a corresponding Range Table. ]

To determine A and B, we employ two definite values of X  and <£. ,
Substitute then in the equation 1

v02 sin 2 <£ _  1 ^  A X  ^  BX 2
■ gX  "r cos <£T  cos2 (f>.........................

and we have two equations for the unknown quantities A and B. 
example, for r0=529 m/sec, X j =  1800m, <£1 =  2°28',

A 2=2200m , <£2=3°12',

we find A =  1-984x 1 0 -4, B = l -7 2 4 x l0 - !>.

.......... (IV)

Given, for
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§ 22 a] o f  the ballistic problem 127

y / . w / , ( * ) /*(#>

l'OO 1-0000 1-0000 1-0000
1-05 1-0470 0-9325 1-0366
1 -10 1-0909 0-8771 1-0716
1-15 1-1304 0-8305 11052
1-20 1-1007 0-7906 1-1376
1-25 1-20 0 0 0-7559 1-1689
1-30 1-2308 0-7255 1-1992
1-35 1-2593 0-6984 1-2287
1-40 1-2857 0-6742 1-2573 3r!
1-45 1-3103 0-6523 1-2852 .= H
1-50 1-3333 0-6325 1-3124
1-55 1-3548 06143 1-3390
1-60 1-3750 0-5976 1-3650 Ji
1-65 1-3939 0-5822 1-3904
1-70 1-4118 0-5680 1-4153 -f-
1-75 1-4280 0-5547 1-4397
1-80 1-4444 0-5423 1-4637 II
1-85 1-4595 0-5307 1-4873
1-90 1-4737 0-5199 1-5104
1-95 1-4872 0-5096 1-5332
2-00 1-5000 0-5000 1-5556
2 05 1-5122 0-4909 1-5776 %«
2 -10 1-5238 0-4822 1-5993
2-15 . 1-5349 0-4740 1-6207 -e-
2-20 1-5455 0-4662 1-6418 i-J 1 o
2-25 1-5550 0-4588 1-6626 &
2-30 1-5052 0-4517 1-6832 II
235 1-5745 0-4450 1-7035 6i
2-40 1-5833 0-4385 1-7235
2-45 1-5918 0-4323 1-7433
2-50 1-0000 0-4264 1-7628
2-55 1-6078 0-4207 1-7821
2-60 1-6154 0-4153 1-8012
2-65 1-6220 0-4100 1-8201
2-70 1-6296 0-4049 1-8387
2-75 1-6364 0-4000 1-8571 oo
2-80 1-6429 0-3953 1-8754 £
2-85 1-6491 0-3907 1-8935 II
2-90 1-6552 0-3863 1-9114 3
2-95 1-6610 0-3821 1-9291 o
30 1-6667 0-3780 1-9467
3-1 1-6774 0-3701 1-9813
3-2 1 '6875 0-3627 2-0153
3-3 1-6970 0-3558 2-0487
3-4 1-7059 0-3492 2-0816
3'5 1-7143 0-3430 21139
3-6 1-7222 0-3371 2-1457
3-7 1-7297 0-3315 2-1771
3-8 1-7368 0-3262 2-2079 1
3-9 1-7436 0-3211 2-2384 II
4 0 1-7500 0-3162 2-2684 3
4-5 1-7778 0-2949 2-4126
5 0 1-8000 0-2774 2-5485
5-5 1-8182 0-2626 2-6772
6-0 1-8333 0-2500 2-8000
7-0 - 1-8571 0-2294 3-0303
8 0 1-8750 0-2132 3-2441
9-0 1-8889 0-2000 3-4444

1 0 0 1-9000 0-1890 3-6336
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128 Approximate solution [ c h . I V

Then for the same shell and the same r0, but any arbitrary angle of departure 
we calculate the elements from

y = x  tan <j> —

tan 6 — tan d> -  .----------rr,r (v0 cos <pY

v cos 8= va cos <f> (1 +  3p +  6qp2)~i

2 (v0Z s ^ 1+P + ̂  ...................... (18)
gx

( l  +  | ^  +  2 ^ )  ........................(19)

.(20)

/ V a  + ¥  + 6?f>2) ^ ..........................(21)

where
Ax  , B

-----z =  P, and ~r9=q-cos <f> r  A 2 *

This method o f Duchcne, with regard to (1 ), is more exact than the preceding, 
but less convenient.

3. I f  it is proposed to represent a given trajectory by a rational integral 
algebraical function of the 3rd or 4th degree, so as to obtain, for any given 
distance x, the height y, and thus to determine the trajectory, a great many 
methods are possible.

A  parabola, for instance, of the 3rd Order,
y = a g +  a1x+a^x2+ .  

is given by the range X, the angle of departure <j>, and the acute angle of descent 
<«, through the four conditions that, for

a’= 0 , y  =  0, y '=  tan <£ ; and for x =  X, y  =  0, y '=  -  tan u>.

With these conditions '
. , 2  tan d>-tanrn „ tana)-tan<f> ,

, y=xta,n<j>----------- ------------ x 2 ----------- A ............................... (2 2 )

A  parabola of the 4th Order,

y = a 0+ a 1x+a2X 2 +  a 3a? +  ai xt,

is given for instance by the angle of departure <f>, the initial velocity vB, the 
range X, and the angle of descent (acute) a>; since, for

x = 0, y = 0, y '= ta u  <f>, r0cos<j> =  s j  5

and for x = X ,y = 0 , t f =  — tan <o. And so we have the five conditions.
From the first three relations we have at once

y=xtan<f> — gx‘
2 (v0 cos <£)2

The two coefficients A and B are then obtained from

v02 sin 2 <£

(1 +  A x +  Bx2)........................... (23) r

A X + B X 2 =  ‘
9*

3A X +  4BX2=  (tan <j> +  tan «,) —* -  2
.(24) '
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§2 2 a ] o f  the ballistic problem 129

For example, given t'0=406 m/seC, $  =  35°, A '=8700m , w=46°19'. Then 
31’3 —14*2

■̂  =  8700’ ^ ~  (8700)2 ’ ^enco ^  mcans ° f  (23) y ,=  1900 m (but according to
Otto’s Tables, y ,=  1855). .

Now if the coefficients are known, the height y  o f the flight for different 
distances x  is calculated on Horner’s method, and if a considerable number 
of equidistant values of x  are considered, we make use of arithmetical series. But 
without any calculation and merely with the use of millimetre squared paper and 
a set square, y  can be obtained graphically for any value of x.

The tracing of such a parabola of a higher order can be carried out in a 
simple manner by the use o f the Abdank-Abakanowitz Intcgraph. .

Tho principle is as follows : A  function o f the 4th Order, for instance, 
y = a lx + a 2x2+ a 3x3+ a ixi is proposed, with known coefficients.

Differentiating three times, we have ‘
=  a j +  2 ays +  Zays* +  4 o^z3, 

y "=  2 a2 +  6a3x  + 1 2a4z2,
y "=  6a3+24a4̂ .

The last equation represents a straight line, in the coordinates x  and y"'.
This line is drawn, and then treated by the Integraph tracer, with the inte

gration constant determined from the condition y" =  2a for x = 0.
The parabola so obtained, of the 2 nd Order, is treated again in the same way, 

aud the integration constant given by the condition y '= a l, for x= 0 . A  parabola 
of the 3rd Order is obtained, and this again is integrated, with y = 0 for x —0 ; 
and in this way the parabola o f the 4th Order is drawn, representing the 
trajectory.

The intersection with the x  axis gives a real root of the equation 
0 =  aLx+aye2+ aye3+ atx*,

and therefore the range x = X  for which y = 0. .
Consult the Praktische Analysis of H. von Sanden for details of the 

‘numerical and graphical methods, and for the procedure of the mechanical 
integration consult the treatise o f Abdank-Abakanowitz—Les Integraphes^P&ris 
1889, and compare the notes to this chapter.

4. When an ordinary Range Table is available for a definite system of gun and 
projectile (for a target on the muzzle horizon) we often have to determine the 
elements of the trajectory which do not lie on the muzzle horizon, with the help 
of the Range Table alone. ’

For this purpose the methods of the French Aide-Memoirs may serve. 
These depend on the assumption that the equation between x  and y  o f the 
trajectory has the form

y = * t a n $  — 2J * * &i(j)F ( x ) ....................................(a)

This assumption is indeed of a somewhat general nature, but as we know 
from the expansion in series ( 1 ), it cannot be exact, even if  we are considering 
one and the same system of gun, shell, air density and initial velocity. For the 
angle of departure $  is a variable in the. Range Table, and the function F {x )  
depends on $.

c. 9
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130 Approximate solution [ch. IV
For the same weapon and loading the equation above may be written

/(* )/=xtancp- cos2 Cp

whence

.(b)

..(c)

.(d)

ta n ^ = y  =  tan< j)--—o \ , .....................
*  ^  COS2 < £ ’

9 .y  , / " W  . . -  ....
(r cos 6)2 cos2 cp...............................

Here a:, y  denote the coordinates OA, AB  of the trajectory OB, or 1, for which
the angle o f departure is <f>; 
8 is the tangent slope at B, 
and v the velocity, as in the 
figure.

We next consider the tra
jectory 2 , having the range 
OA or x, and according to 

. the Range Table having an
angle of departure cpx, acute angle of descent cax at A, and final velocity va  and 
total time of flight Tx.

This trajectory 2 has the equation

/(« )y=x\&a<px —cos2 cpx ’

whence tan 6 =  tan <px f ( x ) /"(*>
C O S2 Cpx ’ ' (v CO S 8)2 C O S2 <px ’

Then if in this equation x  denotes the range OA o f the trajectory 2, and at 
the same time the abscissa OA o f the point B  of the trajectory 1 , we have

f ( x )i)=xtancpx - cos2 <px  ’

tan ( — ax) =  tan cpx — 

9 f "  (*)

/ ( * )
CO S2 cpx ’

c CO S 0>x)2 COS2 Cpx'

-(e)

■if)

- ( g )

Eliminating f ( x )  between (b) and (e), f ' ( x )  between (c) and ( / ) ,  and f " ( x )  
between (d) and (g), we obtain the results

.. _  j. ( i:ln rf, cos2 tan <t>*\ r  sin ~ ain
‘ \ *  cos 2cp )  2 cos 2cp ’

tan 8 tan cp — c o s 2 *-an cos2 <Px tan<ox_ y  tanax cos2 cpx 
cos2 <p cos2 cp x  cos2 cp ’

V  cos 8 cos cp
V ex C O S a>x C O S cpx ‘

Finally, the time of flight from 0  to B  is given by 

dt 1  cos cpx 1

dx v cos 8 cos cp ' v(x cos cox ’
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and then by integration, from 0  to A, wo have
c o s jk  
cos (ft

Wo have, therefore, the following results:

. .  » - ( > “ * - — S f * ) ................................. <*»

................................................ <“ >
. cos <t>vcos$ = vexco8 <0x ----- --- , ................................................. (27)COS (pz
t=T cos^ .....................................................

cos (ft '  '
Equation (25) will serve to determine the height AB  or y, when the angle of 

departure (ft is given.
Solved with respect to (ft, we have

tan (ft =  ] - ^ C° s2 1' f n / ; s i "  2<̂ , tan E = y- ,  ............ (29)sin auIj x
and this serves to calculate the departure angle <ft, when a given mark B (xy) is to 
be struck. Equation (26) determines 6, and then (27) determines the velocity v, 
and (28) the time of flight t.

Provided the angles <ft and <px o f departure are not very different, equations 
(25) to (28) can be replaced approximately by the following:

v vJ=tan<ft — taniftx, tan d = ^  —tan ux, vcos,6=vexcosa>x, t= T x.

Since 2  is the tangent o f the angle of sight BOA, or E, as seen from 0 {E  is 

the slope of the ground) the first of these equations is equivalent to
tan E =  tan (ft — tan <px,

or with small angles, E =(f>- (ft* (“ Tilting of the trajectory” ).
These equations, (25) to (28), provide useful approximations, at least for angles 

of departure up to 20°.

5. Vallier, in 1886, was the first to employ the remainder R in its integral 
form in ballistic calculations.

The corresponding equations for y, 6, v, and t, are expressed as follows:

y = x  tan (ft -  — ,, -gr / (x  — t f  [~ dt, ...........(30)* ^  2 r02 cos2 (ft a ) t = 0 L.V4 cos3 d j ,  ’ v ‘

tand=tan<ft-^? ^ - 2 y  f ( x - t ) \ j ^ ] d t ......................... (31)

*eosd =  ,„eos< ft-Ĉ ! ) * + i  ( [ ^ 1  {x . t)dt> . ..(32)
r  v0 2 J [_ i> J v cos * '

* =  +  [ ( x - t { - f % 1  dt................................................ (33)v0cos (ft J L ^eos2 6Jt '
9— 2<
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132 Approximate solution o f  the ballistic problem [ch. iv

Except in the third of these equations, the integral expresses the correction 
of the equation of motion in a vacuum by insertion o f the term due to the space 
being filled with air.

A  first application by Vallier relates to the deduction in a different way of the 
equations of § 25 for flat trajectories.

Suppose the biquadratic law of air resistance is assumed, cf(v) =  cv*, and sec 6 
is replaced in the integral by a constant mean value a (Didion’s mean value). 
Then equation (30) becomes

=*tan4'-2v/S** 0  +t CaW C0S2* • *)
as in § 25.

A  second application will be mentioned in § 29, for the calculation of an 
expression for an adjusting factor /3,
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Second group of numerical methods of approxi
mation. Exact solution of an approximate Chief

Equation

§ 23. Generalities. Comparison of the different methods.

In the preceding chapter, many methods were mentioned, by which 
the original differential equation, called the Chief Equation, could 
be treated, when written in the exact form '

;/ /1\ N JO dd g d (v cos 0)gd(v cos 0) =  cf(v) vd0, or — ^  ^ a -* x 7 / w  cos2# v cos6 .c f{v )cos6 .
cf{v) denoting the retardation due to the air resistance; and then
further integrations are made when arbitrary approximations are
introduced.

The simplification of the Chief Equation is another method, and 
we may replace it by an approximate Chief. Equation, of which the 
integration presents no difficulty.

The principle appears to have been employed first by Borda, 
1769, and later it was further developed by St Robert, N. Mayevski, 
and F. Siacci. Borda replaced the air density S, which forms a factor

cos 0of c, by the approximate S (and this is exact for two points of 

• cos 0the path) or c is replaced by , assuming the quadratic law,

cf(v) =  cv°. . ■
Then, with v cos 6 = u, we have

dd _  gdu _  gdu
cos2# ucv2 cos 0 cos 0 . a u c ------r v2 cos 0

g cos <f> du
C M5 ’

COS 4>
and here the variables are separated, so that the integration is at 
once possible. Thus, for example,

d0 _  v? g cos <£> du _  cos <f> du 
g g cos2 0 ~  g c u5 c ' u ’

CX
CX

d x = - - d 0 =  - ^

log u =  — ,
°  COS <j} + log (v0 cos 0), v cos 0 =  v0 cos <f> e 003 *, etc.
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134 Second group o f [ch. v

As will be shown later, the solution in the last line is the same 
as that of Didion (compare § 29, with a =  sec <f>). The same pro
cedure is due to Besout.

Legendre made many suggestions as to the integration of the 
Chief Equation; in particular under an assumption of the quadratic 
law, c f  (v) =  ci’2, he replaced the air density 8 by

8 , or c by c cos 8 (1 +  op2),

cos (j>
V(1 + p*)’

where p =  tan#; and the factor a he assumes =  , y  , .. (This c ^ 1 +  cos 9
agrees with the true c in three points of the trajectory, namely
for 0 = + <j>, 8 — 0, and 8 =  — <f>.)

Thence the equation becomes the following:

d8 _  , _  gd(ycosd) _
■* e \f\o  n n \2 n n c  f i

gd(v  cos 8)
cos2# v cos 0 . cv2 cos 0 

gdu

v cos 8 . c (1 +  ap2) y2 cos2 8

■ «c ( l+ a p ’ ) « ”  01 ■fr<1 + “f>-^ir
In this equation the variables are separated again, between p  and 

u, or tan 8 and v cos 0. And when it is integrated, and the value of 
■y2 as a function of 8 is substituted in the general equation for dx, that 
is in gdx =  — v2d0, then this equation can be solved in a finite form: 
and by help of an equation of the 3rd degree, x will be expressed in 
terms of p ; and y also.

Fran9ais raised the objection to this procedure, that for 8 =  \-ir, 
and tan 8 =  oo , the air density will become infinite. He himself, on

this account, replaces 8 by S cos 0 a f - where a and b must be 
r  J V(1 +  o tan2 8)

determined accordingly.
A  more general method, that is applicable to any function c/(y ) 

whatever, whether given analytically or in a tabular form, is the 
following:

* Let the retardation due to air resistance be still denoted by cf{v). 
The exact equation is

dd
cos2 0

7 (v  cos 8\
gd(v  cos 8)

v cos 8 cf(v) cos 6 v cos 0
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§ 23] numerical methods o f  approximation 135

where a denotes a constant, to be determined hereafter; and we have 
in addition the equations

dx = — V—dd, ............................................. (2)
9

dt------- —  , ......................................... (3)g cos 6 '
, a5 tan Odd ...

diJ = ------- — ....... ........................................ W

With the object of integrating equation (1) the simplification is 
introduced of replacing the cos 0 under the functional sign f  enclosed 
in a single pair of round brackets, by a constant mean value a, con
sidering that along the trajectory or at least along a great part of it, 
cos 0 varies slowly; replacing also the cos 0 between a pair of double 
round brackets by another constant 7.

Then the equation is approximately exact

j  (vcos #^
d0 gdu

COS3 #  VCOS0 . ( VCOS0\ C y u f t u ) ’ ........... '  '
—  y

where u =  - C°S 9 . Thereby the variables 0 and u are separated, and

(tan 9)l = % or tan 9 = t a n  *  “  2̂ 1 "  J  M l ’

where J(u) = -  2 g f ^ y ,

and therefore
, _  vtd0 _  cr3 u-d0 _  a-u- gdu _  a-- udu
X~ 9 ~ 9 cos3# -  g cyu f(ii)~  yc f ( u ) ’

where D(u) = -

Further
^ _  vd0 _  <ni dd _  ait gdu _  a du

g cos # g cos3 # g ‘ cyu f (u )  cy f (u )  ’

t = ~  — [" T(u0) l  where T(u) = -  fcyJ« , / ( « )  c y L w  v °'J v '  J / (u )
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136 Second group o f [C H .Y

Finally dy =  dx tan 6 — dx tan <f> — {J(u) — J  (w0)] dx,

or, substituting the above value of dx,

dy =  dx tan ĵ — J  (u) — — J  (u<i) ;7  c f (u )
and integrating from y =  0 to y, or from u„ to u, or from x =  0 to x,

, , 1 f  <r2 f “ J(u)udu T, .y =  a; tan <f> — - — ------ — f — ------------xJ(u0)r 2c7 L /(«) ' v J 
=^tan ̂  -  2̂  [ -  -  $  J <*> ̂  <«) “ ̂  M ]  -

, , [J  (u)uduand, when — —V~—-—J /(«) is denoted by A (u),

y = xtan<f>- {[A (u) -  A  («„)] -  J  (w0) [D (« ) -  D («,)]}.

The integral values of D (u), T (u), J  (u), A (u), which are called 
Siacci’s Primary Functions, can be evaluated exactly if we assume the 
monomial law, f {v )  = vn, or f (u )  = un, and then entered in a Table. 
Thus, for instance, on the cubic la w of resistance, cf(v) = cvs, or f  (u) = us,

J ( u ) = ~ 2̂ ^  = + h u~s’

A (u\___ [ J {n )u d u _  2 f vr'udu _  1
J -  g t f j  tt, q 9u .etc.

For more complicated functions / ( « ) ,  the integrals must be 
evaluated by Simpson’s rule, or by the use of an Integraph.

This is similar to the case when the coefficient o f form i involved in c is 
replaced by a constant mean value. In such a case, where i is to be expressed 
as a function of v, as for example

i = l - 3 2 0 6 - 5—  -  0-0001024 r,
1 v

or, more generally

the procedure can be earned out in two wajrs.
Either we calculate for the purpose an adjusting factor /3, and this will be 

explained later in § 29. Or else we proceed more exactly in the way first proposed 
by O. von Eberhard: the function above, for example, J  («) is replaced by '

!
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§23] numerical methods o f  approximation 137

Of those three integrals, the first and third are contained already among the 
Siacei Primary Functions.

But a new function arises in j Thus we have seven new functions,

which may bo called the Ebcrhard functions, as opposed to those of Siacci.
Wo must wait for the present for these new functions to be calculated 

numerically.

Collection o f formulae.

(I) x =  £  [D (W) - Z ) « > ]

(II) f =  ^ [ 2 » - Z > 0)]

(III) tan 0 =  tan <j) — —j— [ ./  (u) — J  (w0)]

(IV ) y =  x  tan <f> —2cs72
-A (u 0) - J  (u0)[D ( u) -  D(u0)\}

or
(IV a) y =  x  tan <f>

2cy
A (u )-A (u p ) t , . 
D (u ) -B (u 0) J ( o)

Retardation due to air resistance 
=  cf(v).

<r and 7 are certain constants to be deter
mined approximately.

Notation.

D ^ - \ m

J(u) = - 2 y f  du

. . . [J(u)udu A(u) =  - J —^ ------

u f(u )  
u)ud

u =  -

Un =

v cos 0
<T

v0 cos <f>

I f  u in (I) is expressed in terms of x, and substituted in (II), (HI), 
(IV), then t, 0, y  are given as functions of x.

: On the choice o f  the constants cr and y.

These constants so far have been considered to be arbitrary; but 
now we must settle as to how they are to be chosen.

 ̂ According to the numerous methods of solution proposed in the 
' course of the last 150 years, it can be shown that they are essentially 

contained in equations (I) to (IV), but differ in the choice of cr and 7.
The corresponding methods are not really derived from equations 

(I) to (IV), but rather they have been developed by their authors in 
a totally different manner.
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138 Second group o f  ** [ch. v

Still it is of interest to treat the different methods from a general 
standpoint, and to examine their inner connexion.

(a) Borda, 1769, assumes:

cr =  1, y =  — •—, on the assumption c f (v) = cv2.

(b) J. Didion, 1848: cr =  y = - ,  where a is some mean value o f
cl

sec 0 between the beginning and end of the corresponding arc of the 
trajectory. He chose the air resistance function cf(v) = cv2 1̂ + “)>■ 
c and r  being constants; and therefore

* =  ^;[-D(m) - - D ( « o)]»CIC u =  av cos 0,

t= \ {T (u ) -T {u 0) lc Uq =  av0 cos <f>,

tan 0 — tan <f> — ^  [ /  (u) — J  (w0)],

y =  x tan $ — (u) -  A  («„) -  J  (u0) [D (it) -  D (m0)] }.

Moreover Didion did not take u as the independent variable in his 
method of solution, but x, and established a system of formulae for 
t, 0, y, v cos 6, as functions of x.

The mean value for a, employed by him, is '

sec3 0 d0

tan 0 — tan <f>'
(c) St Robert proposed instead, among other things, the arithmetic 

mean between the value of sec 0 at the starting point 0 =  <£ (and also 
at the point 0 =  — <f> in the descending branch) and the value at the . 
vertex 0 = 0 ; i.e., the arithmetic mean between sec <j> and sec 0, or 
a =  ^ (1 +  sec 0).

(d) Helie in his method of solution assumed the geometric mean 
between sec (f> and sec 0, that is a =  \/(sec <f>).

(e) F. Siacci too in his method of 1880 (denoted briefly for conveni
ence by “ Siacci I ” ) assumed <7 =  7 =  ̂ ; and employed them in his 
method assuming zones for the laws of air resistance.

3

il
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§23] numerical methods o f  approximation 139

( / )  N. v. Wuich, 1886, also assumes <r =  y =  - ,  ‘anc* the quadratic
law cf(v) =  cv?, with a possible change of c along the trajectory, and 
with x as independent variable.

(g) F. Krupp (first procedure): <r =  y =  1; and employment of the 
Krupp Tables of air resistance.

(h) F. Siacci, in his procedure of 1888 (denoted conveniently as 
“ Siacci I I ”): er = cos</>, y =  y8coss$, where y9 is to be taken out of a 
Table from X  and <£; so that a first approximation results. Zones are 
to be employed for air resistance to determine the dependence on the 
velocity v.

The system of equations is then :

« - ^ [ - D ( “ ) - -D (« o ) l
ucos 0u = ------— ,COS <p

‘ - c S c L ^ W  r w  1 U0 = va,

tan 0 =  tan <j> — 1
2c/9 COSs <j>

y = x  tan <f> — {A (u) -  A ( « „ ) -  J («,) [D (u) -  D («„)]}.

Similar suggestions were made by J. M. Ingalls (North America) 
1900, and by N. Sabudski (Russia), for flat trajectories.

(i) E. Vallier in 1894: here a- =  cos d>, y =  — cos2 <4, and after a 

first approximation, m is to be calculated by a formula.
(k) F. Siacci, procedure of 1896 (“ Siacci I I I ” ): again <r =  cos(f>, 

7 = y9 cos" <f>.
(il) P. Charbonnier: as a first approximation <7 =  7 =  1 (as also in 

the former procedure of F. Krupp), and so

x =  - [D  (w) — D  (O ], u =  v cos 6,c

< =  “ [y (W) - 2 ’ (?«o)], ' l/o = vu COS 4>,c

tan 6 =  tan <j> — [ J  (« ) — J  (m0)],

Ei . 0̂

1/ =  x  t;tn ^  [A (u) - A  (w.) [D (u) -  D (u,)]j.

I
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140 Second group o f [CH. Y

And then we proceed again in a second approximation, taking in the 
ascending branch, instead of S, S (1 +  tan2 <£), and in the descending

COS0)
v C°S  ̂Jf ( v  cos 8) ~  * ' Pr0’  

cedure is to be employed in flat trajectories, and the air resistance 
taken from Krupp’s tables.

§ 24. Solution of J. Didion (1848).

The retardation of air resistance is taken as cf(v) =  cv*(l + ^ j

where c and r are the constants introduced in § 10. According to § 17,
, v2 in . 7/, gd(veos 0)dx =  —  aff, or since at?= - —  .— ,

9 vcf(v)

dx =  —vcos 0d (v cos 6)
•(1)cf(v) cos 6 .....................

Didion’s method of approximate calculation has already been men
tioned, in which f(v )  on the right-hand side has been replaced by

f(av  cos 0) and cos 8 by a is then a mean value of sec 0.

Thence, with av cos 0 =  u, the differential equation (1) assumes 
a form, in which the variables x  and u are separated, so that the

integration can be carried out at once; in fact dx =  — ^  fjut) ’ ° r

/ ( a )  =  « 2

dudx =  ■
a c •K)

•(2 )

From this equation an integration will give ucos 0, and further 8, 
t and y as functions of x.

The equation (2) may be deduced in the manner proposed by Didion himself; 
but the introduction of u as independent variable in the method of solution was 
first employed by St Robert in 1872.

The equation of motion of the shell resolved in a horizontal direction leads to
dvx . . .  . v\ dx / ,  , v\ dvx / ,  v\T t = - c m  cos or _  —

Didion now replaces ds by the approximate value adx; or v by avx.
With u=avx=avco&0, du=ad(vx), the equation will become as in (2) above 

1  du 
a dx~

1 ft  , u\
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The further calculations are as follows: 

acdx = ,: / _ i ------ I W ! ! ) ,
( i  U M l W
\ r r  /

and integrating from 0  to a;, and so from m„ to w,

. 1+1* 1 +  *
V- Vacx = log -------— logu

r
M„

Here u =  av cos 8, u0 =  av0 cos <j>; and then by solution for v cos 8, 
we have

/i Vn COS
. .................................. (3>

when-----■ is replaced by

From (3) the horizontal component v cos 8 is known for any 
distance x of the shell. The corresponding time t is given by integra-

doction, by means of dt = -------^, after substitution of the value of v cos 8J a cos 0
in equation (3),

dt = [(1 +  /c„) ecaX — /c0] dx,

and

v„ cos <f>

t =  — -—-j [(1 + /c0)  ̂-  * „ * ] ..................... (4)v0 cos <f>\_ ca. J v

When relation (3) is applied in a similar way to the equation for 8,
viz.,

then cos

-,«__g d x  d8 gdx
a2 * cos2 8 (v cos 0)2’

d6-0 or d (tan 8) =  -  — [(1 +  *,) -  /c0]= dx,

and integrated from <j> to 8, and from 0 to x,

tan 8 — tan <f> — — 9
[

Max _  1
COS2 <f)

gCoa _  l  ~|
-  2/c0 (1 +  /c0) — —-  +  K0-x ........... (5)CK |

Finally, since tan 8 =  equation (5) is integrated again with 

respect to x, and then y  is given as a function of x.
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The expressions for v cos 0, t, 6, y as functions of x are stated again 
further on.

• . * cLsDidion calculates the mean value <x of the actual variable orax
V(1 +  tan2 6) or sec 6 as approximately the ratio -  of the finite arc

X ~z.
( OM =  s) of the actual trajectory, which is under consideration, to its 
horizontal projection (Oil/i =  x). This ratio, OM : 0MX, he takes as 
approximately the same as the ratio sx: xx of the arc of the path of 
flight OP in a vacuum (having the same initial and final inclinations 
<j> and 6, and the same initial velocity v0), to the horizontal projection 
OPi of this arc: that is

OP arc in a vacuum with the same <f>, 6, and v0 sl 
a ~  OPi ~  horizontal projection of this arc — xx

Given the values of <f>, 6, and v„, OP and 0P X must then he calcu
lated on the assumption that the resistance of the air ceases (compare 
§!)•

(a) Numerator OP =  sx:

Now 

In a vacuum

yx =  xx tan <$> —

_dyi

dxx.

f^ 1 2 , , tan 6X =  tan <£----- r^- 1 ,2r02 cos2 <j> Y v0‘ cos2 <p

Put tan 6X - - =  p, so that dp =  —aX\
gdxx 

v* cos2 <fi; then

« i = -
V0- COS2 (p f 9

Now
9

f \/(l + p-) dp.
J 6

J V  + i> ') 1 +  1»S < *" ( i  -  + 1 * ) ]  -  / ’ S i  = 1 <*>

(Table, Yol. iv, No. 10); thence
v,,2 cos2 <f>.

« i  =  +  -
9 ■ u w - z m -

(6) Denominator OPx = x x:
V 2 COS2 (f)According to the above, xx= ——- — (tan cf> — tan 0); so that

9

xx tan cf> — tan 0' .(6)
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§24] numerical methods o f  approximation 143

a =  * . , since when 0 =  0, £ (8) =  0, tan 0 =  0.

When the arc of flight to be calculated extends from the starting 
point (0=<£) up to the vertex (0 =  0), we have

tan <f}’
I f  the trajectory is to be calculated as accurately as possible, it is 

divided into several arcs, of which the parts near the vertex can be 
taken of greater length: thus, for example, if the angle of departure is 
45°, the division would be made into four arcs: say,

(a) from 0 =  <f> =  45° to 0 — 30°; here

tan 45—tan 30
(b) from 0 =  30’  to 0 =  0 (vertex); here

— n tan 30a tan 30 — tan 0
(c) from 0 =  0 to 0 =  -  30°; here

a -  g ( 0 ) - g ( - 3 0 )  __ £ (30) _  1.Q531 u i n f t v  
tan 0 — tan (—30) tan 30 ’ '  ’

( d) from 0 =  — 30° to 0 =  — 45°; here
£ ( - 3 0 ) - f ( - 4 5 )  £ (4 5 )-£ (3 0 )  .«  =  — t— \ v =  T2772, as in (a), tan (— 30) — tan (— 45) tan 45 — tan 30 '  '

J
sec3 8dd

* — can also be determined from
sec2 8 

<l>
Q>\ #2 #3

The mean value a — rtan <p — tan 6 j

another point o f  view. For if  there are n positive fractions, P , ..., 'p ,
ol t>2 b3 £>„

then the fraction ;s smaller than the greatest, and greater than theOx +  b2+ .. .  +  bn °
smallest of the separate fractions, and so is some mean value between them.

Now denote by #u 8%, #3, ... the angles of slope to the horizon of the tangent

to the trajectory at various intermediate points. The values of sec 8 or ?ec* ^sec3#
are thus

sec3 <j) see3 8l sec3 #2 sec3 83
sec2 <p’ sec2# ]’ sec2#2’ see2#3’ sec2# ’

where # and <j> are the end-values of the angle o f slope. These fractions are un 
equal, hut a certain mean value of them is the fraction ’

sec3 (ft+ sec3 #[ +sec2 #2+ . . .+sec3 # J 4 

sec2 <f>+ sec2 # j+ sec3 #2 + . . . + sec2 8 ~  j 6

as above.

sec3 #

sec3 8d8

sec2 8d8 tan # — tan <f> ’
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Statement o f  the formulae for Diclioris solution.

(1) y = a;tan<£ — ga2
2v„- cos2 <f>B

(2) tan 0 =  tan $ -
gx

Vo2 cos'1 (j) J

(3) v cos 6 =  v0 cos -y

(4) t =
V0 COS (f>

D

where B =  (1 + k0)'- e"MX — 2 cax — 1 
£ (2cax)2

„  geo* _  cctx _  i
- 2 « 0 ( l  +  «r0)  — ^ — +  k 0 ,

< /= ( !  +  «0):

£ (cax)2
glCaX_ J

2caa;

■ 2 k0 (1 +  k0) - ' - 1
cax +  *o2>

Fi =  ( l  +  k0) ecax — k0,

D = ( l  +  «0) ' ’ - 1
car -«o>

or, approximately

AB,2irgiB
C 1*208 P  ’ ................. ........................ ( 5 )

aK0 =  -Vo COS <p, ............................ .................. (6)

a Z W -H O )
tan <j> — tan 6 ’ .................. (7)

W ) .............(8>
. <j>+0’ .................
t a n  2SITIIB

.................. (9)or,

Here for (xy\ the end point of the arc of the trajectory to b e - 
calculated, v is the velocity of the shell in its path, in m/sec; 6 the 
inclination to the horizon of the tangent; t the time of flight in 
seconds to this point. Further v0 is the initial velocity of the shell' 
in m/sec; <f> the angle of departure; 2R  the calibre of the shell in - 
metres; S the air density in kg/m3; P  the weight of the shell in kg; 
g the acceleration of gravity in m/sec2; A  =  0‘0270; r — 435 (from 
v =  5o0 m/sec, downwards; according to Didion, Traite de balistiqueA 
Paris 1860, p. 67); i =  1 for spheres. The functions B, J, Vlt D are to I 
be put =  1 for a vacuum.
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Calculation o f  some Trajectories. Examples.

(a) Given v0, <f>, c. We calculate a from (9) and from (0), and then for any 
assigned x  wo calculate y  from (1), 6 from (2), v from (3) and t from (4). If the 
rango x ~ X  is to be calculated from y =  0 , and so from

i>05 sin 2 <j> 
9

X U  ( 2 C a X ,  <cq),

the value of A’  is to be found by trial and error, with the assistance o f the Table 
for B.

I f  the problem is to be solved more accurately, the trajectory is divided into 
several arcs, the first one reaching, say, from 0 =  <£ =  45° to 0= 4 0°; and then

£ (45) — £ (40) . 
tan 45 — tan 40 ’

and thus it follows from (2 ) that

Jx=(ta.n<j> — tan 0) v<? cos5 <f> 
1  '

and since 0 has been chosen arbitrarily (for instance 0=40°), we find by a tenta
tive process the abscissa x  o f the end of the first arc, and by means o f (1), (3), (4) 
the corresponding values o f y, v, and t. We now consider the origin of co
ordinates and the starting point o f the first arc to be transferred to this end 
point, and calculate again from this for the second arc, and so on.

(6) Given c, <j>, and the target (xy), to find v0.
A  first approximate value is calculated from the formula for a vacuum

J=_______ (P?________
V° 2  cos2 tf> (x  tan <t>-y)’

or better, it is estimated with the help of a range table; thence a first approxi
mate value is known of (c0> and also of B, as x  is given.

Further a closer value of v0 is given by equation ( 1 ), in which y  is given.
The calculation is to be repeated with this value of v0; and in this way a still 

closer value is obtained of i>o; still it would be useless to repeat this very often, 
as the whole calculation is merely an approximation method.

(c) Given c, v0, and the target (xy), to find <j> (in flat trajectories and curved 
fire).

A  first approximate value of <f> is given by the equation for a vacuum; 

thence cos <j> is known, and a, and so also Ko= av° COa-  , as well as B. Then from

equation ( 1 ) in which cos2 is replaced by

can be calculated. The calculation is then 
to proceed from this value o f <f> to a second

-— r— 3— , the double value o f tan d> l+ ta u 2<£
to be repeated, when necessary, so as 
approximation.

C. 10
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146 Second group o f [ c h . v

(d) Given a target (xy), c and angle of impact 8; to find <£ and v0. 
Approximate solutions for <£ and v0 are found from the vacuum equations

y = .rtan  d>-„  and tan 6 =  tan <b----- .  .- (two equations with twoa , 2v02 cos2 <f> i’o‘  cos2 1£
unknowns va and <f>); thence the first approximate values are obtained of k0, 
B  and thence corresponding to equations (1) and (2) in which x, y, 6, B, J 
are known, the two unknown quantities v0 and <£ are to be calculated.

This calculation is to be repeated with the values of va and <j) so found. 
Numerical example. Given 2/J =  0'1895 m ; <£ =  45°, P =29 '37 kg; 8 =  1-208; 

t =  l ;  JT=225m (for y  =  0 ) ; to find v0, and further 8e, ve, T. Then

c =  0-000254; a =  |(45) : tan 45 =  1-1478; 

caX=0-000254x 1-1478x225=0-065.

In a vacuum
/  gX /9 -81x225 nQ ,

------ 1---------46-98 m/sec,

thence *0 a»0 cos<£ 1-1478x46-98 x cos 45
•—  ----------- — i 5 jr 435

and the Tables of Didion give A =1-024, J = 1-0375, D = 1-0355, F, =  1-0555.
Thence a closer value of v() is obtained from equation (1), where ,r= X = 22 5 , 

and y  =  0 .
W e have, thus, 2v03 cos245 tan 45 =  225 x 9 ‘81 x 1-024; and so v0=47"5. 
Further, with x = X,

9-81 x 225x10375tan 8. =  tan 45 — (47-5)2 cos245 

r0 cos<£_  47‘5 cos 45

; 8e=  —45° 50', 

=  45-6 ;e Vx cos 8e 1 -0555 x  cos 6,

T X V  225x 1-0355 ^
v0 cos <£ 47"5 x cos 45 ‘

Therefore, r0 =  47-5 m/sec, 8e=  -4 5 °  50', 'oe=45-6 m/sec, T = 6  94 sec.

§ 25. Bemoulli-Didion Approximation Method for the 
Monomial Law cf(v) =  cvn.

On the law of retardation due to air resistance cf(v) =  cvn (which 
becomes the quadratic law for n =  2, cubic for n =  3, biquadratic for 
n =  4, and so on) the solution can he carried out in a manner similar 
to that of Didion (§ 24). "

The procedure in that case was, from the approximate equa

tion dx =  — — >7—7, in which u =  av cos 0, to obtain a relation between acf(uy ’
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v cos d and x, and then to employ it in the equations 

dt =

147

dx , d0 qdx. and =VCOS0’ “ “ “  COS30 (v COS dy

The corresponding formulae present no difficulty in the present 
case, and we may take the example of the biquadratic law, cf(v) = cvt:

, udu du „  1 1d x = --------= --------- 2acx = — ---------acu* a  cm3 u" u f

or since u =  av co$ d, u0 =  av0 cos <f>,
v cos d =  v0cos <f> (1 + 2ca*v02cos3<f>.x)~ ,̂

dec X
we have dt = -------  ̂= -------- r V(1 +  2ca3u,3 cos3 d>. x) dx,v COS d Vo cos <f> v ”  '

1and

Further

t = 3 casr /  cos3 

dd

[(1 +  2ca3r02 cos3 <p. x f  — 1],

=  “  +  2ca?v*cos2 0 • *) dx>COS3 d  V o  COS3 ( j )  

tan d — tan <f> =  —v<? cos3 <f>(x + co? Vo cos3 <f> . X s ) ;

and since tan d = dx

y = x  tan <f> — 9
V o 3 COS2 <f)

Q x2 +  $ca?v02 cos3 <f>. a?).

Statement o f  Formulae.

2» /ooŝ £ ’ ........ .............a )

tan d = tan d>---- . , J, .................
T V o  cos3 <p ...........(2)

V  COS d — V o  cos ............ ...........(3)

t— Z -r V .................................... ...........(4)v0 cos 9
in which the functions B, J, V, D have the following values

10—2
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1
Betardation | 

due to air < c f  ( v )  =  c v '1 

resistanee
c v 3 C V * <?/ (rj = c » “  in general

B =
e2 — z -  1

1 +  % Z  +  } z 2 1 + 1 *

2 n —  2
, . n  — 2  i n - 2  

( 1 + ? )  " * - 2 *  1

» ( « - ! ) . *  
( »  — 2)2

J =
es -  1 

z
l + S  +  ̂ 22 1 + 1 *

? T -2 ^

V = e i z 1 + Z (1 + * )* ( i + * ) ” " 2

D  =
e i z - l

t *

( l + * ) 5 - l
% z

» - i

( i + S) ” - :!- i
w — 1
------~ £n —2

w ith  the 
abbrevia tion z = 2 e a x

Z =  C a 2 V 0

X cos (j> X

2 =  2e«3l>02
x  cos2 a:

z  =  e a n ~ 1 ( n - 2)
X (t70COS <f>)n ~ 2 x

Various transformations o f  the Bernoulli-Didion 
Approximate Solution, specially fo r  the Quadratic and 

the Cubic Laics o f  Air Resistance.

A. In the case of the quadratic law (retardation cf(v) =  cv2),
go?y =  x  tan <£ —

2v 2 cos2 4>m .

tan 6 =  tan <p — ga-.
v02 cos2 <f>

X

m ,
a v0 cos 4>

V  cos V  — „  , t=  ,V (z) v„ cos <p

where z =  2cax. For the point of fall (x =  X, y = 0), let 2caX = Z~
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and at this point, from the first equation , denoted by
SB, =  XB(Z). 9

Further, let the function E(z) be introduced in place of J(z), 
so that 2J= B (1  + E); E(z) is thus the function 

2J - B  _ e * ( z -  1) +  1 
B e * - z -  1 ‘

Therefore the second equation assumes the form
. a , gxB{\ +  E) tan 0 — tan d> — J „  .— —~  =  tan 6  Y 2 v0i cost <f> Y

i xB(z)[\ + E(z)]\
m  r

At the point of descent, with z =  Z, 0 =  0e =  — &> (ta the acute angle of 
descent) we have tan co =  E(Z) tan <£.

Besides the function B(z) another function @(z) may further be

defined, through the equation D — V(B&), and so © =  =   ̂ -------;
and then for any point on the trajectory

"  V T O ) ©(*)].V0 COS <f)

and for the point of descent,

T = X  -D(Z) =  —^ — */[B(Z)®(Zy]
t'0 COS <f) “  V“  /  V 0  COS ( j )

v0 cos </>V L gX  
Finally, at the vertex of the trajectory (with 0 =  0, tan 0 =  0 ; 

x = xs, y = y e, z =  z„=  2caxs) the second of the above equations takes 
the following form:

0 =  tan 4 > - - J ^ J ( z , \  or X B (Z )= 2x,J (z ,).

Another relation follows for the vertex-abscissa, because the 
equation for tan 0 may be written in the form

Here e* — 1 =  F s — 1,.since F =  ê z ; so that at 0 =  0,
Vo’  sin 2<f>

29
■ 2ca =  e** — 1 =  V1 (zt) — 1;

and since SB =  XB (Z), and Z =  2caX, this assumes the fonn 
F 2 (z,) =  1 +  £9fi . 2ca =  1 +  \ZB (Z).
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Statement o f  the formulae.

For any point-{xy) of the trajectory:
, , gx2 xB (z)y =  x  tan <f> — — —  B (z )=  x tan 6  1 — /rr.y r  2v<? cos2 <f> w  r  |_ X B (Z )

tan 0 =  tan =  tan 0 { l  - [ 1  + E (z )]|

for the inclination of the tangent to the trajectory....................... (2)

v cos 0 =  f°r the horizontal velocity v cos 6___ (3)

t =  — - —; B (z) =   ̂ *J[B (z) © (zj\ for the time of flight t. (4)v0cos<j>' V 0 COS ( j )

z =  2ca.x...........................................(5) \

For the point of descent: _

2cam = 2 c a ^ ^  = ZB{Z), or V1 ^ ^  = B(Z) ...(6)
with Z =  2caX.

g xtan ® =  — tan 0e = tan <f> E  (Z), or tan w =  - J  (Z) — tan (f>v„2 cos2 <f>
for the acute angle of descent <o....................................................... (7)

ve =  —V° , for the final velocity ve (8)cos co V (Z) ,
X '

T ~  —*r Bv„ cos <f>
flight T .........

w=y[:2X  tan (f> 
9

® (Z ) for the total time of ]

..................................(9) :
For the vertex: ,

X B (Z) =  2xs J  (zs), or 2ca2B =  2zsJ(zs) ...........(10)

V 2 (zs) =  1 +  caSB =  1 +  \ZB (Z) for zs =  2caxs, and thence the vertex] 
abscissa xs..............................  ............................................................(11) J

yg — Xg tan <J> ■

tg =

9X»
2i'02 cos2 cf>B (z8) for the vertex ordinate ys. ...(12)

V g  COS if)

Vg = /S~y  for the vertex velocity vs...............(13)v (ze)
B  (zs), for the time of flight ts to the vertex. (14)
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Here v„ =  initial velocity in m/sec;
t / J \

X  =  range in metres for y =  0 ; a =

<f> =  angle of departure; 

(see Vol. iv, Table 10 for f),

f(^) .or more exactly a  ------ 3— -  , and more exactly still
. V +  <p *tan

g w - g ( g ) .
tan cf> — tan 0 ’

J&trgiZ 
C~ 1-206 P x 0 014,

where 2R — calibre of shell in m, P  =  weight of shell in kg, 8 =  air 
density on the day in question in kg/m3, i =  1 for elongated shell 
with ogival point of 2 calibre radius (compare also § 13); the factor 
0014 holds good for velocities below the normal velocity of sound; 
a factor 0039 (instead of 0014) holds for v between 550 and 420 
m/sec; sometimes a mean value of the factor is taken; but it is safer 
to calculate the trajectory in several parts, and to vary the numerical 
factor (compare § 29 and see pp. 48, 51, 52 for the factor K ) : B, J, 
V, D, E, © are the functions as follows,

B(z) = e~ * 1 (Vol. iv, Table 6 b), =  (Vol. iv, Table 6 c),
\Z "

hz .
V(z) =  e f  (Vol. iv, Table 6 a), D (z) =  6~. (Vol. iv, Table 6 c),

\z

(for corresponding Tables for E (z) and © (z), as well as for z B (z), 
consult Heydenreich, Lehre vom Schuss, Berlin 1908, Vol. n, pp. 130 
— 131).

Procedure in the solution of individual examples: (1 ) Given va, <p, X, R, P ,8 ; 

to determine t, ve, T, a, y „  v, and y  for any given x. Calculate v° Ŝ °2l̂ -and a,
^ 9thence Z  from (6 ), and with it e=  -— and consequently i. Then z, follows from 

(11) and with it .rs, and then y, from (1 2 ), v, from (13), t, from (14). Further to 
from (7), then ve from (8), T  from (9). Since i  has been calculated, the value of 
z is given for any given x, and then y  from (1), 6 from (2), v from (3) and t 
from (4).

(2) Given c, cf>, v0; to determine the remaining quantities. "With the first

approximation a =  f - ~ r ,  and for any given x, the value of z is given by (5), and ■ t-an 0
then y, 6, v, t from (1), (2), (3), (4).

Next from (6 ) the Table for ZB (Z) gives the value of Z  and thence o f A", as

l
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well as a from (7). With this value o f a> the value of a can be calculated more 
accurately, and then the remaining calculations are to be repeated.

Thus ve follows from (8), T  from (9), z, and with it %„ from ( 1 1 ) ;  and 
so on.

(3) Given c, v0, X ;  to determine (j) (as for instance in the calculation of the 
error of departure); also the remaining quantities.

The value of <j> is calculated either from the formula corresponding to a 
vacuum, or else from a Range Table; and then the first approximate value of a 
is calculated.

Thence Z=2caX, and from it the second approximation to <f> from (6 ) and a> 
from (7). Then a can be found more accurately, and the calculation repeated.

Then ve is given from (8), and T  from (9), &c.

(4) Given e, <f>, x  and v cos 6, to determine v0.
Calculate a, and then z and V (z); then v0 follows from (3).

(5) Given R, P, S, as well as X, <p, T ; to determine i, r0, vc, to, &c.
2

Since T, X, <j> are given, 6  (Z) follows from (9) and thence Z; c = - —=>, and
2 a A .

thence i is found.
XI)

Afterwards vn is determined, for instance, from vn=  ™-------r , a> from (7),7* cos <j) w
ve from (8 ), &c.

The above solution applies especially to cases, where the initial velocity i'0 o f 
the shell is less than 300 m/sec ; on the degree of the accuracy, consult § 33.

Besides the original functions B, J, V, D, and the functions E, e  and zB (z), it 
is evident that others may he introduced into the system of equations.

N. v. Wuich has prepared Tables for practical use. The method introduced 
by Seydenreich in his Lehre vom Schuss, Berlin, 1908, II. p. 1 2 2  is identical with 
the above.

B. Siacci’s “ Factors of Fire” are given in Vol. iv, Table 11, 
and are to be used for similar purposes.

This table contains for the different values of Z the values of

t'02 sin 2(f> tan a> T r0 cos <f> ys
gX  ’ tan <f> ’ f ( X  tan cf>)’ ve cos co ’ X ’ X  tan (f> ’

BiaX (2R f  1000 , Sia 1000 (2R f v02 sin 2cf>
. 1-206P ’ and 1-206P g ’

these expressions are denoted respectively by f  f ,  f ,  , f 7’, they 
are called the “ Factors of Fire.”

The tables are to be used as follows:
Given P, R, 8, i, as well as X  and <f>.
Proceed from the given f s; look out on the horizontal line, i.e., for 

the given value of Z, the corresponding numerical values of

M
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f i . f t . f >• Then v0 is given b y /, co b y /, ,  T by / „  ve b y / „  x, b y /4, y,
b y /..

Given v0, X , >̂.
Start from /  and look out the corresponding / , , / , ....... Then/ ,

gives co, / 3 gives T, and so on.

and at the vertex y=y, and x = xt; and so, after division by tan <jj and X,
y> x>B fa)~]

X  tan <j> X[_ X B ( Z )  J

But here z, is a definite function o f Z, and so B(z,) is given as well as Z ; and =  f t

given by Z, and in consequence o f/ , / 7 is given also in terms o f Z.
The “ Factors of Fire,” /  / , , and their calculation in terms o f Z, where 

Z=2caX, may be stated as follows:

Explanation of the Tables.
According to the above,

V s m 2 _ t>= B (Z), denoted b y / ,

J (X  tan 0 ) y  j  '
T____ =  /2 _D«- vTI e<i4  de“ottd

Vg CO S (0 

V 0 CO S (f>

V*(ti-l+tZB{Z),
2

to every given Z  a definite z, corresponds, so that there is a definite -k , or, a
nodefinite ; and this i s / 4. Further,
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y?____ £*
Ji~ X ~  Z '

jh ____BSZ*Y\
J6 X ta .n < ])~ X \ _  X ' B ( Z )  J ’

SiaX (2 I lf  1000 
•'6 _  1-206P ’

j. _  Si'alOOO (2R)2 D02.sin 2<f> 
1-206P g  '

In this way for every value of Z  the corresponding value can be calculated o f  
fi fit .... This calculation is extended in Table 11. It is seen th a t /is  merely

the former function B (2) o f Table 66, / 3 the function of Table 6 a, and that

w ith /j and / 2, the functions E(z) and 0  (2) are given in a tabular form.

0. For the cubic law of air resistance the corresponding table 
of Factors of Fire has been constructed by F. Chapel.

This table is equivalent to the system of formulae constructed by 
Fr. v. Zedlitz in 1896, independently of Chapel, based on the cubic 
law.

When the retardation due to air resistance is taken as cd3,

y =  x tan <f> — 9&

where

2d02 cos2 $ 
z =  coi1aivlj cos <j>,

( i  +  !*  +  ^ a)

tan 6 =  tan (f> — gx

v cos 6 =

vf cos2 <f> 
d0 cos <f>

(1 + * + K >,

l + z  ’

t =  — ~T (L +  **). 
D0 COS <p

Substituting 1 +  \z =  q, or z =  2 (q — 1)

we have y =  x  tan ij> —

tan 6 =  tan <£ —

gx2 1 +  2q2
2 d02 cos2 <£> 3  ’

gx 1 —2 q+  4 q2
v 2 cos2 (ft 3 ’

„  Do COS <f> t V n  COS 6v cos 6 — " ....;  , q =  -z—— J-.
2q —l 1 x

Here q is a parameter, which varies along the trajectory; at the 
end, where y =  0, x = X , v =  ve, 6 =  — a>, t=  T, the value of q may be
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denoted by qe; and then
• c i ffX 1 +  2qe*

(I)

tan a = <JX
2y0a cos2 <f>

1 - 4  ge + Qg? 
3 (II)

Vo cos <f> 1
» «  = --------------- r  ~ 1cos w 2</e — 1

r p __
l>0 COS ..............

( I l l )

.(IV)

The construction of a Range Table will proceed then in the 
following manner: For various ranges X  the angle of departure will 
be found by experiment, and the initial velocity va will be known as 
well. The corrections for wind, air density and so forth will be 
carried out; and then from the three values of vit <£> X  and by the 
help of (I) a definite qe will be determined. The collection of 
<7e-values is then shown graphically as a function of X.

On this curve the values of qe will be shown corresponding to 
values of X, say, to X  =  100, 200, 300,... metres.

For every value of qe the angle of departure <f> will be calculated 
by (I), the acute angle of descent co by (II), the final velocity ve from 
(III) and the time of flight T from (IV).

The following remarks on this system of solutions were made by 
Fr. v. Zedlitz, to prove that, in spite of a difference of form', it is 
identical with Chapel’s Table of “ Factors of Fire ” : therefore it is 
not included among the Tables of Vol. iv.

The system of equations (I) to (IV ) shows that the “ Factors of 
Fire ” '

v02 sin 2(f) tan a ve cos a Tv0 cos 4>
*~X ’ tan <f> ’ v0 cos <£ ’ X  ’

are definite functions of qe or 1 +  \Z, and so of Z = ca'Xvo cos <f>; they 
can be calculated in consequence as functions of Z, and given in a 
tabular form.

Suppose to be divided by V° ■—y —̂ , it will be seen2L A
T  . 4 . „ .

that — :— - is a given function of Z. So also is the expression u0 sin <f> °  r
Jh__

A” tan </> 
x = \X.

where yj is the ordinate of the trajectory for the abscissa
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We know that

y =  oo tan (j> — 9X 1 + 2^

and ?/! =  \X  tan 4> -

2v0- cos2 <p 3 ’
yX> 1 +  2?12

8t>02 cos2 4> 3
from which we have

qi =  1 +  \zx =  1 +  £ca2 — v0 cos (f>.

But qe =  1 +  -|ca2Xt>0 cos <£, so that qt =  1 +  \ (qe — 1): and so qx is 
also a function of qe. Now

1Vl j Ti gX  i + %qf\
Vi =  i X  tan </> [1  -  “ 3“ J ’

and since qx and are given functions of qe, and so of Z, the
A

quantity in the bracket is a function of Z, and also.
These “ Factors of Fire ”

v„- sin 2<f> tan u> ve cos o> T yr
X  ’ tan </> ’ v„ cos <£ ’ % sin <£ ’ X  tan $  ’

are those given by Chapel in his Table; and we see now the intimate 
connexion with the system of equations introduced by Fr. v. Zedlitz. 
Ronca has shown this in another way.

§ 26. Approximate solution of F. Siacci, 1880  
(“ Siacci I ” ).

As opposed to Didion’s procedure, Siacci introduced the following 
modifications, which depend less on methods of mathematical inte
gration.

In the first place, following N. Mayevski (1872), and the proposal 
of St Robert (1872), he chose as independent variable in his method 
of solution the horizontal velocity multiplied by Didion’s correction 
factor a, (u =  av cos 6), instead of the abscissa of the trajectory; or,

in other words, he chose tr =  7 =  -  in the general system of solutions 
o f§  23.

Secondly, in the place of Didion’s law of air resistance, Mayevski’s 
Zones are employed.
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§ 26] numerical methods o f  approxim ation 157

The retardation due to the air resistance, that is the air resist
ance divided by the mass of the shell, being c f (v), the constant

(2RYSi x 1000 
C~ P x  1-206

(2R the calibre in m ; 8 the air density in kg/m*; P  the weight o f the 
shell in kg; i the form coefficient, where i =  1 for ogival shell, rounded 
to a radius of 2 calibres, and n =  1000i is the so-called "form 
value”): then for

700 > » > 419 (m/sec), / ( » )  -  0 4QQQ'V,

4 1 9 > „ > 3 7 5  „ „ - 0'0040u°0904 j ^ ,

(»)
375 > i>> 295 „ „

295 > ,> 2 4 0  „ „

Thence we have:

X~ f c — -Du0).......................................................(1)

tan 6 =  tan <£ -  ^  (Ju -  JVo) , ........................................ (2)

, i (A u — A Ua \

=  x tan <j> — [Au — A Uo — Ju<) {flu ~  -®uo)]> • ■ -(3) 

t = \(Tu- T , t0)......................................................... (4)

u =  av cos 6, u„= av0 cos <fi........................................ (5)
<f> the angle of departure, v0 the initial velocity; (x, y) coordinates of 
the end of an arc of the trajectory, 0 the slope of the tangent, v the 
velocity of the shell at this point, t the time of flight to reach this 
point; *
T) — fudu r f  dit rp _  f du fJuudu
““ J/W’ u W 0 0 ’ u~ ~ J f W ) ‘ U~ ~ J  7 W ’

and the values of _D, J, T, A  are calculated in Tables by Siacci, 
Braccialini, Klussmann, and others.
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As to the calculation of the integrals JD, J, T, A, it is seen in the 
first place that in the expressions for x, 0, t, these functions occur 
only in their difference values, calculated from some initial condition, 
as D„ — Du„, Ju — Jue, and so on, so that arbitrary numerical constants 
may be introduced.

The same is true for A, since y is obtained from tan 6 by inte
gration with respect to u ; in the passage between the zones it is 
necessary to preserve continuity.

The calculation is earned out in the following manner:
(a) First zone: v between 700 and 419 m/sec : f ( y ) — qu2,

_  0'0394 7rg 
4000 '•where 2 =

fudu 1 fudu 1 , ,
D (u) =  — = ~ q j  ~uD =  ~ q  u +  an arfi1f'rary constant Q,

J  (u)  =  - 2 g

T ( u ) = - j -

, f du 
'9 Juf(u )~

_2y
2

fdu
J tf =  + Vqu2 )) jf Qi,

f du 1 fdu 1
Qs,/ ( “)”  2-lu 2 '' qu + )}

"J(u) udu - f t f -  + Q^1 udu g fdu _Q> fdu
/(«) J\ * qu? q2,J us 2 ■1 u

— ~  log u + an arbitrary constant Qs-

The constants Q, Q1} Q2, Qs are arbitrary. Siacci takes Qx =  0, and 
Q, Qs, Qs such that the tables for D (u), T (u), A (u) begin at zero for 
m=  700.

(b) Second zone: v between 419 and 375 m/sec: f (v )= p v s,

P =
_  0’00009404 irg

4000
t, , . fudu 1 fudu 1 +  an arbitrary constant C,

+  „ „ C1;iuf{u) p j m4 3pus
and so on.

The constants C, Glt C2, Gs are to be determined, so as to make the 
initial value of a function at the beginning of the second zone the 
same as the final value at the end of the first zone. Thus, for

instance, G is such that, when u =  419, — -  log u +  Q =  —  +  G: and soq 0 pu
forth.
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The solution of the separate trajectories by means of the system 
o f  equations (1) to (5), is as follows: Suppose, for example, v„ <p, c, 
given, and for given x the values of y, v, t, 9 are to be determined; 
then from (1), in which x, v0, <f>, c, as well as u„ and a are known, D (u) 
and u are calculated : the other Tables determine the corresponding 
values of J (u), A (u), T (u) : then 9 is obtained from (2 ): and from 
it the value of a is corrected and the calculation of 9 repeated; then 
y  is found from (3), t from (4), and v from (5).

On the other hand the calculation of the elements X, v„ co, T of 
the point, of descent from the same data v„ <f>, c, requires more work. 
From (3), at the point of descent, (y — 0, x =  X), we have

and here, by successive trials, ue =  avt cos co is determined : thence it

follows from (1) X  =  — (D„e — P „0) : and then tan co from (2). Then
CLC

a closer value of a is determined, and the whole calculation is re
peated. •

The problem of greatest importance in the range table calculation, 
(viz., from given v„, <j>, X , P, R  and 8, but with i  unknown, and also 
c unknown, to calculate the elements ve, co, T of the point of descent), 
is not easy to carry out, because successive approximation by trial 
and error is required.

On this account Siacci proposed to construct other functions and 
tables, in addition to the primary functions D, J, T, A, with a view 
to lessening the labour in the solution of these problems.

Secondary functions E , N, Q, O, S, S' and the 
corresponding tables.

When equation (1), D (u) =  acx + D (it0) is solved for the deter
mination of u, we see that u is a function of acx and u0; and

A —A
also Ju-Ju ,, A u-  AUa, Tu-Tu,, and p '- j p  - « /« , ,  are given 
functions of acx and u0.

The following abbreviations are introduced in the use of these 
functions:

Tu-Tu0 =  S; Ju-Ju, =  Q\
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Another function, dependent on acx and u0, is further ---- =  N ;acx

also Q — E  =  0, and finally —— = S'.CLCCC
These functions, E, N, Q, S, S', 0, are called secondary functions ; 

the corresponding tables are easily constructed by the help of the 
original values of D, J, A  and T.

Therefore
D (u) =  acx +  D (w0),

tan 0 =  tan <f> — ^  Q(cax, w0),

y =  x  tan <f> — ^  E(cax, w0),

t =  -  S (cax, u„), c
u =  av cos 6, u„ =  avQ cos

At the vertex, u = u e = avg, x  =  xs, y =  yt, 0 =  0, and so

B (us) =  acxs +B(u0), tan <f>= ^Q(caxs, m0),

CUV 1ys =  xg tan <f> -  ^  E(c axs, u0), ts =  -S ( c  axs, utl).

At the point of descent, y =  0, x =  X, u = ue = ave cos a>, 6 =  — a>; 
and so

B (ue) -  acX  +  D ( « 0), 

tan co =  ^  Q (caX, it0) — tan $,

Cl 1tan <j> = E  (caX ,«0), T = -  S (caX, u0) ;AC c
and also

ct efttan <o=2^ 0(caX,u„), tan <f> = X   ̂X  (caX, m0),

T =  aX S' (caX, w0).
For instance, if the range X, the angle of departure tfr, and the 

initial velocity v0 are given, and c is to be determined (or the form 
coefficient i with given R, P, 8), the most convenient equation to 
employ would be tan <f> =  \ a? X X .

Here X, <f>, v0 are known, and a and u0; therefore iV can he cal
culated, and from the N  table in the column of given u„ the value
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§ 27] numerical methods o f  approximation 101

of caX can be found, and so c is known. Then co is found from

tan a) =  ~  0.2c
Taking this value of &>, a closer value of a can be determined, 

and the calculation repeated with greater accuracy. This example 
will show the advantages of the secondary tables.

§ 27. The approximate solution of Krupp-Gross (employed 
earlier by F. Krupp).

In this procedure the correction factor a of Didion and Siacci I 
is put =  1, and so u =  av cos 8 =  v cos 8, u0 =  v0 cos <f>: and u represents 
simply the horizontal component of the velocity of the shell.

In other words this approximation in the integration of the Chief 
Equation consists in replacing c f (v) cos 8 by c f (v cos 6) =  c f (v ) : 
it is assumed then that the horizontal component of the air resist
ance, mcf(v) cos 8, for'any velocity, is the same as the air resistance 
mcf(v cos 8) for the horizontal component of the corresponding 
velocity of the shell.

Moreover no analytical function is assumed for the retardation 
cf(v) of the air resistance, but the value is taken from Krupp’s ex
perimental tables, which are based on experiments.

These tables contain the following :
JPttSi

Put ,, , ■■■■■■■„ =  a (2R the calibre of the shell in cm ; P  the ^ .l 'zO b
weight of the shell in kg; S the air density in kg/m3: i the coefficient 
of shape of point, i =  1 for ogival shell of the early Krupp normal 
form, viz. with a rounding of 2 calibre radius for the ogival point). 

Then cf{v) — a g f  (v) is the retardation due to the air resistance,
P  . . .  .and so — cf(v') =  P a f{v )  is the actual air resistance to the shell, with

its long axis in the tangent of the path: cf(u) or c / ( vx) is taken as 
the horizontal component of the retardation, or according to Krupp, 
it is the retardation due to the horizontal component of the shell.

For every velocity u or v cos 8, from u =  1000 to u — 50 m/sec, 
the values are given o f :

1. f (u ) :

2. -  7^-r, denoted by Ax,
.9 / 0 0

c. 11
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6.

a 2 l 5 7 f e ,denoledbyi,(“>T

4. — ,-i^r, denoted by At,
9 f ( u) J

5- 2  \ fTvS ’ denoted bJ T' («).

1000 
u f(u )  ’

i  />  — , ,  denoted by J' (u),
^ i o o o « / ( « )  J

J '(u )A x, or

\ m r  (u) A x = " ^ J '  (u) > denoted by A ' (u)

consisted of the following equations, in i 

iere c -  j ^ 000 , and cf(v) is th

8.

9.

The system Siacci I
, „ , (2Ry8i.lQthe factor c occurs, where c =  — p

tardation:

, 1 ududx = ----- jrr-rac f(u ) w

_ C—udu uwhere

ac f { u )  ’ 

n _  [~udu
U~ ) 7 W ’

av cos 0 ;

tan 0 =  -¥- dx

where

dy , , a [u — 2gdu
d x ~  an^ 2cJv0 uf(u)

— 2gdu a
«« uf (u )  ~  an ^ 2c

2gdu
. f/\.\ >

h V n - J

t _ f~ 2g du ■
U~ J « / ( « ) :

y = *

dy =  <to tan <f> -  ^  jV , ttC/ ( t )  ~  A ,  ^  5 

. , 1 f r  r/ s—udn , [ U—U
’**“+- 2? []„ w 7«  ~1d 1 To

— # tan [-Aw ^«o
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where

t

numerical methods o f  approximation

_  1 f“ — du 
~ c j * , / ( w )  c

1G3

dU = \(T» -  TUa), where ^ = f j ^ y

When we put a =  1, and introduce the notation of Krupp, where 
_  iJV  (in cm’) Big _  (

Z>' ( « ) » /

P  (in kg) 1-200
~~ tidu fjjt , . f cZw ir/ / \ f

A f t .  A  { -J '(* )u d u

then we have
, 1 wdw

o te  =  —
, - 7 1 udu, where u = v cos 0, or dx = ------

« / ( « )
: _ i | < =  i

aJ * .9 f(u) a

a 9 f(u )  ’

^  =  tan 0 dx
1 f“=  tan d>---- I it/(w) =  tan <f>-----( ./ '„  -  Z '„0),

1 [a —J'(u)udu x , , ,  . y = x t z n < f > - - ju:  g f̂ ’u) + - J  («,)

=  «  [tan <A +  ( 4 'u -  4 '* ) ,

i - i r
aJ*

d u = l ( T 'u- T ' Uo),
>9f(p) a

u = v cos u„ =  r0 cos <f>.

The integrals arising here, D'u — D’U(t, J'u — J'v0, A'u — A 1̂ , 
T'u -  T'Uo, were calculated approximately by Krupp, by summation 
of the corresponding values from u=  1000 m/sec, downwards; and he 
assumes, for instance, Au =  — 1 m/sec, and calculates

T) -T ) r  ~ u^u -  ^ _  ,,C “ «  _  u
“ ° r J «o ^ /(w ) -  # / ( « )  ~  ^1000 g f(u )  10009/{«■)'

'll •Thus — —: is calculated for every value of the horizontal
gfkv) 3

velocity u, from u =  1000 downwards, and each value added to the 
sum of the preceding values, starting from the beginning of the 
Table; the successive sums are the values of D'u.

11—2
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The corresponding values of T'u, J'u, A'u, are obtained by a finite 
summation of the small finite differences. This procedure recalls in 
many respects the methods of calculation long employed in the 
insurance offices, where a similar method for the establishment of 
death probability by an integration of finite summations from one 
year of life to another, is employed.

Formulae.

For any given point (xy):

x =  ^ (D'„ -  D'«0), u = v cos 6, u0 =  r0 cos <fi, ...........(1)

tan# =  tan <j> +  -  J '«0 — -  J’u, .............................................(2)ft ft

y =  #(tan <p +  J'u ĵ -  “  A '«o)>........................(3)

f =  i ( r „ - r „ 0)...............................................................(4)

For the point of descent, x =  X, u = u e= ve cos a>, t= T , 0 = — a>r
' =  0: '

X  =  \(D'Ue- B \ 0) , ..............................(5)

tan to =  — (tan <j> +  ^ J '„ 0̂  +  ^ J'Ue, ....... (6)

X  (tan 4 + ^ )  = ~ A'^)...................... (7)

tan <f> + y ’ ............................ (7a>

T = \ ( T \ - T \ ) ,  ............................ (8)

=  ........................•..................... (9)cos eo

At the vertex, x = xs,y  = yg, 0 =  0, u = us =  vs cos 0 =  vs, t — ts: 
J ’us = a tan <p + J'u0, .................................(10)

xs =  UD\ls-D \ ,a), .................................(11)U>
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( 1 2 )

or

(13)

The notation is : (&-, y) the coordinates of any point where the 
velocity is v m/sec, slope of tangent 6, time of flight t sec, (x„ y,) the 
coordinates of the vertex, where the velocity is v„ time of flight t , ;  

(X, 0) the coordinates of the point of descent, at an acute angle of 
descent a>, total time of flight T, final velocity ve. Further v0 is the

initial velocity, <f> the angle of departure, a ~ p  1206 ’ ^ 7r t l̂e cross
section of the shell in cm2; P  the weight of the shell in k g ; 8 the air 
density in kg/m3; B'u, J'u, T'u, A'u the corresponding tabular values

. . . P(Krupp Tables, Yol. IV, No. 8); air resistance in kg =  — cf(v )  =  Pa f(y),
9

and f(v )  given in the Table from u — 1000 to u =  50 m/sec;

v0= 6 0 9  m /sec, $  =  20°, X =  12810 rn :

(a ) T o  determ ine th e final h orizon ta l v e loc ity  ue=ve cos  <a. W e  find

w ith tto= 5 7 2 -3, th e  T a b le  g ives D‘Ui} =  1 5 9 5 6 ; and  so, from  (5),

D \  = 2 4 1 0 9  +  15956 =  40065,
and then u,= vt cos  a = 280 -8. •

(6) T o  determ ine th e tim e o f  fligh t T; from  th e T ab le

T ’ = 2 1 -1 7 , F u = 8 6 -1 4 ,t*o i ’
and so, from  (8), T ^ O '5 3 1 3  (8 6 '1 4 -2 1 -1 7 )  =  34-52sec.

(A ccord in g  to  K ru p p ’s m easurem ent, 7 ’= 3 4 '2 3  sec.) 

(c) T o  determ ine a th e  angle o f  d e s c e n t :

• 7^=0-2829, Ju =  2-0792, ta n $ = 0 '3 6 4 0 ,

and so, from  (6), tan  a =  0-5904, a =  30° 34'.
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(d) To determine va, xs, tg, y „  at the vertex :

Prom (10), J'v =  0-2829 =  0-9680,

From ( 1 1 ), 

from (13), 

and further, , 

and so from ( 1 2 ),

Ms= i!e=351'6 m/sec.

.Eg=7058 m, 

ts=  16-02 sec; 

^ = 9 3 8 7 , A '^1838, 
y„ =  1498 m.

2 . Example. Application to the calculation of the muzzle velocity v0, when 
the velocity of the shell has been measured near the muzzle, by screens and the 
Boulengd chronograph.

Suppose, for example, the velocity has been measured at 50 m from the 
muzzle and found to be v 5 0 =  544 m/sec.

That is, the horizontal projection of the velocity, measured between two 
parallel vertical screens, is

v cos 6 =  =  544.
Further, take

8=1-206 kg/m3, i = l ,  A V  : P = 4-76cm 2/kg.
• Then from equation (1),

V  (d0 cos <p) =  iy  (-i'so) — 50a,

where
R2w (cm2) 8«

* = 06 = 4' ' 6’
50a=238, vM= 5U , D'(v^) =  17277,

D' (®o cos </>) =  17277 -  238 =  17039, 
v0 cos </> =  549.

Assume an angle </> =  8° in the experiment, then 
i>0=549 sec 8°=554 m/sec.

For such problems, which frequently occur in practice, the Krupp tables are 
of great use.

Gross has given a table, for different values of ue and w0, for the
• A've- A ' u expression -=p—

uue
=  E, from which, for given u„ and E, the value

of ue can be calculated by (7a).
Finally W. Olsson has calculated a convenient table, in which the 

values of ve cos &>, T, X, w, for a =  1, are given for different values of 
</> and Vq c o s  </>.
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§ 28. Methods o f solution o f Siaoci 1888 (Siacci II) 
and 1896 (Siacci III).

In respect to the methods of integration, we here have (see § 23), 
cr =  cos <f>, 7 =  yS cos" <p, where <f> is the angle of departure and /8 is a 
certain correction factor to be described more closely later, but deter
mined like Didion’s factor a, to smooth out the errors arising in the 
integration.

The system of solution is the following:

x ~ ~ D««)> 

tan 0 =  tan <f>-

y — x tan <f> —2c"£" cos" </> ~ A,'° J,'° (Du ~ Du°^’-

t =  (Tu -  TUo),cp cos <f> ’
V  cos 0 
cos </> Uo = v„', retardation cf(v); (3 a tabular value.

For the determination of the air resistance as depending on the 
velocity, Siacci 1888 chose the zone laws:

retardation —civ'1, for t;= 700 to 420m/sec
a =  C^, „ v=4>20 „ 343 „ .
it II S> *>=343 „ 282 „
a II a =282 „ 240 „
» =  c5f'2, „ =  240 m/sec downwards.

The corresponding tables were calculated by Berardinelli, from 
?t= 700; later by von Mola to w =  983; secondary functions were 
calculated by Braccialini.

Similar primary and secondary tables, but with somewhat dif
ferent division into zones (viz., with those of Mayevski-Sabudski), are 
to be found in the work of von Heydenreich, Die Lehre vom Sckuss, 
Berlin 1908, Part II, to which reference should be made.

Siacci’s procedure of 1896 (Siacci III) differs from Siacci II 
merely in being based on other laws of air resistance: here also 
Siacci has recalculated the primary Tables D, J, T, A, as well as a 
Table of /3.
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The factor o f  correction J3 o f Siacci I I  and III .

The point of difficulty in the solution lies obviously in the 
factor 0.
. The exact Chief Equation was

dd g d (v cos 6) _  g d tv cos 6\ '  
\ cos )

cos2 6 c v f (v )  cos2 6 cy v cos 0 , f vcos 6\ ’
cos <j> J \ cos <f>} ^

in which c depends among other things on the air density, and is 
variable in fact with the height y of the shell above the ground; 
this may be represented by the suffix y in cy.

The approximate Chief Equation is
fv cos 8\

»1dd 9
d

COS 4> ,
l\ ’
J (3 cos2 <pCOS2 8 Co v cos 0 - (V cos 0

cos <p J \ cos <£ /

and here c is provided with the suffix 0, to denote that the c, really 
variable, may be represented approximately by its value at the

. v cos 0height of the muzzle of the gun. Introducing u =  , the approxi

mation consists in putting cyf { v )  cos 8 =  ~  c„f{u ) {3 cos2 <p. So that 
since

f (v )  cos 8
c0 . v cos 0\

J ------1 cos <f>J \ COS tf> J

on the quadratic law for instance, f (v )  =  v2,
. tv cos 8\ tv cos 6\2

° r •'V cos d> )  \ cos <t>)  ’

•(1)

COS (j) J v COS (f>
(3 has the following values: 

at the point of departure 0 {8=  <f>), ft = vt2 cos <f>

at the vertex S, (8 =  0), /3 = Vs2 . 1

( ^ l ) \ o s 2<t>
\COS T

Vo COS (M 2 „
-------I  cos"\ cos <p J T 

—  = 1 :

- sec <£;

in the descending branch, where 9 = — <fi, j3= V 2 COS ( — <S>)

/ » ,C Q 3 (-.»y co;!
\ cos <p J .

=  sec cf>.
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1, and differs less from 1So that in these cases, /9 is always 
as <j> is smaller. ,

On the cubic law, the corresponding values of fi in the series are 
sec <f>, cos (j>, sec <j>, and so respectively > 1, < 1, > 1. On the bi
quadratic law, they are sec <p, cos’  <p, sec and so on.

For the quadratic law, cf(v) =  c /3 is identical with Didion’s 
adjusting factor a. Because in Didion’s procedure,

. f(avcos0) (avcos0y . „
a cos 6 a cos 0 

In Siacci II and III on the other hand,
j., . . jv cos 0\ 8  cos' <b (v cos 0\2 B cos’  <£> n . n

J J v cos (f) J CO S 0 \ cos <f> J cos 0
and so the /3 is the same as a.

On Siacci’s method, we multiply equation (1) on both sides by 
the factor

, fv cos d\ . f V„ cos

— q> (tan $ +  tan 0y — - g , where --------yy—---------yyryr—  •Cy cos2 0 f { v )  /(V o )
Here F0 denotes that initial velocity which with equal <p will give 
the same range in a vacuum as that which was given in air;
, F02 sin 2(j) „  , . .that is -------------- =  X . This gives

B — q* (tan <f> +  tan 0y d0
cos-0
- / Fpcos <M 

1 “ \ cos 0 ) (tan <p + tan 0)- d0
( - )cos2 <f> / ( F 0) V— r  ■■ cos e>

and this equation is to be integrated from 0 =  +  >̂ to 0 = — <f>, and so 
from the origin 0  of the trajectory to the point Ou lying near the 
point of fall on the descending branch.

In the integration on the left-hand side, a constant mean value of

/3, as well as of q> and — is to be taken outside the integral sign: this
Cy

mean value is to be distinguished by a suffix m; and then
d0firn f - ' )  q>m [  (tan <f) +  tan 0Y

\Cy/m J CO S2 0
1 | ^ /  j j _g°S 1 t̂an ^ +  tan Qy

+* \ C O S  0 / T 'f  ( F„) C O S " <j> J  + 4

J 0 _
COS0’ (3)
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The integral on the left-hand side is — § tan3 </>; and further it 
is seen that, for cf(v) — cvn, the fraction (and herein lies the
reason of its introduction by Siacci); Siacci then puts it equal te 
unity.

• • f'f’On the right-hand side, the limits are inverted, and I replaced
J  —A

rt . .
by 2 ; in this manner, as'is seen easily by the expansion o f

J o
(tan cj) +  tan 9)-, the concluding formula is

3 f* . / F 0cos cf>\ / ,  . tan2 0\ dd
2 sin 2<f>f(V0) J f  {A » - ( - 1 + i- W,c jm 'A sin z<f>j(V0) j 0-' \ cos 6 tan2 <f>J cos 6"

Except for the fraction (— J , this expression contains only F».w o  '  m
and <f>; the integral was calculated by Siacci by approximate quad

rature for different values of cf> and F„ cos<f>; so that, putting ( —J
\Co' m

aside, a Table of 0  can he drawn up that gives it for all possible 
values of <f> and F0 cos <f> in practice; or for all possible <f> and

X, since F0 =  . / .’ 0 v sin 2 (f)
Siacci’s Table gives these values.
How far this factor /3 will adjust the errors of integration, requires; 

further consideration (consult §§ 32, 33).
It was seen in the calculation of f3 that various quantities were 

neglected, that might affect the accuracy of the complete calculation 
of the trajectory. .

Siacci sought to make the procedure more accurate by calculating 
with different values of /3 for x =  0, \X, AX, f  X, X\ and also with 
different /3 for x, y, t, 0.

Parodi has extended this method for practical purposes (see Note 
no. 28).

§ 29. The approximate solution of E. Vallier, 1894.

The choice of <r and 7, on Vallier’s method, is the same as in 
Siacci II and III. But the calculation of /3 is somewhat different.

Moreover a different law of air resistance is assumed: that is, in 
the value of the air resistance as dependent on the velocity v of the 
shell, for v >330 m/sec the Chapel-Vallier laws have been employed; 
and for v < 330, the two zone-laws of Hojel (compare § 10).
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When the retardation due to the air resistance is represented, as
8 R*i . . .  .

before, by cf(y), and c =  2-206P ' S a*r ^ens^y at a height y,
measured in kg/mJ; R  the half calibre of the shell in cm, P  weight of

shell in kg, i =  > the coefficient of form), then, as in § 10, 8 ; for

?>£ 330 m/sec, /(t>) =  0-125(v — 263),
( u )

330 > o S  300 „ „ = 0021092Vs,
(5)

v<  300 „ „ =O'033814a}.
Here i = 1 for rotating elongated shell with ogival head of semi

angle of opening 7 =  41°-5.
But Vallier on the other hand considers i as slightly variable, 

and puts
■ 7 [»  — (180+  2y)] e OOA ,
1 =  41-5 ( t i -  263) ’ f0r "=  330 m/sec 5 

but for v < 330 m/sec,
i =  0-67, 072, 0-78, 110,

for 7 =  31°, 33c-6, 36°'9, 48°-2.
The adjusting factor j3 has been calculated by Vallier very 

systematically, employing the Taylor-Maclaurin expansion and the 
remainder in the integral form. A finite formula for /? is thus 
obtained.

This formula is really not so simple to manage as the /9 Table of 
Siacci, given in Siacci’s work, Balistique extirieure, Paris 1892, or in 
the Lehre vom Schuss of Heydenreich, Berlin 1908, II. p. 30. Vallier’s 
formula is hardly suitable for tables.

On the other hand it has the advantage of greater generality; the 
£  Tables of Siacci and Heydenreich fail frequently with guns of great 
calibre. The formula for f3 is calculated in the following manner. 
Vallier starts with the Maclaurin expansion of § 22 a, with the re
mainder term in the integral form, as in equation (30) in § 22 a; and 
thus

y =  x  tan </> — -  g [  (x — t)1 \ dt. ....... (1)
y r  2v0scos ’ (/> y Jt=o |ycos30Jt

The method of approximation, employed by Vallier, as well as in 
Siacci II and III, in the integration of the Chief Equation, consists 
in replacing ’

R1i (v) 8vf(o )  cos 8 
1-206 P
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approximately by
R*

T206 R

in which Sy and i(v) denote the air density and the form coefficient i 
for the actual height y above the horizon of the muzzle; <$„ and 
on the other hand, are the corresponding values at the point of de
parture of the trajectory.

Further cf(v) cos 0 is replaced approximately by the function 

c f(u ),  and u =  i further 8y =  S0( l  — O'OOOlly)..................(2)

The following relations are contrasted: 
correct:

, [ * " %  _fy [ cf ( v) cos0 
) t =0 L 4̂cos40

y = 00 tan <f> —2v02 cos2 0 -9 dt, ...(3)

RH(v)80( l -  0-0001 ly) . 
C“  1-206 P ’

incorrect:

y =  oo tan <f> — 9&
2r02 cos2 <f)

f t = X

- 9  ( v - t y
J t=0

' c,f(u) ' 
if cos4 0 dt, .(4)

c, -R-i (v0) S0/3 cos2 <f> 
1-206 P  ’

In this approximation, the error e in relation to the ordinate y of 
the path, corresponding to the abscissa x, is thus the difference of the 
two expressions in (3) and (4),

f t = X
= 9  ( x - t y  

J t=0
cf(v) cos 0 -  c f (u ) 

if cos4 0 dt.
At

Let us consider the complete trajectory, in so far as it lies above 
the horizontal through the muzzle.

Then x — X\ and y =  0 in (3), assuming that there is no error in 
the employment of the function cf(v): on the other hand y in (4) will 
be different from zero. Denote then the error in the height y of the 
trajectory at the end of the range by 6".

Let the variable in the definite integrals be x instead of <; and 
let the other variables remain as before, then the error is

........... (5)Jx=0 V COS4 0 '  '
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The factor y8 in question occurs in c , : it is required then to de
termine yS so as to make this error G zero. I f  this could be carried 
out exactly, the solution of the problem of the trajectory with this 
value of yS would be exact.

But here it is evident that other approximations must arise in a 
further manipulation of the expression in (5).

Therefore a new variable is introduced, z = , so that dx = Xdz,
{X  -  x)- =  A"2 (1 — z1).

Vallier assumes further that it is permissible to represent the

fraction  ̂— CCf   ̂ as a function of x  and therefore of z,v4 cos4 6 ’
denoted by $ (z), and to expand it in a convergent series in ascending
powers of z, of which only the first two terms need be employed.

He assumes therefore that the curve </> (z) can be replaced by a
straight line, <£> (z) =  a0 + (t,z (first assumption). Then

G = ffX3f Z~ \  1 -  *)s (a. + cm) dz =  gX> (|  +  g ) .

i I f  (5 =  0, we have *
4«0 +  otj =  0, (6)

and this is the relation, from which y3 is to be calculated.
The calculation of aa and follows from the relations of the 

trajectory at the vertex: in the first place x = 0, z =  0, and here 
<p (z) = o„ + cm =  denote it by <f> (0).

• ocMoreover Vallier assumes that zs =  can be taken as constant,

• ' for all trajectories, and =  0'55 (second assumption): the corresponding 
value of (j> (z) is denoted by <j> (s); so that <f> (s) =  a0 + 0;55 al. Thence 
two equations for the determination of a0 and cq. Substitute these 
values in (6), and the condition becomes

6<p (0) +  5<f> (s) =  0. (7)
But now

^ j / \_ i(v) (1 — 0 '00011y)/(r) cos 6 — i(v0)f(u)^cos\<f>
1 9 W  1 -2 0 G P  ( v cos d y

and so
i(v0) f  (v0) cos — i(vf) f ( v 0) yS cos-<f> 

} 1206 P  (v0cos <!>)*
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since u0 = v„ ; and

. / \ _  R*8q i fa ) (1 -  O'OOQll Vs)f(vs) -  i(v<>)f(ua) ficos-<j)
9 K } 1-206 P  <>». I)1 or u*cos1<£ '

Substitute these values of <f>(0) and <f>(s) in (7), and we have

'3 [6^ >+6^ 1] s“ ’+ iw  "

=  sec?<f) +  5i(vs) (1 -  O-OOOlly*)-^^........... (8)
Vo Vg

This is the formula for the determination of /3 that was to be 
constructed.

It is obvious that this value of /3 can only be employed after ’ 
finding a first approximate value of yS (such as =  1 or better, accord
ing to Vallier’s procedure, (3 =  cos §<£) in a provisional calculation 
of the trajectory in respect of the vertex, and provisional values of 
vs, Us, Vs- A  repeated application of this procedure does not always

lead to a more accurate result. Yallier denotes ySf (fl„) by ^ .

Another somewhat more exact formula for /3, given by Yallier, may 
be stated here without proof.

Suppose a preliminary calculation of the ballistic elements 
®\y\V\UxQx has been provisionally made for the point {xxyx) with 
abscissa x1 =  0'225xa, then

L Wi iig __

=  9 » ( « i ) ^ r  (* “  0-00011 yx) sec3 6X

+  4»(«fV ^ ( l - 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 y , ) ........................... (9)
Vg

The author, in 1910, has proposed another form of the Yallier formula for ,6 .

In the preceding calculation the value ̂ = 0"55 , has been assumed.

In the provisional calculation o f a trajectory, always required in the applica
tion o f Yallier’s /3, besides vS! and y „  we can calculate xt and X  as well.

The ratio xa : X  is thus known more accurately; and then the preceding 
process is carried out afresh: for instance, the formula (8 ) becomes the following:

[(4 ar 0 'v? v S ^
= (4 j - 1)  i j r sec3 9 * (•*>)■+*’ W  (! -  O'00011 ,A ’ ...(10)
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in which the special feature is that, with constant t, the factors i (r0) and i (r,) 
cancel, as i (r0) =  i (v,).

The j9 formulae above can obviously bo applied to the » values of v. Eberhard
<§ 10).

Further it might be possible to have a suitable value for the function tf> (z), 
instead of the linear au+cqz, which might apply to a definite group of values of 
c, v0, <j>, for rifles, field guns, howitzers, etc.

Finally it may bo noted that the choice of tho mean value <r—cos^> in
vcos$ vcosB , ., „ . , ,u = ---------— was arbitrary. More generally, we may put a=conp\f/, and

obtain p  from calculated trajectories (§ 32) or from observation; here denotes 
a  mean of the values of 6 at the ends of the corresponding arc of the trajectory.

§ 30. Approximate solutions of P. Charbonnier.

Charbonnier attempts the calculation of trajectories, equally by 
the help of expansion in series, but yet in a manner essentially 
different from Siacci and Vallier. His method may be explained here, 
as applied to flat trajectories.

A  first approximate solution is made on Krupp’s method, or 
according to Siacci I, with a =  1, based on the system

a? =  \ ( A  -  At,), tan 0 =  tan 0  “  ( A  -  A ,),

in which u =  vcos0, u0=  v0 cos <£, and cf(v) denotes the retardation 
due to air resistance.

The exact Chief Equation is
d0 _  g d(v cos 6) 

cos2 6 cvf{v) cos2 6 ’ 
or, with v cos 0 =  u, and

it may be written
dd _  g (  u \ du ....

cos2 0 ~  c *  \cos 0/ cos2 0 .............................. '
Employ on the right-hand side of the equation the expansion

1 - i . 0* 60*. 1 ^  201 ,
cos0 2 ! " ^ 4 !  cos20 1 1 .3  ’
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so that
dO

cos 2#
g , [ uO2 5m 0i \ /  #2 26* \ ,

=  f n " + 2T +  T T  +  - )  l 1 + T  +  0  + • ")**•

and here the function + . . . j  is expanded by Taylor’s
Theorem, and written ^

= * ( « > + ^ - V » + ^ 4L 4 !
m )  u2(f>''(u)'■ + + . . .

Multiply together the two series, and the equivalent of the Chief 
Equation in (1) may be given in the form -

+ #4 * * ( « ) +  4 W '0 0 + i|  * ' ( « )  +  ■•• +  . . . [ # m . . . . ( 2 )

If 6 is so small that only the first term in the square brackets need 
be retained, we have

dO g , /  Nj gd(v cos 6)
cos2# - U~ cvcosO f(v cos 6) ’ ............... ^

and this is the approximate equation, which formed the basis of the 
previous Krupp solution, and that of Siacci I, with a =  1.

A  second approximation is reached when the first two terms of (2) 
are employed. The simplified Chief Equation in this case leads to

£ r e =  ?  { * ( « )  +  & [ ^ +  * ( « ) ] }  du,
or since

where

, , V 1 Mf'(u)
* (tt) ” « / ( « ) ’ u2p (u ) ’

dO gdu 
cos2# cuf(u) c+ - 62y{r(u)du> ........................ (4)

^ ( m) =  ; 1 / ' ( » )
2m/ ( m) 2 /2 (m) '

Even this differential equation between 0 and it will lead to diffi
culties in an exact solution, because &1 occurs on the right-hand side; 
for this reason, Charbonnier replaces #2 on the right by tan2# as an 
approximation; and as a further approximation takes the expression
tan # =  tan <£ — — (Ju — Ju0) from a former equation (Siacci I  with

« =  1).
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Substitute then in (4) for 0P the expression {̂ q — ^  J,(tt)J , where q

denotes tan <p + ̂ -J  («„), and an equation is obtained containing 0 on zc *
the left, but u only on the right. This is integrable at once; that is

d0_
cosa 0 ........... (5)

and this gives, with J  (it) =  —J ~q—ufiu) ’

tan 6 — tan <f> =  — ^  J(u) + ^  J (ii0)2c

+ ■f  /,„ + h 2 ^  du'

Suppose further that three new primary tables are set out, namely 

for J-fr(u)du, Jj(u)\{r(u)dit, and J J2(u) t{r(u) du, and their values 

denoted by J', J", J'" respectively, then

tan e = q -  ^  J(u) + 1 (J‘u -  J'u,)

■ - ( 6 )

In the corresponding case the value of t can be calculated more 
exactly: for

7j v cos 0 d0
J ~ ^ 0 ’

so that dt = — -  +  -  &1 yjr(it)d u l,
9 L«/(«) c J

or on the same procedure

d t= - \ m - \ { q ~ Y c J {u)l {u) du-

For the calculation of t, further integrals are seen to be required:

Jui/f ( i t )  du, j  J(ti) uyfr(u)du, J J-(u)uifr(u)du,

and these require equally the primary tables to be calculated, for
T , T", T".

c. 12
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Finally y  will be given by

, (v cos 8)- dy =  -  ----------L tan 8 dd
cos2 8'

Considering that the construction of further tables is laborious, 
and that even when these tables are at hand, the calculation of tra
jectories is only slightly simplified, the following method is proposed 
by Charbonnier.

Equation (4) can be written in the form:

dd gdu 
cos2 8 cuf(ic) [1 -  8-/,:(w)]

where . 

or approximately:
d8

2/(«)

9 du
cos2 8 c (1 +  k8‘‘) uf(u) ' •(7)

Contrasted with equation (3) d8 gdu , this equation is morecos2 8 cuf{u)'
accurate.

Charbonnier next operates with a mean value of the factor 1 +  k8!, 
which is different for the ascending and descending branches of the 
trajectory. On the first branch the value of that factor is 1 + <p*ic(u0) 
at the point of departure, at the vertex it is 1, so that the mean is 
1 +  ^4>!>k(uo)• On the descending branch the mean value is

1 +  •̂&>s*(«,),

where to is the acute angle of descent, and ue =  ve cos to. So that the 
procedure is as follows:

Starting from the equation ~~Tg =  > on a system ° f  solution

similar to that of Siacci I  (with a =  1) or to the earlier one of Krupp, 
a first provisional estimate is made, determining in particular the- 
vertex and point of descent; the calculation is then repeated, and 
c is replaced by c (1 +  \k0 (p2) in the ascending branch, where

k„=  y ,, ? ~ £ , Wo =  va cos <f>; and in the descending branch c is 
2J\uo)

replaced by c (1 +  ^ e&>2), where iee =  e/ — j-, ue — vecos to; andJj (ue)
tp2 or <o2 is then replaced by tan2 cp, or tan2 to, respectively.
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It must be added that Charbonnier’s plan contains a rational 
principle for increasing the accuracy of the calculation of a trajectory. 
Nevertheless it is somewhat laborious, in spite of the employment of 
tables, which Charbonnier has calculated recently (see Note). This 
method of approximation, which provides a separate calculation for- 
the two branches, is tested, partially at least, in §§ 32, 33.

§ 30 a. On the secondary ballistic functions, and on 
ballistic curves.

1. The Secondary functions.
The Bemoulli-Didion solution in § 25 may first be examined. 

There the functions B, J, V, D  enter in the equations (1) to (4), 
serving for the calculation of y, 6, v, and t. Subsequently the func
tions E  and © are derived from these. ’

So also in the Siacci I procedure of § 26, the functions E, N, Q, 
0, S, S' are introduced as supplementary. .

Corresponding relations hold for the system of solutions of Siacci II

and III, §28, and of Vallier, § 29. Writing c' for this system ofCfS
equations is as follows:

^  =  ........................................................................................ (1)o

....................................... ; ....... <2>
c' ’ 

tan 6 =  tan <£ -  2 cog^  [ J (u) -  J  (»„)], ................................ (3)

y =  x tan <£ -  2 °qs^  [A (u) -  A (v„) -  J(va) [D (it) -  D (»„)]}

c'x ( A ( u ) - A { v a) 
Xtan<f> 2 cos2 cj> \D (m) — D (v0) (4)

U COS 4> 
V==~COS~d , Vo — Wo, (5)

and thus the elements x, t, 0, y of any chosen trajectory are expressed 
in the parameter u.

The functions occurring here, D, T, J, A, are called the primary 
ballistic functions (tables for them in Vol. iv, Table 12 a and 
Table 13).

12—2
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Denote in equation (1) by £, and for the end point of the path, c
Xwhere x —X, let — be denoted by £e; then equation (1) shows that c

u is a function of £ and v0.
Let (2), (3), (4), be written respectively: ■

T (u ) -T (v li) = H(v0, £),

J (u) -  J  (y0) =  L (v0, £),
A ( u ) - A ( v 0) T,

It is easily seen, how by help of the primary tables, the secondary 
tables for H, L and E, can be established. A  definite value of v0 and 
f  is chosen, and then, for example, from equation (1) we get the value 
of u and thence of J (u), and thence the value of L.

ETables may also be calculated for =  X, and L — E =M .

• (G )
The system of equations is given then in the form:

% = D {u )-D (v 0), ...........................

.........................................<7>

tan 6 =  tan <p -  C L(v0,%),  (8)r z cos 9

'  = t a n ^ [ 1 - S T 2^ Z ( ^ ^ )] ’ ........................ (9)

y =  x t a n 4 > - ^ ~ E ( v 0,Z), .........................( 10).

"sin 2 <£XG

! cos2 <j> - E ( v 0,& .(11)

Referring specially to the point of descent on the horizon through 
the muzzle, here y =  0, x =  X, 8 =  — &>, v = ve, u = ue, i; =

X
Thence, from (11), sin 2cf> = c’E(v0, %e), and since c' = rr, and

tje) _  ^  follows that

I.).
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. c'Equation (10) gives, when y =  0, tan cf> = -̂----— E(ve, %e) ; and so
m COS (2)

from (8):
c'Ee, c'Le c'Me— (an co = 2 cos !cf> 2 cos2 <fi 2 cos ,<f>’

Therein Le is to be written for L(v0, f e), Ee for E(v0, f e), and so 
on; and so too, Ls for L(v0, £s), E„ for E(v0, £,), and so on.

For the point of descent, equation (9) is written:

, . , / ,  c’L, \ . sin 26 „— tan co =  tan 6 1 ----=——-  , or since — j-1- =  Ee,\ sin 2<p) c

— tan co =  tan <p 1̂ — = — tan $  ̂ .

At the vertex of the trajectory, 0 =  0, tan 0 =  0, so equations (8) 
and (9) become

. , o Eg , i c Egtan 6 =  ~-----— and 1 =  —tt-t .r  2 costcf> sin 2̂ >

Finally it follows from equation (11) that 

2 cos,-<p

Hence the following formulae:

c'xa /s in 26 r,\ x8tan6 /r , , Mg( - ^ - E g j =  8 L Y (Ls-E g ) =  Xgt&n<Py\

e = £  
f  * c' ’

sin 2$ -  XX(v,,, £>) =  c'E(vt, £,),
Ue COS 0  

Ve COS co ’

% e  =  D  (ue) -  D ( V „ ) ,  ^

CT =
COS <£

IE(l>0, Ze),

— tan Qg — tan co — ■ M(v0, £ )2cos20

=  tan ■r  E(v o,  £,) I

.(12)

.(13)

•(14) for the point 
of descent,

•(15) A Yy = o, x = x
.(16)

.(17)
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2 <f>
' ~

\
....(18)

t8 —c o s / ^
....(19) for the vertex,

X — &II

& = 5 = D K > - D « ) ,c f "
....(20) e = 0

y*= 2 ^ " ^ W
M(vo,  =  x8 tan d> -r—̂—

r  L (»„,
ft)
f t ) ’

...(21)

v,= ua cos <f>. ...(22)
The functions introduced here, E, N, H, L, M, are called the 

secondary ballistic functions. The corresponding tables are given in 
Yol. iv, Tables 12 b to 12yi

The use of these secondary functions is evident at once, when the 
problem to be solved is thus: the range X  being measured, and the 
angle of departure $, and the initial velocity v0; to find the time of 
flight T, the velocity ve at descent, the angle of descent co, the 
abscissa xs and ordinate ys of the vertex.

The solution is laborious with the use of the primary functions, 
D, T, J, A  (compare Chapter V III for the solution of particular 
problems of trajectories); on the other hand with the secondary 
functions the solution is completed very simply:

In equation (13), sin 2<£ =  XN (v0, £e), <f> and X  are known, and 
consequently N, and since v„ is known also, £e can be calculated, and 
c also, by (12).

Equation (16) gives T, and (17) gives co. And T)(ue) follows from 
(15), and also ue. And ve can be calculated from (14). Further

OC • »£a — -r is given by (18), and a:8; and then the value of ya from (21). c
It is evident moreover that there is nothing to prevent the intro

duction of other secondary functions, in addition to E, N, H, L, M. 
For instance it follows from (12) and (16) that

T = X
ft cos <f>H  (»0, & );

Hand consequently, if another function R  is introduced for , and a 
table is calculated, we have

and so forth.
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2. The Ballistic Curve. (Vol. iv, diagrams Il ia to IIIg.)

Equations (I) to (IV ) in §23, give the point of descent (x =  X, 
y =  0, 6 =  — <o, v = ve, t = T, u =  ve) : then

<yA ( i )

T = = -[T (u e) - T ( u 0)]...............................................(2)
<'7

-  tan a =  tan <j> — [ J ( ue) -  J («„)],

•4 (««) -

.(3)

0  =  t a n  <f> -  -x—  7 —
2 c y  l_-U(u,

vecos <0

K

I

e) t/ \*1 / j\
“ ^ J ...............(4)

„  (5)

.............................................................. (6)

Let be denoted by f.

Equation (1) shows that, from w0 and f, ue also is given; conse
quently from (2) —  T is a function of u0 and £; and from (3) the same
holds for (tan cj> +  tan co) 2cy) and, from (4), 2cy tan <f> is a function of 
u0 and f ; or,

T =  ^  ^i(u0, £); tan w = ^(uo. f )  -  tan 0 ;

and it follows also that

tan <£ =  — .F3 (w0, f),

t a n w  =  — I ^ ( w 0, f ) .

Assuming the two quantities «„ and f  are known, it follows that 
these also are given:

tan co Ftfirstly: 

secondly: 

thirdly:

tan<£ F3’
ve cos co ue . . .  . , „^ ^ = - , a n d  ue is given by u0 and f ;

r03sin 2<f>
A” *

u0s<ra 2 sin d> cos <h n „ <r3 „  . «»3 „  , ...
- ^ 4, — x— - 2u' » “ T F,<“ “  a
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in which only known quantities are present;

fourthly: T
VOX tan (j>)

— F  (v d(~cy)______ <\/2 Fj (m0 , jf)
cy 1{U°’ *V *V [P ,(« .>  m  d[F,(u(>, f)] ‘

The equations (I) to (IV ) give in a similar way the vertex of the 

trajectory, for 0 =  0, x — x8, y =  y8, t = ts, v = v8) u = ug =  and it is
<7

• X 'U •easily seen that and are given with n0 and f.

It has already been convenient to choose <r =  cos cf> and 7 =  /3 cos 
(Siacci II and I I I ) ; then u0 — v0, and £ =  c/3X, and the results can be 
expressed in the following manner: Suppose v0 and cj3X given, then 
the following elements of the trajectory are known:

v0s sin 2<p _  A tan w A 
X  Au

Ve COS Cl) a T a BCg A yg A
v0cos4>=A3’ tan = A i’ X  = A *’ V  tan <f>= A °’

and finally A 7 =
In practice, the initial velocity is usually given, and also the range 

X  to which the gun fires with angle of departure <£, so that Aj and v„ are 
given. Then A 2 is given too, and with it the acute angle of descent 
co; and A s and consequently the final velocity v„ ; At and the time of 
flight T ; A5 and the abscissa of the vertex xs\ A e and the height 
of the vertex ys; finally c/3X and thence c/3, and consequently the 
product /Si, given the calibre 2R, weight of shell P, and air density S.

It is clear from the above that these factors A lt A 2, A 3, ... can be 
calculated with the appropriate tables. For instance Schatte took the 
Ballistic Tables, No. 13 of Siacci 1896, and the Tables of Fasella, in 
which several of the factors are calculated; and with their help, on the 
suggestion of the author, he constructed the six curves, Tables III a—f  
which are printed in Vol. iv.

I f  the elements o f the trajectory <f>, X, co, ve, xs, ya, T could be 
observed directly in numerous trajectories (Method of Neesen) it would 
be possible to construct such a curve empirically, without a law of air 
resistance, together with primary and secondary tables; and for /3 the 
value in Vallier’s formula would be assumed.

On the assumption that the Range Tables are of purely experi
mental nature— which is known not to be the case— an empirical 
curve could be drawn from a number of Range Tables; it appears
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that such tables can give good service for a convenient solution of 
trajectories.

The form of the factors A t, A a, Aa, ... is the same as that of those 
employed by Siacci and Chapel in their Tables of Factors of Fire 
(§ 25), on the assumption of the quadratic and the cubic laws of air 
resistance.

The above remarks have shown that these factors have a far- 
reaching generalised meaning, as they can be established for any given 
law of air resistance.

But the assumptions must always be known, on which the solution 
is based; thus it would be a mistake if any one were to apply these 
curves to a high angle trajectory.

Numerical examples are given in § 42.

§ 3 1 ,  Graphical method of solution of the ballistic problem.

Given the initial velocity v0 and the angle of departure a for a given shell: to 
determine in a graphical manner the elements, such as range, time of flight, 
ordinate for any given abscissa, velocity in the trajectory, and so forth, on the 
assumption of a given law of air resistance, and retardation due to air resistance 
rf(v). For instance, for v <  330 m/sec,

c/(v) =_  0'014 x I!'1 v  5 ig
P x  1-206

• • , ti^/i \ , O O U x f l V S i  „air resistance II •(kg)=m cf(v) = ------- F 20G------V~'

A. Method o f Poncelet-Dhlion (1828).
This may be treated as a graphical development of the first group of numeri

cal methods of approximation. It depends on the application of the law of 
kinetic energy.

Let J/ 0 be the point of departure, M0 Ta the direction of departure o f the shell, 
i’o the initial velocity. AVe suppose at first the trajec
tory divided into elements J/0 J / , , J/, J/2, M2 M3, ... so 
small, that each arc may be considered straight, as if the 
trajectory were a polygon with straight sides.

The air resistance at J/ 0 is along the initial tangent, 
and directed along Mt Ma; a component of gravity 
acts also in the same direction, and gravity is supposed 
to be resolved into the direction of the tangent and 
normal at every point o f the curve; so that along the 
tangent at J/0, air resistance +  gravity component 
iVo ^o=  ^o=  T  (vc)+ P sm  <f>; and this can be calculated
from v0, <f>, P, c Now along the tangent the decrease o f kinetic energy of
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the shell is equal to the work done by T0, in the short distance Mx; assume 
the force T0 constant along this arc, and we have

iniVo1 — \ m v =  J/ 0 Mx. T0 ■

and hence vx can be calculated; for we know T0, v0 and m the mass of the shell, 
and J/ 0 Mi can be chosen, as small as desired. . '

The arc MaMi can be described in the following manner: The component
vector 1I0 i\r0 (or iV0) along the normal M0 Cn 
gives zero work. The force zV0 is thus employed 
in curving the path, and so has the magnitude 

2
V̂0=  m — . Thence the radius of curvature M0 Co 

Po
or f:0 is known at M0, and so the point o f  
intersection Co o f the two consecutive normals- 
M0 Co and Ml C0. Eound C0 describe a short 
arc J/ 0 J/, with radius J/0 C0, very nearly co
incident with the chord 2/0 3fl ; and so the 
point Mi is reached, at which the new tangent 
MiM3 is the tangent of the circular arc at Mi> 
and is perpendicular to Mx (70.

Proceeding from Mx the same procedure is followed; we calculate

Tx=  T r ^ + P jx V j, and N i—m,
Pi

and this value of Tx is employed in

imvi2 —.i mv<?= Tl . Mi J/2,

to determine the new velocity v.2; while the component Mx 37' (or zVj) gives the 
new radius of curvature pi or Mi Ci; and so on.

This is the procedure of the construction by points; after passing the vertex, 
the two forces, air resistance and tangential component of gravity, are obviously 
opposed to each other; and for that reason care must be paid to the sign in the 
calculation of T.

Finally the time of flight is found as follows: in describing the arc J/ 0 Mx the 
shell takes a small time t : assume the force To constant along J/ 0 Mx; this force 
is then the mass m o f the shell, multiplied by the ratio of the diminution of the 
velocity v0 — i’i to the time t in which this takes place; and so

T0 =  mV- ^ l ,  or t =  t

MoMi

1 .

This is a relation whichor since mv(j2 -  Mit'12= 2 2 /0 . T0, thence t = r ~,———^.2 \V0"T~'V1/
can in fact be deduced by noting that the arc J/0 Mx, actually described by the 
shell with diminishing velocity, can also be considered as described with a 
constant velocity, equal to the arithmetic mean of the initial and final velocities, 
va and vu at M0 and Mx.

The whole time of flight is then the sum of all- these small elements o f 
time.
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The vertex also, which is the point of least velocity, and the point of shortest 
radius of curvature, eau be determined graphically in this manner.

In very flat trajectories, the radii o f curvature, pISt p,, ... are very great; so 
that the points C0, Cx, ... are at a great distance.

Didion proposed in this case to consider the arcs J/0J/j, J/| J/2, ... as circular 
or even parabolic arcs. On the first assumption we have for instance, taking 
jV0T0 as abscissa axis and the direction o f MaC0 as ordinate axis, (x, y) the co
ordinates of J /j, the equation .r^+y2-  2p0y =  0, from which p„ or y  follows. For 
further details, consult Didion.

B. Graphical solutions o f apyproximation, by 
the author (1896/7).

The procedure can in particular be useful in cases, in which it is required 
to determine without trouble at numerous points of the trajectory the ballistic 
elements, such as the coordinates, the velocity o f the shell, time of flight, and 
slope of the tangent; on the assumption of direct fire and knowledge o f form 
coefficient. The solutions rest on the mechanical principle of independence and 
on the application of the empirical tables, for example, o f Krupp (see Vol. iv 
Table 8 ).

First consider the constructions of the trajectory in a vacuum (figs. 1 to 4).
In fig. 1 , let 0BxB2... be the straight line drawn from the origin 0  in the 

direction of the angle o f departure with the horizon: and take equal lengths 
0BX = BXB2 = r e p r e s e n t in g  to a given scale the initial velocity v0 or some 
constant part of it.

From Bi, B2, ... the vertical distances BX0X, B.202, ... are drawn downward, 
equal to \ g . I2, \ g . 22, \g. 3-', ..., so that 0, 0 ,, 02, ... are points on the path.

A similar construction, as is easily seen, is given in fig. 2 : draw 0CX equal to 
v0 in the initial direction, and Cx0 x=\g: then 0XC2 equal and parallel to 0CX 
and C202 =  'S ,\g \ further 02C3 equal and parallel to 0X C2 and C3 = 5 .  ̂y, and 
so on.

A  modification of the original method of fig. 1 is shown also in the 
construction by chords in fig. 3: draw ODi=v0 in the original direction and 
l)l 0x =  i g ;  next 0 0 ! =  0 l D2 and D2 0„ =  2 ,%g ■, then 002 prolonged to B3, so 
that A3A2s=A iA 1 =  A 1 0, and D303 is equal to 3 . Ay; and so on.
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In the last construction the following convenient method can be employed. 
Draw (in fig. 4), OAl =  A1A2= A 2Aa= . .., and verticals through A u A2, . . . ;  and let 
OEv be the initial tangent of the trajectory. Make E\ 0\ =  ip , where 0E 1 repre
sents the initial velocity in m/see, and then Ey Oi is the corresponding distance of

fall in the first time element. Join 0 l with the midpoint of 0El, and let the 
prolongation of Mx 0, cut the vertical through A2 in E2. Make E202 =  El 01; and 
draw M2 02 from J/2, the midpoint of 0\ E2, and so on. Then in this case the 
trajectory passes through the points 0, 0U 02, 03, ... and 0M1; M10l, M202, ... 
determine the tangents of the trajectory. This method has the advantage in 
construction, that the equal lengths \g =  El Oi= E 2 02 =  ...can be set off with the 
compass.

All these constructions can be adapted to motion in the air, and so are of 
practical interest.

1. Begin with the construction in fig. 1, and treat it in the following manner: 
The movement of the shell is supposed to be divided up into a large number of 
small equal time elements At (in fig. 5, At is taken equal to one second); the 
motion of the shell under the impulse of firing, in these elements of time, will be 
along the initial tangent; suppose then OB1 =  B 1 C1 — C1 DI = ....

Next consider the problem without taking gravity into account, on the 
assumption of a definite law of air resistance, with the laws of Chapel-Vallier 
or the laws of Siacci. The corresponding differential equations determine then 
the loss of velocity Av experienced by the shell in each separate element of 
time At; denote half the loss of velocity in the 1, 2, 3, ... time elements by *!, s2, 
s3, ... respectively.

Where will the shell be found at the end of the first element o f time ?
According to the principle of independence, the result (for an infinitely small 

element of time) is the same as if  the three influences in operation, the powder 
impulse, the air resistance, and gravity come into operation one after the other, 
and independently.

Due to the initial velocity, received by the shell from the powder pressure, 
the shell would proceed from 0  to B^: through the air resistance it will move 
back a step «i from Bl to B2 (fig. 5), where it is assumed that the element of time 
t is taken so small that the air resistance may be assumed to act along the 
direction B10. Lastly, under gravity alone the shell would drop from B2 to 0, 
a distance \g Aty ; and so at the end of the element of time Atv the shell .is found 
actually at 0 \.
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So too in the second time element At> the shell will have reached a point 0,\ 
for in the two elements of time owing to the initial impulse the shell would 
have reached C, from 0 ;  then it comes back from C, to C3 under the air resist
ance alone, i.c., first from C, to Co parallel to the initial tangent OB, a distance

C, C2 equal to 3sj, and then from C2 to C3 a distance C2C3, s2, parallel to tho 
direction 0 0 ,, which may be considered to be the direction of the air resistance 
in the second element of time; finally under gravity alone the shell descends 
vertically from C3 to 0 2, a distance equal to \g (3 Af,2+  At,2) or \g (2A<)2, when 
the time elements are taken equal.

In a corresponding way the next point 03 is determined on the trajectory, by 
drawing D,D2 =  bs, parallel to OB,, D2D3 =  Zs2 parallel to CCi, and D3Dt= t3 
parallel to 0 ,02, and then from D, a distance D ,0 3 is drawn vertically, equal to 
J <7 (3AZ)2; and so on.

To avoid the prolongation of the line OB,C,D, from falling outside the 
drawing, a modification, analogous to fig. 2 , may be employed; and so a line 0, C,' 
is drawn through 0, equal and parallel to B> C\, and then from C,' backward the 
polygonal path C,'C2 C2 congruent with C,C2C3 is drawn, and from C3 vertically
down the distance C3 02 is- taken equal to 3 1 (in the case where each element 
of time is taken as one second), and so forth.

2 . The procedure is more simple, if  the construction of fig. 4 is employed. In 
this case it is necessary to determine the horizontal projection of the motion of 
the shell, either through the integration of the differential equation, or by 
employing the figures in Krupp’s empirical table. This table is based on much 

^  experimental work, and gives the following quantities for all horizontal velocity 
components u, from 10 0 0  m/sec downward, by decrements of one metre per second 
down to 50 m /sec; firstly, the air resistance in kg per square centimetre of the cross 
section of the shell; secondly the advance Ax in metres, during the fall o f velocity 
of one metre per second; thirdly, the sum 2 Ax o f these distances from the be
ginning of the table; fourthly the time Af in seconds, corresponding to the fall 
of velocity of 1 m /sec; and finally the sum 2A<. These numbers relate to a
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sectional load 1 , that is to say, in employing the table for a special case, the 
corresponding numbers 2 A*’ and 2 At o f the table must be multiplied by the

factor a=  ■ where P  is the weight of the shell in kg, R2^ the cross

section in sq cm, 8 the weight of a cubic metre o f air in k g ; i  is the form 
coefficient, varying with the shape of the shell; for Krupp’s original normal shell, 
*’= 1 , or nearly s o ; but it is best determined by experiment, by taking the hori
zontal components of the initial and the final velocity, which relate to a given 
range, and then comparing with the tabular results for the corresponding shell. 
The Tables of Krupp provide then the complete horizontal projection of the motion 
o f the shell. Given the successive points 0, A x, A 2, A3, ... on the horizontal axis 
through the origin 0 , the horizontal component u o f the velocity v in the tra
jectory is known at these points, and also the times A^, A<2, ... which are required 
in the horizontal motion from 0  to A lt from A, to A 2, and so on. .

The angle o f departure, <j>, is supposed to be given.
A  second trajectory can then be found, that is the one whose projection is 

A i, by drawing vertically downward from B X the line B l Ol equal to ^yAfj2. The 
tangent at 0 X of the trajectory may be taken as M x0 XB 2, joining M lt the middle 
point o f 0 B l , to O i; and then the construction may be started afresh from 0 1} 
proceeding in a similar manner; the vertical in A 2 meets M iOi in B 2, and from 
B 2 the line B 2Q2 =  \g£A<? is drawn vertically downward; then M 20 2 is drawn 
from the middle point of 0 XB 2, giving 0 2 a third point on the trajectory, and 
M2 0 2 the tangent at 0 2 ; and so on.

In this procedure the trajectory is shown as an envelope o f the tangents; and 
we thus describe a trajectory of a number of arcs of different parabolas with

vertical axes, corresponding to the number of the lengths OAx, A iA2, ... on the 
abscissa axis.

In fact, when the first arc of a parabola between 0  and 0X is taken (fig. 7), 
the two points 0  and 0l are given on it, the vertical direction of the axis, and 
the tangent 0BX at the point 0.

Now if J/j Oi is to be the tangent of such a parabola in the same point 0X, 
Mi must be the middle point of OBx. .

Because if  the sides of a triangle ABC (fig. 8 ) touch a conic section in A lt B1, 
Cu and AAi, BBX, CCX are drawn; then by Brianchon’s Theorem, these three 
lines meet in a point, M, and P, Bu N., GX are four harmonic points. Now let the 
side CB, and with it Au recede to infinity; the conic section becomes a para
bola, with vertical axis: the vertical line MXQ (fig. 7) joining the point of inter-
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aection of the two tangents Mx 0 and Mx 0 X to the middle point of 0 0  x will be a 
diameter of tho parabola, and so vertical and parallel to A XBX,

At the same timo it is evident 
that tho middle point of MXQ is 
another point of tho parabola.
Therein lies a very simplo way of 
constructing any number of tra
jectories and of drawing tho tangent 
at any arbitrary point. Join Mx with 
tho middlo point Q o f 0 0 x and 
bisect Mx Q in P, then P  is another 
point of the trajectory, and the 
tangent at this point is the line 
joining P  with the middle point of 
0MX; and so on. ’

The next question is to settle the 
way in which the range, the part of tho abscissa axis between the departure 0  
and point of descent, should be divided, into 0A X, A XA2, A2A3, .... Tho con
struction will naturally bo more exact, if a number of points, Ax, A2, A3, ... are 
taken.

For this purpose, we can either
(a) Select the divisions so that the time elements Atx, At2, ... are all equal: 

this has the advantage that the lengths Bx 0X, B202, ... can all be drawn with the

same setting of the compass; on the other hand there is the inconvenience that 
interpolation is required in Ivrupp’s Table.

(6) Or the distances 0AX, AXA 2, A2A3, ... can be made equal, and the corre
sponding velocity and time intervals At,, At2, ... can then be taken out o f Krupp’s 
Table.

(c) Finally, the intervening points Ax, A2, A3, ... can be chosen on the 
horizontal projection at any desired interval, and the corresponding time interval 
At taken from Krupp’s Table. This procedure is the one which leads to the 
result in the simplest and easiest manner if  Krupp’s Tables do not require to be 
used with interpolation, by choosing suitable, but nearly equal lengths for 
0A X, A XA2, A2A3, ....

Examples are given below.
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I f  we axe to avoid the intersection o f the tangents in a flat trajectory at
too small an angle, the scale of the ordi
nates alone is increased; the range X  on 
the drawing is not altered thereby.

Further if  we do not wish to measure 
out with the compass the small lengths 
B1 O1 , B202, ... and to set them out on the 
diagram, in which case the errors accumu
late, it is easy to calculate the distances 
BiOi, C\ 02, C203, ... that are all measured 
from the initial tangent, and then combine 
them in one measurement (fig. 9).

Suppose then, with equal lengths OA1 =  A 1J2=  ... the distances B 10l, B202, 
B303, ... are denoted respectively by i j ,  s2, s3, . . . ;  it is easy to show that

B\ 0, -- .>'1 , C'i 02= + . '■ ' 2, C303— 5s1 + 3 5 2+S3 , 0 ,—7 ,̂ +  -f- 3 ^ -f .>7 ,

and so on.
These lengths are given by mere addition, as shown in the scheme

a a a a
b a+b 2a+b 3 a+b
c a + 6  +  c 3 a + 2 6 + c 5a +  36-f c
d a + b+ c+ d AiX H- 36 -J- 2 c~\~d 

.....................

7ct“f“56 + 3 c-\-d

But, in this procedure there is the disadvantage, irrespective of the trouble o f  
the preliminary calculation, that for a prolongation of the initial tangent OBx a 
very large sheet of drawing paper must be employed.

Examples o f  the graphical procedure.
1. Example. Given the initial velocity v0 m/sec, the angle of departure tji° ; 

further P  (kg) the weight of the shell and R2 ir (cm3) its cross section, as well as 
the form coefficient i.

To determine the range X , the acute angle of descent m, the coordinates 
(xs,y e) o f the vertex, the whole time of flight T, the final velocity ve; and for any 
given horizontal distance x, to determine the ordinate y  of the trajectory, the 
time o f flight t, and the slope 8 of the tangent to the horizon.

The horizontal range is supposed to be divided into a number of (nearly
. R? 7T Siequal) parts OAx, A iA 2, A2A3, ..., and after application of the factor a =  77 —OA,.,x • 1 iUt)

we use Krupp’s Table to calculate the horizontal velocity at the corresponding 
points Ax, A 2, As, ... and the times of flight 2 =  2Af. From the corresponding 
time interval At, the fall under gravity igAt2 is calculated, and thence the 
distances BxOx, B203, B303, ... (fig. 6 ). The trajectory from '0, the point of 
departure, is then constructed, bit by bit, as follows: Millimetre ruled paper is 
taken, and on it to a large scale (for instance, for infantry weapons, 1 mm =  2 m 
to 5 m : for artillery, 1 mm =  5 m to 20 m) the intervals Ax chosen are drawn, or
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0Alt yl, .12) A2A3, . . . ;  the line OB, is drawn at the angle of departure <£, cutting 
the vertical through yl, in B,. Make B ,0, equal to JjyAq2, and join 0, to tho 
middle point M, of OB,; then 0, is a second point on tho trajectory and .If,0, 
the tangent at it. In the same way make B202 equal to tho second drop JyA/j*, 
and join 02 to the middle point J/2 of 0,B 2; then 02 is tho point on the 
trajectory with projection at yl2, and J/20> is the tangent at 0V

Proceed in this way till the ground is reached again; and continue with the 
construction somewhat beyond this point.

I f  it is necessary to obtain extra points on the trajectory, we can do so by the 
construction of fig. 7 ; thus for instance to insert points between 0  and <3,, draw- 
0 0 ,, midpoint Q; then P, the midpoint of M,Q, is a point on tho trajectory-, and 
tho tangent at P  is the line joining P  with the midpoint i f  o f 0.1/,. In a similar 
manner another point P  with its tangent can be inserted between 0  and P, and 
so on. Proportional interpolation is often sufficient.

The vertex of the trajectory and the danger zone are determined on a sheet of 
squared paper.

The times of flight and the horizontal velocities are obtained from Krupp’s 
Tables; the actual velocity v in the trajectory is obtained from v = u seed, where 
8 is taken from tho drawing.

A  knowledge of the correct form coefficient i  is of special importance for the 
accuracy of the result.

When the trajectory is very flat, the scale of the ordinates requires to be 
chosen much larger than that of the abscissae; and then it is possible to draw 
B ,0,, B-2 0-,, ... with greater accuracy, and the successive tangents do not cut at 
too small an angle in the drawing.

The choice of the size of the intervals OA,, A, A2, A2A3, ... is made, so that 
they are nearly equal, but not so that interpolation is required in Krupp’s Table; 
and these distances (8— 15) will be measured out, so that the points il , and 0 , ,  
J/2 and 02, do not lie too close for a drawing of the joining line to be uncertain.

I f  the decrease in air density 8 with increase in height y  is to be considered, 
this can be allowed for in a simple manner by taking a mean value between 8 at 
the point of departure and at the vertex, and the construction is then repeated.

(a) Example: Initial velocity t’„=441 m/sec; angle o f departure <£ =  15° 16i'
97*>.o

and t a n $ = Tp^7r . Calibre 2 / i= 8 ‘8 cm ; weight of shell P = 7 '5  kg, 8=1-206, 
1000

1 pi= l-2 3 , and so - =  — — .= 0 T 0 0 ,; initial horizontal velocity 
a BAiri

m0= v0 cos <£ =  425 m/sec.
The lengths OA,, A ,A 2, ... or Ax on the horizontal axis may be chosen so that 

they are about 500 nr long ; then the values of 2 Aa- in Krupp’s Table proceed at 
500; =  5000 m intervals continuously, but so that no interpolation is required.

0 * 1OO4

Here the construction of fig. 6 is to be applied; OJ, =  491 m, 0.12=  1002 m,
0.43=1512 m, and so on ; P 1<3, =  7‘8m , B202=  11-5 m, and so on.

The drawing on a scale of 1 mm =  5 in for abscissa axis, and 1 mm =  2 111 for 
ordinate axis is shown in the figure on page 196; but in the reproduction the 
original drawing was reduced to one-third, and the millimetre lines omitted, 

c. 13
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Consequently the following numbers are those required to be taken from the 
Table.

Horizontal 
velocity u

Krupp’s Table 

2A.r | SAt

Multiplied by 0-100, the 
actual values, from O
2A.r m 2At sec

Corresponding
fall

ipAt2 m

A t 0 425 23711 36-93 0 0 0
» Aj 358 28619 49-57 491 1-264 7-8
u A 2 316 33734 64-87 1002 1-530 11-5
u A 3 287 38830 81-78 1512 1-691 14-0
11 A 4 263 43858 100-07 2015 1-829 16-4
11 A 6 242 48730 119-39 2502 1-932 18-3
11 A e 223 53655 140-61 2994 2 -12 2 2 2 -1

11 A 7 20'6 58750 164-40 3504 2-379 27-8
11 A 8 191 63961 190-69 4025 2-629 33-9
11 A 9 179 68725 216-47 4501 2-578 32-6

1 11 A jo 168 73624 244-74 4991 2-827 39-2

The results of the graphical solution are as follows:
Range X =4501 m,

( 232\tan a ,

Total time of flight T =  18'0 sec,
Final horizontal velocity =179 m/sec,

179Final velocity v = ----- ■„ =  197-3 m/sec,J cos 24 53 £ '
Abscissa of the vertex =2600 m,
Ordiuate „  „  =412 m.

Moreover the drawing can be measured directly to give the slope o f the 
tangent, and the height of flight:

x =  0 m 0 =  0  =  15° 17' tan 0 =  0-2732 y =  0
491 0 =  12° 38' 112 : 500 126-0 m

1002 11° 31' 102 : 500 2395
1512 8° 45' 77 : 500 329-5
2015 4° 55' 43 : 500 388-0
2502 0° 52' 7-5 : 500 411
2994 -  4° 50' -  42-5:500 394-5
3504 -1 1 °  5' -  98 : 500 325-5
4025 -1 8 °  0' - 162-5 : 500 188-5
4501 -2 4 °  53' -  232 : 500 0 to about 0-2 m

In illustration of the remarks on the insertion of additional points on the 
trajectory, the additional point P  is constructed in the drawing between 0S 
and Oe ; 0s0a is drawn, bisected in Q, and P  is the middle point of M9Q.

(b) Example: 2A = 24 cm ; P = 215 kg; i’0=G40 m /sec; S, on the ground,

=  1-206, <f> =  22°, i =  l, i  =  0-476.’ ’ a
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§31] numerical methods o f  ajrproximation 195

Allowing for tho alteration of air density, wo have
X =  13050 in, g> =  27°38'£, ?.=307-5 m/scc, T=37-3sec.

From calculation (Table, Vol. iv, no. 12a) the results obtained were 
A"—14170 m, to=33° 30', z>,=323 m/sec, 7’=38'1 sec.

(c) Example: i>0=465 m/scc, < — i  — 00548, X«*4075 m (observed
4000 m), 7 =  12-75 see (observed 13-0 sec), v„~253 m/sec (range table 255-5), 
■z-,=2250m,y,=214m.

2. Problem . Given the range A", initial velocity v0, as well as tho shape and 
mass of tho shell, in P , 2R , i. To find tho angle of departure fa and the other 
elements.

As before, a graphical solution is the best to employ, taking a provisional 
value of </>, selected by a comparison with tho range table, A  certain range Xi 
is obtained, not agreeing exactly with the given X . But the trajectory is re
volved or swung like a rigid line about the origin 0, until the range becomes 
the given X . The angle A<£, through which the trajectory must be turned down
ward, must then be subtracted from the angle of departure fa (or must be 
added). Thereby <£ is obtained, and as in Iso. 1 the other results, all referred 
to the true range as abscissa axis.

Take the same numerical example, with A'=4300 m ; to find fa
The trajectory is first constructed with <£ =  15° 17', as was the case in the 

example above, when the range was found to be 4501 m. The trajectory is now 
turned about O till the range is 4300 m : thus a circular arc is described about 
a centre 0  with radius 0  IF, =  4300 m, cutting the trajectory drawn already in 
TF, and 0 W  is drawn, which is the true abscissa axis.

The angle IF, 01F or A<£, through which the turn is made, is given by 
tan Arp =  A<£ =  1° 23': and this angle is to be subtracted from the pre
vious angle of departure.

3. Problem . Given range X  and angle of departure fa and also P , 2R , and i. 
T o find r# and the other quantities.

The simplest procedure is to choose a range table, with a value of r0 as close 
as can be found to the given v0. Then with the initial horizontal velocity 
v0 cos fa employ Krupp’s Tables, and make the drawing. A  range Xj is obtained 
thereby, but not identical with the given X . I f  X j  is smaller than A”, select 
another value of v0, to give a range greater than X , and make another drawing 
which determines a second range X 2. Then by interpolation between ATj, X 2, 
and X , a value is found of the initial velocity t\,.

A  saving of labour results from not calculating a second time the complete 
list of the values of 0Al , AXA 2, ..., A ,0lt B202, . ... The first interval alone is 
increased or diminished, and the other numbers remain unaltered, while the 
horizontal velocity at 0, and the first step A.rt or 0Al and the first drop B10 l 
are different.

4. Problem . Given v0, fa and A '; to determine the factor a  (for instance, to 
find i, when P , 8, and 2R  are given).

This important problem, which requires in Siacci’s method a double calcula
tion and subsequent interpolation, and only by the employment o f the secondary

13— 2
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functions can be carried out 
with ease, (but then solely for 
the case of a small angle of 
departure), requires here a 
double construction of the 
trajectory. The most con
venient procedure, after com
parison with a suitable range 
table, is to assume a value 
of a, to construct the tra
jectory, and to determine a 
value X  ̂ of the range; then 
assume another value of a 
and determine another X2; 
then interpolate.

It is evident then that 
this graphical procedure is 
not suitable for the calcula
tion of a range table, but it 
is advantageous for a case, 
where v0, <j), a are known, 
and a series of intermediate 
points o f the trajectory are 
required to be found.

And in problem (2) an 
investigation must be made 
as to whether the tilting o f 
the trajectory is permissible 
or not.

The method should not 
be employed for an angle of 
departure over 30°.

The method can be con
sidered to be a graphical de
velopment of the second 
group o f methods o f solution. 
It can be applied to each of 
the corresponding tables. So- 
also <r and y  (§ 23) can here 
be chosen as desired.

Remarks.
1. The work o f A. Indra 

(1886) on “ Graphic Ballis
tics” is based on the follow
ing ideas:

In fig. 3 above, and in a j 
vacuum, the points 0f>2 CM 
on the trajectory are the]
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intersections of a pencil o f rays 00\, 002, 003, ... with the parallel rays Z),0lt
l) i0 3, D3O3, __  When tho space is supposed to be filled with air, the focus of
these parallel rays is supposed to move from an infinite to a finite distance. 
But there is no proof that this fanciful analogy has any real bearing on the 
question of air-resistance.

2. A  graphical solution has been published by Dr ltothe, 1911, in which the 
relation between v and 6 has been taken as the starting point (similar to the 
planimetric procedure in §§ 33 and 37). To tho details of Rothe’s solution some 
objections have been raised by H. Rolino and von Narath (see notes).

3. Graphical representation o f tho ballistic auxiliary functions.
Didion (1848) exhibited in diagrams in a convenient manner the functions 

arising in his analytical solution, and they have the advantage that by their 
use the interpolation is simplified. Since those days graphical representations 
in Mathematics and technical work have been developed, more especially by 
M. d’Ocagno, R. Mehmke, C. Runge, R. Rothe; and in ballistics these methods 
aro valuable.

The representation of a function between two variables can be given often 
with advantage in “ logarithmic” and other “ scalar functions.”

And functions of three variables can be represented in a family of curves on a 
coordinate system. But frequently it is better to represent it by a table. See 
Note (d’Ocagne, Mehmke, Schultz, Schrutka, Schilling, J. E. Mayer, Soreau, 
v. Pirani). The procedure was first applied in Ballistics by G. Pesci, G. Ronca, 
Garbasso, R. von Portenschlag-Ledermayr, A. Nowakowski. Nowakowski has 
lately described a method to determine the abscissa x  of the trajectory cor
responding to a given height of flight y , by means of the application of a 
logarithmic scale, to suit all trajectories of given v0. •

He has given a description of a Range Table, in which the trajectories are 
laid out on a curved surface, and this surface is cut up into lines o f section by 
horizontal planes.
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Investigation of modern methods of calculation, 
and of their accuracy

§ 32. The calculations of a trajectory according to the formulae 
in use are subject to a double error.

The first part of the error arises in that the Chief Equation in 
the ballistic problem cannot be integrated exactly, but is treated on a 
method of approximation, and this is different in the various systems.

The second part of the error arises from the fact that the 
function for the air resistance, comprising coefficient of form, density 
of air and its variation, etc., is not known with accuracy.

But at the present time it is not yet known which of these errors 
is the more serious.

The different approximate methods of calculation must therefore 
be tested, in order to see the magnitude of error arising from the 
method of integration, and also how far the errors in the integration 
counterbalance one another.

The modem methods of solution have the following in common.
As before, v denotes the velocity in the trajectory, 0 the slope 

to the horizon of the tangent of the path, t the time of flight, cf{v) 
the air-resistance retardation, at any point (xy) on the trajectory.

The exact Chief Equation of the problem is then
. gd(v cos 6) _d6_

vcf{v) ’ cos* 6'
g d(v cos 6)

V  cos , . (v  cos 0\
)  [[cos 9 ]j

As an approximation, the two values of cos 6, contained in the square 
brackets, are treated as constant along the trajectory, and replaced 
by their mean values, a and 7 respectively: so that

, /v cos 0\
d6 _  g d (v cos 6 ) _____ ® \ tr )  _  g da

cos2# -  „  ^./vcos#\ ~ vcosO cos 0\ ~ >ycuf(u)’

where u = (/ ■
a cos 9

vcosB ,/vcos 6\ 
<7 \ <r /
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§ 32] Modern methods o f  calculation and their accuracy 199

This differential equation between it and 8 is integrable; the 
variables are separated. Therefore we obtain

tan 8 =  tan <f> — ^  (./„ — J„0) ; 

y = x tan <f> — \AU — A Ug — ■/«„ (Ou — -D«0)],

where

r _  _  « „  [  du A -  -  [J (l,) udu T) -  -  f
u ~  2ffJ u f ( u ) , A u  J  f ( u )  ’  Du  .1m

v cos 6 v0 cos d>
_________ 41- ----------  ---------------L.

Cudu
V 0 0 ’

This system of solutions, depending on the above mentioned 
general procedure, may be called the Modem System (compare 
Chapter V, 2nd group of solutions).

In all of them an error is present, because a and y have been 
assumed constant, whereas in reality they are variable along the 
trajectory.

They differ moreover in the choice of the value, more or less 
approximate, of a and y.

When the object is merely to settle the corresponding error, and 
to classify the systems according to the error, the comparison must 
be made on the same law of air resistance, including the form 
coefficient i and air density S, and further the same angle of de
parture (j> and initial velocity v0; and then the investigation must 
determine the magnitude of the error in the neighbourhood of the 
vertex, and at the end of the trajectory.
' Concerning the method of investigation, Cauchy’s Law on the 
approximate solution of a differential equation must first be stated. 
Suppose a differential equation dy =  F  (x, y) dx, between the variables 
x and y. Starting from a given point x„y<u take an arbitrary small 
increment Ax, and calculate the corresponding Ay =  F (x0, y0) A x ; 
a second point (x +  Ax, y +  Ay) is obtained on the curve.

Proceed from this point in the same way to another third point, 
and so on, building up in succession the integral curve as a polygon 
of small finite straight elements.

Then if e is the greatest value of the different Ax increments,
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further if A, B, G denote the greatest numerical values that occur
()F BFof F, g - , ^  respectively, between the starting and the end point of

the corresponding part of the curve, and if n is the number of elements 
employed, then the error of y at the end of this part compared with

B + AO (l  +  Ce)n- lthe true‘value of y is always less than 0 . n

This procedure was employed by St Robert in an example with 

small initial velocity, where he started with the function , which 
changes only slowly; and he has thus obtained an upper limit to the
error.

This method involves great labour if the accuracy is to be such 
as is required in the present case.

On this account the following method was introduced by the 
author (1909), in order to obtain several “ Normal solutions” of 
the trajectory problem, for purpose of comparison.

Mayevski’s Law of “ Zones” was assumed as a basis; this takes 
a resistance function vn, with n an integer, for velocities from v =  550 
m/sec, downward. In such cases the Chief Equation can be inte
grated exactly: care must, however, be taken that the constants of 
integration are adjusted, so as to make the change continuous from 
one zone to another.

The relation between v and 6 is thus known; in particular the 
vertex velocity v8 is known, where 0 = 0.

The functions of 6, —, — tan 0, V S6C ^ , can then be calculated in 
9 9 9

terms of 6. These functions, after they have been determined for a 
number of values of 6, are to be shown graphically on a large 
scale.

Finally the summation of

a> =  — ~jv2d0, y =  — ^Jv2tan0d0, t =  — ̂ Jvsec0d0,

is carried out either by a planimeter or integraph.
Since the probable error of measurement by a planimeter can be 

determined as a percentage for the actual curve by measuring a 
circle or square of similar area, the probable errors wlt w2, ws,. . . of 
the individual portions of curved-line areas in the measurement are 
known.
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The probable error of the sum of the parts of the area is then 
V(w,5 +  l 'V + ...)  =  w.

I f  a part is measured 10 times, the error of the final result, for
example of x, or y, or t, is probably w

TTo'
Six different normal trajectories have been calculated in this 

manner, on the basis of the same laws of air resistance.
The corresponding zone-laws are the following. The retardation 

cf(v) of the air resistance is :

for v =  550— 419 m/sec, 
retardation = 00394 cv3; 

for v =  419— 375 m/sec,
, . O)retardation =  0'09404 cv3; 

for v =  375— 295 m/sec,
. (»)retardation =  0-06709 cv3; 

for v =  295— 240 m/sec,
(4)

retardation =  0-05834 cv3; 
for v =  240— 0 m/sec, 

retardation =  0'014 cv-.

where
_  R-irigh

C~  P .1 -206 ’
2R  =  calibre in m, 

i =  form coefficient,
P  =  weight of shell in kg, 
8 =  air density in kg/m3,
0 =  9-81,
1 a constant, taken =  1,
8 also constant.

These solutions were compared with the most important methods 
o f approximation employed during the last 70 years (excluding the 
graphical methods, and those belonging to the first group, such as 
Bashforth for instance, and others).

These methods are characterised by the following differences :

1. (T =  7 =  - ;  so that u =  av cos 6, and then a =  ;' a tan </>
£ (</>) =  tan <j) sec <f> +  log tan ({ v  +  £</>),

(employed by Didion, Siacci 1880, and N. v. Wuich; but with 
different laws of air resistance).

2. Calculation of the trajectory in two parts: for the ascending

branch, <r =  7 =  —, where a, =  ; for the descending branch,tan <p 0
1 fc A \

cr = <y = —, where a2 =  > 01 =  acute angle of descent (Didion,0(2 tan (o
Mayevski, Siacci 1880, v. Wuich).
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. <f> +  CO

3. <7 =  7 =  - ,  where a =a '  ̂ d> +  totan —
(Didion, Mayevski, v. Wuich).

4. <7 =  7 = - ,  where a is the arithmetic mean of the values of sec 9a
at the point of departure, and at the vertex (0 = 0); so that

a =  ^(sec 4> + 1)
(St Robert).

5. <7 =  7 = ^ , where a is the geometric mean of the values 

mentioned above, so that a =  y^sec <f>) (H61ie).

6. cr =  7 =  1, so that u =  v cos 6 (simplified procedure of Siacci,, 
employed also by F. Krupp).

V C O S  0 .7. <7 =  cos <f>, 7 =  /3 cos2 cf>, so that u = -------—; and thereincos <p

/3 =  ;
[* , / F0 cos <f>\ /  tan2 #\ dO 

jJo"' \ cos 0 /V  ^ tan2d>j2 sin 2<f>f(V0)JoJ V cos 6 tan2 <£/ cos 6 ’

where F0 is defined by and X  is the horizontal
range.

This is Siacci’s procedure 1888 (Siacci II) and 1896 (Siacci I I I ) ; 
in both these solutions the principle of compensation of the inte
gration error is the same; different laws of air resistance are used.

8. The same as (7), but /3 =  1 ; and so
, „ , v cos 6<x =  cos ffl, 7 =  cos2 d>, u = ------- r  •T T cos (f>

V cos 09. <7 =  cos <j>, 7 =  /3 cos2 <£, and u =  ^  ; where /3 =  cos § cf>

as a first approximation: it is then calculated more accurately through 
the relation

a 6 / f a )  5 f  (n„) cos2 <f>~\ _  6 /(p 0) | 5f ( v , )m 
|_r04cos2<£ Vg \ V cosS0 i’/  ’

v0 =  initial velocity, vs =  vertex velocity, us =  value of u at the vertex,
V • .so that m8 =  — -—r : f  (v) is the variable part of the function of air re- cos<pJ r

sistance, and is taken from the corresponding zone law.
With constant i and 8, this is Vallier’s method (Vallier I).
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v cos 010. a =  cos <£, 7 =  3  cos2 <b, u = —  , .^ r  cos <f>

203

and for yS at first an

approximate value, y9 = cos § <fi : thence the elements are calculated, 
xe, ijg, u„ v, at the vertex, as well a s « „  v1: 0, at the point fa , y,) of 
the trajectory, where the abscissa =  0'225 x, ; then y9 is recalculated 
from

y9
9/ fa ) +  4 / (II,) 1 =  9 / fa ) +  4 / fa )

U,4 cos’ </> 1C,4 COS3 </>J II,4 cos* V,* '

This is another procedure of E. Vallier (Vallier II).

11. Procedure of Charbonnier for flat trajectories: First let 
<7 =  7 = 1 , and u — v cos 0. Thence the acute angle of descent <u and 
the final horizontal velocity vXe =  ve cos co are calculated. Afterwards 
the calculation of the path proceeds in two parts. In the ascending 
branch c is replaced by c (1 +  $/c0 tan3 </>), in which

n * f < v x) \]

vx is the horizontal velocity, v cos 0, in the path; so that in the special 
case

*0 i l
2L V K )

»** = t\>COS cf>.

In the descending branch c is to be replaced by c (1 +  tan2 co), 
where

K u*e
f ' M
/ f a e)

- 1 ]•
§ 33. All these trajectory calculations were made with the same 

shell, with the same v0, <p, i, S, and with the same zone laws as above; 
the Tables for D (it), J (u), T fa), A  fa), and y9 of Siacci II and III, are 
to be found in the Lehre vom Schuss of W. Heydenreich, 2nd edition, 
Berlin 1908.

The details of the calculations are not here given; only the first 
case is explained in full.

1 . Example. Let the initial velocity v0 =  465 m /sec; the angle of departure 
<i) =  34}$ degrees, the weight of the shell P  =  6‘85kg, the calibre 2R = 0-077 m, 
the coefficient of form is constant, i = l ,  the air density 8 is constant and 
=  l ‘2 0 0 kg/m*.
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First zone, from v =  v0 =  465 to v= vl =  419. Here the relation between v and 0 
is the following

c , r 2 -  . g(l+^>2)_________ __
1 A -  Ps/(1 +p*) -  log [s/( l  + f ) + P] ’ ^

Ci=(0W7)V x 9|l x l|00 x 0.0394. logCl =  4.41V38)

/?! =  tan <£ N/( l  +  tan2 <£) +  log [^/(l +  tan2<£) +  tan <£] +  £ ( l  +  ta n ^ )  _  1 -7 4 0 5 2 ;Ci V(f
so that at r =  «q =  419, we have # =  #1 =  33°46'.

We are here at the end of the first and beginning of the second zone.
Second zone, from v = v 1 =  419 to i,- =  r2=375. Here v and 0 are connected by 

the relation
1

v3 cos381 9 \
tand+^tan3#^ + B 2;

(O077)V 9-81 1-200 W . . .  ,<h=------- X x x 0-09404 ; logc2 =  7-<9ol9;

B2 is determined, then, from the relation 0 =  33° 46', -y= 419 ; and so B2= 0-0170269.
When d='/>2 =  375, we find 0=0 2 =  32° 35 '; this is the beginning of the third 

zone.

Third zone: r5 cos6 0"
,5C3 
’ 9

^tan 0+ 1  tan3 # + i  tan6 + B 3,

( i i )
and there log c3 =  12-64854; and at the beginning of the third zone, i?3=0'02211. 

For -» =  r3=295, # = # 3 =  27° 21' 50": this is the beginning of the fourth zone.

Fourth zone: - . - 1 ,  =  -  - Ci ( tan 0 +  1- tan3 (A +0-0122358, and log c, =  7-58785: v3 cos3 6 g \ 3 /
and for v—Vi =  240, # =  #., =  17° 36'; and this is the beginning of the last zone.

,2 .9(1+P2)Fifth zone: ' 2-66310 - p j ( l  + p ‘ ) -  log[v/( l  + f )  + p ] ’

p =  tan#; log c5 =  5-96801: and at # =  0, r =  r„=  199T3 (vertex velocity); at 0 =  —15°, 
0 =  187-91: at 0=  -  49°'5, o=214'06 (near the end point of the horizontal range).

The function — tan 0 must now be calculated for a great number of values of 
9

the angle 0, and drawn graphically on a large scale in several parts, from
<J}2 .

# =  <£ =  34° 37'"5 to 0 =  — 50°, with 0 for abscissa, and — tan 0 as ordinate.

The area of the curve, y  =  — [ t  
J 9

tan 0 d.0, is then to be measured by the plani-

meter, in four parts. In the first three parts, one square cm represents IT636m, 
in the last part one square cm represents 3-4907 m. The curved boundary of each 
part is measured 10 times by the planimeter. At first the planimeter measure
ment is to be carried out up to the point where 0 = — 49°-5, in the neighbour
hood of the point of .descent to the muzzle horizontal; here the ordinate y  is 
still 34-1 m : afterwards to y —9 where x = X .

As to the probable error in the determination of y, derived from the square 
of the errors, this had the value + OT3°/0: the probable error of y  as far as
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5 =  18° 17' has the magnitude ±  0-7.39 m ; to 5 —0 (vertex) the magnitude +0-80.3 in : 
and to 5 =  -4 9 ° -5, the magnitude + 1-71 m.

2̂ t 
So too — is to be drawn as a function of 5 : the integral # =  -  

9 .
ated mechanically as far as 5 =  — 49°-5, and also to the muzzle horizon.

The measurement by planimetcr was made in 5 parts: in the first three parts, 
1 square cm of the drawing sheet denoted 0'.r>8178m ; in the 4th part, 1 square cm 
=  1-10355 m ; in the 5th part, 1 square cm=.3-49070 m.

As far as 5 =  18° 17', #= 27057 m ± 0 '2 8 8 m ; up to 5 = 0 (vertex),

Cv2
I — dd is evalu- 
J 9

# =  #,=4308-0 in ±0-370 m ;

and on to 5 =  — 49°-5, #=7634-8 m ±0"743m.
Analogous procedure for t :

to 5 =  18° 17', t=  10-001 ±0-00227 sec ;

to 5= 0 , < =  <,= 17'2117 ±0-00235 sec ;

to 5 =  -  49° -5, t =  37 -0407 ±  0-00381 sec.

In this way the calculation of this trajectory was carried out as a specimen 
normal trajectory, since the probable extent of the errors of #, y, t is known 
sufficiently exactly, and since v has been determined as a function o f 5 .

The values of #, t, y, v are found for the same angle 5 =  -  49°-5, according to 
the various methods of approximation, as well as the elements at the vertex,
-t*,, tgj Vg.

For instance the original method o f Krupp may be taken, in which (<r=y =  1 ): 

* = ^ ( A . - A , 0)> t =  l- {T u- T tt#), ta n 5 = ta n < j)-^ (^ u- J „ 0), 

y  =  x  tan 0  — [A !( .1 i(g 9U0 (P M ^«o)]» w =  r cos 5, Uq= vq cos 0  j

c is the constant factor in the retardation of the air resistance (and in the em
ployment of the Tables o f J, A, D, T  in Heydenreich’s Lelire vom Schuss,

(2 ay iooo s
C~  1-206 P , log e=  1-93512).

As 5 =  — 49°-5, the third equation determines w and Ju, the first then deter
mines #, the second t, the fourth y, and the fifth v.

Finally, the calculations are extended to y =  0, i.e., to the muzzle horizon, and 
to .v=X, by trial-and-error methods. (Calculation and measurement earned out 
by J. Schatte.)

The 12 trajectories, found by this method, differ merely in the procedure 
that is employed. The same laws of air resistance are assumed, the same calibre 
2 R, weight of shell P, form coefficient i, air density 8, angle o f departure 0, and 
initial velocity va.

According to Table I on p. 207, these 1 2  trajectories can be compared in 
three points: first at the vertex, where 5 = 0 ; next at the point where the 
descending slope is the same, 5 =  -49°-5, lying in the descending branch near the 
point of descent: thirdly at the actual point of descent on the horizontal plane 
through the muzzle, where y = 0 .
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2. Example. P  =  6-9kg, 2/£ =  0'077 m, v0 =  550 m/sec, S =  1 '20G kg/m-1, 
i =  l, <£ =  2 0°.

In Table II  the results are given for the vertex velocity v„, abscissa xg, 
ordinate y „  time of flight tg: further the elements v, x, y, t for a point near the 
point of fall, where 0=  — 31° 10': lastly the final velocity ve, acute angle of 
descent w, range X, time of flight T  for the point of descent, where y =0.

All these elements refer to the “ normal trajectory,” and to all trajectories 
calculated by the various methods for the same law of air resistance.

The measurement by planimeter for y  and x  was made in 7 parts.

3. Example, as before, but with <£ =  45° (Table III). Planimeter measurement 
in 14 parts.

4. Example, as before, but with <£ =  70° (Table IV).
The first zone (v=550 to 419) reached to 0 =  69° 12'56"; the second zone 

(r=419 to 375) ended at 0 =  6 8° 44' 48"; the third (j;=375 to 295) at <9 =  6 6 ° 50' 50"; 
the fourth (v=295 to 240) at 0 =  63° 51' 48"; the fifth (v =  240 and less) to 
0=  — 77° 17 '5 "; this zone contains the vertex and the point of minimum 
velocity, v = 8 2 ‘398 m/sec at d =  — 4°; the sixth zone (»=240 to 295) reached 
from 6=  — 77° 17' 5" up to the end.

The summation of the values o f dy by planimeter was carried out in the 
ascending branch in 2 1 , and in the descending branch in 18 steps: and for

abscissa, 6, the scale was 1° to 6  cm ; for ordinate, — tan 6, 1000 m to 5 cm. <

Summation for x  in 15 +  17 parts, to the same scale as that of the drawing. I
Summation of the t values in 34 +  30 parts; scale o f abscissa, 0, 1° to 6  c m ; scale ]

Vof ordinate,--------one second to 5 cm.g  cos 0
This example was chosen for <£ =  70° because tho Siacci ft tables in his 

BalMstik (1892) extend from an initial angle of 60°, and this was extended 
to 70° in the Lehre vom Schuss of IV. Heydenreich (1908, Tables p. 32): and 
therefore the application of the method to such steep trajectories was obviously 
considered.

Two other examples were worked out, relating to the same initial velocity 
-i>0 =  550 m/sec, but to shells of greater weight.

5. Example. P = 4 1 k g , 2 /i= 0 '1 5  m, S =  1‘206, i=  1, <£=45°; planimetric i 
operations in 10 +  7 parts. Minimum velocity, v=189'49 m/sec, was at 0=  —12°30'. L

6 . Example. P = 8 2 k g , u0=550m /sec, 2 P = 0 ‘21 m, S = 1 ‘206, i=  1, <£ =  20°. i

The corresponding series of figures show that the accuracy of 
the “ normal” trajectories is satisfactory. f

Comparing, however, the different methods of solution, contained 
in 2 to 12 for the range X, final velocity ve, angle of descent to, time 
of flight T, height of vertex y8> &c., with the corresponding figures 
o f the “ normal” trajectory 1, and expressing the difference as a per
centage of the normal trajectory, we find for instance in ys an extreme 
error of 13°/0, and in the range of about 29 °fa with <£ =  45°; and so on.
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TABLE I
Vertex of the Trajectory

Point of Trajectory with constant down
ward slope 0= -49°-5  of the tangent; 
point in the neighbourhood of the point 

of descent in the descending branch

Point 
of descent

y = o

Nature ot solution Vertex
velocity

Vertex
abscissa

Vertex
ordinate

Time 
of flight

Velocity Abscissa Ordinate Time Total range

vt in m/sec x$ in m V» inm t, in sec v m/sec x m y m t sec X m

1 . Normal solution............................ 199-13
± 0

4308-0 
+  0-37

1754-8
±0-80

17-2117
±0-0023

214-06
± 0

7634-8
±0-74

+  34-1 
+  1-71

37041
±00038

7663-8
±0-7

2 . a =£(<£); tan <£ ... 202-5 4590-4 1878-6 17-727 221-7 8001-5 +  100-2 37-804 8085-2
3. Ascending branch n =  £(</>): tan <p 

Descending „  a=|(<u): tan o> 202-5 4590-4 1878-6 17-727 215-7 7893-9 +  175-1 37-477 80400

4. „ f ( 4 + ! ! ) ! M ( 4 + l )  ... — — — — 216-4 7624-7 +  113-2 36-867 77190

5. a =  £(seC(/> +  l )  ............... 198-8 4445-7 1825-2 17-431 218-0 7738-6 +  110-5 37-154 7829-6
G. a = >/(aec(j)) ............................ 199-4 4467-1 1833-3 17-480 218-0 7779-1 +  108-1 37-261 7869-2
7. Siacci I, simplified ................ 211-4 4953-6 2010-4 18-441 230-7 8656-3 +  84-2 39-351 87270
8. Siacci II & I I I ; /3from the Table 203-3 4532-5 1864-4 17-599 230-9 8122-5 -  56-7 38-256 8090-7
9. The s a m e ,/3 = 1 ............................ 197G 4345-2 1787-9 17-222 222-7 7699-5 +  22-6 37143 7718-1

10 . Vallier I ........................................ 192-5 4187-9 1726-5 16-888 214-6 7332-7 +  83-0 36-180 74040
1 1 . Vallier I I ........................................ 199-5 4405-6 1813-4 17-344 225-8 7839-2 +  0-3 37-504 7839-5
1 2 . Charbonnier ............................ 204-4 4748-5 1941-3 18-046 2 1 0 1 7985-9 +  295-8 37-547 82240

0 ’o= 465 m/sec, / ‘ =6-85kg, 2R= 0-077 m, f l= 1-2 0 0  kg/ms, i =  1 , </. =  34‘ i8). t o
o
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TA1)TilS II
Vortex of tho Trajectory Point of Trujootory (tf*. -31° 10 ') 

near tho point of iloxcoiit I’ollll of (luNCOIlt (u - 0)

Nature of solution

v, in ni/soo a?, in m 11, in in t, 111 800 V X V t *>» w A' T

1 . Normal isolation............... 234-8 3878-3
±0-34

833-2
± 0-2

11-7701
±0-00030 2 2 2  05 0840-4

±0-4
+  40-7 

±0-3
25-203

±0-00053 222-8 31' 55'-2 0 012-0 25 013,
2 , n «  £ ((/>): t an <j>............... 234-8 3010-0 803-0 11-831 224-2 0883-7 +  52-7 25-300 224-0, 32* 7'-3 0000-2 25-742
3. tan</> 

(i«£ (a i): tun o> 234-8 30100 805-0 11-831 222-0 0818-0 +  03-5 25-228 222-3 32’  2.T-3 0048-0 25-831

4. 232-3 3800-3 850-5 11-747 222-2 0770-1 +  00-2 25-082 222-5 32" 10'-5 0850-7 25-572

ft. ( h oo  (jb +  l ) ..................... 233-1 3883-7 850-4 11-774 222-8 0810-7 +  57-0 25-152 223-3 32’  12'-0 0003-0 25-041
0 . a^sf (see 0 ) ............... 233-2 3880-3 850-3 11-777 2 2 2 '8 , 0814-1 + 570 25-101 223-3, 32’  11'-4 0004-3 25-038
7. Method Siacci ^simplified 238-4 3000-4 870-1 11-057 227-1 7042-0 +  44 0 25-008 227-5 31" 57' 0 7114-2 25-080
8 . Siaoci II and I I I : /3 from 

tho Tablo ............... 237-0 40030 880-8 11 -054 220-5 7001-0 +  42-0 25-042 2 2 0 0 31* 53'-5 7120-3 25-080
0 . The sumo,/9— 1 ............... 232-0 3874-2 800-3 11-750 223-3 0700-7 +  570 25-115 223-8 32’  11'-8 0885-0 25-010

1 0 . Vallior I ............................ 232-4 3888-3 803-4 11-773 2230 0815-7 + 57-0 25-158 224-5 32" 10' 0 0008-4 25-045
1 1 . Vallior I I ............................ 250-0, 3852-0 855-0 11-714 2 2 2 -1 0744-7 +50-7 25-030 222-8 32’  10'-0 0842-1 25-510
1 2 . Charbonnior ............... 230-4 3040-0 800-8 11-870 2 2 1-8 0800-4 +  04-2 25-313 2 2 1-0 32’  23' 0005-8 25-858

1
( ' ’o-5 5 0 , / ' - 0-0, 2 /i =-0-077, f l - 1-200, / - l , 1 O a
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TABLE III
Vortex of the Trajectory l ’oint of Trajectory (0 = -  02° 10') 

near tho point of dcscont l ’oint of descent ( ij  « 0 )

Nature of solution

v„ in ru ,r9 in m //.him /. in nee V X V t u> X 7-

1 . Normal Molution ............................ 108-0 4770-1
±0-31

2 0 0 0 0
± 0 0 0

21-53
± 0 -0 0 11

220-5 8378-5
±0-57 0

47-07
± 0 0 0 2 0

220-5 0 2° 10 ’ 8378-5 4707

2 . H—f  (^>): tan <̂i ................ 173 0 5303 3200-4 22-07 248-7 0181 +  174-8 40-82 251-8 02J 40’"7 0270 50-00
3. a—£ ((/>!: tan <j>, ascending branch 

(i»£ (b )) : tan a>, descending „ 173-0 5303 3200-4 22-07 232-7 8015 +  470-8 48-70 241-8 01* 32'-6 0154 51-00

4. ............. 10 1-0 4013 3040-5 21-80 237-1,, 8341 + 210-5 47-40 212-4 03" 11'-3 8148 48-30

5. a —J(scct/> +  l) ............... 108-0 5100 3130 22-30 242-0 8087 +  103-0 48-40 2400 03" 5'-5 8780 40-28
o. a —V (BCCIW ....................................................... 170-2 5180 3187 22-40 244-4 8831 +  101-5 48-80 218-8 03" l’-5 8032 40-70
7. Hiacci’s method I, simplified 188-0 0203 3780 24-80 207-0 10088 +  100-4 53-80 271-1 02" 50'-3 10774 54-50
8 . Hiocci II and I I I : f t  from tho Table 172-0 5180 3213 22-15 202-0 0173 -134-2 50-01 2580 01“ 30’ 0 10 0 40-40
0 . Tho sn mo, ftm] ............................ 100-1 5010 3117 2 2 -12 254-0 8840 -  73-1 40-00 252-8 01” 50'-8 8803 48-70

10 . Vallier I ........................................ 102-3 4754 2052 21-45 241-5 8217 +  70-4 47-14 243-5 02* 32'-7 8250 47-50
1 1 . Vnllier II ........................................ 10 1-2 4084 2 0 12 21-30 238-1 8003 +  103-7 4008 2400 02’ 41'-4 8110 47-10
1 2 . Charbonnicr(flat trajectory method) 174-5 5080 3401 23-01 Method of d 

calculati
vision in 

on in 4 pi
to inert; 
irts

— 0207 00-30

('»« -550 , / ’ -o -o , 2/£ —0077, 8-1-200, i - 1 , </i- 45").

§ 33] 
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TABLE IV
Vertex of the Trajectory Point of Trajectory ($= -78° 44') 

near the point of descent Point of descent (y = 0)

Nature of solution

y,
-v

V X y t % CO X T

1 . Normal solution 82-6 2912-0
±0-13

4831-9
± 0 -11

27-76
±0-00024 251-7 5232-3

±0-17
+  35-3 

± 0-22
61-60

±0-0004 253-4 78°
47\37

5239-3
±0-17

61-70
±0-0004

2 . a =  £(tf>): tan $  =  T7777 89-5 4135-2 6976-6 3318 298-8 6727-6 +  1394 69-50 328-8 80° ll'-9 6982-1 73-9
3. (a) a =  £ (0 ) :ta n 1£ =  l-7777

(b) n=|(a)): tan eo =  2-8013 ... 89-5 4135-2 6967-6 33-18 259-4,; 6269-6 +  2459-5 65-30 312-9 80° 40'-2 6749-3 75-0

4.

=  2-1388 ............... 81-0 3420-3 5817-4 30-24 271-5 5553 +  1190-5 63-00 300-6 80° 17'T 5778-6 67-0
5. a = | (s e c$  +  l) =  l-9619 85-0 3754-1 6358-1 31-72 284-1 6095 +  1306 66-00 3141 80° 15'-9 6338-0 70-5
6 . a = V (se c$ ) =  1-7099 ............... 91-8 4242-1 7197-8 33-52 304-6 6974 +  1391 70-70 Tables do not apply
7. Siacci I, simplified ............... 1117 5619-6 9015 39-21 rfables do not apply
8 . ISiacci 1 1  and 1 1 1 : (3 from the

Table =  1-519 ............... 82-35 3270-6 5561-3 29-55 299-7 5689 +  157-5 64-50 303-7 78° 55'-9 5721-3 65-1
9. The same, f i  =  1 ............... 91-7 3876-4 6499-5 32-29 348-8 7009-4 -  606-5 72-20 334-9 78° 7'T 6883 70-3

1 0 . Vallier I, /3 =  1-9391 ............... 76-9 2945-4 5049-8 27-96 272-35 4989-7 +  537 60-01 285-7 79° 27'-6 5089-6 62-0
1 1 . Yallier II, (3=1-9953............... 76-2 2908-7 4994-8 27-78 269-2 4911-1 +  574 59-59 283-7 79° 31'-7 5019-0 61-6
1 2 . Charbonnier ... Flat trajectory method not applicable

(r0=550, / ’=6-9, 272 =  0-077, S =  1-206, i = 1 , <£= 70°).
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o f  calculation and their accuracy 2 1 1

These errors arise entirely in the procedure of integration, and 
can be very serious.

So far as the ballistic quantities are concerned, by which the 
merit of the system of calculation is to be measured, we may assume 
that the total range X  and the height of vertex y, are those that 
serve best; because these are the most important quantities in 
practice, and moreover exhibit the greatest percentage of error, the 
trajectory being very “ susceptible” to change in regard to range and 
height of vertex.

This susceptibility is much less in respect of the angle of descent 
m: thus for example, when 2/2 =  7'7 cm and <$> =45° (Example 3) the 
absolute values of the o> errors according to the successive methods 
are IT, 38, 16, T5, T5, IT, IT , 0’5, 06, 0‘8 per cent.; and at 
</> =  70°, 1-8, 3-7, 1-9, 1-9, — , — , 0-2, 0 9, 0'9, 0 9 per cent.

So too the numbers for the time of flight T, at <£ =  45°, give the 
following differences with respect to the “ normal’’ solution: 6 2 ,7'0, T4, 
3 4, 4'3, 14 3, 3 6, 0‘2, 03, IT per cent.; and for the final velocity ve 

' for 0  =  45°, and 272 =  7-7 cm, respectively 9'7, 6‘7, 5-6, 7‘6, 8'4, 18'4, 
128, 10T, 61, 50  per cent.

On this account only the percentage errors for the total range A" 
and the vertex height y8 will be worked out for the different methods 
of solution, and from this will be found the average percentage of error, 
that is the sum of the absolute values divided by the number under 
consideration (n =  6, or 5, or 4; some do not allow of calculation, 
because the Siacci Tables, in Lehre vom Schuss of \V. Heydenreich, do 
not go far enough).

This method of averaging is suitable to the case, because in practice 
the same formulae are mostly employed for very different values of 
angle of departure and weight of shell. (Obviously, instead of the 
average error, the mean quadratic error can be employed as an abso
lute measure of the mean error.)

On this account the method of Vallier (France) is better than the 
others for adjusting the errors of integration; and then follows the 
Wuich method, employed in Austria, which represents a slight modi- 

\ fication of the Didion method.
But the simplified method of Siacci I with o =  1 is quite useless, 

concerning which P. Charbonnier has correctly remarked, that it must 
always give too long trajectories: it is seen that on this method, with 
an angle of departure 45°, the range will be 29 °/c too long.

Both modifications (Vallier I and II) of Vallier’s procedure are
14— 2

L
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about equal in accuracy. In practice the simpler formula of Yallier I 
will be taken, and /3 is then calculated from the equation

■ <f> =  6 & &  see’ <j> +  5 (1 -  Xyg) ^
VS

IJCOS d

0 Q +  5 / ( * « ) '
V o *  u *

sec1

v0 the initial velocity, vs the vertex velocity, u = cos <f> ua = va sec <f>,

<f> angle of departure, f (v )  the part of the expression for the air 
resistance which is a function of the velocity v of the shell; ys 
vertex height; and the function 1 — Xys in place of 1 represents the 
alteration of air density in consequence of the height, X =  0’00008 
according to St Robert and Vallier, \ =  OOOOll on Charbonnier’s 
calculations.

Compared with the Siacci /9 table, which is more convenient for 
use than this formula for /?, the formula has the advantage of genera
lity, and of greater accuracy.

In the employment of this formula even with very steep high angle 
trajectories, the error can still be kept within moderate bounds. With 
Vo — 500 m/sec, 2R - - 3'7 cm, P  =  680 gr, i =  1, 8 =  T206 on the ground, 
<p =  80°, the trajectory was calculated planimetrically, taking into 
account the alteration of air density; it was found that

yg =  357l'2m , vs =  34-51 m/sec.

On the other hand, a single application of the formula gave 
ys — 4164 m (error of 16% ), v„ =  34-4 m/sec (an error of 0'3 % ).

At </> =  75°, the normal solution gave
a;s=1518 'lm , y g  =  3439-5m ; 

while the formula gave
xe = 1742 m, ys =  4138 m.

Usually in practice the formula for /3 will be employed for an 
angle o f departure not exceeding 50°.

The result can be expressed in the following manner:
The best value of /9 is found when the ballistic coefficient c', and 

the /S implied in it, are determined experimentally; this is the case 
for instance, when, besides v0, <f>, (2R, P, S and i), the range X  or the 
time of flight T, or the final velocity ve, or the angle of descent co is 
known and thence c' is determined.

But then in all cases, where we must obtain the /3 value theo
retically, the greatest accuracy is obtained on the average, if the 
Vallier system of formulae is employed.
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Still this conclusion is not necessarily true in all cases, because 
the number of calculated normal trajectories was not very large: 
moreover the conclusion relates only to initial velocities of about 
500 m/sec: and Siacci has calculated his /3 tables, in 1892 and 189G, 
on the basis of the same integration formula, but with different 
methods of approximation.

It is desirable then that other calculations with different zone- 
laws, different initial velocities, and different weapons, should be 
carried out, and also with different methods of calculation, especially 
those of Sabudski, Charbonnier, Siacci-Parodi, and others.

§ 34. In this way the best methods will be discovered. But we 
must now consider the choice of the most appropriate law of air 
resistance.

In 1909 the only modem laws were: the Laws of the Zones of 
Chapel-Vallier-Hojel (Law I), the Zone-Laws of Mayevski-Sabudski 
(Law II), and the new monomial law in Siacci III (Law III).

The method of test is the following: the calculation is carried out 
by the best method on the basis of the three different laws of air resist
ance: the calculated ranges are then to be compared with the observed 
ranges.

Given then the initial velocity v0 m/sec, the weight of the shell 
P  kg, the calibre 2R m, the air density S on the ground, the form of head 
(ogival, two calibre radius of rounding) and the 0 angle of departure. 
Thence the range X  is to be calculated. This was done with 
the formula of Vallier, viz., Vallier II. In the first place /S was put 
=  cos |(/>, and thence ue, vt, ys, as well as xx, yx, ux, i\, 0X were 
calculated; then the formula Vallier II gave a closer value of /3. 
Then we must consider the diminution of air density with the height, 
because.we have now to compare the three laws of air resistance with 
the actual air resistance, which varies with the air density as it changes 
with the height.

Then /S will be calculated from

and \ is taken from Vallier’s value: i =  1 is assumed in Laws I and II; 
but in Law III, according to Siacci, i =  0 896 for ogival shell, of 
2 calibre rounding.

i  [9'f-^ r ( !  -  tyx) sec* *. +  4 - ^ r  (] -  t y . ) ]  >
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The results of four such calculations are given in the following 
Table, in which <p lies between 6° and 36°.

By
Range X in m i observation;

error in m
Error

percentage

Calculated according to Law 1 : 4061 "2 
,, ,, „  „  I I : 4049-2 
„  „ „  „  111:4173-0

- 4 9  
-6 1  
+  63

- 1-2  
-1 -5  
+  1-5

Calculated according to Law I :  4919-1 
„  „  „  „ I I :  4959-1 
„  „  „  „  I I I : 5064-8

- 9 2  
-5 2  
+  54

- 1-8 
- 1-0  
+  1 1

Calculated according to Law 1 : 6369-7 
„  „  „  „  11:6472-3 
„  „  „  „  111:6596-4

- 7 8  
+  24 
+  148

- 1-2  
+  0-4 
+ 2-3

Calculated according to Law 1 : 7669-4 
„  „  „  „  11:7773-2 
„  „  „  „  111:7870-3

-1 5 6
-5 2  
+  45

-2 -5
-0 -7
+ 0-6

In these examples, the results of those worked on the Law I of 
Chapel-Vallier-Hoj el required to be increased (assuming the accuracy 
of the observations), but on the Law III of Siacci, the results gave 
ranges too great.

The results are not so very different, and the errors are relatively 
small.

We have to reckon with an error arising from the integration 
procedure of 5'6°/0> when the calculation is made on the system of 
Siacci II (Lehre vom Schuss of Heydenreich); so that in this case the 
error, arising from the /3 Table, was greater than that arising from 
the air resistance law.

The choice of the law of air resistance in the three specific instances 
is possibly of somewhat slighter importance than the choice of the 
system of calculation. The three laws of air resistance are good enough 
to employ in practical work; still they need improvement.

An improvement can be reached as a preliminary, when something 
else is chosen for i instead of unity, in Law I, as well as in Law III, 
for the normal shape of shell.

The problem with the /3 of Vallier can thus be solved on the basis
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§ 3 4 ] o f  calculation and their accuracy 215

of Law I as well as Law II, and the mean taken; later on, however, the 
question of experiments on air resistance must be considered.

Remark. Tho preceding holds merely for guns of the calibre mentioned. The 
statement is not to be considered to hold good for rifle bullets. The calculations 
relating to such cases have not been attempted, as no experiments are known to 
tho author, in which tho values of <f>, v0, X  and i are trustworthy (for <f> especially, 
in consequence of the error of departure and jump).

As soon as the new Krupp-Eberhard values of air resistance (§ 10) are used 
for tho construction of the primary and secondary functions, it will obviously be 
desirable to use them for such problems.
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C H A P T E R  V II

The high angle trajectory. The method 
of swinging the trajectory

I .  C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  a  h i g h  a n g l e  t b a j e c t o r y . V e r t i c a l  f i r e .

§ 35. Motion of a shell in a vertical line.

Suppose a shell projected from .0 with initial velocity v0 vertically 
upwards; the velocity of the shell, under the influence of gravity and 
air resistance, will diminish more and more, and after a certain 
time <! will be zero; and the shell will have reached its maximum 
height Y.

After that it begins to fall again with a zero initial velocity; the 
velocity increases and approaches more and more to a limiting value 
Vi, determined by the equality of air resistance and gravity, so that 
the movement tends to become uniform. On the other hand, however, 
the velocity of a meteoric stone, starting from space with very much 
greater velocity, over 30,000 m/sec on the average, and penetrating 
the atmosphere and striking the Earth, diminishes much more and will 
approach such a velocity vl as an inferior limit.

Before the shell can reach this superior limit Vj of ;ts velocity, it 
strikes the ground again after t2 seconds, reckoned from the highest 
point, and its fall is Y  and its velocity may be denoted by ve.

The motion of the shell must be calculated separately for the ascent 
and descent, as these two parts of the motion are not symmetrical: on 
the contrary in the first part of the ascent, air resistance and gravity 
act in the same direction, both retarding the motion; in the second part 
of the descent, air resistance and gravity act in opposite directions, 
the air resistance retarding, but gravity accelerating the motion.

Ascending Motion.
Let the coordinate y be reckoned positive upward from the ' 

origin 0.
Suppose the shell to have reached a height y  above 0  after t]
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§35] The high angle trajectory 217

seconds, and to have velocity v; denote the retardation of air resistance 
by cf(v); then the differential equation of motion is

j t =  - 9 - o f { v ) ,  ................................(1)

and thence

t = ~ h .................................(2)

from which the velocity v can be calculated after any time t. '
The whole time h of the ascending motion is given by

'v> dv 
o 9 +  cf(v) ‘

(3)

dnWhen the value otv — -^  is obtained in (2) as a function of t, and
integrated again, from t =  0, y =  0, the value of the instantaneous y at 
any time t is obtained; and substituting the value of £, from (3), we 
get the maximum height Y.

The variable in (1) is changed from t to y by the relations dy — v dt,

v d-  = - g - c f ( v y ,  then

vdv
9 + o / W

(4)

where v is the velocity at any height y of the shell above the ground; 
then

F =  +
'*» vdv 
o g +  c f(v ) ’ (5)

giving Y, the maximum height ascended.

Tables are given in Volume iv, for the whole time q  of the upward motion, 
and for the height Y  of ascent (Table 17); these were calculated on the assumption 
•of Siacci’s 1896 laws of air resistance. Here

q =J /(0)-J /K ), F=Q(0)-Q(v0);

where M (0) is the value of the function M, as shown in the tables, for r«=0 : 
’• 31 (v0), Q (0 ), Q(v0) denote similar values of i f  and Q, and the ballistic coefficient

■c is defined in Volume iv, as

(2R f.S . 1.896 ,
C~  1-206/* ’

<$ the average air density, in kg/m3; and diagrams for the functions M(v) and 
<2(e) are given in Volume iv.
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218 The high angle trajectory [ c h . v n

Example. Given c =  4, r0=7OO m/sec. Taken either from the Tables, Volume iv, 
or from the diagrams:

Jf(0) =  18-21, Jf>-0)=0-52, § (0 ) =  2850, § ( r 0) =  480, 

so that ii =  18‘21-0-52 =  17'7seconds,

Y =2850 — 480 =  2370 m.

Descending Motion.
The coordinate y  is here reckoned from the highest point 0, 

downwards, and then
dv

Vdj
vdvfv Vi

-+ H -C / M , y - j — e / w

y _ _ l _ f Ve vdv
~ Jo g- <9 ~ cf W

(6)

(7)

thus the velocity of descent is given after Y  has been calculated 
by (5). ■

Moreover

and

dv j.. . . fv
T r + > j - c m  ‘ - j o

dv
g - t f { v ) ’

(8)

_  r  1
' Jo g —

dv
g -  of{v)’

(9)

giving t2 the time of descent.
An elimination of v between (6) and (8), or another integration o f 

the equation (6), will give the instantaneous distance of the shell from 
the ground, after any time t in the descending motion.

I f  a law of air resistance is assumed, giving the retardation cf (v) 
in a monomial form cvn, and n is an integer, the integration is at once 
possible. When zone laws of this monomial form are assumed, the 
integration must be carried out in each zone. When an analytical 
formula is taken, of which the integration is not possible in a finite 
form, or when the law is expressed graphically in a tabular form, it 
is convenient to employ the Abdank-Abakanowitz integraph, or a 
planimeter.

Diagrams are given in Volume iv, for finding Y  from equation (7) and t2 from 
(9), for the values c = 0 ’l, 0-2, 0'5, 1, 3, 6.
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§35] The high angle trajectorg 219

Assumption o f the quadratic law, cf(v) = cv\

(For c and the value of K  consult § 10.)

The results are as follows:
1. Ascending motion from initial velocity v„:

I—

V° \/ ~ C0S (^fi,C) “  S'n____ g_

t’o^ sin l
(10)

i (tdgc) + * J C-  cos (tdgc)

y =  i  log [ c o s ^ c )  +  u0^ /^ s in  (tV^c)J.............. (H )

tan (t, dgc) =  v0 ...............................(12)

F=l log( 1 + y)........... (13)
for the maximum height Y  ascended.

2. Descending motion, starting from rest:

t =  —" — log v c 
2d gc

a/ ? + * (14)

or

....
r pû ec _ i r  _  

y =  V  c =  V f t h ^ c)’ ....... (14a)6 t !
' -• go , - t \ Z g c1 , e + e

y = c lo%---------2 ~ =  04M 3“c logch(fV5,c)>....... (15)

giving the downward descent y  in time t from rest.
From (14) and (15),

v - J i d i l — -*"), ........................ (16)
v c

the velocity v acquired in falling through y ;

' j  __
=  0^343-Clogch(iysrC)’ - (17)

-  ti'Jgc - t i'J g c

F  = -  log 6------ + £ -
C 6 2

I
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220 The high angle trajectory [ch. vn

which determines the total time t2 of falling, when Y  has been given 
by (13); and

■ve =  (t2\/gc), ........................-..(18)

for the velocity of fall ve.

3. Descending motion with initial velocity o f projection v0:

y = 0 4 ^ 3  c loS [*" \ !\  sh ^  ^  +  ch $  V-?c>]’ • • -(19) 
for downward descent y after time t.

Tables for the hyperbolic functions, sh, ch, th, are given in: 
W. Ligowski, Tables o f hyperbolic and circular functions, Berlin, 
Ernst and Korn, 1890; also in E. Jahnke and F. Emde, Functionen- 
tafeln, Leipzig, Teubner, 1909.

Consult § 10, for the value of c for air.
1. Example. A  bullet with sectional area 0'52 x 10-4 in2, weight 0-01 kg, is 

dropped in a vertical line from a height F =  2600 m, from rest, in air of mean 
density 5=1 '08kg/m 3; and c =  0'0039, ^ =  9-81.

The time of falling £2 =  56 sec, and the striking velocity ve =  41 m/sec, from 
formulae (17) and (18).

2. Example. Shooting vertically downwards in water. According to § 9,
X .iJ V .5c= P , where R2ir is the cross-section in m2; P  is the weight of the shell

in kg, 5 the weight in kg of one m3 of water; X is a numerical factor to be 
determined experimentally, depending on the form of the shell, the state of the 
water, and the velocity.

Take P =  14 kg, REr =  0-025 m2, 5= 1  "050 kg/m3, X =  0'3, and let the shell start 
from the surface of the water with the downward initial velocity of r0 =  150 m/sec. 
What is the depth reached by the shell in Z=0-1 sec?

By formula (19) the depth reached will be about 7 m.

Explanation of the preceding equations.

The differential equation — dt= dv leads at once tog+cv2

— t f g c = tan-1 "  ' :

tan-1 ,<f= -^ = ta n _1a ± ta n ~ 1/S, 1 + opor, since

equation (10) is obtained by solution for ■».

Then if is integrated again, the relation (11) follows. Put v = 0 in (10),

and then t= tu as in (12); and then y =  F in  (13).
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§35] The high angle trajectory 221

Moreover, the equation ^ = g - c v ?  is easily integrated by a resolution into 

partial fractions, and then (14) is obtained, or (14a) when solved for v. This last 

equation, with t> = ^ , integrated again with respect to l, leads to (15); and to 

(17) and (18) for the point o f fall.
0 v 2 0

In a vacuum, where c= 0 , F = q =  ^ ,  and so on.

Remark. The purely academic question is often proposed, as to whether it 
is possible for an ordinary shell, fired vertically upwards, ultimately to leave the 
Earth, provided the initial velocity is made excessively high.

This question cannot bo answered without further examination, considering 
that with the velocity of the shell the resistance of the air also increases.

Consider, as an extreme case, the problem of a small sphere of elder pith or 
o f down, projected vertically with enormous initial velocity; here anyone would 
find it reasonable to suppose that such a body would not ascend to an infinite 
height, because the air opposes a very powerful resistance to the motion.

Assuming the cubic law of resistance, cf(v)=cvP, the time at which the 
body is for a moment at rest, at its maximum height V  o f ascent, is given by

_  f  ®o dv 
' - J o  g+cv3’

vdv
o g+ ci+ ‘

When t ,= r  and F = £ , for the case of fl0= ° o ,

»/: dv
g+cv3’

*  vdv 
o g+ cv 3 ’

and the question is whether these values are finite or infinite.
To calculate r, divide the integral into two parts: the first reaching from v—0 

to any assumed finite velocity F, and the second from v =  V to v — u, where u after
wards is made to tend to a limit oo. Then

= rv dv r r« do ~i 
r- J o g + c v 3 + \J rg+cv3J « = » ‘, g+cv3 ' U  V g+cv3_

Here the first integral is always finite, because F has been assumed finite.
In the second integral, divide numerator and denominator by v3, and employ

the first law of the mean, as is allowable, since ^  +  c and -4 are finite, and — doesvr v3 v3
not alter in sign.

Denoting by M  the mean value of between v= V and v=ao, then

dv

Jo g +  cv3 g Jo g  +  cv3 -  W f
v ^ + c

= / ,
y dv 1 M  
0 ^ +cv3 + 2 F2‘
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222 The high angle trajectory [ c h . VII

Here M is finite, since in ^  +  c the velocity v varies between V and oo, and so

M  lies between the two finite values---------and - :  thus t is finite.9 . . e

It can be proved, with the monomial law cv", that if  n >  1, t has a finite value; 
and if w >2, £ also has a finite value.

The maximum height £, that a shell can reach, and the corresponding time r of 
the ascent, have been calculated by St Robert for the law of retardation

where X is given by the cubic equation b\3-c \ 2- g =  0.
For an iron sphere of weight 12 kg, in air of density 8 =  T208kg/m3, and with 

<7 =  9'81, e = 0 ‘000374, i  =  0 ’00000086, it was found that X =  483’63, t =  19'24 sec, 
£ =  3966 m, so that the shell would not reach a height beyond that of Mont Blanc.

St Robert then took into account further the diminution o f air density 
and gravity with the height. As the calculation led to a somewhat complicated 
differential equation when both influences were taken into account together, 
St Robert calculated an upper limit H  for £, a value i f  that must always be greater 
than £, in the following w ay:

The motion is supposed to be divided into two parts, and the assumption is 
made that in the first part the resistance of the air alone is at work, without gravity: 
in the second part, gravity alone is at work, but not the air resistance.

The first part reaches from i>0=oc to some arbitrary finite velocity and the 
corresponding height o f ascent is denoted by hx. The second part reaches from 

to i ' =  0, and the corresponding further ascent is h2. Thus I f  =  /q +  h<, is always 
greater than the true value of £, the height that would be reached when air 
resistance and gravity are acting simultaneously.

The motion in the first part requires the differential equation,

as the air resistance alone is assumed at work, and at the same time the baro
metric influence is taken into account.

The integration from v=<x> to v =  i\, and y = 0  to y  =  hl, gives

and he finds for £,
2p  (% ?+cX2) £ = log —  +9 +  n/ [.9(35’ +  4cX2)]

T t= V Ty= ~  C /W  r8440 ’ =  ( r V )  ’
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223§36] The high angle trajeetorg

In the second part, where gravity alone, on Newton’s law of gravitation, is 
acting, the differential equation is

where r =0370000 m, the radius of the Earth: and this gives (since for v=vt,y=/i, 
and v =  0, y = A, + hi),

On the same assumptions as before, and taking the given value vt= 175 m/sec, 
it is found that ^  =  4248 00, A2 =  1564 in ; thus the height £ is always less than 
/ /= A i +  A2 =  5812 m.

Higher than this the shell can never fly, however great the initial velocity may 
be made.

The author is of the opiniou that calculations of this nature are inconclusive; 
because the law of resistance employed by St Robert is purely empirical, and is 
a law based on experimental velocities up to about 600 m /sec; and an extrapola
tion from v=600 to v =  co is not permissible.

In fact wo may say that nothing is known of the resistance of the air at in
ordinately high velocities of the moving body.

The following procedure relates to the case, where the angle yfr of 
the tangent of the trajectory with the vertical remains so small that 
in the expansion of the series for cos \Jr and sin iJr,

branch does not come into consideration, but only the nearly straight 
part.

A. High angle firing.
Let P  (xy) be any point of the path, reached after a time t; v the 

velocity, ef(v) retardation of the air resistance, ijr = $7r — 6 the 
inclination to the vertical of the tangent of the path, i|r0 the initial 
angle, and v„ the initial velocity.

Since cos yjr =  sin 8, sin =  cos 6, difr =  — d8, the general equations 
of §17 become

I ri2(r + /t|)-
l'1 2gr̂  — v^^ + hi)

36. Shooting nearly vertical. Use of the 
auxiliary functions.

only the first term need be retained; the whole of the ascending

d (v cos y}r) =  — gdt — c/(v) cos i/c dt, 
d (v sin -v̂ ) =  — cf{v) sin yjr dt, ........

( 1)
( 2)
(3 )gdx =  +  v-dip-,

r
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224 The high angle trajectory [ch. vii

gdt = +  v cosec ifr d*jr, ........................(4)
gdy — +  v2 cot i/r d^r,............................ (5)

g d (v sin tfr) =  — c/(v) v d-fr,............................... (6)
and thence, on the assumption above,

,, _  dv ,
9 + cf(vy

Integrating from t =  0 to t, and from v„ =  0 to v,

, - - £ i 5$ 5T 1 , w - J , w ........................ (7 )
where

jit/ \ f1200 dv , , ,  . f 1200 dv
^  ~  J * 9 + c f(v )' ^  ~  Jv g + c f(v ) '

Moreover, from (4)
dijr _  dt _  . gdv
i r ~ g v ~  v[g + cf(v)Y

Integrating from i|r0 to i|r, and v0 to v, the instantaneous slope of 
the tangent is obtained

rjr0G(v)
*  ..............................(8)

where, in our notation,
G(v) = e , G(v0) = e ,

i>r/ \ f 1200 <7 dr at/ \ f1200 Qdv
^ _ J *  y l>  +  c / ( r ) ] ’ W° _ i «0 « [ ?  +  # ) ] '

Equation (3) gives
, r2 , ,  G(v)vdv i/r0 rD/ . D . ...

dx= -  d\lr =  — 777—,. — « =  777-^  [-?(«) -  -P(yo)]. (9) g r G(v0) g + c f  (v) G(v„)L w  V /J w
where

r 1200 (?(«)„<& f 1200G(v)vdv
F(V)~ J r  J+ & & Y  F{Va)- J , a j+ W G Y

Finally the altitude y of the shell above the horizontal through 
the muzzle is given from (5),

gdy = v̂ = - j T § & ’ y=QV)-Q<*>>
where

f1200 W r f 1200 rdr
g + c/ (v )’ ^ v°^ ~ jVo g + c f (v ) ’
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The high, angle trajectory 225§ 30]

f 1M(v) =
J V

Notation.
dv

9 + c/(v) ’

G(v) = e<Y(»)

gdv

Statement o f  results.
Time of flight

t -  M (v) -  M (v„),
Slope of tangent 

, ''/'■o G (v)

Abscissa of trajectory

* - e S ) t p w - p W l '
Ordinate of trajectory

y —Q(v)~ Q(vo)-
Meaning o f the notation: x, y  the coordinates in m o f a point on the trajectory, 

reached after a time t sec; v m/sec the velocity; ^  the inclination to the vertical o f 
the tangent of the trajectory at any point, that of the initial tangent; cf(y) 
the retardation due to air resistance; for which the formula is assumed as in 
Table 12,

/ ( e ) = 0 - 2 0 0 2 .  !> —48-05+  X/[ (0 T 6 4 8 . i> -47 -9 5 )2 +  9-6] .

. f 1200 ga
1 (V)~Jr

p/,.\ _  [ im G(v)vdv 
W  Jv 9 +  cf{y) ’

Q(v)= [
J  1

vdv
9  +  < f W

+ 0 0442 ( v -  300) .

371+ ( 4 )
S. 1000(2/f)2. 0-896.1 

’  1-206/'

ID >

8 the air density in kg/rn3; 2R the calibre in in ; P  the weight o f the shell in kg; 
and i the coefficient of form is = 1  according to Siacci, for the original Krupp 
normal shell with ogival head rounded to a radius of 2 calibres.

The curves of Table No. 1 (Vol. iv) give the values of M, G, P, Q, 
for c =  6, 3, 1, 0-5, 0‘2, 0-l ; and M, and Q for the values c =  5, 4, 2.

Interpolation is not possible in all circumstances for intermediate 
values of c; but at least the values of c given in the Table will 
assign two limits for the trajectory.

When the value of i is not yet known, it must be determined by 
firing along a flat trajectory. A  first tentative calculation will give 
an approximate range f i x 1 +  y- ) ; then if the trajectory is swung 
down according to the method of Burgsdorff, the corresponding value 
of i is taken out of a Range Table for direct fire.

The special case of vertical fire is given by y]r0 =  0.
The total height reached at y ,, when v = 0, and the corresponding 

time <! for the complete upward motion, are then given by 
Vi — Q (fi)~Q  (vo)> ti =  M  (0) -  M  (d0).

c. 15
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2 26 The high angle trajectory [ch . VII

The diminution of air density with the height can be taken into 
account, by calculating the path in several parts: but in most cases 
it is sufficient to take the mean density of the air through which the 
shell passes.

B. Shooting vertically downwards.
The origin 0  of coordinates is taken again at the point of 

departure, and the positive axis of y is drawn vertically downward. 
The onlv alteration from A is to replace +  q by — q.

Time of flight
t =  J/j (v ) -M l (i'0).

Slope of tangent

Abscissa of trajectory

Gi(v)
G\ (vo)'

X  — ^ [ P . W - P . W J

Ordinate of trajectory

Where

y — Qi (v) — Qi (v0).
1200 flvr l2i

V(*) =
J V ■ 9 + of(v) ’

GAv) =  e A 'i (i>)

r i2 0 0  _ _  ( j  Wit

Nl(V) = \v v [-g  + cf(v)Y 
,•1200 G1(v)vdv

P 1(v) =

/*1200
Q>(v)= -

J V

Jv - 9  + c f (v ) ’
1200 v fly

g + cf(v)'
The curves of Table II (Vol. iv), for Mx, Glt P,, Q, should be 

consulted. ■
In the calculation of this Table it is assumed that the initial 

velocity of departure v„ of the shell is greater than the terminal 
velocity v', for which the weight and the air resistance are equal, 
when g - cf(v').

The velocity will then diminish from the initial value r„, and 
tend more and more to the terminal velocity v'.

In the case where v0 = v', the velocity remains very nearly constant.
The case of v„ < v' is not taken into account, as in this case the 

quadratic law may be employed.
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The high angle trajectory 227§37]

Remurks.
1. With ordinary'small shot the previous laws of air resistance should not 

be employed without further examination, becuusc of the very small cross
section and the small velocity which are to bo considered, for which the usual 
constants in the laws of air resistance are possibly inaccurate.

2. These auxiliary functions, which in the form above were first taken to hold 
for very small values of \js, may receive a somewhat more extended application, 
if in equation (1) above,

d (v cos if/) — —gdt — cf(v) cos ̂  dt, 
the value of cos ^  is replaced by some constant mean value.

Denoting this by either o-j, or y ,, then

d t -  du
g + cy ifW

This generalisation is analogous to the methods of §§ 23—31, where o-j and yt 
were determined by an appropriate choice; the consideration of this question 
will be resumed later.

For a numerical example (of vertical fire with the S bullet), and the re
searches of Preuss on time of flight and striking velocity in vertical or nearly 
vertical rifle fire, consult notes to §§ 35 to 37.

§ 3 7 .  General calculation of high angle trajectories. Allowance 
for the diminution of air density.

Undoubtedly the most accurate procedure for the plotting of a 
high angle trajectory is the experimental method, making use of two 
photo-theodolites, described in Vol. nr, § 184. Here, however, we are 
concerned exclusively with methods of calculation.

1. The several processes of § 23 show how in the calculation of a 
steep trajectory any one of the methods of the second group of 
approximations can be employed, if the trajectory is divided up into 
several arcs.

The extent of any individual arc must be chosen smaller in pro
portion as the trajectory is more curved in the neighbourhood. This 
procedure, proposed by J. Didion, 1848, is in principle the following:

The system of equations is

x = ± ( D u- D Uo), t =

tan 6 =  tan $ -  ~  (Ju -  JUa),

y  =  x tan <f> -  ^  [A „ -  A„0 -  Ju<t (Du -  Z>„0)], 

u =  av cos 6, u0 =  av0 cos <f>.
15—2
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228 The high angle trajectory [C H . V II

An arbitrary choice is made of the angle 8 of slope corresponding 
to the end of the first arc; and then given 8, (f>, a, c, va, the third 
equation will serve to calculate u.

The first equation then determines x, the second t, the fourth y, 
the fifth v for the end of the first arc. The factor a is here a mean 
value between sec <f> and sec 8 at the beginning and end of the arc.

According to Didion,

according to v. Wuich

or to St Robert 

or to Hdlie,

2. The choice of the number and length of the arcs, of which the 
trajectory is built up, is then of especial importance.

In order to know whether the desired degree of accuracy in the 
calculation is actually reached with the arbitrary assumed system 
of divisio’n into arcs, we shall calculate some trajectories (for angles 
of departure, for instance, of <f> =  50°, 65°, 80°) according to a 
method, which has the advantage from a mathematical point of view 
of known accuracy.

For this purpose the 1909 method of the author is proposed, that 
was employed in § 32 in testing the different methods of solution and 
their accuracy; this may be called the “ planimetric” method.

An integrable law is chosen for the representation of the air 
resistance as a function of the velocity (§17), for instance a monomial 
law, giving retardation cvn. The corresponding Tables, A u, Du, Ju, Tu>. 
will then be taken as the basis of the calculations.

The relation between the instantaneous velocity v of the shell in . 
its path and the angle 8 of slope with the horizon is then given by

1 _  nc i d8 „
(v cos 8)n g J (cos 8)n+1 ’

The integration constant C is then to be calculated, so as to 
connect the zones, taking the pair of values (8, v) at the end of one 
zone to be the same as at the beginning of the following zone.

The constant c is given by the mass of the shell, its dimensions.

m - m
tan tf> — tan 8 ’

a =  \ (sec +  sec 8), 

a =  \/(sec <f>sec 8).
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The high angle trajectory 229§ 37]

and the shape, as well as the air density; and contains moreover a 
factor, which takes different values in going from one zone into 
another.

Taking the zone laws of Mayevski-Sabudski:

v ra/Beo n c

0 to 240 2 by.a. 0 0140

240 „  295 3
0)by . a : 005834

295 „  375 5
(0)

8 „ . a . 0-0G709

375 „  419 3
U)by. a . 0-09404

419 „  550 2 by . a . 0"0394

550 „  800 1-70 by. a . 0-2016

800 „ 1000 1-55 by . a . 0-7130

!.
ae

(cos 6)"

+  h logtan(J»r +  $0) cos-18 i  cos- 0 * -
(VoL iv, Table 10) 

— =  tan 0+ ^ tan 30 „  „1 O

=  tan 0 +  j  tan3 0 +  4 tan50

(Yol. tv, Table 10)

l

f,

l

/ c- ^ = t a n * +4tan3* ”

f  -~T2~ .7^ “T 5 + ^ log t a n  (i" + i^)J cos3 8 2 cos3 8
(Vol. iv, Table 10)

f ______ <18  _

J (cos 8) 2'70

/:

cos 

d8
cos0 8

d8 
I cos'

»>

de
(cos 8Y-™

Here p  =  a> f°r brevity; 2R the calibre in m, P  the weight

of the shell in kg, i the form coefficient, taken =  1 for ogival shell of 
2 calibre radius of rounding; By the air density at the corresponding 
height y m above the ground, measured in kg/m3.

To allow for the diminution of air density Sv with the height, the 
calculation is made with a mean density within the corresponding 
zone.

. . v2After v has been obtained as a function of 0, the values of —,
9

U2 V— tan 6, ------- are calculated for a large number of values of 6 and
9 9 cosd °
the summation is carried out of

x = - 1 - d 6 ,  y = — 2 — t&nOdO, t =
9 J 9 9c™0

with the help of the planimeter, or of the integraph.

I
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230 The high angle trajectory [CH. YII

The details of the procedure will be made more clear by an 
example.

Example, (a) Angle of departure $  =  80°, calibre 2R =  0-037 m, weight of 
shell P = 0 -680kg, initial velocity vn =  500 m/sec, i — 1 (for the choice of i, see 
below), air density at the muzzle level 5 =  1 '206 kg/ru3.

1st Zone (500—419 m/sec). The air density is assumed at first throughout 
the whole zone to be the same as at the beginning of the zone, and so 5=1-206.

Then ^  =  Ri- - =  (0-0185)2 g  x 2 x 00394 (0-68) ~ ‘ ,
_

log — =  409551. '
9

The relation in this zone between v and 6 is
1 2 c f d 6  2cl-  sin# , . . . . “I .

7------------------- — sli + '1 = ------- 5 ------ 5-5 + i  log tan (fjr + td) + .4.(v cos0)J g J cos3d - 4 J
The integration constant A is given at the beginning of the zone, where 

# =  $  =  80°, and v =  v'q =  500 ; thence A =0'0023191. At the end of the zone, 
« =  419, and thence 6=  +79° 52,-4.

A  provisional planimetric summation gives y =  — 2 — tan 6d0 up to the end

of the zone, and the result is yj =  264'8 m, for the ordinate iji o f the end point. 
This makes the air density at the end of the zone

6# =  5 (1 -  0-0001 ly ,) =  l -206x0-9709;
and the mean density (arithmetic mean of values at the muzzle level and at the 
end of the zone), is

01 =
Thence, more accurately 

2c 
~9~

5, =  1-206x0-9854.

= (0'0185)2tt x 2x0-0394x 0-9854x (0-68)-

lo g — =  4-08914.
9

Repeating the calculation, the integration constant is now A =0-0022872.
A t the end of the zone, where «> =  419, the corrected value 6=  +79° 52'-3.
By the use o f the planimeter yi =  268-41 m (to a scale o f 1 square cm o f the 

drawing sheet to 0-097 m).
And the air density 5 ,̂ at the end of the first zone is given by 

6j,, =  5 (1 -0-00011 x 268-4)=0-9705 x 1-206.
2nd Zone (419— 375 m/sec). Here

1 =  -  — (tan d +  1 tan3 6) +  B.(v cos a ; 3 g J
Assuming the air density inside the second zone as constant and equal to the 

amount, 0"9705, at the end of the first zone, then in the second zone

—  =  3 x (0-0185)2 x 7r x 0 00009404 x 0-9705 x (0‘6 8 )-1,

log — =7-63640.
9
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The high angle trajectory 231§37 ]

The integration constant P> is derived from the (0, v) pair of values at the end 
of the first zone; that is, *> =  419, 6 =  79° 52’ '3, and thence >5=0-000030237.

The value at the end of the zone, where j?=375, is therefore 
' 0=+79°45 '-53.

By use of tho planimetcr up to the end of the second zone, a first value is

y2 =  175-06 m.
The air density at the end of the second zone is therefore

=  8 [ !  -  0-00011 (y, + y 2)] =  1 -206 x 0-95122; 
and so the mean density inside the second zone is

i  ( 8,„ +  8^) = 1 -206 x 0-9G083.

The calculation is repeated with this mean air density; and a closer value is 
found of

log ^  =7-63206,

and of /? =  0-0000299618.

Using the planimetcr, in four steps, to a scale of 1 square cm of the drawing 
sheet to 0-01164 m, the end value of the ordinate of the second zone is

y2=  176-8 m.

3rd Zone (375— 295 m/soc). In a first approximation, the end values o f the 
third zone, v =  295, 0 =  +  79° 15'"09, and thence y 3 =  522-29 m.

Hence the mean relative air density in the third zone is 0"92230; thence closer 
values arc v — 295, 6 =  79° 14'"33, and y.\ =  536"20 m.

4th Zone (295— 240 m/'sec). With the air density prevailing at the end of the 
third zone, namely 0 8920 x 1-206, the value obtained for tho end of the zone is 
at first, for r =  240, 6 =  +  78° 19'-7; and thence y4 =  575-15 m. A t the end of the 
zone this makes

8Vl= 5 ~ 0-00011 (y, + y 2+y;i + y 4)]= 8  x 0-82878,
or a mean density in the zone 8 x 0-86041,

Repeating the calculation with this meau density, a closer value is obtained, 
0 =  78° 18'"4, and y4=  588-85 m.

5th Zone (240—0 m/sec). A t 0 =  0, the vertex of the trajectory, 
i>=r„=33-3 m/sec.

The planimeter gave (in six parts) a first value y =  1925"8 m at the end of 
the zone ; and so a first value of the air density at the end of the zone 0-61543; 
thus the mean density in the fifth zone is taken as 0-72135.

Repeating the calculation, a closer value is found at 0 = 0  for the vertex velocity 
v3 =  34-51 m/sec.

The planimeter is employed again in four groups; first to 0 = + 7 8 °  18'‘4, 
secondly to 0 =  45°, and thirdly to 0 =  0 (in 3, 5, 9 steps respectively).

Thence the value found at the end of the fifth zone was y =  2000-96 m. The 
separate values of y, as well as of x  and t, are then added for the ascending 
branch; and the results are shown in the table on the next page.
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232 The high angle trajectory [c h . VII

Slope of the 
tangent to the 

horizon

Altitude of the 
shell above the 
muzzle level

Horizontal 
advance of the 
shell from the 

point of 
departure

Time of flight 
from the start

Velocity of the 
shell in the 

trajectory

0 =  80° y = 0  m x = 0  m t —0 sec v=  500-0 m/sec
79° 55' 185-0 32-78 0-3984 " 442-8
79° 52'-3 268-4 47 "66 0-5949 419-0
79° 45'-5 445-2 79-49 1-0486 375-0
79° 30' 745-9 134-5 1-9298 323-5
79° 14'-3 981-4 178-6 2-7056 295-0
78° 50' 1274-0 235-2 3-7682 266-5
78° 18'-4 1570-3 295-0 4-9631 240-0
77° 30' 1910-8 368-3 6-5119 212-7
76° 30' 2218-8 439-4 8-0917 187-7
76° 2340-1 469-1 8-7748 177-6
75° 2537-2 519-9 9-9780 160-8
74° 2689-2 562-0 11-0027 147-3
73° 2810-0 597-6 11-8895 136-2
72° 2900-4 628-3 12-6663 126-8
70° 3054-9 678-9 13-9667 111-8
68° 3158-4 718-7 15-0180 100-3
66° 3235-5 751-3 15-8887 91-2
64° 3294-1 • 778-5 16-6239 83-8
61° 3359-7 811-9 17-5384 74-9
58° 3406-0 839-0 18-2896 67-9
54° 3449-9 868-4 19-1096 60-7
50° 3480-5 892-3 19-7812 55-2
45° 3507-3 916-8 20-4694 49-9
40° 3526-3 937-2 21-0474 45-9
30° 3550-1 970-3 21-9845 40-50
20° 3562-6 997-0 22-7433 36-98
10° 3569-1 1020-0 23-4040 3516
0° ^,=3571-2 # ,=  1041-5 t ,= 24-0302 vt= 34*51

Thence the following range table can be obtained. The slope E  o f the ground 
is given, on which the target is seen ; moreover the coordinates of the target, the 
time of flight t, and the striking velocity, measured along the tangent.

E a V X t V

80° 0° 0 m 0 m 0 sec 500 m/sec
78 2 27-85 592 11-717 139
76 4 3430 855 18-719 64-1
74 6 3569-5 1024 23-524 35 0

In the table a is the sighting angle above the sloping ground.
Remarks.
1. In most cases in practice the calculation would be made to a fewer number of 

decimal places, and the variation o f air density would not be found by a double 
calculation, but simply by assuming a mean value. :
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233§ 37] The high angle trajectory

But in our case the question was to show that if the law of the air resistance 
and tho relation between air density and height above the ground are known 
accurately, a steep high angle trajectory can be calculated by this method with 
all the desired accuracy.

The planimeter employed, in the measurement o f a square of 16'00 cm, gave 
a probable error of 0 000 °/„ for a single measurement. Thence it was seen that 
tho vertex height y „  abscissa x „  and time of flight t, determined on this method 
would have a probable error, for a single planimeter measurement, o f the follow
ing magnitudes:

y„ =  3571-2±6T m,
.r,=  1041-5 +  0-89 m, '
<, =  24-0302 ±0-022 sec.

Actually the work with the planimeter was done ten times.

2. The descending branch of the trajectory can be calculated on the same 
plan.

However the rotation o f the axis o f the shell has greater influence on the 
results of the calculation, than in the ascending branch.

. But the descending branch scarcely comes into consideration in fire against
an aeroplane. On this account the continuation of this example is unneces
sary. •

(b) With the same P, 2R, 5, f, vu as before, but with an angle of departure 
<j> =  75°, the results are as follows :

L

X

e V X t V

75° 0  m 0 m 0 sec 500-0 m/sec
1 74° 45' 327-6 88-4 0 ’759 401-3
! 74° 38'-3 436-3 118T 1-050 3750

74° 30' 551-9 150-5 1-385 351 -Sj
74° 885-0 244-3 2-449 303-6
73° 30' 1137-7 318-8 3-369 276-9
73° 1347-8 382-0 4-191 256‘9;
72° 28' 1538-9 440-4 4-984 2400
72° 1681-0 485-9 5-622 228-5

. 71° 1933-7 579-1 6-843 207-9
■ 70° 2133-4 640-8 7-903 191-4

68° 2429-1 753-7 9-678 166-2
66° 2636-6 841-8 11-110 147-7
64° 2788-4 912-3 12-296 133-5
61° 2949-4 996-1 13-744 117-3
57° 3091-5 1081T 15T96 101-7
52° 3202-8 1160-5 16-706 880
46° 3286-3 1232-3 18-068 76-7
40° 3339-8 1288-0 19-096 68-7
33° 3379-4 1341-1 20-109 62-1
20° 3420-2 1419-8 21-612 54-6
0° y ,= 3439-5 •r,= 1518-1 <,=23-511 v ,= 50-5,;
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234 [CH. YIIThe high angle trajectory

The range table is therefore as follows:
Angle of slope of ground E =  74°, 72, 70, 68, or angle of sight relative to the-

ground 0=1°, 3, 5, 7;
■r=419, 870, 1170, 1373 m ; 
y  =  1470, 2697, 3217, 3398 m ;

OZ =  r=1525, 2827, 3416, 3656 m ;
< =  4-72, 1089, 16-06, 19-85 sec; 
d =  72° 30', 65°, 51° 15', 31° 45'.

The tangential velocity on striking the 
target is

£ =  248, 141, 88, 58 m/sec.
A t the vertex

y ,=3439-5 ±2-37 m,
£ ,=  1518-1 ±0-49 m,
<,=23-511 +  0-006 sec.

(c) The same I ‘, 2 R, S, i, v0 as before, but angle o f departure <£ =  70° with the- 
following range table:

Angle of slope E =  70°, 68, 66, 64, 62; angle o f relative elevation a=0°, 2,4, 6, 8 ; 
£ = 0 , 782-6,1183-8, 1469-4, 1685-5 m ; y =  0, 1937-0, 2658-0, 3012-4, 3174 m ;
< =  0,7-215, 12-080, 15-797, 18-615 sec; £ =  500, 202-4, 137-4, 96’85, 78-7 m/sec ; 

direct distance of mark OZ=r =  J {x2+ y 2) =  0, 2089, 2909-5, 3351-8, 3590"3 m.

6 y X t * V

70° 0 m 0 m 0 sec 500 0 m/sec
69° 50' 176-4 65-43 0-4055 442-3
69° 40' 319-2 117-9 0-766 401-1

■ 69° 30' 137-8 162-0 1-094 371-8
69° 20' 540-4 200-1 1-398 350-2
69° 10' 631-9 235-3 1-684 334-2
69° 0' 715-2 267-1 1-956 321-4
68° 30' 930-7 3507 2-709 294-2
68° 0' 1111-3 422-7 3-392 275-5
67° 30' 1267-2 486-5 4-021 260-3
67° 1403-8 443-8 4-604 247-5
66° 1634-4 643-8 5-662 227-6
65° 1823-5 728-8 6-605 211-8
63° 2114-0 869-7 8-221 187-1
61° 2326 982 9-556 168-5
59° 2486 1074 10-697 153-9
56° 2663 1186 12-108 137-0
52° 2826 1304 13-594 120-4
48° 2937 1397 14-810 108-2
40° 3074 1537 16-724 91-6
31° 3159 1654 18-346 79-9
19° 3216 1774 20-05 70-9
10° 3236 1850 21-17 67-2
4° 3241 1897 21-88 65-8
0° y,=3243 £ ,=  1928 <,= 22-29 £,=65-4
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(d) Same 2A’, P, 8, i, i>0 as before, but angle of departure <£ =  05°.
Tho first zone reached from 6 =  65° to 6 =  04° 40', the second from 04° 40' to 

04° 30', the third from 04° 30' to 03° 25', the fourth from 63° 25' to 01° 10', the fifth 
from 61° 10' to 30°.

As to the probable error of tho results as derived from the arithmetic mean 
of a repeated operation with tho planimeter,

y ,=3026-0 +  0-l m ; , 
a?, =  2307 -83 + 0056 in;
A =  21-919± 0-00055sec; 
v .= 80-40 ±0-0.

Over the slope E — 05°, 64, 62, 60, 58, 56, 54, corresponding to a=0°, 1, 3, 5, 
7, 9, 11, tho direct distances o f the points struck worked out to 

0Z =  0, 1140, 2300, 2018, 3310, 3505, 3724 m.

e V X t l?

65° 0 m 0 m 0 sec 500-0 m'sec
64° 52' 110-47 54-48 0-271 459-7
64° 40' 260-36 112-29 0-035 415-2
64° 30' 360-56 169-9 0-912 387-3
64° 10' 527-5 249-9 1-415 349-7
63° 55' 632-7 301-3 1-760 331-2
63° 40' 727-5 348-0 2-087 317-0
63° 25' 813-9 391-1 2-397 305-6
63° 10' 894-2 431 -4 2-695 295-1
62° 50' 992-5 481-5 3-075 285-2
62° 30' 1082-7 528-1 3-437 275-6
62° 10’ 1166-0 571-7 3-783 267-1
61° 40' 1243-3 612-8 4-116 259-4
61° 10' 1382-8 688-5 4-744 246-1
60° 1590-2 804-8 5-761 227-5
59° 1736-6 891-4 6-537 214-1
58° 1862-7 975-9 7-247 202-7
56° 2067-4 1109-4 8-513 184-2
53° 2294-8 1269-9 10-110 163-4
48° 2541-4 1472-3 12-184 139-5
39° 2784-9 1725-3 14-971 113-7
25° 2951 -5 1983-6 17-991 93-1

6 =  0° y8=  3026-0 j-g=2307 "8 q=21-919 v , = 80-40

The preceding results from four steep high angle trajectories of the same 
gun are given here in detail because they give an opportunity of settling the 
value of the method, employed far too frequently in practical gunnery, o f tilting 
the trajectory.

3. The foregoing planimetric method was simplified to a con
siderable extent by Freiherr von Zedlitz in 1913.

He proceeds equally from the division of the trajectory into a 
number of arcs, on the assumption of a monomial law cvn for the
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236 The high angle trajectory [ch. v n

retardation due to air resistance; and the relation between v and 0 
is first obtained.

So too the value of v at the end of an arc may be calculated, 
corresponding to arbitrary angles of slope of the tangent.

Thus for instance, as in § 20, on the quadratic law the relation is

(v cos ey ~ (v0 cos e0y = J  ^ 6a) ~

Freiherr von Zedlitz next applies to such an arc the method of 
expansion in a series, described already in § 22 a, where y, 0, v cos 0, t 
are given as functions of x.

Eliminate between the four equations the term involving c, and 
three equations are obtained between the three variables x ,y ,t; and in 
this way v. Zedlitz derives two systems of equations of different degrees 
of accuracy. For details reference must be made to the work of 
v. Zedlitz (see Note).

Collection o f formulae.
On the preceding notation, and with

v0 cos 0O_  pi —l _
v cos 0 tan 0O — tan 0

2 (t’o cos 0O)- (tan 0C — tan 0) 
g ( l + p 2) ’

( 2 ) +

(S\ 2 X PZ~ 1 -' 3 v0 cos 0O j f —1 ’

and thence the end point of the first arc is determined. :
Similarly for the end point of the second arc, and so finally for. 

the complete trajectory.
The value of c differs in proceeding from one arc to the next, 

taking into account the diminution of air density with the height.
It may be mentioned that in this solution there is no need to 

assume a monomial law, cvn. As stated already in § 17, the integral, 
relation between v and 0 or the so-called hodograph equation can be 
obtained with accuracy for any given law of air resistance.

Example (by Freiherr v. Zedlitz).
Calibre 10 cm, weight of shell 11-6 kg, initial velocity vn =  353'6 m/sec, angle 

of departure <£ =  d0= 27° 15', air density 1-20 kg/m3. Results as follows:
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§37] The high angle trajectory 23 7

6 v m/sec

Calculated 
- by (1)

x m

Calculated 
by (2)
y m 0

—

v ra/eeo x ra y ra

27° 15' 3530 0 0 0 229-0 3573 1010
25 325-4 400 220 -  8 220-9 4292 901
23 307-9 810 384 - 1 0 217-2 4971 810
20 288-8 1290 572 -2 4 217-9 5042 572
10 209-8 1843 752 - 3 2 222-7 0329 205
12 255-5 2333 874 - 3 0 220-8 6088 -  38
7 242-3 2883 907
4 230-1 3188 997
0 2290 3573 1010

4. A first rough approximation to the calculation of a steep high 
angle trajectory is obtained by treating the path as a parabola of the 
third or fourth order.

Thus the formulae of Piton-Bressant and Hdlie of § 22a may be 
employed:

y — x tan (j> — g&
2y02 cos5 </>(1 +K x),

tan 6 =  tan <f> — gx
2v02 cos2 <f>(2 +  3 Kx),

VCOS0 _  1
v0 cos <f> V( 1 +  -iXx) ’

t = 2 ( l  +  3flaQ? - l
cos <p K

Thence K  can be determined, given v0 and if>, and the measured 
range X, by

But we must not expect to obtain very exact results in this way, 
as it is manifest that on the same trajectory, and with same vQ and <f>, 
the factor K  along the path cannot be taken as constant.

The Tables of Otto (Yol. iv) can serve the purpose, in so far as 
they go, of obtaining corrections with respect to the height of the 
vertex.
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. II. On t h e  e r r o r s  w h i c h  c a n  a r i s e  i n  t h e  t i l t i n g

OF A TRA JE CTO RY.

A general consideration of these errors can only be made on the 
conditions of a vacuum (§ 4 ); in practice, the errors must he in
vestigated for each particular case. .

§ 38. Ordinary procedure of tilting or swinging a trajectory.

A trajectory OS,Z,, as in the figure, is treated as a rigid curve,
and rotated through the angle 
E  of the slope of the ground 
into the steep position OSZ. 
Conversely, if a mark Z on 
the line of sight OZ at the 
angle, E, of the slope of the 
ground, is struck when the 
actual angle of departure with 
the horizon is cf> =  E  +  a, it is 
assumed that the trajectory 
OSZ can be calculated, as if it 
were treated as a flat trajectory 
OS, Z, with the angle of de

parture <f> — E  or a, and with the same initial velocity.
From the preceding examples the ranges on the steep slope, w or OZ, 

are known for four high angle trajectories OSZ, and also the angles of 
departure of the same shell, relating to several angles of slope E  of 
the ground.

Then if the flat trajectory range w, is calculated by Vallier’s 
method for the angle of tangent sighting <f> — E, and compared with w, 
the error e is obtained, due to the employment of the method of 
swinging the trajectory. ’ -

The adjoining table enables us to see that under these con
ditions, with the employment of the same tangent elevation, the 
range is greater over the rising ground than over the horizontal; 
or in other words if, as usual, the tangent graduations of the weapon 
are marked for aiming at a target on the horizontal through the 
muzzle, then for aiming at a target at the same distance but at a 
high angle of sight, the tangent elevation must be smaller.
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As stated in § 4, we are concerned chiefly with long range fire; 
and sometimes the corresponding relations may be found to be 
reversed completely.

—
Tangent Flat-trajeotory Actual range

Slope elevation range w, with w on the slope 
for incline E

Difference Error as
of from angle of between percentage

ground ground departure a and tangent w and w, of V!l
slope and slope zero elevation a

E = II1IIe essw -w l — °lo

<b f 78° 2° wt = 1111 m «?=2847 m 1736 156
76 4 1791 3535 1744 91
74 6 2325 3713 1388 60

° f 74 1 667 1525 858 129
s I 72 3 1480 2827 1347 91
11 70 5 2069 3416 1347 65

68 7 2554 3656 1102 43

68 2 1117 2094 977 88
66 4 1791 2909-5 1118-5 62

11 64 6 2326 3352 1026 44
62 8 2770 3590 820 30

/ 64 1 668 1140 472 71
62 3 1480 2300 820 55

50 60 5 2069 2918 849 41
l l 58 7 2554 3310 756 30

56 9 2966 3565 599 20
54 11 3319 3724 405 12

At all events the errors that arise in the simple tilting of a 
trajectory may be serious.

§ 39. Burgsdorflf and Gouin’s method.

The principle is the following: Given a flat trajectory 0Z1 with 
the angle of departure alt as in the figure on the next page.

Here the height fallen A 1Zl = f  is known, being the vertical 
distance from to the muzzle horizontal in Zu and also the 
distance OA1 = a; and OAxZl is considered as if it were a bar with 
hinges at 0  and A ,, or as a fishing-rod 0A lt with line A 1Zl\ the 
system is rotated about 0, the point of departure, as a fixed centre 
o f rotation into the position OAZ, with

OA = OAx =  a, and AZ = A lZl —f
The rotation is carried out till Zx reaches the line OZ, sloping 

up at the given angle ZOZx =  E.
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240 The high angle trajectory [ch. vir

Then let OZ or w be the range on the slope for the high angle 
fire, and let the angle of departure be reckoned from the horizontal 
A0Zx =  E  + a, so that a is the tangent elevation with respect to the 
ground line of sight.

This angle a and the range w are given for this rotation; and they 
are found either by a graphical construction or else from the formulae 

sin a =  sin ax cos E, . !
w = wx tan a! cos (E  + a) cosec a.

In the graphical construction we notice that in the motion
described, Zx moves on a circle.
I f  a point Ox is placed vertically 
below 0  at a depth :

OOx =  A xZx = A Z = f, ' 
a hinged parallelogram

OOxZxAx j
can be changed into OOxZA in 
the second position, the fixed 
points of rotation being 0  and Ox. 
The point Zx moves along a 
circular arc ZXZ  with centre at 
Ox, and radius a. j

This shifting movement can thus be carried out by means of a 
mechanism, or a parallelogram linkage, for any distance OZ of the 
target, or any angle of slope E , in order to determine the tangent , 
elevation AOZ or a (the apparatus is constructed by the firm o f 
Haker and Heidorn in Hamburg).

In the application of this principle the following mechanical 
assumptions have been made; the flat trajectory 0ZX is described in 
time of flight T sec, and under the simultaneous influence of air 
resistance and gravity.

It is assumed that the same mark Zx will be reached, if these two 
forces come into'action in succession for a time T.

The shell projected in the direction 0A X, subject to air resistance 
alone, but with gravity left out of account, will move in the straight 'I 
line 0A X to A x; and afterwards under gravity, it will fall from A x 
to Zx.

In the high angle trajectory OZ, on the same assumptions, these 
two steps remain the same, viz., OA = 0A X =  a, AZ — A XZX =  f .

The difference between the flat and steep trajectories can only be" 
due to the diminution of air density with the height.
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But it is clear that this mechanical assumption is unsound in 
principle, even independently of the variation in air density. 
Because the movements along a and f  are not independent of each 
other; just as the components of the motion of the shell along the x 
and y axes are mutually dependent (except for the special case of the 
law of air resistance, where the resistance is taken as proportional to 
the first power of the velocity).

If it were the case that this independence was true for all finite 
arcs, the solution of the problem would then become very simple.

The parallelogram law holds for a finite arc only when forces are 
constant in magnitude and direction.

But here this is not the case: the air resistance is always a variable 
quantity.

This swinging or tilting provides, therefore, only an approximate 
method, and an error is present. To determine this error the four 
steep high angle trajectories can be used; a, a, ware known, and then 
a: and Wj can be plotted or calculated.

I f  then, corresponding to an angle of departure Oj the correct flat 
trajectory range wr is observed, or- calculated on Vallier’s method, it 
becomes a matter of comparing the values of w, and wr. -

In a previous example, with <f> =  80°, the value E  =  78° was chosen, 
and so a =2°. Thence we find a, =  9°39'-8, f — 572-40 m ; and so 
Wj =  /c o t  a, =  3361 m.

On the other hand, for the same angle of departure Oj =  9° 39,-8, 
the true flat trajectory range wr =  3088 m ; and it is immaterial on 
which of the two ranges the percentage of error is to be estimated. 
With w, as the basis, the error works out to 8T °/0.

With E  =  76C, a =  4°, w2 =  4712 m, wr =  4169 m ; an error of 
543 m, or lT5°/o- For ^ = 7 4 ° , a =  6°, Wj =  5459, wr=4722 ; error 
737 m, or 13‘5°/0.

As in the other examples, it is seen that the percentage error 
increases with a ; still it is smaller by the other processes than that 
which arises in the ordinary method of tilting.

§ 40. Perein’s Method.

When a target Z is to be struck, situated on sloping ground 0Z, 
at a slope ZOB =  E, at a distance w m, the angle of departure a 
to be employed with respect to the ground 0Z  is that corresponding 

c. 16
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to a flat trajectory OB of range p + Ap = OB; where p denotes the
horizontal projection 00  =  w cos E

and A p = 7 j^ , where h is the

vertical height CZ of the mark 
above 0 ;  the +  or — sign to be 
employed, according as E  is greater 
or less than 2a; so that Ap =  0 
when E  =  2a. Under certain cir
cumstances, Ap must be multiplied 
by a factor k, to be determined 
experimentally.

1. Example, as above, <£ =  80°.
For a. = 2°, and h =  2785 m,

Ap =  — — =  o5 7m, and Of? =  647'7m,

with a correct angle of departure a =  0°57'-45. According to Percin, 
a =  2°; difference 1° 2''55, or 52 °/„.

For a =  4°, h =  3480 m, OB =  992 2 m; and the correct a =  1° 4T '7 ; 
difference of 58 °/0.

For a =  6°, h =  3569-5 m, OB =  1238-2 m, and correct a =  2° 14'‘1 ; 
difference of 63 %•

2. Example, as above, <j> =  75°.
For a = l, 3,5,7°, the differences were 42,50,53,58 °/0, respectively.
3. Example, as above, <£ =  70°.
For a =  2, 4, 6, 8°, differences 26, 29, 30, 32 °/0.
Result: Thus we see that the ordinary procedure of tilting the 

trajectory is not applicable with very high angle fire.
The method of Percin is, moreover, inexact, unless an empirical 

factor k is introduced. However on slopes up to about 65° the per
centage error on this method comes out nearly constant, so that good 
results may be obtained by the introduction of such a factor.

The smallest errors arise from the employment of Burgsdorff’s 
method; in particular for the steep part of the ascending branch of a 
high angle trajectory it can often give good and fairly accurate 
results.
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C H A P T E R  V III

Solution of various trajectories. Employment of 
experimental results for the construction of 

Range Tables

§ 41. I. Solution of problems by means of Table 12, Vol. IV.

System of formulae.

(A) for any given point {xy) on the trajectory.
Primary Functions D, J, A, T (Table 12a, Vol. IV):

; = d (« ) - D « > ,c a )

cos 6 ‘
Secondary Functions E, H, L, etc. (Tables 12b to 12f):

Z =  Z  =  D ( u ) - D ( v o),c

(10)

( i i )

16—2
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(B) At the point of descent (y =  0, x = X ) :

c” . (12)

sin 2<f) = XN (v0, %e) = c'E(v0> £,), ................................ (13)
Ue C O S  <£■ ----------c

cos a) .(14)

T ~ ^ H ^  ...................... (16)

-  tan de =  tan *  =  M(v0, ?.) =  tan <f> .. .(17)

(C) Vertex («  =  #g, y = y„, 0 = 0): 
sin 2cj>

=  £ (« .,? .), ......................................................... (18)

6 = ; ;  =  D («s) - i ) ( 4  .............................c

y«=<

.(20)

.(21)

.(22}=  u, cos <p............................................................
(D) Some empirical and semi-empirical approximations: 

^ = 1 -2262” )
yg =  2” (l-226 +  0-00221), j
ya — \X  a/ ( tan <j> tan co),
2/s =  ( tan <f> + tan “ ). { ........................... ^23)

, v  sin d> sin co ‘ ‘
y*“ ® Z sin(0 +  ®)’

0’55X
y*=.cot <f) +  cot CO ’ 

xs = $ X  + yscot<l>,

, = a ( o-5 + V
.(24)

10000/ ‘

\
%e =  I)(ue) - D ( v 0), ............................................. (15) \

!
.....................................<19> i

Practical ride: The abscissa xs of the vertex is equal to that range 
in the Range Table, for which the angles of descent and of elevation 
are together equal to the elevation required for the whole range. 3i 
This is derived from tilting the trajectory, because the tangent at the 
vertex is horizontal; compare §§ 38 to 40.

ti
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§41] Solution o f  various trajectories 245

(E) The notation is as follows:
2R =  calibre in cm, P  weight of shell in kg, (xy) any given point, 

x horizontal axis, positive in the direction of fire, y vertical axis and 
positive upwards, (xeyt) coordinates of the vertex, X  the range in m 
on the horizontal plane through the muzzle; v0 the muzzle velocity in 
m/sec; v =  velocity in the trajectory at any given point (xy); v, vertex 
velocity, ve velocity at point of descent (y =  0, x  =  X), 8 inclination to 
the horizon of the tangent at any point (xy); 8e=  — a> at the point of 
descent; a> the acute angle of descent; t the time of flight to reach 
any point (xy); tt time to the vertex (xsys), T the time to the point of 

• • v cos 0descent, or the total time of flight; u = -------—; u. and u. the valuescos <p
of u at the vertex and point of descent respectively; S the air density 
in kg/ins:

c' =  (p i n  kg’ Ri in cm^................ (25)

z„/9 depends on the shape of the shell and the curvature of the tra
jectory; according to Yallier,

>8=1, ................................................. (26)
or more accurately /3 =  cos§</>, ........... .............................(27)

o ’ _  6f0K'(v0) sec3 + 5i(v, ) (1 - Q-QOOlly,)K'(v,)
P o [6K'(v0) +  5K'(ua)]sec2</> ; " A )

and according to Yallier, i depends on the velocity of the shell and 
on the semi-vertical angle y, of the point of the shell; that is

for v > 330 m/sec, * »  = Yi
v — (180 +  2y,) 
41-5 (v -  263) ’ (29)

that is
for v < 330 m/sec, i depends only on ylt

7 =  0-67 0-72 0-78 100
for 7l =  31° 33°-6 36°-9 41°-5

1T0
48°‘2

and i0 denotes the value of i for v =  v0.
_ For the original Krupp normal shell with ogival head of 2 calibres 

o f rounding, or 1 3 calibres of height of head, or y1 =  410-5, i is 
constant =  % = 1.

According to 0. v. Eberhard the value of i for any given velocity 
v is given in the equations on p. 49.
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K'(v) is given in the following table:

V 10I2/G (v) V 1012 K' (v) V 101S K' (v) V 1012 K' (v)

150 1870 270 765 390 687 700 228
160 1680 280 722 400 669 750 194
170 1510 290 687 420 628 800 164
180 1401 300 651 440 590 850 140
190 1293 310 667 460 550 900 121
200 1195 320 687 480 511 950 106
210 1124 330 706 500 474 1000 92
220 1037 340 720 525 431 1050 81
230 971 350 724 550 393 1100 72
240 913 360 722 575 351 1150 64
250 856 370 714 600 325 1200 57
260 808 380 702 650 272 1250 51

The law of the retardation cf(v) due to air resistance, given in kg, 
is as follows: ’

for v > 330 m/sec, cf(v) = c x 0T25(w — 263) (Chapel-Vallier law),
(ii) >

for 330 > v > 300, cf (v) =  c x  0-021692 Vs
(6) > (H°jel law),

for 300 > v, cf(v) =  c x 0-033814 v2’6 J

_R2(m2) 1000 Byi _  ft2(cm2) Byi _
C= P x  1-206 =  P  x 1-206’' ’

i =  1 for ogival shell of 2 calibre radius of rounding, since the laws of 
air resistance were obtained by experiment with shell of this form; 
moreover i, as shown later, is slightly variable with the velocity, as well 
as with the shape of the shell; By is the air density at the height y m 
above the ground; and according to St Robert and E. Vallier,

By =  S(1 — 0-00008 y );
according to Charbonnier, By=  3(1 — O'OOOlly), where B is the air 
density on the ground.

Some examples.
1. Given 2R, P, 8, io, v0, and if}. To determine the elements of the vertex, 

and of the point of descent. In the first approximation /3 is taken as in (26); or 
if (j>> 10°, from (27); thence c' from (25), then L ( i>0, £„) from (18), and thence 
I,, and consequently xe=c'£t ; moreover yt from (21), and D (ut) and conse
quently «„ from (20), as well as v, from (22).

With these values of u„ v„ and thence of A-' (i-„) and K ‘ (?«„), calculate a 
closer value of /3i0 from (28); and then the new c' is obtained from (25), and at the 
same time a closer value of at the vertex.
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Then E  follows from (13), and thence £e; and from (12) the range X ; further 
the angle of descent o  from (17); and from (16) the total time o f flight T; from 
(15) D («„), and thence u, ; and then the final velocity ve from (14). Instead of i», 
yi may be given.

Numerical example. 211 =  15 cm, P =  27"44 kg, 8 =  1 *27 kg/m3, 2 calibre radius 
o f rounding of the ogival head of the shell, and so i =  i(i>#) is constant=l, 
i’„ =460 m/sec, 0  =  40° 7'.

Since <p >  10°, ft =  cos ?,0 =  O-893O1, in a first approximation ; and then in (25), 
c' =  0'5187, so that from (18) •

I' (oo, £«) = sin 20
~ d ~

sin 80° 14’ 
0-5187 1-8998.

Then from Table 12e, Vol. iv, interpolation gives the value £,=8915.
Thence it follows in the first approximation 

from equation (20), .r,=c'£, =  8915 x 0-5187 =  4625 m,
„  Table 12f, M(v0, £.) =  M 42,
„  equation (21), y ,=2342 m,
„  equation (20), m, =  237'8,
„  equation (22), i>,= 181-2.

The Table of K' values gives
A" (v0) =  55O.1 0 "12 K' (m,) =  925.10“ 12, K' (v,) =  1379.10"12; 

and with these values a closer value of i,tft is obtained from (28), that is 
6.1.550.10 " 12 sec3 40° 7' +  5.1 (1 -  0-00011.2342) 1379.10 " 12 

3  (6 .55 0 .10_,2 +  5.925.10_12)sec2 40° 7' ’
ft =  0-946.

A  recalculation with this value 0-946 leads to a third value, ft =  0-956; further 
repetitions will not increase the accuracy of the solution.

2. Given 2A, P, 8, t'o (or the value of ylt instead of ?0), and further v0 and X. 
To determine the angle of departure 0. Calculate ft from (26) in a first approxi
mation, d from (25), £e from (12), sin 20 and thence 0  from (13).

Next in the second approximation, determine ft from (27), and so on, as before.
3. Given 211, P, 8, i0 (or yd), A' and 0 ;  to determine the initial velocity v0.
Calculate ft from (27), then d from (25), £, from (12), AT from (13), whence i’0 

is known. After this a closer determination of v0; calculation o f the vertex 
elements, as in example 1; thence a closer value of ft from (28), and a closer 
d from (25), with which to repeat the calculation.

4. Given r0, 0, A', to determine elements of the point of descent, and of the 
vertex (for calculation of range tables and so forth).

From (13) N  is found, and thence £,; then d from (12), a> from (17), ut from 
(15), and ve from (14), T  from (16). Next for the vertex: L  from (18), and with 
it £„ and xs from (20), also u, ; v, from (22), t, from (19), y, from (21).

5. Given A’, 0, T, to determine the initial velocity, etc.
A  first approximate value o f v0 is given by the formula vn= ^ ^

for a vacuum, with the factor §), or better from a suitable range table; 
suppose it to1- Calculate N  from (13) with it, whence £„ is given ; hence a first 
approximate value of T from (16); denote it by Tl.
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Another value of vg is now assumed, smaller than v j  i f  the observed time of 
flight is smaller than the calculated T1, or conversely; denote this value of v0 
by r0n . With it in the same way as before, another value o f T is obtained; 
denote it by T 11.

Finally we interpolate; taking r,,1 and ®0n , from which Tl and Tn were cal
culated, T  is determined, and also %, by means of

v<>-v0U _ T -  T 11
V - V 1 t1 -  TU'

§ 42. Solution of examples by means of other tables 
and formulae.

II. Solution with Siacci’s Table 13, in Vol. IV.

System of formulae.

% = D (u )-D (v t), ..................................................... (1)

C X
' =  X  tan <f> -  » ---- —T 2 cos 2</>

A  (u) — A (vj) 
D (u )-D (v 0) — «/■ (l’o) J,

tan 8 =  tan 0 — ̂  c~ 2̂  [J(u) -  J («„)],

•(2)

.(3)

t =

u =

c =

COS

?;cos 8 
cos (f> ’

C0' '

[ % - ? ( « . ) ] .............................................. (4 )

............................................................(5)

............................................................................................. (6)

Then in cf(v), the retardation due to air resistance, 
(2R f 8 .1000.0-865 ic = •(7 ) .f

P .  1-206 ........................  ,
(calibre 2R in m, weight of shell P  in kg, i =  1 for ogival shell of i 
2 calibre rounding), and ■ i

f (v )  =  0-2002?) -  48-05 +  V[(0T648?) -  47-95)2 +  9'6]

+  O'0442” ^' 3° Q) (see Table 7 in Vol. iv).

371+ ( 200)
The value of /3 is taken from Table 13 pf Siacci.

.(8)
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In those cases where the table does not go far enough, (3 is to be 
calculated from the expression

=  6 - ^  sec*£ +  5(1 -  O -O O O lly ,)-^ , - (9 )

in which it, and v, are determined in the following manner: Calculate
y, and x „  as described later in I I I :  then ' from (1), taking y3 =  1;c
thence u, and v, =  u, cos <j>.

The corresponding values in (8) of D(u), J{u), T(u), A(u), are to 
be found in Table 13, Vol. iv.

The secondary tables have been calculated by E. Fasella; see 
Tavole balistiche secondarie; Genoa, 1901.

The ballistic curves, which are described later, can be used instead 
of Fasella’s tables.

III. Solution by means of the ballistic curve tables,
Nos. I l ia  to I llg , in Vol. IV.

These tabulated curves, as mentioned already in § 30a, are 
employed for the elements of the point of descent and the vertex, 
and serve for the solution of the most important problems of tra
jectories with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes.

The tables contain, for a series of values of cj3X, and for many 
values of v0, the values of

t'02 sin 20 tan m ve cos co T x, y, .
X  ’ tan <f>' v„ cos cf> ’ V(Xtan </>) ’ X ’ Z  tan ̂ - cP y° sin -9-

Here c has the value given in (7); and 2R =  calibre of shell in m, 
etc. /3 =  value from Table 13, Vol. iv.

In the Tables III a to III g, the curves are drawn for different 
values of va; on the assumption of a quadratic or cubic law the curves 
would be coincident.

Examples.

1. Given v0, <j>, X : calculate v0s sin 2 (f> 
X and look out on the curve,

corresponding to the value of v0 in Table I lia , the ordinate A t ; and 
then the abscissa cy3X. Look out for the same abscissa cftX  all the
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ordinate values in the other tables. Since v0, <f>, X  are given, this- 
determines w from Table I l lb , ve cos <>> from Table IIIc, and thence ve 
is known; Table I l ld  gives T\ Table M e  the value of xs, Table I l l f  
the value of ys.

Finally the value of c is obtained from the given abscissa c/3X, 
because /3 is given in Table 13 of Vol. IV . I f  2 R, P, S are known, then 
i  is given.

2. Given c, (f>, v0, to determine X. Proceeding from c/3r02 sin 2(f> 
with 13 = 1, determine, as before, ro, ve cos a>, ve, T, xg, ys, and X ; the

last with the help of Table I lia , because V° Sy  is known, in which
v„ and (f> are given; thence (3 is found more accurately by a repetition 
of the operations.

3. Given v0, c, X , to determine <f> and the remaining elements. 
First take /3 = 1 , and determine all the ordinate values; from

Table I l i a  the value of and thence <f>; thence a closerJl
value of /3 from the /3 Table 13 in Vol. IV : then repeat the pro
cedure.

The remaining tables then give w, ve, T, xg, ys.

4. Given v0, <f>, to, to determine X  and the remaining elements. 
Start with Table I l l b ;  in the corresponding t>„ curve the ordinate'

l l - ^  is given; then all the rest are known. X  is given by Table III a,

and the value of c from the abscissa c/3X, since /3 is given in the 
table.

Example. Given the initial velocity v0 =  550 m /scc; range X  =  6841 m, angle 
of departure <j> =  20°; weight of shell P  =  6'9 kg, calibre 2P =  0'077 m ; mean 
air density 6=  1'206 kg/m3.

We find then Vn ^  =  A i =  28~4 ; thence A2=  1'74, A3 =  0'37, A4 =  0‘512,
yl. =  0'563, Ae= 0-3440, .-17=  145000. From A2 we find tan <o =  1‘74 tan 20°, angle
of descent w =  32° 22’. From A3, ve cos «  =  191, and so velocity re=226 m/sec.
From A4, time of flight 7T= 2 5 -5 sec : from As, vertex abscissa # ,=  3860 m : from
Ae, vertex ordinate y ,= 856  m. From A., value of e/3=0'746.

XT . . (2P)2Si'/3.1000.0 ’865 .. , ,, ,is ow since cp =  -— -—p  ^ -------- it follows that ip = l  'OOs; whence the form
coefficient i can be calculated by means of Table 13 for fi.
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IV. Solution by means of the formulae of Piton-Bressant.

System of formulae. See § 22a.

y -a ta n t f ,  2t)/ cotj^  0  +  A *), ........... ( 10)

tan 5 -  ton ^ - 2— ^ ( 2  + 3Kx), ........... ( 11)

’ C0S<,“ V(1 + 3  X . ) ............................... ........... (12)

........... (13)

For the point of descent on the muzzle horizon (y = © II

v03 sin 2<p „  ■
9X Z' ................................................. ........... (14)

tan to n 1 
tan <f> Z ' ........... (15)

Ve COS 0) 1
vacos 4> »J(3Z — 2 ) ’ ........... (16)

T 2X (3 Z -  2 ) * - l  
. 9v0 cos <$> Z — 1 ’ ........... (17).

1 + K X  = Z .................................................. ........... (18)
For the vertex (xsys) : •

V[1 +  3K X  (1 +  KX)\ - 1 
Xt 3 K  ’ ........... (19)

j, 1 + 2KX
y* X  tan ^ 2 +  3 k x ...................... ........... (20)

The factor K  depends on v0 and <p, and is assumed as practically 
constant along a flat trajectory.

On the other hand K  alters rapidly from one trajectory to another 
on the same range table.

Putting K  =  , then X does not vary so rapidly. The value of

K  will generally be determined by (14) and (18), and so from
u02 sin 2 <j> 

9
= X ( 1 + K X ) ,

for a definite trajectory, for which v„, <f>, and X  are known.
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§ 43. Practical applications to the calculation of 
range tables.

For the preparation o f range tables see Heydenreich, Lehre vom, Sohuss, 1908, 
Part i, pp. 70 etc.

Here it can be stated briefly that the following quantities are to be measured, 
in suitable weather : velocity of shell near the muzzle, angle of departure from 
angle of elevation and jump, moreover the relation between a number of angles 
of elevation and the mean range attained and the mean time of flight, as well as 
the vertical deflection of the mean point of impact from the plane o f fire (the 
vertical plane through the axis o f the gun).

With this practice for mean ranges, the measurement of the dispersion in 
range and direction will be possible at each distance.

In shells with time fuzes, the relations between elevation, fuze-setting, and 
mean time of burning will be determined, as well as the variations in any of 
these.

The experiments will be carried out with all charges for guns of variable 
loading, in such a way that interpolation may be permissible for intermediate 
charges.

See Vol. I l l  for the determination of the velocity of the shell, and the 
abeiration of angle of departure (jump).

For the calculation of a range table in general for a gun, with a 
given charge, and for a large number of angles of departure <f>, the 
mean range X  requires to be measured, the mean time of flight T, 
and for time fuzes, the time setting, and the corresponding range. 
Moreover the air density Bt is to be measured (| 15).

The procedure of the calculations is now in general as follows:

1. Estimation o f the initial velocity v0it of the shell.

In reality it is not possible, in range table experiments, to measure 
the initial velocity in the immediate neighbourhood of the muzzle 
over a very short range, as for instance by spark photography (Vol. h i , 
|| 126— 130). Generally the mean velocity of the shell will have to be 
measured at a distance of 25 to 100 m from the muzzle by means of 
the Boulenge apparatus.

In this way, for instance, the first screen of wires is placed at 25 m 
from the muzzle, and the second screen at 75 m; the mean velocity of 
the shell is measured over a distance of 25 to 75 m in front of the 
muzzle, and this is called vx ; but more accurately, owing to the use of 
vertical screens of measurement, this is the mean horizontal com
ponent, v cos 6.

J
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From a series of measurements, of 5 to 10 shells, the mean value 
of the horizontal component of the velocity at 50 m in front of the 
muzzle is obtained.

The mean value is first to be reduced to the value at the muzzle, 
and that can be carried out by equation (1), § 41.

I f  the measurements of velocity are carried out at a small angle 
of departure <j> with vertical screens, then from (1), §41,

50
—■ = D (vw) -  D (v0 cos <j>), c

from which v„ cos $  follows, and then v0.
The factor c' is chosen as a first approximation from the value for 

a similar gun, when it is not known from previous experiments with 
the same gun and shell; then a first approximate value is obtained 
for the initial velocity.

Employing this value in the shortest range X  and its angle of 
departure <p, a fresh calculation gives a closer value of c, and this will 
be used to redetermine the velocity at the muzzle.

For these calculations the Krupp tables are most convenient, 
Vol. iv, Table 8. A numerical example is given in § 27.

Tables have been constructed lately by Krupp, after the tables of 
Fasella, by the use of which these calculations can be simplified.

The value so obtained of the initial velocity, denoted by v0it. 
called the initial velocity of the day, is to be employed in the further 
calculations.

2. Repetition o f the calculations on the observations over the muzzle 
horizon.

When the angle of departure and of slope of the ground is so 
small, that the principle of swinging the trajectory may be employed, 
the trajectory OSA is sup
posed to be rotated as if 
it were a rigid curve, into 
the position O/S^A,.

Suppose for instance 
the angle of elevation to be 
5°, the error of departure 
(jump) to be +  10', so that 
the angle of departure is
5° 10'; and further the difference of height A A , between the point of
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descent, A, and of departure, 0, to be equal to 5 m, at a range of 2500 m 
along the sloping ground, so that the slope of the ground is — T.

In the tilted trajectory OS, A , the corrected angle of departure 
above the muzzle horizon is then

B,0A, =  cj> =  5° +  10' +  T =  5° 17'.
These values, X  =  2500 m and <f> = 5° 17', will serve as a basis for 

the calculations.
I f  the tilting of the trajectory is not allowable (see above, § 38), 

determine the point of intersection of the trajectory with the hori-

A fJ A  = co (and also the time of 
flight T for subsequent pur
poses: this is easily done with

the ballistic curves, I l lb  and H id , of the curve tables of Vol. iv).
Suppose it is found that co =  30°; then A , 0  =  ~  4 cot 30° =  7 m. 

Thence the reduced range over the muzzle horizon 0(7 or
X  = O A , -  A ,C  = ~  O A  -  A , 0  = 2300 -  7 = 2293 m.

This procedure is not permissible except under certain assumptions 
on the smallness of the land slope A O  A , .  Whether it is to be allowed 
must be investigated in each special case.

3. The effect of the wind.

The corresponding values of X, cj>, v„ may require to be corrected 
for the effect of a wind, having a component +  w in the direction of 
the line of fire (but w is to be taken negative when the wind is in the 
opposite direction, and follows the direction of motion). To make the 
necessary correction, calculate with the reduced values X r, vr, <fir> 
instead of X, v0, $, where

These values X r, vr, <f>r serve as data for the further calculations: 
denote them for simplicity by X, v0, <fi. A calculation can also be 
made, slightly less exact, by equation (10), § 47. The equations there: 
given can be used for the lateral deviation of the point of mean 
impact from the plane of fire.

o

zontal 0Alt and suppose for 
example A A 1 =  4 m ; then cal
culate as a first approxima
tion the acute angle of descent

X r =  X  — Tw, vr2 =  v02 -  2v0w cos cf> +  w2, tan cf>r —
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4. We therefore know how to determine the mean range X t, 
mean lateral deviation Zt from the plane of fire, and also the mean 
time of flight Tt, under these conditions.

The uses, to which the results are put, depend on the object of 
the calculations.

In a complete calculation of a range table the values X t, <j> corre
sponding to the initial velocity i>0,t of the day will be employed to 
determine the ballistic coefficient c'< of the day by calculation.

I f  for instance the table of § 41 (Vol. iv, Table 12) is employed 
for the purpose, the calculations will proceed as follows:

Calculate for every group of observed v0it, <j>, X t by equation 
{13), §41, sin 2(f) =  XM (v0, £„), the value of and then from 
equation (13) and the observed air density Bt of the day, and the 
range X t obtained on the day, the ballistic coefficient c\ which holds 
good.

This value is to be corrected for a normal air density S„, as derived
, „  .. , 1-206 P  A , ,8 ,from the equation c =  > ancl c » =  c « ■

The series of c'„ values so obtained are plotted graphically as a 
function of A'.

I f  the experiments have been made on several days, and repeated 
several times, then the results are plotted out. A  curve is then 
drawn through the plotted points, and smoothed if necessary.

From the curve so obtained of c'n =  f ( X ) ,  the corresponding values 
o f  c'n can be read off for the separate values of X,  proceeding at 
given definite intervals; for instance for X  =  1000, 3000, 5000,... m; 
and then for any such pair of values of c'n, X,  the value is found

o f f . - # -O n
The angle of departure <f> is then given for this value of by 

sin 2(f) = X N  (v0, £<.), and to the angle of descent by

tan to = 2 cos2 <f>M(i\, £,);

the time of flight T =  —  ̂  H  (r0, £.), and ue from D  («„) =  + D (r0) ;

thence the final velocity ve = ue cos <f> sec to.
For a change A<£ of the angle of departure, in circular measure,

., i ■ , c . A X  2 tan d> Ad>the corresponding change of range is =  ân~ tan ^  •
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The corresponding change Ay for given X  is given on the figure, 
Ay — A X  tan « .

Choosing A<f> =  T’F of a degree, this formula gives the measure o f 
the change of height in the striking point due to a change of 

degree, and the change in range. ■
In many cases it is desirable in these calculations to start with the

angle of departure, and not from the 
range.

The procedure is then as follows, 
again using Table 12, Vol. i v : the 
former values obtained for c'n are 
not to be plotted as functions of the 
range, but of the departure angle.

From the curve c'n—f(<f>) for 
definite values of <j), for instance <f> =  2°, 5°, 10°, ... the value of c'„ is 
determined.

Calculate for every such pair of values, cj>, c'n, from equation (13),
§41,

E 0>o, &) =
sin 2 <f>

From the value of E(v0,i;e) thus obtained and by the use o f 
Table 12 b, Vol. IV, the value of %e is determined corresponding to 
the value v0 of the initial velocity in the Range Table; and thence 
X  = c'n ê is given. The calculation of the remaining elements of the 
range table follows as before.

The elements of the trajectory obtained in this way, <p, ve, T, are 
plotted as functions of X ; and then on the curve, thus obtained, the 
separate elements of the trajectory are read off for X  —100, 200, 
300,....

The secondary tables of Fasella are convenient for use in these 
calculations.

5. Application of the results o f fire for  initial velocity and air 
density as required in range tables.

According to the state of the day, the nature of the weapons 
and the difference of the temperature of the powder and so forth, the 
initial velocities of the day will differ more or less from the mean 
initial velocity as given in the range table. In a recalculation from 
the observed initial velocity i\t of the day, and in a reduction to the
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mean value of the initial velocity v0 of the range table, the equations 
employed are those of § 45:

=  2_tan̂ </> Avp howitzers and mortars),
A tan eo v0

AX  3 tan <f> — tan eo Av0 ,, . ... .— — =  -------- -----------------(for guns and nnes).A tan a) v„ '  °  '

The amount AX  is then obtained, which serves for the determina
tion of the difference Av0 between the mean value in the range table, 
and the value obtained on the day.

When the difference, AS, between the air density of the day, and 
the mean density in the range table is taken into account, we have, 
as in § 45,

AX  tan eo — tan <£ AS 
X  tan eo S ’

and this will give the correction AX.

6. By the employment of the ballistic curves, Tables III a to 
I l l g  of Vol. iv, the calculation can be made in a simple manner as 
follows.

Curves are interpolated corresponding to the mean values of i'„ as 
nearly as maybe; and if required the curves are drawn in pencil. All 
reductions are assumed as already known for comparison with the 
mean range table values.

Calculate l^ sm2A
X for any observed X  and its corresponding <£,

and look out in Table III a the ordinate, and then in all the other 
tables the ordinates relating to the same abscissa c/SX. Then 
Table III b gives tan eo: tan ef>, and so the angle of descent eo:

Table III c gives Vf  , and ve cos eo and ve too, since eo is nowV0 COS <j)
known; Table III d gives
x.

T
\/(A tan efj) 

~ , and xs\ Table III f  gives ys.

and thence T; Table III e gives

All these elements of the trajectory <p, eo, ve, T, xs, ys, are plotted 
graphically as functions of X ; and then from these curves the values 
corresponding to X  =  100, 200, 300,... of ef>, eo, ve, T, <v,, y, are inter
polated.

I f  the observations of X  and <f> are not numerous enough, we 
c . 17
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proceed as in 4: corresponding to the observed X, <f>, v0, the value of 

is calculated: the value of the abscissa c/3X is ascertained,
A  '

and this gives c, since /3 is given by the /3 Table 13, Vol. IV . The 
c values are plotted graphically, and then the values of c read off
corresponding to X  =  100, 200 ,__  .

Then to the values, so obtained, of c/3X the tables will give the 
corresponding values of <j>, <w, ve, T, xs, ys.

7. Finally, when the formulae of Piton-Bressant are employed, it 
is convenient to represent on a diagram to a sufficiently large scale 
the functions of Z  arising in equations (15), (16), (17), §42, such as

2 — \ , ■ } — - -,   --------- -  so as to read off the value of each
Z  y ( o Z  - 2 )  Z  — 1

as a function of Z\ a table of these functions has been given already 
in § 22 a.

The process is as follows: Calculate Z =  V" f°r the different

reduced ranges X  and corresponding <£, and look out the functions 
on the diagram for every value of Z.

By means of the equations (15), (16), (17), §42, and without much 
calculation the values of to, ve, T are obtained; and the intermediate 
values for equidistant X  can be read off by interpolation.

8. In the range tables the columns of the zones of probable 
scattering are obtained usually by shooting at some particular ranges.

The point of impact must always be measured exactly; the point 
of burst of time-fuze shell is observed by photography. Consult 
§§63 to 65 on the calculation of the individual points of impact or 
burst. The probable errors are again to be plotted graphically as 
functions of the range.

A  curve is then drawn through the points so plotted, and the 
results entered on the range table.

9. The times of flight are of frequent value in firing practice; as, 
for instance, in shooting at a moving mark, aircraft, ships, cavalry, etc.

Moreover the times of flight give a guide in setting a time fuze, 
which with a mechanical fuze can be relied on to a certain extent.

The measurement of these mean fuze settings for the range table 
can be carried out in different ways.

In a small calibre, the expense of ammunition is not so important
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a detail of the range table experiments. At the present time, 
according to Heydenreich, fuze experiments should be carried out 
with weapons of different states of wear, as, for instance, with a new 
gun, a similar one that has fired an average number of rounds, and 
one that has fired a much greater number, and at different seasons 
of the year, in summer and winter. From a comprehensive series of 
such experiments a curve can be obtained which will give the fuze 
setting to be inserted in the range table.

I f  time docs not allow of this experimental procedure, or if the 
cost is too high owing to the calibre of the gun, the following plan is 
recommended:

The photographs are taken to give the mean value of the time 

of burning, and the time of flight. The ratio of i.e., of the time of

burning to the time of flight, is noted. This ratio alters only slightly 
with the range, but may be different from day to day.

The ratios are again plotted on a curve. The results are taken as 
the basis of a further determination.

Multiplying the mean range-table time of flight T„ by the ratio
for the same range on the curve, the mean range-table fuze setting

Bg is obtained for the corresponding range.
This method of calculation is only approximate, and assumes that 

at a given range the mean range-table fuze setting Ba bears to the 
setting of the day Bt the same ratio as the mean range-table time of 
flight to the time of flight of the day, that is

Bg:Bt = Tg:Tt.

10. The calculation of the mean range-table lateral deflection, 
which serves also for adjusting the amount of drift imparted by the 
rifling, is derived from the perpendicular distance from the plane of 
fire of the mean point of impact.

By means of a formula of Helie, § 56, from these values of Zt the 
factor A is calculated, and plotted graphically as a function of the 
range, taking into account the results on different days of fire.

On this curve the values of A are read off conversely for the in
dividual ranges, and by means of the values of A and using the mean 
range-table v0, the mean range-table lateral deviation Z from the 
plane of fire is obtained for each separate range.

The value of Z, calculated in angular measure (sixteenths of a
17— 2
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degree, or thousandths of the radian), is plotted as a function of the 
range, and the curve so obtained is used for reading off the lateral 
deviation for the various ranges.

Danger Z on e

11. The danger zone R for a height H  m of the target (for 
instance H  =  1 m) is frequently given in the range table.

This is the horizontal stretch CB in the descending branch of
the traj ectory reaching 
from the point of de
scent G back to the 
point A with the ordi
nate BA =  H, in the 
figure.

The calculation of this length GB = R  follows from equation (10), 
§ 41, by finding the point A, for which y =  II.

As this calculation is rather troublesome, an approximation can be 
made generally by assuming a parabolic element GA of the trajectory, 
when

so that in the case above, with X  =  1200, H  =  1 in, R  =  21 m.
;)]

Examples o f  range table calculations.

1. For a rifle: Assume the mean velocity v^, given by a rifle, between the 
muzzle and a point 50 m distant to be »2j =  860 m/sec.

The error of departure (jump) is found to be 0'-3 ; let it be assumed to be 
constant.

Next let targets be set up at distances of 1800,1500,1200, 900, 600,... m ; and 
suppose for example that on the target set up at 1200 m, the mean point of 
impact, when shooting with tangent elevation “ 1200,” is at a height 105 cm 
above the muzzle level. Take the air density of the day at 1'255 kg/m3, and 
a head wind against the direction o f firing o f 1’53 m/sec. Take the height of 
the tangent sight for “ 1200” as 31'94 mm, the distance between the sights 
5000 mm, the height of the foresight 2001 mm.

(a) Calculation of the muzzle velocity v0 : Here the equation (1), §41, is 
25employed, D (v0) =  D (r25) — —, ; o' is calculated from P, the weight of the bullet,

2It the calibre, the air density 8, and the form coefficient i. This last is not 
known, and so, in default of other data, it must be calculated approximately as 
in § 13 (Law o f Lossl) from the form of the head'of the bullet; and so it is found .

that c' = !  thence v0 is found =880 in/sec.
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(6) Calculation of the angle of departure (§§ 146— 140).
With the tangent elevation a ,  corresponding, for oxample, to a range of 1200 m, 

tan a  - (3 1  -94 -  20-01): 500, a =  1° 22'-0.
The anglo of correction t is given by tan f =  1-05 :1200, f = 0° 3' 0" ; and so the 

angle of departure </> =  l <’ 22'-0+O'-.? — 3 '-0 = 1* 19'-3.
The value o f </> for the other ranges is calculated in a corresponding way.

(c) Correction for the wind: A calculation o f the time of flight T  and 
tho angle of descent w (§ 47) gives AA'= +4-5 m ; so that, with % =880 m/sec, 
</> =  l'19'-3, X —1204-5 m, 8=1-255 tho calculation is continued.

(d) Reduction to normal air density 1-225 kg/m3: From equation (13), § 41, 
sin 2</>=XAr(('0, £„), in which v0, </>, X  are known, £,=12434 ; then

c '= W : £,=1204-5:12434.

The air density o f the day 8 
so that

Further reduction is not required, if v0 =  880 m/sec is the initial velocity of 
the range table.

The corresponding values o f c'„ are calculated in the manner described for all 
the ranges and are plotted graphically as a function o f X ; figures are then inter
polated for values of the range, such as W = 1800, 1700, 1600.......

Thus, for example, for X  =  1200, interpolation gives c'„, or for brevity d =0-098s ; 
thence £ ,= X : d =  12180.

Again the time of flight T  is given by (16), § 41, and thus T =d  sec <f> H (v0, £,), 
and. T=* 2 '78sec: the angle o f descent o> from (17), tan oj =  £ c' sec2 <p J /(r 0, £,), 
w =  2° 46' 6. Moreover (18) gives £,=7228, and (20) a-, =  c'£,=712 m ; and then 
from (21) y, =  10T m.

Finally from (20) ut— ~v ,= 390-6 m/sec.
The elements of the trajectory are calculated in a corresponding manner for 

the other ranges.
In the case of the infantry rifle, a table is usually added to the principal range 

table giving the ordinates of the trajectory: for this purpose, as for example for 
A'=1200 m, the corresponding angle of departure </> is calculated, and then from 
(10) or (11) §41, the ordinate y, corresponding to a number of values of the 
abscissa x, as x =  100, 200, 300,... up to 1200.

2. For a gun: Let the mean value of the horizontal component o f the velocity 
from five rounds at an elevation of 3° be measured at 75 m from the muzzle, and 
be found to be 693-5 m/sec.

The error in the angle of departure (jump), as determined by Siacci’s method, 
with two paper screens (Vol. h i, §151, 3) is found to be 5'37".

Next, suppose the mean ranges obtained with elevation angles 3°, 4^ °, 7 
12 j\f° to be 4152, 5046, 7409, 9724 m. The air density of the day on the ground 
is 1-193 kg/m3, and a wind is blowing from the right with a maximum strength 
of 1-5 m/sec.

=  1-255, and the normal air density is 8 „=  1-225; 

1204-5 1-255
12434 ' 1-225 =  0-099.
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(a) Calculation of : Preliminary estimate of c' =  0-288 : thence

^ = 75  :0-288 =  260.c
According to Krupp’s Table 8, Yol. iv, D  (693-5) =  10798. Thence 

D (v0 cos 3°) =  10798- 260 =  10538, and va cos 3° =  700 m/sec,
from Krupp’s table. Since cos 3° =  0-9986, we can take j>0 =  700m/sec, in the further 
calculations.

(ib) For example, at 9724 m, with angle of departure 12^°, the slope of 
ground, — 1' 52", and an error of departure +  5' 37", the true angle of departure 
for the furthest target is 0  =  12° 3'45" +  l '  52" +  5' 37"=  12° 11' 14"; and so 
20 =  24° 22' 28", sin 20 : A' =  000004241 =  X (v0, £,).

In Table 12c (see Vol. iv), with «0=  700 m/sec, =  8602-5, then 
c' =  9724 :8602-5 =  1-132.

The calculation for the other ranges is carried out in a corresponding manner. 
I f  the secondary tables of Fasella are employed, sin 20 : X  is to be calculated. 
Fasella denotes this quotient by / , ,  and from Fasella’s Table III, and 

'(.'0=  700 m/sec, we g e t /0 =  2896, c'(= 97 24 :2896=3-358; and then

c '„ = 3-358 1-193
1-220 3-278.

It must be noticed that according to the method employed, the factor c' has a • 
different meaning, so that it has not always the same value.

In a corresponding way, by the employment of Fasella’s method, applied to 
the other data o f shooting and their results, we find the values of c'n to be 3-345, 
3-158, 3T52, 3‘ 278 (the last being as above).

In a second trial with the same gun the value r0=691 m/sec was obtained; 
and with angles of elevation of 3°, 4j^°, 7 ^ °, 13°, the mean ranges were 4043, 
4946, 7363, 10082 m. The air density was 1-256 kg/m3.

The corresponding values of c'n determined on the procedure of Fasella were
3-343, 3-319, 3-442, 3 555.

The ballistic coefficients are thus seen to be variable, not only on the two days, 
but also during the same day; and in fact they stand on the second day on an 
average higher than on the first.

A  curve is drawn of c 'n ,  for the values thus obtained on the two days of 
practice, to represent its value graphically as a function o f X ; and it is seen to 
rise somewhat with the range.

Based on the measurement of the initial velocities on the two days of shooting 
of 700 and 691 m/sec, with the temperature of the powder as +28° and +8°, the 
mean value for the range table is taken to be 692 m/sec, at a temperature +10°.

For example, at X =8000 m, suppose the value of dn on the curve to be 3-275.
Calculating again with Fasella’s method, / 0 =  X : c '=8000 : 3‘275 =  2443 ; and 

to this /o  and -<;0=692, Fasella’s Table III gives / ,  =  0-0000.3848; and then from 
sin 20 =  X f\, 0  =  8° 58'.

The error in the angle of departure (jump) is to be subtracted to obtain the 
angle of elevation. Similarly the calculations for X =  1000, 2000, 4000,... can be 
made.
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Fasella’s Table IV  gives, for the above values of / „  and r„, the factor _/j, and 
thence from the equation tan w—f t tan (j>, the value of a, the angle o f descent; 
and so in our numerical example w =  14° 47'.

Fasella’s Table V gives, for / „  and c0, a factor / 3, and then from the equation

the time of flight t ; and in our numerical example « =  18T sec.

Fasella’s Table I for the same quantities gives a factor u, and thence from the 
equation cos <o = w cos <£, the final velocity i\ ; in our example »e =  326 m/scc.

I f  the results of the firing are employed in other methods of calculation, then 
at 8000 m, under mean range-table conditions, Siacci II makes <» =  14° 37', Didion 
<0 =  14° 58', against 14° 47' above.

And for the final velocity, 329 according to Siacci 11,312 according to Didion, 
against 326 above.

So too, different results were found for the other ranges in angle o f descent 
and final velocity; but the results are not recorded here. The calculation has 
the mere character of a process of interpolation.

(c) The calculation of the mean range-table fuze-setting scale proceeds as 
follows, selecting the previous example for illustration.

With the setting of 26 seconds a range was obtained of 9961 m, and a mean 
time of flight of 24'4 seconds was observed.

The ratio of the setting to the observed time of flight, Bt : Tt works out to 
26 :24 4  =  1 '07. On the same day, and at ranges of 7576, 5024, 2487 m, the ratio 
obtained in the same way worked out to 1 "16, 1 '27, 1\36.

In another experiment the value of the ratios for ranges o f 10160, 7125, 4718, 
2532 m, worked out respectively to 1-05, 1T5, l -32, 131.

These ratios, plotted graphically, make up a curve which with increasing 
range approaches the abscissa axis slowly.

On this curve, the value at 8000 in was 1T6, and in the mean range table 
the time of flight read off was 1ST sec.

Consequently, on the mean range-table conditions, and at a range of 8000 m, 
the setting is 18T x 1T6=21 seconds.

At a range of 8000 m, and with a fuze setting of 21 seconds, the mean point 
of burst will be 8000m from the muzzle, and at the same level; that is to say, 
it will give on the average 50 °/0 of hits.

According to the construction of the gun, and the facts concerning target, 
ground, etc., the conditions of the height of mean burst above the muzzle horizon 
are determined.

In our example this may be put at 21 m at a range of 8000 m.
The trajectory of the mean range-table conditions must then be tilted to give 

this 21 m of extra height, in order to make the 21 seconds of time o f burning 
give the best result.

But then, as evident from the tilting of the trajectory, the range will bo increased 
from 8000 to 8082 m. So that according to mean range-table conditions, the 
fuse setting of a length of 21 seconds relates to a striking range of 8082 m ; and 
corresponding relations can be worked out for the other ranges.

The relations thus obtained between the striking range and the fuze setting, 
plotted graphically, are found useful in practical work
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(d) The determination of the value o f the mean lateral deflection is carried 
out in the following manner, on the same example as before.

Suppose for instance, with ?>0=700 m/sec, and a departure angle 12° 11' 14" the 
mean range is 9724, and the lateral deflection of the mean point o f impact from 
the plane of fire is £ f= 6 9  m.

According to Helie this gives the factor A =000315.
In the other ranges, mentioned in (6) above, the value of A was 000370, 

0-00349, 0-00515, 0-00777, 0-00699, 0 ’00724, 0-01276.
The points so obtained, plotted as functions of the angle of departure, give 

for an angle of departure of 15° the value A =  0-00550, and thence by Hdlie’s 
formula a lateral deviation of degree.

A  calculation o f this kind is recorded in the form of a curve and the inter
mediate values can then be read off.

Some examples o f Range Tables.
1. Range table of the Mauser rifle M/71, according to Hebler’s results.
Calibre 11 00 mm ; bore across the grooves 11-60 mm ; depth of grooves 

0'30 m m ; length of rifling 550 m m ; number of grooves 4, breadth of the lands 
4 ’3 mm, breadth of the grooves 4-3 mm, length of the bullet 27 ”5 mm, diameter 
of the bullet 11-00 mm, weight of bullet 25-0 g, material soft lead, with paper 
cover, charge 5-0 g, initial velocity 440 m/sec, weight of one m3 of air 1-226 kg, 
weight o f rifle 4-5 kg, length of cartridge case 60 mm, weight of cartridge case 
12‘2g, length of cartridge 78 mm, weight o f complete loaded cartridge 42-8 g, 
sectional density of the bullet 0-263 g/mm2 of the cross-section of the bore. The 
table is given on p. 266.

Table o f the ordinate y  at different distances x  from the muzzle.

Range
Distance x in m

in m
100 200 300 400 500 GOO 700 800 900 1000

200 0-38 0 -1 -3 8
300 0-84 0-93 0 -2 -0 3
400 1-35 1-95 1-54 0 -2-61
500 1-87 2-99 310 2-09 0 -  3-64
600 2-48 4-20 4-92 4-52 3-03 0 -4-53
700 3-12 5-50 6-86 7-11 6-27 3-89 0 -5 -8 9
800 3-86 6-97 9-07 1005 9-95 8-30 5-15 0 - 7  15
900 4-65 8-56 11-45 13-23 13-92 13-07 10-71 6-36 0 -8-86

1000 5-54 10-33 14-11 16-77 18-35 18-38 16-91 13-44 7-97 0 ‘

2. Range table for the infantry rifles M/88 and M/98 S, according to 
v. BurgsdorfF; see p. 267.

3. Example o f an artillery range table.
Extract from an old range table of the German heavy field gun 0/73, for

shell and explosive shell.
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Initial velocity 442 m/sec, error in the angle of departure (jump) +  f t  degree.
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m degrees degrees 84*0 m m m/sec m

100 0 30 ft 0-2 o - l 45 424 __
200 0 30 A 0-5 0-2 42 407 —

300 ft 30 A 0-7 0-3 39 392 —

1000 31 2 ft 2-7 1-1 27 319 43
2000 4 ft 32 9 f t 6-2 2-2 ' 20 268 16
3000 7 f t 34 12 10-3 3-2 15 233 8

4000 1 2 f t 37 19** 15-2 4-2 12 208 6
5000 19 f t 41 8> W 21 -4 4-8 8 190 3 '

6000 29ft 49 46ft 30-3 4-7 4 188 —

The angle of elevation in the second column is given in degrees and sixteenths 
of a degree, while the lateral deflection in column 3 is in units o f an angle for which 
the arc is one-thousandth part of the radius, or O'OOl radian.

The zero of the graduation o f the side deflection in the ordinary range table 
is numbered 30. The third column gives in a simple way the measure of the right
handed drift o f the shell caused by the rifling.

Example. What is the drift at 4000 m 1
Column 3 gives 37, that is 7 from zero; thence the drift at 4000 m is 

i07o 5 *  4000 =  28 rn.
The application of the results in columns 6 and 7 depends on the assumption 

that the trajectory can be raised or lowered like a rigid line, in accordance with 
the principle of tilting or swinging the trajectory; strictly speaking, this holds 
only for a small amount of elevation or depression.

Column 6 enables us to find the height of the shell at every range, and to 
find approximately the ordinate o f the vertex.

The calculation is made as follows: to determine, for example, in a range of 
6000 m the height of the shell above the ground at a distance of 5000 m. The 
elevation of 5000 m is 19 f t  degrees, and for 6000 m is 29 ft degrees, which is 
10 ft degrees greater. A t 5000 m an extra elevation of f t  degree will raise the 
height of the point struck by 4-8 m, and so 10ft° will raise it 16.3 x 4'8 =  782 m, 
in round numbers; and so in firing at a range of 6000 m, the shell at 5000 m will 
be 782 m above the ground.

The height of the vertex above the ground in a range of 6000 m can be found 
in the following empirical manner: the vertex is at that distance from the
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268 Solution o f  various trajectories [ch. v iii :

muzzle at which the sum of the corresponding angles o f elevation and descent is . . 
equal to the elevation corresponding to the whole range.

Find the range at which the sum of the angles in columns 2 and 4 is eq 
to 29^°, the elevation for 6000 m range. At 3000 m the sum is 7 ^ + 1 2  =  19 
at 4000m the sum is 1 2 ^  +  19^f =  32T5g-; the vertex must lie between the 3( 
and the 4000 m range. A  closer value is found at 3800 m ; and at this range 
height y  of the shell above the ground is worked out.

Consult § 41, p. 244, on the Calculation of the vertex ordinate by help of 
approximate formula, employed in conjunction with the range table.
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C H A P T E R  I X

Lateral deviations of a shell

§ 44. On lateral deviation of a shell in general.

When the same weapon, the same ammunition, and the same 
sighting are used for firing at the same mark Z, the striking points 
of the shells group themselves round a point of mean impact T.

In general, the point T will have a lateral deviation from Z, due 
to the following causes.

In the first place the sighting, and the angle of departure <f>, may 
be wrong; this will be the case if the distance of the target has been 
wrongly estimated; or the weapon may not be sighted correctly, 
that is, the setting of the sight has not been measured correctly to 
correspond with the scale divisions of the range.

Secondly, the ballistic coefficient c may not have the normal 
value, as taken from the range table, inasmuch as on the day of the 
experiment the weight B of a cubic metre of air, as determined by 
air temperature, height of barometer, humidity of the air, height 
above the sea, is not the same as that employed in the range table: 
in a few cases the shape of the point of the shell, its weight, and the 
calibre may differ from the normal.

Thirdly, the initial velocity v0 of the shell may differ from the 
range table value, in consequence of the charge of powder being too 
small or too great, or not at the normal temperature, or heated too 
much in the bore of the gun.

Fourthly, the azimuth of the plane of fire may have been chosen 
incorrectly, since lateral deviations must be taken into account; such 
deviations may arise from a side wind, rotation of the shell, or rotation 
of the Earth, concerning which latter influence we do not at present 
know whether it is important enough to be taken into account. In 
rifles too a lateral deviation may arise from fixing the bayonet; more
over there is the effect of the slope of the axis of the wheels of a gun, 
or of the canting of the rifle.
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270 Lateral deviations o f  a shell [ c h . i x

These deviations are constant lateral deflections, since, in general,  ̂
they occur to one side. They can be corrected, either by calculation 
or observation.

By means of the sighting the deviation due to the rotation of „ 
the shell, and the slant of the axle of the wheels may be allowed for; 
the old spherical shells showed deviations in an indeterminate direc- J 
tion; but by the introduction of eccentric shells, and placing the 
shell in the bore with the centre of gravity either up or down, these  ̂
deviations were made regular, and so could be calculated beforehand.

| 45. Influence o f a small alteration o f the angle o f  departure, 
or o f the initial velocity, or o f the ballistic coefficient on 
the range.

I. The retardation due to air resistance being cf (v), take a given 
c, </>, v0 to give a definite trajectory with range X.

When (f> alters by Acf>, and v0 by Av0, and c by Ac, a neighbouring 
trajectory arises with the same point of departure 0, and a range 
X  + A X ; it is required to calculate AX.

The most accurate determination of A X  follows evidently from ad 
repetition of the trajectory calculation, for the newT elements

<j> + A<f>, c +  Ac, v„ +  Av„.
An approximate calculation can be made by means of the differ

ential formulae, and strictly speaking these must be considered 
separately for every solution; the assumption is made that the in
finitely small alterations d<f>, dc, dv0, dX  can be replaced with suffi
cient accuracy by the finite small alterations A</>, Ac, Av„, AX, as 
explained above in § 43.

As examples the differential formulae are developed here for the 
quadratic and the cubic laws of air resistance.

In the first, c f (v) =  Cj-r2, c1 =  y j ^ p  w^ere \  has a constant

mean numerical value; for instance, v <  240 m/sec, A, =  0-014.
The range is calculated from the equation

v0* sin 2</>
g x

=  B (Z), Z = 2 Cl<xX..........................(1)

By logarithmic differentiation of (1), we have 
d sin 2<p dX  _  dBo , __________________

v„ sin 2<£ X  B
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S45] Lateral deviations o f  a shell 271

find B alters with Z, and therefore with c, and X , ignoring the 
alteration of the mean value factor a, and so ■

,,, 3 B , dB , v  dB =  r -  dc, +  dX,U0\ UA
and here

ZB_dB dZ _dB  3 P _ 3 P  _d ji
3c, “  dZ - 3c, 3Z - A ’ 3X _  dZ ’ 3X  “  3£ ‘ 2c'

dBDenoting yy  by B', we have 

2 —  +
d<j> dX B’ 0 , v  B' 0 „  , 

£ 5 2 ?  ~ 2 •
B' .■ To obtain the fraction in a convenient form, let us employ the 

equation of the trajectory

y =  x tan 0  -  2vf ^ s^  • B (z), where e =  2c,cur (§ 35);

d # ’
a s
3z • 2 c, a j ;■, or tan 8 =  tan 0 — _ - ~ . ( 2xB +  af; r  21'02 cos2 (p \

and at d =  — to, a; =  X ,

therefore — tan to =  tan 0 — ■ $  , . (2XB + X-B'. 2c,a),T 2iy cos2 0

or tan 0 + tan to =  d (2X S  +  X 2P . 2c,a),
tan 0  V  sin 20

=  ~  (2X S  +  X 2S ' . 2c,a) =  2 +  X  ^ . 2c,«,

from ( 1) ;  then the expression is obtained
B' 1 tan to — tan 0
B 2c, ctX tan0 '

Substituting in (2) we have
2 dc0 2d0  cLY tan to — tan 0  dX  tan to — tan 0  dc,

v0 tan 20 X  tan 0  X  tan0 c, '
dX  tan to _  g di'0 2d0 tan to — tan 0  dc,
X  tan0 r0 tan 20 tan0 c, ’ 

where d0  is measured in radians; and hence] 
dc, _  9 dP  dS dP 
77“ P +T “ 7 r ‘

.(3)

.(4)
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272 Lateral deviations o f  a shell [ C H .  I X

Suppose for example becomes v0 +  dv„, but <f> and cx remain con
stant ; the alteration in the range X  is calculated from

dX _  2 tan <f> dv„
T ' a :i oh v0

Or if the air density 8 alters by d8, then 
dX  tan a) — tan <f> d8
X tan oh ‘ 8 '

R2ir8ig
With the cubic law, cf(v) =  c.2v3, c2 =  p/gQCiP  ̂ 2’ w^ere for example

(4)
Xj =  0'068, for values of v between 550 and 600 m/sec, and in 
equation (1), Z =  c2a2vXo X, where vXo =  v0 cos <fi. Here a is the mean 
value of sec 6 ; for instance, according to Helie, in § 23, a. =  V(sec <f>), 
so that Z =  ~  c2v0X. In this case Z depends on c2, X, and v0. 
Equation (2) will now be as follows :

dv0 2d<j> dX  1 3 B , v  1 dB ,  ld B
i ^ , - T r - B S X d X + B K dc' + B z ; , d’ - - " < 5 )

2 —  +  ,

B' dZ B' , dZ B‘ , dZ
—  -77 dX r-77 +-r,dc2~----b -77 dvo 7—B dX 1 B dc2 ' B * dva

B ',=  -g ( d X . c2v0 +  dc2. v„X +  dv0. c2X)

B y / dX̂  de2 dv0\
= B Z \ X +~  ̂+ Tj-

Equation (3) is therefore replaced by
B! „  tan w — tan d> „  B' tan e» — tan <f>
~ jj . V qC ^ X  7 "T ‘ y Or Zt "tT 7 "7 >i> tan 9  B tan<£

, _ 2d<b dX  tan tu — tan fdX dc.
and so 2 —  + - — - ^  = ----- 7— -r - M n F +  —z?0 tan 2<p X  tan 9  \ a  c3■ «o/
dX  _  3 tan 0  — tan &> cit;„ ^  tan <£ —tan &> dc2 2 tan<£cot 20

tan oh v0 tan eo c2 tan o> r- \ /X
By logarithmic differentiation of the expression for a vacuum, viz.,

AX  
X

v  fl02 sin 2rf> , A X  _ Ad„ n , n . . ,X  =  — - — - ,  we get - y -  2 +  2 cot 2 0 . A0.

' ft
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§45] Lateral deviations o f  a shell 273

Formulae.

When only one of the quantities v„, <f>, c, varies at a time, the 

relative alteration of the range X, or its percentage change is 

given, on the quadratic law, by
A X  _  2 tan tf> Av0
X  tan w ‘ v0 ..........

A X  _  2 tan <f>
X  tan2<£tanto'

AX  tan co — tan <f> Ac
-A. tan to c

( 1 )

(2)

(3)

On the cubic law
AX  3 tan — tan to Av0 
A tan to Vq

A X  _  2 tan <f>
X  tan 2<£tan<o' ......

AX  _  tan w — tan cf> Ac 
X. tan co c

(4)

(5)

( 6)

Here c is proportional to Ra, S, i, and varies inversely as P , 
and so

Ac . AR AS Ai AP
—  =2  -sr + -s -  +  - -------- irc R 5 z P

Ac
c

Suppose, for instance, that only the air density S varies; then
AS .............................= -g- ; and if this variation is due to an ascent of Ay, then

AS=  — O’OOOll, Ay, and =  +A X  _  tan co — tan cf>
tan ( .0-00011 .Ay,

where w denotes the acute angle of descent.
The formulae (1) to (3) are chiefly employed for howitzers and 

mortars, and (4) to (6) for guns and rifles.

Examples.
1. Suppose <£=38°, w = 53° ,̂ and that A’=8230 m, the air density being 

8=1-27 kg/m3.
To determine the increase in range when this normal air density is reduced 

to 1-22.
c. 18
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274 Lateral deviations o f  a shell [c h . IX

Here — = ^ , with A8= -  CHJ5 ; and so from (3) or (6)
C 0

A Z = 8 2 3 0 ^ i ^ i l O . f g  = 140m. tan 53 |  1'27
2. With a field gun, at ranges 100,1000,2000,4000,8000 m, and Av0 = 15 m/sec, 

the alteration of range would be (a) on the quadratic law
a AT=5-5, 54, 99, 177, 307 m respectively,

(6) on the cubic law AA'=4, 49, 83,137,202 m;
or more exactly

AZ=4-5, 49-5, 91, 123, 166 m.
An alteration in <j> of A</> = 5' gave, according to the quadratic law,

AZ=44, 44, 35,23,5 m,
or more exactly

A X =  43, 43-5, 36, 22, 5 m.
3. With a field howitzer, at the ranges 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 5000 m, it was 

found, when Av0= 12 m/sec, and w0 = 295 m/sec.
(a) a X = 38, 86, 176, 324, 383 m respectively, on the quadratic law,
(i6j AX=32, 78, 163, 283, 319m respectively, on the cubic law, 

or more exactly
■ AA'= 39, 83, 162, 300, 347 m.

And when A$ = 10',
(a) a AT=48, 46, 40, 27'5, 19 m, on the quadratic law,

or more exactly
(b) A A'=60, 46, 38-5, 26‘5, 18 m. _

4. With a rifle, at the ranges 500, 1000, 1500 m, and with v0=875 m/sec, it 
was found that, taking Ar0 = 25,

(a) AX=20, 28-5, 39-5m, on the quadratic law,
or more exactly

(b) a AT=15'5, 14-0, 16-5m, on the cubic law, 
or repeating the calculation

AX=25-5, 22-5, 28-0 m.
So too, taking A</> = 3',

(а) AX= 129, 65, 26, 15 m, on the quadratic law,
or more exactly ,

(б) AX=110, 54-5, 27, 14 m.
These examples show uncertainty in the employment of the variation 

formulae.
Consult the Notes on these and other variation formulae, compared with the 

results in practice. .
II. Simple formulae for practical use may now be considered. A 

trajectory is supposed to be plotted by a series of points for a given 
value of c, and S, obtained by the arrangement described in Vol. I,
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§ 37, and Vol. in, § 184. The problem is to proceed from point to 
point, so as to reduce to a normal value c, or a normal density of the 
air, for the construction of a range table.

For this purpose a trajectory 1 in the figure is to be altered into 
another trajectory 2, having the 
same origin 0 , initial velocity v„ 
and the same initial tangent.

We can either start with a 
point P  on the trajectory 1, and 
move to a point P , on the same vertical, having the same x =  CM, 
and calculate the corresponding P P l = Ay, or else with constant 
y =  A P  we can proceed to a second point P 2, at a further distance 
Ax =  PP, to be calculated; or finally we can make x  and y both vary 
by PB  =  Ax, and BP, =  Ay-

In the last case an arbitrary assumption must be made as to the 
direction of PP,. It can be assumed for example that the step from 
P  to P, may be taken over a given slope of the ground, or that it 
proceeds along a line of equal. velocity v, or of equal horizontal 
velocity v cos 8.

The calculation of these small alterations of x, or y, or of x  and y 
may be made on various assumptions. Thus for example the trajectory 
through P  may be taken as given by the appropriate rational algebraic 
function of the third degree, as in the method of Piton-Bressant; and 
there the corresponding system of equations was

y — x tan 2t/ cos^  (1 +  Kx)....... ..........(8)

tan 6 — tan <f> 2v/ cos, ^ +  ..... ..........(9)

a Vo cos <£
VCOS0 *J( l+3Kx) ’ ............... ....... (10)

2 (1 + 3Kx)* — 1 
9v0 cos <f> K ....... (11)

The empirical factor K  is determined by the position of the 
point P, so that in (8), x, y,v,, <f> are known: and from the preceding 
it follows that K  is proportional to the factor c, and this again to the 
air density; so that

...... ...................... <->
18—2
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In the step from P  to P u when x is left unaltered, there is the 
alteration of K  into K  +  dK

and dy =  P P 1 =  -  9 dK,2v02 cos2 tf>
and when finite small differences are assumed instead of the exact 
differential, we have from (12)

A y = - 2vf cos2 <p (13)

This equation, in which K  is to he considered as calculated from 
(8), can serve for a reduction to the normal air density.

But it involves the difficulty that this calculation of K  from (xy) 
must be repeated: moreover the expressions for At and A (v cos 6) 
are not very convenient.

The step from P  to P s may also be taken so as to keep v cos 0 
constant; thus (10) shows that K x  remains constant; so that

Ax _  A K  _  Ac
- x K  c '

Moreover it follows from (11) that t is also inversely proportional to 
K, so that

A t _  A K  Ac 
t K  ~ c '

From (8) it follows by differentiation, keeping K x  constant, and ; 
dx _  dc 
x c ’

, , , q . 2xdx .dy = tan p . d x - ^ — ^ l + K x )

, . dc gtP(l +  Kx) dc=  — tan <b . x -----H ---- r r ^ 2 - ,”  c 2v02 cos2 <p c
and so from (8),

dy =  — [— x tan <f> +  2(x  tan <f> — y)] =  — (x tan rf> — 2y). c c
Equation (9) can be treated in a similar manner: and so the 

following system of the difference equations is obtained:

a AcAx = ------ x,c .(14) ;

AcAy =  4-----(x tan <p — Hy), ..................... (15)c
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(1C)

A tan 6 =  +  —  (tan <f> — tan 6). (17)

These equations were first worked out in a different manner by 
Dr C. Yeithen: they serve in a very simple manner to reduce a 
series of trajectories to normal air density.

They can also be deduced from Siacci’s system of solutions given
on p. 137 ; thus when c changes into c +  dc, while u or V C°3 remains
constant, suppose x changes into x +  dx and y into y +  dy.

Since a and 7 were introduced as constants in the solution, the 
quantities in brackets in the equations of § 23 remain unaltered : and 
so it follows again that

xc, tc, (tan cf> — tan 6) c, (x tan <f> — y)& 
remain constant.

The first three of these four conditions lead to equations (14), (16), 
(17). And from the last it follows by differentiation that 

(tan cf> .dx  -  dy) c2 +  2ode(x tan <j> — y) =  0,

as in (15); and thereby the equations above, (14) to (17), are again 
established.

Dr C. Veithen has proved further that this deduction still holds 
good, when the trajectory is supposed to be calculated in a number 
of separate arcs, joined together; and so the system of equations 
holds for high angle trajectories. .

Finally, taking the case of the point of descent on the muzzle 
horizon, C. Veithen has deduced the equations (3) to (6).

Example. Suppose with v0=580 m/sec, at <f>=45°, the results were x = 6200 m, 
y =  3820 id, < =  24'5 sec for an air density of 1'20 kg/m3. These results are to be 
reduced to a normal air density of 1*22, so that A5 =  + 00 2 .

or, since

A x=  -5 i2 i .6 2 0 0 =  -  103 m,

Ay = + 5 ^ ( 6 2 0 0 tan4 5 °-2 .3 8 2 0 )=  -2 5  m, 

002 •At =  -  . 24-o =  — 0'4 sec,

y =3795 m,

x=6097 m.

< =  24Tsec.
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§ 46. Deviations of the projectile due to slope of the axle of 
the wheels, or to a canting of the sight of a rifle.

Shooting with a positive elevation and a positive angle of sight, 
the shell deviates to the side of the lower wheel, or to the dip of the 
sighting of the rifle.

To calculate the amount of this deviation, consider the weapon 
first in the exact position, and then in the displaced position.

In the first case, as in the figure, VO is the line of sight directed 
at the mark Z ; 80  the axis of the bore, (f> =  VOS the angle of eleva
tion, approximately also the angle of departure, neglecting the effect 
of jump.

In the second case, let S f  be the axis of the bore in space, while 
the line of sight VO has preserved its direction, and so acts as an 
axis of rotation, i denoting the angle turned through.

Suppose a plane drawn perpendicular to the line of sight VO 
through the sight V. This plane is shown in elevation in the figure; 
and the point S of the axis of the bore comes to by the rotation. 
The new position of the axis of the bore is shown in elevation 
by AO, in plan by S20. The new trajectory lies in the vertical plane 
through <SjO, with a new angle of elevation fa; and sin c£, is equal to 
A  V  or h cos i, divided by the distance 08, so that

sin fa =  cos i =  sin <f> cos i, ....................(1)

and this gives the new angle of elevation fa in terms of the original fa 
The lateral deviation due to this rotation is shown in plan by 

the angle 8, where

tan 8  = O F
Afa
O F

h . . = T sin i, Ic
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and so
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tan /? =  tan <f> sin i. 
At a range A”", the lateral deviation z is 

z —~ X  tan /S,
and so

(2 )

z =  X  tan $ sin i, ................................ (3)
and for small values of the angles <f> and i (in degrees), we have 
approximately

X<bi 
Z~  3280' (4)

Example: <£ =  4° 35', X  =  1800 m, i =  5°,
1800 x 4-58 x 5z =  - 3280 • =  12’5 m.

To find the correction for the direction and height, J. Didion 
supposes the rotation to be made, not about the line of sight, but 
about the axis of the bore.

Under certain assumptions about the angle of departure the 
initial tangent of the trajectory remaius unaltered and also the 
position of the point of impact on the vertical target at the range Ar. 
The intersection of the prolongation of the line of sight on the con
trary is displaced on the target. A  shift to the side of the higher 
wheel is then the requisite correction.

Concerning the different ways of eliminating the effect of the slope 
of the platform of a gun, the reader should consult the memoir of 
Ritter von Eberhard (see Note).

§ 47. Deflection due to wind, in a gun at rest or in motion.

So far it has been assumed that the air is at rest, relatively to 
the gun, and the gun is at rest relatively to the surface of the Earth, 
and that the rotation of the Earth about its axis is left out of 
account.

Now the first two assumptions will be altered: and the gun and 
the air will be assumed to be in motion.

In the compilation of a range table the firing must usually be 
carried out in a wind; while the results of the ordinary range table 
refer naturally to a calm. Consequently the measurements made for a 
range table must first be corrected.
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And since alterations in direction and range arise in consequence 
of the wind, the question is as to the extent of these deviations.

The calculations can be worked out from the general point of 
view, and then applied to particular cases; but the inductive method 
is here preferred, and applied in the sequel to various problems.

But these methods are always very uncertain.
The measurement of the wind is taken over a considerable period 

of time, near the ground: but as a fact the wind blows in gusts, and 
the velocity is variable within small intervals of time. Moreover the 
velocity of the wind at the height where the shell is moving is often 
very different from that near the ground (for numerical examples con
sult § 111 in Vol. h i) and a general law connecting wind velocity 
with the height is not known and cannot well be laid down.

Further, the direction of the wind at a great height is not the same 
as at the ground, and it is probable that the wind as seen from below 
will rotate in a clockwise direction.

Finally it is not impossible that a lifting force arises from a head 
wind, exerting a supporting force on the surface of an elongated 
shell in rotation.

On these grounds the formulae must be considered only as a 
sort of approximation; and for range table purposes, the firing should 
be carried out in air as calm as possible.

Otherwise the most convenient procedure is to carry out wind 
measurements by means of the instantaneous anemometer, at a 
convenient height, or by a succession of pilot balloons.

The resulting wind velocity is that at the average height, which 
is about f  of the height of the vertex.

It will be convenient to illustrate the relativity of motion by simple in
stances.

A  railway carriage in fig. 1 is proceeding along the rails BC from B  to C with 
uniform velocity.

A  man is moving inside the carriage ; 
and his absolute velocity over the ground 
is represented by AC or ma. The relative 
velocity of the man with respect to the 
carriage is obtained by impressing on him 
the reversed velocity wa o f the carriage

by vector subtraction.
Thus if BC is the vector of the velocity o f the carriage over the ground, and 

AB  the vector of the velocity of the man with respect to the carriage, then the 
vector A C is the velocity of the man with respect to the ground.

Again let us suppose in fig. 2 a man to be walking on the deck of a ship,

B
Tig. 1.
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moving uniformly through tho water; AB  in tho vector of the man’s velocity 
relatively to the ship, and BC the vector of tho ship’s velocity through the water, 
CD tho vector of the velocity of tho tide. Then tho vector sum, or the side AD, 
is tho velocity vector of the man with respect to the earth.

Fig. 2.

C B

When these velocities are uniform, the velocity diagram will give also the dis
placement diagram. For instance, in fig. 3, a ship sails from A to B. The ship 
must consequently be steered from A to C as i f  the water wore at rest. This 
point C is chosen so that while the stream flows from C to B, the ship would 
move in still water from C to A : then actually the ship moves from A to B ; and 
A C is the courso of the ship through the water, CB the drift o f tho water over 
the ground in the same tim e; AB  is the actual direction of the ship.

I. Gun at rest on the ground; wind horizontal and parallel 
to the plane of fire.

The horizontal wind velocity wp is taken as positive in the 
direction of the horizontal com
ponent of the initial velocity of the 
shell.

After t seconds the horizontal 
advance x of the shell is observed, 
as well as the range X  and the 
time of flight T. The initial velo
city v0 is represented by the vector OA, and the angle of departure 
AOX by 0.

The initial velocity reduced to a calm vr is the vector sum of v„ 
and the reversed wind velocity wp.

In the diagram of fig. 4, OB is the vector of the initial velocity 
relatively to the wind, BA the vector velocity of the wind over the 
ground, and the vector OA gives the initial velocity with respect to 
the ground.

By this construction the angle of departure </>r or BOX  is 
obtained after allowing for the wind.
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The diagram of the horizontal projection of the motion of the
shell is in this case shown very simply

O------------------------- 5------- g in fig. 5; where OD =  xr is the abscissa
Fig. 5. of the shell after a time t, and DE =  wpt

' is the drift of the wind over the
ground; OE =  x the actual displacement of the shell, where

x =  xr +  wpt,
and X  =  X r +  wv T.

I f  after the time t or T, the quantities v0, <p, x, and X  are 
measured, they are supposed to be replaced by vr, <pr, xr, and X r. 

Then too, as shown in fig. 4, it is evident that

and also

vr sin (f>r  =  v0 sin <f>,

Vr COS <f)r =  V0 COS <f) — Wp ,

vr =  VOV — 2r„ wp cos <f> +  wp2), 
v0 sin <£tan <j>r =

l>0 COS (f> — Wp ’

(1)

(2>

Xr = X — Wpt, X r = X —WPT. ..................(3 )
In a head wind, wp must be taken as negative.

In a Calx

The geometrical solution is carried out, as shown in fig. 6 ; for 
clearness the two trajectories are drawn out of scale and

X r = X-WpT.
Ordinarily the correction is required in a form where the initial 

velocity v0 and the angle of departure <j> have given values.
Trajectory 2 still requires t’o be modified to trajectory 3, with the 

initial values of v0 and <f>.
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In passing from 2 to 3, with a following wind wp, the initial 
velocity vr is increased to v0, and at the same time the angle of 
departure <pr decreased to <f>.

Here the range X  is increased by AArr, so that in dealing with 
the values of v0, <f>, 0C + A X r, further calculation is required for a 
reduction to a calm. »

The value A X , is obtained approximately by F. Siacci in the

neglected in comparison with 1, 

seeing that wp is small compared with v0; then

vT =  d(v<? -  2v0wp cos 4> +  w f) =  ~  i>0 ^1 -  2 cos <pj

=  ~  v0 1̂ -  ^  cos ;

and v0 — vr, or Au, =  +  ivp cos cf>.

Moreover, tan cf>, =  — V° ^—  =  ~  tan cf> ( 1  H--------Wp / ) ,
D0 COS <p — Wp r  \ Vq c o s  <f>J

, A , , *, . , , A 6 w„ tan <f>and tan <p — tan <£,. or A tan <p. or — J—  ------ ------ - ,T T COS2 (f> v0 c o s  <f>

A  , W P  • JL
A >̂ =  - „ sin 4>>Vq

or XUAv„ =  +  ivp cos ip, Acj> = -----^,sin <f>.

According to § 45, on the quadratic law, we have
A X r _  2 tan 2 tan cf> Av0
X r tan cu tan 2 <j> ™ tan «  v„ ’

in which tu, the angle of descent, must be.obtained by some method 
of approximation.

Introducing the values of Av0 and A<fi, and taking X  =  X r,
A X  T ivp tan <£
X  v„ tan co cos <p........................

Thence in trajectory 3 reduced to a calm, with initial values v„ 
and (f>, and the range OB or X r',

iVpX tan <f>
* v0 tan o) cos <p

we liave

X r' = X r +  AX r = X - w pT +

.(4)

.(5)

More generally, the coordinates (&■, y) of any point of the tra
jectory, as well as the time of flight, can be measured on a photo-
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grammetric method in a following wind wv, and the reduction carried 
out.

But so far no convenient simple formula for practical use has 
been given.

Something of the kind can be obtained by replacing the tra
jectory by a corresponding parabola of the 3rd order, and taking for 
trajectory 2 in fig. 6 the form assumed by Piton-Bressant,

, , qxl qa?KV =  X  tan 4> — - . ------ r-r.--------------a T 2 (v0 cos .(6)2 (t0cos <j>)2’ .............

in which K  can be considered constant for the point (xy) for a small 
alteration of the trajectory.

Then x may be left unaltered, and a calculation is made of the 
change Ay with a following wind wv, due to a simultaneous increase 
of the initial velocity v0 by Ar0, and a decrease A<p in the angle of 
departure. According to the above

A (v0 cos <f>) = + wp,

and
and we have

or

V0 COS(f>

Ay =  xA (tan <f>) — igx1 (1 +  Kx) A (v0 cos <f>)~
' _  xv)p tan <f> gx%wp got?Kwp 

,V0 COS (f> (t>0 cos <f>y { va cos <f>)3 ’

Ay —-------------— p  -  (2y — x tan <£).........................................3 v0 cos <pv u •(7 )

Here x  and y should refer to trajectory 2. But since it is not 
usual to make up a range table from practice in a strong wind, 
the corrections to be introduced are relatively small; and so it will 
be sufficient to take x and y from the Range Table practice in the 
calculation of Ay in equation (7).

The accuracy of formula (7) may be tested by taking the special 
case of the point of descent on the muzzle horizon. % ,

Here x = X, y =  0, so that in (7)

Ay = - wT, X  tan (f>;
V „  COS <j) "

and this is the vertical ordinate at the point C between trajectories
2 and 3. 

Thus CD = tan w
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and

and
as in equation (5).

CD WPX  tan <f> 
v„ cos <f> tan o> ’

X T' = X  —wpT +  WpÂ n *  , v0 cos 9  tan o>

Rule for  correction for the wind.
(a) For the point of descent on the muzzle horizon:
Suppose the range X  and time of flight T observed with a follow

ing wind wp ; v0 .and <f> as before.
To make the reduction to a calm, X  is replaced approximately by

X r' = X - w pT +  WpAr tan ^ , ....................(8)* v0 cos 9  tan a> '  '
on the assumption of the quadratic law, for howitzer and mortar 
fire; and on the cubic law, for guns and rifles,

X ' - X - « , r T +  ( i + c o sv0 cos 9 tan a> \ tan <f> /  '  '
The increase of range with a following wind wp is then in the

first case
WpX tan <f>A X  =  WpT -■  ,* v0 cos 9  tan co •(10)

in which a>, the acute angle of descent, is to be obtained by some 
approximation. In a head wind wp is to be taken as negative.

(6) For any point (zy) of the trajectory, ip a following wind wp, 
after a time of flight t, replace % by x — wpt, and at the same time,
y by ' ’

-(2y — x tan (f>).......................... (11)y — - , , ̂ v0 cos 9
A further rule will be, that in taking wind influence into account 

on a trajectory, an assumption can be made that the air density is 
not the actual observed density S, but a smaller value

Numerical example. Take t>0 =  580 m/sec, 9  =  30°, X =  10400 m, 7’=  40 sec, 
<o =  45°, ar=6600ua, y  =  2000m, <=20sec.

Taking a wind velocity wp=  6  m/sec, the alteration of range according to (10) 
is 170 m.

Moreover, according to ( 1 1 ), instead o f #  =  6600 m and y = 2 0 0 0  m, after 
allowing for the wind, #=6480 m, y =  1997'6 m.
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II. Weapon at rest on the ground: wind blowing horizontally 
. and perpendicularly to the plane of fire.

It is assumed in the velocity diagram of fig. 7 that the wind is 
perpendicular to the plane of fire, and blows with velocity wg, from

left to right looking down the range.
The vector of the initial velocity 

being OG, and the plane OGF the 
plane of fire, the angle GOF is the 
angle of departure.

The vector of the wind velocity 
ws is HF, perpendicular to OF. 

Compound v0 with the reversed 
■wind velocity — ws or the vector G J ; the vector sum OJ is the re- ■ 
duced initial velocity vr, JOH the reduced angle of departure <f>r.

The vertical plane OJH, making an angle HOF or with the 
plane of fire OGF, is the plane in which the motion of the shell must 
be supposed to take place.

Obviously .
FG = HJ, OG- +  GJ- =  0J\

. . H F _  HJ
tan 'y ' — oF  ’ — OH ’

or sin </> — iv sin <f>r, vr2 =  v02 + w f  tan y\r = ws

tan <f>r v0 sin <f>
v0 cos (f> ’

V(«o2 cos2 $ +  Wf) V .(12)

these equations serve to determine the initial velocity vr and angle of 
departure <f>r, and the relation

tan =  W* - T v0 cos <p (13)

serves to determine the vertical plane OHJ, in which the movement 
o f the shell takes place.

In the displacement diagram of fig. 8 for the horizontal projection 
o f the motion of the shell, the plane of fire appears as the straight line 
OK. The straight line OM is drawn making with OK the angle t{r.

Taking the values of vr and <pr calculated from (12), as well as the 
ballistic coefficient c, suppose the abscissa xT of the shell after the 
time t, and the range =  OM in the time of flight T, to be calculated.
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At xr suppose the vector w„t,and at X r or 071/ the vector w, T or ML 
to be drawn parallel to the wind direction, and perpendicular to OK.

Then L is the actual position of the shell after the time T. In 
fact 071/ is the horizontal motion with respect to the wind, ML the 
drift of the wind over the ground, and OL is the path of the shell 
relatively to the ground.

The range in the wind in the plane of fire is
0K  = X  =  X r cos y j r ............................... (14)

whence y j r  is obtained from (13).
The lateral deviation of the shell, measured perpendicularly to 

the plane of fire, is
KL — ML — M K  or z = w ,T— X rsin y j r ..............(15)

This treatment holds evidently for any point of the trajectory 
The coordinates of such a point after a time t in a side wind ws being 
denoted by x  and y, the lateral displacement by f, and the abscissa 
after allowance for the wind by xr ; then

x  =  x r c o s y / r ,  f  =  Wgt — avsin y j r ...................... (16)
« « *10Since y j r  is obtained from tan y j r  = —— , and is in reality a veryVq COS 0

small angle, it is allowable to replace x r  by x ,  and sin y j r  by tan y j r .

Thus in general the formula to be employed for the lateral drift 
o f the shell due to wind, perpendicular to the plane of fire, is

f  =  Wgt — x w.
v0 cos <f> ’ z = wsT — X ws

va cos <f> ' .(17)
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Example. As above, let v0=580 m/sec, 0  =  30°, ,» =  6600 m, i =  20 sec, 

X =  10400 m, T =  40 sec; let the wind blow across the range with velocity 
wt =  -h6  m/sec.

Here cos 0  =  O‘9999 ; equation (17) shows that

after time t = 2 0 sec, £ = 6 x 2 0 -  cô >><5a = 41 m,5o0 cos o(J

after time 7 = 4 0  sec, z = 6  x 40 — ^  X  ̂=110 rn.580 cos 30

Remark 1 . As stated already, the shell moves in the vertical plane OM, with 
vT and 0 r, as if there were no wind.

I f  with given vr, <j>r and ballistic coefficient c, the coordinates xr and yT are to 
be calculated at any point of the trajectory after a time of flight t, then, as shown 
in fig. 9, the axis of an elongated shell, neglecting at first the nutational and pre- 
cessional oscillations, remains parallel to the plane o f fire OK.

The ballistic coefficient e, employed for the motion of the shell 0M, thus 
requires to be somewhat increased.

Remark 2 . The lateral deviation can also be obtained, by taking into account 
the wind pressure which tends to drive the shell out o f the vertical plane o f fire OK, 
so that it describes a curve of double curvature over the ground, of which the hori
zontal projection is the curve 0L  in fig. 9.

In this motion, perpendicular to the plane OK, the shell moves broadside. 
Suppose 2 R to be the calibre, and the longitudinal section of the shell to have an 
area 2RL or (2 R f l m2. '

Let the coordinate of the shell perpendicular to the plane OK after time t be
dt r

denoted by f, and let ^~= «. The velocity o f the wind relatively to the shell is 

Wg — u. Then the wind pressure is equal to
0-122(2 R fl{w e- u f
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if the surface is flat. On the cylindrical surface of the shell it is about two-thirds 
of this.

But the wind pressureis ~ ^  i where P  denotes the weight of tho shell; so 
we have the differential equation

f  S = 5 * ° ‘ 122<2
and then in the twofold integration, the constants are determined so that t= 0,
w—0, (=0.

Tho lateral deviation, due to wind, is then given by

+  .............................................. (18)
and

2=w .T -g\og(l + Cw,T), ........................................ (19)

where

III. The weapon at rest on the ground: the wind blowing 
horizontally at an acute angle with the plane of fire.

Suppose the wind to make an angle a with Ox] the wind velocity 
being w.

The initial velocity v0 is represented in perspective in fig. 10 by 
the vector 00] and so the angle of departure <j> is COB] the plane 
COB is the plane of fire.

The vector CD of reversed wind velocity is combined with 0C, 
and so the resultant vector is 0D and the angle DOA or <f>r is the 
reduced angle of departure.

The plane DOA, making an angle /3 with the plane of fire COB, 
c. 19
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is then the vertical plane in which the shell moves with the initial 
elements vr and <f>r: it may be called conveniently the reduction plane. 

From fig. 10, and its plan shown in fig. 10 a, it is seen at once that

OB — v0cos<f>, OA =  vrcos<pr, AD = BC = v0sin<f> =  vrsin<f>r,

. n nn  , , AD w sin aAB  =  DU =  w, tan <br =  , tan ft =  -------------,■ r  O A ’ ^ O B -w  cosa

(M 2 =  w02cos2 $ — 2u0wcos <£ cosa + w 2, OD2 or v f= 0 A i + AD\ 
The equations are then

vr =  VOV*— 2r0w cos <f> cos a +  w2).........................(20)

v0 sin <fitan = V(i>02 cos2 <f> — 2 v„w cos (f> cos a +  w2) ’ •(21)

tanyS = w sm a
v„ cos cj> — w cos a ’ (2 2 )

and these equations give Vr, <f>r, &■
From the initial elements vr and <j>r> with the ballistic coefficient c, 

the coordinates xr and yr at any time t can be calculated, as well as
those for the time of flight T. 
Lay off X r in the line O-dj from 
0  at an angle 0  with the *-axis, 
and from the end A x draw A XJ  
equal to the set of the wind wT. 

Then in the diagram of dis
placement in fig. 11, representing the horizontal projection of the 
motion of the shell, 0A 1 represents the horizontal motion of the shell 
relatively to the air, A^J the motion of the wind over the ground; so 
that OJ represents the path of the shell over the ground.

Draw the perpendicular JK  to the #-axis; then OK represents 
the range and K J  the wind deflection perpendicular to the plane of 
fire OK.

From fig. 11 we get

X  =  X r cosy8 +  wTcos a, ........................(23)

z =  wT sin a — X r sin ft............................(24)

Obviously too for any other point, after a time t,

x =  xr cos ft +  ivt cos a, %=wt sin a —xr sin ft.

Fig. l i .
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IV. Dropping a bomb out of an aeroplane.

The aeroplane is supposed to be moving horizontally with uniform 
velocity v0 over the ground, and to be at 0  at the moment when the 
bomb is dropped, at a height Y.

The movement of the bomb is such that it has a horizontal 
velocity r0.

The farmer methods can be employed to calculate the range X, 
time of flight T, striking velocity ve 
and angle of descent o>; the ques
tion of relative velocity need not 
come into consideration.

In fig. 12 suppose B to be the 
point on the ground: then 

Ytan 0  = X '
P. Charbonnier has calculated 

tables for a vacuum; and also for 
air, taking spherical bombs, 15 cm 
in diameter, weighing 7‘5 k g : the 
calculation is made on the Euler- 
Otto method for various heights, from 250 m up to 2000 m.

V. Dropping a bomb from an aeroplane; wind blowing in the 
same direction as the motion of the aeroplane.

As before, the velocity of the aeroplane is and of the wind w ; 
and the velocity of the aeroplane in a calm is denoted by vr, as 
given by the revolutions of the propeller; then with a following wind

t'o  =  vr +  w ........................................(25)
•

The calculation of the range X r and time of flight Tr with initial 
velocity vr, and an angle of departure 0°, is carried out by methods

^  described in §§ 20 to 43.
■' The range in the wind is thenr-
- X  = X r +  wTr....................................(26)

When the assumption is made that the movements in the hori
zontal and vertical directions can be calculated independently, and

19—2 '

1
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when the quadratic law of air resistance is employed, then the equa
tion of motion in the horizontal direction is

dv
dt -- — cir,

dxrwith v =  vr when t =  0 ; then the horizontal velocity v or at the
(to

time t is given by
v =  :1 +  cvTt '

And since xr =  0 when t =  0 ; then at time t

xr =  \ loge (1 +  cvrt).

Consequently the total range X  is given by

X  =  wTr + -  log (1 +  cvr Tr), c

where tan =

.(27)

It is possible that vr =  w, and so v0 — 0 ; that is to say, the aero
plane does not advance against the wind, but seems to be stationary to 
an observer on the ground. In such a case, the range in the wind is

X  =  X T — wTt =  -  log (1 +  cwTt) — wTr.............. (28)c
This is the same as formula (19).

VI. Dropping a bomb out of an aeroplane with side-wind 
from behind.

Suppose the aeroplane to be" at 0  at the moment of release, and 
moving with velocity v0 over the ground; the wind velocity on the 
ground being w and its direction making an angle a with the direction 
of the track. ,

We compound v0 and — w to obtain vr \ then on the velocity 
diagram of fig. 13, OA is the vector of the velocity vr relatively to the 
wind, AB  the vector of the wind over the ground; OB the vector of 
the velocity of the aeroplane over the ground. From fig. 13 we have

! =  v02 — 2 mw0 cos  a +  w", .............. .............(29)
, w sin a .tan B = ---------....... ...................v0 — w cos a .............(30)
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The reduction plane makes an angle /9 with the vertical plane 
through OB, and fi is obtained by construction, or from equation (30).

The range X T and time of flight Tr are then calculated, and the dis
placement diagram of fig. 14 is drawn, in plan.

The line OP is drawn equal to X r, and PQ is parallel to the wind 
and equal to the wind displacement wTr. Then Q is the actual point 
of fall of the bomb.

I f  the perpendicular QO is dropped on OS, then OC is the range 
along OS and GQ is the deflection.

The direction OP is that in which the axis of the flying machine 
is directed, and the perpendicular PQ from Q on OP denotes the 
deviation of the point of fall from the vertical plane through the 
axis of the flying machine.

Thus the wind may be blowing at right angles to the direction of 
the track; then AB  is perpendicular to OS, a =  90°, and

W 'Vr =  v* +  vf-, tan ft =  — .
vo

The lateral deviation with respect to the direction of flight OS is 
given by

o/j
« =  wTr — X r sin /3 =  wTr — X r — , ................(31)vr

or approximately by
z =  wTr — i  log (1 +  cwTr), ........................(32)c

in agreement with (15), (17) and (19).
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VII. Firing from an aeroplane, with no wind.

The aeroplane is at 0  at the moment of firing. The motion is 
horizontal with velocity s.

The flying machine is at a height Y, above the ground, and moves 
along the track OS, as in figs. 15, 16, 17. Suppose the initial

velocity v0 is known from the 
range table; and the angle <f> 
is determined from the sighting 
and the range. These then are 
the values of and <j> which refer 
to a gun at rest.

The plane of fire, OAFJD, in 
fig. 15 makes an angle a with the 
vertical plane through the direc
tion of motion, OC.

In fig. 15, OF represents the 
initial velocity v0 of the projectile 
relatively to the gun; FO is the 

velocity s of the gun over the ground, so that the resultant OG is the 
initial velocity vr of the projectile over the ground.

The slope of OF is the angle of departure <j) ; but relatively to the 
ground or the air, the angle of departure is GOB or cj>r. The corre
sponding velocity diagram is drawn in fig. 16 for the horizontal 
components.

But as it is assumed that the air is at rest relatively to the 
ground, the projectile moves in its actual plane of flight without 
being affected by the wind, and is influenced only by air resistance, 
acting in the plane OBG.

But the motion of the shell, relatively to the ground, takes place 
actually in the plane OBG; and if no account is taken of deviations
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due to rotation or the slanting position of the axis, the trajectory is a 
plane curve, and not one of double curvature.

The ballistic calculatiorf is then to be applied to the reduction 
plane OBG, employing the initial values vr and <f>r, as well as the 
ballistic coefficient c ; the range X r and time of flight Tr are to be 
calculated.

As to the ballistic coefficient, it must be slightly increased, since 
the axis o f the projectile is parallel to the plane OAF. ,

These values of vr and </>r, as well as the angle /S between plane 
of fire and reduction plane, .are given by the following equations: in 
fig. 15

A F  = BG, and 0B1=  0A 3 +  10A  . AB cosa + AB3,

' v 3 sin3 (/>,. =  v03 sin3 <j>, vr3 cos3 cj>r =  vj cos3 (f> +  2v„s cos <p cos a +  a3,

A B sin aand

Thus

tan yS =  ~ . , , ,, .OA +  AB  cos a

vr =  V(v3 +  2i>0s cos cos a +  a2), .(33)

* j. v0sm<f>tan <br =  .-----—---- -— ----- --------------, ...........(34)r  V W  cos2 <f> +  2v„s cos $  cos a +  s3) :

tan 8̂ = s sin a
»0 cos (f) + s cos a (35)

In the displacement diagram of fig. 17 OJ, OH, and OS are 
parallel to OA, OB, and OG respectively. The angle JOH is the 
angle /3 calculated from (35); OH is made equal to range X T calcu
lated from vr, <f>r, c.

The perpendicular H K  is drawn to OJ; and HJ  is parallel to OS.
OJ is the range obtained in the plane of fire without any move

ment of the gun, and so it is the range of the projectile relatively to 
the gun; JH = sTr is the travel of the gun over the ground in the 
same tim e; OH or X r is consequently the range of the projectile 
relatively to the ground.

The lateral deviation of the projectile from the plane of fire 
OAFD, due to the velocity of the gun, is

K H  =  X r sin S — sTr sin a ;
and the range .

OK =  X r cos /8.
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The increase of range, due to the movement of the gun, is then 
JK  or sTr cos a.

Take the case a =  90°, cos a =  0, sin a =  1 ; then

tv =  VOo2+ s 2) , ....................... .............(36)

A ^  sin <f>
^  V 0 l> o2 C O S2 (/> +  < ) .........................

- ........ (37)

g
tan B — .......... ...............................v0 c o s  <p .............(38)

The influence of the wind, set up by the aeroplane, may also be 
considered by referring the motion of the projectile, not relatively to 
the gun, but to the ground, over which the air is at rest.

The range X r and time of flight Tr are then calculated from vr and ' 
$ r, and OH in fig. 18 is drawn at an angle /3 with the vertical plane 
through 0A, making OH =  X r.

■Then H  is the point of impact on the ground, OJ =  X r cos /3 is the
range, and JH  =  X r sin /3 is the 
lateral deviation from the plane 
of fire due to the motion of the 
aeroplane.

I f  the range is to be calcu
lated from v0 and </> as initial data, 
a correction for the wind is not 
made. Since the usual calcula
tions in External Ballistics are j 
made on the assumption of a 

calm, it is better to employ that vertical plane in the calculation of 
the motion of the projectile, which refers to the motion in a calm, and : 
here this is the vertical plane through OH.

Fig. 18.

VIII. Firing from an aeroplane: direction of fire perpendicular 
to the direction of motion: the wind blowing across the 
direction of motion at an acute angle.

Denote the initial velocity of the projectile, referred to the gun 
at rest, and the angle of departure by v0 and <f> respectively.

As shown in fig. 19, let the plane of fire be the vertical plane 
through 0A. Along OS and perpendicular to OA is the horizontal 
motion of the gun: denote the velocity by s =  AG, relatively to the
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ground; and denote the horizontal velocity of the wind over the ground 
by w =  BC; and the acute angle between the positive wind direction 
and the positive direction of motion by a.

The velocity sr of the gun through the air is first determined, by 
calculation or graphically: in the triangle ABC, w =  BC and 8 =  AG.

Cpnsequently sr is given by the vector AB, and thus also fi, the 
angle between sr and s, is determined.

Thence the relative velocity with regard to the wind, vr, and the 
corresponding departure angle, <pr, are found.

Draw the series of lines OABGO in fig. 19; where OA 41= v0 cos <f>, 
A B  is equal and parallel to the velocity sr, BC^fe w.

Then OA is the horizontal velocity of the shell relatively to the

aeroplane, AB  of the aeroplane relatively to the air; BC the hori
zontal velocity of the air over the ground : thence the line OG repre
sents the initial horizontal velocity of the projectile over the ground.

The movement of the projectile through the air takes place in 
the vertical plane through OB; this is then the reduction plane. In 
the diagram of fig. 19, OB represents the horizontal velocity com
ponent vrcoscf>r, and this component is thus known. Thence since 
v0 sin (p =  tv sin <pT, we have

tan cj>r = I'o sin (j> 
OB ’

and so vr and <bT are known.
Taking vr, <f>r and the ballistic coefficient c, the calculation is made, 

for a calm, of the range X T on the level of the target, and the time of 
flight Tr.

Then in fig. 20, which shows the horizontal projection, a straight 
line OM is drawn through the origin 0  parallel to the vector OB of 
the velocity diagram, and made equal to the calculated range X T
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Through M  draw the vector MN parallel to BG and equal to the set 
of the wind wTr. Then N  represents the point of descent. From () 
to N  a trajectory of double curvature is shown.

Draw through 0 a line parallel to OA and through N  a line 
parallel to AG; these lines intersect in a point P ;  and OP is the 
range in the plane of fire : PN  is the deflection from the plane of fire 
due to wind and travel.

It is evident that the foregoing may he made to apply to the case 
where the firing is at any angle to the direction of travel.

These remarks must apply to Case II, where sr is equal and'opposite to w, A B  
coincides with CB, and AG is zero.

In the triangle OAB o f fig. 21, OA is the horizontal component, v0 cos rf>, o f  
the initial velocity of the projectile relatively to the machine ; AB  is the velocity

of the machine relatively to the air, that is, the velocity given by the revolutions 
of the propeller in a calm ; so that OB is the horizontal component, vr cos (j>r, o f  
the projectile through the air.

Similarly in fig. 22 OM is parallel to OB, and the calculation of the range X r 
is made from vr, <f>r and the ballistic coefficient, to which the time of flight Tr 
applies. Moreover through M  a parallel MN  is drawn to BA and made equal to- 
wTr. Then OP is the range, and PN  is the lateral deviation due to wind.

IX . A ship is moving on a stream. A flying machine is moving 
in the air, having a definite velocity relatively to the ship. 
The wind is blowing aslant of the travel of the machine. 
The firing takes place in a slanting direction.

The case is stated merely to show how with these apparently 
complicated relative velocities a simple treatment is possible with 
the help of the velocity and displacement diagrams. A practical appli
cation of the theory is not contemplated here.

In the velocity diagram 0ABODE of fig. 23, let the vertical plane 
through OA represent the plane of fire; and let OA represent the 
horizontal component of the initial velocity relatively to the machine;
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AB  the horizontal component of the velocity of the machine through 
the air; BG the.horizontal component of the air relatively to the ship; 
BE  the velocity of the stream relatively to the land, and CD the 
velocity of the ship, relatively to the river.

Consequently GE is the velocity of the ship relatively to the 
earth ; BD the velocity of the air over the stream; BE that of the air

over the land ; A C that of the machine relatively to the ship; AD  is 
that relative to the stream; A E  is that relative to the land; OB is the 
horizontal component vr cos (f>r of the initial velocity of the projectile 
through the air; OG the same relative to the ship, OB relative to the 
stream, OE relative to the land.

The plane in which the motion of the projectile appears to take 
place is the vertical plane through 
OB. Given vr cos <£r, vr and </>r can 
be obtained. Thence with the aid of 
the ballistic coefficient the range X r 
and time of flight Tr are calculated.

Then in the displacement dia
gram, fig. 24, draw OA1A 2 parallel 
to OA in fig. 23, and make 02?, =  X r 
and the angle A i0B1 =  AOB.

Draw through 2?, a parallel to BE o 
' equal to the set of the wind, wTr. -Flg' 21'

'  Then the point E1 is the point of impact of the projectile on the
4 ground. Draw the perpendicular E,A, on 0A lt then 0A X is the range
i  on the plane of fire relatively to the ground ; A lE1 the lateral 

 ̂ deviation due to travel and wind.
f  Or draw through B1 a parallel to BG, equal to w, Tr, where w, is 
J the velocity BG of the wind relative to the ship; then the point G1

is the point of impact relative to the steamer, the perpendicular GjA 2 
is the lateral deviation, 0A^ is the range on the plane of fire, relative 

, to the steamer; and so on.
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§ 48. Deviation of the projectile due to rotation of the Earth.

Suppose a projectile is fired northwards from a point 0  on the 
equator: the gun has a velocity to the East of about the same magni
tude as the infantry bullet M. 71 at the beginning of its trajectory.

After a certain number of seconds the projectile strikes a point 
Oi further to the North, and this point is moving to the East with a 
smaller velocity. The projectile does not then remain in the meridian 
through 0, but travels out of the meridian and more to the East.

On the other hand, if firing from Oi in the northern hemisphere 
to the South, the projectile remains, in consequence of the smaller 
eastward velocity, always behind the meridian drawn through 0,, and 
so it deviates to the West.

These deviations give rise also to alterations in the range, height 
of vertex, and time of flight.

As to the quantitative determination of the deviation of the pro
jectile due to rotation of the Earth, calculation for extreme cases in a 
vacuum gives a lateral deviation of several hundred metres and some
what less in the range: in air, it appears from calculation that these 
deviations are of such a magnitude that they may be neglected in 
comparison with other deviations arising in practice.

An experimental determination of such deviations, due to rotation 
of the Earth, is beset by great difficulties; and would not be worth the 
trouble and expense.

(A) Theory for a vacuum.

Take the point of departure of the projectile as the origin of a 
system of coordinates: the axis of x is the horizontal tangent of the 
parallel of latitude and positive to the East; the axis of y is horizontal 
and a tangent to the meridian, positive to the North; the axis of z is 
the line from the centre of the Earth, and positive upwards.

Denote the latitude of 0 by 7 , and the angular velocity of the 
Earth, 2 it 4- 24 x 60 x 60, by n.

The equations of motion of the projectile are then
x" — 2n sin < y .y '  — 2n cos 7 . z ' , ............................. (1)
y" - — 2n sin 7 . x', ........................................ (2)
z" — 2n cos 7 . x — g , ........................................ (3)

the dashes denoting differentiation with respect to t.
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Therefore x' = 2n sin 7 . y — 2n cos 7 .z  +  a, ................... (4)
'  y' =  — 2n sin 7 . x +  b ,........................................ (5)

z' =  2n cos 7 . x — gt +  c....................................... (6)
Substituting these values of y' and z‘ in (1), we have

x" +  4 n*x =  2 n cos <y.gt + 2n sin 7 . b — 2n cos 7 . c.........(7)
Here is a linear differential equation between x  and t; it can be 

integrated by the method of the Complementary Function, taking 
the constants of integration such that the initial conditions are 
t =  0, x' =  a, x =  0.

Thence,® is known as a function of t, and x  also, and thus (2) and 
(3) can be integrated; and so the position of the projectile at any 
time is known.

The results of the calculations are as follows:

Statement o f results.

*-fe(1- coa2,**)+a ( ‘ - 2i ? )+ l ,si,l2n'• ....
„  . / .  sin 2nt\ . /f2 cos 2nt 1 \-----5r J - Sin»»(s + - 5?- - is J

.(8)

a sin 7 . , ...
+' 2 ‘ (cos — 1), .(9)

.. gt!1 t sin 2nt\ (1? cos2nf 1 \
: -  ct -  \  +  p  cos 7 ( i  — 5 ; - )  +  q 0 »  7 (|  +  -  JJ.j

a cos 7 
2 n (cos2nt— 1), ............... (10)

and here, p  =  b sin 7 — c cos 7, q = g cos 7.
In most cases we can put

1 — cos 2nt _  M 1 — cos 2nt , M 2nt — sin 2nt ,
— rvt, —i t ,  ^  i n't.2 n 4n2

E xam ple. In the northern hemisphere :
Falling freely; a = 0, 6 =  0 , c =  0, the deviation is to the East, x positive; and 

to the South, y negative.
Shooting vertically upward; a = 0, 6 = 0 , c = v 0, the deviation is to the West 

and to the South.
In a flat trajectory to the East, a = v 0 cos <p, 6=0 , c = v 0 sin rp, there is a 

deviation in the point of descent to right and an increase of range.
In a flat trajectory to the North, a = 0 , 6 = jj0  c o s  rf>, c = ii0 sin <p, there is a 

deviation to the right and a slight alteration o f range.
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For a numerical example, take initial velocity i>0=820 m/sec, angle o f de
parture <£ =  44°, firing to the North in latitude y=54°. Then a = 0 , 6=820 cos 44°, 
c = 820 sin 44°, y = 5 4 ° ; and in a vacuum and without taking into account the rota
tion of the Earth, the time of flight to a point of descent on the muzzle horizon is 
116T3 sec.

Substitute this number t= 116 sec, and the other data in (8), and we have 
;r= + 3 5 0 m , to the right.

Thus in this case there is a deviation to the East, due to rotation. Later it 
will be shown that this deviation is reduced to about one-half, when the influence 
of air resistance is taken into account.

The southerly deviation in a body, falling freely, can be explained 
geometrically in the following manner: Consider the cone with vertex 
at the centre of the Earth, M, and having for base the parallel of latitude 
through the origin of motion of the falling stone; consider also the 
tangent plane to the cone along the generating line MO.

Since the stone is being carried round by the Earth to the East, 
it has at the beginning of its fall an easterly velocity in the direction 
0T  of the tangent to the parallel of latitude. The only force acting on 
the stone is that of gravity in the direction of the radius of the Earth.

Both lines lie in the tangent plane of the cone, and so the whole 
motion of the stone must take place on this tangent plane, and the 
stone describes in fact in this plane a very flat ellipse with a focus at 
the centre of the Earth.

The stone can then be said to swerve in falling neither to the 
south nor the north, so long as it remains on the surface of the cone; 
on the other hand, it can be said to swerve to the north when it 
comes inside the cone, and to the south when it goes into the space 
outside.

But this tangent plane, in which the stone falls, coincides with the 
cone only along the line OM, and so the stone proceeds after the 
start into the space outside the cone, and so deviates to the South.

(B) General case, in a space full o f air.

The properties of the trajectory are to be treated first without 
taking into account the rotation of the Earth, in the manner of 
Chap. VIII, or in the graphical method of § 31, for a space filled 
with air.

The coordinates of the trajectory are then known at any time t) 
suppose them denoted by £, 77, £; when firing to the East £ denotes 
x in Chaps. I l l — VIII, f  the vertical height, 77 the horizontal drift of 
the projectile due to its rotation; 77 will be negative with a right-
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handed riHing. Then let (x, y, z) denote the coordinates when rotation 
o f the Earth and air resistance are taken into account.

Then, evidently,
x" =  2n sin y . y' — 2n cos y . z' +  £" (t), ...............(11)

y" =  — 2n sin y . x' +  y" (t), .................................... (12)

z" =  2n cos y . x +  f  " ( f ) , .........................................(13)

and so, by integration,

x  =  2n sin y . y — 2n cos y . z +  (<)...................... (14)

y' =  -2 n s in y .a ?  +  ij' (f)........................................ (15)
2' =  2?i cos y . x  +  £■'(t). .........................................(16)

Then if we return to the case where the Earth has no rotation, 
and n =  0, as in the assumption of Chaps. I l l — VIII, we have

® = t , y = v  .
and also a/ =  y' =  z - .

and the equations of motion for (x, y, z) and (f, y, £) are identical.
Here n and y are known constants, and f, y, £ with their derivatives 

are supposed to be known from the provisional calculation of the 
problem when the Earth’s rotation is left out of account. 

Substitute from (15) and (16) in (11), and we have

x" +  4n2x =  f ( t ) ,  ............................... (17)

where /(< ) = 2  n sin y . y (t) — 2n cos y . £" (t) +  %" (<).

This differential equation can be solved by the method of the variation 
o f constants; or by the employment of the Abdank-Abakanowitz in
tegrator, it can be solved mechanically.

Consequently, x is found as a function of t, and x as well. 
A  further mechanical integration of (12) and (13) will give y and z 
as functions of f, and so the position of the projectile is known at 
any time under the influence of gravity, air resistance, and the rotation 

f\ o f the Earth.
■ Integration of (17) gives

1 r t  i  f t  .
x =  sin 2nt / (t) cos 2ntdt — cos 2nt / ( f )  sin 2ntdt,

2n Jo 2n Jo

and thus we have x =  f  + A x,.........................................(I)
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304 Lateral deviations o f  a shell [ o h . i x

where
Ax =  +  2n sin y sin 2nt j rj sin 2ntdt +  2n sin 7  cos 2nt Jr) cos 2ntdt

— 2 n cos 7  sin 2ntj£ sin 2ntdt — 2 n cos 7  cos 2n£ J £ cos 2«id£

— 2n. sin 2 nt Ji; cos 2 nidi — 2n cos 2nt J£ sin 2 ntdt;
2/ =  -V +  Ay, .......................................(II )

Ay — — 2n sin 7  I a;d£;
Jo

z =£+Az ,  ........................................ ( I l l )
rt *

Az =  2n cos 7  / #d£,
Jo ■

where the value of x in (I) is to he substituted.
The integrals,

f<f. V, Zf™^ntdt,
are to be evaluated by the Integraph.

No definite function of the law of air resistance need be assumed 
here in this method, which has been employed by the author since 
1909.

It is evident that the expressions in (I), (II), (III) hold good also 
in a vacuum.

Example. A  shell, 30'5 cm calibre, weight 445 kg, length 3'5 calibres, radius 
of point 2  calibres, is fired with initial velocity v0 =  820m/sec at an angle of de
parture 44° to the North, in latitude 7 = 5 4 °; barometric height on the ground 
760 mm, temperature of the air 15°-5 C, relative humidity 50 °/o; final rifling of 
the gun, 25 calibres.

Leaving out of account the rotation of the Earth, the calculations gave: in a 
vacuum, range 68500 m, height of vertex 16500 m ; in air, range 33900 m, 
abscissa o f vertex 19400 m, ordinate of vertex 10980 m.

I f  the influence of the Earth’s rotation is to be calculated, then in the preceding 
notation, r) and f  are calculated as functions of t according to Chap. VIII, § 41, 
and | in § 56: and

j7=Av0t a n A ddt'j,
where A is the final angle of twist, l the length of the shell in calibres, and A an 
empirical factor, taken as A =  1'158; and thus it was found by the Integraph that

■T . 
i) sin 2ntdt=15872,

fT
r) cos 2ntdt= 1824000,

0 J 0

f  sin 2n£c& =  4544, j  f  cos 2 ntdt =  688000,

£ cos 2 ntdt= 80720, j | sin 2nt dt= 2264.
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Thence at the end o f the trajectory
A x - 0-025 +  215-4 -  00053 — 59-0 — 0T 00 — 033 =  156 m.

Further 

and so

•T
xdt = 84282, 

a

A y = -9 -9 6 .
Thus by the rotation of the Earth, the range is shortened by 10 m, and a 

deviation is given to the right of 150 m.
Remark 1. S. D. Poisson employs the quadratic law in the equations o f motion 

with respect to a combination of air resistance and the rotation of the Earth: 
that is, he assumes in (11) to (13)

\dt) d s~  dt d t~  ’ .(18)
, " = - c s y ,  C = - c M - g  

He then takes both influences into account simultaneously; thereby a double 
integral arises, for which the limits alone can be assigned. For example, he finds 
for a bomb of weight 51 kg, and 27 cm calibre, fired at <j> =  45° with v0=  120 m/sec, 
in the latitude of Paris, a deviation to the right of 0 -9 to 1‘2 m, in a range o f 
12 0 0  m. ’

And with a shell o f weight 90 kg, and 33 cm calibre, at <p=45°, and in a range 
o f 4000 m he obtains, shooting to the East, a deviation to the right between 5 and 
1 0  m.

Remark 2. St Robert employs the system of coordinates in which the x  and y  
axes lie in the plane of fire; the axis of x  horizontal and positive in the direction 
of fire; the axis of y  vertical upward ; the 2-axis positive to the right of the plane 
of fire.

The plane of fire is taken at an angle /S with the meridian, and directed to the 
South. ’

The equations corresponding to (1), (2), (3) are obtained by a rotation of our 
former xy  plane about the vertical; and then on this notation the coordinates are
in the form

x" =  — 2n (sin y . 2'  +  cos y  sin 0 . y'), ................................ (19)
y" =  2 n cos y  (sin / 3 .x '-  cos /3. /) — g, ........................... (2 0 )
2" = 2n (sin y . x' +  cos y  cos /9. y1).................................................... (2 1 )

This is for a vacuum; and in air the equations become
x" =  -  2 n (z' sin y + y ' cos y sin 0) + £", ............................ (2 2 )
y” =  +  2/i cos y (x' sin 0 — ̂  cos 0) +  rj", ............................ (23)
2" =  +  2n (x* sin y + y 1 cosy  cos 0)+C\............................ (24)

and here (£, tj, {) have their former signification, where rotation is not taken into 
,  account; £ the horizontal distance, 77 the height of flight, and { the lateral deviation
/ due to the rotation of the shell.

Integration gives
' x"= — 2 n sin y . z — 2»icosy sin/9. y  +  £, ....................... (25)

y' =  2n cosy sin0 .x  —2n cosy cos0 . z + 17', ...................(26)
2' = 2 n s in y .x + 2recosy cos /S .y+ f'. ............................(27)

c. 20
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Insert these values of x',y', 2' from (25) to (27) in (22) to (24), and neglect the term

( 2tt \2
9 4 x 6 0 x 6 0 /  ’ anc* WS 

af’ =  — 2 ra sin y . f '— 2 n cosy sin (3. )/+ £ ", 
and corresponding results in the other equations; then by integration

# = £ - 2 )is in y 'J  £dt- 2 m cosy sin ^Jr/dt, 
and so too for the others.

This method o f solution has been used lately by N. Sabudski, and the problem 
reduced to finite formulae, for which he has calculated convenient tables.

It might possibly be objected to the St Robert-Sabudski method, that proof 
is required .as to whether the omission of the term with n2 is allowable in com
parison with the term in n. .

Because the method implies that -  2nz sin y and -  2 ny cos y sin /3 in comparison 
with £', as well as %nx cosy sin /3 and 2)iz cos y cos /3 in comparison with if, and 
finally 2nx sin y and 2ny cos y cos /3 in comparison with f', may be neglected.

The method of the author is free from these approximations; as a matter of 
fact the example shows that the two methods give results in reasonable agreement, 
so that in this case the tables of Sabudski may be employed.

§ 49. The lateral deflection of the infantry •
bullet with bayonet fixed.

It was observed for a long time that if  the bayonet was fixed on the right-hand 
side of the barrel, the bullet was deflected to the left.

In the official text-books of the seventies and eighties of the last century 
(Stacharowski, Neumann, Weygand, Hentsch) this result was treated as a definite 
fact, without any very obvious cause.

It was first supposed that the gases exercised a reactive pressure, which was 
due to the blade of the bayonet: but this was soon found to be insufficient. The 
deflection disappears, if the rifle is fired close to a wall and in a direction parallel 
to it, the bayonet having been removed. Further the deviation is sometimes 
greater, if  the bayonet is fixed at right angles to the bore.

Formerly, about 15 or 18 years ago, the recoil o f the rifle and bayonet was 
treated as the motion of a rigid system due to the reaction of the gas pressure, 
the rotation being to the right in consequence of the position of the centre of 
gravity o f the whole body:

A  mathematical explanation based on these mechanical principles was given 
by the author in 1885, and in 1888 it was worked out by F. Kotter, employing 
the principle of angular momentum.

Later the author became acquainted with facts which could not be reconciled 
with these explanations.

The deviation to the right with bayonet on the left, and vice versa, is not 
universal, but depends on the design o f rifle.

It was pointed out by A. Ch. Minarelli-Fitzgerald that in the Austrian rifle, 
the deviation was sometimes to the right, and sometimes to the left. The same 
was found to be the case with the German rifle M. 8 8 .
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Moreover if the recoil o f tho rifle M. 71 was prevented, and if the bayonet was 
fixed not to the right, but below, a deviation to the left was still observed, although 
it was to bo expected from the second of the explanations that deviation would bo 
absent.

The real cause is found in the elastic deformation due to tho initial transversal 
vibrations of tho barrel; consult Vol. hi, §§ 154 and 183. The vibrations of the 
barrel o f the rifle M. 71 wore investigated by photographic methods by K. R. Koch 
and tho author, and the following results were obtained:

Just after tho explosion tho barrel begins a transverse vibration, in the 
fundamental tone and its overtones. The muzzle then starts to movo up and 
down, right and left, and so performs elliptic vibrations.

As far as concerns the horizontal swing, the muzzle moves first to the left, then 
back through the position of equilibrium to the right, and so on. The bullet 
leaves the barrel while the muzzle is somewhat to the right, and the moment at 
which the bullet issues is registered on the spark photograph. This bending of 
the muzzle throws the bullet somewhat to the right. This happens when no 
bayonet is fixed.

But now when the bayonet is fixed, tho vibrations are naturally somewhat 
slower, because the swinging mass is greater; and it might be supposed that the 
forepart of the barrel is still bent to the left while the bullet is leaving the muzzle.

As a matter of fact the photograph shows both the slowing of the vibrations 
and the deflection of the muzzle to the left at that instant. As for the direction 
of the bullet, whether to right or left, the second overtone in these horizontal 
vibrations appeared to be the chief factor, combined too with the first or third 
overtone. Without the bayonet the time of vibration was about 0'0016sec; it 
was 0-0036 sec when the bayonet was fixed. The bullet threw to the left, corre
sponding to the deformation of the barrel and the phase of the vibration.

The explanation of £he eflect in question can be found in the fact that the 
elastic deformation of the barrel in the initial transversal vibrations is altered 
by the mass of the bayonet attached.

By decreasing the amount of the powder, and using always the same rifle, it 
was found that the bullet could be made to leave the bore at a later phase of the 
second harmonic: consequently, with the bayonet always attached in the same 
way, it was found possible to have deflections both to the right and to the left.

20—2
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C H A P T E R  X

Lateral deviations due to rotation of the shell

§ 50. Deviations of spherical shells.

The deviations of this nature with the old type of spherical 
shell were irregular, and were produced by the rotation of the cannon 
balls.

These rotations were caused by the fact that some play remained 
between the cannon ball and the wall of the bore, and the ball re
bounded several times at the wall of the bore; beside this the 
escaping gases forced a way past the ball from time to time, and 
this friction caused the ball to rotate.

With the object of controlling the rotation of the ball so as to 
give a definite constant deviation, eccentric cannon balls were em
ployed about the year 1830. • ;

I f  such a ball were placed in the bore with the centre of gravity ; 
downwards, for instance, and fired off, the ball rotated, at first at. 
least, about a horizontal axis, with the upper side going forward and 1 
the under side backward. This happened because the resultant 
pressure of the gases was directed through the geometrical centre o f 
the ball, and this was situated above the centre of gravity.

Thence a deviation of the centre of gravity of the ball down-1 
wards, a shortening of the trajectory, and generally an increase ini 
the angle of descent followed as natural consequences.
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309§ 50] Lateral deviations due to rotation o f  the shell

With centre of gravity upwards, the ball experienced a deviation 
upward, and with angle of departure under 45°, it had a lengthening 
of the trajectory: on the other hand there was a shortening of the 
range with very great angles of departure.

In some oxtromo cases observed by Heim in 1840, the ball fell behind the 
mortar, as shown in the figure.

1. Experiments at Metz, 1839, carried out by Didion, Morin and Piobert: 
calibro 22 cm, angle o f departure 4° O', eccentricity O'OOIS m to 04)020 m : thence 
the lifting force, with centre of gravity above, was about 7T kg on a 27'9 kg shell.

Weight of 
powder 
•

Weight of 
ball

Normal
range

without
eccentricity

Range with eccentricity

Centre of 
gravity at 

first under
 ̂ Centre of gravity at first above

r 1*6 kg 26-6 kg 708 m
\ 1-5 >. 29’9 „ 708 „ 518 1 950, with 8 '6  turns/soc
1.1*6 „ 27-9 „ 708 „ 548 1 9^1, „  8 „

n -5  „ 26'6 „ 869 „
i-o „ 29 9 „ 869 „ 712 I 1163, with 8 ‘6  turns/sec

U-o „ 27-9 „ 869 „ 731 1 1009, „  8  „

3 „ 26-6 „ 1170 „
3 „ 29-9 „ 1170 „ 1072 1 1557, with 8-6 turns/sec
3 „ 27-9 „ 1170 „ 1117 1 1320, „  8 „

2. Experiments of Heim, Ulm 1840, with eccentric shell fired from a ten- 
pounder mortar (p. 310).

3. Experiments o f Heim with eccentric shell fired from a ten-pounder 
howitzer (p. 311).

[The ranges are given in paces o f 2'75 feet. The mean lateral deviation is the 
difference between the sum of the deviations to one side and the other, divided 
by the number of the shots.

The breadth o f the space of the lateral deviations is taken as the sum o f the 
greatest deviations to one side and the other when the shots fall to both sides, 
and as the difference o f the greatest and least deviation when the shots all fall to 
one side.] '

The non-coincidence o f the centre of gravity and of the centre of the sphere 
was effected by hollowing out the cannon ball. The position of the centre of 
gravity inside the ball was then determined by two observations.

The ball was fijst allowed to swim in quicksilver, and the point was marked 
that was uppermost; the line joining it to the centre o f the sphere gave the 
diameter in which lay the centre of gravity; the direction OSM (p. 311) was 
thus known. Further to determine the distance OS between 0  the centre of the 
sphere and the centre of gravity S, and thus to find the so-cdlled eccentricity, a 
weight q was hung at a fixed point of the surface, and the new position of equi
librium was observed, as in the figure on p. 311.
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12 35 above centre 10 622 126 1-2 to right 22 J6 to right 
\4 to left

12 35 below centre 10 517'5 91 5-9 to left 25 /2 to right 
\8 to left

12 35 to right 10 561-5 126 41-2 to right 18 10 to right
12 55 above centre 10 540 73 18-9 to left 38 10 to left

12 55 below centre 10 523 59 13-3 to left 38 fl to right 
\9 to left

12 55 to right 3 538 57 56-3 to right 24 3 to right
12 55 to left 7 529 106 40'9 to left 30 7 to left

12 20 above centre 10 393 81 1-5 to left 5
j-6 to left 
l drift

12 20 below centre 10 311 72 3-4 to left ii f 2 to right 
\8 to left
(4 to right

12 70 above centre 10 322 61 4-1 to left 46 J 5 to left
[ drift
(3 to right

12 70 below centre 10 369 60 1-3 to left. 36 J 6 to left
' [ drift

24 80 above centre 3 132 64 14-3 to left 83 f 1 to right 
\2 to left

24 80 below centre 5 611 113 23-8 to right 102 (4 to right 
\1 to left

24 80 to right 1 375 —
•

258 to right

24 85 above centre 3 -29-3 68 21 to right 85 J2 to right 
\1 to left

24 85 below centre 2 473 14 7 "5 to right 3 2 to right
24 85 to right 1 255 — 306 to right
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* 13-5 in fi-ont 10 717 266 0‘7 to left 2 1 J4 to right 
\ 6  to left

i 13'5 behind 10 720 154 2 ‘ 1 to left 26
f3 to right 
1 1 without 

'  drift 
(.6 to left

i 13-5 above centre 1 0 907 223 7 '6 to left 24 f 1 to right 
\9 to left

.4 13-5 below centre 10 568 71 1 to left 19 f 3 to right 
\7 to left

i 13'5 to right 5 646 114 38 to right 18 5 to right

i 13'5 to left 5 613 78 30 to left 1 1 5 to left

10 behind 10 1328 543 9 to left 92 / 5  to right 
\5 to left

H 10 above ’ 11 2316 244 15-9 to right 173 f  6  to right 
\5 to left

H 10 below 10 1055 84 2 to left 2 1
f 4 to right 

\ 6  to left

H 10 to left 1 0 1424 92 133-8 to left 39 1 0  to left

Buoyancy

The three forces, weight q o f the suspended mass, the upward thrust, and the 
weight Q of the ball alone, considered as concentrated in the centre of gravity, 
maintain the equilibrium: the angles a and 
are measured, and then from the equation of 
moments we have

qr cos & =  Qx sin a,
from which the magnitude of x, the eccentricity, 
can be inferred.

The rotational velocity is determined, either 
by calculation from the gas and atmospheric 
pressures, or with more certainty by measure
ment.

A  screen was set up at a short distance from 
the muzzle; marks placed on the shell made
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a record in its passage through the screen, and so the rotational position of 
the ball was known. For example, it was found that with balls of 15 cm calibre, 
and with a charge o f 0'5 kg of powder, the ball at- the start was making 18'8 
turns a second ; this corresponds to an initial circumferential velocity o f rotation 
of 5 m/sec, equal to s'2- of the velocity o f translation.

The explanation of the deviation of shells, due to rotation, has been debated 
by ballisticians since the middle of the eighteenth century, partly because the 
Berlin Academy proposed this subject for a Prize Essay.

The names of the following may be mentioned: Bobins 1742, on the altera
tion of the direction of the air resistance due to the rotation: Euler 1745, on the 
effect o f the irregular rounding of the ball, and of the gyroscopic effect: Lombard 
in 1783, and Poisson later: Rohde in 1795, who sought for the effect in the 
driving force of the fuse: Hutton 1812, Gassendi 1819, Paixhans 1822, Ter- 
quem 1826, Neumann, on the centrifugal force of the shell as the cause of the 

deviation : Timmerhans 1841, who argued correctly that the 
cause of the deviation must lie outside the bore, because the 
drift increased more rapidly than the range. Didion 
1841 and Otto 1843 came very nearly to the right explana
tion ; Otto remarked that “ I f  two elements of surface A ' 
and B are taken, equidistant from the diameter lying in the 
direction of the motion of flight, the element B, which has its 
velocity increased by the rotation, condenses the air more than 

the element A, which has its velocity diminished by the rotation.” Otto has not 
assumed that the layer o f air, in contact with the surface of the ball, must adhere 
to it, which would have given the solution for the case of the spherical shell.

n  a

O

The methods of Poisson (1839) and Magnus (1852) must now be • 
considered.

S. D. Poisson proceeded in a purely theoretical manner; he cal
culated the influence of the rotation of the Earth, and proved that 
it did not suffice to explain so great a deviation.

Next he took into account the differences of air density round 
the shell, which may be supposed to be rotating about a horizontal 
axis, with the upper side going forward relatively to the lower 
side.

The air density in consequence is greater in the front than in the 
rear of the shell; and so he concluded that the friction between the 
she|l and the air would be greater in front than behind. The ball 
will be urged upward in consequence, just like a ball rotating in the 
same way in contact with a rough cushion in front, and seeking to 
roll upward on the cushion. (Similar effects are well known with< 
bowls, billiard balls, etc.) This effect is called the Poisson effect, or 
cushioning. Poisson recognised that this effect of the tangential 
air friction could not account for the amount of the actual deviation,
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but he knew little of the effects of the influence of air density on 
air friction. -

With reference to this it may be pointed out that the Newton- 
Maxwell law on the independence of air friction and density has 
only been proved experimentally within the limits of atmospheric 
pressure; the friction seems to diminish with an increase in the 
density and temperature.

Moreover, in the case of a sphere, rotating about a horizontal 
axis with the upper side moving forward, it is deflected not upwards 
but downwards.

Poisson attempted also to take into account the effect of an ir
regular rounding of the shell.

A  satisfactory explanation was first given in 1852 by the well- 
known physicist G. Magnus, based on experiments with a rotating 
cylinder, against which a stream of air 
was blown, as in the figure.

The ball is supposed to be moving 
horizontally forward, from left to right; 
or conversely, the centre of gravity of 
the ball is held at rest, and the stream 
of air is directed at it from right to left.

The sphere can be set in rotation, 
about a horizontal axis through the fixed 
centre of gravity, in the direction shown 
by the arrows.

The air, adhering to the sphere, is now carried round with i t ; 
on thfe under side, G, in the same direction as the current of air, on the 
upper side, B, in the opposite direction.

Then on hydrodynamical principles, there ensues an increase of 
pressure above, and a diminution below.

To prove the fact' that the pressure is increased at B and 
diminished at C, let us put two little flags at A  and D ; the flag at 
A is driven away from the sphere, and the flag at D is attracted 
to it. .

At B the two streams are opposed, the air particles are driven to 
the side, and an increase of pressure is caused in the neighbourhood. 
At C a swift stream overtakes a slower, and a drop in pressure is 
caused, just as in the air-pump on the next page, where a dimi
nution of pressure occurs in the stream of air AB.

The consequence is an excess of pressure above the ball, and

Wind- A.. • 
■vane "

Wind- 
■yane
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a deflection of the centre of gravity of the sphere downwards, as
if the weight of the ball were in
creased. ,

The result will then be as follows : 
Deflection downward (or upward) if 
the sphere rotates about- a horizontal 
axis and turns forward above (or back
ward) ; and deflection to the right (or 
left) if the sphere rotates about a 

vertical axis from the left forward (or backward).
Lately the matter has been described in a different way by 

F. W. Lanchester, England. He takes into account the surface of 
instability which stretches to the rear of the flying body, but it is 
not possible to enter into further details.

A  quantitative theory of the deviation of a sphere under the 
influence of the adhering air (Magnus effect) was attempted later by 
Helie and also by Tait. Tait started on the analogous deviation of a 
golf or tennis ball, and assumed a deviating force proportional to the 
product of the velocity of translation, v, and of the velocity of rota
tion, the latter to be treated as constant. The deviating force is 
then proportional to v alone; and for a rotation about a horizontal 
axis, from above forward, g must be replaced by g — gv, as pointed 
out already by Didiori.

“ )
CG. above

Calculation shows that with this sort of rotation a path is 
obtained, which at the ends is concave upwards. And it is not im
possible that the curve may have a vertex in the shape of a sharp 
point directed upward.

In consequence, in a discussion of the case of a spherical shell 
when rotation is taken into -account, the figures will require to be
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altered to some extent. For further details and the literature of 
the subject, consult the Report made by G. W. Walker in the 
Encyclopaedia o f Mathematical Sciences, Vol. IV, 9, 2 c, “ Games and 
Sport.”

Some experiments were made too by Tait on rotating wooden 
balls, suspended by wires.

Colonel Ludwig constructed in 1853 a machine, by means of 
which the influence of the rotation of a sphere on the shape of the 
trajectory could be demonstrated as in the figure.

§ 5 1 .  Deviation of rotating elongated shell.' Results of 
experiment.

The effort to obtain results by an increase in the mass of the 
shell without a simultaneous increase in the calibre, led up to the 
systematic employment of elongated shells; and this led again to 
the introduction of helical grooves in the bore, whereby the shell 
received a rotation, more or less rapid, about the long axis, as a 
means of ensuring stability of flight through the air.

Even before the introduction of firearms, with spears and arrows, . 
a rotation about the long axis was provided for the same reason.

In the case of rotating elongated shells, deviations arise of definite 
direction, due to the rotation of the shell, and these are both in the 
plane of fire and perpendicular to it. •

The latter, as the most important, will receive closer attention in 
the sequel. *

With right-handed rifling, the deviation is generally to the right, 
and to the left in left-handed rifling, as for ipstance in the Italian 
field gun. *

The deviation increases more rapidly than the range; the tra
jectory is consequently a curve of double curvature; and with right
handed rifling, at least in the vast majority of cases, the curve.runs 
to the right of the plane of fire and the horizontal projection, seen 
from the plane of fire, is in general convex.

These lateral deviations, as they are of considerable magnitude, 
are well known in artillery work and are corrected by adjusting 
the sights.

As for the absolute magnitude of the lateral deviation for direct 
fire, with an angle of departure between 0° and 45°, some numerical 
values are here given, which were obtained with the French guns.
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According to Relie the French 16 cm gun was used, calibre 
162-3 mm, and final angle of twist 6° 30'; weight 30'4 kg, length 
371 mm, and semi-angle of the point of the ogive 7 =  41° 51'. The 
initial velocity v„ was 334 m/sec, error in the angle of departure 
(jump) 12'.

In the following table the range is given, the angle of de
parture </>, the lateral deviation due to the rotation of the shell, and 
the number of rounds.

Range 
X metres Angle of departure 

. 0
Lateral deviation 

z metres Number of rounds 
n

1806 5° 24' 18" 7-2 ' 70
3108 10° 17' 43" 29-0 905688 25° 12' 0" 182-0 80
6579 35° 12' 0" 324-5 60

The lateral deviation increases more rapidly than the range, and 
thus the trajectory is a curve of double curvature; this is seen 
further from the following table for the lateral deviation given by 

" the French field gun M. 1897; calibre 75 mm, constant angle of 
rifling 7°, maximum gas pressure 2400 kg/cm2, weight of the 
shrapnel 7-24 kg, length of shell 290 mm, initial velocity % =  529 
m/sec, jump + 7 ';  right-handed rifling.

Range
X

Angle of departure Drift, right, 
z

Range
X

Angle of departure 
<t>

Drift, right, 
z

1000 1°. 6' 0-4 6000 . 14° 3' 54-0
2000 2° 43' 2-2 7000 18° 50' 95-0
3000 4° 46' 6-5 8000 25° 53' 172-9
4000 7° 16' 14-9 8500 32° 41' 264-3
5000 10° 19' 29-3

Experiment has shown that, under given conditions, the lateral drift 
on the muzzle-horizon increases with the calibre, the final angle of twist, 
the initial velocity of the shell, the angle of departure, and the blunt
ness of the point of the shell. As regards the angle of departure 
this holds only within certain limits, which will be investigated in 
the sequel. It decreases, however, when the weight of the shell is 
increased.
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So also with infantry bullets, fired from rifled weapons, there 
must be a lateral deviation, in consequence of the rotation of the 
bullet.

But with the small angles of departure, ordinarily employed, this 
deviation is scarcely to be recognised, and may easily be concealed 
by the natural scattering of the bullets.

The small mass of the rifle bullet is more sensitive than the 
larger mass of the artillery shell.

The measured range of rifles does not extend beyond 2000 m. 
Theoretically, the infantry rifle M. 71 should give at 1000 m a 
lateral deviation of T7 to 3’4 m. On the other hand the breadth of 
the 50 per cent, probability circle (according to Hebler) would be 
about 3T m : so it is clear that for the rifle M. 71 the drift could 
not easily be settled with certainty.

Observations with rifle bullets are few in number (Thiel, Krause, 
Quinaux). G. Thiel found by a method, not altogether free from 
objection, a 36 cm drift at 300 m with the rifle M. 71. According to 
Krause, with the rifle M. 88, the drift to the right at 1000 m range 
was 1 m.

In high angle trajectories, that is with an angle of departure 
between 45° and 90°, other effects are noticed.

If the charge is kept unaltered, but if the angle of departure 
is increased more and more, then at first the drift increases.

But after a certain angle of departure is exceeded, the lateral 
drift alters its direction in an irregular manner, so that with right
handed rifling a drift to the left may be observed, and vice versa.

The critical angle, where this effect begins, lies somewhere 
between 55° and 85°, according to the nature of the weapon and its 
projectile.

When the angle of departure is increased still further beyond 
this limit, the deviation is to the left with right-handed rifling, 
and to the right with left-handed twist, until finally the drift dis
appears with vertical fire.

Some measurements, quoted by H61ie, are as follows:
(a) French 16 cm gun; calibre 162 3 mm, final angle of twist 

6° (left-handed); weight of shell 3T49 kg, initial velocity of the 
shell 323 m/sec; length 371 mm; semi-angle of opening 7 =  41° 51'; 
experiments in 1869.
. (b) French 10 cm gun; calibre 100 mm; final angle of twist 6°;
ogival head of shell with a semi-angle of opening 7 =  44° 26'. Ex-
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periments of 1881, with two different weights, lengths, and initial 
velocities.

Angle of departure
0

Lateral deviation with left-handed rifling
z

45° 386 m, left60° 562 „ „
70° 715 „ „75° 328 m, right80° 290 „ „

Weight 12 kg, Length 343 mm, «0= 535-5 m/sec
Weight 14 kg, " Length 392 mm, i?0 = 504-5 m/see

Angle of departure Lateral deviation, left-hand twist Angle of departure Lateral deviation, left-hand twist
z 0 z

42° 4' 525-9 left 42° 4' 430-2 left
57° 4' 533-9 „ 57° 4' 421-5 „
69° 4' . 829-0 „ 69° 4' 640-8 „
80° 4' 365-0 right 80° 4' 420-3 right

Consequently, with these two guns, the deviation changes sign 
between 70° and 80°.

At the same time it was observed, that with left-hand twist and 
drift to the right, or right-hand twist and drift to the left, the shell 
struck the ground base first.

With bullets the same change must be present; this takes place 
at 82° with the bullet of the French infantry.’ At this elevation the 
maximum drift to the right must be unstable and change into the 
maximum drift to the left. •

In consequence of this irregularity, the change will show itself 
in equal drifts to the right and left at a certain definite elevation, 
and at a greater elevation the left-hand drift will begin to pre
ponderate.

Shooting vertically upward, the regular lateral deviation must 
vanish again. In fact, it is only the influence of the wind and the 
error in the angle of departure that can produce a deviation from 
the vertical direction of motion.
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Besides, the shell in such a case remains for the most part 
parallel to itself, and so arrives again with the base downward.

§ 52. What is the nature o f the flight o f  an elongated 
rotating shell P

Some of the facts concerning the lateral deviations due to the 
rotation of the shell and the position of the point of descent on 
the muzzle horizon have already been mentioned.

Before investigating these lateral deviations, the question arises 
as to what is the reason why an ordinary artillery projectile, fired 
from a rifled gun at an angle of elevation between 0° and 50°, always, 
or nearly always, strikes the ground with the point foremost ?

The shell is like a spinning top. It might thus be expected 
that the axis of the shell will remain parallel to itself; and that 
the shell will strike the ground in a slanting position, so that the 
base will be the first part to touch the ground.

Three cases arise, according to the degree of stability of the shell.

(a) Stability o f the shell too great.
In this case the axis of the shell appears to remain parallel to 

itself, as represented in fig. a.
I f  the initial velocity is small enough, the position of the axis 

o f  the shell in the air can be followed clearly by the eye, and the 
shell strikes the ground with a part of the base.

But this parallelism of the axis is only apparent; actually the 
point of the shell, as seen from the gun, must point somewhat to the 
right with a right-hand twist, and the axis of the shell must make 
an angle with the horizon slightly less than the departure angle.

In this case the drift is great; the range is in general somewhat 
less than in a normal case. On the other hand, it seems that in 
consequence of the frictional drag of the air against the shell 
in this sort of flight, the range in extreme cases can prove to be 
greater than in a vacuum; this has been attested by Minarelli
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and N. Sabudski. Such would be the case when the rotation of the 
shell or its moment of inertia about the axis of figure is too great, 
or if the length of the shell has been chosen too small in relation 
to the angle of the rifling.

(b) Stability of the shell too small. ~
This state is present when, for instance, the angle of twist is too 

small, or the length of the shell has been made too large, or un
symmetrical lateral shock arises from the escaping gases as the shell 
leaves the muzzle of the gun.

The axis of the shell then makes violent nutational gyrations 
about the centre of gravity, as shown in the figure.

b)

There are visible conical vibrations about the instantaneous 
tangent of the trajectory as axis of the cone: a closer description o f 
the results will follow later on.

In extreme cases the shell appears as a large disc, when observed 
from the gun; the range is much too small: the errors are great. 
A  strong whizzing is to be heard and there are powerful periodic 
impulses in the flight through the air.

(c) Stability o f the shell correct.
The shell flies so that the axis coincides with the instantaneous 

tangent to the path of the centre of gravity. When the initial

velocity of the shell is small enough, and the trajectory is observed 
from the side, the point of the shell is seen directed upward as far as 
the vertex, of the trajectory; at the vertex the axis of the shell is 
horizontal: and then the point of the shell sinks down, till finally
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it arrives on the ground with the slope of its axis equal to the angle 
of descent.

It is often considered that this sort of motion is similar to that 
of an arrow.

It is characteristic of the motion of an arrow that if its axis is 
deflected from the direction of the tangent to its path from any 
cause, a reaction arises at once from the air resistance, urging the 
axis of the arrow back again into the direction of the tangent, and 
the moment of the forces increases with the angle made by the axis 
of the arrow with the tangent. The arrow would fly automatically in 
the direction of the tangent if the centre of gravity were near the 
front, at a distance from the rear end of about f  to £ of the whole

arrow length, and if the rear end was of appropriate shape. In 
this case the resultant of the air resistance meets the axis behind 
the centre of gravity, and so the moment of the reacting couple 
increases with the angle between the axis of the arrow and the 
tangent, as shown in the figure.

But such an arrow-like action cannot exist here, as in an 
elongated shell of usual form and distribution of mass, the inter
section of the resultant air resistance with the axis always lies ahead 
of the centre of gravity, even when the axis of the shell makes an 
angle with the tangent to the path, reaching from 0° up to S5° 
or 90°. This is shown from the calculations and experiments of 
E. Kummer (see § 12), at low velocities, and can easily be extended 
to high, velocities by a test of the following nature: Take an infantry 
bullet and place it so as to be free to rotate about an axis perpen
dicular to the axis of figure, and set the axis of the bullet at 
angles of 0°, o°, 10°, 15°, 20°, ... with an outflow of compressed air 
from a receiver, with the point of the bullet towards the flow of 
air; then open the air valve. The direction of the first impulse of 
the air received on the axis of the bullet shows clearly that the 
point of action of the air resistance lies between the head of the 
bullet and the centre of gravity.

c. 21
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Moreover, the arrow-like action of a rotating elongated pro
jectile is merely apparent, and the nature of the motion of the 
elongated shell is in reality not identical with the flight of an 
arrow.

As a matter of fact the axis of the shell does not remain exactly 
in the tangent to the path; but the point of the shell is found 
alternately above and below the tangent, and, neglecting nutation, 
it is permanently to the right of the vertical plane through the 
tangent. These details of the movement of the shell are to be taken 
into consideration later on, in § 54, etc.

§ 53. Various explanations of the lateral deviation or drift of 
a rotating elongated shell.

A purely qualitative explanation of the regular lateral devia
tion of an elongated projectile, fired from a gun rifled with a right
handed twist, may now be given: a quantitative treatment will 
follow in § 56.

In a vacuum the axis of the shell would retain its original direction 
in space, provided it were a principal axis and also the axis of 
original rotation, if nutations due to shock were ignored. Gravity 
acts solely in producing a curvature of the path of the centre of 
gravity in the plane of fire, and cannot produce a double curvature; 
this would have to be due to some other force, acting at right angles 
to the plane of fire.

As to the “ centrifugal force of the shell,” acting as a deviating 
force, many erroneous opinions have been expressed.

A centrifugal force can only be taken into account when a 
body rotating about an axis reacts on another body, and con
versely.

This is the case, for instance, when the mutual action between two 
particles of the same rotating shell is considered, as in the treatment 
of the rigidity of the body; or else when the movement of shrapnel- 
shell, or explosive shell is considered, bursting after the explosion. 
In an instruction book published in 1894 it is stated: “ Concerning 
the cause of the drift to the right, different views are given. It can 
be explained, for example, as follows: Since the bullet rotates from 
left to right, seen from behind, the rotation in the left-hand half 
acts against the attraction of the Earth, whereas it works with 
gravity in the right-hand half.
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“ The swing to the right is thus stronger, and the bullet deviates 
out of the vertical plane to the right, and this increases the further 
the bullet flies.”

I f  this explanation had any truth in it, a millstone, or the fly
wheel of a machine, or a circular saw, would jump out of their 
bearings, if the covers were removed.

There are, as a matter of fact, three main causes at work, and 
these will be considered separately.

(a) The action o f the air adhering to the shell.

Suppose an elongated shell to be fired at an angle of 50°, and 
that the centre of gravity has reached the neighbourhood of the 
vertex S. There seems no cause at work to alter the direction in space 
o f the axis of the rotating elongated shell: and so it makes an angle 
o f 50° with the tangent to the trajectory, as in the figure.

Instead of this it can be assumed that the centre of gravity of 
the shell is at rest in space, and that the air streams past it with a 
corresponding velocity, parallel to the tangent to the path.

This stream of air is shown in the figure by the curves B and D, 
with the stream B on the near side, and the stream I) on the far 
side of the rotating shell.

But then, in addition, the air adhering to the shell will be whirled 
round by it. This adhering air moves round the near side of the shell 
in the direction of the arrow A and so has a component of velocity 
in the same direction as the current B  of the first-named air stream. 
On the far side of the shell on the contrary, the adhering air, moving 
in the direction of the arrow C, has a component which opposes the 
air streaming against the shell.

The resultant effects are then similar to those described already
21—2
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in § 50 for cannon balls; this effect may be described under the name 
of the “ Magnus effect.”

The effect consists in a rarefaction on the left of the shell, and 
a condensation on the right. In consequence with the right-hand 
rifling there is an excess of pressure from right to left, and so a 
deviation ensues to the left. -

As a matter of fact the deviation which arises is to the right 
and not to the left; so that this effect alone cannot explain the 
actual result. Other influences must be at work to alter it.

It may be well to mention a theory, brought forward by A. Dahne, in 1884. 
He assumed that this adhering air, revolving with the shell, was the main cause, 
but that the resultant of the air resistance cut the axis of the shell behind the 
centre of gravity. Consequently an excess of pressure existed from right to left 
between the centre of gravity and base of the shell. The base is thereby driven 
to the left, and the point of the shell to the right. The air resistance then acts 
against the shell as against a sail set aslant, and presses the shell on the whole 
to the right.

This theory sounds plausible; but it is unconvincing, seeing that the point 
of application of the resultant air resistance lies actually in front of the centre 
of gravity, as shown in § 52.

(b) The cushioning action.

Assume again that there is an appreciable angle between the 
axis of the shell and the tangent to the path; and that the point o f 
the shell is above the tangent, as in the figure.

Assume further that the shell is rotating in a fixed position, and 
that the air is streaming past it, as before.

A condensation is produced in the air on the front of the shell, 
that is on the side towards the target; and on the rear side, towards
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the gun, there is a rarefaction of the air. The friction of the air in 
consequence is greater on the front than on the rear of the shell; 
and the effect is then as if a cushion of air PP  were pressed against 
the forward side of the rotating shell, as in fig. b.

A reaction is thereby set up, as can be observed often with a 
billiard ball, as in fig. c j the shell rolls on the fixed cushion, and 
actually in our case to the right.

With a right-hand rifling, and the point of the shell above the 
tangent to the path, a deviation to the right arises in consequence.

(c) The gyroscopic action.

Concerning the possibility of explaining the drift of an elongated 
shell in rotation by gyroscopic action, a calculation was undertaken 
in 1839 by S. D. Poisson.

But G. Magnus was the first in 1852 to show the main pheno
mena, by experiments on models in a laboratory.

When a top, as in the figure, is rotating about a fixed support S, 
and rotates rapidly in the direction of the arrow about its axis SB, 
it does not fall down, when it is set free, but on the contrary it 
exhibits the well-known gyroscopic effects. I f  the centre of gravity 
lies above the point of support, the axis of the top preserves its 
position in space, even when the cup, S, in which the top is placed, 
is carried slowly round the room. On the other hand in the case 
shown in the figure, when the centre of gravity is found above and 
outside the point of support S, the upper end of the top (leaving 
nutation out of account) describes a 
horizontal circle BB^BJi^... round the 
vertical SO through S.

The axis of the top describes a 
right circular cone about SO as the 
axis of the cone. Instead of the axis 
of the cone falling down under gravity 
in the plane OSB about S, and tilting 
over to the ground, the axis moves 
at right angles to this plane.

This motion is called precession,, 
or conical revolution.

This is similar to the motion of 
the Earth under the attraction of the Sun.
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The axis of the Earth describes a complete cone in 26,000 years, 
with a semi-vertical angle of 23J degrees; and the pole, or the point 
where the axis of the Earth produced meets the sky, is in per
petual motion, and describes a circle round the pole of the ecliptic 
as its centre. This is the cause of the Precession of the Equinoxes.

When these ideas are applied to the rotating shell, considered 
as a spinning top, and it is assumed, as before, that the centre of 
gravity of the shell is at rest, and that the air streams past it with 
reversed velocity, and so reacts on the shell, the following facts re
present the conditions.

The point of support of the top is to be considered as being the 
centre of gravity of the shell, supposed fixed; SO is the direction 
o f the motion of the centre of gravity or of the tangent to the path; 
thus the air streams past the shell parallel to OS, with its centre of 
gravity supposed fixed; SB is here the axis of the shell, making at 
the moment an angle OSB with the tangent SO of the path. The 
shell is supposed to rotate about its axis in the direction of the 
arrow, that is with a right-hand twist as seen from S.

The weight W, concentrated at the centre of gravity A, is to 
be replaced by the resultant air resistance W, arising from the air 
streaming past; the point of application is at A, which is between 
S the centre of gravity of the shell and B  the point.

The point B  of the shell must consequently move at right angles 
to the plane OSB, and to the right, as seen from &

If however the point of the shell moves to the right, the air, 
streaming past an elongated shell of the usual shape, presses more 
against the left side of the shell than against the right. The air acts, 
as explained already, against the shell, like the wind against a sail 
or board, and presses the shell on the whole towards the right of the 
plane of fire. Drift is thereby given to the right with right-hand 
twist.

This is the explanation of the drift of a rotating elongated pro
jectile. It can easily be shown that of the three causes in action, 
(a), (b), (c), the gyroscopic effort exceeds the other two in mag
nitude.

An elongated shell is fired at an angle of about 40° from a gun 
with a rapid final twist; let us consider it when it is near the vertex 
S of the trajectory, and situated so that the point of the shell is 
somewhat above the tangent to the path.

The action (a) of the adhering air (Magnus effect) would
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account only for a drift to the left. But as the drift is actually 
to the right, the gyroscopic effect (c) is greater than this Magnus 
effect (a).

The action of (c) is greater too than the cushioning effect (b) 
(Poisson effect), the only other one which accounts for a drift to the 
right. The two causes (a) and • (b) (Magnus effect and Poisson 
effect) are certainly present with spherical rotating shells. But in 
reality a rotating sphere, as shown in § 50, is subject to the effect 
of the .adhering air, and not to the cushion effect, as this last effect 
alone would give the wrong direction to the drift.

The following conclusions are therefore drawn :
gyroscopic effect (c) >  effect (a) of the adhering air, 

effect (a) of the adhering air > cushion effect (b), 
gyroscopic effect (c) > > cushion effect (b).

At the utmost the gyroscopic effect can only be decreased or 
increased slightly by the other two effects; but the chief influence 
is the gyroscopic action.

Other questions remain to be considered.
In the first place the following point may be raised: if the 

comparison is to be complete, between the action of gravity in pro
ducing precession in the top and the shell, the point should describe 
a complete circle round the direction of the air resistance, and so 
approximately round the tangent to the path.

Relatively to the vertical plane the point of the shell must first 
move to the right and downward, then to the left, and again upward. 
It might be expected that a drift would ensue alternately to the 
right and left. What is the reason why the drift to the right does 
not change later into a drift to the left ?

These difficulties were considered by G. Magnus, 1850, A. Paalzow, 
18G7, and E. Kummer, 1875.

As in the cases of the angle of departure between 0° and 50°, 
right-hand drift alone arises with right-hand twist, they assumed 
arbitrarily that the conical motion of the axis of the shell was so 
slow that the axis had only time to move to the right and some
what downward, before the shell struck the ground.

But this assumption does not apply universally. When the 
appropriate formulae of gyroscopic motion are applied to this case, 
so that the moment of air resistance replaces the moment of gravity, 
and the impulse of projection of the shell replaces the gyroscopic
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impulse, the result is that the time of a complete revolution of pre
cession is greater than the total time of flight only in the case of an 
excessive twist; in fact in a well-designed gun numerous complete 
turns of precession are made during the total time of flight.

Thus for example:

Time of a complete precessional revolution
Number of revolutions per second

In the old heavy field gun:
(a) at the beginning of the

trajectory ... ... O’V sec 1-4
(b) at the end of the tra-

jectory ... ... 0-3 „ 3 3
In a mortar ... ................ 3-7 „ iIn the infantry rifle ... ... O il „ 9-1

The correct solution of the difficulty is as follows.
The comparison between the motion of a rotating elongated shell 

and the motion of a symmetrical top moving about a fixed support 
under the influence of gravity alone, is not such that the impulsive 
momentum of the top is replaced merely by the impulse received by 
the shell, and the moment of gravity by that of the air resistance.

The idea of stabilising an elongated shell in flight through the 
air by means of a rotation is derived from the oldest practical ap
plication of the gyroscopic principle; among all the various technical 
cases of gyroscopic motion as applied to the bicycle, monorail, gyro
compass, etc., the movement of a shell is certainly the most compli
cated. For while in the ordinary spinning top, the force of gravity 
producing the motion of precession is constant in magnitude and 
direction, in the case of the elongated shell the resistance of the air 
is variable in magnitude and in direction, and in point of application.

The consequence is that the axis of the shell does not describe a 
circular cone, and the point of the shell does not move round in a 
complete circle about the initial tangent or any other position of the 
tangent. Neglecting nutation, the point of the shell describes in 
space a cycloidal curve, and the axis of the shell a cycloidal cone, 
lying on the right-hand side of the vertical plane through the 
tangent.

Otherwise, considered relatively to the tangent, the point of the 
shell is found always to the right of the tangent, and alternately 
above and below.
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The fact that the point of the shell remains on the right-hand 
side of the vertical plane through the tangent to the path, is the 
reason why the right-hand drift does not change later into a drift 
to the left.

And the fact that the point of the shell, after completing a 
cycloidal arc, always comes into coincidence with the tangent to the 
path, is the reason why the shell strikes the ground with its point.

The movement of the shell about its centre of gravity will be 
examined more closely in §§ 54, 55.

Finally the simple facts of gyroscopic theory determine in every 
case the direction which the axis of the shell is made to assume.

The idea, introduced by F. Klein and A. Sommerfeld in their Kreiseltheorie, 
o f the Impulse or Impulse Moment is of value.

Impulse is to be understood to mean the angular momentum of all the 
separate particles of a body rotating about a fixed point.

When a top is considered with strong spin, or a rapidly rotating flywheel, or 
a shell in rapid rotation, the remaining rotations may usually be neglected in 
comparison with the rotation about the axis. In such cases it is permissible

with sufficient accuracy to replace the impulse of the top by the so-called im
pulse J, that is, the product of the moment of inertia of the top about its axis 
of figure and the angular velocity about this axis. This is the impulse set up in 
the top by hand with the string, or by mechanical action, and in the shell hy the 
gas pressure in combination with the motion imparted in the bore by the 
grooves.

Consider then a top SB, rotating about S as in fig. c, where the axis is 
horizontal: G is its moment of inertia about SB, and r is the angular velocity of the 
top about SB, so that C r=J  represents the impulse which can be represented in 
magnitude and direction by SB; the vector is drawn in the positive direction
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if  the top appears to rotate clockwise. A  man may be supposed to stand in 
SB with his feet at S ; and then he sees the rotation to the right in the direction 
of the arrow.

I f  a definite system of coordinates is not necessary, a vector may be employed 
to represent any quantity, such as a velocity, acceleration, a force, angular 
velocity, a couple, and so forth, and its direction is shown by an arrow.

The corresponding quantity can be denoted by a stroke drawn over it. Thus 
for example in fig. a, a point is moving with a variable velocity. Let the velocity 
at the time t be represented in magnitude and direction by OA or v, at time 
t +  dt by OB or v+dv. Then AB  or do is the vectorial change of velocity 
(geometrical, not algebraical). Divided by dt this gives the acceleration in

magnitude and direction ; and m ̂  is the force.

Further suppose a top has a definite position of its axis SB ; and let S B = J  
denote the impulse in magnitude and direction. After the time dt suppose the 
axis to be in the position SBX. To give this alteration of position a definite 
impulse change dJ  (fig. b) is required. The chief law in gyroscopic theory is 
enunciated by Klein and Sommerfeld in the following convenient form, in analogy 
with Newton’s Law of Acceleration: “ The top moves so that the change o f 
velocity o f the impulse vector in magnitude and direction is equal to the 
moment of the external forces about the point of support.” Here dJ is the

change of the impulse vector, and its rate of change is This is to be 

equated to the moment, —  =  The extremity B o f the impulse vector is

called by F. Kotter the “ twist-point.” Then ^  is the velocity of the twist-

point, and the law states: “ The moment of the external forces is equal to the 
velocity of the twist-point.”

I f  the impulse vector has turned through the angle d̂ js in the time dt, the 
travel o f the twist-point is Jd\f/ ; and since, in absolute magnitude, J  =  Cr, then

d± = M_ 
dt Cr'

This is the well-known formula which is of the most frequent use in practical 
gyroscopic problems.

Now if the axis SB of the top in fig. c is moving in the direction o f the arrow 1 

about SB, and is brought into the position SBlt the rotation is about the axis SO 
perpendicular to SBB,, and a rotation in the direction of arrow 3 is required; 
the moment Mdt is employed in this infinitesimal rotation d\jr ; the axis of this 
moment is SB, parallel to BB , .

This moment arises when the top is set free, and the centre of gravity of the 
top is not above the point of support S, but in A, where SA=a. Let IF be the 
weight of the top ; then the moment o f the weight is M = Wa. Gravity draws 
the top about the horizontal line SB, perpendicular to SB, and parallel to BB, ; 
and to an observer looking from B  to S, in the direction of the hands o f a clock, 
as in arrow 2 .
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The moment of gravity must then be represented by a vector drawn from 
S  to D ; and it generates a precession of the top from B  to /?j and on to D ; and 
the axis of the top, ignoring nutation, describes a horizontal plane.

The processional angular velocity is then
difr IFa 
dt “ ~CF ’

where C  is the moment of inertia of the top about its axis of figure; r the 
angular velocity of rotation about its axis; IF the weight, a the distance between 
the point S  and the centre of gravity A.

The following then is the rulo for finding the direction of motion of the axis 
of the top, when the axis is set free: the initial impulse J  of the top is to bo 
drawn in the correct direction from the point of support S  along the axis SB, as a 
vector; and is positive to the side where the direction of rotation is with the 
hands of the clock. The same is done for the moment M  of the external forces, 
producing the precession.

Then imagine a small additional vector d J = M d t, drawn through the end, B, 
of the impulse vector J, and parallel to the vector of the turning moment M. 
The line joining the centre of rotation S  with the end B i of the additional 
vector gives the position of the axis of the top at the time t +  dt.

This rule is to be applied in the following treatment of the problem.

Let the plane of the paper be taken as the plane of fire. The 
shell is flying from right to left, or the centre of gravity S of the 
shell may be supposed at rest, while the air is streaming from left to 
right against the shell, which is rotating about its long axis with 
angular velocity r. The resultant air resistance is denoted by W. 
The point of intersection of the resultant with the axis is at A, 
near the point of the shell.

In consequence of the stability of the shell owing to the rotation, 
the axis makes an angle a with the tangent to the path, but the axis 
is still situated in the plane of fire.

The actual impulse J  =  Gr is represented by the vector SB drawn 
from S, the centre of gravity, along the axis. With right-handed 
rifling this vector is to be drawn backward, because the shell seen 
from behind is turning like the hands of a clock.

The moment of the air resistance is tending to turn the shell 
about a horizontal axis SD drawn through S, the centre of gravity, 
and in the figure this axis is drawn forwards perpendicular to the 
plane of the paper; because, as seen from D, the air resistance tends 
to turn the shell in the clockwise direction.

A  vector BB1 must then be supposed to be drawn through B, 
the end point of the impulse vector, parallel to and in the same 
direction as the moment-vector M  or SD, and of magnitude M dt;
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and then SB1 is the new position of the impulse vector and con
sequently of the axis of the shell after the time dt. The base of 
the shell moves forward in consequence, and the point of the shell is 
to the further side of the plane of the figure; or seen from the gun 
the point of the shell goes towards the right of the plane of fire.

The shell starts in consequence a motion of precession with the
]$ JVct . •angular velocity ^ , or , in the direction of the twist.

This causes, as stated already, a motion of the shell towards the 
right. .

The further course of the motion of the shell about the centre of 
gravity 8  will be described in § 54.

§ 54. The movements of precession and nutation of an elongated 
shell in rotation. Rectilinear motion of the centre of gravity.

The explanation of the gyroscopic movements of a rotating 
elongated projectile will begin with a simple case, where the analogy 
with the theory of the common spinning top under gravity is most 
evident. '

A. Shell fired vertically upward or dowmvard without 
lateral impulse.

The shell is of the shape of an elongated figure of revolution, with 
an initial angular velocity r about the axis, and fired vertically 
upward, so that the centre of gravity as a first approximation moves 
in a vertical line. At the start suppose the long axis to make 
an angle y0 with the vertical.
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The shell is supposed to have received no impulse perpendicular 
to its long axis. Further, let the following assumptions be made: 
the shell is so shaped that the resultant 
air resistance IF on the shell acts approxi
mately in the direction of motion of the 
centre of gravity, and is therefore vertical; 
and its point of intersection with the axis is
at a constant distance from the centre of%
gravity S (Assumption 1).

Further, suppose the motion of the centre 
of gravity of the shell to be divided into 
separate parts; and in the part considered 
for the moment, suppose the air resistance, which actually varies 
with the angle y between the long axis and the vertical and ■with the 
velocity of the centre of gravity, to be taken as constant, and as 
known in magnitude (Assumption 2).

The angular velocity r of the shell is then also constant.
Finally, the motion of the shell about its centre of gravity, moving 

upward with velocity v, may be taken to be the same, as if the 
centre of gravity were fixed in space, and as i f  the air were flowing 
past it downward with velocity v (Assumption 3).

After these preliminaries the analogy is complete with the 
spinning top which has its point placed in a fixed cup S, and its centre 
of gravity situated at a distance a from S, in the case where the top 
is under the same initial conditions and set free without shock, and 
friction is supposed to be absent.

The results arrived at by calculation 
are given here without proof: J

Suppose a sphere is described about S 
the centre of gravity of the shell with 
radius SP, where P  is the point of the 
shell; and let the vertical through S cut 
the sphere in 0. The movement of SP, 
the axis of the shell, is represented in a 
simple manner by following the motion of 
the point P  over the surface of this sphere.

The point P  of the shell describes a 
double motion.

In the first place the inclination y of 
the axis of the shell to the vertical varies periodically between its

 ̂ Centre of Grant# 
supposed f/xed

•o
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smallest value y0 (arc 0P„) and its greatest value 71 (arc O P ,); or 
the point of the shell fluctuates continually between two circles, 
P (sP.iPi ... on one side, and P>1P3P S... on the other, which are 
described on the surface of the sphere with centre 0  and radial arcs 
70 and 7,. This motion is called nutation.

Secondly, the arc P  revolves about 0, varying periodically, and
assumes in series the positions OP0, 0 P lt 0P 2, __  This motion
is called precession.

As to nutation, the instantaneous angle of inclination 7 or OSP 
between the axis of the shell and the vertical, or the arc OP on 
the surface of the sphere, is given at any time by
dy _  
dt - 4 (cos 7„ -  cos 7) G2r2 . — cos 7)j  . ... ( 1 )

Here C denotes the moment of inertia of the shell about its long 
axis SP, A  the moment about any axis through S perpendicular 
to the long axis; A  is consequently supposed to be greater than C, 
as is actually the case with an elongated shell.

Then y1 =  0 P X =  0 P S =  ... and
Or2

c o s 7 1 =  < r ±  V ( < P +  1 — 2 o- c o s 7 „ ) , <x  =  s T p —y .................... ( 2 )

As o- increases, so the outer limiting circle lies nearer to the 
inner circle, determined by the initial conditions of the shell; and

the difference between y1 and 7, is smaller and also the arcs of nutation 
P qP jP j, P 2P 3P,, . . . ;  on this account cr is called the Stability 
Factor. '
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The axis of the shell will sometimes sink down to the horizontal 
plane through S, and will then be square to the vertical path, if 
7, =  7̂r. This occurs when a =  ^ sec y0.

When the nutational oscillations are very small so that the 
higher powers of 7, -  y0 may be neglected, the amplitude e of the 
nutation is approximately

1 . 2 WaA sin 7,,
e =  - s in7° =  -  c v m

The time of a complete arc P „P ,P 2, or P ,P ,P f ) ... is then

T,
2ttA

(4)

The plane through SP, the axis of the shell, and the vertical SO 
then revolves about SO with the angular velocity

_  Gr (cos 70 — cos 7) 
dt A  sina 7 '

The angular velocity is thus sometimes zero, that is when the 
point of the shell arrives at P„, P 2, P 4, ... on the inner limiting circle, 
o f radius ya; on the other hand, it is a maximum at the points

P i , P „ P ,  . . . .
The average angular velocity of precession is

F a
C r' (5)

This increases as the moment Wa of the air resistance increases, 
and the impulse Gr about the long axis decreases. The time T in 
which the point of the shell describes a complete circle about 0  is 
then

T = 2irGr
“W ,(6)

If the shell is spinning with right-hand twist (r positive), that is, 
so that an observer, looking from S, the centre of gravity of the shell, 
towards the point, sees it rotating clockwise, and if the air resistance 
cuts the axis in front of the centre of gravity, the precession takes 
place in the same direction as the rotation of the shell about its long 
axis.

In this case, when the point of the shell with right-hand twist 
is inclined to the left of the plane of the figure at the beginning 
o f the motion, and when the air resistance acts in front of the centre
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of gravity, the point of the shell moves from the left forwards, and 
then to the right backwards, and the inclination of the axis to the 
vertical alters periodically at the same time.

The air resistance acts on the shell as against a sail set aslant, 
and the shell moves alternately to the right, backwards, left, and 
downwards.

The assumption that the centre of gravity of the shell is moving 
in the vertical is then to be considered only as a first approximation. 
In a second approximation the centre of gravity describes a certain 
helix about the vertical, through the starting-point.

Example. Let the initial velocity of the centre of gravity of the shell in a 
vertical direction be '»0=442 m /sec; the final angle of twist A =  .3°36', the half 
calibre f? =  0'044m, and so the angular velocity of rotation of the shell about the 
long axis (§ 100)

vQ tan A 
R

442 tan 3° 36' 
* (K >44

=  632 rad/sec.

Let the moment of inertia about the long axis be C =  0'00065 kg-m-sec2, 
and then C r= 0 ’41 ; the moment of inertia about a cross axis through the centre 
of gravity A — 4'2C, a — 0 ’081 m, Wa=3'7 m -kg; then the stability factor o-=4-l, 
the time of a circuit o f precession '

T = 2irCr
~w p ‘ i0 '7sec;

that is 1*4 revolution/second.
The time o f a nutational oscillation is on the above assumptions

T\
2ttA 4-2
" ^ “ loo860’

corresponding to 24 oscillations per second.

B. Shooting veHically upward or downward, with initial 
lateral impulse.

As in case A ; but at the beginning of the motion an impulse is 
given to the axis of the shell.

At f =  0 let ■̂ r =  w« and =  wt; that is, at the start, we give

the axis an angular velocity ws about a horizontal axis through S, 
as though the point P  of the shell received a blow outwards in the 
direction of the radial arc OP perpendicular to the boundary circle 
P 0P 2P4 .. . ;  and in addition let the axis of the shell receive an 
angular velocity wt about the vertical SO, whereby P  is driven in 
the direction of the tangent to that circle.
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In this case the angle of inclination y  between the axis of the 
shell and the vertical is given as a function of t by the equation

A 2 sin3 7 — A sin17 [2 Wa (cos 70 — cos 7) +  Aw? +  A sin27, w?]

— [A  sin3 70. wt +  Cr (cos y0 — cos y)f. ............... (1)
This equation can be integrated in particular cases by means of 

the Integraph, when cos 7 is introduced as the new variable. Then 
ip is given at time t by 

d-pA  sin37 =  A sin3 7o. wt + Cr (cos 70 — cos 7). •(2 )

The greatest and least values of 7 are obtained from (1) by putting

5 - 0-

Writing cos 7 =  u, cos70 =  m„, sin70 =  w,,
A (1 — m3) [2JI/ (u„ — u) +  Aw? +  Au?w?~\

-[A u ?w t + Cr(u3-u )Y  = 0, ............... (3)
where Wa is put =  M. This is a cubic equation for u, and the solution 
gives the least and greatest angle OSP =  7 ; since two roots of u or 
cos 7 lie between — 1 and + 1 , this gives real angles.

The equation may be written

u 3 — it3 ( i t 0 +  iiu ?  +  i2 +  it) +  u  ( — 1 +  2 v « 0 +  i4v?)
=  i3u? +  iyU? +  itu?u0 — i3 — iyU?—u0..........(4)

Crwt, . Aw? . Aw? . a C2Pwhere ty - =  ——r- , i3 =  2cr =•2M ’ m 2 MA M

In the special case, where a tangential impulse alone takes place, 
and so ws =  0, then v0 — u is a factor of (3) or (4), and y =  y0 is one 
solution.

The nutational' arc in this case touches the precession circle of 
radial arc y0, as in the figure. Then (4) reduces to

V ?  —  U  ( l 3  +  i y U y 2 )

.= 1 -  itU0 -  iyU? +  iyUyyU? J ....... (5)
and the root u = cos 7, lying between — 1 and 
+ 1, gives the other boundary circle of the 
nutation arcs.

It is assumed that the impulse wt is so arranged and the quantities 
A, W, a, C, r are so chosen that iyU? can be neglected in comparison

c. 22
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with i3, and in comparison with 1; and then the small nuta
tions may be replaced by the approximate values given by Klein and 
Sommerfeld: u2 is replaced by its initial value ?«„2, and then, since
Ml2 =  1 — M02,

— ui.t =  Mj2 — — i3u0,

or ua — u . (2MA 2 Awt\

Denoting the greatest amplitude of the nutation arc by e, and 
putting 7 =  70 ± e, and expanding for small values of e, then since 
u =  v0 + M,e; the amplitude

e . / 2 MA
sin 70  ̂(j2r2

2 Awt\
Or ) (6)

A  nutation will then be completed in the time

~  2irA + -4<AM+ A*wtW ), ............... .(7)
and when 7„ and wt are not too large, this can be replaced by

•' ’ l\ = 2irA h- -  4,AM).............................. (8)

C. Continuation.

A more important case is where the axis of the shell starts 
vertically, with the initial direction SO coincident with that of the 
motion of the centre of gravity; but where in addition a lateral 
impulse has acted on the axis of the shell.

In this case y0 =  0 ; the axis of the shell receives the impulse A y f  
and has an angular velocity 7 / about an axis through the centre of

gravity, perpendicular to the axis of 
the shell, in consequence of the vibra
tion of the muzzle or some effect of 
the escaping gases. The point of the 
shell then describes loops.

The figure is drawn so that the 
motion of the point of the shell is seen 
from above.

The loops pass always in succession 
through the prolongation of the initial 
tangent, or if no error of departure or 
jump is present, through the pro

longation of the axis of the bore,- so that the axis-of the shell is
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always brought back to the vertical path of the centre of gravity by 
retracing a loop.

The maximum deviation between the axis of the shell and the 
vertical is given by

A' (7o')s =  tan5 X* [CV5 -  2 AM  (1 +  cos 7l)]............ (1)

At any given time t, when the angle of deviation is small and the 

stability is great, that is when can be neglected in comparison with 1,

. . 1 (Cr 2M\ .7 =  7, sra-------- u -------- j =

and a single loop will be described in the time
27r *

Ti =  7Z .(3)Cr_YM..........................
A Cr

and this is independent of the relative magnitude of the initial impulse.
The axis of the shell revolves thus about the vertical through 

the centre of gravity in the direction of the rotational velocity r, 
received from the rifling, and with the average angular velocity

d-fr Cr
dt 2 A .................................. •(4)

Remark. I f  the axis of the shell at the end of the trajectory lies very nearly 
in the tangent of the path, and the shell strikes a target, it will receive a blow at 
its front end.

If this blow is given from below and upwards, with right-hand twist, the point 
of the shell swerves upwards and then to the right; if the blow is from left to 
right, the point of the shell swerves to the right and down; if the shell is struck 
at the front end from above downwards, the point swerves downwards and to the 
left: finally if the blow is from right to left, the point swerves to the left and 
upwards.

At the impact of the shell on the ground, the blow in most cases will be given 
from below and upwards, and so the shell swerves to the right.

I f  the shell penetrates into a bank o f earth, the powerful nutation will in 
some eases cause a complete reversal of the path of the shell.

D. Rectilinear motion of the centre o f gravity, with inaccurate 
distribution of the mass of the shell.

This case will arise in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
muzzle of the gun.

While the shell is moving up the bore of the gun, the pressure of
22— 2
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the gases preponderates, and thereby the shell undergoes an ac
celeration right up to the muzzle, and even for a short distance 
beyond.

A point must then exist where the shell undergoes neither an 
acceleration in the direction of the prolongation of the axis of the 
bore, nor a retardation; and where it can be assumed approximately 
that no external force acts on the shell, leaving gravity out of account, 
as that does not affect the motion of the shell about the centre of 
gravity.

The corresponding motion of the axis of the shell can be con
sidered in different ways. Concerning this, two modes of repre
sentation, due to Poinsot, may be mentioned which may be applied 
to the shell.

The motion of the shell is defined through its momental ellipsoid.

Let this be a prolate ellipsoid of revolution, with semi-axes
aJ(j y A

where G denotes the moment of inertia of the shell about its long 
axis, and A  is that about a cross axis through the centre of gravity, 
and it is assumed that A > G.

I f  the shell is symmetrical, the C axis of the momental ellipsoid 
coincides with the axis of the shell.

But in the case where the distribution of mass is not symmetrical 
in relation to the axis of figure, these two axes make an angle with 
each other.

At the instant when the shell is free after leaving the muzzle, 
suppose SB to be the direction of the 
instantaneous axis of rotation, and to to 
be the magnitude of the resultant an
gular velocity.

In the case where the mass of the shell 
is distributed symmetrically about the 
axis of figure, and the principal axis C lies 
also in the direction SG, the resultant, 
angular velocity to is the resultant of r, 
the angular velocity acquired round the 
principal axis SC from the rifling, and of 
s, the angular velocity of the shell, due 
to some impulse of the gases or the vibra
tion of the muzzle, about an axis through 
S perpendicular to SG, and to the plane
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of the paper; and thus a> =  ̂ {r1 +  s’). The angle BSG or a is thus 
given by -

r , s cos 01 =  — , or tan a =  - .  co r
But on the other hand if the axis of the figure does not coincide 

with the principal axis SC, but is denoted by the line SB in the 
beginning of the motion, and if the shell is free from shock, then the 
resultant angular velocity to arises from the fact that the shell in the 
passage up the bore is forced to move with the axis of figure along the 
axis of the bore, and in this constrained motion through the grooves an 
angular velocity to is given about the axis of figure SB.
■ The shell is next supposed fixed at the centre of gravity S, with a 
circular cone BSB ,̂ fixed in it as in the figure, movable about its 
apex S, with semi-vertical angle a (the polhode cone), and axis SC.

At the same time another cone BSB2 is taken, fixed in space, 
the herpolhode cone, and with semi-vertical 
angle fi, given by

Q
tan a =  -r  tan (a + /3).Ji.

The cones touch along the generating line SB.
The subsequent motion of the shell about the centre of gravity S 

is produced by rolling the cone BSBlt fixed in the shell, on the cone 
BSBi fixed in space, with constant angular velocity 

di|r Cr
dt A  cos (a +  /3)"

This is the angular velocity with which the plane ABCS revolves 
about the axis SA of the fixed cone; and in the same direction as r, 
when A  >  C.

The line of contact SB of the two cones 
is then the instantaneous axis of rotation.

The angles a and /3 remain constant, and 
also the angle ASC; the resultant angular 
velocity to is also constant.

Suppose for example A, C, a known; 
then /9 can be found from the above: and if 
r is known as well, either directly, or indirectly from the equation

r = s cot a, then ~  is also known. at
The procedure can start also from the momental ellipsoid, shown

I
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in ' the figure; the initial position of SB the instantaneous axis, 
meeting the ellipsoid in B, is also supposed to be known.

The tangent plane of the ellipsoid is drawn at B, and cuts the 
vertical through S in A.

Suppose the ellipsoid rolls on the fixed plane E, the line SB to 
the point of contact gives at any moment the instantaneous axis SB ; 
and so forth.

First example. Suppose in consequence of the irregular distribution of the 
mass that the axis of figure of the shell does not coincide exactly with the 
principal axis o f the momental ellipsoid, which is an ellipsoid of rotation, with 
three principal moments G, A, A ; A > C ;  and suppose the axis of figure SB to 
make an angle df 1 ° with SC, the principal axis of the momental ellipsoid.

Assume a muzzle velocity as in the former example of % =442m /sec, a final 
angle of twist 3° 36', half-calibre 0-044m, moment of inertia (7=000065 (kg-m- 
sec2), and A=4'2C.

In the passage of the shell up the bore, the axis of figure SB is the axis of 
rotation, in consequence of the constraint of the grooves; and 
suppose the shell is leaving the muzzle; and that it has not 
received a transverse angular velocity through an impulse.

Then SB is the direction of prolongation of the axis of the 
bore, which is supposed to be at rest.

A t the moment of release the principal axis SC o f the mo
mental ellipsoid may be supposed to have the forward end 
directed towards the right; and then we determine the sub
sequent motion o f the shell, on the assumption that no ex
ternal force is acting.

The angle BSC=a—\°; and the angular velocity about SB 
is on the previous assumption equal to

tan A 442 x tan 3° 36' ona ,. ,<o = — ni l -----=  632 radians/sec;

" Atan(a+ (3)= -^ tana=4 -2tan l°, a+fi=A SC =4°  10'.

The angular velocity r about SC is to cos a =  ~  632; ^ — —. =  151;
6  J dt A cos (a4 -0)

* 151and the number of revolution's per second =  —— =  24.• - tilT
The moving cone BSB, with the semi-vertical angle 1° then rolls on the fixed 

cone BSB2, o f which the axis is directed to the left-hand side of the axis of the 
bore.

The axis o f  figure SB is not the instantaneous axis, but the point B o f the 
shell describes, an epicycloid, lying on the circle BB2.

1 The point B at first describes an arc towards the right, and then moves to 
the left. The angle between the axis SA, fixed in space, and the axis of figure 
will fluctuate between 3° 10' and 5° 10'.
m. The instantaneous axis describes a cone about SA with the semi-vertical
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angle 3° 10', and the principal axis SC describes a circular cone about the same 
axis, of semi-vertical angle 4° 10'. The rolling cone fixed in the shell, rolls 24 
times a second round tho cone fixed in space.

Rapid vibrations of this sort often take place in rotating shafts and fly
wheels, when they are not centred exactly; according to tho above they are 
present in shells, when the mass is not properly distributed.

Second example. Supposo tho shell has the proper distribution o f mass, so 
that the axis of figure coincides with the principal axis SC.

A t the start of tho freo motion, let SC be the direction of the prolongation 
of tho stationary axis of the bore, as well as the axis of figure and the principal 
axis; but suppose tho shell to receive at this instant an angular velocity about 
an axis through tho centre of gravity perpendicular to tho axis of the shell. We 
desire to determine the magnitude and direction of the blow, so that the motion 
o f the principal axis SC may be the same as in the former example.

The axis of figure or the principal axis describes in this case a circular cone 
round SA of semi-vertical angle A S C =y—4° 10' in ^  sec; and if this is the case, 
tho anglo between the instantaneous axis SB and SC must be an angle BSC= 1* 
at the beginning of the motion.

The velocity o f the impulso
x= rtan  l°»*~ 6 3 2 ta n  1°=11 radians/sec; 

and this must be the angular velocity of the impulse 
about a line SS1 perpendicular to the axis of the shell 
through S the centre of gravity, and under the assump
tion of right-hand twist the impulse must act towards 
the further side o f the drawing. Such an angular velo
city might originate in the vibration of the muzzle 
upwards.

§ 55. Motion of Precession and Nutation of an elongated rotating 
shell. Curvilinear motion of the centre of gravity.

It has been assumed in the preceding that the motion of the 
centre of gravity is rectilinear, as in vertical fire, and approximately 
for a very short path in curved fire; the usual trajectory may now be 
considered with a curved path of the centre of gravity.

It is well known that the motion of the shell can be resolved into 
the motion of translation of the centre of gravity, which proceeds as 
if all the external forces acted through it, and into a rotation of the 
shell about the centre of gravity, as if it were a point fixed in space.

The two motions are dependent, and it is impossible to solve this 
complicated problem with strict accuracy.

This relative dependence is at once evident: the greater the 
angle between the axis of the shell and the tangent to the path, the 
greater the air resistance against the shell; so that the greater the
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resistance offered by the longer side, the more the trajectory of the 
centre of gravity is altered. On the other hand, the greater the 
curvature of the trajectory, the more the angle alters between the 
tangent to the path at any point and the direction of the initial 
tangent; therefore the greater must be the amplitude of the gyratory 
motions of the axis of the shell.

This mutual dependence of the two movements necessitates a 
procedure of approximation. .

The method to be employed consists in an approximate solution 
of the equations of translation, without .consideration of the motion of 
rotation, and then the corresponding results are employed in the 
equations of the motion of rotation, which are then integrated.

The integrals, so obtained, are again employed in the calculation 
of the deviations of the shell in consequence of these rotations; and 
we examine the equations of translation with a view to taking into 
account the definite terms of correction.

This is a procedure employed in a similar manner in Astronomy, 
in the calculation of perturbations.

In an analytical solution, two systems of coordinates are employed 
for this purpose: one fixed in space, with an origin at the centre of 
the muzzle of the gun, and another movable in space, but fixed in the 
shell, with origin at the centre of gravity.

The differential equations of the motion of translation of the centre 
of gravity are then obtained, and also Euler’s differential equations of 
the rotation of the shell about the centre of gravity, under the forces 
acting in the preceding cases; and then an integration of the differential 
equations is attempted.

For a purely analytical solution of the problem of the oscillatory 
motion of the shell, investigations have been made, in particular by 
St Kobert, N. Sabudski, M. de Sparre, and P. Charbonnier.

The author too has given an analytical solution under certain 
limiting assumptions in the Zeitschrift fu r  Mathematik und Physik, 
43,1898, pp. 133 and 169, as also in the first edition of this volume; 
the assumptions are explained in the first edition. The problem as 
stated by N. Sabudski and M. de Sparre is considered there more 
carefully in detail.

The latter employs the principle, first used by F. Klein in gyro
scopic work, of the introduction of the complex variable into the 
two differential equations, and, after integration, of the separation 
into the real and imaginary parts.
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But N. Sabudski made it clear that these analytical solutions do 
not supply a complete solution of the problem, even when the 
gyroscopic motion outweighs by far the action of the adhering air, 
and the cushioning action, as it was shown in § 53 that it is per
missible to assume. The following uncertainties arise in the quanti
ties of the differential equations: the components 1FP and W, of the 
air resistance IF, parallel and perpendicular to the axis of the shell; 
the distance, a, between centre of gravity and point of application 
of air resistance on the axis of the shell; the angular velocity r of 
the shell about its long axis. According to § 12, calculations can be 
made of Wp and IF, for any angle a between the axis of the shell and 
the tangent to the path, but the critical remarks at the close of § 12 
have shown that these calculations are very uncertain.

The angular velocity of rotation of the shell is not really constant, 
because friction between the air and the shell acts not only along the 
surface of the cylindrical surface, but also at right angles (compare 
Vol. hi. § 184, pp. 28G—288); and accurate knowledge of the decrease 
of r is very uncertain.

But an analytical treatment of the problem cannot well be under
taken with advantage, until experimental work has satisfactorily 
determined the values of some of these unknown quantities.

The need of such a systematic experimental treatment has been 
pointed out rightly by A. Dahne; and in any case such a research 
can only be carried out with great trouble and expense.

On these grounds the analytical treatment is omitted, and only 
the graphical method of approximation is employed, which was 
given by the author in the article in the Zeitschrift f  Math. u..Phys.

Graphical approximate solution by the author, 1898. '

Leaving the rotation of the shell out of account at first, a calcula
tion is made in the usual manner, of §§ 5 and 8, of the successive 
angles of inclination 6 of the trajectory, from the beginning of the 
motion up to the impact of the shell on the ground, for a series of 

'  successive small intervals of time A t ; as also of the corresponding 
velocities of the centre of gravity of the shell, and thence of the air 
resistance W (v).

Next let us follow the centre of gravity S of the shell: or, fix 
S and let the air stream past the shell.

Describe a sphere about S with radius 1 m, and draw lines through
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S parallel to the various directions of the tangent, corresponding to 
the separate time intervals At.

The intersection of these lines with the sphere may he called the 
tangent points, and denoted, as in fig. a, by

0, Tit T» Ts, T<, ....

The intersections of the axis of the shell with the sphere are
called the shell points, and denoted

The inside surface of this sphere 
may serve as the plane of the dia
gram in the following drawing! 
the sphere is supposed to he looked' 
at from S ; and the construction 
may be carried out approxi
mately as if it were a flat sheet- 
of paper.

The method depends on 
the preliminary assumption, that 
for a small time-interval At the 
precession of the shell about its- 
centre of gravity S is independent 
of the motion of S in the trajectory, 

and that the two motions, whicli actually take place together, may 
be treated as if one followed the other.

At the beginning of the motion the tangent point is at 0 ; and 
after the time At it has shifted to 7\, after 2At to 1\, and so 
on. These points are assumed to be known from a preliminary calcu
lation that has been carried ou t; for the slope of SO is </>, of S2\ is 
8 after the time At, and so on.. The points 0 , 1\, T2. ... thus lie very 
nearly in the plane of fire, and if a flat sheet of paper is em
ployed for the drawing, they lie approximately in a vertical straight 
line, though strictly speaking the points Tx, T2, T$,... lie a little to 
the right of the vertical through 0 ; hut this is not shown in the 
drawing.

The shell point is also initially at 0, since the shell is projected 
from the bore direct without constraint; and the initial impulse ex
perienced by the shell from the escaping gases does not produce 
deviations that need be considered.

by
o, o u o t, o „
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After the lapse of the time At, and after the tangent has turned 
from SO into the position S'l\, there is an angle OST, between the 
axis of the shell SO, and the tangent to the path <ST,, because the 
axis remains parallel to itself in consequence of the stability imparted 
by the rifling. Precession now takes place; the axis of the shell 
describes in the time At a small part S 00 , of a circular cone about 
the tangent S2\, that is, the point of the shell describes round 7’, 
a circular arc 0 0 x with radius T f) =  2\0U because the precessional 
motion must take place round the direction of the resultant air re
sistance, and this is approximately parallel to the tangent <ST, of the 
trajectory.

Then the angle OTfii =  Ayjr is given by , in accord

ance with the fundamental equation of gyroscopic theory. W  (kg) is 
the air resistance on the shell, a (m) the distance between centre of 
gravity S and point of application of the air resistance on the axis, 
assumed somewhere near the point of the shell, C the moment of

inertia of the shell about its axis of length, the angular
‘7* t f l f l  n

velocity, D (m ) the length of the pitch of rifling; or r =  — ,

S the final angle of twist, 2 R (m) the calibre.
After a further element of time At, the tangent point has reached 

Tn. The angle between the axis of the shell £0 , and the tangent of 
the path ST2 has now become 0,ST2; and we therefore describe a 
circular arc 0102 about T2 with radius T20u of which the central angle 
is given as before; and the further construction proceeds as in 
figure (a). ^

It is seen then that in a well-designed construction of the gun 
and shell, the axis of the shell continually moves round the direction 
of the tangent, or at least moves in its neighbourhood, as for instance 
at T7; further, that the point of the shell lies alternately higher and 
lower than the tangent; and finally, that the point of the shell keeps 
to the right of the tangent.

This construction thus explains in the simplest manner not only 
the arrow-like flight of a well-constructed shell, but also the observed 
fact that with right-hand twist, a drift ensues to the right; that is 
as long as the angle of departure does not increase beyond a certain 
amount.

The cycloidal curve 0 0 ,02 ... of the point of the shell is the
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precession curve: it is analogous to the precession circle described 
by the head of a top, acted on only by the force of gravity.

As is evident in the course of the construction of the figure, the 
change of the circle into the cycloid has its origin in the fact 
that the centre of the precession circle is not at rest on the line 
OT^TfTs..., but is moving: and moreover, the direction of the air 
resistance, producing the precession, is always altering.

The curve 0 0 ,02... can also be considered as generated by the 
motion of a circle, of variable radius. The centre of the circle moves

dOfrom 0 with the velocity ^  along the straight line 0T1T2 6 de

noting the instantaneous horizontal slope of the tangent.
At the same time the circle is turning with the angular velocity
, the describing point on the circumference starting initiallyul

from 0.
The construction can be carried out under various assumptions, 

and examined as follows. I f  the precession proceeds at a rela

tively rapid rate, the cycloidal arcs are 
numerous, and so long as the nutation, 
which is to be considered later, is small, 
the heights of the cycloidal arcs, and 
thence the average movement of the point 
to the right, are also small.

Frequently the axis of the shell ap
proaches very close to the tangent of the 
path; in such cases the flight of the shell 
is very similar to that of a well-con
structed arrow, and the drift remains 
small.

On the other hand, when the precession 
is relatively very slow, as in fig. b, the case 
can arise where the points 0, 0,, 02 • • • come 
close together in comparison with the 

points 0 ,1\, 7'2, Ts\ consequently the point of the shell no longer keeps 
close to the tangent.

To an observer, looking at the trajectory from the side, as in 
figure (£>), the axis of the shell must appear to remain parallel to 
itself. The shell comes to the ground with the base forwards; the 
drift is great, and may in some cases change in sign.
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Whether the one case happens or the other, depends on the 
closeness of the series of points 0,TU1\,T„ ... in comparison with the 
series 0, Ou 03, 0 , , . . . ,  with equal time intervals A<,and so on the ratio
. dd d̂ lr 

o i d i : Ht But in § 17,

d0 _  <j cos 0 
dt v ■ ’

and moreover, difr _  Wa 
~dt O r ’

so that the ratio becomes

f  =
Crg cos 0

Thus in the case of a high angle trajectory when the shell is 
near the vertex (where cos 0 is large and v is small), and in addition 
the length of the shell is moderate and the angle of rifling large

V  .(a, small; - ,  large), then f  has proportionally a large value, and 

figure (b) represents the case.
Theoretically f  can be infinite, if the angle between the axis of 

the shell and the tangent grows greater, and reaches 90°. Here a 
is zero, and the precession ceases; the axis of the shell remains 
parallel to itself, and the shell flies with the base forward on the 
descending branch, like a shell with a flat head, and with reversed 
rotation.

In such a case the flight of the shell would be improved, either by 
a diminution of the angle of rifling, or by an increase of the initial 
velocity; or by an addition to the length of the shell; or finally, 
by placing the centre of gravity more towards the base, to make a 
greater and f  smaller.

So far nutation has not been considered; but this is always 
present, as mentioned in § 54. Nutation is either independent of 
impulse or due to such shock; in the last case, a lateral initial blow 
acts on the shell, which does not pass through the centre of gravity.

It appears that in the passage of the shell from the muzzle a 
lateral impulse nearly always acts, greater or smaller, due to the 
escaping gases.

The effect of the impulse depends on the gas-pressure at the 
muzzle, the nature of the powder, the shape of the base of the shell,
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and finally on the stability factor; also on the angle of rifling, the 
initial velocity, the two principal moments of inertia, and the position 
of the centre of gravity.

.The nutations are probably damped later by the action of the 
air immediately behind the shell.

Figure (c) shows the progress of these nuta
tions. Just as in the ordinary top under 
gravity, the precession circle forms the centre 
of the nutation arcs of the head of the top; 
so in the same way, the precession cycloid 
forms the centre of the nutations of the point 
of the shell.

The direction of rotation of the nutation 
arcs is the same as that of the curve of 
rifling; that is, with the right-hand twist, it 
is from above to the right; then down, and to 
the left.

It is possible for the precessional arcs to be small while the arcs 
of nutation are large; and then it is as if the point of the shell were 
describing a circle about the instantaneous tangent. The nutation 
is then visible to the eye, provided the velocity of the shell is small; 
and as the air is set into violent motion by these oscillations of 
nutation, the sound of these oscillations is frequently heard in periodical 
vibrations in the air, and the range is thereby diminished.

The expressions in the formulae o f § 54 for the nutation, the 
stability factor, the periodic time of a nutation, and so forth, will hold 
approximately in the case of a curved trajectory.

Fig. c.

§ 56. Calculation of the lateral deviation or drift of an 
elongated projectile in rotation.

1. Empirical formula.
The observations made in France on the final deviation Z  of the 

shell at its point of descent on the muzzle horizon, have been em
ployed by Helie in the following formula, which is of a purely 
empirical nature: ■

Z  =^.r02sin2 <f>,.............................................(1)
. (2R )\  . .A =  551 p —  tan A sin y. •(2)
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Here A  denotes a constant for a given gun-system, called the 
deviation value, given by (2 ); the notation is as before, with A the 
fixed angle of twist, and y the semi-angle of the cone at the point of 
the shell.

W. Heydenreich gives, for example, the following numerical values 
to A ;  for a turret howitzer firing 21 cm shrapnel, A  =00166, the 
shell being comparatively short for a considerable twist of the bore; 
for a heavy field gun, A — 0 0030, with slight twist for a comparatively 
great length of shell.

This H£lie formula, although very frequently employed, must not 
be considered as holding universally, but it may be employed for 
angles of departure up to 50°. Shooting vertically upward, <j> = 90’ , 
and (1) would give a maximum deviation Z, whereas theoretically it 
should be zero.

E. Bravetta proposes for high initial velocity v„, to take the 
factor A  as a linear function of the range,

Z = ( ^ 1 +  ^ 3Z ) V s i n , <̂ >,............................................ ( 3 )

and A lt A 2 are to be determined from different values of Z, observed 
at different ranges.

2. Theoretical calculation o f the lateral deviation, or drift, by 
approximation.

It has been pointed out already in § 55, that for a measure of the 

drift, the ratio ^ m a y  be taken ; and that

/ =
g cos 6 . Cr 

v. Wa
with the notation explained before.

This expression for f  denotes the average angle between the axis 
o f the shell and the vertical plane through the tan
gent, along the arc of a cycloid.

This can be proved as follows: the tangent point, as it 
was called, starts a movement o f precession at the point 0 , 
as in the-figure. The point then retires backward, and 
reaches T in the time t.

The point o f the shell also was situated at 0  at the start, 
and will be found after the time t at some point A.

The centre of gravity S is supposed to be above the 
plane of the diagram, with ST the tangent of the path, and 
SA the axis of the shell.

The angle between the vertical plane SOT, and the impulse plane SAT  (plane

-da

■4>*d̂
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throughs the tangent o f the path ST  and axis of shell SA ) is taken to be \p- after 
time t ; and the angle ;tS7' is denoted by a. .

I f  the tangent to the path maintained its deviation in space, and the resistance 
o f the air to the shell were constant in direction and magnitude, the axis.of the 
shell must describe a complete cone about the tangent to the path, or more 
accurately about a line through S parallel to the direction of the air resistance ; 
and JA must revolve about the fixed point T, with the mean angular velocity

<fy_Wa '
dt Cr ’ .

and the alteration 8\jr in time 8t is given by .

Actually at the same time the end T  o f the tangent moves downward in 
the time dt to Tx, and the angle of slope 6 diminishes by dd, so that in the figure 
TTi=  - d 6.

I f  it is assumed again that in the small time element dt the two movements 
are independent of each other, the point of the shell for the same position of T  
moves first from A to B, and then T moves down to Tx.

The angle TTXB  between the plane of impulse and the vertical plane through 
the tangent of the path is thereby changed into ^+d\)r in the time dt: and at 
the same time the angle between tangent and axis of the shell has become 
T\B =  a-\-da.

Applying the law of sines to the triangle TBT\ we have
a "h da  sin ~h 8yjr)

a sin(\|̂  +  cf\|r) ’ ■

dtlr = 8\jr — tani/r — = dt — tan \fr —.

.(a)

■(!>)a Cr
Further, if  the vertical is drawn from T on T,B, da= — cos \jrd6, and since 

as in § 17,
de=_ffcos0dt>

we have , , cos# ,da—g cos y  ——  dt. .(c)

V  Elimination of dt between (b) and (c) gives, when tan a is 
written in place of a,

Wa vda tan ip-da
^  Cr cos iftg cos 6

d sin , 1  ,—^—- +  sin y  cot a =  , /  =

tana 
Crg cos 6 .(d)

■ / ’ vWa ‘
When the approximation is made of assuming that the 

ratio f  of the two angular velocities may be taken as having a 
constant mean value along a cycloidal arc, the equation (d) 

may be integrated as a linear differential equation with a perturbation term; 
and then

•v. sin i/, = 4  tan ia . 
/  22
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When has reached 90°, a has reached its greatest value, , given by 

- ta n i (o mJ - / .

For small values of the angle a, the greatest value of a is then 2 /;  and the 
average value of a is / .

With right-hand rifling the shell will drift on the whole to the 
right, because the axis of the shell is placed aslant at a definite angle 
to the vertical plane through the tangent, and so the point of the 
shell is turned to the right.

The deviating force can then in a first approximation be taken 
as proportional to the sine of this angle, or proportional to the angle 
itself with small deviation; and so it is equal to Wf.

* * duOn the other hand this force is m , where m is the mass of the 
dz . . .shell, and u =  -r  is the instantaneous velocity of the shell at right

angles to the plane 
time f; so that

of fire, and z denotes the lateral deviation at

=  const. Wf,

where the constant is to be determined; or, if W  is eliminated,
du ^m -r-— const. dt

Cr <7 cos 8
av (4)

du =  — const. Cr
ma dO. (5)

Strictly speaking, r  and a as well as u and 8 are functions of the 
time f, and little is known about them.

In a well constructed system of gun and shell, r and a alter only 
slowly, and not to a great extent as appears from § 12 and § 184; both 
diminish as the time increases. Then, if 8 =  <p, u =  0, and t =  0 ;

and therefore u = <~n =  consf - ~  (<#>— )̂> ........................ (6)at ma *

Z = COnst£fa{(t,t- ! to0dt)> ...................
and the notation is as before.

A preliminary calculation as in §§ 3 to 8 will give 8 as a function 
of t\ and the integral of 8 can be worked out by help of the integraph.

The following rough approximation from (6) will give a formula 
more convenient in practice: In a cylindrical shell C =  and

c. 23
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a mean value of a for small deviation is proportional to the length of 
the shell L, or 2Rl, where l denotes the length of the shell in 
calibres. At first 8 =  <f>; at the point of descent, 6 =  — m; and so 
<f> — 8 is 0 at first, and finally <f> +  co, and the arithmetic mean is 
i  (<£ +  to).

Thus the drift Z  at the point of descent is given by,

+ ........................... (8)

where \ is a factor to be determined by experiment, lying between 
O'OOo and O'Ol for most guns; and the notation is as before.

E xa m p le. Assume for a gun, v0 = 440 m/scc, 7= 2 '6  calibres; and for a range 
of 1000m, take (j> — 3° 20', a> = 50 13', T=  3-92 seconds: angle of rifling A =  3° 36'; 
thus

Z=  (0-005 to 0 -0 1 ) - - - - g h 3  :3G_ (3° 20' +  5° 130 3‘92 

=  1-7 to 3 ’4 m.
This is an amount that, as stated already, may easily be exceeded by the 

natural scattering o f the shells.

3. A  formula, based on similar hypotheses, for the lateral devia
tion or drift has been worked out by P. Haupt, 1876, in which Z  is 
made proportional to ($  +  to) T. I

According to Charbonnier, in high angle fire with low initial 
velocity, we should take

....  • Z =  const. <f>T, .................................... (9)
but if the initial velocity is great,

Z =  const. (<f> +  ai) T. ............................ (10)
Proceeding with similar assumptions, E. Hamilton, 1908, has 

suggested the formula
A 3 tan A . ,  . ,(<p + tu) sec <p; ............... (11)Z — const. m

and E. Muzeau has given the formula
Z =  const. X  tan <j> . / (£ ) ,  ....................... (12)

where
=  4 i — w - v 1- 1 _  i

•/ W  1 5 f (£ - l ) ( 2 1  | - 1
in which f  is the abbreviation for

t>02 sin 2 <f>
g x
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Taking into account a very large number of experimental results, 
P. Bertagna considers that the formula, which suits the case the 
best, is

Z =  const. X  sin <f>.................................. (13)
But this is doubtful.

In addition to the theoretical calculations given above, another may be intro
duced, proposed lately by Lanchcster, for arriving at equation (4) in a simpler 
way.

The original impulse of the shell, as stated already, is nearly identical with the 
impulse due to the rotation about the axis o f figure, in consequence of its speed; 
and so, as above in § 53, with right-hand twist the impulse must be represented 
by a vector SB drawn from the centre of gravity towards the base along the axis 
of the shell.

The air resistance, acting along the instantaneous direction of the tangent, 
tends to turn the shell about a node line SD, drawn perpendicular to the vertical

plane through the tangent to the left, with angular velocity ^ . By the laws
o f gyroscopic action, this implies a turning moment, with axis S V perpendicular 
to SB and SD, and drawn upward.

Actually the shell is turned by this moment, so that its point swerves to the 
right out of the vertical plane through the tangent, with its base to the left.

ddThe magnitude of this turning moment is C r-jj, and on the other hand it is Ka,
whore K  denotes the component of air resistance which arises in consequence 
of the swerving of the shell about S V, and is perpendicular to the vertical plane 
through the tangent; this tends to move the shell horizontally to the right.

cPzThe acceleration of the shell to the right being ^ , and m the mass of the shell,

i’ d2z j A  =  ) and so
cPz „  dd 

madfi = - ° rdi’
with the minus sign, because 8 decreases while t increases, 
consequently

cPz _  Cr g cos 8 
dfi ma v '

H e r e ^ = - ^ 5 i ;dt v

This is equation (4); and Lanchester suggests that a should be determined 
experimentally from observation of the drift z.

The notes at the end of this volume mention the theory proposed by 
■» G. von Gleich, which is seemingly of a very general nature.

■ 4. Finally the formula may be quoted, which was suggested by
Mayevski-Vallier for the drift z at the range x

* =  4 M ^ 2tanA i  (i'0) /3 U-
r B (u ) -B (v 0)
[n  (u) -  d  (r„) sec’  * (1 4 )

23—2
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in which p is the radius of gyration of the shell about its axis, in 
half calibres, P  the weight of the shell in metric tons, ^  is a con
stant, about 0-41, hut it is best determined experimentally for the 
given system; i (v0), ft, u, D (u), D (v0) refer to the system of solution in 
§ 41; M (v0) is given by Landenskiold’s Table, as well as B (u) and B (v0).

Example. 2 / i= 0 -27: P = 0 1 8 :  v0=5O 5: length of shell=5i£: fi=0'81i: 
^ = 0 -4 1 : A=4°. For <£=1° 11', .-»=1000, and z = 0-4. For 0  =  14° 10', a1=7000 
and 2 = 49  “9.

V a l u e s  o f  t h e  F u n c t io n s  M ( u )  a n d  B ( u ) .

(Landenskiold’s Table.)

u 105 M (a) 10 4 B («) u 10 5 M (a) 104 B (a)

700 00 00 400 1399 94560
690 14 34 390 1543 107560
680 29 137 380 1706 122670
670 45 317 370 1893 140370
660 62 580 360 2118 162230
650 80 935 350 2391 189670
640 99 1392 340 2724 224600
630 119 1953 330 3133 269600
620 140 2635 320 3640 328400
610 163 3448 310 4270 406000
600 188 4404 300 5060 510300
590 214 5516 290 6050 651000
580 242 • 6801 280 7234 832500
570 272 8274 270 8651 1065800
560 305 9953 260 10356 1366400
550 340 11863 250 12422 1755300
540 377 14027 240 14950 2262000
530 417 16467 230 17990 2910000
520 460 19216 220 21610 3725000
510 507 22305 2 1 0 25950 4746000
500 557 . 25774 200 31200 6035000
490 612 29659 190 37820 7667000
480 672 34020 180 45550 9744000
470 737 38897 170 55450 12409000
460 807 44357 160 68990 15862000
450 884 50470 150 84090 20390000
440 968 57320 140 105120 26420000
430 1060 64990 130 133140 34550000
420 1161 73590 1 2 0 171300 45780000
410 1273 83330 1 1 0 224600 61640000
400 1399 94560 10 0 301300 84690000
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§ 57. Experimental demonstration of the oscillation and drift
of a shell.

1. Perrodon’s apparatus.
A truck is allowed to run along curved rails, of the shape of the 

trajectory, carrying a Bohnenbergcr machine with a model of the 
shell.

The shell hangs freely from a Cardan suspension and is rotated 
swiftly. The air resistance is represented by a spiral spring, acting 
in the direction of the axis of the truck, which corresponds to the 
direction of the tangent to the path.

In this way conical oscillations are set up, and Perrodon seeks in 
this way to determine the condition of stability of the shell.

2. Lecture apparatus of Pfaundler.
This serves to demonstrate the stability of the axis of a rotating 

shell, and its conical oscillation.
A  pointed shell is placed in a horizontal frame, suspended so as 

to be easily movable, and the shell is set in rotation. At the rear 
end wind vanes are attached, and can be moved into any position. 
The conical oscillations can then be observed, to one side or the 
other, according to the direction of the rotation, and the setting of 
the wind vanes.

3. Inlpulse apparatus of Ludwig.
A small wooden model of the shell is placed at the end of the 

spindle of the apparatus, which can be set in motion by hand. A  
blow of a hammer on the other end of the axis will then give the 
impulse to the model of the shell.

4. Lecture apparatus of A. von Obermayer and V. von Niesiolowski.
A strong blast of air is blown from a powerful fan against a model 

of the shell, mounted by Cardan suspension so that it can turn 
about the centre of gravity. The precession due to the air resist
ance is thereby shown.

Magnetic forces can also be employed to produce a similar effect.

5. The author employs the following method of demonstrating 
the oscillation and drift of a shell.
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A. Throwing a wooden disc or flat stone.
The gyratory motion of a shell can be shown very clearly with a 

circular disc of wood, about 8 cm in diameter and cm thick, or 
with a smooth flat stone, by throwing them a considerable distance 
in an open space.

As usual in throwing such bodies, the disc is to be held between 
the thumb and middle finger, and partly gripped by the forefinger.

The disc is held at right angles to the plane of flight desired, 
and is thrown so as to make an angle of 30° with the horizon. In 
hurling the disc, the forefinger rotates it clockwise, when thrown 
by the right hand, about an axis of rotation directed upward and 
backward. This gives the initial position of the impulse-vector.

The air resistance meets the front side of the disc, and tends to 
turn it clockwise about a horizontal axis, drawn to the left of the 
plane of projection. Thence we get the position, as in § 53, of the 
next vector; and then it can be predicted how the disc will turn and 
to which side it will swerve.

Actually in the case of a disc, a drift to the left will occur, if 
thrown by the right hand, to the right if thrown by the left; and it is 
very pronounced even in a range of 40 m.

B. Model mortar with wooden shell.
A wooden base serves as the carriage, on which any one of four 

Mannesmann tubes may be mounted. These are provided with a cast 
zinc insertion to represent the rifling, a contrivance for receiving a small 
charge of black powder, up to 10 g, and the breach is closed by a 
bayonet joint. Two of the tubes have a right-hand twist, angle of 
rifling (a) 43° 40' =  3‘3 calibres, (b) 17° 39' =  10 calibres; the two others 
have left-hand twist with the same angles of rifling; calibre 7-9cm.

The shells are made of red beech, and are provided with grooves 
to correspond with the rifling of the bore. They are of various lengths, 
30‘27, 35-5, 36 cm ; one of- the shells is provided with an axial hole, 
in which a bar of iron can be fixed (either forward, midway, or 
behind), so that it is possible to observe the influence of the positions 
of the centre of gravity.

The angle of elevation is measured by a quadrant. The firing of 
the powder charge is made by a fuse.

For carrying out the experiments, an open space of about 
400 metres is required; it must be as nearly calm as possible, as these 
light wooden shells are influenced powerfully by wind.
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The results refer mainly to a shell 30-27 cm in length, calibre 
7 9 cm ; length of the cylindrical part 23‘75cm, weight 0 930 kg; 
moment of inertia about the long axis G =  0 00012 mkg sec’ ; about the 
cross axis through the centre of gravity A =  0'000515; with a charge 
of 5 g, v0 =  23'88 m/scc; with 10 g charge, v0 =  41'4 m/sec.

(a) Tube with the smaller right-hand twist, angle of rifling 17° 39'; 
5 g charge.

The shell flies like an arrow, even up to an angle of departure of 
<£ =  71°.

Looking at the trajectory from the side, the long axis is seen to 
lie in the tangent to the path ; range, at 0  =  45°, 107 in, time of 
flight T =  53 sec. With a gradually increasing angle of departure the 
drift to the right grows continually.

After <£ =  71°, the drift changes to the left, and the shell strikes 
the ground with the base first.

(b) The same tube; charge 10 g.
At 0  =  45°, maximum range X  =  321 m, time of flight T =  9'3 sec, 

drift to right Z =  39 m.
At 0  =  70°, range 183 m, T =  12'4 sec, J?= 61 m.
Change from right to left drift at an angle 0 lying between 77° 

and 80°. At 0  =  80", the shell descends with the base first; once this 
happened too in a flat trajectory, and then the point was directed to 
the right.

Drift to the left at 0  =  80° was 66 m, and sometimes rather 
less.

It can be seen with an angle of 80° that the shell has a slight drift 
to the right up to the vertex of the path, and that the drift to the 
left begins beyond the vertex and rapidly increases.

(c) Tube with the greater right-hand twist, angle of rifling 
43° 40'.

The axis of the shell remains apparently parallel to itself for all 
departure angles; and it seems on close observation as if the point of 
the shell were a little to the right.

Change from right to left drift at about 0 =  53°, with a charge of 
5 g, as well as with 10 g.

Range at 0  =  4p° with 5 g charge is 55 m, T =  4-26 sec; at 0  =  45° 
and 10 g charge, range is 180 m, T =  8'24 sec.

The angle of rifling is thus too great for this shell.
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A  longer range was sometimes observed than would be obtained 
in a vacuum; the supporting influence of the air on the surface of 
the shell seems to be the cause.

(d) The same tube, shooting vertically upward.
The shell flies very nearly parallel to itself, as a sort of diabolo- 

top, and so arrives, with a strong humming noise, back again in 
almost vertical position, and strikes the ground with the flat base.

(e) Tube with the smaller right-hand twist, angle of rifling 17° 39';
shell of greater length, 35'5 cm. .

Very pronounced nutational oscillations ensued; the point of the 
shell appears to describe complete circles round the tangent to the 
path; seen from the firing point the shell looks like a great disc. 
The twist is not enough for this length of shell.

In the employment of the tubes with left-hand twist, there is a 
corresponding change of sign in drift, direction of the oscillations, j 
precession and nutation, and so forth.
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The application of the theory of Probability 
to Ballistics

§ 58. Introductory,

There are many wholly accidental causes which may tend to deflect 
a shell from the target. Thus, in spite of all the trouble that may be 
expended on directing the aim, it may none the less be inaccurate: 
there may be slight variations in the density of the air or in the 
direction and velocity of the wind, which cannot be taken into ac
count: with rifles, it is not possible to consider the vibratory motion 
of the barrel to be an absolutely constant factor, and there may also 
be small changes in the initial velocity. A deviation due to any one 
of these causes may be considered to be accidental, and to take place 
in a wholly irregular manner. But if a large number of shells are 
flred, these deviations are subject to definite laws, similar to those 
which hold in all exact measurements of a physical or technical 
nature. The mathematical theory of probability applies in this case, 
just as it does in the throwing of dice or in questions of life in
surance. I f  a single shell is fired, it is, generally speaking, impossible 
to say whether it will go to the left or the right of the target, or 
whether it will be above or below the mark. Equally it is impossible 
with the help of Tables of Mortality to say when any individual will 
die. On the other hand we know the definite fact that out of 100,000 
male persons, 17,750 will reach the age of 70, and out of 100,000 
females, 21,901 will attain that age: and if 100 bullets are fired from 
a known rifle at a target, we can also tell how many will fall within 
a circle with a radius of 20 cm. The following considerations apply 
to all quantitative measurements, and not only to the deviations of 
shells: therefore they can be used in connection with accidental 
variations of any character, such as the measurement of gas pres
sures or the velocities of shells. But for the sake of simplicity, we 
shall mostly confine our attention to the deviations of bullets, in so 
far as ballistical applications are concerned.
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The Mathematical Theory o f Probability.

The following propositions are here briefly stated, and it will be 
easily seen how the conclusions are drawn.

1. Let us call the mathematical or absolute probability of an 
event, a: then if n is the total number of cases, and t is the number

of cases in which the event happens, we have a=~. Thus we see
. n

that a is a fraction less than unity, or at any rate not greater than, 
unity. It is equal to 1, if the event is certain, and equal to 0, if the 
event is impossible.

Example 1 . I f  two dice are thrown, what is the probability that the total will 
be 7 ? The number of possible cases is 36, since each of the 6  sides of the one dice 
may be combined with any one of the 6  sides of the other: therefore n = 36. The 
only cases in which we get 7 are by combining 6  and 1: 5 and 2: 4 and 3: 3 and 4: 
2 and 5: la n d  6 . There are thus 6  such cases, and t = 6. Therefore a = seff= J . The 
chance that 7 is not thrown is f , since there are 30 possible combinations in which 
the total is not 7.

I f  we take the chances of throwing 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, we find that 
they are respectively fa , fa , fa , fa , fa , fa , fa , fa , fa , fa , and fa. Therefore 
there is a greater chance of throwing 7 than of throwing any other number.

Example 2 . An urn contains 20 balls, of which 7 are white, 5 black, and 8 red. 
The chance of drawing a black ball is obviously fa = i -

Example 3. An urn contains 7 white and 6  black balls. I f  5 balls are with
drawn, what is the chance that three will be white and two black? The number

(I3\ /T3\ 131g J , where ( j  denotes ^  ' ■ .

Therefore n =  ■ O ’ 1 the other hand, 3 white balls can be withdrawn in

ways, and 2  black balls can be extracted in ways, each of which can be com

bined with any of the methods of withdrawing the white balls. Therefore
H \  / 6\

Therefore a = ©
2. Let us suppose that there are three mutually exclusive events, 

A, B, and C: the chance of A ’s occurring is a, of B is b, and of C is c. 
Then the chance of the occurrence of any one of them is a +  b +  c.

Example 1 . What is the chance of throwing either 2  or 3 or 4 with two dice? 
The absolute probabilities of any one of these events are, as we already know, fa, 
fa , and Therefore the chance of throwing any one of them is fa + fa +a% =« •
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Example 2 . Lot us tako the case of a target, which is divided into an infinite 
number of parallel vertical strips: let the chanco of hitting the first strip be dyJt 
of hitting the second strip bo dyt, and so on. Then the chance of hitting the 
target is <P/i +  <fy2+ . . . = 2  dy=\dy, where the limits of the integral extend from 
left to right. The application of this proposition will bo seen later. The events 
are considered to bo mutually exclusive, on the assumption that the projectile 
does not break to pieces, in which case the target might be hit in several places 
by the one shell.

3. Let us take several independent events, A, B, G, ..., and let 
their respective chances be a, b, c, .... Then the chance that they 
will occur simultaneously, or in a specified sequence is equal to the 
product of their separate chances: that is, it is equal to the product 
abc.... But if the events are dependent, then the probability that A 
occurs, and then B, and then G is abc, on the assumption that b is 
the chance of B’a occurring, after A has happened, and c is the chance 
of G’s occurring, after A  and B have happened.

Example 1. Two persons, P , and P 2, throw two dice-boxes at the same time. 
What is the chance that 1\ throws a total of 2, and P2 at the same time throws 
a total o f 4? The chance that P x throws 2  is a = $g. The chance that P 2 throws 
4 is Therefore the chance of the combined events is while
the chance that this does not happen is Therefore the odds against the
event are 431 to 1.

Example 2. A  boy thinks that the chance of being promoted at Easter is g, 
and the probability o f getting a bicycle at the same time is Then the chance 
of both events happening is J, on the assumption that the two things are in
dependent of one another. This answer will also be correct, if the events are 
mutually dependent, provided the boy estimates his chance o f getting the bicycle 
at after he has got promotion. .

Example 3. A  man, A, is 35 years old, and his wife, B, is 28. What are the 
chances that after 20 years (1) both are alive, (2) one is dead, (3) A is alive and 
B is dead, (4) A is dead and B  is alive, (5) both are dead, and (6 ) at least one of 
them is alive? The tables of Mortality state that out of 100,000 males, 51,815 
reach the age of 35, and 36,544 attain the age of 55: while out of 100,000 females, 
58,647 reach the age of 28, and 46,605'live to 48. Therefore the chance that 
A survives for 20 years is and for B  is 6 =£{SfJf- Then the chance
of (1) is ab =  0 ‘56: and of (2) is 1 —a 6 = 0 ’44: and of (3) is a (1 — 6) =  0‘145: 
and of (4) is b (1 - a )  =  0'234: and of (5) is (1 — a) (1 -  6)=0O61: and of (6 ) is 
1 - (1  — a) (1 —6)=0'94. The sum of the chances of (1), (3), (4) and (5) is unity, 
since one of these cases must arise.

Example 4. In artillery practice, let the chance of a short range be a, and of 
a long range be b: and let the chance of a wrong observation be c, which Mangon 
considers to have the value 0'1. Then the probability that a short range is 
observed is the same as the chance that either the range is short and actually
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observed as such or that the range is long and is erroneously reported as being 
short: this is actually a ( 1  — c) + c (1  — a).

Example 5. Let the angle of departure be suitable for a range of 4000 metres: 
let the chance o f a short range ( —) be f , and of a long range ( + )  be With an 
elevation for 4100 metres, let the chance of a +  be £, and of a — be 1. Then the 
chance of getting 4000— and 4100+ is J x i==|.

§ 59. Continuation.
1. Probability o f repeated experiments.
Two events, A and B, are to be considered (such as hit and miss), 

of which one must occur: if their absolute probabilities are a and b, 
we have a +  b =  1. I f  the experiment is repeated three times, the 
following cases are possible, (a) A may occur three times in succes
sion: the probability of this is a3, (b) A  may occur twice and B once. 
The chance of this is a3b. On the other hand, i f  the order is immaterial, 
we must consider the probability of the sequence A, A, B] or A, B, A; 
or B, A, A : the chance of this is 3a3b. (c) A  may occur once, and B 
twice: if the sequence is immaterial, the chance is 3ab2. (d) B may 
occur three times, and A  not at all: the chance of this is 6®. These 
various expressions are the terms in the expansion of (a +  bf. More
over 1 — b3 is the chance that A  occurs at least once: and 1 — (£>®+ 3a&2) 
is the chance that A  occurs at least twice. Thus we have the follow
ing general law. I f  A  and B are two events, one of which must 
happen (such as hit and miss), and if their chances are a and b, then 
the probability that in s trials, the event A  happens m times, and B 
happens s — m times in any order is

(  ^  \  n m  h s—m  —________£ j_________n m  7,s—m
W  ~ m \ {s -m )\ a 0 ■

Example 1. The probability of throwing doubles with two dice is 
Thus the probability of throwing doubles exactly three times in 600 throws is

600! /1 \ 3 /5 \ w7

3 ! 5 9 7 ! 'W  ' V6 /  '
Example 2. After how many throws is the chance of throwing doubles at least

once equal to J? J = 1  -  (§)*, and therefore s =  J^-|=3'8. So that after 4 throws,

the chance of throwing doubles is a little more than J.

Example 3. The probability of a shot being short is denoted by a, and of an 
over is 1  — a=b, and 5 shots are made. The chance of 3 short and 2  over, in any 
order, is 10ce362. The probability of at least 3 overs is the total for 3 or 4 or 5, 
in any order, and so is 10a263 +  5a64+ 6 5. The chance of 2 overs at most, is the 
same as for 1 or 2 overs, and so is a6 +  5a46 +  10a3&2.
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Example 4. A  gun is fired at the target, and the chance o f a short ( -  ) and 
of an over ( +  ) is the same, viz., £. Six shots are fired at the target Then the 
chance, in any order, of

3 +  and 3 - ,  is 

2 -  and 4 +  „ 

2 +  and 4 -  „

ly/iy 20
2)  V2/ = 64 ’

IV /1\*_15
V  W  “ 64’

iy /iy 15
2)  U J  = 64 ‘

The chance that one of these cases happens, is then 

20+15 +  15
04 =078.

In 100 such groups, 78 will then give the range correctly.

2. Continuation. Law o f great numbers.

The chance, that in s =  m +  n cases, the event A  happens exactly
. . . s !m times, and B happens n = s — m times, is equal to —f -■. am bn and ̂ mini

is generally small; it is greatest when m lies between sa — b and 
sa + b.

The maximum is then when m =  sa, or if sa is not an integer, 
when m is the integer between sa — b and sa + b. An approximate

value of this maximum is ^ ^  •V(2 irsab)
The greater the value of s, the closer we come to the combination 

for which m:n =  a:b.
If for example there are a million balls in an urn, 100,000 white 

and 900,000 black, and the probability, a or b, is required of drawing 
a white or a black ball, then a =  -j ,̂ 5 =  -^; and when the ball is replaced 
each time after drawing, the ratio m of the number of the white halls 
drawn to the black is always nearly 1:9.

3. Continuation. Law of Bernoulli-Laplace.

As stated, the chance of throwing doubles with two dice exactly 
100 times in 600 throws is rather small, and may be taken as being 
equal to

1 1
V(27t x 600x £ x £ ) ~ 2 3 '  '
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Much greater on the other hand is the chance that in 600 throws 
about 100 doubles are thrown (80 to 120 times for instance).

The following law of Bernoulli-Laplace is useful, and with the 
help of Stirling’s law provides an approximation, which is fairly 
accurate if s is large.

The probability is .

P =  A  r < r * d ti  * *
s/tt Jo \/(27rsab)’

that in s cases the event A, having the absolute probability a =  1 — b, 
happens from

sa— yd(%sab) to sa +  7 V(2saZ>) times,
ITt ,so that the ratio — lies between the limits

The following form of the law can be used in simple numerical ap
plications : we assu methatmlies between the limits sa + y[V (2sab) — £], 

. 2 fyand the probability will then be P  =  —  J e~tl dt.

For the special value P  =  \, 7 =  p =  0-476936; in this case 
7 V(2sab) — ̂  is called the probable deviation.

A  generalisation of this law, given by Poisson, relates to the case 
where the chance for the occurrence of the event A  varies from one 
case to the other; a, in the first case, « 2 in the second, and so on. 

Denote the mean chance

Oi +  da +  •.. by a;

and further put 6X =  1 — alt b2= l  — a2, b  =  1 — a;  finally put 

* = \/[s (aibi + aA+ •••)
Thus in s events the probability is

P  =  4 -  f re - ‘2dt+  6 TW7T J 0 K\/(ITS) ’
7Tbthat the event A happens between as + yx */s times, or — lies between

• . ry/fthe limits a + A -.
ys
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Thence it follows, as s increases, that — approaches a.

I f  the chances alt a? , . . . ,  as well as i>,, b.2, . . . ,  are assumed equal, then 
k =  V(2ab), in agreement with the Bernoulli-Laplace law.

Example. What is the probability that in 000 throws with 2 dice, doubles 
occur from 80 to 1 2 0  times? Here a = j/V=J, b =  <” 600, y *J(2tab) —  ̂— 20

-y =  l -59; hence P = 0-97 is the probability.

4. Bayes’s rule.
It is known, for example, that a million balls are in an urn, and 

400,000 of them are white, and 600,000 of other colours; so that the 
chance of drawing a white is a =  §, and of the reverse is b =  f ; 800 balls 
have been drawn and replaced. What is the chance that of the 800 
balls from 310 to 330 of them are white ?

We have already dealt with a problem of this character, but a 
different question arises if all that is known is that there are a million 
balls in the urn, of which a certain number are white. After 800 dra wi ngs, 
320 are white and 480 another colour. With what degree of accuracy 
can this trial determine approximately the unknown ratio a of the 
white to the total number of balls? What is for instance the probability 
that the ratio «  =  §§§ =  £§ as determined from the 800 events is true 
within Jjy or 2'5 °/0 ; or in other words, what is the probability that 
the number of white balls in the urn, is greater than 375,000 and less 
than 425,000 ?

In these cases it is required from the observed events to deduce 
inversely the unknown cause, and to make some conclusion about 
a and b.

Here the approximate rule of Bayes is employed: when the event 
A  has an absolute probability a, and in s =  m + n occurrences, it 
happens m times and fails n times, the probability is

P 2_
Vtt Jo

■ that the unknown number a lies between the limits — + ys
where y is some arbitrary number.

In the special case of P  =  £, then a lies between

2 mn
V s1

TO
S

+ 0-4769 2 mn
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The greater the value of s, the closer is a to the ratio — ; this is. s
the inversion of the law of great numbers.

E xa m p le 1. Take the urn problem (Czuber): here * =  800, to=320, n =  480 j 
/9  x 320 v 480 1

and take y ------= —  ; thence y = l -0205, and thus P=0'851.

With the probability 0'851 it can be assumed that the ratio of the number of 
white balls in the urn to the total number of balls, can be taken as fgg , within. 
2‘5 °/OJ or that it lies between and ; or that the number of white balls lies 
between 375,000 and 425,000.

E xa m p le 2. Half the sheets were lost, giving a record of hit and miss. 
Counting up the numbers preserved, 240 hits were found and 120 misses. It was 
most likely then that the complete list o f 720 shots had 480 hits and 240 misses. 
How far can this assumption be wrong? Here * = 360, to =  240, n=. 1 2 0 , P = \  ; 
so that

240 _  ,_ /2  x 240 x 120 480 +  38
a =  360 +  ° '4<6V  3603 ~  720 ‘

Thence the number of hits is most likely to lie between 442 and 518.
The papers of Czuber, as well as those of Sabudski, Eberhard, and von Kozkk 

should be consulted for the proof of the Law given above.

5. The probability of predictions.
Suppose m + n cases for the event A  have been observed, which 

happens to times, and fails n times.
Then the probability that in p + q subsequent cases the event A 

happens p times, and does not occur q times is

(P +  g) 1 lo X ^  (P + q)\ (to 4-p) ! (n +  q) ! (to +  n + 1 )  !
p[q[ I'ccm(l -x )nda> ~ P]-2'-(^ + n-tp + q+l)lm\nl '

Jo

R em ark 1. The formula of Stirling refers to the approximate calculation for 
high numbers : he assumes that

n 1 =  ~ nn e- ™ J(Znn).
This may be employed for high numbers, and even as low as n — 10.

R em ark 2 . The definite integrals employed in the theory of Probability will 
be found in the Tables 14 and 15, Vol. iv.
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§ 60. Theory of the deviation of projectiles. Measure of 
the accuracy.

A number of bullets arc fired at a vortical target, the rifle being 
very carefully adjusted after prelimi
nary practice. The aim is to hit the 
point M, about which the accidental 
points of impact 1\, Ps, etc., will arrange 
themselves in such wise that few will 
be far from the mark, and most of them 
will be near ilf, equally distributed to 
the right and left, or above and below.

For the present only the lateral 
deviations are to be considered, right 
(positive) and left (negative). Denote them by f ,  f 2, f t, . . . ;  they are 
the x  coordinates of the various points of impact in the coordinate 
system, of which the origin is placed at M.

The fact that a small error occurs more frequently than a large 
one, and that the hits are symmetrical with respect to the y axis, may 
be inferred from the consideration that these errors ... arise
from several independent sources of error.

Thus for example there are three sources which may cause error: 
(a) small alterations of the wind velocity may cause the deviation of
— 2, — 1, — 0 cm ; (b) small alterations of the vibration of the barrel 
may cause lateral errors, right and left, —1, 0, + 1  cm; (c) error of 
aim, — 1,0, +  1, +  2, + 3  cm.

Their combination can produce the resultant deviations - 4 , - 3 ,
— 2, — 1,0, +1 , +  2, +  3, +  4 cm in 1, 3, 6, 8, 9,8, 6 ,3 ,1  different ways 
respectively.

For instance, the deviation — 4 can arise in one way — 2, - 1 , - 1 .
The error 0 on the other hand can arise in the following ways:

-  2, -  1, +  3 | -  2, 0, +  2 | -  2, + 1 , +  1 1 - 1 ,  -  1, +  2 |
— 1, 0, + 1 [ -  1, +1, 0 I 0, —  1, + 1 1 (0, 0,0)10 ,+ 1 , - 1 1,

\i.e., in 9 different ways (Czuber).

Example. Shooting with a rifle the deviations to right and left were measured 
for 100 shots: between x = 0  and .v= ± 4 cm, 15 positive, to the right, and 16 
negative to the left; between x = 4  and ^ = 8 cm, 13 positive and 14 negative; 
between 8 and 12cm, 11 positive, 13 negative; between 12 and 16cm, 7 posi
tive and 7 negative; between 16 and 20cm, 2 positive, 0 negative; between 20 

C. 24
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370 Accidental deviation o f  shells [ c h . x i

and 24cm, 0 positive, 1 negative; between 24 and 28cm, 0 positive, 1 negative 
deviation ; total 10 0 .

The fact is that the smaller deviations are more frequent than the large.

The same effect is produced in the apparatus shown in the figure
at the bottom of the page, where the 
flying shot are replaced by grains of 
millet or lead shot, and the scatter
ing is effected by a number of metal 
pins from which the grains rebound.

I f  the deviations in a large num
ber of shots are plotted as a function 
of x, the curve assumes a certain form.

The equation of the curve was proved by Gauss to be r) =  ae_A2*!, 
and can be deduced on theoretical principles. For the present it will 
suffice to say that the formula has shown itself to be very useful in 
practice.

JIM
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At the distance x  from the vertical middle line Mr) a narrow strip 
is drawn, of unit breadth.

The probability of hitting this strip is r) =  ae~h*x', or if n is the 
total number of shots, then naerKhf shots fall on the strip.

With an indefinitely small breadth of the strip, and with P P  at a 
distance x from M, the number of hits is nae~'l'x' dx ; in short, 
nae~h,3/1dx denotes the number of shots which have a deviation x to 
the right or left of the vertical through M.

It is required next to determine the constants a and h.
An infinite target must always be h it; that is, the total number 

o f shots falling on all the strips of the target of breadth dx, from 
x  — — oo to # = +  oo is equal to n, or

is the number of hits on a strip PPQQ of infinite height of which the 
sides PP, QQ are at distances c and d from M ; this is the area of the 
curve ABCD (on the next page), multiplied by n the number of shots.

I f  it is required to hit the space PPQQ on the target, of breadth 21 
and placed symmetrically with respect to M, the probability of hitting 
it is given by the area ABGD, and is equal to

P

X

p

na

and since

Thus —  e~hixi dx is the probability of a deviation x, and

24— 2
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and since hx =  t ,d x = ^ , then the probability is
9 r t= h l

4 -  e-*dt = <b(hl). 
v 71" Jo '

This integral must be calculated as a function of hi. Since
22 Z3

e-* = l - z  + ¥ - W r ., 

and in consequence of its uniform convergence

the probability of hitting the strip PPQQ of breadth 21 is
}, rx= + l O tt=hl
-  e ~ ^ d x  =  4 -  e~*dt 7T J x— tyTT J f-o

+ 2! 5 (hiy... =  ${hi),
as in Table 14.

The constant h is the measure of the precision of shooting with 
the weapon employed. The precision of hitting, so far as concerns 
the deviations in the direction of the x axis, is given by the pro
bability of hitting the thin strip that goes through M ; and this 
probability is

h , h
kJ TTe_A2,° dx = -7- dx.V7T

I f  this is -7̂ - dx for the first weapon, and dx for the second, theV 7T V7T
ratio of the measures of precision of the two weapons is h,: h2.

In place of h other convenient measures of precision are employed, 
which can easily be taken off the target diagram.
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§ CO] Accidental deviation o f  shells 373

The following are the various mean values of the deviations that 
are employed: -

The arithmetic mean of the deviations, , is exactly or

nearly zero and is therefore useless. We may take on the other hand 
the so-called “ mean quadratic deviation ”

or, sometimes, the “ mean cubic deviation” 

or the average deviation,
n

£  . . ( / l )  +  ( / » )  +  ( / » ) +  •••

n ’
where the deviations are all taken with the +  sign; or finally the 
probable or 50°/o deviation w, for which the probability is and h 
can be calculated from any one of these measures of accuracy of fire, 
in the following manner.

(a) The mean quadratic error, /t =  / \ J )  •

According to the definition of fi, tifi? is equal to the sum of the 
squares of all the deviations f f f 3. . . ,  and so is =  (deviation x f  times 
the number of deviations of magnitude xx +  (deviation x f  times the 
number of deviations of magnitude x2, and so on. Then according to 
the above

7if* =  x?  -7-  e~h‘x'1 dx1.n + x22 e~hix'dx2. n + ...V7r \TT
_  nh i ” 

\/7T  J  . a? e~h*x’ dx.

This integral is to extend over an infinite plane, and so from 
x =  — 00 to x =  +  <0 , since the law of Gauss includes errors infinitely 
great.

But

and so
/: a?e~h,* d x =  i ? , ,

nh hJtt
7T

by which h is determined.
* • * 2h3’ h =

2k3’

1 0-7071
fid ’2
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21/1(b) The average deviation E  =  — •

Here, in the definition of E, 7ii?=sum of the products of the 
deviation x and the number of deviations corresponding to x, and

and since
nE =  f  x e~w  dx. n, 

J -oo yV

2h
d ir  Jo

f xe~hV dx — 
J c

E = h\f it’ h =

h d'x ’ 
1

giving another determination of h.
At the same time a relation is given between p and E, that is

V2E =  p -f- =0-79788p.
Y  7T

(c) The probable, or 50 %  deviation w.
This is the deviation for which the probability is ^ ; or in other 

words, 2w is the breadth of a strip of indefinite height, placed sym
metrically about M, which contains half the shots.

Then from the preceding, w is to be determined from the relation

n nh f* -+w 
& \7T J x=—tc

or [* e~pdt=  
Jt=i

2 /• £=wh
d w  j  <=o

1
2 ’

This integral is given in Vol. iv, Table 14, and denoted by 
and (j) (wh) =

The Table gives
hw =  0'4769363 =  p ;

and w =  =  ppd^ = 0 -6744898/i.

Collecting the results, we have

1 1 - Lh = - p =  0-4769363;
■pd 2 E  dw w ’ 

and the probable deviation error is
w =  0'6744898/u. =  0-8453476A1;
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the mean quadratic error is
/a =  l ,482G021w =  1-25331412?; 

and the mean average error is
E  =  0-7978846/* =  l ,1829372w.

In the German Army the “ mean error ’’ is taken to mean the 
average error E\ and the “ mean deviation” is not the double of E, 
but the double of the probable error w ; care must be taken to 
notice this distinction.

Remark 1. According to Gauss the probable error w can be determined with 
less accuracy in the following manner: the deviations f x / 2/ 3 are arranged injorder 
o f absolute magnitude, and the middle one is taken if n is odd, or the mean of 
the two middle ones if n is even and here w is denoted by wg.

Thus for example, if  the deviations are
- 2 - 8 1+0'91+0-41-0-21+0-3 |-0 -4  | +  0-l | -1 ‘6| 

and they are arranged in the order
0 -1 10 -2 10 -3 10 -4 10 -4 10 -9 11- 612 -8, 

then w=wg =  0"4.

This method is employed frequently in the cases where a rough value o f w 
will serve. •

Remark 2. The question may be asked as to the accuracy of the value of y ,  

or E, or wg.
Gauss’s approximate rules are given here, and hold only when n is large; the 

work of Czuber may be consulted for further details.
Probably

y  =  is true to within 0-4769
s / n

E = * J f  1
a  n  ”

0-5096
J n

0-7867
J n

x 1 0 0  per cent 

x 1 0 0  „

x 10 0  „

It is evident that the determination of v> or h, from y is the most
accurate.

Suppose for example, from the sum of the squares of the deviations that y  has 
been calculated= 30  cm from n =  10 shots: then

y = 3 0  ^ 1±  ^ ^ ^  =  30 (l±0 -15 ) =  30±4-5 ;

tho probable limits of y  are +  4-5 cm, while the probability is that y  is greater 
than 25'5, and less than 34‘5 cm. It is near enough then to say that y  is about 
30cm, with a probable error of 157„-' —
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Remark 3. The Gauss curve rj= —j— e ~ has two points of inflexion. The ab-7T
scissae of the inflexions are given from j/ '= 0 ,  or 1 -  2/Ar2= 0, =  +  -j ĵ  ̂• There

fore X\ =  ±p, and the abscissa o f a point of inflexion is the mean quadratic 
deviation p. It can be shown too that p is the radius o f gyration of half the area;

and further that the mean deviation E — j-4 - is the abscissa of the centre of
t l s ]  7T

gravity of half the area.

Remark 4. In place of the Gauss function =  many other sugges

tions have been made, such as rj= ,  y = a (\  — etc. HGie and Simpson 

excluded very large errors, and took two straight lines AB, ABU symmetrical to 

the vertical through M, such that rj — a + ̂ x.

Then BBX =  2b is the breadth of the vertical strip of the target, symmetrical 
to 3/ ( 1 1 , 2 2 ) which contains all the shots.

The number of hits in the strip (11, 2 2) is

2 nj (a — ̂ xjdx=n,
and thence

Then the(number of hits in the strip of the target (3 3, 4 4) symmetrical to M, 
of breadth 2 1, is

= «  times the area ACDFEA

dx
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Put the probable deviation v> in place of b, taking l= w ; so that the number 

o f  h it 3 = I » ;  then

Then tho number of hits falling on the strip (3 3, 4 4) o f breadth 21, expressed 

by the probability factor ^  instead of g , is given by

^ = 3 ^ ( 2-  3 - ^ )  = 0'325'£ (2-0-3250,

, l _  21 _  breadth of the target strip
"  erC* = w —2i0 width of 50 %  zone ’

But the law of Gauss has always been considered to be better than the others.

Remark 5. Based on the law of Gauss the number of hits on a strip of the 
target symmetrical to the mean point of impact of breadth 21 is

N = 7 ^  \\e~h,x' d x = 7 ^  dt= H  d‘l)=«4> (o-4769 i )  ,

(consult Yol. iv, Table 14). It is probably 

better to apply tho table o f \js in

Table 15, giving immediately N=n^r 

as a function of the so-called “ probability

8u>6w

factor”

With w =  100, then 100 gives the

percentage of hits in the strip of breadth 21, 
when the 50 error is w.

A  brief extract from the table for ^

-  4 w

— W -

M

2 7 1 6 2 5 2 5 1 6 7 2

— 5
>• ■ ■ -  8 2 % ------------- -

-  96% -----------------------
-100%

is given in the adjacent figure, and is of great use in practical ballistics, giving a 

diagram of the target strips about M  o f breadth 2w, 4w, 6 ie, 81c 1, 2, 3, 4,^
and the corresponding percentage o f hits.

§ 61. True and apparent deviations. Indirect measurement 
of ballistic values.

It has hitherto been assumed that the true position of the mean 
point of impact is known. I f  we speak of deviations to right and left, 
this assumes that we know X, the abscissa of the mean point, M, about 
which the hits are arranged: the deflections, fu f i , f s  of the various 
points of impact, P lt P 2,P S are then measured from this mean point. 
I f  £1; f 2, are the abscissae of the points of impact, then -  A" =  f ,
2̂ X  —./is, etc.
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In point of fact, M  is not known: instead of it, we take the probable: 
mean point, 0, the position of which ( f0 rj0) is the mean of the points.

of impact, (£  %), (£2 ??2), etc. Therefore £„ is the 
pt arithmetic mean of the various abscissae, and is

equal to ^  +  *' ‘ and the ordinate is-

calculated in a similar manner. I f  we consider 
equal weights to be distributed at the points o f  
impact, then 0  is their centre of gravity. And 0 
will be the most probable point of central im
pact, if the proposition of least squares can be 
considered to be experimentally true. This can. 
be stated as follows. I f  n observations, lju £2, ... 

are made to determine the value of a certain magnitude, then the most, 
probable value, a, is such that the sum of the squares of a -  a —
etc., is a minimum. So that in this case, the abscissa is that value of a 
for which

a =  - = £o:

(a ~  £i)2 +  (a — &)2 +  (a — &)2+ . . .  
is a minimum. Differentiating, we get

. & +  & +  & +  • ■ ■
n

and the probable ordinate is obtained in the same way.
The deviations of the different observations from the true value 

are called the true deviations and will be denoted by f i , f 2, / 3, ...; the 
deviations from the probable value or the arithmetic mean are called 
the apparent or probable deviations, and may be denoted by Xlt X2„ 
etc. In the present case, when reckoning, the abscissae, Xj, \2, ... are 
the distances of the various points of impact from the vertical through
0. These apparent deviations can be found by experiment, whereas j 
the true deviations cannot be so found: usually in ballistical work,! 
we are consequently concerned with the apparent deviations. We 
have to devise a method of determining the accuracy of fire from the ■ 
values of these apparent deviations.

The difference between the true and apparent deviations is perhaps 1 
more clearly shown by the following example. A  square, with sides 
exactly 16 cm long, is very carefully drawn, and the planimeter is j 
passed over it ten times. The true value of the area is X  =  256 01 
sq cm: the differences of the various readings were found to b e / , , / 2,] 
etc., and the accuracy was given by

"  - a/ ¥  -  a/ t T - -  ° '31 sq c“  =  ° '12>
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The arithmetic mean of the ten measurements was =  256T sq cm. 
The differences with regard to the latter value, X,, X,, X,, etc. gave 
2X3 =  0-8G50. It is now a question of determining the mean quadratic 
error, y, from 2X3.

Obviously 

etc.: therefore

/ i  =  f  i -  X, \  =  £  -  fo, 
A , Xj = f j —fo,

/ 2 - X 3= f 0- X  ' ) .....
/ s — Xj =  — AT.

•0)

where

Therefore
wfo =  f  i +  ft +  ft +  —

X] +  Xj +  Xj +  ... =  0.
By adding equations (1), we get

/ i  + ^ + /a  +  ■•■ — n (^o~X),
and therefore

i A il ~  ~  in  —  A n  “  .

or
x, = /, _ /■ + /■ + - ,  S r i  /, _,

47 n n J n n
, = f  f i+ fz  + =  ! i z i  f  _ / i  _f* _

J n n J* n n '
y - f  1 f  £^ 3 - /3 ---------- "--------- n n

These equations connectf i , f 2, f 3, with X„ X2, X*; and we have -X  = 0, 
while S /  is nearly equal to zero.

In the theory of errors, the following proposition is often useful. 
Let y be given by the equation y = f  (x3, x2, x3, . ..), where y is not 
capable of direct measurement, while xlt x2, x3, ... can be experimen
tally observed. The value of y is thus found indirectly. (A case in 
point is the determination of the time of flight from the initial and 
residual charges on a condenser.) Let the errors in the determination 
o fx I, xe, etc. be + dxu + dx2, . . . :  the error in y  is + dy.

Then
± d y = ± g ^ 1± g c i r 2± g £tes+ . . . .

The maximum error (mf) in the value of y  then arises when the
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maximum errors, mu m2, ... arise in x1} xit ... and when these errors 
are all added together: this is obviously the most unfavourable case. 
Therefore

m' - + a i m‘ + i £ m°+ ................................(3)
Generally speaking, the errors are not all in one direction, and some 
therefore counterbalance one another. Then the accuracy of the 
measurements of xlt x2, xs, ... is given by the mean quadratic errors, 
IM, 1*2, f*3, __  Therefore the mean quadratic error in y is given by

The same is true for the probable and average errors, since w =  ypfZ,

and E = p,

The validity o f equation (4) can be shown from the following considerations. 
p is determined from the sum of all the squares of d y; ^  is found from the sum 
o f all the squares o f dx3 and so on. But if  the equation for dy is squared, we have

since the quantities

2 — dx ^-dxo % —  dx ^ d x  
2 dxi 1 dx, 2’ 2 dxi 1 dx3d 3” -

cancel one another, if the number of observations is sufficiently great. I f  the 
equation for (dy)2 is written out for all observations, and if all these equations 
are added together, we get (4) as the result. A  strict proof of the formula (4) is 
given by Czuber in his Theory o f Probabilities, Leipzig, 1903, No. 126.

In the special case in which y  is a linear function of *1( x2, xs, 
we have y =  + a2x2 +  asxs .... Then

V
dx1=  au 3/

dx, a* etc.,

and we therefore have
fp =  (ui/aO2 +  (<hf*2y + ..................... '•.......... (5)

I f  y is the algebraic sum of x„ x2, xs, ... then

M , 2 = ^ 2 +  ^ 2 2 + / AS2 + - - - l  / gN
and w'2 =  w12 +  w22+ w 32+ ... J .............................

«
Let us suppose that a variety of independent causes contribute to 
deflect the projectile: e.g., error of aim, variations in the vibration of 
the bore, small changes in the velocity of the wind. Then the resultant
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mean deflection will be the square root of the sum of the squares of 
the mean separate deflections. It is not equal to the sum of the 
separate deflections, since they partially counterbalance one another. 
In ballistics, the last equation (G) is generally called Didion’s law.

Let us use equation (5) in conjunction with (2). The true errors, 
fuftt, ••• have the same accuracy, given by the mean quadratic error 
f i i.e., fij =  fi3 =  fi3 =  ... The coefficients a,, a „  a ,,... are here

- — - ,  — —, — i , . . . :  the mean quadratic error in X is a, and is foundn n n

by the same law as that for fx. Therefore we have /a■ - f

7

2  (Xs)
n : and

n — IN n — 1
/* - ■F

therefore
_  /  n /  XXs

M V  n - 1  ** V  n - 1 ...........................^

According to this rule, the mean quadratic error /a (and therefore 
w), is found by taking the apparent or probable deviations, Xj.X,,, X, , ... 
as the basis of the calculations, instead of the arithmetic mean. This 
is the method which is always used in ballistics.

Further the average deflection, E, is not found from the equation 
S CX)E = —-----, but more accurately from the equation

E  = - S ( X )
.(8)

Vn (n — 1)

For if E ’ =  then f  =  E' , just as previously we had

r - = v j l -
Therefore

E _  /j, _  /  n
E ' ~ f ~ V  ^ E l -
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Consequently '

\ n — 1 n V  ft — 1 

_  S ( \ )

’ Vn (»  — i )

’ Also w =  Wg where wg' corresponds to wg for the apparent
deflections.

The accuracy of the values for p, E, and w is given by the probable limits. 
They are here stated without proof, in accordance with Helmert’s methods.

The probable limits for p are

/YW
V  n-  1 1 + d 2 p 2 —

•©x/A)
r

n is the number of experiments: p=0476936: for the value of r, see Vol. iv, 
Table No. 18: or approximately for values of n greater than 10 the limits are

Probable limits of E  are

or approximately for large values o f n,
2X

probable limits of wj are
V ^ T -T ){1± p \ / ^ t} :

f 0-7867
'< V  — v ■ !l±‘7=T  V f t - l  l \'n- 1

The terms, which follow the +  sign, if  multiplied by 100, give the probable 
accuracy, expressed as a percentage.

The values of 2X2, and p can be obtained from the results of observation, e.g., 
from the values of £j, £2> •••! as can be seen from the first part of § 61, we have

2(X2)=2(|2)-^(2£)2,
which is Jordan’s formula. The differences of these direct observations, d, are 
discussed in § 62, and _

2(X2) =  2(<f2) ~ ( 2 t f ) 2,

which is Wellisch’s formula. Kozak’s method is referred to in the notes to § 58 to 
§ 70: it depends on the so-called observation-residues.
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§ 62. Successive Differences. *

For the purposes of ballistics, there is another measure of accuracy, 
■which is very important. One starts from the original observations: 
for instance, when it is a question of the deviation of the projectiles 
to right and left, the distances (£,, £ „ . . . )  of the separate points of
impact from the left edge of the target form the starting points: or 
■when it is a case of deviation in respect of range, we start from the 
ranges, which are observed. Thus starting from fj, £ ,,... we take 
the successive differences, £  — %2= d x, — =  da, etc., without any
regard to their signs, and reckon the average value of these differences,

2 (d )the number of which is s. Thus Ed =  - I f  the observations are

taken in their normal order, we have s =  n — 1, and we have n— 1 
independent differences from n observations. I f  nothing is known as to

• 71 ( 7? ~  1  ithe order of the observations, then they are all used, and s =  ——^—  • 
Then the average deviation E  is calculated from the equation

1 2 (d )  Eg
V 2 ........................

E =

Therefore w = Ep\Jir =  0‘5978

V2 s 
2 (d )

.(9)

In order to explain this, let us start with equation (5), and suppose that y  is 
a  linear function of two other quantities, xx and x2. Therefore y = a lx l +a2x2. 
Let the mean quadratic error for Xi be fix and for x2 be p2. (Or the average error 
may be Ex for x l and Et for x2.) Then the mean quadratic error for y  will be fi, 
or the average error will be E', where p' 2 =  tqV i2 +  « 22p22, or E'2= a l2Ex2 +  ai2E22,

since E = p In the present case, it is a question of finding the differences

<f, =  £i — £2, etc. Let all the points of impact be measured with equal accuracy 
from the left edge of the disc.. Therefore Ex—E2—E. And in this case, ax= l ,

and a2=  -  1 . The average distance is E '=   ̂ , and therefore

l ^ = d (  +  E)2+ ( - E ) 2= d 2 A, or A’= ^ .
2 (d)

According to Helmert the accuracy is given by the following probable limits, viz.

2(d)
s

| (n  +  l ) + 2  V 3 ( » - 2 ) - 4 a + 6  

n (n— 1 )

where n is the number of observations and p = 0‘4769.
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I f  n —10, then the probable deviation, w, (or 2w, the so-called 50 per cent zone), 
is found from the mean quadratic deviation, fi, or from the average value of Er 
or from the differences in the observations, to degrees of accuracy which are in 
the following respective proportions, viz., 0T 59; 0-170; 0-163. Thus the method

of determining from fi is the most accurate, then that from ~ ~ , and finally that 
from the average deviation E.

The advantage of calculating the accuracy from the successive 
differences lies not only in the greater exactness of the results, as 
compared with the calculation from the average deviation, and in the 
greater ease with which the results can be obtained. The main point 
is that there are fewer cases in which it fails to give results. For 
instance, it might happen that during the tests some variable dis
turbance is at work, causing the mean point of impact to alter its 
position, or effecting a continuous change of the arithmetic mean. 
Thus the temperature might rise, or the bore become heated, or the 
velocity of the wind might change. In such a case the method o f  
calculating from the arithmetic mean would give no results, and 
unless the whole series of observations is to be abandoned, recourse 
must be had to the method of successive differences. Vallier has 
pointed out that the calculation of the probable deviation from the 
successive differences is independent of any change in position of the 
mean point of impact. R. von Eberhard has given the general proof 
of this fact.

It is possible to determine whether there is any disturbing cause
in a series of observations by the following process. The probable
error is determined both from the average deviation and by the method
of successive differences. The two values of w, found by these methods,

. 2  (d)the ratio of - to 
V2 s

must be approximately in agreement: that is,

2  (\) . .■ v must be nearly equal to unity. I f  the value of this ratio 
Nn (n — 1)
differs by more than 20 per cent from unity, i.e., if the value does 
not lie between 0"8 and 1’2, then it is probable that the mean point 
of impact changes its position, and that there is some disturbing cause 
at work.

By the method of successive differences we calculate h from the 
deviations with respect to the arithmetic mean. But if the arithmetic 
mean is determined from a few observations, there is still a considerable 
likelihood of error: the question is as to the probable accuracy of the 
mean value.
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§ 62] Accidental deviation o f  shells 385

Suppose the quantities £,, ... arc observed directly, and the
• f  Ifi +  +  • • ■mean is f 0=  ?-------------- .n

The quantities £,, f 3, ... are all supposed to be measured with
the same accuracy, with the mean quadratic error p..

I f  equation (5) is applied to this case, and it is noticed that

^  +  i  £a+  ..., so that here a, =  a*= ... = - ,  then the mean quad-
7 X 1 %  71

ratic error of is given by

Hl
n ’

and so the mean quadratic error M  of the arithmetic mean is

M =
s/n'

(10)

Therefore also the probable error is W = w w■ supposing fi and

to be the corresponding errors of the individual measurements.
While p and w are independent of the number of observations, if 

these are numerous enough for the fundamental laws of the theory 
of probability to be applied, M and W  diminish as the reciprocal of 
the square root of the number of observations, and for n =  1, 2,10, 20,

100,..., the values of -J= are respectively 1, 0-71, 0-32, 0'22, 0 T ,....
Nn

The accuracy of the arithmetic mean increases at first very rapidly 
with n, but later the gain is slower. On that ground, not more than 
10 to 15 observations are employed.

Examples. 1. In the Ballistic Laboratory a measurement o f the same time 
interval t by means of the Condenser-Chronoscope was made 10 times,

t =  (loS sin la 0- lo g  sin la ),

W. is the resistance of the circuit o f discharge, log lf= 2 '6 911 0 ; C is the capacity 
of the condenser, log (7=0’69897; a0 is the galvanometer deviation before the 
experiment, a after the breaking o f both circuits.

In 10 measurements the mean o f sin |a0 was found to be 0039886, with a mean 
. (9) (8)

quadratic error pi2= 0 08546; and the mean of sin =001214, and /122=001423.
The mean quadratic error p for a single determination of the time interval <,• 

as given by (4), is

Therefore / i= 0 -0000014 sec, or w = 000000093 sec. 
c. 25
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The same value of p must be obtained from the separate measurements of t.
The mean of the 10 experiments was found to give £=00002975; and from 

the differences of the single calculated values of t from the mean value, the value 
of fL was obtained =00000014 sec or 0"47 %  of the measured time t, which was 
about the time of flight of the S bullet over a distance o f 25 cm.

2. A  time-difference of about 0016 second was measured repeatedly by the 
Bouleng6 apparatus. The reading of the time-measuring rod was made by vernier 
and magnifying glass, so that it could be obtained within OOlmm.

The greatest possible error of reading of the disjunction-mark amounted to 
005 mm, corresponding to a time-difference of +0000034 sec. In the measure
ment of the time-mark the error of reading might reach a maximum of 005 mm, 
corresponding to a time-difference of +0000031 sec.

Thus the greatest possible error in the measurement of the time will be reached 
when both parts o f the errors add together; and then it is

+0-000034 +0-000031 =0000065 sec: 
while the mean quadratic error gave 0000057 sec.

3. The resultant dispersion in range a in shrapnel fire is a combination of the 
longitudinal dispersion b due to the burst and o f the longitudinal dispersion c o f 
the points of impact. Then if a, b, c represent 50 %  zones, a=J(b'2+ c2).

- § 63. Recapitulation of results.
I f  n single observations are carried out, the arithmetic mean of the 

observations is taken, and the deviation of each individual observation 
from this mean is also found.

Denote these deviations, regardless of sign, by \1; X2, X3......
(a) The so-called average deviation, which is called the mean 

deviation in the German Army, is

E = Xi + x2 + x3 + ,
d(n.n — 1) ’

(ib) The so-called mean quadratic deviation o f a single observation is
_  / V + V +  —

M V  n — 1 '
(c) In the case where the observations have been recorded in 

their correct order, the successive differences are written down; there 
are n — 1 of these differences, denoted in order by dlr d2, ds, ... 
irrespective of sign; denote their arithmetic mean by

jy _  dl +  d2 +  ds +  ...
n — 1 ‘

(d) Then the probable or 50 °/0 deviation w of a single observation 
is given

most exactly by w =  0'6745/u, 
less exactly by w =  0‘5978D,
still less accurately by w =  0'8453i?.
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(e) The probable or 50%  zone sx (called the mean zone in the 
German Army) is the double of w, and is given

most exactly by sM =  T3490/Z, 
less exactly by sM =  1T956-D,
still less accurately by sM =  TG90GA’.

( / )  The probable error of the arithmetic mean is

W = ^ ~ .
• \Jn

Example. The velocity was measured by a Boulengd apparatus over a 
measured distance of 50 cm from the muzzle, for 10 shots.

(a) Average deviation

A =  ±  2-3 m /sec= ±0-27 %  •

(6) Mean quadratic deviation

^= \/T^TT =  ±2 '6m/sec= ± 3 °/°'

Number Velocity
Difference 
from the Square 

of difference
Successive
differences

of test mean value
t)o5 (m/sec) X \ 2 d

1 863-0 3-7 13-69
5 1

2 857-9 1-4 1-96
1-5

3 859-4 o-i o-oi
2-2

4 857-2 2 -1 4-41
2 -1

5 855-1 4-2 17-64
2-5

6 857-6 1-7 2-89
3-9

7 861-5 2-2 4-84
0-8

8 862-3 3 0 9-00
0-8

9 861-5 2 -2 4-84
3-6

10 857-9 1-4 1-96

mean sum sum sum
=  859-3 =  2 2 -0 =  61-24 =  22-5

(d) 50 7 .  deviation w
from p, v>—0-6745x2-6 = l -7m/see.

„  D, w = 0-5978x2-51 =  1-5 „
- „  E, w=0-8453x2-3 =1-9 „  ,

25—2
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(e) 50 %  deviation

from fi, *6o= 3-5 m/sec.
)> ôO= 3*0 ,,
„  E, «5o= 3 '9  ,,

§ 64. Calculation of the arithmetic mean in the case 
of grouped observations.

Suppose for example a definite time-interval is measured by several 
Boulenge instruments A, B, C, o f  different accuracies; 10 times 
by A, 15 times by B, 9 times by G, . . . ;  and suppose the mean values
obtained by each apparatus are xiy x2, x3, __

Then it is evident from the preceding that it is not permissible to

take the most likely value of a; a s ------j — — , because the accuracy

of the single mean values xlt x2, x3 is not the same, in consequence of 
differences in the apparatus, and also in the number of experiments.

The individual arithmetic means xlt x2, x3, ... must be multiplied 
by certain factors pu p2, p3, b e f o r e  being added, and then divided 
by the sum of these factors; so that

•(1)
_ _  %iPi +  x 2p 2 +  • • •

_  P l + P 2 + - - -  ..............................

The same holds for any ballistic measurement whatever, such as gas 
pressure, velocity, mean point of impact on the target, and so forth;
and the question arises of determining the values of p1, p2, p3, __

(a) The accuracy of each measurement being assumed to be the 
same in all groups, with a mean quadratic error p for each measurement, 
suppose only the number nltn2,n 3,...  of experiments to be different, 
from which the mean values xlt x2, x3, ... are determined.

Moreover suppose all the measurements independent of each other. 
In this case the mean x of the whole is

nxxj +  n x̂2 +  . . .x =
«1 + « 2 +  • • ■ 

Therefore the factors are p3 — n1,p 2=n3,

The mean quadratic error for x is

•(2 )

fi
V (p i+ iv + - - - ) ‘

(b) Suppose the number of experiments n,, n2, n3, ... in-each group 
to be the same, rij =  n2 = , . . ,  but the accuracies to be different; so that 
p1 is the mean quadratic error in the first group, p2 in the second, and 
so on. ■
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Then the mean x of the whole is to be taken as 
_ Pi xi + ptxa+...

P1 +P2 + ..........................

where Pl = — , pt =  —3........
Mi Ma

The same procedure arises when x1,x2,x3!... are not separate mean 
values, but the results of individual observations made with different 
degrees of accuracy. Then the mean quadratic error p  for x  is given by

.(4)
P2 Pi +  P23 +  "  ’ ’

or if — denotes the factor p of the mean x, then p =  px +  p̂  + . . . .
P

(c) Suppose the accuracy in the various groups to be different, with 
mean quadratic error pi,p2,p3, - . . ,  as well as the number of experiments 
nu n2, 71-3,..., from which the means xlt x2, x3, ... are determined, then

in (b), fiu p3, ... must be replaced by . . . ,  and the mean x
is given by

p1x1+ p 2x ,+ .x =  -------- ----------
P 1 + P 2+ ■

.(5)

and fh
P-2

P roof o f these propositions.
(as) Suppose to be the mean o f two equally accurate observations y , and y2, 

so that y i+ y 2= 2x1; suppose moreover x2 to be the mean of three observations, 
equally accurate withyx and y2, so t h a t + y 4 +  y;,= Z.v2; then the resultant mean

__ yi+y2+y3+y4+y5 sa^+sxg
5 2+3“ ’

and the proposition is evident. Then if p is the constant mean error of a single 
measurement, the error of the resultant mean x  is p divided by the square root of 
the number o f measurements, as in § 63; so that here it

P V-
V5

(6) Given the three means xx, x2, x3, derived from n measurements; let xx be 
found with the mean error ̂  o f a single measurement, x 2 with pj, and x3 with fi3.

The mean error of the mean x , is then -Q- .*Jn
On the other hand, suppose the observations, as in (a), to be made with equal 

accuracy and the same mean error p, and suppose the number o f observations in 
the groups to be different, p x for xu p2 for x2, and so on.
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Then according to (a) x ~ (p lXi+p2X2+ p 3x3): (Pi+Pi+PiS- The mean error

of x, in this case is clearly - f —, of x3 is f —, so that , or p, ;
d p i d p i -Jn dp\ r  P ?

and thus 
Pi

(n A  nfi2 nu? \ /nip nu.2r=( ~^xt-\— o «2 + —2 3̂ : ( •  
\ P i 2 P i ‘  P s2 )  W  P i

njf\
P32 )

1 > 1 , 12 &'\ T o ̂ 2 2 *
_ Pi M22 F3

1
Fl2

■which is the same expression as given above.
Since n does not occur here, it is evident that the result holds for n — 1 , and 

for the case where xx, x3, x3, ... are not mean values, but individual cases, measured
with the various accuracies expressed by ftu p3, __

Let us imagine again the observation x3, to be made with mean error ^2j and 
x 3 with fi3, and their combined mean a/ to be found, as shown by the brackets in 
the equation. Let this mean have the error fi! and the factor p'.

Then the resultant mean is

so that

1 1 ,

= - i  + -±- ’
p 2 p '2

-L x ' =  —2 ^ 2  +  —«x 3,  and
p 2 P22 P32 "r f f h -

Pi Pi

This gives equation (4).

A

%
P,

1
PcP,*P,

The proposition may be compared with 
an analogy in Mechanics.

^ The equation
x = (p 1x 1+ p 2x2+ p 3x3) : (p i+pi+pi) 

is similar to the equation of moments for 
the calculation of the abscissa of the centre 
of gravity S of three particles A, B, G with 
abscissae x1, x2, x3, and weights p±, p>i, p3 
which may be concentrated as a single weight 
P\ +Pi +Ps at the centre of gravity S.

Example. The same time-element of 
about 0-016 second was measured 50 times 
by six different Chronographs; and the mean
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value and the mean quadratic error p with respect to tho mean were measured 
in each group. It was found that in tho

Condenser chronograph, the mean value 
Spark chronograph, „  „
Tuning fork chronograph, „  „
Boulengd apparatus A „  „

i» » ^ u n
i t  1 1  d  „  ,,

of Xi =0-016.315, fij =0-000016 
X‘l =0016480, pj =0-000128 
x3 =0-016552, p3 =0-000134 
y  =0-016339, n' =0-000055 
y '  =0-016398, p" =0-000057 
y "  =  0016575, p'"=0000143.

As the three Boulengd apparatus are not essentially different, they are treated 
as a single apparatus, so that finally the resultant mean is to be calculated from 
four groups only.

The mean x4 of y, y', y" and the value o f its p4 are thus first to be calculated. 
According to tho above

0016339 0016398 0016575
^ J0-000055)* +  (Q-Q00057)2 +  (0000143)° ^  .

(0000055)2 +  (0-000057)2 +  (0000143)2

-^5 =  4 s  +  - L  H— iL , r = 00000381 sec.
/M2 p 2 p ' 2 p  2 ’  r

Then to calculate the resultant mean x  with the use of .r4= 0016382, and 
p4=00000381, the mean of the six groups would be found, treating the three 
Boulenges as separate instruments; but they are to be treated as a single 
apparatus, with p4 = 0-0000381 X x/3 =  0-000066 sec.

The resultant mean is therefore

0016315 0016480 0016552 0016382
162 +  1282 +  1342 +  6 6 2

162 +  1282 +  1342 +  662

=001632 sea

(see Vol. iv, § 144).

§ 65. Investigation of a series of observations. Axes of 
symmetry of a target-diagram.

In a definite series of ballistic observations, the deviations A4, X,, 
A3,... from the mean value must be divided into groups, in order to see 
how many lie, for instance, between 0 and 2 cm, between 2 and 4, and so 
on ; and then /z or w must be calculated; thence we know the number 
that should lie in each interval, according to the law of Probable Errors.

I f  the two error-curves are in sufficient agreement, it can be in
ferred that no disturbance is present.

Usually however the number of experiments is too small for this 
procedure to be possible; in such a case the following criterion is 
generally employed.
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(a) After the numbers of the experiments have been recorded in 
the order in which the tests were made, and the sequence of the 
different deviations has been determined, the number of positive and 
negative deviations should prove nearly equal, as well as the number 
of sequences of change of sign, H—  or — + , and +  + , -----.

(ib) It is more important that the calculation of the probable error 
w from the mean quadratic fi, average E, and successive differences d 
should give about the same value from the equations

w =  0-6745 0'8453 t =  0-5978 2 ^ .y(w .n  — 1) s

I f  this is not the case, and if the two last determinations of w are 
so related that their ratio differs from 1 by more than 20 °/0> the sus
picion arises that a disturbing cause is present.

As stated already, w should be determined in this case from the

successive differences, by w =  0’5978 2  ■ , unless it is preferred to
reject the whole series of observations.

(c) The question is of particular importance as to whether an 
observation with a numerical value of A. of extraordinary amount 
should be rejected.

Gauss’s law only excludes deviations of infinite amount, and it is 
therefore to be expected that in practice certain arbitrary limitations 
will be necessary. Many men object to any system which allows an 
observation to be rejected for any cause. Airy, Bessel, and Faye took 
this view. Others allow the exclusion of a reading if there was any
thing suspicious in connection with the circumstances under which 
the observation was taken. But in connection with firing tests, it 
seems necessary to reserve the right to exclude any figure which 
deviates from the mean by an excessive amount.

Many rules have been proposed; in particular by Bertrand, B.
Pierce (with Tables by Gould and Chauvenet), 
by Chauvenet himself,Stone, Yallier, Heyden- 
reich, and Mazzuoli.

The rule of Chauvenet refers to the calcu-, 
lation of the maximum deviation M  of a series ■ 
o f  observations. Suppose w to be the pro- ■ 
bable error or 2w the 50 °/D zone, + M  the 1 
greatest error occurring, or 2M the extreme ,
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dispersion. Then the probability that a shot falls in the region I, I, is 
given by

A
yV

rx-+M 9 f / M\ /M\

where ifr is found in Yol. iv, Table 15.

Thus 1 — i/r  ̂is the probability that a shot falls outside these 

limits, that is in the shaded regions II, I I ;  for n shots this is 

n ■ Then if the condition is assumed that this last ex

pression =  1, the equation n j^l— tfr =  1 determines the maximum 
deviation or error.

To obtain a law, Chauvenet argues as follows. I f  this number is 
less than an error of magnitude M  is on the whole unlikely.

The equation

n 2 n - l  
2 n (1)

decides the limits.
Suppose for example the number of trials was 10, and the 50°/o 

zone 2w =  4 cm, w = 2, then M  is determined from

. M . .according to Table 15, -̂  =  2'92, i lf= 5 '8 4 cm ; this means that if

among the deviations of a single observation from the arithmetic mean 
an error is found greater than 5’84 cm, this shot must be rejected. 

Vallier replaces the equation (1) by

( 2)

and agrees with Chauvenet only for n =  4 and 5. He rejects less than 
Chauvenet when n has higher values than 6.

Mazzuoli has lately employed the equation

= — , ............................... (3)\wj n
for the direct construction of rules of rejection, and says that it gives 
good results.
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B. Pierce, on the basis of theoretical considerations, arrives at rules 
very similar to those of Chauvenet, but they differ as to whether 
1, or 2, or 3 ,... extreme deviations are to be excluded.

The theoretical discussions of Stone lead to the conclusion that 
different rules must hold, according to the nature of the observations 
and the observer in question.

Heydenreich treats a shot as rejected when its deviation is greater 
than would be expected once in 2 (n — 1) shots; the condition is then

2 < » - l ) [ l - + ( f ) ] - l ,  + ( £ ) =  f c f ......... W

The different rules are collected together in the following. An 
observation is rejected when the deviation from the arithmetic mean 
is greater than /c times the probable error w, where w =  half th& 
50 %  zone.

Number 
of shots 1. Chauvenet 2. Pierce 

(fori rejection) 3. Vallier 4. Heydenreich 5. Mazzuoli

n K K K K K

3 1-80 _ 1-46
4 2-27 2-05 as in j  2’27 — 1-73
5 2-43 2-24 1 12-43 2’76 1-91
6 2-56 2-39 3'25 2-91 2-05
7 2-66 2-51 345 303 2T8
8 2-77 2-61 3-60 312 2-28
9 2-83 2-70 3-69 3-20 2-36

10 2-92 2-78 3-84 327 2-44
1 2 302 2-92 4-00 3-37 2-58
20 333 3-27 4 ’49 364 2-91

These figures differ very materially.
The numbers of Chauvenet appear to the author to be the best, 

but it would be better to test the figures by comparing the results 
obtained from a variety of ballistical tests. In this way it would be 
possible to arrive at some sort of final judgment. See also § 66.

Numerical example. Measurement of the velocity o f a gun, at 40 m from the 
muzzle. Twelve observations were made.

Mean quadratic error o f a single measurement

■ - v a w s s — (.±3=)
=  T26 +  0T8 =  T08 to 1-44 

=  about T3 m/sec, or 0 '29%  of v.
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Deviation Square Successive
from mean of deviations differences

m/sec X Xs d

439-1 - 2-8 7-84 3-8
0-7
0 -1
0 -2
0-3
0-9
0-7
0-7
0-5
2-2
3-9

442-9 +  1-0 1-0
442-2
442-3

+0-3 
+  0-4

0 09 
0-16

442-1
442-4
441-5

+  0-2 
+  0-5

-0 -4

0-04
0-25

0-16
442-2 + 0-3 0-09
441-5 -0 -4 0-16
442-0 + 0 -1 o-oi
444-2
440-3

+  2-3
- 1 -6

5-29
2-56

Mean r= 4 4 1 ‘9 2  | X | =  10*3 2X2= 17-65 2 1 | =  14-0

Mean quadratic error of the result, i.e., o f the mean v,

=0 081 %  of v.M = ~  =0-36 m /sec=Jn V12 '
Average error of a single measurement

„  2 |A| 103 - =0 '89 m/sec.

2 \ d \

3

J ( n .n - 1 ) ^ ( 1 1 . 1 2 )

0-5978 0-76.1-276;

So that,
as derived from y, w =  0'6745y =  0'85 ;

„  „  E, ip =  0 -8 4 5 3 £ = 0 -7 5 ;

„  „  w = 0 -5 9 7 8 ^ != 0 -7 6 .

The ratio of the last two determinations, V> ^ om is very nearly 1 ,’ w from E  075 '  "
and is between 0 '8  and 1 -2 ; and therefore there is no cause for assuming that any 
disturbing cause is at work. ■

Moreover there are five sequences o f sign, and 6  changes in the values o f X. 
On the other hand there are 8 positive values of X against 4 negative, and 
5 positive in immediate succession— ( +  1'0, +  0-3, +0-4, + 0 ‘2, + 0 ’5).- This arises 
because the first measurement 439-1 was rather small compared with the rest 
As this often occurs, many are in the habit of omitting this first measurement on 
principle. But the question arises whether 439-1 is to be rejected or not Since 
«  =  ] 2 , w = 0 ’85, from the determination of w from y, and this shot according to 
Chauvenet should be rejected; because

2 -8 > 3 -02 x 0 -85 or  > 2 -5 6 .
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According to Pierce this shot is to be rejected, since
2-8>2-9x0'85>2-48.

According to Yallier, the shot is not to be excluded, since 
2-8 is not>4-00x0'85>3-4.

According to Heydenreieh this shot is just excluded, since 
2-8= ~ 3-37 x 0-85.

According to Mazzuoli, the shot should he rejected, since 
' 2 -8> 2-58x0 ‘85>2-2.

On general grounds, the shot in question should obviously be rejected.

Remark.

The calculations should then be repeated, and based on the other 11 measure
ments. ;

k. H. Rohne employs the equation n j^l — ( ^ )  J  =  1 °ht&hi the

507„ zone from the total dispersion 2 M. By a combination of theory and experi
ment he obtains the result: In 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 shots the ratio of the 
total dispersion to the 50 %  zone was respectively 1 "95, 2‘40 ,2'59, 2'76, 2-90, 3-02, 
3T2, 3-20.

Another method has been investigated by H. Rohne; he obtains the 50 zone 
by excluding the less accurate half o f the shots. This has been employed also by 
A. v. Burgsdorff and others.

§ 66. The axes of the target-diagram.

When the distribution of errors with respect to the mean value is 
treated in more than one dimension, as for instance in the grouping 
of the hits in the plane of a vertical target about the mean point of 
impact, or in the distribution of the bursts in space with respect to 
the mean point of burst, the question must be considered whether the ■ 
causes of deviation in relation to the coordinate axes are independent 
of one another or not. ;

For the sake of simplicity the preceding treatment was connected j 
with the distribution of the hits on a vertical target, and moreover 
the deviations along the horizontal axis Ox were the only ones that 
were considered. .

In a similar manner the deviations may be considered, in the 
direction of the vertical axis.

Suppose the deviations in the x  direction to be denoted by x1, x. 
xs,..., and in the y direction by yl, y2, y3,..., the mean quadratic error in

the x direction is ^  - — j , and in the y direction is y.z = \ J n '-p

But the assumption here is that the errors in the directions of the
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x  axis and of the y  axis may be calculated independently; and this is 
the case when the target-diagram is symmetrical in relation to both 
axes.

When this is the case, in a sufficiently large number of shots 
there will always be points (+ 4 , + 5 ), ( —4, + 5 ), (+ 4 , —5), and 
( — 4, — 5). In consequence of this symmetry 1,xy =  0.

Conversely, the numerical value of 'txy will determine whether 
symmetry exists with respect to a system of coordinate axes, chosen 
arbitrarily. I f  the value of Hxy is distinctly different from zero, then

in strictness the coordinate system must be turned so as to make the 
new coordinate system of u and v possess this symmetry, and so have 
-uv — 0.

The question as to the angle a, through which the (xy) coordinate 
system must be turned, has now to be considered.

The considerations are the same as those arising in mechanics 
and analytical geometry, when it is a question of placing the coordi
nate axes along the principal axes of a body, or in the direction of the 
axes of a conic section.

With the horizontal direction for x and the vertical for y, let 
'S,xi = A, %y3 =  B, "2xy = G.

I f  we turn the axes through the angle 9,
u =  x cos 9 +  y sin 8, v =  — xsm 8 +  y  cos 0, 

uv =  -  sin 8 cos 9 (a? — if) +  (cos2 9 — sin2 9) xy,
and

, 2  uv = — ̂ (A —B) sin 2 9 + C cos 29.
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When the u, v axes are the axes of symmetry, ~Zuv =  0; the value 
of 6 determined from this condition is denoted by a, so that

2 G0 =  — £ (A — B) sin 2a+G  cos 2a, tan 2a = A - B '
After the coordinate system has been turned through the angle a, 

all deviations are referred to the new (u, v) axes.
But it is not necessary to repeat the calculations when it is only 

required to obtain the mean quadratic errors f  and f '  with respect to 
the new axes; because

v? =  a? cos2 a + y- sin2 a +  xy sin 2a, '
v2 =  x2 sin2 a + y1 cos2 a — ooy sin 2a;

2  m2 =  A  cos2 a + B  sin2 a +  C sin 2a,
=  A  sin2 a + B  cos2 a — C sin 2a,

so that since f  - — p  and / / ' = . / - — - ,  their values are ob

tained immediately from those of A, B, C, a.
The values of f  and f  are now a maximum or minimum, a rela

tion equally useful for the determination of tan 2a.
Recapitulation. Consider the deviations with respect to horizontal 

and vertical axes, drawn through the point of mean impact, and calcu
late 2#2 =  A, 2y2 =  B, 2 ooy =  G.

I f  G is distinctly different from zero, this shows that the axes of . 
symmetry are inclined to the horizontal at an angle given by

2Gtan 2a - A - B '
The mean quadratic deviations, f  and //', with respect to the true 

axes are calculated from
(n — 1) f i 2 =  A  cos2 a +  B sin2 a +  C sin 2a, 
(n — 1) /t"2 =  A  sin2 a +  B  cos2 a — G sin 2a.

Examples. Target practice o f a rifle, 6  mm calibre, at a range of 1500 m.
The 20 hits were measured from the vertical left-hand edge of the target to 

the right ( +  £), and from the horizontal lower edge upward ( + ij). Mean point of 
impact, lo'Jo- The deviations with respect to this were denoted by ± x ,  right and
left, and ± y , up and down.

| =  515 645 658 622 627 592 696 572 615 596 733 662
»7 =  218 265 274 281 293 304 309 316 352 352 374 371
f =591 565 730 654 626 604 672 726 cm ; mean £o= 635-05 cm.
17 =  375 459 526 541 573 583 636 665 cm; mean i7o=403’75 cm.
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Thenco, in the horizontal direction 
2 1 .r 1 =  921, 2 #* =  63969 

average deviation
^ = 4 7 -2  cm 

probable deviation
ttJt= 39  cm

in the vertical direction
2|y|=2315‘5, 2y* =  352034

(Et~  119 cm 
92 cm

mean quadratic deviation 
rt =  58 cm

probable error
wl =  40 cm

p2=136 cm 

w2= 92 cm

probable error of the mean 
1 ^ = 9  cm

2^ = 6 032 0 ,
1F2= 2 1  cm

„  2  C 2x60820tan 2 a  -  A  _  B  -  6 3 g C 9  _  3 5 2 0 3 4 ; a =  -  1 1 “ 26''8.

For the symmetrical axes, (w, v) 
2m2= 51655

mean quadratic error n' = 52 cm 
probable error it>'=35 cm

2^=364354 
fi"=138 cm 
ud' =  93 cm

In addition for 100 shots from a 7'65 mm rifle at a vertical target at a range 
. o f  250 m, it was found that a =  + 7 “ 32'.

Bertrand investigated 1000 rifle shots, and found a =  —19° 47'; Mayevski from 
a  series of 44 shots from a 10\5 cm gun, found a=  + 0 “ 47'.

No laws, connecting the distance of the target with the position 
o f the axes of symmetry, are known, in spite of the fact that it has 
been sometimes stated that the two things are interdependent. But 
an investigation of the matter might lead to some useful results.

§ 67. The probability of hitting a given area.

Let us suppose a system of rectangular coordinates to be drawn 
on the target, the origin being the 
mean point of impact, and let the 
axes be arranged symmetrically with 
respect to the target-diagram, as ex
plained in § 66.

The mean quadratic errors in the 
direction of the axes are found from

Mi
/  2 a? 1 2  y2

~ V  /‘*” V  iT =T :
thence we find the probable errors, 
wl and w3> and the widths of the 50 °/0

B

y

.*9

A

P R

y

0 x

"dx 

A
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zones given by sJ =  2w1, and .s2 '= 2w2. The chance of hitting the 
point P  is the same as that of hitting an indefinitely small rectangle, 
dx, dy, at P. This is naturally infinitesimally small: it may be con
sidered as the product of two probabilities, which are (1) the chance 
of hitting a vertical strip at P  of width dx, and (2) the chance of 
hitting a horizontal strip at P , of width dy. These chances are 
respectively

■ ' 4  e~ĥ  dx, and ^ -e~ ĥ d y .
yV  a/ tt

Now 0-4769 , 1 0-4769
vh ’ w2

Then in n shots, the number falling on the elementary rectangle is

' n}h h e-^ z^ K V )dxdy.

Suppose now a rectangular target ABCD is taken, with 0 at the 
centre, breadth 2llt height 2/2. Integrating over this rectangle, the 
number of hits on the rectangular target is

*  a  ■ o'1' 69) *  a  ■o'1769) -  ( 4 M £ )  ■ ' <*>

and yfr is given in Yol. IV, Table 15.
Next suppose a strip A ABB  is taken, extending indefinitelyfup

and down, and containing the origin 0, at distances Llt P2 from the 
sides of the strip; and suppose the probable lateral error to be wx =  w.
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Of n shots, the number falling in the strip is

( - £  r +V ‘ -*:,where
VTrJz--Ll W
nh fx~+L‘ tih [*-+L1

= -j- e-h* d x + —  e~hx,dx-,
VttJx- o V t t ;  0

J e~h' x' dx =  (M),

‘ - r ‘ [ H s ) + ' » ' ( » ) ] ...................................... <2 >

and since 

we have

On the other hand, on a strip as in the figure not containing the 
origin 0,

nh fx-+Li
t [ + © - + © ] ■  ~<3>

i,

1

Let side AA  in the first strip recede to 
infinity, and L2 = oo , and so also in the second y 
strip; then

*(w) = * <00) = 1-
Then the probability of making a hit in the 

first or second case becomes

5 ^ ( i ) + 1 ]  ”  $ [ 1 - ' K s ) }

The result is therefore as follows: I f  a straight line G is at a 
distance from the mean point of impact 0, and if w 
is the probable error in a direction perpendicular to 
the line, then in n shots //.

iHi++(! 
I 4 1 - + {« ) .

fall on same side of G as O', 

fall on the opposite side of G to 0.

Recapitulation, (a) The probability of hitting a strip on the 
target bounded by two parallel lines, perpendicular or parallel to the 
plane of fire, equidistant from the point of mean impact 0  is

4>(0-4769 - )  ................................ (I)\ 5̂0/

........................................(IO)
C. 26
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where 21 is the breadth of the strip, and sm that of the 50 °/0 zone;
21 . _

consult Tables 14,15, Yol. iv for <j> and i/r; — is called the probability
5̂0

factor, and 100i/r is the percentage of hits.
(ib) The probability of hitting a rectangle, of which 0 is the centre, is

(II)

2lu 2l2 are the lengths of the sides of the rectangle, taken parallel and 
perpendicular to the plane of fire; s„ and s2 of the 50 °/0 zones parallel 
to the sides of the rectangle.

(c) The probability of hitting an infinite strip with parallel sides, 
where 0 has an unsymmetrical position within the strip, at distances 

and l2 from the sides, is
1
2 (III)

(d) The probability of hitting the strip outside 0, is with the 
same notation

1
2

(IV)

(e) Given a line on the target, drawn obliquely to the plane of fire, 
at a distance l from 0 ; the probability that a hit lies on the same side 
of the line as 0 is

1 1
2 + 2 (V)

A table for these functions is given by Sabudski and v. Eberhard; 
the calculation can also be made from Table 15, Yol. iv.

( f )  So also the probability that the hit is on the side of the line 
away from O is

..........................................................................< V I >

The quantities sM must all be expressed in the same unit.
Example 1. A  strip on the target stretches in the direction of fire, of breadth 

2 Z= 6  m ; the breadth of 50 °/0 zone is .%)=4 m. The gun is aimed at the middle 
line of this strip. What is the percentage of hits on the strip?

(a) From Table 14 in Vol. iv,

- - - l - l ' S ,«50 4 ’
so that from (I) the probability required is

4i (0-4769X1-5)=4> (0-7153)=0-688.
Therefore 6 8 '8  °/c are hits.
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(b) From Table 15, Vol. IV,

^  (1-5)=0-688, and thus 6 8 -8  7 ,  arc hits.

Example 2. A horizontal strip on the target is drawn obliquely to the plane 
of firo; the gun is fired at the horizontal middle line of the strip. Given that the 
breadth 21 of tho strip is one-third of the 25 7 ,  error, calculate the percentage of 
hits on tho strip.

'Consider another strip with the sarao middle line but o f breadth 2 1&. On this 
strip tho probability of hitting is 0'25 ; then according to ( la )

il, —025, and —  =0-472 from Tablo 15.r \ W  *50
On the other hand 21^=3x21, so that 0'472*50= 3x2£ , or

» _ ™ 2 - o-157;
*50 •>

and from Table 15, \]s (0'157) =  0'082; hence 8'2 7„ of hits are to be expected.

Example 3. The height of a strip, extending right and left, is to be so ad
justed that when a rifle is fired at the middle line of the strip, 41 °/o of the hits 
strike tho strip, the 50 7„ zone for height being 3'5 m.

(9 /  \ 07
—  )=0'41, and —  =0'80, from Table 15: and ♦5*5J o 5

2 1= 2-8 m.

Example 4. A  strip extending indefinitely right and left has a height o f 1'9 m. 
The 50 7 ,  zone for height is 3'5 m. The mean point of impact is on the upper 
boundary line of the strip. To calculate the percentage of hits on the strip.

In formulae (III) or (IV), *jo= 3-5, li= 0 , l2=  1 '9; then the percentage of hits is

100 x i [ *  ± o j=50+ ( 1 '08) = 50 x0'5337 = 27 7..

Example 5. Firing with a fixed elevation, in 10 shots 7 were observed on the 
near side of an upright mound, and consequently were recorded as short. The 50 °/0 

length zone was given as 20 m. Calculate the probable distance of the mean point 
of impact from the mound, and the amount of correction required.

Denote the distance of the mean point from the mound by l. This is given by 
formula (V) from the equation

_ 7 _ = I  1

10 2 + 2 * ( l j ) ’ and i^=0'778’ from Table 15’
i= 7 '8 m . Consequently the mean point of impact is about 7'8m  on this side of 
the mound; and this is at the same time the most probable correction.

To determine the probable limits of this result for l, the most probable value 
being 7'8, or 8 m, the rule of Bayes in § 59 may be used ; and on this it is to be 
assumed that it is an even chance that the ratio of the shorts to the number of 
all the shots ■will lie between the limits

+ 0-4769 (10-7)
103 =0-7 ±0-0974,

that is between 0-7974 and 0-6026.
26—2
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The probable limits of ly and l2 are calculated from l from the equations

these are the probable limits for the determination of l.
The probable correction is thence 8 + 4 m, in round numbers; and ± 4  m is the 

probable error of the trial.

Example 6 . Calculations with percussion and time fuzes.
(a) Let us suppose that percussion fuzes are used with a given target, the 

charge and the angle of elevation being kept constant. Then the final portions 
of the trajectories may be considered to be a number of parallel lines, inclined to 
the horizontal at an angle a, where a is the acute angle of descent. One of these 
is actually the mean trajectory of the group. As in § 63, the deviations from the 
mean trajectory, 4 o and can be calculated from the horizontal target-diagram 
for level ground on the muzzle-horizon. Here l^  is the 50 per cent zone for length, 
and is measured on the horizontal line in the plane of fire, while bm is the 50 per
cent zone for breadth, and is measured on the horizontal line at right angles to 
the plane of fire. It will be seen that 650 has the same value for level and for 
rising ground, while lK has obviously a variable value, depending on the angle of 
slope. On a vertical target, if is the 50 per cent zone for height, km= lm tan a>. 
For a horizontal target, which is at a higher or lower level than the muzzle-horizon, 
graphical methods can be employed to obtain the value of fM, but the experi
mental method is better.

(b) With time-fuzes, the same sort of thing takes place. This is the first 
reason why shells do not always burst at the same point, even though the fuze
setting and all the other conditions are the same. Besides the difference in the 
trajectories, the variability of the action of the time-fuzes is a second contributing 
cause: this is due to various unavoidable differences in the uniformity of the 
composition of the fuzes. The position of the point of burst depends partly on 
the individual trajectory and partly on the rate of action of the time-fuze. The 
result is that the 50 per cent breadth-zones are the same as for percussion fuzes, 
and they need not be further considered.

The 50 per cent height-zones and length-zones are referred to a vertical plane, 
containing the mean trajectory, and with time-fuzes the equation ^60=^0  tan a 
does not hold. In this case the values of and may be either greater or less 
than they w-ould be in the case of simple trajectories: and in practice they are 
calculated, independently of one another, from the moments of burst, as found 
by experiment. Let us suppose hM to be known, i.e., the 50 per cent height-zone 
of the point of burst: then for a given mean height of burst, H, the probability 
w can be calculated from formula (V), and is given by the equation

and then
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Example 7. The point of mean impact, 0, is at the centre of the rectangle 
A BCE, the sides of which represent the 50 */, zones, and are respectively *t =  2 u7,, 
and «2” 2 w2. This rectanglo will therefore reccivo 
25 percent of the hits, i.e., 50 per cent of 50 per cent. 'V
It is required to construct a rectangle AiBiCi D, 
with sides X«[ and X«2, so that this rectangle shall 
includo half the shots.

We have

* (t1) • * C5)=h whenco *(X)=̂  ’ *
and X =  1'5G.

Example 8 . The works of Krause, Rohne, Ch.
Minarelli-Fitzgerald, Zedlitz, and Heydenrcich, to Ci 1,56-t,
which reference is made in the notes, may be con
sulted as to the significance of target-diagrams in firing practice. Thus with 
company fire, it is possible to see whether the sighting is correct for the whole 
company, or whether it should to some extent be altered. Krause gives a good 
deal of information about rifle firing.

Let us take the case of firing at a range of 800 m : the rifle is sighted at the 
lower edge of the target A. The mean trajectory is calculated in the usual way. 
The ordinates BB0, CC„, ... are given at ranges o f 775 m, 750 m ,....

Moreover the 50 %  height-zones are supposed to be known at the corresponding 
ranges 3w= 2 <ff. It is therefore assumed that at the ranges

800 | 825 | 850 | 875 | 900 | ... | 775 | 750 | 725 | 700 ... m, 

the mean ordinate y is measured as

\ i 71 1

! > / %

y = 0  |-0-89 | -l-85 j —2*90 | — 4-04 | ... |+0-80 |+1-52 |+2-16 |+2-74 ... m, 

and that the 50 °/0 height-zones are

2-26 | 2-36 | 2-45 | 2-54 | 2 64 | ... | 2-18 | 2-09 | 200 | lO l ... m.

The probability of hitting the target A A' at 800 m is

H r S ) - 0'344- 34-'.-
The probability of hitting the target B0B  at 775 m is

1 , /'0 ,80\ , 1 , (\ "70 — 0-80^ lft<l
1-09 J = 4° L-
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The probability of hitting the target CqC' at 750 m is

1  , /1~52\ , 1  /1-70-T52N  „.
2 ^  Vl'045y +  2 ^  \ 1-045 )  38  2  / “

The probability of hitting the target MUM' at 825 m is

1 , /0-89 +  l-70\ 1 , /0'89\
2 + \ - T w - ) - 2  + \TIb)  =237 L

[CH. XI

and so on.
Thus for the ranges

8001825 | 850 18751 900 192519501... | 77517501 725 | 7001 67516501625160015751... 

the series of the percentage of hits is as follows:

34-4 | 23-7 112-915-4 | 1*810-410 1... 140-0 J 38-21 30’0120'5 112-015-81 2-41 0‘910 1...

I f  the percentage is set out as a function o f the range, we obtain a curve, „ 
corresponding to the sighting for 800 m.

As for artillery, the probability that a shot lies on the same side as 0  was

given as g +  § * ( § ) .
Denote by £, the unknown range of the target from the gun as given in the

range table, a  the range at which the firing is to be carried out. These distances as 
well as the distance Lx o f the mean point of impact 0  from the target are to be 
measured in a positive direction away from the gun.

Since £ - a  =  Lx and '\r{ — y )=  the probability of a short shot is given

in all cases by J + •

Putting — =  x. — =  a ,  as A, a ,  w are all measured in the same unit, viz., the ° w w
metre, — or F  (x—a), is the probability of a short shot; and con-l
sequently F (a  — x) or 1 — F (x  — a) o f a long shot. A  table of the function Ft 
is given in the works of Sabudski and v. Eberhard, as well as of Kozkk.

When s =  m +  n shots have been fired, the probability that in the s shots, m 
are short and n long, is given by

[F(x-a)~]'n [F  (a -  ^)]'*.

The most probable distance of the target, according to the range table, is that 
for which this expression is a maximum; and so x  is to be calculated from

F  (x  -  a) =  —, as in the previous example 5.

More generally, let s=m  + n shots be fired with different elevations; let short 
shots be observed at the ranges au a2, ... and long shots at ranges bu b2, 
bn, in a definite order. The unknown range x  is then obtained according to Mangor 
by the following procedure. The probability of this event is

1 = F (x  — ai) F ( x - a 2) ... F ( x - a m) F f —x) F{b2- x ) ... F{bn-x ) .  ...(a) .1

By logarithmic differentiation and equating to zero, the condition of a maxij 
mum is obtained, and thence the most probable range x.
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The condition will be

/ ( x - a l)+ . . .  + / ( x - a m) - f ( b l- x ) - . . . - / { b m- x ) - 0 , ,(l>)

w here/(y) denotes F' Cv) 
F(y) , which is found in the tables of Sabudski and Koz&k.

This equation (6) is to bo solved by trial.
For example in shooting with a gun the following observations were made, as 

given by Sabudski and v. Eberhard. A t an elevation o f 50 mm on the sight, corre
sponding to the range A t, a -  was obtained; with 51 mm at .12, + , —, — ; with 
52 mm at As, + , + ;  (a long shot is denoted by + , short by - ) ;  1 mm on the sight 
alters the range about 2G m, and the probable error in range 10=9-4 m. Required 
the most probable range of the target.

Condition (b) leads here to

f ( x - A l) + 2 f ( x - A 2) - f ( A 2 - x ) - 2 f ( A 3 - x )  =  0. ............... (c)

To solve this equation, x = A 2 is first tried; and then the left-hand side of (c) is 

,  f ( A 2-  A i) + 2 / ( 0 ) - / ( 0 ) - 2 / ( A 3 — d 2) =  0.

The range difference A2 - A t corresponds to the difference o f 51 — 50m m ; but 
since 1 mm on the sight alters the range 26 m,

d 2 —A j =  (51 —50) 2 6 m = 2 '7 7  ic.

So also A3 — A2= 2 -7 7 ; and thus / ( 2 - 7 7 )  +  2 / ( 0 ) —/ ( 0 )  —2 / ( 2 -77) is obtained. 
From the table, the left-hand side is thus

0T1 — 2X1T8 —1-18 —2 x 0 -1 1 = + 1 0 7 , 
which is positive. „

Calculating again x  as the range corresponding to the elevation 51-36 mm, the 
left-hand side works out =  -1 -2 6 ; and finally — 0 ’2 1  for 51-2 mm. Consequently 
the most probable elevation for the range is between 51 and 51-2 mm, and nearer 
to 51-2.

This method of Mangon, first employed in Germany by H. Rohue, has been 
extended by him to the case where in one shot or in several the distance o f the 
point of impact from the target is to be measured.

Concerning this and other details, see Ritter v. Eberhard’s German translation 
of N. Sabudski’s work, in which the questions are treated theoretically.

§ 68. Probability of hitting a given circular area.

Suppose a circle of radius R to be described on a vertical target; 
the gun is fired at the centre 0  so that 0 is the centre of mean 
impact; and the zones in the plane of the target are assumed to be 
the same in all directions about 0.

About a point P  let a small sector d f be drawn with central 
angle dcj>, and bounded by a thin ring of inner radius r and outer 
r + dr.
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On Gauss’s Law the probability of hitting df is a?e~t,ir' d f  where 
a and h are two constants, to be determined later, and d f=  rd(f>dr.

Integrate with respect to <f> from 0 to 27r; then out of n shots, 
2mra?e~b*rtrdr will fall on the thin ring.

Thus the number of hits in the complete circle of radius R  is

t =  2717ra21* e~6'r*rdr =  nir ~  (1 — e~hiRi).............. (1)

The constant a is then determined from the condition that the 
area of an infinite circle is certain to be struck, and then t =  n,
for r =  oo ; this gives a — .

The constant b determines the measure for radial deviations, 
reckoned from 0.

Of these radial errors, denote the mean quadratic error by fir, the 
average error by Er, the probable or 50 %  error (half the 50 %  zone) 
by wr or Rm.

The relations between these errors are different from those given 
previously with respect to parallel deviations.

(a) Mean quadratic radial error ftr.
Denoting the single radial errors of the shots by e1; e,, e3, ..., then 

according to the definition,

M r
/e/ +  e22 +  ..  ■ _  / l e2

V  n V  »  '
Therefore nfir2 =  Xe2 =  2 (r2 times the number of hits made on 

the thin ring between radii r and r +  dr) =  2  (r2 2>nra‘2e~'J'~r'rdr), the 
sum being taken over the whole plane; so that

As rr=co
=  2«7t — I e ^ ^ T r'd r;

7T ./ r = o
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and substituting =  t, and by partial integration, we get

l- ± i .................. <2>
and thus from (1), the number of hits

_3ll ■
t =  n ( 1 - e  '? ) .

Thus for R  =  fir, t =  n ^1 — ^  =  0-631n or 63 0jo of the shots.

When the mean quadratic errors and fi2 in the direction of 
the two axes of symmetry x and y are known, /zr2 =  y?  +  yf, since 
r2 =  x2 + y2, and Sr2 =  lx?  +  2 y2; and if fiY — ^  =  y, then fir = fi V'2.

(b) Probable radial error or 50 %  zone wr or Rx. .
Here ItM is the radius of the circle round 0, which contains half 

the shots, so that t=  and

_•?»?
| = 1 — e '*r , JJso =  wr =  fir V(log« 2) =  0-83255/*r.......... (3)

R2 log 2 /?*
t =  n ( l - e  ) =  n [1 -  (g-kw*)^®] =  n [1 -  (Oo)'7̂ ].

(c) Average radial error Er.
This is the arithmetic mean of all the absolute values of the radial 

errors.
2e . . . .Er = — , nEr =  2  (r times the number of deviations of magnitude

r), extended over the whole area, assuming that Gauss’s Law can hold 
for deviations of unlimited extent; so that

nEr =  2  (rna?e b'r' rrdr) — 2mra- [  e_i5rJr2d)‘
Jo
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and putting br =  t, we get
1 ’J'rrEr =  2ira2̂ - [  e~‘2 tfdt =  27ra2 ,

o3Jo o* 4

or, since a ==*/ir’
„  1 Vtt 0-8862
E r~ b  2 ~ b ’ .(4>

Therefore
IT £2

t =  n (1 — e *Er*).

Consequently we have
l 1 1 Vtt V (lo g 2 ).

fir E r 2 wr or R m'

and wr or i?50 =  0‘83255/ir =  0-939o.fi>, for the radial errors about 0 ; 
compared with the previous w =  0’6745/z =  0'84532?, for parallel devia
tions.

Recapitulation. The percentage of hits in shooting at a circular 
target of radius R  with centre at 0, the mean point of impact, is

w b?
100 (1 -  e =  100 [1 -  (0 -5 f»2] =  100 (1 -  e iB>) .

. AL
A  table for 100 (1 — 0'5Kaoi) as a function of R : RM is as follows:

Badius of circle R
50 %  zone radius RK ~ o-i 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-6

Percentage of hits = 0*69 2*73
i

6-04 10-50 15-91 22-08 ■.

0-7 0-8 0-9 1 IT 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 ,

28-80 35-82 42-96 50-00 56-77 63-14 69-01 74-30 78-98 83-04 86-51 89-42

1-9 2 2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 3 ]

91-81 93-75 95-29 96-51 97-44 98-15 98-69 99-07 99-37 99-56 j99-71 99-80

Numerical example. A  pistol is tired accurately at a ring target; the 50 °/t 
circle had a diameter of 0'5 m.

The rings were numbered 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6  and were marked out by circles 
of radii 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 cm.
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In 1000 shots it is required to determine the number of hits to be expected in 
each ring.

Here 2/4,,—50 cm, Rm—25 cm.

Circular area up to ring 1 2 , It
Ajo

-A -0 -2 , percentage 2-73,

11 » n, 11 =  4 ^ 0 -4 , » 10-50,
91 11 10 , =  4 8 = 00 , 11 2208,
1) 11 9, 11 =  £8 = 0 -8 , 11 35-82,
11 >t 8, = 3 8 = 1 -0, 11 50,
11 11 7, 1) =  S )| = l-2 , 11 63-14,
11 11 6, 11 - I J - 1 ' 4 , 11 74-30.

So that in the area of the ring

Number 1 2 1 1 1 0 9 8 7

Hits 27 105-27  
=  78

221 -1 0 5  
=  116

358-221 
=  137

500 -  358 
=  142

631-500  
=  131

Thus 257 shots fell outside the outermost ring.

§ 69. Probability of hitting a given elliptical target.

1. Elliptical Target.
The coordinate axes are taken as the axes of symmetry of the 

target-diagram.
The mean quadratic errors in these directions are denoted by ^  

and fa. Thus there is an infinite series of similar ellipses, for which 
the axes are symmetrical.

Among these ellipses select CDC1D1 with semi-axes 0C  =  X/x,, 
OD =  ; and the question is to determine the percentage of hits on
this ellipse.

For this purpose the given elliptical area is divided up into 
elements of area d f and the number of hits on this area d f is calcu
lated, and then an integration gives the number on the given ellipse 
GBGlDl.

The most convenient way is to take the element of area d f  in the 
form of a very thin elliptic ring ABA^BU enclosed by ellipses similar 
to the boundary ellipse. Then it can be shown that round such an 
ellipse the probability of a hit is constant.

The probability of hitting an element dxdy round a point P, is 
found to be

e-h?x‘ dx e~hi y“ dy, where P  =  — r, and /f2= —^ ,
V7r y;7r /* iV - M2V -
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and so it is equal to

[C H . X I

1 4.»!\~2 Vm,2 M2Vdxdy.2t

If the point P  (#y), and with it the element dxdy, moves round 
the plane, so that P  remains on the ellipse ABAlB1, with semi

axes e/*! and ey2; then — -  +
iy2

——  =  1, or —  +  =  e2, and the pro-
/V  y  t( e y f  (ey2y

bability remains constant, because e is constant round the ellipse; and 
e, fJa, fa are given.

Integrating round the ring ABAlB1, the probability of hitting 
this thin ring, of area d f  is then equal to

-5— e-^ d f.

The value of d f  is found as follows. The inner ellipse of the ring 
has semi-axes e/z, and e y 2, and the area

/ =  e ^ . e ^ . i r = 7 . e\

Therefore
d f  = ‘i i r f i 1fii e d e .

Thence the probability of hitting the thin ring is

-—-—  e- -5'" 27r /j1u«,e d e = e~*,! e d e ,  
lirpiiH  "

that is, in n  shots, the number falling on the ring is n e~^ el e d e .
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Integrating this over the whole extent of the ellipse CI)GlDl, from 
e =  0 to e =  X, the number of hits on this ellipse is

n f  e- *'1 ede =  n (1 — e~ixr).
J #-o

Recapitulation. The ellipse with semi-axes
OG =  \Ml =  l-483Xw„ OD =  X/xs =  r483\u/j, 

in the direction of the axes of symmetry of the target-diagram, and 
centre 0 at the mean point of impact, receives 100(1 — e~ix') percent 
of the hits. Outside the ellipse the percentage of hits is lOOe- **1.

I f  the ellipse CDG^Di is to represent the probable error ellipse, 
receiving 50 °/0 of the hits, then

\n =  n (1 — X =  V(2 log, 2) =  11774;
that is, the ellipse with semi-axes Tl77^j, 1177/^ will receive half 
of the shots.

In this way the semi-axes of the ellipse may be calculated for any 
percentage of hits.

In this group of similar ellipses that one is included which is the 
boundary of the target, since the maximum deviations (about 3^), 
and JlI2 (about 3iy2), are in the same ratio. Consequently these ellipses 
constitute the smallest targets, which contain a given percentage of 
hits.

The following is a table for 100 (1 — as a function of -r=:

X
7 2  ' 

100 ( 1 - =  ° /o

0-00

0-00

o -io

0-99

0-20

3-92

0-30

8-61

i
0-40

14-79

0-50 0-60 0-70 0-80 0-90 1-0 1-2 1-4
22-12 30-23 38-74 47-27 55-51 63-21 76-31 85-91

1-6 1-8 2-0 2-2 2-4 2-6 2-8 3-0
92-27 96-08 98-17 99-21 99-68 99-88 99-96 99-99

Conversely:

1 0 0 ( l - e _iAi) = ° / 0 

iX* =
10

0-10537
20

0-22315

!
30 ' 40 

0-35668 | 0-51083

50
0-69315

60
0-91630

70
1-20398

80
1-60944

90
2-30259
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In this way elliptic targets may be constructed for a given rifle 
and for any range, of which the separate rings correspond to the actual 
height and breadth errors, with an area to suit any definite percentage 
of hits.

2. A target with any arbitrary bounding line.
The probability of hitting a target was given in § 67 by the 

following double integral, extended over the boundary line of the 
, target:

I T /f  e~[Kx'‘+ĥ ] dxdy.

As shown in §§ 67— 69, this double integral can be worked out, 
not only for rectangles, but also for circular and elliptical boundaries, 
provided the mean point of impact lies at the centre of the circle or 
ellipse.

But let us now suppose that the bounding line of the target is 
wholly irregular, as is the case with the ordinary targets of the battle
field. In such circumstances it is impossible to evaluate the double 
integral in finite form. The usual method of approximation is to 
suppose that the mean point of impact coincides with the centre of 
gravity, and the target is then replaced by a circle or rectangle of 
equal area, described about the centre of gravity.

Rothe has lately described a general method for dealing with cases 
of this kind: it is partly graphical and partly mechanical. It deals 
with a target bounded by any kind of curve, with any known errors 
of deviation, or with any position of the axes, or with any assumption 
as to the position of the mean point of impact. He is able to find the 
percentage of hits on the target with sufficient accuracy.

For this purpose, other variables are introduced instead of h^x and

A2 y, and the double integral becomes — JJe~(*s+v!) doc dy. Then Rothe’s

general procedure is to evaluate the double integral jJ /(« , y) dx dy 
over a given bounding line with the aid of the planimeter.

The process is briefly as follows. A  plan of the surface £=f{%, y) is made by 
means of contour lines of section, along which 2= constant. He draws the bound
ing line of the integral, and determines with the planimeter, for a sufficient 
number of constant values of £, the sections of the cylinder erected on the bound
ing line. These sections are plotted as ordinates, corresponding to £, in a new 
diagram, and a curve is constructed in this way. He determines by the plani
meter the area bounded by this curve, the two extreme ordinates, and the axis 
o f abscissae.
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R. Rothe has employed this procedure for many examples, for 
instance on an infantry breast-plate of 1283cm1 surface; there he 
found the probability of hitting was 0GG2, while the assumption of a 
circular target of equal area gave the value 0-754.

Rothes planimetric method can also be extended to a target in 
three dimensions.

Finally he has shown how to obtain the point of mean impact, and 
how the target must be placed so as to obtain the greatest probability. 
Further details cannot be given here.

§ 70. Application of Gauss’s method of Least Squares.

1. The matter may best be illustrated by means of a simple 
example.

Suppose at the ranges X  =  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 km, the times of flight 
are T =  270, 6-20, 10-30, 15'20, 21-40, 30'30 seconds.

A  relation between X  and T is required, and let us suppose that
T = A X  +  BX2.

For the determination of A and B, there are six equations, 
namely,

2-7 =  1 . A  +  12. B, G'2 = 2A + 21B, 10 3 =  3A +  32R,
15-2 =  4A  -f 42B, ... and so on.

Considering only the first two equations, we find A — 23, B =  0 4 ; 
so that the relation is

T =  2-3X +  0-4Z2................................... (1)

Then the values of T are as follows:
measured, T =  2-7 6-2 10-3 15-2 21-4 30-3,
calculated, T =  2-7 6-2 10-5 15-6 21-5 28-2,
errors, / =  ± 0 ± 0 ±0-2 +  0-4 +  01 -  2-1,

I f -  =  0"22 +  0-42 + 0 1 2 +  2-12 =  4-6a.
It is required to find the most convenient way of using all the 

observations, or of distributing the errors over the whole series. This 
consists in the method of Least Squares. The coefficients A, B, must 
be so determined that the sum of the squares of the errors is made as 
small as possible. The procedure is analogous to the graphical method 
of drawing a smooth curve through a series of observed points.

The errors are the differences between the calculated and the
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measured times of flight; so that the sum of the squares of the 
errors is
(1. 4  +  l 2. 5 - 2 - 7 ) 2 +  (2. 4  +  22.5 - 6 - 2 ) 2+ ( 3 .4  +  32.5 -1 0 -3 )2+ . . . .  

I f  this is to be a minimum, we have by partial differentiation 
( A + B -  2-7) +  2 (2 4  +  45  -  6'2) +  3 (3A +  95  -1 0 -3 ) +  ... =  0,1 
(A + B -  2-7) +  4 (2A + 45  -  6‘2) +  9 (3 4  +  95 - 10’3) +  ... =  0,j 

and
4 (1  +  4 +  9 +  ...) +  5 ( l  +  8 + 27 +  ...) =  2-7 +  2 x 6"2 +  3 x 10'3 + .. .  
4 ( l + 4 .2  + 9.3 +  . . . ) + 5 ( l 2+ 4 2+ 9 2+ ...)= 2 -7  + 4 x  6 -2+9x10-3+ ....) 

914 +  4415 =  395-6, 4414 +  22755 =  1989'2,
4  =  1-81388, 5  =  0-52276;
T =  1-81388Z + 0-52276X2...........................(2)

Equation (2) gives the relation between T and X  for general pur
poses, as deduced from the six observations.

As to the mean error of any individual determination of the time of 
flight, the following is the procedure to employ: Calculate from (2) 
the times of flight for X  =  1, 2, 3, . . . ;  then to the observed times of 
flight

2-7 6-2 10-3 15-2 21-4 30'3

correspond the calculated times,
2-33664 5-71880 10-14648 15-61968 22-13840 29-70264, 

so the errors are
0-36336 0-48120 0-15352 041968 0-73840 0-59736,

and the squares of the errors are
0-13203 0-23156 0-02357 017613 0'54523 0-35685. j

Thus 2 / 2 =  1-46537, which is smaller than for any other values o f 
4  and 5 ;  for instance the determination from (1) gave 2 / -2 =  4-62.

Further, the mean quadratic error zt= „ /  , where n is the ̂ V  n — m
number of observations and m is the number of coefficients to be deter

. /1-46537 . imined; so that here fi =  . /  =  0-605, and this error /£, and also

the probable error w, have thereby been reduced to a minimum, on 
the assumption of a function of the form

A X  +  BX\
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2. The problem may also be treated in the following manner: 
We know that T =  <j>(X, X 1, A, B) ; and for the unknown co

efficients A and B, some approximate values are obtained; denote 
them by A and B. They may for instance bo determined from the 
two first observations, X  =  1, T =  2'7 and X  = 2, T => G'2; and then 
A = 2 3, B =  0'4. _  _

Therefore we suppose that A = A + a ,  B = B +  B', so that 
' ' 2'= <f> (A + a, B + /3)',

and expanding by Taylor’s theorem we get

r - * a , i ! )  +  « f ± + 0 *

Here <j>(A, B) denotes the approximate value of T, denoted by f ,  
obtained from A and B ; and so

T — T = a — + f i  —1 1 d A + ^ d B ‘
But in the preceding case

t - A X  +  BX-, g - X ' .

Therefore _
T - T = c t X  +  )3X\

It follows from the above that the values of the error T — T = k 
for the various ranges X  are as follows:

0
0

-0 -2  
-0 -4  
- 0 T  
+ 21

X
T
2
3
4
5
6

The method of Least Squares must be applied again to the equa
tion k =  aX +  /3X2 to obtain the coefficients a and /S; so that

( a . l  +  /3 .1 2- 0 ) 2 +  (a .2  +  /3 .2 2- 0 ) 2
+  (a . 3 +  /3 . 32 +  0’2)2 +  ... is a minimum. 

Proceeding by partial differentiation, we get

91« + 441/3 =  9-9, 441a+  2275/3 =  64-9, 
a =  -  0-4862, /3 =  +  0-1228.

c. 27
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Consequently the values of A and B are

A  =  A +  a =  2-3 -  0-4862 =  1-8138,

B =  B+/3 = 0-4 +  0-1228 =  0'5228, 
and '

T =  1-81X  4- 0‘52X2, as before.

The accuracy of this procedure can be shown without the use of 
Taylor’s theorem, as follows: '

Suppose the approximate values, A and B, to be found, and

T = A X  + BX\ T = A X  +  BX\
Then

T - T  = ( A - A ) X  + ( B - B ) X \  or «  =  aX + /3X2.

3. The method described in 2 must be applied when equations 
are treated which cannot be solved by an approximation process.

Suppose, for example, it is required to obtain a relation between 
y and x  in the form

y =  AxB +  G.

Suppose the values yu y2, ... to correspond to the values x2, x2......
Then A, B, G are determined from the condition

(AxP + C  — y^f +  (AxP +  G — y2)2 +  ... =  a minimum; 

and so we have the three equations

xP  (AxP + C - y 1) + x B (AxP + C - y 2) +  ... = 0,

x P logx1 (AxP  + G -  y2) +  x p  log x2(AxP  + C -  y2) +  ... =  0,

A xP  + G — y2 + A xP  + G — y2 +  ... = 0 .

But these equations can only be solved approximately; and approxi
mate values, A, B, G, must first be determined.

T h is  can be done in  th e fo llow in g  m anner. T h e  observed values, %u x2, ..., 
correspond ing to  th e observed  values y 1; y 2, . . .  are p lo tted  on a diagram , and a 
cu rve is  draw n through  th e poin ts. T h e  slope o f  the tangent to  th is cu rve is 
m easured at th e first tw o poin ts, and let jt? be the tangent o f  the. angle m ade w ith

th e axis o f  oc. T hen  <̂ = p = A B x B~1, and i f  pi and p2 are the values o f  p  a t the

first tw o  p o in ts  on  th e curve, we h av e  p1 = ABx1B~1, and p2=ABxp~l.

These equations give the values of A  and B ; G is found from 
the equation y2 =  A xP  +  G. This gives us the first approximations,
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A, B, C: using these values, we get an approximation for y from the 
equation y  =  Axn +  C.

Further approximations, a, yS, 7 are'then introduced, so that

therefore

B u t.

Therefore

y  =  <j> (A +  a, B +  y9, C +  7):

y - y =au + PdB+ri
dtf>
dC’

M  =  xll; ™  = Aa)Jilo8 x ’ dS< = 1'dB dC

y — y = <*xB +  y3AxB log x +  7.

Here only the first powers of a, 0, and 7 occur; so they can be cal
culated by method (1).

This, therefore, gives us further approximations, viz,,

, A -{• a, B-\-$, (7 +  7 :

in some cases it may. be necessary to continue the process of approxi
mation to a further stage.

4. The best method of expending ammunition on the preparation 
of a range table must now be considered.

With guns of heavy calibre, the question is important, having regard to the 
available ammunition. Suppose it is required to prepare a range table, and more 
particularly to ascertain the angle o f departure for several ranges. Then we must 
consider whetherit would be better to fire a few shells at a large number of ranges, 
or a large number of shells at a few ranges. Vallier prefers the latter plan of 
firing a number of shells at a few ranges. On the theory of probabilities, he 
arrives at the following conclusions for guns of medium calibre.

I f  less than 16 rounds are available, he recommends firing at a single range, 
taking measurements of the initial velocity, v0, and of the error in the angle of 
departure.

I f  between 16 and 24 rounds are available, he recommends firing at two ranges, 
with the same measurements as before.

I f  between 24 and 40 rounds are available, then three ranges should be chosen, 
with measurements as before.

With heavy calibres, the number of rounds can be decreased by about 33 per 
cent.

27—2
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The useful ranges x, at which the practice should be carried out, are given in 
the following table, in which IT denotes the longest range that comes into 
consideration.

Number of rounds employed Bange x to be chosen

1 0 v0 measurement
2 0 0-828 IT
3 0 0-464 IT 0-928 IT
4 0 0-281 IT 0-679 TV 0-960 IT
5 0 0-186 IT 0-4875 If 0-790 IT 0-975 IT
6 0 0-131 IT 0-359 IT 0-622 IT 0-849 IT 0-981 IT

This holds when the initial velocity v0 is known with the same accuracy as 
that to which each range x can be measured.

On the other hand, if the accuracy of the % measurement is higher than that 
of the range:

Number of rounds employed Bange x to be chosen

1 0 A-0 measurement
2 0 0-894 IT
3 0 0-603 IT 0-952 IT
4 0 0-415 IT 0-730 IT 0-996 IT

In some cases the supply of ammunition may be such that the measurement 
of Vq depends on a measurement at the short range, a/. In this case the table is 
as follows:

Number of rounds employed Bange x to be chosen

i x'
2 xr 0-1057  ̂+ 0-894 IT.
3 otf 0-397 ^  + 0-603 IT 0-048  ̂+ 0-952 IT
4 x' 0-585 af+ 0-415 IT 0-270  ̂+ 0-730 IT 0-004  ̂+ 0-996 IT

These rules hold as well for any ballistic function.
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Suppose, for instance, with an infantry riflo the hits on a vertical target are 
to bo examined, and-that as regards the measurement of v0 tho first assump
tion holds and that 2000 ra is the greatest range in tho range table; then 
if there are to be 6 ranges, the targets should bo placed at about tho follow
ing ranges, 0 (measurement of va between 0 and 50 m), 200 m, 720 m, 1240 m, 
1700 m, 1960 m.

These rules of Vallicr cannot always be used in practice; nevertheless they 
are useful in tho preparation o f rango tables.
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On the effects produced by the explosion of shells

§ 71. The penetration of bullets and unexploded shells into 
rigid bodies. Calculation of the depth of penetration.

The passage of a shell through the air tends to accelerate the air- 
particles, which it sets in motion: this causes waves and eddies in the , 
atmosphere. Waves of condensation are also formed when the pro- • 
jectile penetrates a fluid or solid body, but these waves generally 
precede the shell or bullet, since their speed is high. Thus the 
velocity of sound in air is about 340 m/sec, in wood about 1440 m/sec, 
and in steel 5000 m/sec. The effect of these waves in a block of stone 
or metal is sometimes seen in the fact that small pieces break off on 
the opposite side to that on which the shell impinges.

The effect of cohesion must also be overcome. The projectile 
loses energy owing to two causes: in the first place, it accelerates the 
particles of the body with which it comes in contact, and the amount 
of this acceleration depends on the ease with which the particles can . 
be displaced: and in the second place, work is done against the forces 1 
of cohesion. Let W be the resistance opposed to the motion of the j 
shell by the body, and let the shell be moving with velocity v and 
have a cross-section II- i t . Then Euler supposes that W =  7raR?: 
Poncelet assumes that W = 1tR 2 (a +  bv"); and Itcsal supposes that 
W — 7TR2(av+bv2). On the other hand T. Levi-Civita assumes that 
W =  7rlt2(a +  bv2) (1 +  kv0). Here v0 denotes the velocity at the 
moment of impact, a and b are constants, which depend on the 
nature of the body into which the projectile penetrates, and k is an 
empirical constant. 1

Taking Poncelet’s formula, the calculations can be made as follows.! 
The projectile penetrates over a short distance into the body: this 
short path can be considered as a straight line, seeing that the effects 
of gravity may be neglected. The resistance, which is equal to 
irR2i (a +  bv2), is then the only force to be considered, and i is a 
coefficient depending on the shape of the shell-head. Let the projec
tile penetrate into the body through a distance * in  a time t, reckoned
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from the instant of impact. Its initial velocity at the moment of 
impact may be supposed to have been v„, and at the end of the time 

. . P
t it is v. Let — be the mass of the projectile. Then we have

P  dv _  Pv dv 
g d t~  g dx =  — 7rR‘ i (a +  bv1).

Integrating we have
____ P  _ . a +  bv03

X 2TrbgR,i a + bv1 ’
since when t =  0, x =  0, and v =  v0, and

(1)

t =  ■■ {tan-1 v0. / — — tan-1 v ./ - \ ............ (2)
irRHg Vab l V  » V  a\ w

I f  a body, of a thickness of x  metres, is penetrated by a projectile, 
then equation (1) gives the velocity which the projectile has at the 
moment of escape from the body, and equation (2) gives the time 
taken to effect the penetration. If, however, the body is too thick 
for complete penetration, the projectile will eventually come to rest 
within the body, in which case v =  0. Then the total depth of pene
tration will be

x - * z k i ' ° * ( 1 + ’r ) ..............’<3>
and the total time of penetration is

T = ------—r r -r  tan-1 (v0 A / - ) ....................... (4)
irR2gi*Jab V v aJ •

The value of i will be discussed later. According to the tests 
carried out by Didion-Morin-Piobert in 1839— 1840, the coefficients 
a and b have the following values, viz., •

For limestone ... ... ..............  a =  1 2 ,0 00 ,0 0 0 : 15.a

Strong masonry ... ... .. ... a=  5,520,000: 1 ° ° 6 _  
a '

Ordinary masonry ... ..............  a =  4,400,000: 15.a

Brickwork ... . ... .............. a =  3,160,000: 10 «b—  =  15. a

Sand and gravel ... ... .............. a=  435,000: ^  =  200. a

Clay ..................................... ..............  a =  1,045,000: 35.a
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Loose earth: covered with grass . .. a — 700,000: 60.a

Loose earth: half clay, half sand . .. a = 461,000: ! « -  60.a

Damp clay ...............  ... . .. a — 266,000: 80.a

Oak, beech, a s h ...............  ... . .. a — 2,085,000 ^ 6=  2 0 . a

Elm ... ...............  ... . .. a = 1,600,000: 2 0 .a

Pine and b i r c h ............................ . .. a = 1,160,000: 2 0 .a

Poplar .................................................. .. a = 1,090,000: —  =  20.a

Vallier in 1913 came to the conclusion that for earth, wood, and
‘ io 6& . . . .

masonry, the value of ——  is 50, and the value of hi is determined

experimentally, so that equation (3) becomes
XPr  AP / I  »02\ 

X  nR2 °g l 1 +  2 10V ’ .(5)

where A, depends on the nature of the body into which the projectile 
penetrates, and must also be found by experiment.

Petry in 1910 gives the following formula, viz.,

Y P*f<Vo)
A  4 P 2 .(6)

where X  is the depth of penetration in metres, P  is the weight of the 
projectile in kilogrammes, and 2R  is the calibre in centimetres. Here 
k  is the only coefficient which depends on the nature of the body. 
Its Value for concrete masonry is 0-64: for good stone masonry, is 
0 '94 : for good brickwork, l -63 : for sandy earth, 2'94 : for ploughed 
earth, 3‘86 : for clay soil, 5'87 : f  (v„) is a function of the velocity of 
impact, and its value is given in the following table.

v0 = 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260

/ ( l'o) = 0-33 0-72 1-21 1-76 2-36 2-97 3-58 4-18 4-77 5-34 5-89 6-41

Vo = 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500

/(vo) = 6-92 7-40 7-87 8-31 8-74 9-15 9-54 9-92 10-29 10-64 10-98 11-30

The projectile may, of course, glance off the surface of the body: 
Petry thinks that this happens with the surface of the earth if the
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angle of impact, i.e., the angle between the direction of motion and 
the normal to the "surface of the ground, exceeds 75°: this angle Is 
said to be G0° in the case of masonry or brickwork. Sometimes the 
depth of penetration is used for forming an estimate of the velocity of 
impact, and in this connection Journ^e’s empirical formula is often 
useful. He considers that if a bullet penetrates a fir tree,

where X  is the depth of penetration in centimetres, d is the diameter 
o f the bullet in_centimctres, and v0 is the velocity of impact.

Example. A  shrapnel bullet, weighing 10 grammes, and having a diameter of 
1*22 cm, is to strike a man with such force as to put him out of action. For this 
purpose 8 m-kg is sufficient. This velocity is to be roughly estimated from firing 
into a fir tree. What should be the depth of penetration ? We have

The formulae of Poncelet, Euler, and Resal rest, of course, on 
assumptions, which cannot be expected to give very exact results. 
The tables, giving the values of a and b in Poncelet’s formula, do not 
pretend to any great accuracy, more especially as it is not possible to 
give any exact definition of good masonry and the like. Moreover the 
experiments, on which these values are based, were carried out with 
much lower velocities than can be obtained with the modem rifle.

The coefficient i is said to be equal to unity for spherical projec
tiles, and for the ordinary shell it is said to be §. In the formula

it is better to determine the constants ai and -  by experiment. For

this purpose, it is best to find X '  and X "  for two different velocities 
of impact, v' and v„’. Then by the use of equation (3), we have two

equations for the determination of ai and - .

A' =  0000093 (7)

10 Vo2
2 x 9-81x1000’

and thus r0=125 m/sec.
Thus the depth of penetration is

X = 0-000093 x 1-2 2  x 1252 =  1-8  cm.

b
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| 72. Depth of penetration of a projectile.

1. The formula of Levi-Civita was suggested by the fact that with 
the modem rifle the greatest depth of penetration takes place at a. 
considerable distance from the muzzle. For instance, the following 
table was drawn up in 1900 for the French bullet.

At a
distance of

. Depth of penetration of the ballet in
Sand Loose earth Pinewood Oak

10 m 11 cm 25 cm 90 cm 20 cm
40 „ 18 „ 39 „ 82 „ 19 „

100 „ 32 „ 62 „ 70 „ 18 „
200 „ 45 „ 75 „ 60 „ 18 „
300 „ 46 „ 77 „ 56 „ 17 „400 „ 44 „ 73 ,, 53 „ 16 „500 „ 40 „ 67 „ 50 „ 15 „600 „ 38 „ 63 „ 49 „ 15 „

The fact is usually explained by the supposed compression of the 
bullet. I f  the velocity of the bullet is very great, the compression 
causes the sectional area of the bullet1 to be considerably increased.. 
The effect of the change of ntR 2 is more important than that due to 
a +  bv2; in consequence the resistance is very considerably increased 
with the result that the depth of penetration may be greater at a 
lower.velocity. In order to allow for this, we ought to multiply ttR2 
by 1 +  kva, where k is determined by experiment. Of course, this 
throws no light on the true nature of the resistance or its relation to 
the other variables. The most that can be said is that these formulae 
provide a method of mathematically examining a certain limited 
number of cases.

Some part of the energy of the bullet is undoubtedly expended in its com
pression and deformation. Various experiments were made in the author’s 
laboratory and in the testing station at Halensee, near Berlin: the results are 
shown in the appended table, the ordinary S-bullet being fired into beechwood 
and sand. The table includes the velocity of impact, the ranges at the end o f 
which the final velocities with a normal charge are equal to the velocities of 
impact, the depths of penetration, and remarks on the nature of deformation o f 
the projectile. The lower velocities were produced by decreasing the charge.

2. JI. von Wuich proposes the following indirect method of deter
mining the law of penetration for a given material. The depths X, 
X', X", corresponding to impact-velocities v0, v f  v", are noted. Let X
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Firing into sand Firing into beech

1
So So"a

1

ja 0
4>

"3
a

.2
a

.2
a*
a a

a s Nature of deformation Nature of deformation
o oto

a
4> of projectile c

Qj of projectile

'3o
a
cS

« o
A

o
JS

•

t> &« a*
« Q

98 2500 19-5 No deformation: the sur
face slightly roughened

4 No deformation

330 874 24-7 ’ Ditto 12-7 Bullet compressed: sec
tion becomes oval, with
the long axis in direc-

tion of fibres
473 560 28-6 Ditto 26-5 Ditto, but more marked

deformation
579 398 31-4 Bullet compressed 41-6 Ditto, but greater

deformation
710 218 22-4 A  portion of the lead is 

pressed out at the back
65 Ditto

735 186 19-7 The outside completely 70-7 Ditto
broken

762 153 18-2 Ditto, but more 76-7 Lead begins to be
markedly extruded at the back

788 1 2 1 17 Ditto, shape not 
recognizable

40-7 Marked deformation. 
External surface broken:

the lead partially
extruded

815 90 15-8 Separate fragments of 34-7 D itto: bullet l>ent:
the bullet tip uninjured

870 2 138 Bullet broken into 29-7 Maximum deformation.
small fragments The parts still cohere.

1
t

Tip almost uninjured

The first deformation was noticed with 
an impact-velocity of 559 m/sec. Maximum Maximum depth o f penetra-
depth o f penetration, 33 cm. Range, 314 m.

be the greatest of these depths. It is then assumed that after pene
trating through a depth of X — A"' the bullet still has the velocity r0', 
and after penetrating through X — X", it has a velocity v0". In this
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way the velocity v is obtained as a function of the distance through 
which the bullet has travelled, and therefore

Tir Pdv 
W =  -  -jv g at

Pv dv 
g (ix ’

This assumes that the rate of travel is independent of the deform- 
• ation already produced. This hypothesis is not generally true, as it 
is impossible to suppose that the compression of the bullet, and the 
lateral friction of the material through which it is passing, produce 
no effect. '

3. Assuming that a shell-hole is of the nature of a surface of 
revolution, Poncelet endeavoured to determine its shape in the follow
ing manner. He supposed that the volume of the material excavated 
by the penetration of the shell was proportional to the loss of vis viva.

Therefore f mj 
J o

nate of the excavated curve, corresponding to x, the distance of
. P  . . .penetration. Therefore —i>dv =  — \iry2dx. This gives the relation

between w, y, and v ; and the use of (1) in § 71 gives us that between 
x  and y. Thus we have the equation for the contour-line of the curve 
of excavation. But the results, obtained by this method, are not in 
agreement with the facts, as found by experiment. This is not 
surprising seeing that the process of penetration is a complicated 
phenomenon. The particles of the material are by no means so 
arranged as to be directly across the path of the projectile: a certain 
portion of the vis viva is used to overcome the forces of cohesion, and 
the percentage, which is so applied, is very variable.

2dx is proportional to — (v02 — v-), where y is the ordi-

4. There are many empirical and theoretical formulae for deter
mining the thickness of armour plate, which can be penetrated under 
given conditions. G. Ronca quotes no less than 36 such formulae. 
For present purposes it may be sufficient to give the one suggested 
by the firm of Krupp in 1880, and also a formula which has been 
largely used in France.

Let z denote the vis viva of the projectile in m-kg per sq cm of
. Pv  ̂ .cross section. Therefore z =  - —ttt-  . Let e denote this vis viva per cci-n-JPg 1

of the volume of a sphere, having a. diameter equal to the calibre of
the shell..
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Then e = 3Z¥ 
S irli3g ' Therefore the formula is

z ~  100S ~ , o v e =  150

where S is the thickness of the armour plate, in centimetres, D =  2R 
= calibre in cm, P  is the weight of the shell in kilogrammes, v is the 
velocity of impact in m/sec, and g =  9'81. This formula presupposes 
that the direction of impact is at right angles to the surface, and that 
Krupp’s wrought iron armour plate is used without any support in the 
rear. If the impact takes place at an angle a with the surface of the

plate, then z =  -1^- S 1 sin3 a
s/iSr

V  n ' It is perhaps better to use a coefficient

X instead of 100, and to determine it by experiment with a similar 
shell and a similar plate, seeing that the natures of the shell and of 
the plate undoubtedly affect the matter.

i

Example. Calibre Z>=2iJ=26cm, »S=38 cm, 7> =  205 kg. It is then found that 
i> =  468 tn/sec.

Jacob de Marre gives another formula, which is

v = AS0'1 (2 fl)075
pO'i

where S and R  are measured in decimetres. This supposes that the 
direction of impact is normal to the surface: but if this direction makes

an angle a with the normal, then S must be multiplied by fcos .

For ordinary steel A  is said to have the value 153, and for hardened 
steel de Marre gives the formula

v =  Vl-885 -  0-0014S x T53 (2iJ)07s iS07

Shells, which are used for firing at armour plate, frequently have 
caps of wrought iron or mild steel, as suggested by Makarow in Russia: 
this causes them to penetrate further into the plate: Petry states that 
the depth of penetration is increased in the ratio of 245 to 190. This 
phenomenon is usually explained by supposing that the cap acts as a 
sort of lubricating material. It is more probable that the shell slides 
through the expanded cap, and that the latter acts as a kind of band, 
protecting the tip of the shell. The tip of the projectile is thus pre
served from injury. Instantaneous photography might perhaps throw
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some light on the matter. B. A. Mimey has propounded a theory on 
the subject, to which reference is made in the notes: he treats the 
matter. theoretically, and considers it to be a particular case of the 
deformation of a solid body by impact.

The following phenomena are observed when a modem steel-clad 
bullet is fired at a plate of mild steel. The steel covering breaks away 
at the tip : the lead core, which forms the larger part of the projectile, 
is then driven forward and excavates a portion of the plate. The steel 
portion gradually falls to the rear, and the effect of friction is to break 
it to pieces.

I f  one of the modern type of steel-clad bullets is fired at a hardened 
steel plate of sufficient thickness, it flies to pieces without penetrating. 
The fragments have considerable velocities, mostly in a lateral direc- 

, tion across the surface of the plate: boards of wood in the immediate 
neighbourhood are more or less sawn through by the flying particles, 
very few of which fly back along the line of fire. It would have 
seemed probable that the fragments would mostly tend to fly back: 
the inertia of the hinder portion of the bullet is the most likely 
explanation of the facts.

5. It is a question as to the precise amount of energy, which a 
bullet must possess, in order to put a man or a horse out of action. 
The French suppose that 4 m-kg is sufficient for a man, and 19 m-kg 
for a horse, whereas in Germany it is thought that 8 m-kg is required 
for a man. The estimates are necessarily rough: something depends 
on the calibre of the projectile, and something also on the position of 
the point of impact.

J. Panghor states the following facts for projectiles having a calibre between 
6  and 11 mm. I f  the vis viva per square centimetre of cross section o f the pro
jectile falls below a certain minimum, contusions are the only effect: this minimum 
is 2 m-kg per sq cm for a man, and about 10 m-kg per sq cm for a horse. The 
depth of flesh wounds is proportional to the vis viva per unit area. The destruc
tive effect of bullets in the neighbourhood of bones is proportional to the total 
energy. The least impact-energy that is’ sufficient to break a man’s bones is 
5 m -kg: in order to produce an absolutely certain result, 16 m-kg are required ; 
with a horse the corresponding figures are 17 and 35.

6. I f  a projectile strikes a body without complete penetration, 
the total heat that is produced is not always equal to the calories in 
the energy of impact, because it frequently happens that portions of 
the projectile are ejected laterally or in a backward direction. Thus 
a portion of the energy is wasted externally. The energy of impact is
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l  ?°- calories, and this is equal to the heat produced, if the body 854#
remains at rest during the time of impact.. If, however, the body, 
together with the projectile, moves forward, then the heat produced

is only 354 /p 'ffp ~\ > w^ere - î >s the weight of the body struck by

the projectile. The velocity of their common motion is u =  .

Pv2 vHP + P )Before impact, the vis viva was , and after impact it is —

the difference is therefore the amount of energy which has been 
dissipated as heat.

7. Let us consider a bullet, weighing 14'7 grammes; its calibre 
is 0-79 cm, its velocity is 444 m/sec, and its vis viva is 145 m-kg. 
Therefore an average resistance of 145 kg over a space of 1 metre can 
be overcome or one of 1450 kg over 10 cm, or one of 20,700 kg over 
0'7 cm. Such a bullet can penetrate an iron plate of a thickness of 
0'7 cm (see Wille, Waffenlehre, vol. 1, p. 215,1905). The force required 
to punch a hole of this size in the plate is

0‘79 x 0-7 x 0‘8 x 35007T =  5000 kg, approximately,

if we suppose the mechanical strength of the plate to be 3500 kg per 
sq cm. It therefore seems that calculations of this kind lead to wholly 
inaccurate conclusions. I f  the question is treated on statical principles, 
we must suppose that the punch is not permanently deformed, and 
that the velocity is negligible. But in this case neither of these 
assumptions is true. Let us take a copper wire, 15 cm long and 0'5 cm 
in diameter, and clamp it at the ends: let us suppose a gradually 
increasing pressure to be applied to the middle of the wire. Then the 
tension in the wire will eventually reach a maximum. After this, the 
tension falls quickly and the wire breaks. In the first part of this 
process, work is done in extending the wire, and in the second, work 
is done in breaking the particles asunder: there is no question of any 
noticeable vis viva. I f  the wire is broken by the modern type of bullet,
. instantaneous photography gives no trace of any extension of the wire. 
The wire seems to be instantaneously fractured at the moment of 
impact. When the bullet travelled further over one or two lengths 
the wires seemed to be slightly coiled upwards and downwards in the 
neighbourhood of the point of fracture: the rest of the wire seemed 
to be at rest. At a later stage, the -wires are seen to be slightly bent
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along their whole length. In this ease the work expended on stretch
ing the wire is probably small: the main part of the energy is spent 
in breaking the wire,, while the vis viva and the resistance due to 
inertia are considerable. The coiling of the wires, upwards and 
downwards, near the point of impact takes place very quickly: the 
other portions of the wire are subsequently set in motion: consequently 
in comparison with the small mass of the bullet, a not inconsiderable 
mass of the wire is set in motion. Consequently the accelerations 
and the resistances, due to inertia, are seen to be of great importance 
in the case of firing a bullet through a plate, whereas if the hole is 
slowly and steadily punched, the strength of the material is the only 
consideration.

As for the effects on the bullet, we find that in some cases it is 
shattered, and in other cases it is quite uninjured, though the con
ditions are such that in neither case is the result expected. Suppose 
that a steel-clad bullet, weighing 10 grammes, is fired into a large 
volume of water with a velocity of 900 m/sec. It undergoes consider
able compression and is frequently broken to pieces. On the other 
hand, a candle can be shot through a thin board, and afterwards fairly 
large pieces can be picked up. A rod of soft wood can be fired through 
a board of harder wood without being much bent or deformed,

The time, which is taken by the penetration, is a factor of the 
greatest importance. In the case of the wooden rod, there is not 
sufficient time for bending or compression. Generally speaking, the 
deformation is small, if the time-interval is short, always supposing 
that the forces are equally great in all cases. A  skater can pass rapidly 
over a thin sheet of ice, which would give way, if he were to stand 
still. The barrel of a rifle seems capable of withstanding a greater 
gas-pressure without exceeding the elastic limits than would be ex
pected from a statical examination of the problem. The copper cylinder 
in a crusher apparatus is under certain circumstances less compressed 
by the gas-pressure than it would be by a similar pressure in a lever 
press. When the wooden rod hits the board, there is a pressure at 
the front end, and consequently a retardation. This difference of 
pressure and the retardation are transmitted with considerable speed 
through the rod: this speed is equal to that of the longitudinal waves 
of sound through the wood. The board is pierced before great differences 
of pressure can be set up, and before there is any great relative retar
dation. There is thus little tendency to bend or compress.

If a large glass plate is suspended by two pieces of string, and a
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bullet is fired at it from a modem rifle, a hole with sharp edges is 
formed in the plate: its diameter is about equal to that of the bullet. 
The glass plate seems scarcely to move, and the velocity of the bullet 
is hardly diminished. The maximum force of resistance is certainly 
considerable, but its time-integral is very small. The glass plate bends 
transversely in all directions, radiating from the point of impact. 
This transverse vibration is shown by instantaneous photography: the 
negatives indicate waves of condensation and rarefaction in the air 
on either side, which can be seen for a short distance from the point 
of impact. But before any notable bending of the plate can take 
place, the bullet has passed completely through the plate.

The time, which a bullet takes to penetrate into a large volume 
of water, is much longer than this. The force of resistance, due to the 
water, is proportional to the square of the velocity, and this explains 
why a steel-clad projectile is sometimes compressed to pieces. Suppose 
a cylindrical bullet, with a length of 5 cm and a cross-section of 1 sq cm, 
to be moving in the direction of its longitudinal axis with a velocity 
of 800 m/sec, and to strike a considerable mass o f water at right angles. 
The dynamic resistance of the water is usually supposed to be

 ̂ » where F  is the cross-section of the body in sq m, and y is

the weight of a cubic metre of water in kilogrammes. Let us take 
this value as cbrrect: then the resistance to motion is about 4500 kg, 
or at any rate of this order of magnitude. A force of this kind is 
sufficient to break up the projectile, if, as in the present case, it acts 
on it for a sufficient length of time.

As for the case of the candle, shot against the board, or the relative 
motion of the water with respect to the projectile, these things are 
included in those cases of motion in which a soft substance in rapid 
movement appears harder than if it were at rest or were moving 
at a low speed. For instance, a piece of metal can be polished by a

j rapidly rotating paper disc, and a blast of air from a compressor feels 
like a solid substance. In these cases, the resistance due to inertia 
plays an important part.

ft
i|

c. 28
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§ 73. The explosive effects of shell bursts. .

1. C o n i c a l  a n g l e , r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  t h e  e x p l o s io n  o f
SHRAPNEL AND SHELLS.

I f  a shell explodes, the centre of gravity of the fragments continues 
to travel over the same trajectory as before. The fragments continue 
to rotate in the same way as they previously rotated in the coherent 
shell about the longitudinal axis. Their axes of rotation about their 
respective centres of gravity immediately after the explosion will in 
general be parallel to the axis of the shell before the explosion. The 
angular velocities of the fragments about their centres of gravity must 
be the same as the angular velocity of the shell immediately before 
the explosion. The fragments move within a cone, the axis of which 
coincides with the position of the tangent at the moment of explosion: 
the angle of this cone is the conical angle, the magnitude of which 
must be ascertained. Certain fragments, amounting to about 15.per 
cent of the whole, disperse in an irregular fashion, and these are 
usually neglected in the methodical investigation of the problem.

Calculation o f the Conical Angle.
The velocity of a flying fragment may result from four different 

causes.
Firstly, some part of this velocity is in the direction of the tangent 

to the trajectory at the moment of explosion: therefore in the direction 
of the axis of the cone, it has a velocity vI equal to that of the shell 
before the explosion: this can be calculated by the methods explained 
in Chapter VIII. When the point of burst is near the muzzle-horizon, 
this velocity can generally be taken as that with which the shell would 
strike the ground.

Secondly, a part of the velocity is at right angles to the tangent 
and is due to the force of the explosion. This velocity is. fairly high 
in the case of shells, and may amount to anything between 400 and 
2000m/sec. With shrapnel, this velocity, which we will call vs, is 
much smaller: it varies considerably with the nature of the construc
tion of the shrapnel. In any case there is a certain velocity in the 
direction of the normal, the problem being similar to that of a shot
gun. In this latter case, the shot escape from the muzzle together 
with the exploded gases. There are thus gas pressures between the 
different shot, which tend on the whole to drive the shot outwards 
in the direction in which the gases naturally expand. (Petry reports 
the case of Belgian shrapnel, in which he estimates v„ at 15 m/sec.)
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J. de la Llave gives the following formula for the calculation of v, 
in m/sec, in the case of shrapnel, having a chamber in* the middle. 
According to this,

_  8 0 0 0 ft /,"  m

where L is the weight of the charge in kg; P  is the weight of the 
shell; p2 is the weight of a single bullet in kg; and p.z is the total 
weight of the bullets.

Thirdly, in consequence of the rotation of the shell about its longi
tudinal axis, each of the bullets has a velocity v& in a direction at 
right angles to the axis: before the explosion the bullet describes a 
circle about the axis of the shell, its linear velocity being the product 
of the angular velocity and the distance from the axis. Therefore after 
the explosion, the ’bullet tends to fly along the tangent to this circle, 
its velocity depending on its distance from the axis. Suppose that all 
the bullets were on the cylindrical surface of the shell: then their 
circumferential velocities at the beginning of the trajectory would 
have been v0 tan A, where va is the muzzle-velocity, and A is the final 
angle of the rifling. The angular velocity of the shell, however, falls 
off slightly, and moreover the bullets are at different distances from the 
axis. (See Vol. hi, § 184.) Therefore A. Noble has suggested the follow
ing formula, viz.,

‘ vd =  0555 (v0 + v) tan A, ............................(2)
while Petry supposes vd =  Xv0 tan A, where X = 0'75 for the shrapnel 
o f the Belgian siege guns. (X should be experimentally determined.) 
Finally Heydenreich gives the same formula, stating theft X lies be
tween 067 and 0‘8.

Fourthly, a bullet may receive from the force of the explosion an 
additional velocity, vz, in the direction of the tangent to the trajectoiy. 
With shrapnel, having a chamber in the head of the shell, this velocity 
is negative: P6try states that in a French gun it was — 2o?m/sec. If 
the chamber is in the middle, vz =  0, and if it is in the base, vz lies 
between 20 and 80 m/sec. Heydenreich thinks the average value of 
vz is 50 m/sec, in the case in which the charge is contained in the 
base, and weighs -fo o f the whole: on the other hand vz — SO m/sec, 
roughly speaking, if the ratio is ^5. J. de la Llave gives the following 
empirical formula for shrapnel with a base-chamber, viz.,

620X06 .................................... (3)V* =  -
JV

where L is the weight of the charge in kg, and p.2 is the total weight 
o f the bullets.

28—2
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These four velocities refer to the fragments which fly along the 
surface of the cone. The two velocities vs and i>a are at right angles 
to one another and to the tangent: they can be compounded into a 
resultant velocity, Vs, which is =  Vd/  +  v£-. the velocities v and vz can 
be added together algebraically. Therefore the half of the angle at 
the apex of the cone is given by

V v j  +  V? 
v + vz

Vs
v + vz (4)

Along the trajectory, vs and vz scarcely vary: v# decreases slowly, while 
v decreases considerably, increasing somewhat finally. Consequently 
the angle of the cone increases at first, and under certain circumstances 
it decreases at a later stage.

Therefore we have the following results, viz.,
(a) with the old type of shrapnel with the loading chamber in 

the head, v8 is small as compared with Va, and vz is negative, and
Vs . 

v — vz’ ( 5 )

(b) with the old type with the loading chamber in the middle, 
or with the tube-shrapnel, we have vz =  0, and

I f .
v ’ (6)

(c) with the loading chamber in the base, we have
Vs

v +  vz' ( 7 )

For instance, with the French F.K. 97, the values of 7 are 7° 38’ ; 10°; 12° 9’

respectively at distances of 1000, 3000, and 6000 metres. The values of v at the 
moments of explosion are respectively 422, 300, and 230 m/see: number of bullets, 
291: weight o f a single bullet, 12 grammes: total weight of bullets, 3'48 kg: weight 
of charge, 40 grammes: initial velocity, r0=529 m/see: angle of rifling A =  7°. 

Using Noble’s formula for a range of 6000 m we have 
vt = (529 +  230) x 0'555 x tan 7°

= 52  m/sec.
The velocity according to de la Llave’s formula is 

620 x 0'040'6
3-480.4 = 55 m/sec.

I f  v, is neglected, the value of | for 6000 m is given by

tan % 52
2-230+55  “ d I - 10’ 21'
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Comparing this with tho value 12° O', wo seo that if the formulae are to bo used 
for practical purposes, v, cannot be noglected in comparison with vd, and that the 
value of v, is about 9 m/soc.

(d) With shells, vz =  0, and

tan| = T.......................(8)
The velocity vs, imparted by the explosion with shells, is much greater 
than with shrapnel. With shells it is between 400 and 2000 m/sec:

therefore the conical angle with shells is much greater. Here | lies

between 50° and 90°: it increases somewhat along the trajectory, since 
v decreases. V, =  •Jv<?  + v8 \ seeing that v8 is much greater than vd, 
Vs is nearly independent of the range and the initial velocity, v0, and 
therefore of the charge. The cone, along which the fragments of a 
shell disperse, is partially hollow on the inside, though this depends 
to some extent on the construction. Sometimes there is a second cone 
inside the first, the second having fewer fragments than the first.

Determination of the Conical Angle by Measurement.
It is better to determine the conical angle experimentally than to 

use the preceding equations. H. Rohne proposes to use the equation
ry V  • . .

tan ^ = -------and to take v from the range table, or to calculate it in2 v + vz b >
the usual way. He measures the conical angle for two different ranges, 
and thus he determines V8 and vz from the two equations. For instance,

let us take a range of 1000 m, for which v =  421 m/sec: | is found by

measurement to be 7° 38'. Also for 4000 m, v =  274 and ^ =  10° 54'. 
Then we have

tan 7° 38' =  and tan 10° 54' =  ^ — .421 +  vz 274 + vz
66Therefore Vs =  66 m/sec, and vz =  72 m/sec. Therefore tan ̂   ̂  ̂9 .

■ On this plan, Vs and vz are considered as constants under the given 
conditions. With shrapnel this is only partially true, since vd, which 
is a component of Vs, varies somewhat.

The measurement of the conical angle is usually carried out in 
the neighbourhood of the muzzle on the following plan. With shrapnel 
a vertical disc, on which the shell explodes, is arranged at a suitable
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distance. Behind this is the main target, which is divided into squares: 
it is erected in a vertical position at such a distance from the disc 
that it is struck by all the bullets. By photographic methods the 
position of the point of burst is determined accurately to 0-5 m. The 
length and breadth of the rectangle, which includes the main portion 
(i.e. 85 per cent) of the flying bullets, are determined. From the known 
data, we get two slightly different conical angles, ^  and y2: we there
fore take 7  =  J (71 +  72)- These measurements are generally made for 
two different ranges. The increase of velocity, vz, due to the charge 
is generally found by a separate experiment: the shell is suspended 
without a fuse, the charge is ignited, and the velocity of the foremost 
bullet is measured by the Boulenge apparatus and the wire screens.

We may therefore be considered to have found vz and two values 
of 7 for two different ranges. For these ranges we know the value of

• 7 y>v : therefore from the equation tan = -------  we get the values of Va2 v +  vz 0
for the two ranges. The arithmetic mean of these two values is taken, 
and this is assumed to be the value of Vs for the purpose of any-further 
calculations in which the equation is used.

With shells the arrangement is essentially the same, except for 
the fact that a box of sufficient size is used to intercept the flying 
fragments. Taking into account the direction of the tangent to the 
trajectory at the point of burst, the conical angle can be determined

as before. From equation (8), we have tan ^ =  — , in which we know
£i V .

7, and v is known from the range table. Thus we know V „  and the 
equation serves to determine 7 under any conditions.

The value of 7 is of importance for the theoretical discussion of 
the depth of penetration and the effect to be expected from an explo
sion under known conditions. The velocity of the shrapnel bullets 
or of the flying fragments of a shell on the surface of the cone is given 
by the equation

y =  V Vs2 +  (v +  vz)\
I f  we regard this as the initial velocity, we can calculate the 

distance at which the highest and the lowest bullet will have sufficient 
vis viva to put a man or horse out of action. After the point of burst 
the uppermost bullet will move at first upwards or downwards, accord
ing as the acute angle of descent of the trajectory is less or greater

than ^ .
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If tho quadratic law of air-resistance is assumed, and if, as a first approxima
tion, tho path of the bullet is supposed to bo rectilinear, the following formula 
may be employed. Tho range b, at the end of which the velocity o f the bullet 
has fallen from V to v, is given by

b=  l o g - ,  kd‘ b " v
where pi is the weight of tho bullet in leg, d its diameter in metres, 8 is the 
density of the atmosphere, (e.g.,= l -22 kg/cub m ): *=0'307, 0-2G9, O'ICC, 0 -132, 
■ V+v
for tho following values of ——  respectively, viz., 400, 300, 200, and lOOm/sec.

H. llohne has made calculations for a given gun and a shrapnel bullet, weigli- 
i  ing 10 grammes. I f  the bullet at the point o f burst has a velocity of 400, 300, or 

200 m/sec respectively, then after ranges of 300, 262, and 145 m, its vis vita will 
be 8 m-kg, and its velocity 125 m/sec.

It is possible in this way to determine" whether the distance of the 
target from the point of M 
burst is correct. Let us 
suppose that the shell 
bursts over level ground at 
the point M, the target 
being at Z. A  is the point 
vertically , below M, and B 
would be the mean point of 
impact, if the shell did not
burst. Then MB is the distance along the trajectory from the point 
of burst, MA is the height of burst, AZ  is the range of burst, and AB  
is the range from the point of burst to the hypothetical point of 
impact. I f  things are properly adjusted, Z and B will tend to coincide. 
I f  MB is a very small part of the whole of the trajectory above the 
muzzle-horizon, MAB can be regarded as a right-angled triangle, and 
on this assumption the following considerations are based.

The range and height of burst must be sufficient to enable the 
bullets' to strike a number of men : in other words, there must be a 
sufficient distance over which the bullets can scatter. Obviously on 
the other hand this distance must not be too great. Experience, how- 

M  ever, shows that it is better for this distance to be too great rather 
than too small.

Let AZ  =  a and MB =  b. The values of a and b with a given type 
of shrapnel and a given gun are usually kept constant, for a definite 
initial velocity: this value is usually about 60 metres. Then the 
height of burst is a tan a>, where a> is the acute angle of descent, and
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its value increases more rapidly than the range. Rohne states that 
in France and Austria, the apparent height of burst, which is the 
angle subtended by the height of burst at the muzzle, is kept constant. 
In this case, b decreases with an increase of range: the values of b 
with the French F.K. gun for ranges of 1000, 2000, and 4000 m are 
122, 94, and 64 m respectively. The dispersion of the bullets varies 
correspondingly. With the old Krupp guns (up to 1905), a was kept 
constant for all ranges, and had a value of about 60 m. With the 
modem field guns, made by the same firm, Rohne says that a decreases 
slowly in proportion to the limiting value of the horizontal velocity,
Ve C O S  ft ) .

Thus a =  \ve cos u>, .................................... (9)

and therefore the height of burst =  H  = Ve a .

I f  for a given range a, H  (=  a tan &>), and b(=a  sec a>) are known, 
together with the conical angle of dispersion, y, and the number of 
bullets in the shell, I\r, then the bullet-density on the target can be 
reckoned as follows. Let us take a section through the cone of dis
persion on a plane at right angles to the axis at a distance b from the 
point of burst. The section is a circle of radius p. Let the bullet 
density on this circle be D : that is to say, D bullets strike the circle 
on an area of 1 sq m. We usually neglect 15 per cent of the bullets, 
which are apt to disperse irregularly: the remainder, 0‘85Ar, will

strike on an area =  nr p 2 =  • Since tan ̂   ̂, we have

r  0-85W

7T&2 tan21

If we take the instance of the French F.K. gun, with IV =291, 
^ =  12° 9', and b — 50 m, we have •

085 x 291 .
u  ~  7T (50 tan 12° 9')2 "  ’ '

Therefore 14 bullets will be found to be spread over an area of 
10 sq m.

Heydenreich gives particulars as to the measurement of the depth 
of penetration of shrapnel: a reference is made to this in the notes 
at the end of this volume.
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2 , O n  t h e  s i z e  o f  a  s h e l l - h o l e .

J. de la Llave, E. Vallier, and N. Sabudski give some purely 
empirical formulae relating to the size of shell-holes in earth and 
masonry: but they themselves point out that great caution is neces
sary in the employment of these formulae, as there may easily be 
errors amounting to 50 per cent. These methods can therefore serve 
only as rough approximations.

Let the size of the shell-hole be denoted by J  cub m, any earth • 
which falls back into the hole being supposed to be removed, and let 
the weight of the charge in the shell be L kg. Then the formulae 
are as followg. *

(a) For earth J  =  where y  has the value (V503, if the
velocity of impact is less than 300 m/sec, and the value 081G, if it is 
greater than 300 m/sec: m is a coefficient, which depends on the nature 
o f the soil, and has the value 0-7 for hard pasture land,0'85 for sandy soil, 
TO for ordinary earth, and T2 for ploughed land. X depends on the nature 
o f the explosive: its value is unity for ordinary gunpowder or picric 
acid, when there is no time-fuse: it is equal to 2 for damp gun-cotton. 
With time-fuses Sabudski thinks that J  is T4 times as great as the 
value given-by the formula. As for the shape of the shell-hole, the

depth is said to be about J of the diameter, and J  =  — •

(ib) With masonry, J  =  0T94AXA, where X  is the depth of pene
tration in metres, as found in § 71 for the velocity-component in a 
direction normal to the surface of impact: L  is the weight of the 
charge in kg. X depends on the nature of the explosive: it is unity 
for gunpowder; from 2 to 2T for gun-cotton and from 2 to 2’2 for 
picric acid. If the diameter of the hole is d, then the depth is given

by J = g d 2t. For concrete, de la Llave uses the coefficient 0'035

instead of 0194, if the explosion takes place in freshly made material: 
if the concrete has set a long time, this coefficient should be 0014. 
Figures, which have been recently ‘ obtained, cannot at present be 
published. • .
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§ 74. On the penetration of shells through water or mud.
The effects of Dum-dum bullets.

When a bullet penetrates into a soft body, like that of a horse or 
a man, an explosive effect is produced within the body. I f  it strikes 
a pond of water, the spray dashes to all sides: or if it falls on a mass 
of mud, it excavates a volume many times its own size, the shape and 
dimensions of the excavation depending on the circumstances of the 
case. A  similar effect on a smaller scale takes place with lead, but 
nothing of the kind happens with dry sand or wood. Details o f 
phenomena of this kind can be found in the medical reports of the 
Prussian Ministry of War, to which reference is made in the notes.

The various explanatory theories may be summarised as follows :
1. The compression of the projectile produces a flattening at the 

tip, and a certain amount of extrusion at the sides. Therefore a
certain portion of the mud is pushed sideways, as shown in 

i a ■) the figure, and this undoubtedly explains something. The 
lj t same thing happens with a bullet fired with the tip backwards 
C-Q  except that in this position it is more easily compressed,

* while the effects produced with dum-dum bullets are well 
known. There is also the explosive effect with heavy shells, so that 
(1) is not the main cause.

2. The temperature of the projectile is high, and this might tend 
to volatilise the water or lead. Sorile attribute the explosion to the 
steam pressure. However it seems improbable that there is sufficient
time to volatilise any considerable volume of water. Much experi
mental work has been done to determine the temperature of the 
projectile immediately after penetration. I f  the bullet is fired into 
sulphur, gunpowder or gun-cotton, these materials are not inflamed: 
this seems to give an upper limit for the temperature. The bullet has- 
sometimes been extracted immediately and its temperature measured 
by the calorimeter: figures between 70° and 110° C. have been found 
in this way. An easily fusible rnetallic core hks been inserted in a 
bullet: e.g. one made of Wood’s metal, which fuses between 65° and 
70°, or' Rose’s metal (95°), or Pb3Bi8 (125°). With the bullet M. 88, 
the maximum temperature was found to lie between 140° and 160°. 
So that the volatilisation-theory seems to fail.

3. Some people suggest that the projectile resembles a spinning 
top, so that powerful vibratory movements are set up within the mud.
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But experiments in the ballistic laboratory showed that precisely 
similar explosive,effects were produced by non-spinning projectiles, 
fired from a smooth bore. Medical reports seem to indicate that 
some of the effects on the human body may be partially due to a 
cause of this character, though this is not the main cause.

4. The pressure due to the air-waves is also very unlikely to be 
important in this connection. E. Mach has shown that it is not pos
sible to suppose that a definite mass of air-particles is carried forward 
by the bullet: he has proved that it is only a vibratory movement in 
the atmosphere, which takes place from instant to. instant. Neither 
have volumes of gas been observed to issue from a body after impact. 
Mach measured the air-pressures in different directions round a shell, 
and found them to be too small to explain any explosive effect. Neither 
do the tales appear likely to be true according to which men have 
been killed by the air-pressure, due to a shell flying past them.

Lehmann has lately suggested the pressure of the head-wave as 
being a likely cause of the apparent explosive effect. P. A. Gunther 
has therefore carried out certain experiments in conjunction with the 
author in order to ascertain the facts. Plates and balls of damp clay 
of different sizes were taken: holes were bored in them, slightly 
larger in diameter than the bullet, which was fired through them. 
I f  the head-wave theory were correct, there ought to be an explosive 
effect, but there was no trace of anything of the kind. In another 
experiment the bullet was fired immediately over the surface of a 
vessel that was full to the brim with water or mercury: here again 
no effect was observed. A  ball of moist clay was put in a vacuum 
under the air pump, and a bullet was fired through it. It was found 
that the explosive effect took place in a vacuum in the usual way. 
The head-wave theory therefore seems to be unsupported by ex
perimental evidence, and may consequently be dismissed.

5. It is known that hydraulic pressure is transmitted in all 
directions through the fluid, and it has been suggested that a bullet, 
flying through water, transmits such pressures like the cylinder of a 
hydraulic ram. Seeing that by Pascal’s law the pressure is transmitted 
in every direction, this would seem to furnish a simple explanation 
of the surprising fact that the water is shot out violently on all sides, 
and even in the direction of the gun. But there are serious objec
tions to this theory. Fluids are very slightly compressible. I f  there 
is a high pressure inside a water vessel, a slight crack in the vessel 
is sufficient to reduce the pressure at once to that of the atmosphere.
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This is the reason why hydraulic pressure is not so dangerous as 
pneumatic pressure. I f  a vessel breaks under hydraulic pressure, the 
fragments have very small velocities, while the reverse is the case 
with gases under pressure.

In the present case, however, the fragments in certain cases are 
flung to considerable distances. In moist clay there is a shell-hole, 
more than 400 times the size of the projectile: and this seems to 
make the hydraulic theory unlikely. Moreover it tails entirely to 
explain why any effect is produced by firing a bullet into an open 
water vessel, or in cases where there can be no question of any 
hydraulic pressure. It is none the less probable that a good deal 
depends on the smallness of the forces of cohesion and the ease with 
which the particles can be displaced relatively to one another: and 
these facts are also of importance in connection with Pascal’s law. 
The maximum explosive effect is produced in cases in which the 
friction of the particles is a minimum: under such conditions, they 
can be relatively displaced with great ease.

6. It might be thought that the viscosity of the fluid had some
thing to do with the matter.

a) b.)

In fig. a, the bullet seems to drag the adjacent layers of air, 
while external layers are to some extent adherent to the internal 
ones: thus the whole mass of water takes part in the motion to a 
greater.or less extent, just as it does in a vertical rotating cylinder, 
filled with water. The long interval which elapses between the 
moment of penetration and the moment of the explosion seems to 
be explained simply in this way. But the explosive effects in a 
lateral direction are not quite so easy to understand. L'et us take a 
lump of clay, as in fig. b, that is bored with vertical holes, parallel 
to the direction of the bullet. Then if the viscosity-theory were 
true, we should expect channel 1, through which the bullet flies, to 
be fractured, but not 2— 2, and still less 3—3. This, however, is not 
the case, since all the channels partake of the motion. Under given 
conditions the explosive effect would increase with the internal 
friction of a fl-uid or semi-fluid body on the viscosity-theory: it would
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be greater with inud or pitch than with water, and with l<5ad or 
copper it would be still greater, these metals being to some extent 
of a semi-fluid nature. As a matter of fact, lead does exhibit ex
plosive effect, but it is mugh less noticeable than in the case of 
water.

There are still two other theories, between which we must choose, 
and these will now be considered.

7. The pressure-wave theory was enunciated by Reger in 1884, 
and is somewhat as follows. I f  the projectile strikes a sheet of 
water at high velocity, the water receives a blow: a longitudinal sound
wave, consisting of condensations and rarefactions, travels in all 
directions in consequence of the elasticity of the fluid. The velocity 
of propagation is that of sound in water, and is about 1435 m/sec: 
possibly it is somewhat higher, since the velocity of sound, both in 
air and water, depends to some extent on the intensity of the blow. 
When the vibratory wave reaches the surface, where there is no 
external hydraulic pressure, the superficial layer, A, is shot off. 
When the next wave of condensation arrives at the surface, the next 
layer B is similarly shot off. There is a certain analogy with a 
thundering waterfall (Cagniard-Latour and Dvorak), from which a 
kind of mist seems to distil.

This explanation seems likely to help us to understand the 
phenomenon. The vibrations, due to the impact, must under any 
circumstances travel through the water in all directions. I f  we fire 
into very deep water, there is no real explosion in spite of the fact 
that the waves of sound extend in all directions. When mines are 
exploded, it has often happened that the shock has been observed. 
(See | 88.) I f  a block of stone is struck, and is not entirely pene
trated, it sometimes happens that fragments break off on the rear 
side: this may be explained on the assumption of a longitudinal 
wave of impact. But the powerful explosive effect, which is seen 
from shooting bullets into water or masses of clay, is not produced 
by waves of elastic condensation. This is shown by the following 
experiments, which were carried out by K. R. Koch and the author 
in 1900.

(a) A  lead tube has inner and external diameters of 4-6 and 
5’5 cm respectively: it is closed at the end E. The portion, EA, is 
60 cm long and lies in the direction of fire: the tube is bent, as shown, 
so that a length of 95 cm is horizontal, while the final portion of 
28 cm is vertical: the tube is filled with water, and is open to the
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air at 0. The vibrations on the surface of 0  are photographically 
recorded as a function of the time by the methods employed by the 
author in recording the vibrations of the barrel of a rifle in 1899.

(See Yol. h i, § 183.) The following arrangement, shown diagram
matically in the figure, was adopted. B is an arc lamp, the light 
from which passes through a stop S, and is totally reflected from the 
prism Pjy to the water-surface, 0 : from 0  it is reflected to the prism 
Pr2, and thence by total reflection it passes through the lens L to 
the sensitised plate P. An image of the opening in the stop is pro
duced on the plate. I f  the plate is rapidly pulled away in a direction

f
s

Ft,  Pr2
<*- ■— 0—  

L i

at right angles to the direction of the light, a narrow straight line is 
produced as long as the water is at rest: a very slight vibration on 
the surface of the water causes a marked rise or fall in the position 
of the line. The moment of firing is recorded by the image of a 
spark, a, while the time-intervals are given by the records of the 
vibrations of a tuning-fork. The results are given in Vol. iv, No. 24, 
where the photographic records are reproduced. CD shows the 
vibrations of the tuning-fork, AB  is the line given by the surface of 
the water, using the first procedure: the perpendicular from a gives 
the instant of firing: the period of vibration of the tuning-fork was 
00023 second. It will be seen that the first vibration, B, occurs 
much later than is to be expected from the sound-wave theory.

(b) Further experiments were made to examine the course of 
the explosion. A  cylinder of sheet metal, 15 cm long and 12'5 cm in 
diameter, was suspended horizontally by cords: the cylinder was 
filled with water, the end, facing the bullet, being closed by parch
ment paper, and the other end by a thin sheet of rubber. The bullet 
measured 6 mm in diameter, and had a velocity of 750 m/sec. The
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cylinder was placed between a concave mirror, 4, and a camera, 5 : 
the illuminating.spark-gap is seen at 3. The bullet is seen to be 
flying in the direction of the arrow and to be passing through the 
glass-tipped spark-gap at 2. When the bullet reaches this position, 
the Leyden jar discharges through the path 1, 2, 3, 1. It is then

possible to observe the shape of the rubber-sheet, while the bullet is 
passing through the water. The position of the spark-gap, 2, can be 
varied, and it can also be placed outside the cylinder. The following 
conclusions were arrived at. As long as the bullet is inside the 
water, there is not the slightest distension of the rubber sheet: the 
whole vessel appears to be at rest. It is only after the bullet has 
completely penetrated through the vessel that the first distension of 
the rubber is perceptible, and this takes place when the base of the 
bullet is about 1 cm from the rubber sheet. At the point where the 
bullet penetrates through the parchment paper, the water soon spurts 
out towards the rifle: this goes on increasing, and the edges of the 
hole are gradually broken away. The rubber sheet is quickly dis
tended in tubular form after the bullet has passed through the 
cylinder, though this distension does not begin till the bullet is 
clear by 1cm : the water naturally, streams out through the tube. 
A  peculiar peaky distension takes place at the upper edge of the 
rubber and is gradually accentuated.

Another experiment was made by firing through a wrought-iron 
pipe, 1 m long; the external diameter was 13-8 cm, and the thickness 
o f the wall, 8 mm. The ends were sealed, as before, with parchment 
paper and a sheet of rubber, the pipe being filled with water. On the 
upper side of the pipe, there was a longitudinal slit, 2 cm broad, in 
order to observe any lateral effects: the tube was prevented from 
bending by three stout rings. The longitudinal slit was closed by a 
wedge of wood, which was bound round by 40 turns of iron wire, 
1'75 mm in diameter. As a matter of fact, the rubber membrane was
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always broken before the bullet reached it, but the records showed 
that it did not break instantly by any means. The rubber membrane 
bulges out and finally breaks. I f  it is very tightly stretched, it breaks 
round the edges: if it is kept in tension by support on the one side, 
it slits: if it is merely bound on without tension, a small round hole 
is formed, the portion, shot off, being recovered entire in the form of 
a circular piece, from 0-5 to 8 cm in diameter. The force of the ex
plosive effect may be judged from the fact that the iron binding wires 
were broken and had to be replaced by hemp cords, 6 mm in diameter.

Similar results were obtained with lower velocities and smaller 
volumes of water. Shots from a Flobert pistol were fired through a 
lead pipe, 20 cm long, and 5'5 cm in external diameter, filled with 
water: on the upper side o f the pipe there were 6 small circular holes. 
It was plainly seen that a definite volume of water was shot out in 
the form of a mushroom, and at the same time the rubber membrane 
was distended: water was also shot out at the same time through the 
upper holes, the outflow being of the same type. The same thing 
happened, when firing through a pig’s bladder, filled with water. 
Firstly there was a cone of water emitted at the point of entry, and 
then on the side of exit: these streams gradually increased in volume. 
The bladder, as a whole, seemed for some time to be at rest. The 
bladder exploded after the bullet had travelled over a distance o f 
245 cm from the bladder, having meanwhile penetrated a board, 
4 .3 cm thick. The same sort of thing happened when firing through 
clay balls.

Tielmann made kinematographic records, when firing through a 
skull. His apparatus took 50 records in a second, and it was found 
that the roof of the skull was broken off in 0'04 sec. Bircher shot 
through a cylinder of sheet iron, having a broad soldered joint: from 
the shape of the broken vessel, it was clearly evident that the breakage 
took place after the bullet had passed through it. In 1903, Kranzfelder 
and Schwinnirig took instantaneous photographs by discharging 10 
Leyden jars in succession by one bullet; thus they had a series o f 
10 records, derived from one bullet. Finally we may mention the 
kinematographic methods, referred to in Yol. hi, § 188, which give 
from 5000 to 100,000 records per second: portions of several of these 
are reproduced in Vol. iv, Tables VII to IX.

8. The result of these experiments is that it is possible to form 
some idea of the processes accompanying the explosion. The energyj 
of the projectile is wholly or partially transferred to the body which)
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it strikes, this energy being at first communicated to the particles 
with which it comes into immediate contact, and gradually distributed 
throughout the mass. The particles of the body themselves become 
of the nature of projectiles, which have considerable velocities, though 
these are gradually dissipated by overcoming the resistance of the 
surroundings. Thus the various particles are set in motion with very 
considerable accelerations, and move in the directions of least resistance. 
The force of the explosion is most marked when all the particles can 
be easily displaced with regard to one another, as in the case of fluids. 
The explosive effect is not produced in bodies where there is great 
internal friction, in which case the energy of motion is dissipated in 
the form of heat. The process of explosion is very similar to that which 
would take place, if a charge were placed within the body and then 
ignited: the difference consists in the method by which the particles 
receive their accelerations, though the results are the same in both 
cases. In shell-holes, the craters are formed so that the axis is in the 
direction of least resistance.

I f  we fire into a plate of clay, the particles fly at first towards the 
rifle, because this is the direction of least resistance. Within the body 
there are pressure-zones round the line of fire: their diameters depend 
on the energy of the projectile and the nature of the material, i.e., on 
the internal friction and the force of cohesion between the particles. 
A given mass of water or clay can be so arranged that an explosive 
effect is produced, or it can be so arranged that nothing of the kind 
can be noticed. In the first case, the '
mass is arranged so that it is mostly in r*
the line of fire, as at a, or it can be largely — ' —  i .
arranged in a plane, perpendicular to
the line of fire as at h. *-

These facts agree with the violent effects produced, on water: the 
explosion in thick mud is less violent, and much less so in the case of 
wood, rubber, and dry sand. On account of the friction between the 
sharp-edged particles of quartz, it is scarcely possible to explode a 
sand heap. A  bullet, 6 mm in diameter, moving with a velocity of 
800 m/sec, will only penetrate into dry sand to a depth of 15 cm: the 
sand feels hot, the covering of the bullet has a bluish colour, and 
nearly the whole of the energy is converted into heat. A  large part 
of the projectile seems to volatilise. At the Mauser rifle factory in 
Oberndorf, more than a million bullets, each weighing 10 grammes, 
were fired into a sand heap, and only 500 kilogrammes were afterwards

c. 29
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collected from the heap instead of 10,000 kg. I f  the sand is moist, 
there is a tendency to produce the explosive effect: the moisture acts 
as a kind of lubricator and decreases the internal friction.

If bullets are fired from a rifle or pistol, with velocities not less 
than 600 or 700 m/sec, into a bank of clay, ABKJ, the only possible 
explosive effect will be in the direction towards the rifle: the resistance 
in all other directions is too great. A hole will be formed, as shown 

in the figure. At the mouth, the hole is of the 
shape of a crater: its diameter is much larger 
than that of the projectile, except in the case 
when there is some sort of support along AB  
in the form of a board or a piece of sheet metal. 
Behind this there is a considerable excavation: 
at this point most of the energy is given off 
and is dissipated at a point where the resistance 

is high. With rubber, the excavation closes almost entirely owing to 
the elasticity: with water, it closes by gravity. I f  sections of the clay 
bank are made through CD, EF, and OH, the sections are similar in 
shape. Careful experiments have been made with clay. Thiel has 
found with certain types of bullet, which have the tip slightly filed 
away, that the hole at the point of entry into the clay is fairly smooth, 
and that the edges seem to be pulled inwards. He considers this to 
be a secondary effect: the edges of the hole are at first turned up on 
the outside: in a short time there is a rarefaction of the air owing to 
the explosive effect of the bullet: this sucks the air inwards and so 
alters the shape of the edge of the hole. Schatte has confirmed this 
view by photographic methods, which show that the edge is at first 
bent outwards and then inwards: for the purpose of his experiments he 
used the S-bullet at short ranges, firing with the normal initial velocity.

It may be of interest to give some results which were obtained in the author’s 
laboratory in 1909 by firing the S-bullet into damp clay : 
the specific gravity of the clay was T 8 .

(a) Rectangular plates served as targets for the bullet 
M. 98 S : height, breadth, and thickness of plates, 60, 60, 
and 10 cm respectively. The velocity of impact, v0, was 
varied: diameter of hole of perforation, at front dv, in the 
middle d(, at the back dh: depth of projection at front a„, 
and at back ah. See table on opposite page.

(b) Clay plates, 10 cm thick, v0=^870 m/sec. The ex
periment was to determine the maximum superficial area

that could be completely shattered by the explosion. It was found that plates
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the sides of which measured 2 0  centimetres, were just on the border line, and were 
generally brokon into fragments.

®0 d. di dh a. ah

870
cm

10

cm
8

cm
1 1

cm
4

cm
4

710 1 0 8 i i 4 3-5
633 5-5 4-5 10 2 3
525 4 4 8 2 2-5
475 4 4 7'5 2 2-5
400 3-5 3-5 7 2 2
388 3 3 7 2 1-5
330 3 4 6 2 2
200 2 3 5 — 1-5
10 0 i 2 3 — 1

(c) Clay plates: length =  breadth =  60 em. Thickness variable: velocity of 
im pact=870 m/sec.

Thickness 
of plate di dh av ah

cm cm cm cm cm cm
0-5 4-5 3-2 4-5 3*5 0'4
2-0 8 5-5 8-5 1-5 1-5
4-0 1 1 7-5 1 2 3 3
6-0 1 1 7-5 12-5 3-5 4-5

10 -0 1 2 8 14 3-5 4-5
20 1 1 1 2 25 5 5
30 1 2 15 20 5 5

(d) Clay balls of variable diameters: velocity o f impact =  870 m/sec. When 
the diameter was less than 30 cm, the balls were totally destroyed. With a ball, 
having a diameter of 45 cm, the bullet did not break it up: dv= 4 cm, and dk — 8 cm. 
Inside there was a nearly spherical hole, 25 cm in diameter. A t the points both 
o f  entry and of exit, the edges of the holes were drawn somewhat inwards: this is 
the so-called after-effect: portions of the fragments from the edges were carried 
inside the ball. The bullet changed its course inside the ball: the point o f exit was 
on a higher level than the point of entry, though the bullet was fired horizontally.

(e) The same clay plates as in (a). v0= 870 m/sec. The 
bullet was at first fired with the tip forwards, and then with 
the base forwards. In the first case, d: =  8 cm : in the second 
case, when the bullet was reversed in the cartridge, dt=  26 cm.

( / )  A  bullet was fired, with the base forwards, at a ^  
large lump of clay, which had a volume o f about 1 cub metre.
A  hemispherical depression was formed on the surface of the 
block: the diameter of the depression was 40 era, and the 
depth 20  cm : the edges were bent up outwards. A t  the 
deepest part of the depression, a, was found the broken steel covering of the 
bullet, completely detached from the lead core.

29—2
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§ 75. Deflection of the projectile from the normal trajectory.

1 . D e f l e c t io n  t h r o u g h  t h e  a c t io n  o f  t h e  t a r g e t .

It has been already explained that there is a pressure-zone, ABDG, 
about the line of fire, when the bullet pene
trates a block of clay: the projectile strikes 
the adjacent particles, which in turn react on 
their neighbours. There is consequently a con
siderable reaction on the bullet itself, which 

tends to deflect it from its course. I f  the bullet is fired from a smooth 
bore, there is no great deflecting tendency, if the mass of the clay is 
very great, and if it is homogeneous. In such a case, the pressures 
would be distributed symmetrically about the trajectory.

But with rotating bullets, things are different. Suppose the 
rifling to be right-handed: then looking at it from behind, the bullet 
rotates clockwise: consequently a very slight initial obliquity of the 
axis of the bullet with respect to the tangent to the trajectory, or 
even a lack of complete homogeneity in the clay, would suffice to 
produce very marked oscillations in the clockwise direction. I f  at the 
moment of entering the clay, the tip of the bullet is very slightly 
pointed upwards, the tip will be lifted by the resistance of the material 
and then goes to the right. The bullet, as a whole, will then go 
upwards, and afterwards turn to the right, if the mass of the clay is 
sufficient in amount. The opposite directions of motion will hold, if 
the tip is pointed downwards on entry. These effects have been often 
noticed with bullets and shells. Sometimes a boomerang-like path 
has been observed within a target, and a bullet has been even known 
to come out again on the side of entry.

But there are other causes besides rotation which may deflect a
projectile; a target, like a muddy bank, 
may be struck on the one side, so that 
the pressure-zone, ABDG, extends to 
the surface, or even falls partially out
side the body. In such a case the reaction 
on the lower side of the projectile is 

greater than that on the upper side. The bullet is therefore deflected 
upwards, moving along the path of least resistance. With grazing 
shots of this character, it is easy to understand that there may be a 
considerable deflection: a shell striking the water in a more or less 
horizontal direction may be deflected upwards from the surface, if the 
velocity is sufficiently great in amount. 1

A.......... .................B

j  i iT T r
H
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2. R ic o c h e t s .

A  ricochet can also occur when the impact takes place at a  
small angle with the surface of the object struck: the conditions 
depend on the circumstances of the case, von Chrismar states that 
French shells, with diameters of 10 cm, ricochet if the acute angle of 
descent on a sandy surface is less than 10°: 32 cm shells ricochet up 
to angles of 28’ : while on the Krupp firing range, 2G cm shells strike 
the frozen ground at a distance of 1500 metres and then bound further 
over distances of 8000 metres, von Chrismar further reports that 
shells ricochet from the surface of a smooth sea, if the angle of descent 
is less than 25°: mostly they experience a considerable lateral deflec
tion. French 32 cm shells make in this way a number of ricochets, 
the total ranges of which may measure from 1500 m to 11000 m. 
Ramsauer has made some interesting 
tests on this point. He fired some brass 
balls, weighing 5-85 grammes, and 11 mm 
in diameter, from a smooth bore with 
velocities between 621 and 625 m/sec.
The angles of impact were different in the various cases: the firing 
took place into a large tank of water. The angle at which the 
bullet emerged was measured, and also its velocity. I f  the angle of 
impact, a, was greater than 7°, the bullet did not come to the surface. 
The results were as follows. '

C E

__ ii Water) ~
D 'F

1° 1' 23", /3 =  r ' O' 17", a - /S  =  l ' 6'
1 58 12 i 54 17 3 55
3 2 55 2 51 34 11 21
4 0 34 3 47 32 13 2
5 0 49 4 39 12 21 37
5 59 40 5 33 51 25 49
6 40 13 5 52 3 48 10

The figures show that /3 is always less than a. This explains why 
a number of springs on the surface of the water are possible, and why 
the well-known phenomenon with flat stones takes place.

The trajectories beneath the surface of the water were examined 
by means of vertical screens, placed at suitable distances below the 
surface. Bircher’s procedure was used to prove that the screens were
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ruptured by the passage of the balls. Paths, similar to AOB, have 
often been observed with shells, when they strike a soft grass-grown 
surface.

The second part of the trajectory, OB, is therefore quite indepen
dent of the first part, OA. I f a thin layer of air, GDFE, were supposed 
to exist at the lowest point, 0, this would not affect the matter in 
any way. This is in agreement with what has been said about firing 
horizontally through water at no great distance below the surface. 
Ramsauer also showed that a similar lifting of the bullet takes place 
when it is fired through 10 parallel lead plates, 3 mm thick, placed 
vertically at distances of 2-5 cm, passing horizontally at a maximum 
distance of 9 mm from their upper edges.

The velocity of egress was measured for different angles of impact 
by Pouillet’s procedure: thus we have

ct =  1° 2' 13" 2° O' 44" . . . 6° 2' 31"
ve 608-3 571-5 . . . 221-5

6° 49' 27"
67'5 m/sec.

In these tests u„ =  625-3 m/sec. If a =  7°, 
the velocity of the projectile is diminished 
to such an extent by the resistance of the 
water, that it no longer ’rises to the surface,

but continues to fall downwards along the path OGH.
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NOTES AND APPENDIX
The following is a list of the most important technical publications on ballis- 

tieal subjects:

Archiv fur die Offizierc dcr kgl. preuss. Artillerie und dcs Ingcnieurkorps, Berlin, 
Bd. 1-G8 (1837-1870).

Archiv fur die Artillerie- und Ingenieuroffiziere dcs deutschen Reichslieercs, 
Berlin, Bd. 69-104 (1871-1897). This publication has been discontinued 
since 1898.

Artilleriskii Journal, Petrograd, 1839.
Allgemcine schweizerische Militarzcitung, Basle, 1863.
Artilleristischo Monatshefte, Berlin, 1907.
Artilleri Tidskrift, Stockholm.
La Corrispondenza, Livorno, 1899. (Discontinued.)
Journal of the United States Artillery, Fort Monroe, Virginia, 1892. 
Kriegstechnische Zeitschrift, Berlin, 1898.
The Kynoch Journal, Birmingham.
Memorial de Artilleria, Madrid, 1844.
Memorial de l’Artillerio de la Marine, Paris.
Memorial dcs poudres et salpfitres, Paris.
Mitteilungen des k. k. Geniecomit&s iiber Gegenstande der Ingenieurkunst und 

des Kriegswesens, Vienna, from 1870.
Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Woolwich.
Revue d’Artillerie, Paris, 1873.
Revue de l’armde beige, Liiige, since 1890.
Revue maritime et coloniale, Paris, 1872. '
Rivista d’ Artigleria e Genio, Rome.
Rivista maritima, Rome, 1868.
Schuss und Waffe, Versuehsstation Neumannswalde-Neudamm.
Zeitschrift der deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Handfeuerwaffen, Berlin-Halensee. 
Zeitschrift fiir das gesamte Schiess- und SprengstofFwesen, Munich, 1906.
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F. Bashforth, Mathematical Treatise on the Motion of Projectiles, London, 1873; 
supplement, 1881. (Referred to as Bashforth.)

Handbuch der Waffenlehre, 3rd edition, Berlin, 1912.
S. Braccialini, Uber die praktische Ltisung der Probleme des Sehiessens, trans

lated into German by von Scheve, Berlin, 1884.
F. Brandeis, Der Schuss, Erklarung der den Schusserfolg beeinflussenden Um- 

stande und Zufalligkeiten, Vienna and Leipsic, 1896.
A. von Burgsdorff and von Recklinghausen, Tafeln zur Flugbahnberechnung von 

Infanteriegeschossen, Berlin, 1897. ,
P. Charbonnier, Traits de balistique exterieure, Paris, 1904. (Referred to as 

Charbonnier 1 .)
P. Charbonnier, Balistique exterieure rationnelle, in 3 parts, Paris, 1907, a portion 

of the Encyclopedic scientifique, Toulouse. (Charbonnier 2 and 3.)
P. Charbonnier, Manuel de balistique exterieure, Paris, 1908.
von Chrismar, Leitfaden fur den Unterrieht in der Ballistik, vol. I. Charlotten- 

burg, 1904.
J_ Didion, Traite de balistique, Paris, 1848; second edition, 1860. (Referred to 

as Didion.)
J. Didion, Lois de la resistance de l’air, Paris, 1857. Calcul des probabilites 

applique au tir des projectiles, Paris, 1858.
O. von Eberhard, Das Wesen der modernen Visiervorrichtungen, Berlin, 1908.
O. von Eberhard, Die Waffentechnik in ihrer Beziehung zur Optik, published in

Kultur der Gegenwart, iv. 12 (1913), Leipsic.
F. Fasella, Tavole balistiche secondarie, Genoa, 1901.
W. Gross, Die Amvendung dor Wahrscheinlichkeitslehre auf dem Gebiete der 

Schiesslehre, Berlin, 1912. •
W. Gross, Die Berechnung der Schusstafeln, Leipsic, 1901.
A. Hamilton, Ballistics, Fort Monroe, Virginia, 1908. Vols. I. and II. on external 

ballistics.
P. Haupt, Mathematische Theorie der Flugbahnen gezogener Geschosse, Berlin,

1876.
J. P. G. von Heim, Beitrage zur Ballistik in besonderer Beziehung auf die Umdre- 

hung der Artilleriegeschosse, Ulm, 1848. (Referred to as Heim.)
F. HGie, Traits de balistique experimentale. Expose general des principales 

experiences d’artillerie ex&utdes li Gavre en 1830-1866: 2nd edition, 2 vols., 
. Paris, 1884. (Helie.)

W. Heydenreich, Lehre vom Schuss und die Schusstafeln, 2 vols., Berlin, 1898: 
2nd edition, 1908. (Heydenreich.)

A. Indra, Graphische Ballistik, Vienna, 1876.
A. Indra, Ballistik der Handfeuerwaffen, Vienna, 1879.
A. Indra, Synthetische Entwicklung eines allgemeinen Luftwiderstandsgesetzes, 

Vienna, 1886.
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A . Indra , N eue ba llistisch o T hoorien , Pola, 1893.
J . M. Ingalls, E xterior  B allistics, N ow  Y ork , 1880.
J . M. Ingalls, H an d b ook  o f  P roblem s in  D irect and In d irect Fire, N ew  Y ork , 

1890.
J . M. Ingalls, H an d b ook  o f  P roblem s in  E xterior Ballistics, W ash ington , 1900.

(Ingalls.)
J . K ozdk, G rn ndprob lem o der A u sg leichsrechn un g nach der M cthodo der klcinsten  

Quadrate, V ien na  and  L eipsic, 1907-1910. G eschossbow egung im  V akuuin , 
V ien n a  and L eipsic, 1909.

K rause, D ie  G estaltung der G eschossgarbe der In fan tcrie  beim  gcfecbtsm assigcn  
Schiossen, Berlin , 1904.

J . de  la L lave, B alistica abroviada, M adrid, 2nd edition , 1894.
N . M ayevski, T raito  do  ba listiqu e extdrieure, Pctrograd , 1870. F rench  translation 

from  th e Russian, Paris, 1872. (R eferred  to  as Mayevski.)
N . M ayevski, U ber d ie  L osu ng der P roblem e das direkten  und indirekten 

Schiessens (R ussian ), Petrograd , 1882. G erm an translation b y  K lussm ann, 
w ith  an A p p en d ix . F. K ru p p , B allistisehe F orm eln  von  N . M ayevski nach 
F. S iacci, together w ith  K ru p p ’s  A ir-resistan ce T ables up to  a  velocity  o f  
700 m, Berlin , 1886. (R eferred  to  as Mayevski-Klussmann.)

N . M ayevsk i, M eth od c der k lcin sten  Q uadrate und deren A m vendun g a u f das 
Schiessen (R ussian), P etrograd , 1881.

A . von  M inarelli-F itzgerald , D as m oderne Schiesswosen, V ien na , 1901. (v. Mina- 
relli.)

H . M uller, D ie  E n tw ick lu n g  d er Feldartillerie in  B ezu g a u f M aterial, O rganisation 
u n d  T a k tik  von 1815-1892, B erlin , 1893.

N eith ard t, D ie  L eh re v om  TrcfFen beim  A bteilun gsfeu er der In fanterie, O lden 
burg. (N o  date.)

V . von  N iesiolow ski-G aw in , A u sgew ah lte  K ap ite l der T ech n ik  m it besonderer 
R iick sich t a u f m ilitarisch e A n w endungen, 2nd edition , V ienna, 1908.

J . C. F. O tto, M athem atische T h eorie  des Ricochetschu&ses, Berlin , 1833.
J . C. F . O tto, Tafeln  fu r den  B om benw urf, 1842. °
J . C. F. O tto, H ilfsm itte l fur ballistisehe R echnungen, Berlin , 1859.
C. Parodi, B a listica  esterna, published  b y  E . C avalli, T u rin , 1901. ,
Pdtry, M onograph ies de  systhm es d ’artillerie, Brussels, 1910.
G . P iobert, T raite d ’artillerie th eoriqu e  et pratique, 3 vols., Paris, 1831-1859.
S . D . P oisson , R ech erch es sur le  m ou vem ent des projectiles dans Pair, Paris, 

1839.
S. D . Poisson , F orm ulas relatives aux effets du  tir  su r les d i fie rentes parties de  

son  aSTlt, 2nd edition , Paris, 1838.
H . Rdsal, M dcaniquo gdudrale, vol. II . Paris, 1873. (Resal.)
H . R ohne, S tud ie  uber den Schrapnelschuss der Feldartillerie, B erlin, 1894.
H . R oh ne, Schiesslehre fu r d ie  F eldartillerie, Berlin , 1895.
H . R oh ne, Schiesslehre fu r d ie  In fanterie, Berlin , 1896 and 1906.
H . R ohne, N eu e S tud ie u ber den  Schrapnelschuss, Berlin , 1911.
G . R on ca , M anuale del tiro , L iv orn o , 1901.
G. R onca, M anuale di ba listica  esterna, L ivorno, 1901.
G . R on ca  and A . B assini, B a listica  esterna, L ivorno, 1901.
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G. R on ca  and G. P esci, A b b a ch i per il  t ir o :  abbach i generali della  balistiea , 
L ivorn o, 1901.

A . R utzk i, T h eorie  und Praxis der G eschoss- und Z iinderkonstruktionen , V ien na , 
1871. {Rutzki.)

N . Sabudski, O b er  d ie  L osu ng der P roblem e des indirekten  Schiessens und lib e r  
den  W in k e l grosster Schussw eite (R ussian), P etrograd, 1888: supplem ent, 
1890.

N . Sabudski, A usserc B a llistik  (R ussian), Petrograd , 1895. {Sabudski.)
N . Sabudski, D ieW ah rsch ein lich keitsrech n u n g , ih re  A n w en d u n g a u f das Schiessen 

u n d  a u f d ie  T h eorie  d es E inschiessens. G erm an translation  b y  von  E berh ard , 
S tuttgart, 1906.

P. de  S t R obert, M 6m oircs scientifiques, 2 vols., Turin , 1872-1874. {St Robert.) 
F . S iacci, C orso di balistiea , 3 vols., R om e, 1 8 7 0 -1 8 8 4 : 2nd edition , T u rin , 1888, 

F ren ch  translation  under th e title  o f  B a listiqu e exterieure, Paris, 1892. 
{Siacci.)

F. S iacci, B alistiea e  practica , G iom . d ’ art. e gen. 1880. G erm an translation  b y  
G unther under th e title  o f  B a llistik  u n d  Praxis, B erlin , 1882.

M . de  Sparre, M ou vem en t des pro jectiles  ob longs dans le  cas d u  t ir  de plein  fou et, 
Paris, 1875.

M. de  Sparre, Su r le  m ou vem en t des pro jectiles  dans Pair, Paris, 1891.
T ex tb ook  o f  G un nery, L on d on , 1902.
E . T h iel, D as In fanteriegew ehr, eine ba llistisch -tech n isch e Studie, B onn, 1883.
J. M . de  T illy , B a listiqu e exterieure, G hent, 1875.
E. V allier, B a listiqu e exp^rim entale, Paris, 1894. {Vallier.)
E . V allier, B a listiqu e exterieure, a p ortion  o f  th e  E n cyclop ed ie  scientifique des 

A id e -M em oire , Paris. (N o  date.)
E . V a llier, R eference to  B allistics in  th e E n cy clop ed ic  des scien ces m athem atiqu es 

(Paris, G auth ier-V illars), edited b y  J. M olk , yo l. iv .  section  21, P aris-L eip sic, 
1913.

R . W ille , W affen lehre, 1st ed ition , B erlin , 1 8 9 6 : 2nd ed ition , 1900 : 3rd  ed ition ,
1905. ( Wille.) *\ . .

A . W ittin g , Soldaten -M athem atik , vol. x x n .  o f  th e M athem atische B ib lio th ek , 
edited b y  W . L ietzm ann  and A . W ittin g , pu b lish ed  b y  T eubner, L eip sic, 
1916.

N . v on  W u ich , L eh rbuch  der ausseren B allistik , V ien na , 1886. '(R eferred  to  as
von Wuich.)
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NOTES ON THE VARIOUS SECTIONS

§§ 4 to  C. T iltin g  o f  th e tra jectory  in  a  v a cu u m : A . von O bcrm ayer, V ienna, 
P er. 110 (1901), p. 3 6 5 ; C harbonnier, 1, p. 2 7 8 ; A . W eigncr, Milt. fib. Gey. d. 
A rt.- u. G en .-W es. 1890, p. 1. W ith  regard to  the tra jectory  in  a vacuum , see 
a lso V . A . von Sinner, Lehrb. d. B all. 1st part, Berne, 1834; P. G. T a it, Proceed. 
R oy. Soc. o f  Edinb. 7 (1885), p. 1 0 7 ; W . W alton , Quart. J ou m . o f  Pure and 
A p p l. M ath. 10 (1869), p. 7 2 ; Scheer de  L ionastre, Thiorie bed. G hent, 1827, 
specia lly  p. 2 0 ; E . Lam pe, B oltzm ann-Festschrift, Leipsic, 1904, p. 215. W ith  
reference to  th e law  in  § 6 on  th e  curvature o f  th e earth , sec C. Cranz, Kompend. 
d. B all. L eipsic, 1896, p. 33 ; see a lso J. Koz&k, Geschossbewegung im Vakuum, 
V ien n a  and Leipsic, 1909. Barisien states certa in  proposition s w ith  reference 
to  th e parabola-groups, w hich  have n o great ballistical significance, in Souvdles 
A nnales (3), 6  (1887), p. 3 7 2 : a lso G. L einekugel, in  th e sam e publication  (3), 14 
(1895), p. 11 2 ; J. Schatte, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 14 (1911), p. 4 5 0 ; J. S ch m idt, 

'M itteil. iib. Geg. d. A rt.- u. G en .-W es. 1910, p. 8 7 9 ; F . K iilp , A rch ie  d. M ath. u. 
Phys. (23), 3 (1914), p. 244.

R ico ch e t in a  v a cu u m : B ordon i, M em orie della  Societd italiana, 1816, vol. xvn. 
1, p. 191 ; E. de Jonquidres, C. R . vol. x c v n .  p. 1278 ; L om bard , The'orie du tir  
d ricochet, Brussels, 1841 ; Persy, Cours de balistique, M etz, 1827-1831, p. 61 ; 
O tto, M ath. Theor. d. Ricochetschusses, B erlin , 1844 ; R adow itz, A rch. f .  Art.- u. 
Ing.-O ff. 1 (18 3 5 jf p. 41 : 5 (1837), p. 248 : 17 (1845), p. 181 : 24 (1849), p. 185 :
28 (1850), pp. 153 and 208.

§§ 8  and 9. O n qu estions o f  air-resistance in  general, con su lt d ’A lem bert, 
Traits de Vdquilibre et du m ouvem ent dcs fiu id es, Paris, 1744 ; J . V . Poncelet, In 
troduction a la m ecanique industrielle, Brussels, 1839, p . 5 2 2 ; J . D id ion , L ois  de 
la  resistance de Vair, Paris, 1857 ; E . V a llicr , Rev. d a r t . 26 (1885), pp. 226 and 
324 ; A . In dra , M itt. ub. Geg. d. A r t.-  u. G en .-W es. 1886, p. 1 ;  von W u ich , pp. 49 
and 1 0 1 ; C. F . Page, D e la  resistance de Vair, Paris, 1878, and Rev. d a r t . 11 (1878), 
pp. 254, 345, 457, 561 : 13 (1879), p. 531 : 14 (1879), p. 38 : 15 (1879), p. 128 ; 
a lso L . A . T h ibau lt, Recherches experim entales sur la  resistance de Vair, Paris, 1826, 
pp . 11, 62, 1 2 8 ; F . Silvestre, Rev. d a rt. 18 (1881), p. 2 3 6 ; M . Prehn, Uber die  
bequemste Form, des Luftunderstandsgesetzes, B erlin , 1874; N . M ayevski, S t P eters
burg B u ll, de VAcad. (class, de phys. et m ath.), 17 (1858), p. 337 and 27 (1881), p. 1 ;  
Pfister, A rch ie  f i i r  A rt.-  u. Ing.-O ff. 88 (1881), p. 4 8 9 ; Journde, R ev. d a r t . 49 (1897), 
p. 2 9 3 ; Ile lie , 2, p. 15 0 ; Sahudski, 1, p. 55, and A r c h .f .  A rt.- u . Ing.-O ff. 102 (1895), 
p . 18 ; N . Sahudski, Petersb. A rt. J ou m . 1894, 4, p. 299 ; F. C hapel, Paris, C. R . 
119 (1894), p . 977 ; F. Chapel, Rev. d a rt. 45 (1895), pp . 119 and 453 ; D enecke, 
Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 2 (1899), p . 482 ; L. M ach , Zeitschr. f .  L u ftsch iffa h rt, 1896, 
p. 1 2 9 ; L. P randtl, Ila'adworterbuch der Fatunrissenschaften , 4 (1913), p. 558 and 
p. 1 2 9 ; D id ion , p. 5 3 ;  J. W o lf  Barry, Engineering, 2, 66 (1898), p. 4 0 8 ; F in ster- 
walder, E ncyklop. d. math. TFm. iv . 17, p . 161 ; F . von  Zeppelin , Zeitschr. f .  L u ft-  
schiff. 15 (1896), p. 172.
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W ith  reference to  th e change in  th e fu n ction  for th e resistance o f  the a ir in  the 
neighbou rhood  o f  the ve loc ity  o f  sound, see N . M ayevski, Petersb. B ull, de VAcad.
27 (1881), p. 1 ; A . In dra , M itt. fib. Oeg. d. A rt.- u. G en .-W es. 1886, pp . 1 -8 0  ; !
R . E m den, H abilit. Schrift. tech i. H ochsch. M unich , 1899, p. 94, and A nn. Phys. 
Chem. 2, 69 (1899), p. 454 ; E . Th iel, A rch. A rt. Ing.-O ff. 94 (1887), p . 492. .

On air waves, see E. M ach , Wien. B er. 77 (1878), p. 7 : 78 (1878), p. 819 : 95 ' 
(1887), p. 765 : 97 (1888), p. 1045 : 98 (1889), p. 4 1 : 98 (1889), p. 1257 : 101 (1892), 
p. 9 7 7 : 98 (1889), p. 1318. On th e stream  lin es o f  bod ies m ov ing  through fluids, ' 
and on m ak in g  these lines v isible, w ith  th eir ph otograph ic record , see th e Jahrbuch , 
der Schiffbautechn. Gesell. for 1904, 1905 and 1909. A lso  F. A h lb o m , Physikal. 
Zeitschr. 11 (1910), 5, p. 201, and Zeitsckr. d. deutsch. L u ftfahrtgesellsch ., Jahrgang 
16, A u sgabe B , 5 (1912), p. 98.

F o r  th eoretica l investigations, see Isaac N ew ton , Philosophiae natur. p rincip ia , 
lib . 2, sect. 7, 1726 ; J. C. E. Schm idt, T h e m e  des W iderstandes d er L u ft  bei der 
B ew egung der K orper, G bttingen , 1831. A ls o  J . C. F . O tto , Zeitschr. M ath. Phys.
11 (1866), p. 515, and  M itt. fib. Geg. d. A rt.- u. Gen.- Wes. 1879, p. 4 8 1 ; A . Schm idt, 
P rogram m  des Stuttgarter R ealgym nasium s, 1878 ; E . V a llier, Rev. diart. 26 (1885), 
pp. 226 and 3 2 4 ; R esal, 2, p. 1 8 7 4 ; O. M ata, Rev. de Varm.ee beige, 19 (1895), p. 8 5 ;  , 
A . B assani, L a  corrisp. 1 (1900), p. 2 9 9 ; P. V ieille , Paris, C. R . 130 (1900), p. 2 3 5 ;
E. O kinghaus, W ien. B er. 109(1900 ), pp. 1159 and 1291, and M onatsh. fu r M athem .. 
u. P hys. 15 (1904), p. 150. See also H . von  H elm h oltz , Vorlesungen fiber theore- 
tische P h ysik , vol. I. L eipsic, 1S98, p. 31 ; E . Jouguet, C. R. 132 (1901), p. 677 :
145 (1907), p. 500 ; P. H au pt, A rtill. M onatshefte, 1910, i. p. 249, and i i . p. 241 : 
1911, i. pp . 321 and 401, and i i . 62, p. 9 1 : 1912, 62, p. 9 1 ; V . K ob b e , d itto , 1911, 
i i . 55, p . 2 2 : 65, p. 3 8 3 : 58, p. 2 8 3 : and 1912, 65, p. 382 ; E ngelhardt, d itto , 1911,
52, p. 245, and 1912, 65, p . 383 ; C. Cranz, d it to , 1911, II. 56, 85, on  em pirica l
law s o f  a ir-resistance ; H . Lorenz, B allistik , d ie m echanischen G rundlagen  der } 
L ehre vom Schuss, Zeitschr. d . Vereins deutsch. In g . 1916, p. 625 ; H . Lorenz,

' B eitra g  z. Theor. d. Schiffswiderstands, d itto , 1907, p. 1824 ; P. V ieille , Mernor. des 
poudr. et salp. 10 (1899 -1900 ), p. 177, and 10 (1900), p. 255 ; J . H adam ard , L efons  
sur la  propagation  des ondes, Paris, 1903, p. 2 0 6 ; G. Z em plen , E ncyklop . d. mathem. 
Wissensch. iv . 19, 12, p. 3 1 5 ; W . Lanchester, A erodynam ics, L on don , 1907 ; A . 
K r ilo ff  and C. H . M uller, E n cyklop . d. mathem. Wissensch. iv . 22, p. 5 7 2 ; M . Jager, . .  
Graphische In tegration en  in  der H yd rod yna m ik, D issertation , G ottingen , 1909;
G. R icci, R ivista  cP artigl. e gen io, 33 (1913), vol. i . p. 3 6 6 ; M . de  M asson d ’A u tu m e, ! 
M em orial de Vartill. N ava le , 3, 7 (1913), 22, 2nd part, p. 3. T h e  law  o f  a ir-resist- i 
ance is  d iscussed in  Som m erfeld ’s w ork  on  th e  gyroscop e, F . K le in  and A . Som - 
m erfeld , Theorie des K reisels, L eipsic, pu b lished  b y  T eubner, 1910, iv . section  C  .1) 
on  ba llistics, N o. 7 ; P . R iebesell, A rchiv  f .  M athem. u. Phys. 25 (1916), vol. n . U 
p. 103. See article  on  ba llistics in  th e E ncyclop . des sciences mathem. edited b y  1 
J. M olk , Paris, and published  b y  G authier-V illars, vol. iv . 21. \

§§ 10 and 11. E m pirica l law s o f  a ir-res ista n ce : A . In dra , M itt. ub. Geg. d. A r t -  !  
u. G en .-W es. 1886, pp . 1 - 8 0 ;  E . O kinghaus, W ien. B er. 108 (1899), p. 1559, A 
and 109 (1900), p . 1 2 7 5 ; D enecke, K riegstechn. Zeitschr. 2 (1899), pp . 426, 474 and t  
482, w ith  reference to  zone-law s up to  velocities o f  500 m , based on  G erm an e x -j! 
per im en ts ; C. C hapel, C. R . 120 (1895), p . 677, and 119 (1894), p . 9 9 7 ; W . Gross, h 
Schweizer. Zeitschr. fU r  A rtill. u. Gen. 39 (1903), p. 4 0 9 ; W . von  Scheve, K rieg s-1
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techn. Zeitschr. 10 (1907), p. 14 on the law of Chajicl-Vallier. On the Mayevski- 
Sabudski zone-laws, see Maycvski, p. 41 (1872); Sabudski, Petersburg Art. Joum. 
1894, 4, p. 299, and Klussmann, Arch. f .  A rt.- u. Ing.-Off. 102 (1895), p. 18. For 
Siacci’s law, see Itiv. d  artigl. e gen. 189G, vol. i. pp. 5, 195, 341, and A rch .f. 
A rt.- u. Ing.-Off. 103 (1896), pp. 5, 195 and specially p. 341; K. Becker and C. 
Cranz, Artill. Monatshefte, 1912,69, p. 189, and 1912, 71, p. 833; 0. von Ebcrhard, 
ditto, 1912, 69, p. 196 ; J. H. Ilardcastlo, A m isand Explosives, 1913, 249, vol. xxi. 
p. 86, translation of the paper by K. Becker and C. Cranz; M. Thiescn, Ann. 
Phys. Chem. 2, 26 (1885), p. 314; von L6ssl, Laws o f  air-resistance, Vienna, 1890. 
Patent for smoke-emitting shells, by Semple, D. R. P. 190,051, class L 72 d, 
Aug. 26,1905. H. Rohne, Artillerist. Monatshefte, 1908, p. 347, and Deutsch. Waffen- 
zeitung, 1908, p. 17 ; Olker, Zeitschr. f .  d. ges. Schiess- u. Sprengstoff-Wesen, II 

' (1916), pp. 145, 167 and 185.
For projectiles showing lights, see the German patents, class 72 d, group 19, 

Nos. 242,554: 265,383: 268,324: 271,095:>272,070: 272,115. I f  smoke-emitting 
shells or light-emitting shells are used for tests on air-resistance, care must 
be taken to see that the trajectory is not affected by the devices that are em
ployed.

For the measurement of air-resistance, see J. Didion, Lois de la resistance de 
Vair, Paris, 1857, and C. E. Page, De la resistance de Vair, Paris, 1878. For the 
determination of laws of air-resistance from experiment or by means of the method 
of least squares, see Siacci, p. 313; Sabudski, Petersb. Art. Joum . 1894, 4, p. 299; 
•1892, 6, p. 601, and Klussmann, A r c h .f  A rt.- u. Ing.-Off. 97 (1890), p.546; Siacci, 
Riv. d’ art. e gen. 1889, vol. ill. p. 227, and 1891, vol. I. p. 199; Arch. f. Art.- u. 
Ing.-Off. 99 (1892), p. 172; J. Schatte, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 16 (1913), pp. 1, 57, 
and 111; A. Hamilton, Joum . o f  the United Stat. Artill. 24 (1905), pp. 31 and 99, 
and 30 (1908), p. 363 ; S. Finsterwalder, article on aerodynamics in Encykl. d. 
mathem. Wissensch. Leipsic, 1903, vol. iv. 17, 4, p. 163 ; C. F. Close, Proc. Roy. 
Art. Inst. 1905, January; G. Greenhill, Joum. o f  the Roy. ArtiU. 1906, February, 
and 1909, February, p. 473 ; C. E. Wolff, ditto, 1908, April.

12 and 13. Components of the force of air-resistance when the shell lies 
obliquely, and the calculation of form-values: Mayevski, p. 40; Mayevski-Kluss- 
mann, p. 58; St Robert, 1, pp. 251-276; Rutzki, p. 68; Siacci, p. 378; M. de 
Sparre, Sur le mouvement des projectiles dans Vair, Paris, 1891, p. 64; von Wuich, 
pp. 70-101, specially p. 92 with table; Cranz, Zeitschr. Math. Phys. 43 (1898), 
pp. 169 and 133; E. Kummer, Berl. Abh. 1875, p. 1, with experimental appendix, 
1876, p. 1; Gauthier, Ann. e'c. norm. 5 (1868), pp. 7-65; G. Wellner, Zeitschr. f .  
Luftschiff. 12 (1897), p. 237, and Zeitschr. d. osterr. Ing. u. Arch.- Ver. 45 (1893), 
pp. 25-28; H. Rdsal, Nouv. ann. 2, 12 (1873), pp. 561-565; J. M. Ingalls, Joum . 
o f  Un. Stat. Art. 4 (1895), p. 191; A. von Obermayer, Wien. Ber. 104 (1895), 
p. 963; Duchemin, Memor. de Part, marine, 5 (1842), p. 65; P. Touche, Rev. dart. 
36 (1890), p. 131; E. Vallier, p. 10, and Rev. dart. 36 (1890), p. 160; Ingalls, 
Joum . o f  Un. Stat. Art, 4 (1895), p. 208, and Mitt. iib. Qeg. d. Art.- u. Gen.- lie*. 
1896, p. 411 ; Siacci, p. 7; Sabudski, 1, pp. 57-90; Lehre vom Schuss by Heyden- 
reich, 1908, II. p. 116; A. Hamilton, Joum. o f  the Un. Stat. Art. 1908, vol. i i l  and 
Artillerist. Monatshefte, 1909, 26, p. 133 ; A. Frank, Zeitschr. d. Ver. Deutsch. 
Ing. 1906.
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The rules governing the construction of models are discussed by H. von 
Helmholtz, Wissensch. Abhandl. Leipsic, 1882, i. p. 158; H. Lorenz, Zeitschr. d. . 
Ver. Deutsch. Ing. 1907, p. 1824; V. von Niesiolowski-Gawin, Ausgew. Kapitel der ■ 
Technik, Vienna, 1908, p. 326.

§ 14. Regarding the best shape for the tip of the shell, see A. M. Legendre, 
Paris, Mem. de VAcad. 1788, pp. 7-37; G. von Lamezan, Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off.
87 (1880), p. 485; Rutzki, pp. 30-51; F. August, J. f. Math. 103 (1888), pp. 1-24, ;
and Arch. f. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 94 (1887), p. 1; von Wuich, 1, p. 128; R. Benzivenga, ’ 
Riv. d’ art. e gen. 1897, vol. hi. p. 123; B. von Lefevre, Rev. dart. 57 (1900), p. 221;
A. Bassani, La corrisp. 1 (1900), p. 485; L. Decepts, Rev. dart. 57 (1901), p. 425, 
and Lacorrisp. 2 (1901),p. 63; E. Armanini, Ann. dimat. 3,4 (1900),pp. 131-149;
E. Lampe, Berlin. Verhandl. d. deutsch. phys. Ges. 3 (1901), pp. 119 and 151; ■
Kneser, Arch. f. Math. u. Phys. (3), 2 (1902), p. 267; L. Decepts, Rev. dart. 57' J 
(1900), p. 221; Lacroix, Traitsdu calcul diff. et integr. 2nd edit. Paris, 1814, part 2, J 
p. 791; S. von Kobbe, Artill. Monatskefte, 1911, ii. 58, p. 283; M. de Masson ] 
d’Autume, Memorial de Vartill. nav. series 3, vol. vii. (1913), 22, p. 481; Finster- 
walder, Eneykl. d. math. Wissensch. iv. 17, footnote 90. ,

Some shells taper at the rear, and are more or less torpedo-shaped. These have 
been examined by d’Alembert, Piobert, Dreyse, and Whitworth; they include the 
German D-shell and the Z-shell. See also Zeitschr. f . d. ges. Schiess- u. Spreng- 
stoffwes. 5 (1910), No. 9, pp. 161-163, and Selter, Zeitschr. f .  d. ges. Schiess- u. 
Sprengstoffwes. 10 (1915), pp. 125 and 142. For pointed shells, including those of 
the torpedo type, see Ayrolles, Rev. dartill. 38 (1910), vol. l x x v . pp. 214 and 274:
38 (1910), vol. l x x v i . pp. 98, 148, and 275: 39 (1910-1911), vol. l x x v i i . p. 356.

Sj 15. See observations of the meteorological station in Bavaria, published in 
Munich in 1907, Beiblatt. zu d. Annal. d. Physik (1908), p. 558: during the lowest 1 
3000 m, the temperature decreases at the rate of 0'57 degrees Centigrade 1 
per 100 m; at a height between 6 and 8 km, the temperature decreases by 
0'71 degrees Centigrade per 100m; at heights between 9 and 13 km, the tempera
ture is constant at values between —48° and —60°. See also § 111 and P. Char- 
bonnier, Traite de balistique exterieure, Paris, 1904, p. 329. Also Linke, Aero- 
nautische Meteorologie, Berlin, 1913; Fr. Fischli, Aeronautische Meteorologie, Berlin, , 
1913. For Siacci’s formula (II), see Balistique exterieure, Paris, 1892, p. 14.

P. Charbonnier proposes to apply the linear formula, given in the text, for the 
decrease of atmospheric density with the height up to heights of about 2000 m, ’ 
and has given a more complete formula. See also Balistique exterieure ralionnelle, ' 
Paris, 1907, pp. 12 and 13. According to Schubert’s figures (see § 111), the linear 
formula holds at considerable heights. It is quite easy to use Schubert’s figures 
directly. ;

§§ 17 to 19. Some ranges are said to be longer than they would be in a vacuum. , 
See von Minarelli, p. 37, and Darapsky, Arch. f .  d. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 69 (1871), 
p. 256, and the disc-like shells, proposed by St Robert, 2, pp. 1 and 49. With j 
regard to the conception of the sectional load see Galileo Galilei, Dialoghi delle 
nuove scienze, Leiden, 1638, and Ostwald’s Klassiker der exakten Wissenschaften; 
Galilei, Unterredungen, edited by A. J. von Ottingen, vol. xi. 24, 25. '.

St Robert first stated the general equations in § 17, and the propositions in 
§ 19, viz. 1 to 8 and 11; the propositions 9 and 10 were added by Sabudski. See
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St Robert, 1, pp. 50 and 330, Tor. Mem. 2, 10 (1855), pp. 434 and 498; Mayevski, 
pp. 52 and 71; Siaeci, 1, p. 25, and for similar trajectories, p. 07; Sabudski, 1, 
p. 118, and La corrisp. 1 (1900), p. 293 and 2 (1901), p. 3; Siacci, Hie. <T art. e gen. 
1901, vol. i. p. 287, and vol. n. p. 21; M. de Rrettes, Paris, C. I t  67 (16C8), p. 890;

. 08 (1809), p. 1330; 09 (1870), pp. 394 and 1239. For the proof of proposition 3, 
seo Hjalmar Aner, Arlill. Monatthefte, 1910, No. 118, p. 147.

The following theoretical discussions refer to the angle of departure, corrc- 
spondingtothe maximum range; F. Astier, Rev. dart. 9 (1877), p. 313. Ho arrives 
at tho, result that it depends on the law of air-resistailce as to whether the angle 
is greater or less than 45°. Siacci, p. 42 and p. 393, and Mitteil. ill. Geg. d. A rt.- tt. 
Gen.-Wes. 1888, p. 49; E. Vallier, Rev. dart. 31 (1888), p. 302; Gudbhard, Move, 
aim. (2), 13 (1874), pp. 436-438; R. Radau, Paris, G. R. 60 (1808), pp. 1032-1034; 
M. do Brettes, Paris, C.R. 66 (1868), p. 890; 68 (1809), pp. 1330-1338; 09 (1870), 
pp. 394-397 and pp. 1239-1242; N. Sabudski, Uber die LOsung des Problems des 
indirekten Schiessens w. d. Winkel grSsster Schussweite (Russian), Petrograd (1888), 
p. 83; Klussmann, Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 96 (1889), p. 376. E. Vallier gives the 
following rules: the angle is probably greater than 45° for a shell with a consider
able sectional load, and a calibre greater than 24 em; but in the case of any shell 
on which the air-resistance exercises a relatively great effect, the angle is less than 
45°. There are, as yet, no sufficiently extensive practical tests on which to base 
conclusions, and figures with regard to bullets must be treated with great caution, 
seeing that they very rarely depend on exact measurements.

With reference to Piton-Bressant’s results, see an anonymous article in the 
Rev. dart. 8 (1870), p. 219, and G. Greenhill, Mdn. de Vartill. navale, Paris, 1909,2.

With reference to the integrability of the main equation, see J. L. d'Alembert, 
Traite de Vequilibre et du mouvemenl des fluides, Paris, 1744, p. 359; Siacci, C.R. 
132 (1901), p. 1175, and 133 (1901), p. 381; Riv. d  art. e gen. 1901, vol. in. p. 5, 
and vol. iv. p. 5; P. Appell, Arch, der Math. u. Phys. 3, vol. v. (1903), p. 177 ; E. 
Ouivet, C. R. vol. cl . (1910), p. 1229; T. Hayashi, Giom. di Matematiche di Batta- 
glini, 3, vol. x l i x . (1911), p. 231; C. Cranzand R. Rothe, Artill. Monatshefte, 1917, 
who illustrate the procedure by two examples, and at the same time a method is 
indicated by which the change in the density of the air can be taken into account 
in a perfectly general way without using mean values.

The mechanical integration of the main equation by the plauimeter is 
described by L. Filloux, Rev. dart. 72 (1908), 6, p. 345, and see also E. Pascal, 
1 mid integrafi per equazioni differenziali, Naples, 1914, published by L. C. 
Pellerano.

§ 20. J. Bernoulli, Act. erudit. 1719, p. 216, or Collected Works, vol. n. p. 394 ; 
A. M. Legendre, Dissertation sur la question de balistique, proposee par I’Academie 
Roy. des Sciences et belles lettres de Prusse, Berlin, 1782, partially reprinted in 
Joum. ecol. polyt. 4, Cah. 11 (1802), p. 204, and Joum. des armes speciales, 1845, 
pp. 537 and 000, and 1846, p. 32; C. G. J. Jacobi, J .f. Math. 24 (1842), p. 25, or 
Collected Works, 4, p. 286. The matter is further investigated with the use of 
elliptic integrals by A. G. Greenhill, Woolwich Roy. Art. Inst. Proc. 11 (1881), 
pp. 131 and 589; 12 (1882), p. 17: 17 (1890), p. 181, and by Sabudski in the book 
previously mentioned, and in his Aussere Ballistik, 1, 550; see also L. Austerlitz, 
Wien. Ber. 84 (1882), p. 794. P. A. MacMahon’s tables are included iu Greenhill’s

\
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paper. See also Th. Yahlen, A rchio d. Math. u. Phys. 25 (1916), vol. ill. p. 209. 
For similar trajectories see St Robert, Memoir, scientifiques, Paris, 1872, i. p. 313, 
and F. Siacci, Bal. exter. Paris, 1892, p. 97; E. Roggla, Mitteil. iib. Oeg. d. A rt.-u . 
Gen.- Wes. 1908, p. 224. ,

§21. L. Euler, Perl. Ber. 1753, p. 348; S. D. Poisson, Traite de mecanique,.
2 vols. 2nd ed. Paris, 1833. Tables are given by Didion in an appendix to his 
Traite de balistique. With reference to Otto’s tables, see J. C. F. Otto, Tafelnfilr  
den Bombenwurf, Berlin, 1842, Gebrauchsanweisung, p. 40; Vallier, p. I l l ; Siacci, 
Rivista T  Artigleria e Gehio, 1885, vol. I. and Revue Tartillerie, 1885, vol. xxvi. 
p. 431; S. Braccialini, Rev. Tart. 27 (1885), p. 237; Ingalls, Exterior Ballistics in  
the Plane o f  Fire, New York, 1886, and Journ. o f  Un. St. Art. 51 (1896), pp. 52-74; 
von Scheve, Arch, f  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 92 (1893), p. 529; 93 (1886), pp. 97, 271; 
103 (1896), p. 236; these articles give extensions of Otto’s tables. F. Mola, Riv. 
d? art. e gen. 1892, vol. hi. p. 253, and Arch. f .  A rt.- u. In g .-O f. 100 (1893), p. 1. 
Sabudski, 1, p. 239 and p. 252, takes into account the decrease of air-density with 
the altitude, and Rev. Tart. 34 (1889), p. 427; 38 (1891), p. 46; Mayevski- 
Klussmann, p. 34; A. Bassani, L a Oorrisp. 1 (1900), p. 116, and 1 (1900), 
p. 275.

§ 22. Bashforth, p. 45; Mayevski-Klussmann, p. 28; Vallier, p. 49.
§ 22a. Didion, p. 162; Ligowski, Arch. f .  A rt.- u. Ing.-Off. 81 (1877), pp. 79, 

163, 178, and 83 (1878), p. 203; also Neumann, Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 6 (1838), 
p. 213; 14 (1842), p. 49; 29 (1851), p. 93; J. H. Lambert, Berl. Abh. 1767, .
pp. 102-188; J. C. Borda, Paris, Hist, de VAcad. 1769, pp. 247-271; G. F. von- 
TempeVaoi,Berl. Abh. 1788-1789, pp.216-299, separately printed as Der preussische ' 
Bombardier, Berlin, 1791. Franfais’s work is mentioned by Didion, p. 168. Heim, 
p. 205; von Pfister, Arch. f .  A rt.- u. Ing.-Off. 88 (1881), p. 489; St Robert, 1, 
p. 125; Denecke, A rch .f. A rt.-u . Ing.-Off. 90 (1883), p. 231 and p. 405 ; von Zedlitz, 
ditto, 103 (1896), p. 388.

With regard to the assumption of a definite curve-form with an experimental 
determination of the coefficients, see M. Prehn, Ballistilc der gezogencn Geschiitze, 
Berlin, 1864, and Arch. f .  A r t -  u. Ing.-Off. 74 (1873), p. 189; A. Mieg, Theoretische 
aussere Ballistilc, Berlin, 1884; O. Dolliak, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.- Wes. 
1879, p. 3 of the notes ; Hflie, 2, p. 267 ; ditto, p. 262, and Vallier, p. 186; see also 
Rev. Tart. 8 (1876), p. 219; E. Okinghaus, Die Hyperbel als ballistische Kurve, 
A rch .f. A rt.-u . Ing.-Off. 100 (1893), p. 241, with other articles between 1894 and ' 
1896; F. Chapel, Paris, C. It. 120 (1895), p. 677; J. Stauber, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. 
A rt.-u . Gen.-Wes. 1897, p. 118, and 1909, p. 575; R. G. Fernandez, Jahrbiicher /.-s 
d. deutsche Annee u. Marine, 1907, i. p. 206 ; F. Aflutter, Allgemein. Schweiz. M ili- 
tarzeitung, 1905,52, p. 424, and 1906, 9, p. 67; P. Haupt, Artill. Monatshefte, 1915,
n. Nos. 103-104, p. 1; C. Veithen, Artill. Monatshefte, 1917.

§ 23. J. C. Borda, Paris, Hist, de VAcad. 1769, pp. 247-271, and Journ. des 
arm.es speciales, 1846, p. 49; Besout, Mouvement des projectiles, Paris, 1788, pp. 
138-197; Legendre, Dissert, sur la question de balistique proposee par Vacademie 
roy. des sciences, Berlin, 1782: partly reprinted in the J. ec. polyt. 4, Cah. 11 (1802), j 
p. 204, and Journ. des armes speciales, 1845, pp. 537 and 600, and 1846, p. 32; I 
Didion, p. 159 and p. 168; Didion, p. 59; St Robert, Memoires sdewtifiques, I. - 
Paris, 1872, p. 119 and p. 124; Siacci, Riv. T  art. e gen. 1897, vol. iv. p. 5; vonl
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AVuich, p. 215, and Mitt. ttb. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.-Wes. 1804, p. 424, and 1902, 
pp. 051 and 893; R. v. Portenschlag-Lederraayer, ditto, 1003, p. 503.

For the method, described as Siacci I, see Rev. diart. 17 (1880), p. 45.
For the method, described as Siacci II, seo Siacci, DalUtique exttrieure, Paris, 

1892, p. 34, and Rev. d'art. 27 (1880), p. 315 ; also Heydcnreich, Lehre vom Schuu, 
1st od. Berlin, 1898, 2, p. 90: for value of ft, seo Siacci, p. 36, and Hie. d  art. e gen. 
1896, vol. I. p. 341, and 1897, vol. iv. p. 5.

For Vainer’s method, see Vallier, p. 45; Sabudski, Rev. d'art. 34 (1889;, p. 427 : 
29 (1886-87), p. 11: 36 (1890), pp. 42 and 153: 37 (1890), p. 273: DalUtique ex- 
tSrieure (a portion of the Encyd. scientif. des A ides-Memoire, Paris, no date), and 
Balist. experiment. Paris, 1894; E. Vallier, Artill. Monatihefte, 1912, No. 70, p. 253.

P. Charbonnier’s method is described in his Traill de balietique exterieure, 
2nd ed. 1904, p. 221; S. Takeda, Artill. Monatihefte, 1914, 89, p. 321, which con
nects the procedures o f Didion and Siacci; J. Schatte, Kriegitechn. Zeittchr. 12  

(1909), 9, p. 416; G. Bianchi, Riv. d’ art. e gen. 27 (1910), vol. I. p. 175.
§ 24. J. Didion, Traite de balietique, Paris, 1848 and 1860; Paul dc St Robert, 

Memoires scientifiques, vol. I. Balietique, Paris, 1872; N. Mayevski, Traitl de bal. 
cxtlr. Paris, 1872.

5j§ 25 and 26. St Robert and N. Mayevski, as in § 24. Siacci, DalUtique 
exterieure, Paris, 1892 and Ballistik u. Praxis, Berlin, 1882; J. Bernoulli, Acta 
erudita, Leipsic, 1719, p. 1453: Opera, 2 , pp. 393-402 and p. 513; von AVuich, p. 199. 
Siacci, pp. 8 6  and 455; Chapel, Rev. dart. 17 (1881), p. 437, and 18 (1881), p. 484.

von Zedlitz, Arch. f. Artill.- u. Ing.-Off. 103 (1896), p. 388, and Mitt. itb. Geg. 
d. Art.- u. Gen.- Wes. 1898, p. 881 ; G. Ronca and A. Bassani, Riv. maritim. 1895, 
p. 569; Siacci, Riv. d’ art. e gen. 1896, vol. II. p. 5 ; Ronca and Bassani, Riv. 
marit. 1897, p. 217. ■

§ 27. Krupp’s earlier method, see Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.-u. Gen.- Wes. 1891, p. 1 ; 
AV. Gross, Die Berechnung der Schusstafeln, Leipsic, 1901; AV. Olsson, BallUtike 
labeller far beregning o f  skydetabeller, Christiania, 1904: Artill. Monatshefte, 1908,
p. 1 1 2 .

§ 28. For Siacci II, see § 23. F. Pouchelon, Rev. dart. 26 (1885), p. 467; 
AV. C. Hojel, Rev. dart. 24 (1884), p. 262; E. Vallier, p. 45A, and Paris, C. R. 115 
(1892), p. 648. For Siacci III, see F. Siacci, Riv. d  art. e gen. 1896, vol. i. p. 341: 
Riv. d  art. e gen. 1897, vol. iv. p. 5 and Rev. d’art. 35 (1890), p. 493, and E. Fasella, 
Tavole balistiche secondarie, Genoa, 1901; Parodi, Balistica estema, Turin, 1901, 
p. 105 and p. 314.

§ 29. Vallier, p. 45 and Rev. dart. 29 (1888), p. 11; Sabudski, Rev. d’art. 34 
(1889), p. 427 ; Vallier, Rev. dart. 36 (1890), pp. 42 and 153, and 37 (1890), p. 273.

§ 30. P. Charbonnier, Traite de bal. exter. 2 nd ed. Paris, 1904, p. 2 2 1 : Manuel 
de balistique exter. Paris, 1908.

§ 31. Graphical methods are to be found in J. V. Poncelet, Lemons de mecanique 
industrielle, 2, Metz (1828), p. 55; Didion, p. 196; A. Indra, Graphische Bal
listik, Vienna, 1876; C. Cranz, Zeitschr. Math. Phys. 42 (1897), p. 197. M. d’Ocagne’s 
method is described by G. Pesci, Riv. marit. 1899, p. 113, and 1900, pp. 1-52 of 
the appendix; G. Ronca, Riv. marit. 1899, and La corrisp. 2 (1901), p. 278; R. von 
Porteuschlag-Ledermayer, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.- Wes. 1900, p. 796, and 
1904, p. 769; G. Ronca, Manuale del tiro, Leghorn, 1901, p. 296; G. Ronca and

c. 30
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G. Pesci, Abbachiper il tiro, and Abbachi generali della balistica, Leghorn, 1901; 
Rothe, Artill. Monatshefte, 1911, n. 59, p. 371; Narath, ditto, 1915, i. p. 69; 
Rothe, ditto, 1915, 102, p. 314; A. Nowakowski, Mitteil. Ub. Oeg. d. Art - u. Gen- 
Wes. 1913, 7, p. 547, and 1913, 5, p. 383; Garbasso, Riv. d; art. e gen. 20 (1903), 
vol. ii. p. 387; A. H. Barker, Graphical Calculus, London, 1908; J. E. Mayer, 
Das Rechnen in der Tecknik, Leipsic, 1908; R. Mehmke, Numerisches Rechnen, 
Encyhl. d. math. Wissensch. vol. I. E, Leipsic, Teubner; A. Morley and W. Inchley, 
Elementary Applied Mechanics, London, 1911; M. d’Ocagne, CoordonneesparallMes 
et axiales, Paris, 1885: Traite de nomographie, Paris, 1899: Calcul graphique et 
nomographic, Paris, 1908; J. B. Peddle, The Construction of Graphical Charts, 
New York, 1910; J. Perry, Praktische Mathematilc, Vienna, 1903; M. v. Pivani, 
Graphische Darstellung (Goschen), Berlin and Leipsic, 1914; F. Schilling, fiber die 
Nomographie von M. d’Ocagne, Leipsic, 1900; L. von Schrutka, Tlieorie u. Praxis 
des logarithm. Rechenschiebers, Leipsic, 1911; E. Schultz, Mathem. u. technische 
Tabellen, edn. 2 B, Essen, 1911; Soreau, Contribution d la thAorie et aux applica
tions de la nomographie, Paris, 1901: Nouveaux types d’abaques, Paris, 1906.

§ 32. For Cauchy’s process, see P. de St Robert, Memoires scienl. i. Paris, 
1872, p. 160; Moigno, Lemons sur le calcul diff. et integ. n. 1844,109. 26-28, and 33; 
Coriolis, Journ. de Math, de Liouville, 2  (1837), p. 229; Lipschitz, Lehrb. d. Analysis, 
11. (1880), p. 504; Picciati, I I  polytechnico, Milan, 1893, vol. x l i . pp. 493 and 537 ; 
Runge, Math. Ann. 44 (1894), p. 437, and 46 (1895), p. 437; K. Heun, Jahrb. d. 
deutsch. Math. Ver. 9 (1900), p. I l l ,  and Zeitschr.f. Math. u. Phys. 45 (1900), p. 23; 
Photogrammetric methods by O. Nowakowski, Mitt. lib. Geq. d. Art.- u. Gen..- IVes. 
1912, 3, p. 262. . .

§§ 35, 36 and 37. Cranz, Schuss u. Waffe, 2 (1909), 18, p. 413: Artill. Monats
hefte, 1909, 30, pp. 412-415; Eckhardt, Artill. Monatsh. 1912,11. 61, p. 64; A. von 
Burgsdorff, Zeitschr., Schuss u. Waffe, 2 (1908-9), 8 , p. 179 ; H. Rohne, ditto, 
2 (1908-9), 7, p. 152; the maximum vertical ascent of a shell is discussed in 
St Robert, Mem. scient. Paris, 1872, p. 43.

Didion’s process for calculating high-angle trajectories in various sections is 
given in his Trait4.de balistique, Paris, 1860, p. 127. Also J. Schmidt, Mitt. iib. 
Geg. d. Art.-u. Gen.- Wes. 1908, p. 431; von Zedlitz, Artill. Monatsh. 1913, 79, p. 1 
and 1914, 8 8 , p. 274; F. E. Harris, Journ. o f the On. St. Artill. 23 (1905), p. 43; 
P. Charbonnier, Rev. d'artill. 40, p. 79, p. 133: 79, March 1912, p. 357: 80, April 
1912, p. 45; v. Portenschlag-Ledormayer, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. A rt- u. Gen.- Wes. 1911,
7, p. 616.

§§ 38-40. With regard to tilting the trajectory, see Heydenreich, Lehre vom 
Schuss, Berlin, 1908, 1. p. 106; Gouin, Rev. diart. 35 (1907), p. 1 2 1 ; Percin, ditto, 
19 (1882), p. 281 and 27 (1885), p. 118; A. von Burgsdorff, Zeitschr. f . d. ges. 
Schiess.- u. Sprengstoff.- Wes. 1 (1906), 18, p. 332, and Schuss u. Waffe, 2 (1907),
8 , p. 179; Kerkhof, Artill. Monatsh. 1908, 13, p. 44. For Fernandez’s and 
Gonzalez’s methods, see Jahrb. f .  deutsche Armee u. Marine, 1905, December; 
Kolarski, Mitt.iib.Geg.d. A rt- u. Gen.- Wes. 1906, p. 301; Pucherna, ditto, 1908, p. 809.

§ 41. E. Yallier, Balist. exper. Paris, 1894, p. 45 for the factor m. For the 
change of the density of the air with the altitude, see Charbonnier, Trait4 de bal. 
exter. Paris, 1904, p. 329; A. Hamilton, Journ. of the On. St. Artill. 100, Dec. 1909, 
p. 257; Cranz, Artill. Monatsh. 1909, 34, p. 241 for the accuracy of formula (23).
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§ 42. For the primary tables for Siacci III, seo F. Siacci, lliv. (I art. e gen. 
1896, 1, p. 341: lliv. d  art. e gen. 1897, 4, p. 5 : Rev. dart. 25 (1890), p. 493; 
E. Fuseli a, Tavole balistiche secondarie, Genoa, 1901; F. Siacci, Hal. ex Ur. 1892, 
p. 454.

§ 45. For the effect of small changes of v0, <f>, or c on X, see Siacci, p. 105; 
Vallier, p. 67; Denecke, Arch, f  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 93 (1886), p. 1 and 94 (1887), 
p. 226: Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 97 (1890), p. 274; v. Pfister, ditto, 93 (1886), 
p. 73; Rohne, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 3 (1900), pp. 129 and 201: 4 (1901), p. 320; 
Sabudski, Petrog. Art. Joum. 1889, 1 1 , p. 941; Charbonnier, TraiUde bat. extfr. 
1894, p. 175.

On daily differences, Heydenreich, 1 ( 1 st ed.), p. 53, and 2 , p. 39; H. Rohne, 
Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 3 (1900), pp. 129, 201: 4 (1901), p. 326; v. Minarclli, p. 61, 
and p. 53. Many figures are given by K. Exler, Zeitschr. f . d. ges. Schiess.- u. 
Sprengstoff.-1Ves. 1 (1906), pp. 107, 127, 376,399; M. de Sparre, C. It. 161, p. 707: 
162, pp. 33, 496. He gives a method o f calculating the trajectory in zones, taking 
into account the decrease of air-density. The velocity of the shell thus passes 
through a minimum and then through a maximum: finally it decreases again. 
The assumptions about the gun, with which the tests were made, are merely 
guesswork.

§ 46. Didion, p. 364; Arch. f. Art.-u. Ing.-Off. 93 (1886), p. 45; von Minarelli, 
p. 54; von Eberhard, Das Wesen der mod. Visiervorrichtungen der Landartillerie, 
published by Krupp, Berlin, 1908.

§ 47. The effect of the wind is considered by Didion, 1, p. 311; von Wuich, 
p. 474; Siacci, p. 113; Rfisal, 2 , appendix, p. 409; Heydenreich, 1st ed. 1, p. 57; 
Sabudski, p. 302; Denecke, Arch.f. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 93 (1886), p. 1 and 94 (1887), 
p. 226; von Minarelli, p. 57; Rohne, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 3 (1900), pp. 129 and 201: 
4 (1901), p. 326. Rohne calculates that with a mean wind-velocity of 5’5 m/sec 
(Potsdam observations, 1893-1897), a horizontal breeze, coming obliquely forwards 
at an angle of 45°, shortens a range of 2000 m by 31 m : the lateral drift with this 
mean wind-velocity amounts only to about 18 m in a range of 2000 m. Rohne 
considers that the daily changes in the weather exercise less effect than that 
arising from errors of observation, even when wind and temperature act, as it 
were, in the same direction, i.e. wind from behind and temperature high, or wind 
from the front and temperature low. This is at any rate the case for rifles and 
for distances less than 1000 m. With guns, the effects are more noticeable. For 
a field gun with initial velocity of 465 m/sec, range 6000 m, </> =  18° 11', u =28° 30', 
Rohne finds that at — 22‘5° C. the range is short by 1038 m. Heydenreich’s general 
conclusions rest on the very extensive series of tests, carried out by the German 
Artillery Committee. Krause’s experimental results, which were published in 
the Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 5 (1902), p. 433, show a very satisfactory agreement 
between calculated and observed values, in so far as temperature and barometric 
pressure are concerned. The value of C on p. 289 and o f c on p. 292 only apply 
when the shell is at relatively low altitudes. A t greater altitudes, it must be 
remembered that these factors are proportional to the density of the atmosphere. 
The expressions, representing their values, must therefore bo multiplied by a 
factor which takes the variation of air-density into account.

§ 48. As for the effect of the rotation of the earth, see G. Galilei, Dialog iiber

30—2
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das Weltsystem, translated by Strauss, Leipsic, 1891, pp. 189-192; S. D. Poisson, 
J. ec. polyt. 15 (1832), p. 187; Iiecherches sur le mouvement des projectiles dans 
Pair, Paris, 1839, pp. 41 and 63; C. E. Page, Nouv. ann. 2, 6  (1867), pp. 96, 387, 
481; St Robert, 1, p. 357; F. Astier, Rev. d’art. 5 (1875), p. 272 ; R. Berger, 
Uber den Binflnss der Erdrotation auf den freien Fall der Kbrper und die Flug- 
bahnen der Projektile, Coburg, 1876; J. Finger, Wien. Ber. 762 (1878), p. 67, and 
R. Hoppe, Arch. d. Math. 64 (1879), p. 96; W. Schell, Tlieorie der Bewegung und 
der Krlifte, 1, p. 528; A. W. F. Sprung, Arch. d. deutsch. Seewarte, 1879, p. 27: 
Deutsche meteor. Zeitschr. 1  (1884), p. 250; Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 103 (1896), 
p. 13; Resal, 1, p. 107; Okinghaus, Wochenschrift f .  Astron. 1891, p. 89, and 
Arch. f. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 103 (1896), p. 89; Sabudski, Petrog. Art. Joum. 1894, 2 , 
p. 120, and Rev. dart. 44 (1894), p. 467; A. von Obermayer, Mitt. ub. Geg. d. Art.- 
u. Gen.- Wes. 1901, p. 707.

Budde, Allgemein. Mechanik, i. p. 317, remarks that if  a shell is fired vertically

upwards, it deflects to the north and not to the south until Z = ~ .

§ 49. As for the effect of the bayonet, see Fr. Hentsch, Ballistik der Hand- 
feuerwaffen, Leipsic, 1873, where on p. 312 he says it was found with all rifles 
that the following fact was true. I f  the rifle is so adjusted that the bullet hits 
the bull’s eye when no bayonet is attached, then if the rifle is fired with the 
bayonet on the right-hand side of the bore, the bullet will deviate considerably 
to the left, even with short ranges. H. Weygand says the same in Das Schiessen 
mit Handfeuerwaffen, eine vereinfachte Schiesslehre, mit bes. Beriicksichtigung des 
deutschen Inf.-Gew. M. 71, Berlin, 1876. On p. 184 he says that experience has 
shown that the bayonet causes a regular deviation to the opposite side to that 
to which the bayonet is attached. See also von Stachorowski’s Unterricht in der 
Waffenlehre an den Kgl. Kriegsschulen, 1876, p. 150; von Neumann, 1886, p. 121; 
1890, p. 58; C. Cranz, Civil-Ingenieur, 21 (1885), vol. n . ; F. Hotter, Verhandl.d. 
Phys. Gesell. zu Berlin, 7 (1888), p. 17; C. Cranz and K. R. Koch, Miinch. Akad. 
Ber. 21 (1901), p. 572: Jahresber. d. deutsch. Math. Vereinigung, 6  (1899), p. 118; 
Minarelli-Fitzgerald, Das moderne Schiesswesen, Vienna, 1901, p. 55; F. Hotter, 
Sitz.-Ber. d. Berl. Mathem. Gesell. 2 (1903), p. 65; C. Cranz, ditto, 3 (1904), p. 1 1 ; 
J. C. F. Otto, Hilfsmittel fiir ballist. Rechnungen, Berlin, 1859, p. 266, who was 
probably the first to suggest that the vibration of the bore was the cause of the 
jump. ;

§■$ 50-60. Drift through the rotation of the shell, with cannon balls, and the 
modern types of shell, together with vibratory movements of the projectile, are 
referred to in the following papers. Didion, pp. 304 and 318, and J. Ic. polyt. 16 
(1839), p. 51; G. Piobert, Traite dartillerie, Paris, p. 169; Resal, 1, p. 375 ;j 
G. Magnus, Berl. Ber. 1852, 1-24, and Ann. Phys. Chem. 8 8  (1853), p. 1; P. de 
St Robert, Mem,, scient. Paris, 1872, i. p. 277; M. de Sparre, Mouvement des pro

jectiles oblongs dans le cats du tir de plein fouet, Paris, 1875, and Sur le mouvement 
des projectiles dans Pair, Paris, 1891: Archivf. Math. Astron. u. Phys. Stockholm, 
1904, and Ann. de la societe de Bruxelles, 35 (1911), p. 79; R. Timmerhans, Essai 
dun traite dartillerie, 2 , Paris, 1846, p. 113; J. C. F. Otto, Umdrehung der 
Artilleriegeschosse, Berlin, 1843 and 1847 : Allgemein. Militarzeitung, 1846, Nos.' 
64-65, and Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 6  (1840), p. 118; J. P. G. v. Heim, p. 169
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j Neumann, Arch. f. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 6  (1838), p. 213: 14 (1842), p. 49, and 17
_ (1845), p. 193; C. Mondo, Derivation der Langgeschosse, Munich, 18GO; V. v, Vieth,
j Flugbahn der Geschosse, Dresden, 1801; C. II. Owen, Woolwich /toy. Art. Inst.
' Proc. 4 (1803), p. 180, and 23 (1809), p. 217 ; Brockhuscn, Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-

Of. 15 (1843), p. 93; Rutzki, p. 109; W. v. Rouvroy, Theorie der Iiewegung der 
Spitzgeschosse, Berlin, 1802, and Arch. f .  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 18 (1845), p. 19; 
Darapsky, Derivation der Spitzgeschosse, Cassel, 1865; N. Mayevski, p. 178, and 
Petrog. Art. Joum. 1805, 3, p. 11, and Rev. technol. milit. 5,1805, p. 1 ; P. Gauthier, 
Mouvement dun projectile dam Vair, Paris, 1807 ; A. Paalzow, fiber die Drehung 
fester Kbrper, insbesondere der Geschosse und der Erde, Berlin, 1807; Rummer, 
Berlin. Akad. Abh. 1875, p. 1 and 1870, p. 1 ; F. Astier, Essai sur le mouvement 
des projectiles oblongs, Paris, 1873; F. P. Jouffrot, Rev. d’art. 4 (1874), pp. 245, 
547; P. Haupt, Mathematische Theorie der Flugbahnen gezogener Geschosse, Berlin, 
1876; J. Marker, fiber das ballistische Problem, Gymn. Prog., Hereford, 1870; 
Muzeau, Rev. dart. 1 2  (1878), pp. 422 and 495, continued till 14, p. 38; Ingalls, 
Handbook o f Problems in Exterior Ballistics, New York, 1900: Arch. f .  Art.- u. 
Ing.-Off. 85 (1879), p. 134, and 87 (1880), p. 180; K. B. Bender, Bewegungser-

I
scheinungen d. Langgeschosse, Darmstadt, 1888; Jansen, Arch.f. Art.-u. Ing.-Off. 
97 (1890), p. 424; Sabudski, Petrog. Art. Joum. 1890, 7, p. 649, and 1891,1, p. 1: 
Aussere Ballistik, 1895, pp. 323-393; A. Brix, Marine Abh. (Russian), 1891, No. 1, 
p. 25 : No. 2, p. 61: No. 3, p. 41; Engelhardt, Arch. f .  Art.-u. Ing.-Off. 100 (1893), 
pp. 403 and 449; P. G. Tait, Nature, 48 (1893), p. 202; H. Muller, Entwicklung 
derFeldartillerie, Berlin, 1894; E. Okinghaus, Arch. f .  Art.-u. Ing.-Off. 103(1890), 
p. 185; J. Altmann, Erkldrung u. Berechnung d. Seitenabweichungen, Vienna, 
1897; A. v. Obcrmayer, Organ der militarwissenschaftlichen Vereine, Vienna, 
1898, and Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gin.- Wes. 1899, p. 869; A. G. Greenhill, Wool
wich Roy. Art. Inst. Proc. 11 (1882), pp. 119 and 124; v. Minarelli, p. 43 ; Ludwig, 
Studien iiber Ballistik, Carlsruhe, 1853; P. G. Tait, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. 37 
(2), (1893), p. 427, and Beibliitt. zu d. Annal. d. Phys. u. Chem. 4 (1895), p. 288 : 
Proc. Roy. Roc. 21 (1896), p. 116: Beibliitt. zu d. Annal. d. Phys. u. Chem. 21 
(1897), p. 389; E. Roggla, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.- Wes. 1912, 4, p. 317; 
Cranz, Zeitschr. f .  mathem. Phys. 43 (1898), pp. 133 and 169: Jahresber. d. deutschen 
Math. Ver. 6  (1899), p. 110. '

§ 50. Deflections of cannon balls. J. Didion and Saulcy, Cours dartillerie, 
partie theorique, ridigt apres Piobert, Paris, 1841; F. Otto, Uber die Umdrehung 
derArtill. Geschosse, Berlin, 1843, p. 109, continued by Neisse, 1847; S. D. Poisson, 
Recherches sur le mouvement des projectiles, Paris, 1839, p. 69: Uber die Luftreib- 
ung, p. 74 ; A. Winkelmann, Handbuch der Physik, Breslau, 1891, 1, p. 600. For 
tests with eccentric projectiles, see Heim, p. 169; Rouvroy, Arch.f. Art.- u. Ing.- 
Off. 18 (1845), p. 19 ; H. Muller, Die Rotation der mnden Artilleriegeschosse, Berlin, 

l" ,  1862. Magnus’s experiments, Berlin. Akad. Abh. 1852, and Uber die Abiveichung 
, der Geschosse, Berlin, 1860. For golf balls and boomerangs, see G. T. Walker, 

Encykl. d. math. Wissemch. iv. 9 : referred to under the heading “ Spiel und Sport,” 
p. 135. Lanchester’s explanation will be found in his book on Aerodynamics.

§ 51. M. H&ie, Traite de balistique, 1884, il. p. 310. For observations of 
projectiles with the naked eye, see Heydenreich, 1, p. 7, and 2, pp. 95-98; Rutzki, 
Theorie u. Praxis der Geschoss- und Ziinderkonstruktionen, Vienna, 1871; H. Muller, 
Die Entwicklung der preuss. Festungs- und Belagerungsartillerie, Berlin, 1876,
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p. 162. For indirect observations, see Jansen, Arch.f. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 97 (1890), 
pp. 425 and 497. A  photographic method o f registration in the shell itself is given 
by Neesen, Arch. f.  Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 96 (1889), p. 68  : 99 (1892), p. 476: and 101 
(1894), p. 253. Observations at low velocities, C. Cranz, Zeitschr. f .  math. Phys.
43 (1898), pp. 133 and 169.

§§ 52-57. For the theory of the gyroscope, see F. Klein and A. Sommerfeld, 
tiler die Theorie des KreiseU, Leipsic, 1897-1910, specially vol. iv. section C, 
Ballistics, 8 , p. 317 and P. Stackel, Encyklop. d. math. Wissensch. iv. 6 , which in
cludes a bibliography; C. Cranz, Zeitschr. math. Phys. 43 (1898), pp. 133 and 169;
H. Putz, Rev. dart. 24 (1884), p. 293; K. B. Bender, Bewegungserscheinungen. 
der Langgeschosse, Darmstadt, 1888; Jansen, Arch.f. Art.-u. Ing.-Off. 97 (1890), 
p. 424; H. Muller, Die Entwickl. d. Preuss. Festungs- u. Belag. Artill. Berlin, 1876, 
specially pp. 162 and 175. Gyroscopic experiments with models of shells, A. von 
Obermayer, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.-Wes. 1899, p. 869 ; K. F. Harris, Journ. 
o f Un. St. Artill'. io  (1901), p. 63, and pp. 189 and 303 ; Magnus, Pogg. Ann. 88 

(1853), p. 1 ; J. Altmann, Erhldrung u. Berechnung d. Seitenabweichung rotierender 
Geschosse, Vienna, 1897 ; Krall, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art.-u. Gen.-Wes. 1888, p. 118 ;
C. V. Boys, ditto, 1897, p. 836.

Photographic measurements of vibratory movements are described by F. 
Neesen, Verhandl. d. deutsch. physikal. Gesell. 11 (1909), 24, pp. 441 and 724.

§ 52. Layriz, Zeitschr. f . d. ges. Schiess.- u. Sprengstoff.- Wes. 10 (1915), p. 303 ; 
Jansen, Arch. f. Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 97 (1890), pp. 424 and 497, and Mitt. ilb. Geg. |
d. Art.- u. Gen.-Wes. 1871, p. 85 ; A. Rutzki, p. 62 and Grundlagen filr new 
Geschoss.- v. Waffensysteme, Teschen, 1876.

§ 53. A. Dahne, Neue Theorie der Flugbahnen von Langgeschossen, Berlin, 
1888: Bausteine zur Flugbahn- u. Kreiseltheorie, Berlin, 1914, by the same author, 
as also Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 10 (1907), pp. 65 and 265, and 12 (1909), p. 58.

§ 55. A. v. Rutzki, Bewegung u. Abweichung der Spitzgeschosse, Vienna, 1861, | 
and Theorie u. Praxis der Ziinderkonstruktionen, Vienna, 1871; Jansen, Arch. f .  | 
Art.- u. Ing.-Off. 97 (1890), pp. 425 and 497 ; N. Sabudski, Untersuchungen ilb. d. 
Bewegungen des Langgeschosses, Petrograd, 1908; T. Terada and M. Okochi, Artill. 
Monatshefte, 1909, p. 301; A. Dittli, Artill. Monatshefte, 1916, 116, p. 49. ‘

§ 56. Ilelie, 2, pp. 94 and 309; E. Vallier, Bal. exp. Paris, 1894, pp. 40 and 
178 ; G. v. Gleich, Zeitschr. f .  Math. u. Phys. 55 (1907), p. 363; F. H. Lanchester, 
Aerodynamics, and E. Bravetta, Zeitschr. f .  d. ges. Schiess.- u. Sprengstoff.- Wes. 6 , 
1911, pp. 81 and 107: ditto, 1914, p. 291; A. Hamilton, Ballistics, Fort Monroe,, j 
1908, i. p. 155; P. Haupt, Mathew,. Theorie der Flugbahnen, Berlin, 1876, p. 101; i 
Charbonnier, Traite de bal. ext. Paris, 1894, p. 238. i

For lateral deviations, see E. Thiel, Das Inf. Gew. Bonn, 1883, p. 20;
H. Rohne, Schiesslehre filr Infanterie, Berlin, 1906, p. 182. Krause says it amounts 
to 1 metre in a range o f 1000 m with the rifle M. 88, Militar. Wochenblatt, 1904, 
113, p. 2737; Wille, Waffenlehre, Berlin, 1908, iv. p. 231.

§ 57. Demonstration apparatus, M. J. Perrodon, Sur un appareil destine..., 
Paris, 1875. Pfaundler’s apparatus is described in Klimpert’s Dynamik, Stuttgart, 
1889; Majneri-Kempen, Artill. Monatshefte, 1913, 76, p. 299. ,

§§ 58-70. For the theory of probabilities, see E. Czuber, Wahrsch.-Rechnung 
u. Hire Anwendung auf Fehlerausgleichung, Leipsic, 1903: ditto, Theorie d. Beo-- 
bachtungsfehler, Leipsic, 1891: Jahresber. d. deutsch. Math. Verein. 7 (1899), 2 ,
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pp. 1-279, with bibliography ; X . Sabudski, Die Wahrscheinlichkeittrechnung, 
translated by Eberhard, Stuttgart, 1900; J. Kozdk, Grundprobleme der Aus- 
gleichsrechnung, Leipsic, 1907-08. For the characteristic errors, see S. IVcllisch, 
Mitt. ilb. Geg.d. Art.-u. Gen.- Wee. 1908, pp.889 and 975; J. KozAk,ditto, 1910, p. 47.

§ 00. S. D. Poisson, Mem. de Part, de la marine, 8  (1830), p. 141; J. Didion, 
Calcid dee probubilites applique au tir des projectile», Paris, 1858, and J, icol. 
polyt. 10, cah. 27 (1839), p. 51; Hdlie, 2, p. 95; v. Wuich, p. 481; Kschler, Vortriige 
a. d. Artill.-Lehre, Vienna, 1898; Fischer, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 1909, pp. 104 and 
209; B. Schoffler, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art- u. Gen.- Wes. 1901, p. 823, and 1902, pp. 97 
and 300; J. U. van Loon, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.- Wet. 1914, pp. 249, 735, 875.

Cranz, Komp. d. Ball., Leipsic, 1896, p. 297; W. Dyck, Katalog mathem. u. 
math, phys. Modelle, Munich, 1892, p. 154; A. v. Obermayer, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. 
Art.- u. Gen.-Wee. 1899, p. 130, and 1900, 2 , notes.

§ 62. For the method of successive differences, see E. Czubcr, Jahretber. d. 
deutsch. Math. Ver. 7 (1899), 2 , p. 205; E. Vallier, p. 166; Sabudski’s work on 
probabilities refers to Eberhard’s proposals; W. Hcydcnreich, Zeitechr.f. d.get. 
Schiess.- u. Spreng.- Wes. 1 (1906), p. 272.

§ 65. Vallier, p. 160 and Rev. (Part. 9 (1877), p. 222; E. Czubcr, Jahresber. d. 
deutsch. Math. Verein. 7 (1899), 2, p. 212; W. Heydenreieh, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 
6  (1903), p. 253; A . Mazzuoli, Rivista maritima, 1908, January; H. Rohne, Artill. 
Monatshefte, 1907, 9, p. 235, and 32, p. 129; J. KozAk, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. 
Gen.- Wes. 1910, p. 47.

§ 6 6 . F. Siacci, Rev. (Part. 22 (1883), p. 521 and ditto, 24 (1884), p. 445 ; 
H. Putz, ditto, 24 (1884), pp. 5 and 105: 32 (1888), pp. 213 and 313.

§67. Krause, Die Gestaltung der Geschossgarbe, Berlin, 1904; von Zedlitz, 
Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 6  (1903), p. 129; H. Rohne, Schiesslekre f. Infanlerie, Berlin, 
1906; v. Minarelli, pp. 65 and 82; K. Endres, Arch.f. Art.- u. Ing.-0ff. 90 (1883), 
p. 113; A. Percin, Rev. d’art. 20, 1882, p. 5 ; Giletta, Riv. cP art. e gen. 1884, 
p. 218; Parst, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 4 (1901), p. 330, and 7 (1902), p. 235; 
H. Rohne, ditto, 4 (1901), p. 119; Artillerist. Monatshefte, 1907, pp. 232, 257, 397 ; 
Schiesslekre f  'tir Infanterie, Berlin, 1906, specially p. 139.

The theory of finding the range for artillery is described by Rohne, Arch. f .  
Art.- u. Ing.-Ojf. 100 (1894), pp. 385 and 481, and 102 (1895), pp. 64 and 257, and 
specially 104 (1897), p. 172: Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 1 (1898), pp. 209 and 399, and 
2  (1899), p. 115; Callenberg, Uber die Grundlagen des Schrapnellschiessens bei der 
Feldartillerie, Berlin, 1898, and Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 2 (1899), pp. 27 and 93; 
Preiss, Kriegstechn. Zeitschr. 3 (1900), p. 81 ; E. Strnad, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. 
Gen. - Wes, 1892, p. 879: 1887, p. 375; A. Weigner, ditto, 1898, p. 821; Schoffler, 
ditto, 1902, p. 97: 1900, p. 429 and 1901, p. 823; N. Sabudski, Wahrsch.-Rechn. 
Stuttgart, 1906; J. Kozak, Theorie. der Schiesswesens, vol. II. part 2, Vienna, 1900; 
E. Eschler, Vortriige axis der Artillerielehre, Vienna, 1898.

Vallier, Rev. cPart. 30 (1887), p. 106; V. Gandolfi, Riv. cP art. e gen. 1896, 
vol. IV. p. 231, and Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.-Wes. 1897, p. 645; EL Strnad, 
ditto, 1897, p. 763; Indra, ditto, 1897, pp. 163 and 291; A. Ludwig, ditto, 1901, 
pp. 91 and 189 ; A. Calichiopulo, Riv. d  art. e gen. 1893, vol. I. pp. 245 and 411; 
Dragas, Strejfleur’s iisterr. milit. Zeitschr. Vienna, 1890, p. 184.

§ 69. R. Rothe, Artill. Monatshefte, 1916, 1 1 0 , p. 65, and 1 1 1 , p. 125; 
G. Scheffers, Berlin. Akad. Ber., Phys.-math. Kl. 42 (1915), p. 733.
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§ 70. Kohlrausch, Prakt. Phys. Leipsio, 1901, p. 17; E. Yallier, Bal. exper. 
Paris, 1894, pp. 138 and 151.

§§ 71-75. Didion, p. 228; Siacci, p. 142; N. Persy, Cours de balistique, Metz, 
1827; R&sal, Paris, C. R. 120 (1895), p. 397; H. C. Sohumm, Jour. Un. St. Art.
4 (1895), p. 620; M. de Brettes, Paris, G. R. 75 (1872), p. 1702, and 76 (1873), 
p. 278; G. Kaiser, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art.-u. Gen.-Wes. 1885, p. 171; C. Parodi, 
Rio. d  art. e gen. 1887,1, p. 42; E. P. Jouffret, Les projectiles, Fontainebleau, 1881, 
p. 142; G. Ronca, La corrisp. 1 (1900), p. 16; E. Yallier, ditto, 1 (1900), p. 200; 
Mayevski, Rev. d. technol. milit. 1866, 5, and 1867, 6 ; Vallier, p. 220, and Paris, 
C. R. 120 (1895), p. 136; Heydenreich, 1, p. 8 ; v. Wuich, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art.- u. 
Gen.-Wes. 1893, pp. 1 and 161; H. Putz, Rev. dart. 34 (1889), pp. 133 and 193; 
Sabudski, 1, pp. 394-420.

R. Robins, Nouveaux principes dartillerie (French translation by Lombard), 
Paris, 1873, p. 365; Poncelet, Introduction it la meeanique industrielle, Brussels, 
1839, p. 619; R^sal, Paris, G. R. 120 (1895), p. 397; T. Levi-Civita, Atti del reale 
istituto Veneto di Science, 65 (1905), II. p. 1149.

§ 72. v. Minarelli, p. 143, and Wille, Waffenlehre, Berlin, 1900, p. 173; Wer
nicke, Zeitsckr. f . d. ges. Schiess.- u. Sprengst.-Wes. 1910, p. 201.

A. Preuss, Schuss u. Waffe, 2 (1908-9), 24, p. 577: 3 (1909-10), 2, p. 41:
5 (1911-12), 19, p. 376 : 3 (1909-10), 1, p. 5 : 3 (1909-10), 9, p. 185.

For the amount of energy needed to put a man or horse out of action, see 
H. Rohne, Schiesslehre f .  Infant. Berlin, 1906, p. 68, and Artill. Monatshefte, 1908, 
p. 197; J. Pangher, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art.- u. Gen.-Wes. 1909, p. 615; A. Nobile 
de Giorgi, ditto, 1911, 10, p. 891: 11, p. 1003: 12, p. 1111: 1912, pp. 1 and 12.

On armour-piercing shells, see Bahn, Artill. Monatsheft. 1910, ii. p. 401; 
R. Veit, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Art - u. Gen.-Wes. 1912, pp. 112 and 235 ; Clarke, The 
Naval Annual, 1913, p. 363; Tressider, Trans. Inst. Nav. Arch. 1908, vol. i . ; 
Sanger, Kruppsche Zementpanzer u. Kappengeschosse, Kattowitz, 1907 ; A. Mimey, 
Rev. dart. 89 (1911), vol. l x x v i i i . p. 209; Jourmie, Rev. dartill. 72 (1908), p. 105.

§ 74. A. v. Obermayer, Mitt. ilb. Geg. d. Art- u. Gen.- Wes. 1898, p. 361; Medical 
section of Prussian War Office, fiber die Wirkung der neuen Handfeuerwaffen, 
Berlin, 1894; E. Rink, Rev. dart. 25 (1885), p. 550; v. Minarelli, p. 41; C. Cranz 
and K. R. Koch, Ann. d. Phys. u. Chem. 4, 3 (1900), p. 247: Mitt. iib. Geg. d. 
Art- u. Gen.- Wes. 1903, p. 477; Cranz and Gunther, Zeitsckr. f .  d. ges. Schiess.- u. 
Sprengst.- Wes. 1912, p. 317 ; H. Lehmann, Die Kinematographie, Leipsic, published 
by Teubner, 1911, p. 112; Curschmann, Zeitsckr. f  d. ges. Schiess.- u. Sprengst.- 
Wes. 10 (1915), p. 123; A. Preuss, Schuss u. Waffe, 3(1909-10), 17, p. 349 : ditto,
6 (1913), pp. 421 and 441, by Hiibener, and 7 (1914), pp. 281, 297, 317, 337, 357,
by E. Broer; E. Bircher, Kriegschirurg. Hefte der Beitrage zur Klinischen Ghi- 
rurgie, 96 (1915), 1, p. 38. -

Cranz, Zeitsckr., Schuss u. Waffe, 2 (1909), 18, p. 413; Wieting, Militdr- 
arztliche Zeitsckr. 38 (1909), 15, p. 617; A. Breuer, Mitt. iib. Geg. d. Artill.- u. 
Gen.- Wes. 1907, p. 671.

§ 75. E. de Jonquiferes states that balls of a calibre of 0'16 m, having a velocity 
of 455 m/sec, ricochetted on an average 22 times on the surface of the water: 
range =  2470 m ; Persy, Cours de balistique, Metz, 1827, p. 61; A. Preuss, Schuss 
u. Waffe, 3 (1909-10), 10, p. 217, and 4 (1910-11), 11, p. 213; C. Ramsauer, Uber 
den Ricochetschuss, Kiel dissertation, 1903.
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THE INSTANTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS

Record No. 1.
This shows a bullet o f a calibre of 8 mm, together with the surrounding waves 

and eddies: v =  880 m/sec. This was taken with a concave mirror, and a vertical 
stop, which was placed at right angles to the path of the bullet. The method is 
described in vol. in . chap. vm . and by B. Glatzel in Die elektrischen Methoden 
der Momentphotographie, Brunswick, 1915, published by Vieweg. This method 
shows the variations o f air-density, in directions at right angles to the stop. The 
photograph can be regarded as a model, illuminated in a direction at right angles 
to the stop, and a model of this kind was made in the author’s laboratory in 
plaster of Paris.

Record No. 2.
As in No. 1, but the edge of the stop is parallel to the line o f fire, corresponding 

to an illumination of the model in a direction at right angles to the path of the 
bullet.

Record No. 3.
Bullet of 8 mm calibre: v =  880 m/sec. This was taken by the shadow pro

cess.

Record No. 4.
As in No. 1, but the bullet was fired with the base forward. The line of flight 

is slightly oblique to the position of the bullet.

Record No. 5.
Cylindrical projectile, flying through calm air: v =  880 m/sec. This was taken 

with concave mirror, objective and stop : the position of the stop corresponds to 
an illumination in a direction parallel to the line of fire.

Record No. 6.
Cylindrical projectile with rounded tip : ?>=640 m/sec. The angle of the head 

wave is increased accordingly.

Record No. 7.
This shows the beginning of the wave with a pointed bullet of 8 mm calibre 

v=880 m/sec. The gases, which escaped from the muzzle, had initially had 
a greater velocity than the bullet, but at the moment the exposure was made 
they had been overtaken by the bullet. The bounding line of the escaping gases 
is here seen to be somewhat irregular. The head-wave begins to form just outside 
the explosive gases, because, relatively to these lattef gases, the bullet has a 
velocity less than that o f sound. This was taken by the shadow process.

Record No. 8.
Pointed bullet, 8 mm calibre : v =  340 m/sec. This is the velocity o f sound 

As the velocity of the bullet decreases, the points o f the head-wave and tail-wave
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move with regard to the bullet forwards or backwards. The angle of the wave* 
increases at the same time. And when the velocity of the bullet has fallen below 
that of sound, tho waves become separated from the bullet The head-wave 
becomes a kind of spherical condensation.
Record No. 9.

Bullet, 8 mm calibre: v=880 m/sec. The bullet has grazed a wooden board, 
and is vibrating noticeably. Splinters of wood are seen.

Record No. 10.
This proves that the head-wave and the tail-wave are tho envelopes of infini

tesimally small head-waves, which are produced by the impact of the bullet on 
the surrounding air. In the records 1-9, these elementary waves are scarcely 
visible, though they can sometimes be seen within the tail-wave.

The waves can be separated, as in the present record, by firing through 
a horizontal tube, which has holes at top and bottom: r—880 m/sec. The bullet 
is seen to be emerging from the tube. Partial waves escape through the holes in 
the tube and their method of combining to form an envelope can bo seem Taken 
by the shadow process.
Record No. 11.

As in No. 10, taken by concave mirror, objective and stop. The bullet has 
already left the field of view. .
Record No. 12.

Shows the beginning of the head-wave: r=880 m/sec. By means of a sound
damping device, attached to the muzzle, the head-wave starts as soon as the bullet 
escapes from the muzzle. Taken by the shadow process.
Record No. 13.

This shows the reflection of the waves from two parallel plates, between which 
the bullet passes: i>=880 m/sec. Taken by the shadow process. '
Record No. 14.

As in No. 12, but taken at a later instant. The bullet has already escaped at 
the right. There seems to be trace of periodicity in the eddies: these eddies 
would be helical, on account of the rotation of the bullet. Probably here it is 
a case of variations of air-density, due mainly to temperature.
Record No. 15.

A bullet fired through two candle-flames: v=880 m/sec. Both flames were 
extinguished. The record shows (a) the inertia of the burning gases, seeing that 
the flame through which the bullet has already passed appears to be burning 
quietly, and the ascending column of hot gases is not disturbed. (6) No kind of 
perceptible pressure seems to precede the bullet, even when its velocity exceeds 
that of sound, (c) The waves, shot out from the flame, appear to be separate 
waves, just as though the bullet had passed through a solid body. These waves 
appear to be transplanted faster in the hot gases of the flame than in the cool 
surrounding air.

All these records were taken in tho author’s laboratory.
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